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Endorsements

"Ihave been using the first edition since 2003 as core management principles and practical topics discussed
therein made it an extremely useful referenceeven for practitioners. 1am happy to note that the secondedition
is making the contents of the textbook even more applicable in the current technological context by incor¬
porating management of Optical & MPLS networks widely deployed in the telecommunications network,
discussing broadbandwireless networksmanagement that are nowubiquitous and the evolution of standards
and technologies governing the actual implementationof the NMS itself. The additionof discussions around
CygnetNMS to illustrate theNMSarchitecture concepts and implementationconsiderations are quite useful.
Iam sure the book will serve the needs ofboth students inacademics as well as the telecom and networking
professionals."

Nagarajan,Sankar
Head, NMSR&DServices, Tech Mahindra, Chennai, India

"Many congratulations! It is a wonderful book with lots of minute details on Network Management. Iam
sure itwill be a ready handbook for the student/professional communities.
My sincere thanks for your time and effort inbringingout the second editionof the textbook."

Seetharaman, V.
Head, ITMC& CableNOC, BhartiAirtel Limited, Chennai, India

"Professor Subramanian has a remarkableability to set complex network engineeringandassociatednetwork
management problems in context with well-written explanations and real-worldexamples that deal with the
varied demands placed on converging telecommunications networks and the design and operation of the
underpinningmanagement systems and protocols.

This book will be extremely useful resource for graduate and postgraduate students on CS/EE courses
including those studying in their first year of PhD inTelecommunications Engineering, as it provides a fan¬
tastic coverage of a wide rangeof fundamental network management issues. Ifor one will be using it for my
graduate students."

Parr,Gerrard
SchoolofComputingandInformationEngineering, University ofUlster, Coleraine campus,

Londonderry, Ireland
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"Dr. Subramanian's Network Management: Principles andPractice provides the most thorough treat¬
ment ofnetworkmanagement to date. There is no fluff in this book. It is for the serious, interestedreader.
It proceeds from the ground up, starting with common network management protocols and continuing
to cover telecommunications management and broadband network management, focusing on WANs,
optical networks, wireless networks, and home networks. Each chapter builds nicely upon previous
chapters so that there is a logical delivery of information. Chapter 9, "Network Management Tools,
Systems, and Engineering" is a very useful, practical chapter. It provides the reader with the know-how
to perform hands-on network management with various management tools. Chapter 10 covers the clas¬
sic model of the Telecommunications Management Network, indispensable for understanding network
management. Chapter 11 covers other important aspects of network management, including fault man¬
agement, performancemanagement, security management,policy-basedmanagement, and service level
management. Further,Chapter 11 includes a section on event correlation methods, typically not found in
books on network management, and this is refreshing. These two chapters provide a solid foundation for
understanding the management of WANs, optical networks, wireless networks, and home networks in
the subsequent chapters. Chapter 16 covers forward-looking topics in network management, including
web-based enterprise management and XML-based management approaches. There are appendices on
Project Suggestions and Laboratory Tutorials that render the book quite well-suited for use in a course
on network management. All in all, Dr. Subramanian's book provides a serious, first-rate treatment of
the subject."

Lundy Lewis
Department Chair & Professor, Southern NewHampshire University, Manchester, USA

"This book fills a long-standing need. While there is an abundance of courses and textbooks that deal
with typical topics in networking, there is a lack of such books for Network Management. Often, con¬
cepts and technologies related to Network Management are relegated to the last few chapters. This book
brings out the fact that there is a wealth of detail in this area, which is important for practitioners as well
as students.
This book gives comprehensive details of all aspects of network management, in different types of

contemporary networks. Reading it would save practitioners considerable time and effort, which they
might otherwise put into reading diverse online sources. This book also provides the syllabus structure
required for a full-fledged course on NetworkingManagement. It would be appropriate for students at
the undergraduate as well as postgraduate levels."

Sridhar Iyer
Indian Instituteof Technology Bombay, Mumbai, India

"It is a very comprehensive book on Network Management Systems addressing the needs of academia,
industry both R&D and Operations. Coming from a person who has worked on all these functions in
telecoms, the good thing about the second edition is the coverage of various technologies likeWireless,
broadband, home networking and the challenges these technologies pose to the NMS."

Chalapathi Rao
Vice President & HeadGlobal Delivery, Tata Communications Transformation Services Ltd.,

Chennai, India
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"Mani Subramanian's book has been of great help in our undergraduate Network Management course.
The book provides both a top-down view on Network Management approaches and a bottom-up

view of the management information available in almost any kind of network technology and environ¬
ments. Inparticular, it offers quick and visual orientation in the jungle of MIBs available in all kinds of
equipment.

The new edition kept the spirit of the first edition, but enhanced it significantly with new and helpful
visualisations, examples and contemporary management scenarios.

The presentation is interspersed with the author's long-standing experience with Network Manage¬
ment and its tools, which helps the reader to gain a deep understandingof the reasoningbehindNetwork
Management models, protocols, services and tools."

Markus Fiedler
Blekinge Institute of Technology, Karlskrona, Sweden

"This edition takes off from the previous one with a renewed perspective on network management,
incorporating relevant developments over the past decade. The treatment of the topic beginning with
a problem statement sets the scene for a detailed coverage on network management systems and their
associated protocols. Mapping of TMN and eTOM gives a well-rounded view of both the technical
and business process aspects of network management for the telecom operator. Real industry examples
provide the much-needed meeting ground of theory and practical implementations. Dr. Subramanian's
experience with the implementation of network management in major telcos lends authenticity to the
treatment of this interesting subject. To summarize, the book would be valuable to students and profes¬
sionals alike."

Aiyappan Pillai
Head, CNMS, Tata Communications Ltd., Mumbai, India
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Preface
Network-centricWorld and Role of Network Management
The world in the information era has become network-centric. Daily life,both personal and institutional,
is network-centric. Century-old telephone technology has brought us today to the converged telecommu¬
nications and data communications technology era.We are linked to and interfacewith the globally "flat-
world" via e-lifeline. The informationera has built a world of information networks and systems that we
need to operate, administer, maintain, and provision on an on-going basis. That is our challenge.
Areas ofmanagement of networks, systems, and applications indata and telecommunication services

are not only the responsibility of telecommunications and networking industries and standards bodies
but also of the academic world. Students graduating from technical colleges anduniversities are expect¬
ed to be prepared to use a network and also to design and to manage one. The existing procedure to de¬
sign and test some key networks is heuristic. Personnelwith experience, and sometimes without, design
networks and test them in live situations. A corporation hardly functions today without the deployment
of local area networks (LANs) in their networking environment. The majority of homes in developed
nations have a home network distributing voice, video, and data information. With the proliferatinguse
of the Internet and Web technology, the subject of networking and network management has become
part of the academic curriculum.This textbook, introducedten years ago, has been part of this evolution.
This new edition brings new technologies and services to undergraduate and graduate classrooms in the
broad arena of what is known as network management.

Justification for a Textbook on Network Management
Over a decade ago when Istarted teaching a course on network management, there was a need for a text¬
book that satisfied quarter/semester requirements. The adoption of this book by colleges anduniversities
across the world has partially filled that void. Just as networking education has been brought from the
graduate to the undergraduate level, this edition of the textbook has been upgraded so that early parts
of the book can be used at the junior and the senior undergraduate level and latter parts at the graduate
level. It also addresses the audience of self-learners who want to get into or gain knowledge of network
management.

Once again, a note about the title of this book: As noted in the earlier edition, the title does not truly
reflect the contents of the book because we want to keep it succinct. The book covers management
principles, practices, and technologies for managing networks, systems, applications, and services. The
book is designed to be self-contained, so that the student does not have to traverse in and out of this
book's domain.An attempt has beenmade to strike the right balance between theoretical backgroundand
practical aspects of networking. The treatment of practical aspects includes some real-world examples
and "war stories." If"a picture is worth a thousand words," this book contains about a million. Just as a
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programming course requires hands-on programming exercises, so does a network management course.
So we have added laboratory tutorials to the appendix, which supplement classroom teaching.
A major addition to the book is the expanded treatment of broadbandnetwork management. It covers

"triple play" services of voice, video, and data communications. It spans the network over the segments
of wide area network (WAN), access networks to home, and home distribution networks including
LANs. Multimedia communications is covered from the aspects of wired transmission media of cable,
digital subscriber line, and optical fiber as well as fixed andmobile wireless.
This book exposes the student to current network management technology. At the completion of a

course using this book, the student could either enter the industry with adequate networking knowledge
or graduate school to pursue further research and specialization.

About the Contents
The book is divided into four parts. Part Ideals with backgroundmaterial on networking and network¬
ing technologies. Part IIaddresses network management architectures and protocols. The focus is on
SNMP and IPnetwork management. Part IIIextends network management to the management of tele¬
communications, which includes networks, systems, operations and business services, andmanagement
applications. The last, and final, Part IVconcludeswith the management of broadbandnetworks and the
latest trends inmanagement technology.

Part Iconsists of Chapters 1 and 2. Chapter 1 presents an overview of networking and network man¬
agement. It is intendednot only as a background and top-down information, but also as a motivation for
the student. Chapter 2 reviews networking technology with a slant on management aspects. The course,
for which this textbook is intended, assumes that the student has basic knowledge of data communica¬
tions and networking. However, we review them briefly in Chapters 1 and 2. It is extremely difficult to
cover much more than the basics of protocols, algorithms, and procedures of transport protocol layers
2, 3, and 4, as well as basic rudiments of components of LANandWAN networks in such a course. Not
much technology can be covered, and network management depends strongly on managing network
components that are based on an ever-evolving technology, hence the presence of Chapter 2. It can be
either skipped or covered in parts by the instructor. Relevant sections could also be used when dealing
with subjects in Parts II, III, and IV. However, it would be useful as reference material for non-class-
room learners who want an introduction to networking and network management.

Chapters 3 through 9 form Part II. Basic foundations of models that are needed to build various net¬
work management architectures and protocols are covered. OSI-based network management is rarely
used, but has some strong fundamental concepts. For completeness of the subject, it is included in
Appendix A. SNMP-based protocols that manage TCP/IP networks are covered in Chapters 4 through
8. Chapters 4 and 5 are devoted to learning the concepts and use of SNMP (version 1) in network man¬
agement. Chapters 6 and 7 deal with the additional specifications defined in versions 2 and 3. Chapter
8 extends network management using remote monitoring capabilities. Chapter 9 discusses networking
and network management tools. The architecture and features of some of the widely used network and
system management systems are also covered.
Network management is more than just managing the network infrastructure. Part 111 address¬

es this from the service, business, and applications points of view. Chapter 10 extends the manage¬
ment area to cover broader aspects of network management from managing network elements
and networks to service and business management as addressed in Telecommunications Management
Network (TMN) standards. The knowledge acquired on management tools and systems, as well as on
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principles in Part II, is applied to practical applications in managing fault, configuration, performance,
security, and accounting, which forms the contents of Chapter 11.
The demarcation of telecommunications and data communications is becoming increasingly fuzzy in

broadbandcommunications. InPart IV,the broadbandnetwork is segmented intoWAN, access network,
and home distribution network. Chapter 12 deals with WAN. IP technology has been extensively dealt
with in Parts Iand II. The management of ATM network, MPLS network, and optical SONET/SDH/
DWDMnetwork management is covered in Chapter 12. Chapter 13 addresses wired broadband access
networks in bringing services from core WAN to home. Management of cable, DSL, and PON are the
three technologies that we cover. Fixedand mobile wireless access network management form the sub¬
ject matter ofChapter 14.Havingbrought voice, video, and data of broadband service to home, it needs
to be distributed inside customer premises and managed. This is the topic of discussion inChapter 15.
The impact of emerging technologies in a Web-based and object-oriented management system is the

future of management technology, which is addressed in Chapter 16.
Suggestions for Course Syllabus
Parts Iand IT along with the Laboratory Tutorials in Appendix C form a unit for undergraduate

courses. Parts IIIand IV are suitable for graduate-level courses with senior-level students admittedwith
the consent of the instructor.
The complete contents of the book are more than can be covered in a quarter or even a semester

course. The instructor may do a "mix and match" between chapters to suit local needs if SNMP basics
and some of the broadband network management are to be covered in one semester. Independent of the
choice, a project to accompany the course is recommended, and suggestions arc given inAppendix B.
For a dedicated course on network management, there are several choices. If the focus is on SNMP

management, then Chapters 6 through 8 covering SNMPv2, SNMPv3, and RMON, respectively, can be
used. That can be followed with network management tools and systems (Chapter 9) and applications
(Chapter 11).
If telecommunications is emphasized (this is more likely in computer engineering schools), then it

would be good to include Telecommunications Management Network (Chapter 10).
Ifbroadband services are taught at the school, then Part IV (Chapters 12-16) could be included.
Finally, if the school has a research program on network management, it is suggested that in addition

to the special areas of interest, management applications in Chapter 1 1 be dealt with in depth. In addi¬
tion, adequate treatment ofAdvanced Management Topics (Chapter 16) is strongly suggested.

To the Instructor
This textbook is designed as a dual-level book. It can be used for undergraduate courses at the junior or
the senior level or for graduate-level courses. It assumes that the student has taken a prerequisite course
in either data or telecommunication network or has equivalent knowledge. However, the book does
review networking from a management focus prior to dealing directly with the main subject of network
management.
With the prolific growth of networking, network management is expected to become part of the aca¬

demic curriculum, and this book will be useful for both Computer Science and Electrical and Computer
Engineering schools that specialize in networking.
Online Supplements: Solutions to exercises are available to instructors from the Pearson representa¬

tive. Visual aids in the format of PowerPoint slides for instructors and students are available to all from
the Pearson website that would facilitate teaching and note-taking in the class.
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The book could also be used as a reference material if you are teaching a Continuing Education
course on network management. The PowerPoint slides will come in handy as classroom aids. Ihave
found that students like to take home knowledge in the form of a book in addition to the student manual.
The author welcomes suggestions andmaterial to be added andmay be reached at manims@ieee.org.

To the Student
Although the book iswritten as a textbook to be adopted for a course, additional information is provided
in the book that would serve as a reference book for students after graduation. For example, basic infor¬
mation is provided along with references to serve as a springboard to access additional in-depth details
on any specialized management topic.
The book is also geared toward self-motivated engineers in the industry who are eager to learn net¬

work management. If the engineer has access to network resources, many of the hands-on exercises
could be practiced. At the minimum, it would provide enough tools and knowledge for the frustrated
worker when he or she cannot access the network resources and does not know why.
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PARTI
Background

Chapter 1 presents an overview of telecommunications, data communications, and network
management. It is a broadreview ofnetworkingand network management. It starts with an analogy
of the telephone network. Telephone network almost always works, and there are reasons for its
achieving quality and reliability.You will learn the relationship between data communications and
telecommunications and how the distinction between the two is slowly disappearing. The influence
of desktop computing and distributed computing environment based on client-server architecture
has revolutionized computer communication. The Internet is a worldwide fabric and youwill learn
to appreciate how information travels across it around the globe. Basicsof communication protocols
and architecture are presented alongwith various standards. Select equivalent applications are used
as illustrations comparing the Internet and OSI protocols.

Components of network management are described and complemented by interviews with
network managers, whose experiences emphasize the need for network management and a network
operations center.Networkmanagement ismore thanjust managingnetworks.Networkmanagement
is presented from the perspectives of service management, operations support systems, and business
management. The platform for a network management system is discussed based on client-server
architecture. Chapter 1 concludes with a note on future trends in network management technology.

Chapter 2 focuses on network technology. You may skip this chapter ifyou are familiar with the
practical aspects of networking. If you are knowledgeable on principles of data communication,
this chapter will help you appreciate the technological aspects of it. You will learn how various
topologies are implemented in LAN and WAN networks. Basics of Ethernet, Token Ring, and
FDDI networks are described from a practical point of view. Of these, Ethernet is the most widely
deployed LAN today. LAN evolution from basic Ethernet to Gigabit Ethernet with half- and full-
duplex configurations is presented. SwitchedEthernet adds capability to expand the bandwidth and
the flexibility of LAN. Virtual LAN is implemented using a switched Ethernet hub accomplishing
flexibility in administration of workstations across multiple LANs. You will learn the various
network components—hubs, bridges, routers, gateways, and protocol converters—that need to be
managed. A brief review of wide area networking and transmission technology is also presented.
Broadband technology is briefly described in this chapter, but a detailed discussion of it will be
done in Part IVwhile addressing the management of broadband networks and services.
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Data Communications andNetwork
Management Overview

OBJECTIVES

• Telecommunications overview • Operations, Administration, Maintenance, and

• Datacommunications overview Provisioning

• Evolutionofconvergednetworks • Networkmanagement architecture and

• Desktopprocessors andLANtechnology organization

• Client-Server architecture innetworking • Concept ofNetwork Operations Center
• Internetandintranet • Perspectives ofnetworkmanagement
• Networkcommunicationprotocols • Networkmanagement system

• OSIandInternetstandards • Look-aheadofnetworkmanagement
• Broadbandnetworks andservices technology

• Needfor networkmanagement andNMS

This chapter demonstrates the necessity of network system and service management in providing in¬
formation technology (IT) services. The challenges that IT managers face are presented to motivate the
student to get excited about network management. We start with the history of computer communica¬
tion, walk you through some real-world case histories, and then present an overview of various aspects
of network management.

The telephone system is known to be very reliable and dependable. One can make a telephone call
from anywhere to anywhere at any time of the day and be reasonably sure that the connection will be
made and the quality of connection will be good. This is partly due to the efficient management of the
telephone network. Section 1.1 introduces the concept ofmanagement for the success of telephone net¬
work by usingOperation Support Systems (OSSs).
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Computer communication initially used the telephone network to carry digital data. There was a

clear demarcation between the traditional telecommunication network and computer communication
network. The evolution of early computer communication networks is dealt with in Section 1.2.
Computer communication technology radically changed with the advent of desktop computing

power and distributed computing environments (DCEs) using local area networks (LAN) as described
in Section 1.3. Global communication using Internet became a reality with the introduction of TCP/IP-
based networks. Section 1.4 describes Internet and intranet followed by a discussion in Section 1.5 on
the importance of communication protocols and standards.

The next phase in the evolution of IT was the introduction of broadband services. Voice, video, and
data could be delivered on the same medium to homes. This has revolutionized the access network to
home and the distribution network at customer premises. It has also initiated improvement in the core
wide area network (WAN). Section 1.6 addresses these issues.
Networking is full of "war stories" as experienced by ITmanagers. Sections 1.7 and 1.8 present case

histories experienced by IT managers and the challenges they face in today's computer and telecom¬
munication environment. Interviews with them emphasize the importance of network and system man¬

agement tools. Section 1.9 describes network management that comprises operations, administration,
maintenance, and provisioning. Three groups perform these functions: Engineering, Operations, and
Installation and Maintenance (l&M). Section 1.10 focuses on Network Management System (NMS)
and relationships between its various components. Besides managing network components, application
system resources also need to be managed. This is the subject of Section 1.11.
Network management technology is still in an evolutionary mode as network and software tech¬

nologies advance. Section 1.12 briefly addresses NMS platforms based on Microsoft Windows and
UNIX operating system. The future directions of network management technology form the content of
Section 1.13. As with all chapters in the book, a summary section and exercises conclude this chapter.

1.1 ANALOGY OF TELEPHONE NETWORK MANAGEMENT
The need for data or computer communication network management is best illustrated by an analogy of
telephone network management. The high degree of reliability of the telephone network is evidenced by
the following illustration.We can pick up a telephone, call anybody, anytime, anywhere in the world, and
be almost sure to be connected to the destination. It is reliable and dependable; and the quality and speed
of connection are good. It is reliable because it almost always provides service of voice communication
that we expect of it. It is dependable because we can be fairly sure that it works when we need it, espe¬
cially in an emergency situation, such as 9 11 calls in the USA or military defense situations. The quality
of service is generally good; and we can have a conversation across the world with the same clarity that
we have when we call our neighbor.
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The present-day telephone network is referred to as Public-Switched Telephone Network (PSTN),
and is probably the best example of traffic engineering providing guaranteed Quality of Service. The
reason for such reliability, dependability, and quality is more than careful planning, design, and imple¬
mentation of a good telephone network using good and reliable components. The key is management
and operation of the network. Much of the management of the network is so well automated that it be¬
comes part of the operation. Let us first look at the telephone network architecture and then at some of
the operations support systems that manage it. In the 1970s the telecommunications industry switched
to digital services, which followed much the same pattern as voice services and conceived a vision
of end-to-end circuit-switched services, known as the Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network
(B-ISDN). B-ISDN is now being replacedby Internet and Broadband Service.
The architecture of a telephone network is hierarchical as shown in Figure 1.1 [AT&T 1977], There

are five levels of network switches and three types of trunks that connect these switches. A trunk
is a logical link between two switches and may traverse one or more physical links. The end office
(Class 5), which is lowest in the hierarchy, is the local switching office. The customer's telephone or
Private Branch Exchange (PBX) is connected to the end office via a dedicated link called "loop." The
other four higher levels of switches (Class 4 through Class 1) are tandem or toll switches carrying toll
(long-distance) calls. Because of the advance in switching technology and economy of transmission,
Classes 1 through 4 have been merged into a single class referred to as Class 4. A direct trunk connects
two end offices, a toll-connecting trunk connects an end office to any toll office, and a toll (internal)
trunk connects any two toll offices.
From the local Class 5 office to the called party's Class 5 office, there are multiple routes. A circuit

connection is set up either directly using a local trunk or via higher-level switches and routers. Primary
and secondary routes are already programmed into the switch. Ifthe primary route is broken or facilities
over the primary route are filled to capacity, an alternate route is automatically assigned. For example,
on Mother's Day, which is the busiest telephone-traffic day of the year in the United States, a call to
the neighboring town could travel clear across the country and back if that's the route where adequate
bandwidth is available. Let us remember that there is a 3-hour time difference between the two coasts,
and traffic in the West Coast starts 3 hours later than the East Coast.

To ensure the quality of service in a telephone network, operations support systems are implemented.
They constantly monitor the various parameters of the network. For example, to ensure that there is
adequate bandwidth to carry the traffic over the facilities, a traffic measurement system constantly
measures traffic over switch appearances. The results are analyzed for facility-planning purposes. They
also provide real-time input to a NMSwhen there is excessive blocking (traffic over the capacity of the
trunk group) in any link.

The quality of the call, measured in terms of signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio, is measured regularly by a
trunk maintenance system. This system accesses all the trunks in an office during the night and does a
loop-back test to the far end. The results are analyzed in the morning and corrective actions taken. For
example, if the S/N ratio of a trunk is below the acceptance level, the trunk is removed from service
before the customer experiences poor performance.
For a given region, there is a network operations center (NOC) where the global status of the network

is monitored. Traffic patterns are constantly observed and corrective operations are taken, if needed, in
real time. The NOC is the nerve center of telephone network operations.
It is worth noting that the telephone network is managed from the users' perspective, and not from

that of the system or the service provider, even though the objectives of both are the same. However,
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with emphasis on the user's point of view, the first objective in operations is restoration of service and
then the quality and economy of service. Thus, isolation of the problem andprovidingalternative means
of service, by either manual or automated means, become more important than fixing the problem.

To manage a network remotely, i.e., to monitor and control network components from a central loca¬
tion, network management functions need to be built into the components of the network as much as
possible. In that sense, network component designs should include network management functions as
part of their requirements and specifications.
The computer or data communication network has not matured to the same extent as the telephone

network. Data communications technology is merging with telephone technology. Data and modern
telecommunication networks are evolving into broadband communication networks and are more com¬
plicated than the plain old telephone service (POTS). Analog audio and video services are migrating to
digital services. The analog hierarchy of low-to-high bandwidth signals is being transmitted across the
globe using a Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) mode.
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Network management and operations of these digital networks are continuously being developed as
new technologies emerge. Further, the telephone industry all over the world had been monopolistic and
thus single-vendor oriented. This is no longer true. Digital-based computer communications started as
a private industry and is hence multivendor oriented. Unfortunately, this has produced enormous prob¬
lems to users because network components supplied by different vendors do not always communicate
with each other. The network or information systems manager, who has the responsibility of keeping
the service alive all the time, has been confronted with resolving the issue as new technology and new
vendor products emanate. This situation has been recognized by various industrial and standard groups
and is being continuously addressed.

DATA (COMPUTER) AND TELECOMMUNICATION
NETWORK

Network communications technology deals with the theory and application of electrical engineering,
computer engineering, and computer science to all types of communication over networks. It also ad¬
dresses accessing of databases and applications remotely over LANs as well as switched and private
lines. A basic network can be viewed as interconnected nodes and links as shown in Figure 1.2. A link
carries information from one node to another that is directly connected to it. A node behaves as an end
(terminating or originating) node, or an intermediate node, or both. Ifthe node behaves as an end node,
information either originates or terminates there. An intermediate node redirects the information from
one link to another. End-office nodes mentioned in Section 1.1 behave as end nodes. A node can drop
and add information channels and at the same time switch information transparently between two links.
Eachend node has a connection to a user interface ifthe information originates or terminates there. This
interface could use any type of equipment—audio, video, or Data Terminating Equipment (DTE). A
DTE is any equipment that generates or accepts digital data.
Data can be transmitted either in an analog or digital format. The analog data are sent either as a

baseband (e.g., voice data from the switchingoffice to the customer premises) or on top ofa carrier (e.g.,
cable TV). Digital data are either directly generated by the user equipment (e.g., computer terminal) or
as analog data and are converted to digital data (e.g., Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) con¬
nection to customer premises). The latter scenario of the ability to handle integrated digital and analog
signals is becoming extremely important as in the case ofmultimedia broadband services. Management
considerations associated with them are also very challenging, as we will see in Part IV. Long-distance
data transmission today is mostly digital due to its superior price and performance.
Data are sent from the originating to the terminating nodevia a direct link or via a tandem of links and

intermediate nodes. Data can be transmitted in one of three modes: circuit switched, message switched,
or packet switched. Inthe circuit-switchedmode, a physical circuit is established between the originat¬
ing and terminating ends before the data are transmitted. The circuit is released or "torn down" after
completion of transmission.
In message-switched and packet-switched modes, data are broken into packets and each packet is

envelopedwith destination and originating addresses. The message-switchedmode is used to send long
messages, such as email. Thepacket-switchedmode isusedto transmit small packetsusedinapplications
such as interactive communication. Bridges and routers open each packet to find the destination address
and switch the data to the appropriate output links. The path between the two ends may change during
the transmission of a message because each packet may take a different route. They are reassembled in

1.2
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the right order at the receivingend. Themain difference betweenmessage andpacket switching is that in
the former, data are stored by the system and then retrievedby the user at a later time (e.g., email). In the
packet-switched mode, packets are fragmented and reassembled in almost real time. They are stored in
the system only long enough to receive all the packets in the message. InEurope,X.25 packet-switched
network was extensively used inPublic-Switched DataNetwork (PSDN).
Network communications are commonly classified as either data communications or telecommu¬

nications. This classification is based on historical evolution. The telephone network, which came into
existence first, was known as a telecommunication network. It is a circuit-switchednetwork that is struc¬
tured as a public network accessible by any user. The telephone network represents a telecommunication
network. The organization that provides this service is called a telecommunication service provider
(e.g.,AT&T, British Telecom, NTT,BSNL, etc.).
With the advent of computers, the terminology data communication network came into vogue. It is

also sometimes called computer communication network. The telecommunications infrastructure was,
and is, still used for data communications. Figure 1.3 shows an early configuration of terminal-to-host
and host-to-host communications, and how data and telecommunication networks interface with each
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Figure 1.3 Analog and Data Telecommunication Networks

other. To interface, a terminal or host connected to an end-office switch communicates with the host
connected to another end-office switch by modems at each end. Modems transfer information from
digital to analog at the source (telephone networks carried analog signals) and back to digital at the
destination.
Modern telecommunication networks mostly carry digital data. The nodes in Figure 1.4 are digital

switches.Analog signals from telephones are converted to digital signals either at the customer premises
or the central office. Figure 1.4 shows a corporate or enterprise environment in the stage of the evolu¬
tion of data and telephone communications. A number of telephones and computer terminals at various
corporate sites are connected by telecommunication network. Telephones are locally interconnected to
each other by a local switch, PBX, at the customer premises, which interfaces digitally to the telephone
network. The computer terminals are connected to a communication controller, such as a digital multi¬
plexer, which provides a single interface to the telephone network.
With the advent of desktop computers and LAN, data communication was revolutionized. Desktop

computers could communicate with each other over the LAN. This led to a Distributed Computing
Environment (DCE), which is discussed in the next section.

1.3 DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT
Figure 1.5 shows a LANwith hosts and workstations. Let us observe that they are workstations with
processing power and not just dumb terminals as described in the previous section. Any workstation
can communicate with any host on the LAN. There can be a large number of workstations and hosts
depending on the type ofLAN.DTEs connected to different LANs that are geographically far apart can
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communicate via telecommunication network, either public or private switched. The system of links
connecting remote LANs is called a WAN. A LAN is physically connected to a WAN by a bridge or a
router as shown in Figure 1.5(b). We will discuss the types of LANs and WANs in Chapter 2. First, we
want to bring out two important aspects of DCE in this section.

The first aspect is the question of whether the different platforms and applications running on DCEs
have the ability to communicate with each other. In the early stage of communication network evolu¬
tion, proprietary interfaces between platforms and processes were implemented by telecommunication
service providers and computer vendors to communicate autonomously within each of their networks.
For example, Bell System, a monopolistic telecommunication service provider, and IBM, the largest
computer vendor, established transmission, switching, and interface standards and manufactured their
own communications equipment to meet them. They made significant contributions to the standards
bodies to make such specifications the industry standards. For customer premises equipment (CPE)
interface, specifications are published for them to interface cleanly with the network. For example, Bell
System published specifications for Customer Service Unit (CSU) for customer equipment to interface
with the network. However, as the telecommunications industry rapidly grew, national and international
standards needed to be established for communication between equipment providedby various vendors.
Protocols and database standards for handshaking and information exchange are discussed in the fol¬
lowing sections. For now, we will assume that the different processors and processes running on them
could communicate with each other.
The second aspect of DCE is the ability of processors attached to LANs to do multiple functions.

They could continue, as dumb terminals did, to request a host to perform the functions and return the
results.Alternatively, they could request some special functions to be performedby a host—and it could
be any processor in the network—and receive the results. In this scenario, the processor that requests
a service is called the client; and the processor that provides the service is called the server. Such a
configuration is termed a client-server environment. Although the terminology of client and server is
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commonly associated with the processors, the more accurate definition should be associated with the
processes. Thus, the process that initiates a transaction to run an application in either a local or a remote
processor is called the client. The application process that is invoked by a client process is called the
server. The server returns the results to the client. The application designed to take advantage of such a
capability in a network is called a client-server architecture. With such an interpretation, the client and
server processes can coexist in the same processor or in different processors.

We will now go into some detail on the salient characteristics and features of client-server archi¬
tecture and models, as they are very pertinent to network management applications and architecture. A
simple client-server model is shown inFigure 1.6. There is apt to be confusionbetweenwhich is a client
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and which is a server in distributed computing architecture. The best way to distinguish between the two
is to remember that the client initiates the request and the server responds.
The client initiates a request to the server and waits. The server executes the process to provide the

requested service and sends the results to the client. It is worth noting that the client cannot initiate a
process in the server. Thus, the process should have already been started in the server and bewaiting for
requests to be processed.
A real-world analogy to the client-server operation is a post office. The clerk behind the counter is

ready and waiting for a client. She is a server. When a customer walks in and initiates a transaction,
for example, ordering stamps, the clerk responds. The customer is the client. After the clerk gives the
stamps to the customer, i.e., she has delivered the results, the customer leaves and the clerk, as a server,
goes into a waiting mode until the next client initiates a transaction.
As with any system, delays and breakdowns of communication need to be considered in this model.

The server may be providing the service to many clients that are connected to it on a LAN, as shown in
Figure 1.7(a). Each client's request is normally processedby the server according to the FIFOrule—first
in first out. This delay could be minimized, but not eliminated, by concurrent processing of requests
by the server. It is also possible that, due to either the communication link or some other abnormal
termination, the server may never return the result to the client. The application on the client should be
programmed to take care of such deficiencies in communication.

Since the client and application are processes running in a DCE, each of them can be designed to
execute a specific function efficiently. Further, each function may be under the jurisdiction of different
departments in an organization. An example of this is shown in Figure 1.7(b). joe.stone@source.com
(Joe Stone's user id) using a client in a network sends a message to sally.jones@dest.com (Sally Jones'
user id) on the network. The message first goes to the mail server on the network. Before it can process
the request, the mail server needs to know the network address of sally.jones, which is dest.com. There¬
fore, it makes a request to the domain name server (DNS) on the network for routing information for the
address of dest.com. When it receives that information, it sends out joe.stone's message via the bridge
connected to the network. It then sends a message to joe.stone on the client stating that the message has
been sent (or not sent because the dest.com address does not exist in the DNS). Inthis example, the mail
server behaves both as a server and as a client. The three processes in this scenario, namely the client, the
mail server, and the DNS, are considered cooperative computing processes andmay be running inthree
separate platforms on remote LANs connected by a WAN. Communication between these processes
is called peer-to-peer communication. We will soon learn how network management fits into such a
model and manages components on the network that perform cooperative computing usingpeer-to-peer
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Figure 1.7 Client-Server in Distributed Computing Environment

communication. However, before we pursue that, let us first look at a new dimension that the DCE has
caused networking to mushroom into—the Internet.
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Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) is a suite of protocols that enable networks to
be interconnected. It forms the basic foundation of the Internet.Architecture andprotocols are discussed
in detail in Section 1.5.We will briefly describe the role TCP/IP plays in Internet.Nodes in the network
route packets using network protocol, IP, a connectionless protocol. That means there is no guarantee
that the packet will be delivered to the destination node. However, end-to-end communication can be
guaranteed by using the transport protocol, TCP. Thus, if a packet is lost by TP, the acknowledgement
process ofTCP ensures successful retransmission of the packet.
TCP/IP suite of protocols contains more than TCP and IP protocols. TCP is a connection-oriented

protocol. A complement to TCP is User DatagramProtocol (UDP), which is a connectionless protocol.
Much of Internet traffic really uses UDP/IP due to the reliability of data transmission. For example,
email and management messages are carried by connectionless transmission.
The Internet is a network of networks. Just as we can communicate over the telecommunication

network using the telephone from anywhere to anywhere in the world today, we can now communicate
worldwide over the computer network via email. We looked at the example of Joe Stone sending a mes¬
sage to Sally Jones in the previous section, Figure 1.7(b). Let us expand that example and visualize that
Joe Stone, who is at the College ofComputingbuildingofGeorgia InstituteofTechnology, is sending an
email to Sally Jones at her home inAustralia. Sally is connected to an Internet service provider, ostrich.
com. Similar to a unique telephone number that each station has inthe telephone world, each person has
a unique address in the computer communication network. Joe's email address is joe@cc.gatech.edu
and Sally's address is sally@ostrich.com.au.
Figure 1.8 shows an Internet configuration for our scenario. Assume that Joe is at Workstation A on

LANA sending the email to Sally atWorkstation Z that is "teleconnected" to her Internet service provid¬
er's email server on LANZ. Two servers shown on LANA are mail server and DNS. It should be noted
that the servers do not have to be on the same LANas the sender's LAN, as shown in Figure 1.8. The
two servers cooperatively transmit the email message to LANC on the computer network made up of
bridges and routers. The link between LANA and LANC could be a WAN. Information is transported
exclusively based on TCP/IP-based protocols.We will explain TCP/IP protocol in Section 1 .5.2.
InformationfromLANCprogressesviagatewaysandWANs to the computer communicationsnetwork

inAustralia, as shown inFigure 1.8. The WAN network shown is composed of a series of networks, not
all necessarily usingTCP/IPprotocol. Gateways between them serve as the interfacesbetween dissimilar
and independent autonomous networks and perform many functions including protocol conversions.
Autonomous networks have little knowledge of each other's attributes, configurations, and addresses
and yet communication is automatically taken care of by a hierarchy of Internet servers along the path.

Joe's email message finally reaches the email server on LANZ inAustralia and is stored there until
Sally retrieves it via her Internet link with an Internet service provider's server. In fact, email messages
are transmitted by a "store-and-forward" scheme all along the path. In addition, the final stage in the
Internet link uses a TCP/IP suite of protocols.
Thus, via the Internet, any user can communicate with any other user in any part of the world as long

as both are connected to a network that is part of the Internet. This has also revolutionized the software
user interface providing capabilities like web pages so that you can gather information about anything
in the world instantly through the Internet.

1.4 TCP/IP-BASED NETWORKS: INTERNETAND INTRANET
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Another perspective of the Internet is to view it as a layeredarchitecture, as shown inFigure 1.9.This
architecture shows the global Internet as concentric layers ofworkstations, LANs, andWANs intercon¬
nected by fabrics ofMediumAccess Controls (MACs), switches, and gateways. Workstations belong to
the user plane, LANs to the LANplane, andWANs to the WAN plane. The interfaces are defined as the
fabrics. MAC fabric interfaces the user plane to the LANplane. LANandWAN planes interface through
switching fabric. WANs in the WAN plane interface with each other via the gateway fabric.

USER PLANE

LAN PLANE

Workstation Workstation

WAN PLANE

NTERNET

Workstation Workstation

Gateway fabric

Switching fabric

MAC fabric

Figure 1.9 Internet Fabric Model
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The user's workstation interfaces to a LANvia a MAC,which will be explained in Chapter 2. LANs
interface to a WAN by a switching fabric of bridges, routers, and switches. Each WAN may be con¬
sidered as an autonomous network, and hence needs a gateway to communicate with another WAN.
Gateway fabric interconnects different WANs. Thus, a single Internet plane at the core of the model
multiplies into millions andmillions of users at the user plane,with virtually no limits in sight.
Communication between two users in the user plane, i.e., logical link connection on the user plane,

takes the following path. The physical path traverses the MAC fabric, the LANplane, the switching fab¬
ric, the WAN plane, and the gateway fabric to the core and then returns to the user plane going through
all the planes and interface fabrics in reverse.
The huge success of Internet technology has spawned intranet technology. The main distinction

between the two is similar to that between public andprivate switched networks.An intranet is a private
network and access to it is controlled by the enterprise that owns it, whereas the Internet is public.
The impact of the Internet innetworking is enormous. Howdowe manage the Internet?For example,

if an email does not reach its destination, how do we detect where the communication broke down?
How do we take advantage of Internet capabilities to implement network management?We have not yet
defined network management and how it fits into the client-server environment. However, before we
define what network management is, let us briefly look at the protocols and protocol architecture that
enable successful communication between different components on the network.

1.5 COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLSAND STANDARDS
Consider a fax machine and a modem bought from a local store successfully sending a fax to a modem
and fax machine anywhere in the world, even though each fax machine and attached modem were
manufactured by local vendors. Likewise, isn't it a technological miracle that two computers located
anywhere in the world can transmit messages to each other as long as each is connected to the Internet?
The key to the practical success of these and other such technologies is the interoperability of the two
end devices. More and more vendors inmore and more countries have recognized that in this world of
shrinking cyberspace and advancing modern communication technology, interoperability is the key to
the success of their business.
Universal interoperability is achieved when all participants agree to establish common operational

procedures. In communications lingo, commonality can be interpreted as standards and procedures as
protocols. Let us consider the scenario of Joe sending an email from Georgia Institute of Technology
(GA Tech) inAtlanta to a colleague in a Japanese Telecommunications Company (JTC) in Tokyo. Joe
composes the message on his computer terminal and sends it to his colleague (yoho@jtc.com.jp). Joe's
message with his user id (joe@cc.gatech.edu) and IP address (169.11 l.l03.44) goes through several
changes before it is transmitted on the physical LAN medium at GA Tech. The message goes to its
College ofComputing (cc)'s email server, which obtains the IP address of the destination and sends the
message out on the Internet. The message traverses several nodes and links and arrives at the post of¬
fice box of Yoho's mail server at JTC. She establishes a session in her computer and gets the complete
message that Joe transmitted. In this scenario, Joe's message is wrapped with several layers of control
information at various times and is broken down into packet units and reassembled at the destination.
All these steps happen each time without any loss or error in the message due to standardization and
modular (layered) architecture of data communication protocols. As wc will soon learn in this section,
the popularity of Internet as a peer-to-peer network has been made possible by the peer-to-peer protocol
TCP/IP suite.
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Architecture can be defined as modeling a system into functional components and the relationship
among them. Thus, communication architecture describes the functional components of communication
network as well as the operational interface between them. Operational procedures—both intra- and
inter-modules—are specified in terms of protocols. Just as human communication is made mutually
understandable by speaking a common language, communication protocols are standardized for service
interfaces from the perspectives ofbotha service provider and a service user. Ifdifferent vendors imple¬
ment the same standards in their system components, then communication between their different com¬
ponents can beuniversal. Standardization ofprotocols involves agreement in the physical characteristics
and operational procedures between communication equipment providing similar functions. Thus, look¬
ing at our example, all fax machines are able to communicate with each other because all vendors have
implemented standards recommended by International Telecommunication Union—Telecommunica¬
tions Sector (ITU-T). Similarly, email exchange across the world is possible becausemost vendors have
adopted Internet standard Simple Mail Transport Protocol (SMTP) in their software. However, there
are email software packages other than SMTP, and the user has to install a gateway in those systems to
convert back and forth between SMTP and the vendor-specific proprietary protocol. For example, IBM
Lotususes cc:mail (now defunct), andany network that uses cc:mail has to implement a gateway to send
an email over the Internet. Note that there are different mail protocols (SMTP, IMAP, POP, etc.), which
have different procedures. We will now look at the details of communication architecture.

1.5.1 Communication Architectures
Communication between users (human beings using a system) and applications (programs that run
in a system) occurs at various levels. They can communicate with each other at the application level,
the highest level of communication architecture. Alternatively, they can exchange information at the
lowest level, the physical medium. Each system can be broadly subdivided into two sets of commu¬
nication layers. The top set of layers consists of application layers and the bottom set transport layers.
The users—and users include application programs—interface with the application level layer, and the
communication equipment interfaces with the physical medium. The basic communication architecture
is shown inFigure 1.10. InFigure 1.10(a), the two end systems associatedwith the two end nodes com¬
municatedirectly with each other. Direct communication occurs between the corresponding cooperating
layers of each system. Thus, transport layers can exchange informationwith each other, and so can the
application layers and the users.
This can be illustrated with a real-life example. A hearing-impaired person, accompanied by an in¬

terpreter, attended one of my classes. As Ilectured, the interpreter translated to the student using sign
language. If the student had a question, the interpreter translated the information from sign language,
orally to the class and me. In this illustration, the hearing-impaired student and Iare at the application
layer. The interpreter did the protocol conversion at the application layer level. The transport layer is the
aural and visual media.
Figure 1 .10(b) shows the end systems communicating via an intermediate system N,which enables

the use of different physical media for the two end systems. System Nconverts the transport layer in¬
formation into the appropriate protocols. Thus, systemA could be on a copper wire LANand system Z
could be on a fiber optic cable.
Various standard organizations propose,deliberate, and establish standards. Oneof the internationally

renowned standard organizations is International Standards Organization (ISO). ISO has developed a
highly modular, or layered, architecture for communication protocols that is called the Open Systems
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Figure 1.10 Basic Communication Architecture

Interconnection (OSI) ReferenceModel, published as OSIRM—ISO 7498. This model was developed
basedon the premise that the different layersofprotocolprovidedifferent services; andthat each layer can
communicatewith only itsownneighboringlevel.Two systems can communicate on apeer-to-peer level,
that is, at the same level of the protocol. The OSI protocol architecture with all seven layers is shown in
Figure l.11. Table l.Idescribes the salient features of, and services providedby, each layer. Layers 1—4
are the transport system protocol layers and layers 5-7 are application support protocol layers.
OSI protocol architecture truly enables building systems with open interfaces so that networks

using systems from different vendors are interoperable. Figure 1.12 expands the basic communication
architecture shown inFigure 1.10 to an OSImodel. Figure 1.12(a) is a direct end-to-end communication
model. The corresponding layers in the two systems communicate with each other on a peer-to-peer
protocol interface associated with those layers. In Figure 1.12(b), the end systems communicate with
each other by going through an intermediate node/system. Again, notice that the physical media
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Figure 1.11 OSI Protocol Layers

connected to the end systems could be different. The intermediate system is involvedonly up to the first
three layers in the process. Layers 4-7 are not involved in the intermediate system. This is analogous
to a mail container with letters enclosed in envelopes being transported from one town to another town
anywhere in the world. It does not matter what network of intermediate cities (nodes) it goes through,
or what network of transportation media—surface, air, or water—it takes to get to the destination. The
letter in the envelope and contents of packages are untouched at the transfer points and are only handled
by the sender and the receiver, i.e., user applications.
The message in each layer is contained inmessage units called protocol data unit (PDU). It consists

of two parts—protocol control information (PCI) and user data (UD). PCI contains header information
about the layer. UD contains the data that the layer, acting as a service provider, receives from or trans¬
mits to the upper layer/service user layer. The PDUcommunication model between two systems A and
Z, including the users at the top and the transmission medium at the bottomof the PDU layers, is shown
in Figure 1.13.As you can see, the size of the PDU increases as it goes towards lower layers. Ifthe size
of the PDU exceeds the maximum size of any layer specifications, it is then fragmented into multiple
packets. Thus, a single application layer PDUcould multiply into several physical PDUs.

1.5.2 Protocol Layers and Services
We will now go into some detail regarding services provided by the seven layers of OSI protocols.
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Table 1.1 OSI Layers and Services

LAYER NO. LAYER NAME SALIENT SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE LAYER
1

3
4

Physical

Data link

Network
Transport

Session

Presentation

Application

-Transfers to and gathers from the physical medium raw bit
data
-Handles physical and electrical interfaces to the
transmission medium
-Consists of two sublayers: Logical link control (LLC) and
Media access control (MAC)
-LLC: Formats the data to go on the medium; performs error
control and flow control
-MAC: Controls data transfer to and from LAN; resolves
conflicts with other data on LAN
Forms the switching/routing layer of the network
-Multiplexing and de-multiplexing of messages from
applications
-Acts as a transparent layer to applications and thus isolates
them from the transport system layers
-Makes and breaks connections for connection-oriented
communications
-Data flow control in both directions
-Establishes and clears sessions for applications, and thus
minimizes loss of data during large data exchange
-Provides a set of standard protocols so that the display
would be transparent to syntax of the application
-Data encryption and decryption
-Provides application-specific protocols for each specific
application and each specific transport protocol system

Layer 1, physical layer, is responsible for physically placing the electrical signal on the physical
medium andpickingup the signal from it. It controls andmanages the physical and electrical interfaces
to the physical medium including the connector or the transceiver. The physicalmediumcouldbe copper
in the form of a twisted pair or coaxial cable, optical fiber, or wireless media such as radio, microwave,
or infrared. The signal could be either analog or digital. There are various protocol standards for a
physical-layer interface depending on the transmission medium and the type of signal. The two classes
of standards have been established by ITU-T and Electronics Industries Association (EIA).
Layer 2 is the data link control layer, or data link layer for short. Data communication between two

DTEs is controlled and managed by this layer. Note that in contrast to a byte-oriented transmission
across a computer bus, the data communication is a serial-bit-oriented stream. The data link layer needs
to do basic functions: first establish and clear the link,and second transmit the data. Besides these, it also
does error control and data compression. Flow control on data link layer is done on a hop-to-hop basis.
For point-to-point communication using a dedicated facility, like the loop link from a customer tele¬

phone to the telephone company switching office, the data link control is simple and straightforward to
implement. However, if the DTE is connected to a LAN, or which is shared transmission media and is
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Figure 1.13 PDU Communication Model between End Systems

accessed simultaneously by many users, then the data link control becomes more complex. In the case
of point-to-multipoint transmission, the head end controls the access of the medium. LAN is a distrib¬
uted environment and thus access control is distributed. In an OSI-layered model, the data link layer is
divided into two sublayers—logical link control (LLC) and media access control (MAC), as shown in
Figure 1.14. The lower MAC layer controls the access and transmittal of data to the physical layer in an
algorithmic manner. There are three basic types of LANs. Ethernet LAN is a bus type and the media is
accessedusinga distributedprobabilistic algorithm, Carrier SensingMultipleAccess with Collision De¬
tection (CSMA/CD). The second type of LAN is a ring type used in token ring (TR) and Fiber Distrib¬
uted Data Interface (FDDI). A deterministic token-passing algorithm is used in this case. The third type
of LANis deployed inwireless medium and is referred to as wireless LANorWLAN. The probabilistic
algorithm,Carrier SensingMultipleAccess with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA), is used to access the
medium. Random-access protocol will be covered in Chapter 2.

Network

Logical Link Control
(LLC)

Medium Access Control
(MAC)

Physical

Figure 1.14 Sublayer Structure of a Data Link Protocol Layer
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LLC performs link management and data transfer. Link management includes formatting the data to
go on the medium, performing error control, and flow control. If there is security required, it could be
included in the LLC sublayer.
The network layer is the third layer in the OSI protocol stack. It controls and manages the switching

fabric of the network. It provides both connectionless network service (CLNS) and connection-oriented
network service (CONS). The former is used when lower layers are highly reliable, such as LANs and
bridges, as well as when messages are short. CONS is the method for transmitting longmessages, such
as fde transfer. It is also used when the transmission medium is not reliable. It subdivides the transport
PDUs into frames of appropriate size basedon transmission parameters. The destination address of each
packet is read in both CLNS and CONS at the network layer and routed on the appropriate link.
A router, or a routing bridge, at the nodes of a network performs the function of routing and switch¬

ing data. Any subnetwork of the node is under the control of that router. The subnctwork(s) can be
anything from a simple-single segment LAN to complex subnetworks operating under a proprietary
protocol. OSI architectural model handles this by dividing the network layer into three sublayers as
shown inFigure 1.15. The top sublayer is the Subnetwork-Independent Convergence Protocol (SNICP)
layer that interfaces to the transport layer. The Internet communicates between nodes using Internet
address and SNICP. The nodes in turn communicate with subnetworks using the Subnetwork-Depen¬
dent Convergence Protocol (SNDCP), which depends on the subnetwork protocol and could be any
proprietary protocol. In such a situation, the SNDCP communicates with its data link layer via the third
network sublayer, the Subnetwork-Dependent Access Protocol (SNDAP). This subnetwork architec¬
ture isolates transport and the above layers from the subnetwork dependencies. It also enables com¬
munication between a DTE on the Internet and a DTE on a subnetwork node, as shown in Figure 1.16.
Figure 1.16(a) depicts network configuration in which DTE-A connected to end node A communi¬
cates with DTE-N1 connected to subnetwork node N1 via the intermediate system gateway node N.

Transport

SNICP

Network SNDCP

SNDAP

Data Link

SNICP: Subnetwork-Independent Convergence Protocol

SNDCP: Subnetwork-Dependent Convergence Protocol

SNDAP: Subnetwork-Dependent Adapter Protocol

Figure 1.15 Sublayer Structure of a Network Protocol Layer
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Figure 1.16(b) describes the path of communication through different protocol layers from the originat¬
ing end system to the terminating end system via the intermediate node gateway. The formats of the
PDUs are identical in all three systems at SNICP layer levels and above. Access networks having their
own addressing scheme usingNetwork Address Translator (NAT) or Dynamic Host Configuration pro¬
tocol (DHCP) can be implemented using this scheme.
The most used network protocol is the Internet Protocol (IP) and has been popularized by the Inter¬

net. It is part of the Internet suite of the TCP/IP and is a CLNS protocol. InOSI terminology, it is called
ISO-IP or ISOCLNP. A connection-oriented OSI protocol is X.25 PLP, Packet Layer Protocol.
A popular scheme of implementing private subnetwork is to establish a network with a private

IP address, such as lO.x.y.z. In this instance, the gateway node, known as NAT, converts the global TP
address to the local proprietary IPaddress, for example, LANZ inFigure 1.8.
The transport layer is the fourth layer of the OSI protocol. Itmultiplexes the UDprovidedby applica¬

tion layers and passes packets to the network layer. Its service is independent of the network on which
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the packets are transmitted. The transport layer can again be connectionless or connection oriented and
is implemented in both Internet and OSIprotocols. As mentioned earlier, TCP is a component of the IP
suite and is connection oriented. The connectionless transport protocol in a TCP/IP suite is called the
UDP. Flow control is also implemented in transport layers and functions as data rate manager between
application programs and the network layer. ISOhas five transport layer specifications, TPO to TP4. TP4
is analogous to TCP.
Layers 5-7 are application layer protocols. Except in the OSIReferenceModel, the three application

layers are not clearly separated and independent. Let us look at each layer as if they were independent,
like in the OSI model, to understand their specific functions and services provided. An application
process communicates with another application process during a session. The session layer services
establish communication at the beginning of the session, monitor, synchronize, and error correct the
information exchanged during the session, and then release the logical link at the end of the session. It
is very strongly related to the presentation layer, which is the medium of presentation of the context of
the message to the user or application program. Inthat sense, the presentation layer is a context-sensitive
layer. It can be interpreted as the common language and image that the users at both ends of the system
use and understand—shared semantics of the two end users. A common abstract syntax that is used for
semantics is Abstract Syntax Notation Number One (ASN.l). Although the primary function of the
presentation layer is the conversion of syntax, data encryption and data compression are also generally
done in that layer.
The top and the seventh protocol layer is the application layer. The application process interfaces

with the application support processes that are provided by this layer. Like the other two layers in the
set of application layers (session and presentation), it is strongly coupledwith the rest of the application
layers. In the OSIReferenceModel, one can separate these processes from the presentation and session
layers, but in other models there is no clear distinction of the functions. Figure 1.17 presents a compari¬
son of the models—OSI ReferenceModel and Internet model.
The Internet model does not specify the two lower layers although it is obvious that they use distrib¬

uted LAN andWAN configurations. The transport and network layers form the suite of TCP/IP proto¬
cols that we mentioned earlier. Application layers are combined into application-specific protocols.
Figure 1.18 shows a comparison of four common application-specific protocols in OSI and Internet

models. There are more OSI application-specific protocols,which we will not discuss here.All applica¬
tion-specific protocol services in OSI are sandwiched between the user and presentation layers. In the
Internet model, they are sandwiched between the user and the transport layer. The boxes on the right-
hand side of Figure 1.18 describe the comparable services offered in the two models. A user interfaces
with a host as a remote terminal using Virtual Terminal (VT) in the OSI model and TELNET in the
Internet model. File transfers are accomplished using File Transfer Access and Management (FTAM)
in the OSImodel and File Transfer Protocol (FTP) in the Internet. The most common usedmail service
function in the Internet is SimpleMailTransfer Protocol (SMTP).A similar protocol in the OSImodel is
the Message-OrientedText Interchange Standard (MOTIS). Network management is accomplished us¬
ing the Common Management Information Protocol (CMIP) in the OSImodel and the Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) in the Internet.We will extensively discuss the details of SNMP in this
book. CMIP is briefly discussed inAppendix for completeness. However, it is important to understand
the overall picture ofprotocol layers and other application protocols to appreciate network management
functions that are accomplished using network management protocols.
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1.6 NETWORKS, SYSTEMS, AND SERVICES
We described a network comprising nodes and links in Section l.2. The physical embodiment of a net¬
work can be defined as a system. Thus, the nodes and links are components of a network system. Just as
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a network can be subdivided into subnetworks, a system comprises subsystems. A system or subsystem
is made up of network elements. Network elements can be either active or passive. Thus, a router is an
active network element, whereas a splitter or a combiner that divides or combines signal energy is a pas¬
sive clement. A link could also be an active or a passive component. In the case of an active transmission
link, it can be subdivided into active nodes and passive transmission media.

Services are functions that users derive out of networks and systems. Networks and systems exist to
provide service to the users. Service providers provide telecommunication services to subscribers and
customers using networks and systems.

Broadband Networks, Systems, and Services
A broadband communication system can be defined as one that provides broadband service to homes
and enterprises. The common interpretation of this definition in practice varies in different countries
as well as among various service providers. In the most comprehensive definition of the term, we will
define broadband communication system as one that provides voice, video, and data services over the
same medium to customer premises. Broadbandservice comprising audio, video, anddata is also known
as multimedia service.
Audio service includes telephone, telephone conference, and radio broadcast. Although the end ter¬

minals could be either analog or digital devices, information is carried digitally in the context of broad¬
band service. A system providing this service is truly a real-time information system.
Video service includes broadcast television, interactive television, video-on-demand, and video con¬

ference services. Video service could be either real-time or quasi (near) real-time service. Once again,
the presentation could be on either analog or digital terminals.

Data service includes numerous applications, which can be classified into three categories: store-
and-forward, audio streaming, and video streaming. Some examples of store-and-forward service are
email, messaging, andWeb-based applications.Audio and video broadcast and streaming services men¬
tioned above such as MP3 and video-on-demand can in a sense be considered under this category. They
are not sensitive to absolute delay time between the source and the destination, but are affected by delay
variations or jitter.

Broadband services are providedusing broadband networks. There are numerous types of networks to
choose from depending on what segment andwhat type of service one needs. It is like ordering ice cream
in an ice-cream parlor—cone or cup, hard or soft, size small/medium/large, choice of flavor, choice of
topping, etc.
The three segments of broadband network are WAN, broadband access network, and CPE network.

Inbroadband terminology, the CPE network is also called home network when the customer premises is
a residence. Network segments and choices in various segments are shown in Figure 1.19.
The WAN and access network interface with each other via the edge router. The demarcation point

between the access network and CPE network is shown as the residential gateway. Although this is the
logical demarcation point, the physical demarcation point between the access network of the service
provider and the customer-ownedCPE, or home network, could be different. As an example in the cable
network, the demarcation point is called Network Interface Unit (NIU) or Network Interface Device
(NID) and is the physical termination of the cable access network outside the house. The residential
gateway may or may not exist, and if it does, it is a part of CPE network.

1.6.1
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The four leading networks and protocols that are used in broadbandWAN are Internet usingAsynchro¬
nous Transfer Mode (ATM ), Synchronous Optical Network (SONET), IP, and Multiprotocol Label
Switching (MPLS) network.
ATM network: ATM network is ideally suited for WAN or core network. It has fast layer 2 switches

that can be configured to function in parallel and thus can process high data rate cell-oriented packets.
Latency can be set inATM switches by setting priorities to the different services—real-time and non-
real-time—being provided. Further, traffic performance is increased by establishing Virtual Path-Vir¬
tual Circuit (VP-VC).

Four classes of traffic have been defined inATM network to implement quality of service. Constant
bit rate (CBR), real-time variable bit rate (VBR-RT), non-real-time variable bit rate, (VBR-NRT), and
available bit rate (ABR) or user bit rate (UBR). Transmission of voice is assigned CBR. An example
of VBR-NRT is transmission of still images. Data traffic and store-and-forward traffic get the lowest
priority,ABR.

SONET: An optical fiber medium can be used to carry multiplexed lower bandwidth signals im¬
plementing SDH. This mode of transmission is known as SONET. The optical transmission network
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contains regenerators, digital cross-connect elements, and add-and-drop multiplexers (ADM). Modern
optical networks use dense wavelength division multiplexers (DWDM) and very high bandwidth sig¬
nals can be transmitted through this optical network.
Internet: The Internet backbone WAN using IP is highly matured, has a full set of application-ori¬

ented features, and can interface with access and CPE network in a more seamless manner. However,
its main drawback is that it is difficult to meet quality-of-service requirements needed for multimedia
broadband service. Because of its variable packet size and packets choosing possible alternate paths
between the source and the destination, the perfonnanceof routers and other transmission devices is not
as efficient as in an ATM network.
Quality of service in IP-oriented WAN traffic is improved by implementing one of two different

approaches. They are integrated service [RFC 2205] and differentiated service [RFC 2474], In one
form of implementation, Intserv packets in the Internet are classified into three classes: guaranteed,
controlled or predictive, and best effort. Intserv reserves bandwidth from the source to the destination
on a per-flow basis for a guaranteed class-of-service call or session using reservation protocol, RSVP.
Once the reservedpathwith the necessary bandwidth is established, data are transmitted. The bandwidth
is released after the call/session is completed. Intserv is not an efficient scheme for establishing quality
of service in the backbone network as there is no guarantee that the resources will be available when
needed. Further, the scheme does not scale well.
Inthe differentiated service, diffserv, packets belonging to the same class are grouped at each hop and

then prioritized. There are four classes and each class has three subclasses for dropping packets—low,
medium, and high.The present trend inprovidingquality of service for backbone is to use differentiated
service complemented with some form of reservation capabilities of RSVP.
MPLS network: MPLS attempts to combine the benefits of ATM quality of service with feature

benefits of the IP-based Internet. Conventional routers examine the packet headers and classify them
into forwarding equivalence classes (FEC). They are then assigned the next hop. InMPLS this is done
once, possibly at the ingress router, and a label is attached to it.At each router, only the label lookup is
done for determining the next hop. Label lookup can also be done using a switch. A router that supports
MPLS is known as a Label Switching Router (LSR). MPLS can support any network layer protocol.
RFC 3031 describes MPLS architecture for an IPnetwork layer protocol.

1.6.3 BroadbandAccess Networks
Figure 1.20 shows six types of broadband access networks that provide broadband service to homes,
Small Office Home Office/Small and Medium Enterprise (SOHO/SME), and enterprises. The core net¬
work is IP/ATM/MPLS WAN. The link from the head end or the edge router to business customers is
shown as an optical carrier-n (OC-n) link, although it could be any other transport scheme. Hybrid fiber
coax (HFC) cable network and Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) network are the maturedaccess networks.
Fixedwireless is being offered as point-to-multipoint service or meshednetwork,WiMax, to metropoli¬
tan areas. Mobile wireless could be offered using either 3G technology or wireless LAN. The former
has the limitation on data rate and the latter on range. Fiber network as Passive Optical Network (PON)
is still in an embryonic stage for economic reasons.
Cable Access Network has its head end interfacing to the edge router. Analog and digital signals

from various services are multiplexedat the headend and are converted from an electrical signal to opti¬
cal wavelength signals. The optical signal is then carried over fiber up to an intermediate point, optical
node, where it is down-converted to radio frequency and transmitted the rest of the way to the customer
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Figure 1.20 BroadbandAccess Networks

premises over two-way coaxial cable, hence the term hybrid fiber coax (HFC). At the customer prem¬
ises, the TV analog signal is split from the digital data. The latter is demodulated to a baseband digital
signal using a cable modem and is fed to the digital devices, such as computer and appliances.
Digital Subscriber Line access network uses a telephone line and can be deployed using different

implementations, referred to as XDSL. Of these, Asymmetric DSL (ADSL) shown in Figure 1.20 is
the most prevalent deployed all over the world. Although cable network is more commonly used in the
UnitedStates by a ratio of approximately 2 to 1,the reverse is the case in the rest of the world. The tech¬
nology uses the existing unshielded twisted-pair (UTP) wire that carries the analog voice to transmit
data in addition to voice. The voice is carried as an analog signal at the low end of the frequency spec¬
trum (0-4 kHz) and the digital data over the higher bandof the spectrum. It is termed asymmetric as the
downstream data rate (from the central office to customer premises) is much higher than the upstream
(from customer premises to the central office) data rate. The analog voice and digital data are separated
at both ends of the access network using a filter, and the digital data are modulated and demodulated
at both ends usingADSL modems. At the central office, voice circuit interfaces with the central office
switch and the digital data with the edge router.
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Wireless Access Networks: Figure 1.20 shows three types ofwireless access networks. The terres¬
trial wireless network, also knownas fixedwireless, is a point-to-multipoint transmission. Abase station
with multiple antennas covers multiple sectors, each serving many subscribers. The two well-known
deployed technologies arc Multichannel Multipoint Distribution Service (MMDS) for rural areas and
WiMax for urban areas. Satellite wireless systems are primarily used for one-way television broad¬
casting service. Mobile wireless has limited bandwidth and is currently used in phones such as smart
phones, providing broadband service.

1.6.4 Home/CPE Networks
CPE network in enterprise environment is either an IEEE 802.3-based Ethernet LAN or IEEE 802.11-
based wireless LAN, also known as WiFi, or a hybrid of both. Home network provides the opportu¬
nity to utilize multiple technologies besides Ethernet LANand WiFi. HomePNA is implemented using
twisted-pair telephone cable medium,HomePlug takes advantage ofpower linewiring in the house, and
cable utilizes the television coaxial cable. FireWire is also a wired medium and is based on IEEE 1394
protocol to transmit high-speeddigital data. Universal Serial Bus (USB) is used for low data rate periph¬
erals. Wireless home network technologies include Bluetooth andultra-wide band (UWB) personal area
networks (PANs) for short distances.

Quality of Service in Broadband Systems
Quality of service could be interpreted in technical terms in many different ways. However, from the
users'point ofview, people are used to reliable, dependable, andgood quality analog telephone and tele¬
vision service. They expect the same quality of service when the telecommunication and cable services
are extended to broadband service that includes voice, video, and data. Networking technology has to
prioritize real-time voice and video traffic over store-and-forward data traffic, and provide the end-to-
end quality of service. For real-time applications of voice and video, the delay and jitter should be im¬
perceptible. Service should be highly dependable (always available) and reliable (quality is consistent).
Monitoring and managing these parameters is a challenge for network management.

1.6.5

Security and Privacy in Broadband Systems
With universal ID and multiple service providers delivering multiple services on shared media to mul¬
tiple subscribers, the security and privacy of information becomes a primary concern. This is especially
critical with e-business over the Internet. Besides implementing security and privacy—authentication,
authorization, and encryption—of the data and management information, there has to be a cultural
change in the perception of the subscribers that the information link is secure.

1.6.6

CASE HISTORIES ON NETWORK, SYSTEM, AND
SERVICE MANAGEMENT

Network Management is more than just managing the network. In standards bodies it is referred to
as Operations, Administration, Maintenance, and Provisioning (OAMP). Of course, networking and
network management existed before network management became a formalized discipline. Network

1.7
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management and its complementary functions of system management and application management are
all means to the end of service management in providing the subscriber or customer quality of service.
As one ITmanager commented, the configuration and use of aNMS formalizes what a network admin¬
istrator would have otherwise done. The network administration "war stories" in the following subsec¬
tions illustrate that network management (especially without proper tools) could present a challenge to
ITmanagers.

Case History 1: Importance of Topology ("Case of the
Footprint")

A stable corporate network consisting of several minicomputers and about 100 desktop workstations
and personal computers suddenly started "crashing" frequently (a legacy network example). How often
havewe heard a network coming downwithout any apparent reason? Here is how one Vice President of
Information Systems describes an incident.
Part of the network went down in the engineering area one morning. Since there were a whole series

ofusers and at that time we were not usinga STAR (hub) topology, but rather the old-fashioned serial to¬
pology (where all the users were daisy chained to the coax), we suspected a break in the chain, probably
at a transceiver tap. Lacking sophisticated NMS tools, Information Systems personnel started walking
the hallways asking the users if anyone hadjust been doing anything out of the ordinary, which might
have broken the chain and caused the problem.
The guys came back and reported that no one had said that they had "done anything." So I(VP)

started back down the hallswith the guys and peeked into each office. Finally,Istopped and said "Let's
look up in the ceiling here." Sure enough, we found a transceiver that someone had been fooling with
and that was not properly connected, which had caused the break. Once connected, the network segment
came back up.
The guys asked "Why did you say—try here?" particularly since the engineer in that office claimed

ignorance. Icalmly pointed to a dusty imageof a sneaker footprint on the engineer's desk and the ceiling
tile that was ajar above the desk and said—"you need to use all the diagnostic tools at your disposal!"

Case History 2: Centrally Managed Network Issues
There are numerous war stories that we can describe relating to heavy load on a NMS managing the
network and network elements. We will choose one that illustrates several issues related to network
design, configuration, and maintenance. An integrated network management system (INMS) was inte¬
grating alarms frommultiple element management systems (EMSs) in a service provider network. Each
EMS manages a domain of network elements and passes the relevant events to the INMS as shown in
Figure 1.21. The service provider is able to monitor in its centrally locatedNOC faults occurring in its
global network. As simple as this sounds, its implementation could be extremely complex. Let us con¬
sider a simple real-world situation in which a few EMSs were integrated into an INMS and the alarm
occurrence time in the INMSwas at variance with the individual EMSs.
Each EMS records and displays the receipt time of the alarm. The same is transmitted to the INMS.

It was observed that the indication of the time at which the alarm occurred was significantly different
in INMS from that indicated in the EMSs that were sending the alarms. The alarm occurrence time was
considerably delayed, sometimes by hours, in INMS.The challenge in a centrally managednetwork is to

1.7.1

1.7.2
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Figure 1.21 Case History 2: Centrally Managed Network Issues

find the root cause of the problem. Is it network delay? Is the delay due to excessive number ofevents? Is
it due to input/output (I/O) limitation of the input port of the INMS? Is it due to I/Ooutput port of EMS?
Is it in the software of either EMS or INMSor both? Ifit is in the INMS software, should the filtering of
unnecessary events at the input take care of the problem? The answers to most of these questions were
affirmative for each, but to a varying degree in each case. The predominant cause is the stress on NMSs,
although it can be traced sometimes to network elements in the various domains. Transmission of un¬
necessary alarms also causes a stress on the network and networks have gone down due to uncontrolled
generations of network management messages.

Transaction Delays in Client-Server Network
In current national and global enterprise organizations, application servers serve thousands of clients
over international networks. Ina study of banking industry, transaction delays were measured and ana¬
lyzed to determine the root cause of the delay as reported by tellers of branches. The propagation time
of individual transactions was monitoredas they traversed through the LANnetworks and servers of the
branches, through the WAN, and centrally processedby an application server. Some of the transactions
were discovered to time-out due to long transaction delays. Study results identified the source of the
problem to be gateways and applications; and appropriate actions were initiated to resolve the problem.
This case illustrates the need for management of end-to-end communication and the influence of net¬
work components, applications, and client-server architecture in a network.

1.7.3

Service Impact in End-to-End Service of Customers
End-to-end communication is further illustrated by the need to proactively identify the service of the
customers affected by a network element failure. This is illustrated by the following case. In an optical

1.7.4
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fiber transport network usingTDM SDHnetwork clement that carries thousands of channels, the failure
of a single component affects services of hundreds of customers. An end-to-end communication break¬
down is to be traced to the failure of a single or multiple network elements by root cause analysis and
dynamically determine all clients whose services are impacted. The service provider detects the problem
even before customer complaints arc received and informs the customers that the problem is already
being addressed to restore service as soon as possible.

1.7.5 Some Common Network Problems
The most common and serious problems in network are connectivity failures and are handled under
the category of fault management. Fault is generally interpreted as failures in accessing networks and
systems by users. Network failure is caused more often by a node failure than failure of passive links
(except when it is cut by construction crew). Even node failures are more often limited to specific in¬
terface failures. When this happens, all downstream systems from that interface are inaccessible. Such
failures are associated with failure of the network interface card.
Node failures manifest as connectivity failures to the user. There are networking tools available to

the manager to localize the fault, as we shall learn in Chapter 9 on Network Management Systems and
Tools.
Another cause of network connectivity failure is procedural, but very common. Network connectiv¬

ity is based on the IP address, which is a logical address assigned by the network administrator. The
IP address is uniquely associated with a physical MAC address of the network component. However,
mistakes are made in assigning duplicate IP addresses, especially in an enterprise environment with
multiple system administrators.
A host or system interface problem in a shared medium can bring the entire segment down, some¬

times intermittently, as shown in Case History 1 above. This could be a nightmare for the network man¬
ager to isolate without causing interruption in service. A network manager uses intuitive knowledge to
look for patterns such as change in configuration, addition of new equipment or facility, etc. in resolving
such problems.
Intermittent problems could also occur due to traffic overload causing packet loss. Sometimes the

management system may indicate failures, when in actuality data traffic is flowing normally. Perfor¬
mance monitoring tools could be useful in tracking such problems.

Power hits could reset network component configuration, causing network failure. The network has
a permanent configuration (default) and a dynamic configuration (run-time), and thus a power hit could
change the configuration.
Finally, there is the non-problem, which really means that the cause of failure is a mystery. There is

nothing else that a network manager could do except turn the system off and then on. Bingo! The prob¬
lem is resolved.

Performance problem could also manifest as network delay and ismore an annoyance to the network
manager, who needs to separate network delay from the application program or application processes
delay. Then the network manager has to convince the user and then the person responsible for the ap¬
plication to rectify the situation.
With the ever-increasing size of the network and connectivity to the Internet, security violation in

network management is a frequently encountered problem.This ismore a policyproblem than technical,
which we will address in Chapter 11 when we discuss security management.
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1.8 CHALLENGES OF IT MANAGERS
Managing a corporate network is becoming harder as it becomes larger and more complex. When we
talk about network management, it includes not only components that transport information in the net¬
work, but also systems that generate traffic in the network.What use is a computer network if there are
no systems in the network to provide service to users? The systems could be hosts, database servers, file
servers, or mail servers. In the client-server environment, network control is no longer centralized, but
distributed. Computer and telecommunication networks are merging fast into converged network with
common modes and media of transportation and distribution. As in the case of broadband networks, the
ITmanager needs to maintainboth types ofnetworks. Thus, the data communications manager functions
and telecommunication manager functions have been merged to that of the ITmanager. With the explo¬
sion of information storage and transfer in the modern information era, management of information is
also the responsibility of the ITmanager, with the title ofCIO, Chief InformationOfficer. For example,
the ITmanager needs to worry indetail about who can access the information andwhat information they
can access, i.e., authentication and authorization issues of security management. The corporate network
needs to be secured for privacy and content, using firewalls and encryption. Technology is moving so
fast and corporate growth is so enormous, that a CIO has to keep up with new technologies and the
responsibility for financial investment that the corporation commits to. This amounts to millions of dol¬
lars, and the success or failure of making the right guess—not choice—could make or break the CIO's
job. Notice that the word "guess" was used insteadof "choice" deliberately because it is not always clear
which of the options are a dead end, and hence need to be avoided. Since they are not obvious, the IT
manager needs to make provisions for contingencies to change direction when the IT industry docs.
A good example of indeterminacy in the fast-moving technology industry was competition between

the two technologies of Ethernet and ATM to desktop. ATM was predicted to be the way to go a few
years ago. However, this has not been the case because of the development of enhanced capability and
speed of Ethernet. Another current example related to this is the decision that one has to make in the
adoption and deployment ofWAN—whether it should be IP,ATM, or MPLS.

Perspectives of Network Managers Inorder to appreciate challenges that IT managers face, sev¬
eral of them were interviewed by the author. They face network administration and management prob¬
lems day in and day out. These are the folks who carry a cell phone with them all the time since most
corporate networks run 24/7—i.e., available 24 hours a day 7 days a week! The questions that were
posed,with a summary of the answers edited for the current status of IT, follow. They are not an exhaus¬
tive list of questions and answers, since that would make the contents of a separate book, but are only
intended to indicate the complexity of managing a network and thus motivate a student in networking.
Notice that it is not just a technical function, as Case History I exemplifies. Also, even use of the best
NMS does not solve the problems associatedwith building and maintaining a network, but it is a neces¬
sary tool. Thus, learning network management involves more than understanding network and network
management protocols. The author's recent in-depth study of service providers also raises similar com¬
ments.

General
• People expect a network to function like a telephone network.
• Reliability in a data network as in a telephone is unrealizable. The telephone network was mo¬

nopolistic and had expensive redundancy. The data network is ad hoc, decentralized, has loosely
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specified interfaces, and has dynamic routing. Thus, it is a lot more flexible than the telephone
network though less reliable.

• Designing, deploying, and managing networks that can handle real-time and non-real-time data.
• Integration of multivendor and multitcchnology equipment and their network management

systems.

1. What are your top challenging activities inmanaging the network?

• Rapid advance of technology
• Problem analysis—needs human intuition and skill besides sophisticatedmanagement tools
• Anticipate customer demands
• Acquire and retain human resources
• Manage client-server environment in converged networks
• Networkingwith emerging technology necessitates the need for continuing education
• Collaborative research between academic institutions and industry
• Maintain reliability, that is, make changes, upgrades, etc. without disrupting the network and

impacting business
• Diagnose problems or outages in a non-disruptive manner (without impacting other users on

the network)
• Estimate the value of a technology transition. For example, should one transition over to ac¬

commodate the increasing number of IP addresses with IPv6 or continue with IPv4 with Net¬
work Address Translation (NAT) as a hierarchical addressing scheme?

2. Which elements of managing your network require most of your time? What percentage of
time do you spend on maintenance compared to growth?

• A 30-80% growth, 20-70%maintenance based on the organization.
• Configuring the management system itself takes most of the time.
• Expanding the network.
• Gathering and analyzing statistics for upper management review to conduct business.

3. How did you or would you manage your network without an NMS?

• Reactively, not proactively; fircfighting
• Troubleshooting tools, e.g., sniffer, ping, etc.
• Home-grown systems using an open source, e.g., Multi Router Traffic Grapher (MRTG)
• Rely on consultant advice and technical information for growth decisions

4. Do you need an NMS?Why?

• For proactive management of network
• Verify customer configuration
• Diagnose problems
• Provide statistics on performance
• Help remove bottlenecks
• NMS formalizes the manual practice of network management
• NMS products reflect the company's practice that develops them
• To see the trend in growth

5. What problems would you expect the NMS to resolve, and how?

• Enhance customer satisfaction by meeting the Service LevelAgreement (SLA)
• Save time and people resource and thus enhance productivity
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• Turn-around shorter for resolution of problems
• Gather statistics and predict trends for planning purposes
• Document events
• Troubleshooting
• Remove constraints and bottlenecks
• Fault isolation
• Expect the NMS to do a root cause analysis and pinpoint failures

We will now briefly introduce the subject of network management functions and system in the fol¬
lowing sections.

1.9 NETWORK MANAGEMENT: GOALS, ORGANIZATION,
AND FUNCTIONS

Network Management can be defined as Operations, Administration, Maintenance, and Provisioning
(OAMP)of network and services. The Operations group is concernedwith daily operations inproviding
network services. The network Administration is concernedwith establishing and administering overall
goals, policies, andprocedures ofnetworkmanagement. The Installation andMaintenance (I&M)group
handles functions that include both installation and repairs of facilities and equipment. Provisioning
involves network planning and circuit provisioning, traditionally handled by the Engineering or Provi¬
sioning department. We will describe each of these functions in this section. Although we continue to
use the terminology of network management, in the modern enterprise environment this addresses all
of IT and IT services.

Goal of Network Management
The goal of network management is to ensure that the users of network are provided IT services with a
quality of service that they expect. Toward meeting this goal, the management should establish a policy
to either formally or informally contract an SLA with users.
From a business administration point of view, network management involves strategic and tactical

planning of engineering, operations, and maintenance of network and network services for current and
future needs at minimumoverall cost. There needs to be a well-established interactionbetween the vari¬
ous groups performing these functions.
Figure 1.22 presents a top-down view of network management functions. It comprises three major

groups: (i) network and service provisioning,(ii) network and service operations, and (iii) network I&M.
It is worth considering the different functions as belonging to specific administrative groups, although
there are other ways of assigning responsibilities based on local organizational structure. Network pro¬
visioning is the primary responsibility of the Engineering group. The Customer Relations group deals
with clients and subscribers in providing services planned and designed by the Engineering group. Net¬
work I&M is the primary responsibility of the Plant Facilities group. Interactions between the groups
are shown in Figure 1.23. Normal daily operations are the function of the Network Operations group,
which controls and administers aNOC.This is the nerve center ofnetwork management operations. The
functions of NOC are primarily concerned with network operations; its secondary responsibilities are
network provisioning and network I&M.The associated service operations are handled by a subscriber
operation center (SOC) and customer relations management (CRM). Our focus here is on NOC.

1.9.1
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Figure 1.22 Network Management Functional Groupings

Network Provisioning
Network Provisioning consists ofnetwork planning and design and is the responsibility of the Engineer¬
inggroup. The Engineeringgroup keeps track ofnew technologies and introduces them as needed.What
is needed and when it is needed are determined from analysis of traffic and performance data provided
by the network operations. New or modifications to network provisioning may also be initiated by
management decisions. Planning and efficient use of equipment can be achieved with good inventory
management of current and future modifications of network configuration by the Network Provisioning
group.
Network management tools are helpful to the Engineering group in gathering statistics and studying

trends in traffic patterns for planning purposes. Automated operations systems help in the design of
circuits and measuring the performance tune-up.

Network Operations and NOC
The functions of network operations listed in Figure 1.22 are administered by the NOC. They are con¬
cerned with daily operations of the network and providing network services. ISO has defined five OSI
network management applications, which are fault, configuration, performance, security, and account
management. They are also responsible for gathering statistics and generating reports for management,
system support, and users. NMS and tools are a necessity for NOC operations. They are used in various
management applications described below.

1.9.2

1.9.3
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Fault Management/Service Restoration: Whenever there is a service failure, it is NOC's re¬
sponsibility to restore service as soon as possible. This involves detection and isolation of the problem
causing the failure, and restoration of service. In several failure situations, the network will do this
automatically. This network feature is called self-healing. In other situations, NMS can detect failure
of components and indicate with appropriate alarms. Restoration of service does not include fixing the
cause of the problem. That responsibility usually rests with the I&Mgroup.A trouble ticket is generated
and followed up for resolution of the problem by the I&Mgroup.

Trouble Ticket Administration: Trouble ticket administration is the administrative part of fault
management and is used to track problems in the network.All problems, including non-problems, are
to be tracked until resolved. Periodic analysis of the data, which are maintained ina database, is done to
establish patterns of the problems for follow-up action. There are trouble-tracking systems to automate
the tracking of troubles from the automatic generation of a trouble ticket by an NMS to the resolution
of the problem.

ConfigurationManagement: There are three sets of configuration of the network. One is the static
configuration and is the permanent configuration of the network. However, it is likely that the current
running configuration, which is the second, could be different from that of the permanent configuration.
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Static configuration is one that the network would bring up if it is started from an idle status. The third
configuration is the planned configuration of the future when the configuration data will change as the
network is changed. This information is useful for planning and inventory management. The configura¬
tion data are automatically gathered as much as possible and are stored by NMSs. NOC has a display
that reflects the dynamic configuration of the network and its status.

The status of the network is displayed by a NMS and indicates any failure of components of the
network, as well as the traffic pattern and performance. Any configuration changes needed to relieve
temporary congestion in traffic are made by NOC and are reflected in the dynamic display at NOC.

PerformanceManagement: Data need to be gathered byNOC and kept updated in a timely fashion
in order to perform some of the above functions, as well as tune the network for optimum performance.
This is part of performance management. Network statistics include data on traffic, network availabil¬
ity, and network delay. Traffic data can be captured based on volume of traffic in various segments of
the network. They can also be obtained based on different applications such as Web traffic, email, and
network news, or based on transport protocols at various layers such as TCP, UDP, IP, IPX, Ethernet,
TR, FDDI, etc. Traffic statistics are helpful in detecting trends and planning future needs. Performance
data on availability and delay are useful for tuning the network to increase the reliability and to improve
its response time.

Security Management can cover a very broad range of security. It involves physically securing the
network, as well as access to the network by users. Access privilege to application software is not the
responsibility ofNOCunless the application is either owned or maintainedbyNOC.A security database
is established and maintained by NOC for access to the network and network information. There are
other aspects of security management such as firewalls and cryptography, whichwill be introduced later
inChapter 1 1.

Accounting Management administers cost allocation of the usage of network. Metrics are estab¬
lished to measure the usage of resources and services provided.
Since the network consists of components manufactured by multiple vendors, commonality in the

definition and relationship of component attributes is needed. This is defined by Management Informa¬
tion Base (MIB), which we will discuss in Part II. Some of the data acquisition has to be manual (be¬
cause of legacy systems), but most data can and should be acquired in an automated mode. The SNMP
is the most popular protocol to acquire data automatically using protocol- and performance-analyzing
tools.
As part of implementing the above standards, we need to ensure that adequate reports are generated

and distributed to relevant personnel. There are, in general, three classes of reports: systems, manage¬
ment, and user. System reports are needed for network operations to track activities. Management re¬
ports go to the managers of network management group to keep them informed about the activities and
performance of NOC and the network. User reports are distributed to users on a periodic basis or are
available on-line to let them know the status of network performance.

1.9.4 Network Installation and Maintenance
The Network I&M group takes care of all activities of installation and maintenance of equipment and
transmission facilities. This group is the service arm of the Engineeringgroup for installation and fixing
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troubles for network operations. The group works closely with the Help Desk in responding to the
problems reported from the field.
Having introduced what network management is from an operations, administration, maintenance,

and planning viewpoint, let us next consider the architecture and organization of an NMS.

1.10 NETWORK MANAGEMENTARCHITECTURE AND
ORGANIZATION

We need to distinguish at the outset the difference between network management and network system
and service management. Remember that a user may not make that distinction when he or she cannot
access an application on a server from a client application in his or her workstation. This could be ei¬
ther due to a problem in the application program in the server affecting one or more clients or due to a
transport problem from the client workstation to the server platfonn. The former is a network system
problem affecting the service offered and falls under the category of network system and service man¬
agement. The latter is a connectivity problem and falls under network management. We can generalize
system and service management as the management of systems and system resources in the network
and services offered by the network. Network management is concerned with network resources such
as hubs, switches, bridges, routers, and gateways, and the connectivity among them via a network. It
also addresses end-to-end connectivity between any two processors (not application processes) in the
network.
As we saw in Section 1.1,a network consists of network components and their interconnection. Each

vendor, who manufactures a network component or a set of network components, is best qualified to
develop an NMS to manage that product or set of products. This involves getting data from each in¬
stance of that component in the network to one or more centralized locations and displaying their status
on anNMS; for example, failure of a bridge. This would set up an alarm in the NMS to alert operations
personnel of the failure. This would enable operations personnel to follow up on the problem and restore
service, even before the user calls in a complaint.
As mentioned above, each type of component is managedmost efficiently by its respective manage¬

ment system. There is need for an NMS to manage all the components that are connected to a network.
Again, it is relatively simple for a vendor to develop an NMS to manage a network comprising only
their components. However, a user, such as a global corporation, buys components from many different
vendors, and the information systems manager of the corporation has the responsibility of maintain¬
ing the network of all vendor components. This might require the installation of multiple NMSs for
an enterprise or an NMS that can manage multiple vendor components of a network. Thus, common
management system, as well as the integrationofdifferent management systems and the interoperability
between them, has played a major role in the network management arena. Standards organizations and
industrial communities have established standards for this purpose, which are still evolving. The two
major management standards are the Internet developed by the Internet EngineeringTask Force (IETF)
and OSI developed by the ISO.We will look at the former indetail in this book. There are also standards
that are developed by industrial consortiums associated with specific technologies, such as DSLForum
and CableLabs.
Network management dumbbell architecture for interoperability is shown in Figure 1 .24(a) where

two vendor systems A and B exchange common management messages. The messages consist of
management information data (type, id, and status of managed objects, etc.) and management controls
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Figure 1.24 Network Management Dumbbell Architecture

(setting and changing configuration of an object). The protocols and services associated with dumb
bell architecture are presented in Figure 1.24(b). Application services are the management-related
applications such as fault and configuration management. Management protocols are CMIP for the
OSI model and SNMP for the Internet model. Transport protocols are the first four OSI layers for
the OSI model and TCP/IP over any of the first two layers for the Internet model.
Figure 1.25 models a hierarchical configuration of two network agents monitoring two sets of man¬

aged objects. The agent could be an embedded agent in a network element or an EMS communicating
with agents embedded in the network elements. An NMS is at the top of the hierarchy. Each network
agent monitors its respective objects. Either in response to a polled query from the NMSor triggered by
a local alarm, the agent communicates to the NMS the relevant data.

Peer networks can communicate network management messages and controls between each other,
as shown in Figure 1.26.An example where such a configuration could be implementedwould be two
NMSs associated with two telecommunication networks belonging to two network service providers;
for example, an interexchange carrier and a local access provider. As the two NMSs communicate with
each other, each NMS can superimpose the data from the other and present an integrated picture to the
network administrator.

We want to make one final note before we leave this section. Some of the issues associated with the
management of telecommunication network by the telecommunication service providers are unique and
involve more than just management of networks. This has given birth to the Telecommunication Man¬
agement Network (TMN) framework and related standards. We will address these in Chapter 10.
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1.11 NETWORK MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVES
As we said earlier, the NMS primarily manages the networks that transport information. However, from
a user's perspective, networks are means to an end, namely to have access to information across the
networks. Thus, the users' needs require a total solution to manage the networks, system resources, and
applications that run on systems. Applications could be specific user applications, or general-purpose
servers such as file servers, database servers, and DNSs. Software products have since been developed
to address such system-wide solutions.
An ITmanager is interested in more than managing networks, systems, and applications. He or she

would like to automate other functions such as back up of databases and programs, downloading of
software updates from a central location, and a host of other support functions. These are required to run
an IToperation efficiently and in a cost-effective manner.
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Another area of system management is logging and archiving of events. This is illustratedby a case
history when the system performance during normally slow activity time at night was poor. Further
probing the system resources indicated that the system was busy with processes being executed from
outside the institution. The system had been "compromised," i.e., had been broken into. The intruder
couldmanipulate the normal system resource tools so as to hide the intruder programs. The intruder was
finally discovered from the archival system log.
Solutions to the total IT services are currently being offered by commercial vendors. We will discuss

them along with network and system management tools and systems in Part IIIof the book. We will
present here a high-level view of some of the alternate perspectives of the broad aspects of network
management.

Network Management Perspective
Domains: The networkmanagement overview given so far inthe chapter can beperceivedas manage¬
ment of a domain. The domain can be any of a selected group of parameters having common attributes.
Thus, a geographical domain refers to the subdivisions of a large geographical region. For example, in
India the telecommunication administration is divided into circles, and each circle maintains its own
telecommunication network.
Another classification of a domain can be based on vendor products. Thus, we could have different

vendors' management systems managing their respective products. A third perspective of looking at
domains can be from the technology perspective. For example, IP-based products, telecommunication
products, broadband communication products, and digital transport products such as SDH could each
define a domain managed by a separate NMS, as well as a different administrative group.
Protocols: Network management can be perceived from the protocol used to manage the network
such as Internet-based SNMP and OSI-based Common Management Information Protocol/Common
Management Information Service Element (CMIP/CMISE). Traffic use of various protocols at each
protocol layer can be monitored.

Network and Transmission Technologies: An end-to-end network system could be viewed as
comprising multiple network technologies traversing different transmission media and carrying infor¬
mation in different transmission modes, each managed from a different network management perspec¬
tive. Thus, an end-to-end communication, which can be represented as a logical circuit, could be made
up of network elements comprising IP-based routers andATM-based switches. It can traverse globally
through coaxial cable in an access network,wireless transmission over continents, fiber optic cable over
land on a WAN, and twisted copper wire at home. The transmission mode could be digital TDM, or
ATM, or a broadband access mode. An integrated NMS is used to manage end-to-end availability of a
circuit that deploys multivendor and multitechnology network elements.

Service Management Perspective
The network is used to provide service to customers and consequently what needs to be managed are
the services. The real concern of service providers is more about service management. Providing qual¬
ity of service to satisfy the customers' needs requires network management. However, while network
management focuses on the physical network, service management focuses on services offered over the
network and those services meeting customer needs and satisfaction. Various quality of service (QoS)

1.11.1

1.11.2
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parameters are defined and an SLA is reached between the service provider and the customer. There are
several OSSs that provide different types of service management.
Communication services can be offered as public switched network services, Internet services, vir¬

tual private network, real-time interactive audio and video services, and others too numerous to list.
Computing services are offered to clients using applications running on servers. These servers and
applications running on them need to be managed centrally by the service provider or enterprise that
owns them. This management is also known as enterprise management. Itmonitors the health of system
resources, as well as the applications that run on them. There are managed service offerings available to
manage multiple enterprise networks from a common management facility.

OSS Perspective
While the EMS, NMS, and enterprise management system are designed to manage the network and
network resources, OSSs support the operation of network and service management systems. InSection
l.9 we described the supporting functions of networking needed to provide communication services as
operations, administration, maintenance, and provisioning (OAMP).

ProvisioningSystem: The logical andphysical network has to beprovisioned to provide the desired
service to the customer. An OSS, provisioning management system, does this function using several
other OSSs such as the inventory management system, the service order system, and the element and
NMSs. Provisioningmanagement includes circuit provisioning, service provisioning, and network pro¬
visioning.

Inventory Management System includes inventory of equipment and facilities. We can general¬
ize equipment as active components forming nodes of a network and facilities as passive components
linking the nodes.

CustomerRelationsManagement (CRM) operation support system manages complaints reported
by the customers.A proactive approach to CRM is the service provider calling the customer on detecting
a service outage indicated by NMS.

Trouble Ticket and Work Force Management manages the troubles detected by the NMS and
generates work order in the Work Force Management System. Various OSSs help with the remote test¬
ing, either on-demand or automated, in installation and maintenance.

IP TelecommunicationApplication Management: The traditional analog services of voice and
video are now offered as digital services. Such services as voice-over-IP and video-over-IP applications
require not only management of data, but also connection management. Sessions that are equivalent to
a circuit need to be established and managed.

e-Business Management
The e-business management and privacy requirements arc associated with e-commerce applications.
This includes application management in Internet retail activities, as well as banking automated teller
machines.

1.11.3

1.11.4
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1.12 NMS PLATFORM
NMSs and tools are available in various platforms—hardware and operating system. Popular high-end
systems are housed on UNIX-based servers. Low-end NMSs run either on Windows or Linux-based
platforms.
Most high-endNMSs are equipped with remote client capability and can be accessed either via Java

client or Web browser. Client platforms are either Windows or UNIX based.
Common troubleshooting and monitoring of network element parameters could be done by using

simple networking and network management tools. These are part of TCP/IP stack. For example, net¬
work connectivity could be tested usingpingand traceroute commands inUNIX and tracert inMicro¬
soft Windows. We will discuss NMSs and tools in detail in Chapter 9.

1.13 CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE OF NETWORK
MANAGEMENT

Current NMSs are based on SNMP protocol. Most commercial network components have embedded
SNMP agents. Because of the universality of the IP, transport of management information for SNMP
management, which is TCP/IP-based, is automatically resolved. In addition, most of the popular host-
operating systems come with TCP/IP protocol suite and thus are amenable to SNMPmanagement.
Current NMSs, however, suffer from several limitations. One of the limitations of SNMP-basedman¬

agement system is that values of managed objects should be defined as scalar values. OSI-based man¬
agement protocol, CMIP, is object oriented. However, it has not been successful due to the complexity
of specifications ofmanagedobjects and the limitation of largememory in computer systems in the past.
Another limitation of SNMP-basedmanagement is that it is a poll-based system. In other words, NMS
polls each agent as to its status, or for any other data that it needs for network management. Only a small
set of transactions is initiated by a management agent to an NMS as alarms. To detect a fault quickly,
or to obtain good statistics, more frequent polling of agents needs to be done by the NMS,which adds
to network traffic overhead. There is an alternative solution to this problem, which is deployment of
remote monitors as discussed in Chapter 8.

Some of the above constraints in SNMP-based management have been overcome by emerging
advanced network management discussed in Chapter 16. Object-oriented technology has reached a
maturedstage, andthe hardware capacity to handle object-orientedstacks isnowcommercially available.
Thus, object-oriented network management is being reconsidered. This has potential application in
Telecommunications Management Network discussed in Chapter 10. Network management systems
are currently built with object-oriented protocols and schema, such as CommonObject Request Broker
Architecture (CORBA) protocol and ExtendedMarkup Language (XML) schema.
An active network, which is the direction of next generation network, would include embedded

network management applications. Besides the advancement of research and development in network
management in standards, protocols, methodology, and new technology, there is considerable activity
in management applications, which form the topic of Chapter 1 1. Of particular significance are event
correlation technology in fault management, and secured network and communication in security man¬
agement.
With the proliferation of the Internet, secured network and communication has become extremely

important. Existingmanagement standards do not go far enough in this. However, security management
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has taken on the role of a special topic in network management. Topics of high interest in this field are
firewalls that establish secure networks and cryptography that assure secure communication.
IT itself is exploding and gives rise to new challenges for expanding the horizonof network manage¬

ment. Transport of voice, video, and data is integrated in broadband multimedia services. Broadband
multimedia service is basedonATM, IP,andMPLS inaWAN and several emerging access technologies
such as HFC,Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Loop (ADSL), and fixed and mobile wireless. Quality of
Service in integrated services is important. Managing these new service offerings forms the content of
Part IV.
Another re-emerging technology for network management is the wireless technology. This is being

widely deployed for WAN, mobile, broadband access, and home networks. Muchwork on standardiza¬
tion of management of this technology needs to be done in this area.

E Summary
We presented in this chapter an overview of data and telecommunication networks, as well as converged
networks and how these networks are managed. The telephone network was shown as a model to be
followed in accomplishing a reliable, dependable, and quality data communication network.We explained
the difference between data communication and telecommunication networks, although this distinction
is fast disappearing. Desktop processors and LAN technology have contributed to the client-server
distributed computing environment, which has changed the future direction of data communication.

We briefly talked about the Internet and intranet in today's environment. Adoption of standards
has played a significant part in the popularity of the Internet. OSI and IPs play an important part in
data communication today. We also treated difficulties associated with real-time and non-real-time
management of different segments of broadband networks and services. We have presented some
practical day-to-day experiences of network managers, including "war stories" to make us realize the
importance of network management.
We saw a bird's-eye view of network management and described how network components and

networks are managed by network management systems. We extended the concept of network
management to managing networks and systems and all of IT services. The future direction of IT
management is undergoing changes due to advancements in software and IT. Possible future directions
in network management technology were addressed at the end of the chapter.

E Exercises
Note for Problems 1-4: It is important that a network administrator be familiar with both the protocols
employed in the network and the tools with which its operation may be investigated. There are several
tools that are fundamental for administration of an IP network; the after used ones are ping, nslookup,
and traceroute. These commands should be available on UNIX platforms. You may get the syntax of their
usage by logging into a UNIX system and accessing the on-line manual by invoking the command man
commandname. Similar tools or commands are available in Windows 95/NT machines (ping, traced,
nslookup either built in or external software) connected to the Internet. Problems 1-7 are intended to
familiarize you with exploring a network. You should be able to do these exercises using the commonly
available networking tools and on the Internet using websites such as whois.domaintools.com and
iternic.net.

In doing these exercises, if you have a problem reaching the destination host, you may use any other
equivalent destination site. It is important for you to learn to use tools and interpret results.

1. Who is the primary Internet service provider (ISP) in your institution? Find another institution
served by the same ISP by using a traceroute tool.
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2. Educational institutions in your state or province are networked. Discover that network by tracing
the route from your institute or organization to other institutes or organizations.

3. Draw the route diagram identifying each node for the following data obtained using a trace
routing tool. What is the average time a packet takes to travel from noc2 host to netman host?
noc2% traceroute netman.cc.gatech.edu
traceroute to netman.cc.gatech.edu (130.207.8.31), 30 hops max, 40 byte packets
main-rtr.gcatt.gatech.edu (199.77.147.1) 1.045 ms 1.012 ms 0.971 ms.
130.207.251.2 (130.207.251.2) 2.198 ms 1.404 ms 1.837 ms.
netman.cc.gatech.edu (130.207.8.31) 3.528 ms 1.671 ms 1.602 ms.

4. Between which two hosts on the route between your site and www.president.lv is the largest
geographic distance probably traversed? Support your answer with evidence.

5. Ping ns1.bangla.net in this exercise. State what data you gathered and how it determined your
conclusion.
(a) Measure the percent packet loss between a host at your site and the machine nsl.bangla.

net, and record the time of your measurement.
(b) Then determine where along the route to ns1.bangla.net the packets are getting lost.

6. For each host on the route between your location and ns1.bangla.net (or any other foreign
country), determine the name of the administrative contact responsible for it (use whois command
from your UNIX system or from internic.net). List these names alongside the hosts. If you can't
find an administrative contact for some of the hosts, then at least state what you did find.

7. You can discover the hosts in your subnetwork by using the ping command with your network IP
address and host address of decimal 255. Discover all the hosts in the subnetwork that you are
logged on.

8. In Problem 5, identify the gateway from your subnetwork to others.
9. Identify the hosts in the neighboring subnetworks and draw the configuration of interconnected

subnetworks.
10. The email system is based on client-server architecture. Send an email to a wrong node address

(for example, misspelling the remote node address). Explain the error message(s) that you get
and the servers that you get them from.

11. Send an email to a remote site with a wrong user id, but correct node address. Explain the error
message(s) that you get and the servers that you get them from.

12. Explain the decimal notation in representing the classes of IPv4 addresses. Give an example for
each class.

13. You are given a class B IPaddress of 145.45.x.yfor your network node.As a network engineer, you
are asked to configure your network for 126 subnets. (Remember that 0 and 1 are reserved.)
(a) How would you configure your address for subnets and hosts?
(b) What is the maximum number of hosts that each subnet can accommodate?

14. An IP network is connected to a Novell IPX network via a gateway as shown. Draw the protocol
layers of the gateway in Figure 1.27.

15. MBI Corporation uses cc:mail, which is not Internet standard. The company also uses Novell LAN.
Novell has Internet Exchange Protocol, IPX (connectionless datagram service), as its equivalent
to Internet TCP/IP. As you know well, most of the global email traffic is on the Internet with
SMTP as the mail protocol. Figure 1.28 shows the high-level configuration of the two networks
connected through a gateway. Fill in the protocol layers of the gateway.
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16. Picture a scenario where you are downloading a file from a server, located in Europe, which has
an X.25 protocol based on the OSI Reference Model. Its physical medium interface is X.21. Your
client machine is connected to the Internet with Ethernet as the physical medium.
(a) Draw the details of the communications network in Figure 1.29(a) using bridges, routers, and

a gateway between the server and the client.
(b) Complete the protocol architecture in Figure 1.29(b) for the intermediate gateway system.

17. In Case History 2 described in Section 1.7.2, the delay in alarm indication in INMSwas attributed
to several possible causes. Give an example for each of these causes.
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18. As a network engineer in a Network Operations Center, you are following up on two trouble
tickets. You do not have a network management system and you have to use the basic network
tools to validate the problem before you can resolve them. Please explain what tools you would
use in each case and how it would validate the customer complaint
(a) TroubleTicket 100:Customersaysthatwhen hereceivesmessages,themessage isperiodically

missing some characters.
(b) Trouble Ticket 101: Customer in Atlanta complains that when she tries to log into the system

server.headquarters.com in New York, she gets disconnected with a time-out. However, her
colleague in her New York office reports that he is able to access the system.
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LAN ÿ SONETandSDH
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InChapter 1 we learned that a network comprises nodes and links.Nodes are switches, bridges, routers,
or gateways. Links comprise Local Area Networks (LANs), Wide Area Networks (WANs), Access
Networks, or Customer Premises Equipment (CPE)/Homc Networks. In this chapter we will review
these components from the perspectives of concept, technology, and management. We will limit our
reviewhere to Internet-basedcomponents and someofthe telecommunication components. Components
associated with broadband-specific networks will be covered in detail when we address them in later
chapters.
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Section 2.1 presents various network topologies of LANs and WANs. In Section 2.2 we start with
basic Ethernet and then traverse the development of Ethernet, Fast Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, and
switched Ethernet. Token Ringwas the most commonly usedLAN in the IBMmainframe environment.
Fiber-optic technology uses Token-Ring architecture to develop Fiber Distributed Data Interface
(FDDI).Flexibilityof LANfacilities hasbeensignificantly increasedbythedevelopment ofvirtualLANs
(VLANs).Wireless LAN(WLAN) has become an important component of the modern network.
Network nodecomponents form the contents ofSection2.3.We start bydescribing the implementation

ofLANas a discrete component, a hub. LANs are interconnectedby bridges.A bridgednetwork ismade
up of remote bridges in a tree topology. LANs can also be connected in a mesh WAN topology using
routers as nodal components. Autonomous WANs with diverse networkingprotocols are interconnected
with gateways that do protocol conversion at network layers and above. Half-bridge/half-router
configuration is used for Internet point-to-point communication link. The discussion of Section 2.3
ends with a switching component and the part it plays inWAN topology. Wide area network is briefly
discussed in Section 2.4. It is the telecommunication network that computer (or data) communication
traverses a long distance.

Section 2.5 addresses transmission technology. It comprises wired and wireless technology that
transports information over LANs andWANs. The mode of transmission may be either analog or digital;
and a messagemay be transmitted in either mode, or part of the way inanalogmode and the rest in digital.
This becomes especially true inbroadbandmultimedia services where data, voice, andvideo are integrated
into a common service, Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN). Broadband network made up of
hybrid technologies is introduced in Section 2.6 for completeness and is discussed in detail in Part IV.

2.1 NETWORK TOPOLOGY
A LAN is a shared medium serving many Digital/Data Terminal Equipments (DTEs) located in close
proximity, such as in a building. LANs could also be deployed in a campus environment connecting
many buildings.
Three topologies are associatedwith LANs:bus, ring,and star topology. There exists a fourth pseudo-

topology that combines a star topology with either of the other two and is known as a hub. A hub plays
an important role in networking as we will soon learn.
LAN topology depicts the configuration of how DTEs are interconnected. Different protocols are

used in different topological configurations. Bus architecture is implemented in LANs using Ethernet
protocol. Token Ring and FDDI configurations use the ring topology. FDDI can cover a much larger
geographical area than Token Ring on copper. Fiber ring topology has been extended to Synchronous
Optical Network (SONET) and Resilient Packet Ring (RPR). SONET and RPR can be considered
geographical extensions of LAN to WAN, also known as Metropolitan Area Network (MAN), and
use different protocols. A star topology is used in cabling infrastructure and is ideally suited for hub
implementation, or for WLAN using an access point (AP).
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WANs arc configured using either the mesh or the tree topology. The mesh topology is the most
common form for Internet routing. The tree topology is employed in network using brouters, which
are bridged routers that do the routing function at OSI layer 2. It is also known as spanning-tree
configuration.
The three LAN topologies and hub configuration are shown in Figure 2.1. In the bus topology,

Figure 2.1(a), all DTEs are on a shared bus and have equal access to the LAN.However, only one DTE
can have control at any one time. A randomization algorithm determines which DTE has control of the
LAN at any given time. This topology is used in Ethernet LAN. Because collisions occur when more
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than one station tries to seize the LANat or about the same time, the bus LANusually functions at much
less than full efficiency. Ethernet protocol is specified by IEEE 802.3 standard.
Figure 2.1(b) shows the ring topology and was most popularized by IBM's Token-Ring LAN. In

this topology, each active DTE connected to the ring takes turns in sending information to another
DTE in the ring, which may be either a receiving host or a gateway to an external network. At the
time a DTE communicates over the ring, it is in control of the ring and control is managed by a token-
passing system. The DTE holds on to the token while it is sending data and releases it to its downstream
neighbor (round-robin) after its turn is finished. Thus, the process in this topology is deterministic and
LANoperates at almost full bandwidth efficiency. IEEE 802.5 standard specifies token-ring protocol.
FDDI technology also uses ring configuration, implementing IEEE 802.4 standard.
Figure 2.1(c) represents a star topology that was once used in star LAN. However, it is at present

used in a hybrid mode, as discussed in the next paragraph. In the star topology, all DTEs are connected
to a central node and interconnected in one of two modes. They can be connected in a broadcast
configuration. In this configuration, all the other DTEs receive data transmitted by a DTE. This would
be similar to a bus topology. In the second configuration, DTEs are connected to the central node, but
are interconnected on a pair-wise basis selectively. In this situation, multiple conversations can occur
concurrently between various DTEs passing through the central node.
As mentioned earlier, a hub configuration uses a star topology in combination with either a bus

or a token-ring topology. The hub configurations shown in Figure 2.1(d) are the most popular LAN
implementation.The hub is also knownas a Layer-2 switch. It is a hybridbetween (c) and either (a) or (b).
DTEs are electronically connected to each other at the central node ineither the bus or the ring topology.
If they are connected in a broadcast configuration for an Ethernet LAN, it is called an Ethernet hub. If
DTEs are connected in a ring topology for use with token-ring LAN, it is called a token-ring hub.
WANdiffers from LANin that it links networks that are geographically separated by a longdistance.

Typically, the WAN link connects nodes made up of switches, bridges, and routers.
WANs are connected in either a mesh or a tree topology, as shown inFigure 2.2. The mesh topology,

Figure 2.2(a), provides multiple paths between nodes. Thus, a message between nodes N1andN6may
traverse the paths N1-N2-N5-N6, N1-N3-N5-N6, N1-N2-N3-N5-N6, N1-N3-N2-N5-N6, Nl-
N4-N5-N6,N1-N4-N3-N5-N6,andN1-N3-N4-N5-N6.This allows packets belonging to a message
to traverse different paths, thus balancing traffic load. It further provides redundancy for reliability of
service. However, a broadcast message from N1 to all other nodes will be rebroadcast by neighboring
nodes N2, N3, and N4 to all other nodes. This could cause flooding on the network and looping of
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N2 N3

N4 N5 N6

N2

N5 N6N3

N4

(a) Mesh Topology (b) Tree Topology

Figure 2.2 WAN Topologies
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packets, which needs to be carefully addressed. Flooding is a node receiving the same packets multiple
times, and looping is a packet going around nodes in a loop, such as N2-N3-N1-N2 or N4-N3-N2-
N1-N4 paths. A mesh topology is usually implemented using switches and routers.

A tree topology is shown inFigure 2.2(b). It appears as a hierarchical architecture. The tree structure
starts with a node, called the header node, and branches out to other nodes in a tree structure. There
can be no closed loops in the network. However, paths between nodes may be longer. For example, the
packet fromN4 to N6has to traverse the top of the hierarchyN1and then down to N6.The tree topology
is simpler to implement than the mesh topology and uses bridges at the OSI data link layer.

2.2 LOCALAREA NETWORKS
There are two types of LANs that are deployed, bus based or ring based. The most common bus-based
LAN is Ethernet and is the most widely deployed LAN.Ring-based LANs are Token Ring and FDDI.
A representation of a campus network with different LANs is shown inFigure 2.3. The backbone of

the campus network is a fiber network 10.10.0.0. The notation of the fourth decimal position being 0
is used to represent the network address. Ethernet LAN (10.1.2.0) is connected to the backbone via a
router. Workstations on this LANhave the fourth decimal position in their IPaddresses from 2 to 5. IP
addresses 10. 1.2.1 and 10. 1.2.6 are the interface addresses to the router and the bridge.
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The second Ethernet LAN (10.1.1.0) is connected to the first Ethernet (10.1.2.0) via a bridge. IP
addresses 10.1.1.2 to 10.1.2.5 are interfaces to workstations and the IP address 10.1.1.1 is the interface
to the bridge. Notice that all external traffic from 10.1.1.0 Ethernet has to traverse 10.1.2.0 Ethernet
LAN. 10.2.1.0 is a token-ring LANconnected to the backbone FDDI ringvia a router. Two other LANs
that are connected to the backbone are ATM Emulated LAN (ELAN) (10.4.1.0) via a router and an
Ethernet LAN (10.3.1.0) via two half routers. The two half routers are connected via a dial-up link.
It should be pointed out that most campus networks currently deploy high-speed Ethernet over fiber
medium and LANs are exclusively Ethernet LANs. We will review LANs in this section and network
components in Section 2.3.

2.2.1 Ethernet
Ethernet uses bus architecture with Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/
CD). DTEs are all connected to the same bus and transmit data in a multiple access mode. In other
words, several DTEs can start transmitting frames at the same time. A frame comprises user data that
arc encapsulatedwith a header containing the source and destination address. A DTE starts transmitting
when there is no carrier sensed on the bus. The transmitted signal travels in both directions on the
physical medium. While transmitting, if a collision with another frame is detected, the DTE stops
transmitting and attempts again after a certain period. Thus, the mode of transmission is a broadcast
type with probabilistic collision of the signal.
A good analogy to understand the collision phenomenon is to envision a hollow pipe with holes all

along representing stations. There is a person at each hole representing a station. The ends of the pipe
are scaled and do not reflect sound. Let us suppose Joe starts speaking at a hole near one end of the pipe.
He makes sure that he does not hear anybody speaking before he starts (carrier sensing). Once he starts
talking, he has to make sure that nobody else starts talking until he finishes. Hedoes this by continuing to
talk and at the same time listening for other messages on the pipe. Ifhe hears nobody else, then there is
no collision. Ifhe hears somebody else, then hismessage has collidedwith another person'smessage; and
they both have to start over again. The longest time that Joe has to wait is for a voice to reach him from a
person speaking at a hole near the other end of the pipe; and that person starts speaking just before Joe's
voice reaches him. From this analogy, we can calculate that the minimumduration of time that Joe has to
keep talking to ensure that there is no collision is the round-trip propagation time of his voice along the
length of the pipe. Thus, there is a minimum frame size for Ethernet packets, which is 64 bytes. It is left
as Exercise 1 for the student to prove this.
IEEE and ISO standards have been developed for Ethernet second layer MAC.They are IEEE 802.3

and ISO8802.3, respectively.According to these standards, aphysical coaxial segment canbe amaximum
of 500 meters; and there can be a maximum of 100 DTEs connected to it.A maximum of five segments
can be connected with four repeaters to form one Ethernet LAN. However, if there are branches in the
LAN, as in a tree structure, then any one total Ethernet segment should obey the above rule.
The data rate on an Ethernet bus isnormally 10 Mbps (millionbitsper second).When traffic on the bus

reachesabout40%to70%ofthemaximumdatarateof 10Mbps,dependingonthepacketsize,performance
degradessignificantly dueto an increasedcollisionrate.Thebusmediumcaneitherbethick (0.4"diameter,
but this isno longer deployed) or thin (0.25"diameter) coaxial cable; andDTEsare tapped on to the bus in
a T-connection. There is amaximum segment length for LANdepending on the medium.This is listed in
Table 2.1. There is also a limit on the length of the drop cable—the cable from the LAN tap to the
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Table 2.1 Ethernet LAN Topology Limits

TYPE DESCRIPTION SEGMENT LENGTH DROP CABLE LENGTH
10Base2
10Base5
10Base-T
10Base-F

Thin coax (0.25")
Thick coax (0.4")
Hub topology
Hub topology

200 meters
500 meters
N/A
N/A

Not allowed
Twisted pair: 50 meters
Twisted pair: 100 meters
2-kilometer fiber

connector on the network interface card (NIC) of the DTE. This is also shown in Table 2.1. As can be
seen from the table, the original segment length defined for 10Base5 determined the minimum packet
size of 64 bytes. However,with different configurations shown in the table (10Base2, 10Base5, lOBase-
T, and lOBase-F), segment lengths and drop lengths vary based on the medium. However, the minimum
packet size is still maintained at 64 bytes.

Ethernet LANs used to be configured by running coaxial cable around the DTEs with each DTE
being tapped on to the cable. This could cause a great deal of management problem in tracking a faulty
DTE. It is also difficult to isolate a DTE that caused heavy load on the LAN, or a killer DTE that has
a problem and brings the network down frequently. It is likely that sometimes the maximum length of
Ethernet LAN could have exceeded the allowable limit. The network could then crash intermittently
at the limit length. It could also have an intermittent problem when traffic on the LAN exceeds the
threshold. These problems have been eliminatedby setting up the Ethernet LAN in a hub configuration,
as shown in Figure 2.1(d). All DTE links, "drops," are brought to a hub located in a central wiring
closet and connected to a dedicated port of the hub. DTEs are connected inside the hub in an Ethernet
configuration with active electronics. Problems associated with a DTE can now be isolated to a port in
this configuration and resolved in a much easier fashion.

2.2.2 Fast Ethernet
The hub technology described above led to the development of Fast Ethernet technology. Fast Ethernet
operates at a speed of 100 Mbps data rate on an unshielded twisted pair (UTP) cable and is called
100Base-T. The maximum length from the hub to the DTE is specified as a 100-meter or a 200-
meter round trip. This produces a maximum path delay, which is the delay between two DTEs of 400
meters, plus a repeater delay of one repeater instead of four repeaters. This is less than one-tenth the
delay in straight Ethernet MAC specifications (5,000 meters) with four repeaters. Thus, speed can be
increased ten times from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps. However, to be consistent with IEEE 802.3 standards,
an additional sublayer, convergence layer, needs to be introduced in the physical layer above a physical
medium-dependent (PMD) sublayer (similar to what we saw in the OSInetwork layer). This is shown in
Figure 2.4. The physical medium should be capable of carrying a 100-Mbps data rate signal over the
maximum length of the drop cable, which is 100 meters. Category 3 UTP cable cannot carry such
a high data rate. Hence, four pairs of UTP cables are used to distribute the data, each pair carrying
25 Mbps. Hence, the terminology 100Base-T4 is used, that is, 100 Mbps carried over four twisted
pairs. This limitation could be overcome by using two pairs of Category 5 UTP cable in full-duplex
mode configuration, which we will discuss in Section 2.2.4. The minimum packet size of 64 bytes is
maintained for Fast Ethernet.
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Figure 2.4 100Base-T Fast Ethernet Protocol Architecture

Gigabit Ethernet
With the successes of Ethernet and fiber-optic communications, the logical evolution in Ethernet
technology led to the development of Gigabit Ethernet, Ethernet operating at 1 Gbps (gigabits per
second). Gigabit Ethernet is one hundred times the speed of regular Ethernet, ten times that of Fast
Ethernet, and faster than FDDI operating at 150Mbps.
Along with the development of Gigabit Ethernet, a parallel task was undertaken to double the

bandwidth of Ethernet by full-duplex operation. We have so far considered only half-duplex operation
in the CSMA/CD scheme. We will first describe Gigabit Ethernet in the CSMA/CD half-duplex mode in
this section and consider the full-duplex mode for all types of Ethernet in the following subsection.
An approach similar to that of Fast Ethernet was taken to make Gigabit Ethernet compatible with the

existing Ethernet network. IEEE 802.3z protocol, whose architecture is shown in Figure 2.5, maintains
the data link layer components, logical link control (LLC) and the media access control (MAC) the same,
andmodifies the physical layer. Physical layer architecture combines the physical interface of the high¬
speed FibreChannel (developed for fiber-optic communication) with that of IEEE 802.3 Ethernet frame
format. It consists of four sublayers: physical medium-dependent (PMD), physical medium attachment
(PMA), convergence, and reconciliation, which interfaces with the MAC layer.
Gigabit Ethernet specification initially permits use of three physical media. They are: long-wave

laser over single-mode and multimode fiber, lOOOBase-LX; short-wave laser over multimode fiber,
lOOOBase-SX; balanced shielded 150-ohm copper cable; and UTPcable, lOOOBase-T.
Both short-wave (780 nanometer, light frequency) and long-wave (1300 nanometer, near-infra-red

frequency) lasers are specified to be transmitted over multimode fiber, whereas only long-wave laser
specification addresses transmission over single-mode fiber. There is no support for short-wave laser
over single-mode fiber. This isbasedon cost performance. Long-wave laser over single-mode fiber (1300
nanometer laser over 9 micron fiber) can be used up to a ten-kilometer distance, whereas multimode
fiber typically extends up to two kilometers. Commercially available multimode fibers are 50 and 62.5
microns in diameter with fiber connectors that can be plugged into equipment. Table 2.2 summarizes
approximately the various combinations of media, mode, and drop length (one-way). Attenuation is
in the range of 0.25 to 0.5 decibels per kilometer, after which regeneration or amplification may be
required.
In Figure 2.5 the PMA is a serializer/deserializer that handles multiple encoding schemes of the

upper convergence layer. The encoding scheme is different between optical (8B/10B) and copper media

2.2.3
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Figure 2.5 IEEE 802.3z Gigabit Ethernet Protocol Architecture

in the convergence layer. The reconciliation layer is a Media-Independent Interface (Mil) between the
physical media and the MAC layer of the data link control layer.
An added complication of going to 1 Gbps speed is the minimum frame size. Original Ethernet

specifications, based on 2500 meters in length with four repeaters, each producing approximately a
5-microsecond delay and 10-Mbps data rate, required a minimum of a 64-byte frame, shown in
Figure 2.6(a) to detect any collision. The time to accommodate the 64-byte frame is defined as the slot
time, which is 51.2 microseconds. An idle time of 96 bits was allowed between frames, as shown in
Figure 2.6(b). Fast Ethernet with a 100-meter drop, 100-Mbps data rate, and one repeater (minimum
time each packet needs to traverse in a hub configuration) would take a little over five microseconds.
Thus, a slot time of 5.12 microsecondswith a 64-byte minimum frame size meets the minimum 64-byte
slot size, as shown in Figure 2.6(c), to be compatible with original Ethernet specifications. A round-trip
delay inGigabit Ethernet is primarily determinedby the repeater delay. To be backward compatible with
original Ethernet specifications based on CSMA/CD, the minimum packet size was extended to 512
bytes, but the minimum frame size was still kept as 64 bytes. For small frames, a carrier extension was
allowed, as shown in Figure 2.6(d), to increase the number ofbytes in a slot to 512 bytes corresponding
to 4.096 microseconds.

Table 2.2 Gigabit Ethernet Topology Limits

9 MICRON 50 MICRON 50 MICRON 62.5 MICRON BALANCE UTP
SINGLE SINGLE MULTIMODE MULTIMODE SHIELDED
MODE MODE CABLE

1000Base-LX 10 km 3 km 550 m 440 m - -

1000Base-SX - 550 m 260 m - -

1000Base-CX - - - 25 m -

1000Base-T - - - 100 m
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Figure 2.6 Ethernet Formats and 802.3 Frame

An additional modification was made to Gigabit Ethernet specifications to permit bursts of frames
to be transmitted by a single station. This is called packet bursting. Devices could send bursts of small
packets and utilize full bandwidth capacity. In such a situation, the transmitting station should not
allow idle time between frames. This feature improves the efficiency of transmission, especially in the
backbone configuration.
With increased data rate capability, Gigabit Ethernet can transport multimedia service that includes

voice, video, and data. Quality of Service (QoS) that can establish priority of service to accomplish real¬
time transmission is an essential requirement for implementation of multimedia service. IEEE 802. lp
specifying the class of service (CoS) meets this requirement in a limited way. In addition, Resource
ReservationProtocol (RSVP) can be used for advance reservation of bandwidth for this purpose.

2.2.4 Full-Duplex Ethernet
We have so far discussed in the last two subsections increasing the bandwidth ofEthernet by two orders
of magnitude by migrating from 10 Mbps Ethernet to Gigabit Ethernet. We will now discuss how data
rates ofEthernet, Fast Ethernet, andGigabit Ethernet could be doubled bymigrating from a half-duplex
to a full-duplex configuration.
As mentioned in the previous subsection, CSMA/CD configuration is a half-duplex operation. This

means that the signal couldtraverse only inone directionat a giventime inthe cable to avoidcollisionwith
another signal. In Section 2.2.1, we gave the analogy of speaking into a hollow pipe to demonstrate the
collision. Let's extend that analogy to the case where there are two hollow pipes and the sound is allowed
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to travel only in one direction. One pipe carries sound in one direction, and the other in the opposite
direction. In this case, each person can be speaking on one pipe and receiving a message from somebody
else on the other pipe at the same time. This analogy applies to the switched LANwhere each station is
connected to the hub by two channels. This is the basic concept of a full-duplex configuration. Carrier
Sense MultipleAccess with Carrier Detection (CSMA/CD) does not apply in this configuration.
With an active LAN implementation with repeaters and the sophistication of electronics in a hub,

CSMA/CD restriction could be removed and a hub with a full-duplex operation could be implemented.
IEEE 802.3x specifications, shown in Figure 2.7, were developed for this purpose. Using this scheme,
the bandwidth could be doubled for each type of Ethernet configuration. Thus, the Ethernet full-duplex
configuration could handle 20 Mbps, Fast Ethernet 200 Mbps, and Gigabit Ethernet 2000 Mbps. The
full-duplex configuration is generally used in point-to-point communication. This feature can be turned
on or off in configuring the hub. For a point-to-point link, an optional flow control feature specified in
IEEE 802.3x can be exercised. The receiver can send a "pause frame" to the transmitter to control the
flow in case of congestion.

Because of the 802.3x protocol extension, the notation for Ethernet type is modified with an "x"
extension. Thus, lOBase-T, 100Base-T, and lOOBase-F are modified to be lOBase-Tx, 100Base-TX,
and 100Base-FX. The Gigabit Ethernet types already denoted ending in x, the option being set to either
full- or half-duplex.
Limitations inGigabit Ethernet implementation to be compatible with original Ethernet with CSMA/

CD are removed in full-duplex implementation. Thus, the carrier extension, slot time extension, or
packet bursting is not applicable. The Ethernet 96-bit interface gap (idle time between frames) and 64-
byte minimum packet size would still apply.

2.2.5 Switched Ethernet
Another outcome ofhubtechnology is the switchedEthernet. Insteadofjust the broadcastmode inside the
hub, packets are opened to see the destination address and passed through to the appropriate destination
port. The switch hub can be implemented as a learning device by reading the source address and thus
building a routing table to speed up the process. Pairs of DTEs can communicate with each other in
parallel as long as they are different DTE pairs and consequently, multiples of 10-Mbps channels are
traversing the Ethernet hub at the same time. This is shown in Figure 2.8. There will, however, be a
collision if a DTE receives packets from two other DTEs simultaneously and needs resolution.
Not all ports in a switchedhub have to operate at the same data rate.A typical arrangement will be for

one port to operate at a high data rate andwill be connected to a server DTE,with other ports connected
to client DTEs. A switched hub in a client-server configuration is shown in Figure 2.9 with the server
operating at 100 Mbps and the clients at 10 Mbps.
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Figure 2.9 Switched Hub in a Client-Server Configuration

2.2.6 10-Gigabit Ethernet
A 10-Gigabit Ethernet or 1OGbEor 10GigE is the fastest ofEthernet standards. It combines the technology
of standard Ethernet, full-duplex Ethernet, and switched Ethernet to create a LANhubwith nominal data
rate of 10 Gbps over fiber, IEEE802.3AE, andover copper UTPas specifiedby IEEE802.3an standard.A
10-Gigabit Ethernet LANdoes not follow the CSMA/CDprotocol [Wikipedial],The 10-Gigabit Ethernet
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standard encompasses a number of different physical layer standards, with each physical port in a device
supporting any of the many different modules that support different LANor WAN PHY standards.

2.2.7 Virtual LAN
Another advantage of the switched Ethernet is the capability to establish VLAN. Using a network
management system, any port canbe assigned to any LAN,and thus LANconfigurations canbe changed
without physically moving equipment. In a corporate environment, this has the advantage of grouping
personnel, for example, intodifferent administrative groups with shared LANwithout physicallymoving
their location.
As an illustration,MAC addresses for hosts in Figure 2.10 could be assigned to two different LANs.

Switching occurs by the switch opening the packet received on a port, reading the OSI layer-2 MAC
address, and then transmitting it on another port that may be connected to a different LAN at a different
speed. We thus have switched a packet from one LANto another, which is the function of a bridge that
we will discuss inSection2.3.2. However, it isworth notinghere that the workstations that are physically
connected to a switched hub belong to two LANs, each being defined as a Virtual LAN(VLAN).
The concept of VLANs is shown in Figure 2.10. The router directs all packets destined for subnets

200.100.150.1 and 200.100.160.1 to the same port on the router. They arrive at the switched hub and
are routed to DTE 1 through DTE 5. Each of the five DTEs shown in the figure could be assigned an
IP address belonging to either 200.100.150.1 or 200.100.160.1 and thus will be intermingled between
the two VLANs. If DTE 1 and DTE 3 both belong to 200.100.150.1 VLAN, then traffic emanating
from DTE 1 destined for DTE 3 would have been switched within the same VLAN. DTE 1 could be
assigned an IPaddress 200. 100.150.2 and DTE 3 could be assigned address 200. 100. 160.2. Inthis case,
they belong to different VLANs. MAC addresses remaining fixed (they are assigned in the factory); the
packet is now switched between the two VLANs.

Service providers now offer VLAN capability that is spread across a geographically wide area and
traverses through switching offices andWAN.

2.2.8 Token Ring
Although Token-Ring LAN is a legacy LAN,we will describe it here as its ring configuration, and fail¬
safe redundancy aspects have been adopted in later versions of LANandMAN,such as FDDI and RPR,

Router
Switched Hub

Port for Subnets
200.100.150.1

and
200.100.160.1 VLAN VLAN

200.100.150.1 200.100.160.1

Figure 2.10 Virtual LANs
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Figure 2.11 Token-Ring LAN

respectively. Token Ring uses the ring topology and is specified by IEEE 802.5 protocol. There is no
segment length limit as in Ethernet LAN.All DTEs are connected in a serial fashion in a ring shown in
Figure 2.11 .
A token is passed around (counterclockwise in Figure 2.11) in a unidirectional mode; and the DTE

that has the token is in control of the LAN. Let us consider in Figure 2.11a situation where DTE 4 has
just completed transmission of a message andhas released the token. DTE 1 iswaiting to pass a message
to DTE 3. As soon as the token is received, DTE 1 holds on to the token and transmits its message to
DTE 3. The message has the source and destination addresses. DTE 2 looks at the destination address
and does not pick up the message. DTE3 examines the destination address, and realizes that the message
is for itself. It then picks up the message and retransmits it with acknowledgment marked in the trailer
of the message format. The frame goes around to DTE 1 with DTE4 just passing the message through.
Recognizing that the message has been received, DTE 1 releases the control token and now DTE 2 has
a chance to send a message. Ifthe message was not accepted byDTE3 for any reason, such as a corrupt
message, then the message trailer is so marked and appropriate action is taken by DTE 1.
As can be seen, in the token-ring LAN,MAC is deterministic in contrast to the probabilistic nature

in Ethernet LAN. Standards that specify token-ringMACare IEEE 802.5 and ISO 8803.5. This is good
configuration for heavily loaded networks.
The maximum size of a frame is not limited by the 802.5 standard. However, in order that no one

station monopolizes the ring, the maximum token holding time by any station is configured, which
determines the maximum frame size. The minimum frame size is the size of the token. The ring should
be longenough to accommodate the entire token; otherwise, the token starts wrapping itself around and
all the stations are in an idle mode.

Because of the serial configuration, it is important that any failure of DTE, or turning the DTE off,
should not halt the operation of LAN. One scheme to prevent this failure is to design the Token-Ring
NIC to create a short whenever there is a failure or it is turned off. This is analogous to serially connected
Christmas tree lights.When one bulb burns out, the bulb shorts the connection so that the rest of the lights
continue to be lit.
If there is a break in the link segment of the ring, the downstream DTE sends a beacon to the others

indicating a failure. For example, if the link between DTE 4 and DTE 1 breaks, DTE 1 will send the
beacon.
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Ring failure can be permanently resolved by a dual-ring configuration, where the second ring is
redundant, as shown inFigure2.12(a). Let us assume that the normalmodeofoperation is along the inner
ringand the token is going around inthe counterclockwise direction. The outer ring is the redundant ring
and acts as backup. Figure 2.12(b) shows the situationwhere DTE 1 has failed. DTE2 does not receive

Primary
Ring

Redundant
RingDTE 1 DTE 3

DTE 4

DTE 2

(a) Token-Ring Dual-Ring Management

Failed Station

DTE 4

DTE 3DTE 1

DTE 2

(b) Token-Ring DTE Isolation

Failed Link

DTE 1

DTE 4

DTE 3

DTE 2

(c) Token-Ring Segment Isolation

Figure 2.12 Token-Ring Dual-Ring Configurations
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the signal from DTE 1. DTE 2 will send a beacon. Under this condition, DTE 2 and DTE 4 go into a
loop-back condition. DTE 4 receives the token on the inner ring and forwards it on the outer ring to
DTE 3. DTE 2 receives the token on the outer ring and forwards it on the inner ring.
Figure 2.12(c) shows the situationwhere the section of the ringbetweenDTE4 andDTE 1 is broken.

DTE 1 sends a beacon. DTE4 and DTE 1 perform loop-backs and the continuity of the rings among all
four stations is established using both inner and outer rings.

2.2.9 FDDI
Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) LAN came into being to take advantage of fiber-optic
transmission media for LANtechnology. Itoperates at a data rate of 100 Mbpsandcan include up to 500
DTEs in a single segment of 100-kilometer length without repeaters. Separation between neighboring
stations on the cable can be up to 2 kilometers. A fiber-optic cable has the advantage of low-noise
interferencecompared to copper cable, andhenceFDDIis ideally suited for a campus backbone network.
As mentioned earlier, FDDI is configured as a ring topology and has a token for medium access control.
Thus, it follows IEEE 802.5 token-ring standard, but with some significant differences. It is adopted as
an international standard by ISO 9314 andAmerican National Standards Institute (ANSI) H3T9.5.
Figure 2.13(a) shows the network configuration of FDDI. It is usually implemented as a dual ring

for high reliability. One ring is termed as primary and the second one as secondary. Stations can be
connected to the ring either as a single attached station (SAS) to the primary ring, or as a dual attached
station (DAS) to both rings. A hierarchical topology can be created using concentrators, as shown in
Figure 2.13(b). Concentrators permit the attachment of only SASs, but are economical for wiring and
expansion of the FDD!network.
Although the topology of FDDI is similar to the Token Ring, the control token-passing algorithm is

different. Inthe Token Ring,only one DTEutilizes the ringat any given time, whereas inFDDIthere can
be many frames traversing the ringwith communication betweenmultiple pairs of stations.

2.2.10 Wireless LAN
Wireless LAN (WLAN) growth has been very rapid and is being deployed at homes, enterprises, and
public places. WiFi, as it is popularly known, is an IEEE 802.11 protocol LAN. 802.1lb and 802.1lg
operate at a 2.4-GHz band and 802.11a operates at a 5-GHz band. IEEE 802.11 working groups have
beenmakingamendments to 802. 11 to address scalability, provisioning,performance,QoS, and security
issues. We will address these alongwith management issues in Chapter 15 on HomeNetworking.
The prevalent configuration for deployment of WiFi is a hierarchical configuration, also known as

infrastructure configuration. This is shown in Figure 2.14. WLAN may be visualized as a wireless
interface to a wired network. Thus, in Figure 2.14, the Access Point (AP) converts the IEEE 802.3
Ethernet protocol on a wired medium to IEEE 802.11WiFi protocol over a wireless medium. The wired
interface is connected to the external network via either a router or a layer-2 switch.

Stations 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 2.14 can be either fixed or mobile or any combination. A typical
configuration in a laptop computer is either a removable interface card or built in. Communication
betweenwireless stations passes through theAP, which is also the controller. The range ofWiFi is limited,
and the area that is under the control of an AP is called the basic service area. The stations associated
with a basic service area are usually connected by awired network to another basic service area.
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Figure 2.14 Wireless LAN: Hierarchical Topology

A secondWLAN topology is the adhoc network configuration. Inthis configuration,wireless stations
communicate with each other on a peer-to-peer level with one of the stations acting as the controller, or
a beacon as it is called.
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2.3 NETWORK NODE COMPONENTS
A network node is a component at either end of a network link, such as a hub or a router. It is also a
device that connects two networks, such as a bridge connecting two LANs,or a gateway connecting two
autonomous networks. Resources for network node are hubs, switches, bridges, routers, and gateways,
or a combination of the above such as a brouter (bridged router) and a switched hub. A DTE, such as
a workstation, is not considered a node. However, a workstation that has two network interface cards
(NICs) connecting to two LANs is a bridge and is considered a node. Hubs are platforms housingone or
more functions. Switches now use solid-state devices. Progress in solid-state technology has contributed
to the advancement of switching technology that includes an ATM switch. Other network nodes are
smart switches with built-in intelligence of various degrees.
In a simplistic view, a node can be looked at as a switch, a bridge, a router, or a gateway. The basic

concepts of the four primary nodal components are shown inFigure 2.15. Figure 2.15(a) shows a switch,
where inputs and outputs are of the same format. For example, if the input format is an ATM format,
the output is also an ATM format. The switch can be used to switch both analog and digital data. When
used in the analog mode, as in circuit switching, a call is set up first (connection through the switch is
made) and then the analog signal is passed through. The switch is insensitive to the information content.
When it is used in the digital mode, it is used as a packet switch. Each input packet is lookedat and then
switched to the appropriate output port based on content.
A bridge can be viewed as an intelligent packet switch at the data link layer and is shown in

Figure 2.15(b). Besides switching input packets to appropriate output ports, it can filter those packets as
well. This is useful for connecting two LANs. Iftraffic is pertinent to the LANonly, it is filtered out. If
it is to be delivered outside the LANwhere it was generated, then it is switched through the bridge. In
an intelligent bridge, knowledge can be learned over time by the bridge as to which packets should be
delivered to which ports. Input and output protocols, in practice, are usually the same. However, some
bridges can also do protocol conversion, as we will leam in Section 2.3.2.
A router cannot only do all the functions of a switch and a bridge but also route packets to the

appropriate port in the correct direction of its destination. It functions at the network layer. Thus, in
Figure 2.15(c), input packets from a node in an IPnetwork are sent out as IPpackets to another node in
the same network or to some other network.
Not all networks use the same protocol. Inthis case, a gateway is used to convert one protocol format

to another protocol format. In Figure 2.15(d), a gateway is shown between an IP network and an X.25
network.

2.3.1 Hubs
Figure 2.16 shows the role of various components in a network. The router, the gateway, and the half-
router function at the network layer and route packets. Bridges, local and remote, operate at the data link
layer and connect two LANs. Hubs are used to build LANs as we learned in the previous section. We
will review various network components in this section.
As mentioned earlier, a hub is a platform with multiple ports. It is implemented to perform some

specific functions or a combination of functions. For example, it could house a simple LANor multiple
LAN segments. It can perform a switching function and thus act as a switched LAN.When it switches
between LANs, it performs a bridge function. In this section, we will consider a hub used to implement
LAN.
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Hubs can be looked at as active LANs—DTEs connected with repeaters in a LAN configuration.
Limitations of length and number of stations that are imposed on LANs are overcome by "homing" the
wiring from the DTEs to the hub in the wiring closet and connecting them in the topology desired. The
only limitation is the drop length from the hub to the station, such as the 100-meter maximum length
in Ethernet configuration. Any DTE can be connected to any port of the hub. Stacking hubs and daisy
chaining them can increase the number of ports. DTE configurations can be changed from a centrally
located hub. Further, any DTE could easily be disconnected from the LAN for troubleshooting without
impacting the operation of other stations.
Hubs can be stacked to increase the number of ports as shown in the stacked hub configuration in

Figure 2.17. Stackable hubs have a common backplane. Thus, it is equivalent to increasing the number
of ports in a hub. For example, two 16-port hubs will behave as a 32-port hub.
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Bridges
Bridges are used to interconnect LANs. Three types of local bridges connecting two LANs are shown
inFigure 2. 18. Figure 2. 18(a) shows a simple bridge configuration connecting two Ethernet LANs. This
configuration can be looked at as two LANs connected by a repeater, except that now traffic among
DTEs in one LANdoes not go over to the other LAN. The only traffic that is exchanged between the
two LANsvia the bridge is that which requires inter-LANcommunication. Figure 2. 18(b) shows several
LANs connectedby amultiport bridge. Inthis case, the bridge opens the packet, reads the MAC address,
and switches the packet to the appropriate port that is the path to the destination address. Usually the
bridge is a self-learning bridge. It looks at all the packets that are receivedand records the source address
and the port where it was received in a table. It uses this table to transmit packets. Ifa destination address
is not in the table, it does a flooding on all ports and discovers the correct port to add to the table. The
table is periodically (less than a few minutes) purged of inactive addresses.
A bridge switches data packets between LANs and to accomplish this has a store-and-forward

capability. Localbridges are usually developedas a single protocol device, andhave the primary features
of switching and filtering out intra-LANtraffic. However,because of the store-and-forward capability in
a bridge, additional features couldbe incorporated to convert protocol. Figure 2. 18(c) shows a multiport,
multiprotocol bridge configuration, where Ethernet and token-ring LANs are interconnected. Protocol
conversion is done at OSI layer 2.

Remote Bridge
Figure 2.18 shows bridges in local LAN configurations. This implies that LANs are brought to
a centralized wiring closet and are interconnected via a bridge. Figure 2.19 shows a remote bridge
configuration, where two bridges at remote locations are linked via a WAN. WAN architecture mostly
uses routers. However, using a remote bridge and a leased dedicated telecommunication link, we can
connect remote LANs.
LANs can be connected with bridges that are networked using either the tree topology or the mesh

topology. Bridgednetworks operate at the data link layer. There are two network-routing algorithms used
in bridged networks—the spanning-tree algorithm for bridging Ethernet LANs and the source-routing
algorithm for bridging token-ring LANs.

2.3.2

2.3.3
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Transparent Bridge
Figure 2.20 shows four LANs networked using three bridges in a tree topology. Each bridge has
knowledge only of its neighbor and is transparent to other bridges and LANs,as described below, hence
the name transparent bridge.

The transparent bridge uses a routing algorithm, called a spanning-tree algorithm. A spanning-
tree algorithm builds and stores a table of ports associated with destination addresses. When a packet

2.3.4
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arrives, the bridge sends the packet on another port to its destination. The bridge has no knowledge as
to exactly where the destination LANis. It only has knowledge of the neighboring node responsible for
that destination address.
The transparent bridge learns routing information by a backward learning process. That is, when a

packet arrives at a port, it notes the source address of the packet and associates that address with that
port in its routing table. It then forwards the packet to the port associated with that destination. If the
destination address is not in its routing table, it does a broadcast message to acquire the address.
As shown in Figure 2.20, the topology of the transparent bridge network is the tree topology, which

means that there are no closed loops. One of the nodes acts as the header node, which is transparent
bridge A in the figure. Although there may physically be more than one path between two LANs, the
spanning-tree algorithm eliminates all but one link during the operation. For example, if transparent
bridge B had links to both Ethernet 3 and Ethernet 4, then that would form a closed loop, Ethernet 3—
transparent bridge B-Ethernet 2-transparent bridge C-Ethernet 3. The spanning-tree algorithm would
prevent transparent bridge B from sending or receiving packets on its link to Ethernet 3.
Let us track a message from a host attached to LAN 3 sending a message to LAN 4. It takes the

path all the way up the tree to the header bridge A, and then traverses down the other half of the tree to
LAN4. Thus, the header bridge normally needs to handle more traffic than other nodes.
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Source-Routing Bridge
A source-routing bridge is used to network token-ring LANs, as shown in Figure 2.21. In the source-
routing algorithm used in a bridged token-ring network, the source is aware of the entire path to the
destination. Inaddition to the destination address, the source inserts the route that the packet should take
in the packet. Thus, intermediate nodes make no decision as to the path that the packet takes. This is the
reason that the token-ring bridge is called a source-routing bridge. The routing table can be stored either
centrally on a server or in each source-routing bridge. The route is determined by broadcast packets
flooding the entire network.
Comparing a source-routing bridge with a transparent bridge, the latter is more robust and reliable,

whereas the former is faster. Thus, changes in the network due to addition or deletion of hosts, or due to
failures, are tracked easier than in a source-routing bridge. Ina source-routing bridge, the entire routing
table has to be rediscovered, which is a heavy resource-consumption process.
Bridges are used for special-purpose networks and have several limitations. Due to dissimilarity in

the routing algorithm, communication between media using different protocols becomes difficult, for
example between Ethernet and Token Ring or FDDI. Besides, routing algorithms are difficult to create
and to maintain. Routers, which operate at the network layer, are designed for routing and hence are
better suited for this purpose. Routers and gateways can route packets between different media and
different networks (usingdifferent network protocols) in a transparent manner. We will now discuss the
role of routers in networking.

2.3.5

2.3.6 Routers
Routers and gateways form the backbone of networking. Although we have shown alternative ways of
networkingwithbridges inthe previous section—sometimes cheaper anda short cut to establish enterprise
networking—the clean approach to establishing computer networks is with the use of routers.
A router, as the name indicates, routes packets through the network. Each router in a computer

network has some knowledge of possible routes that a data packet could take to go from the source to
the destination. It has the high-level data on what is the best overall route, as well as detailed local data
on the best path for the next hop in the link. This is built into a routing table that it periodically updates

Token Ring

Token Ring

Source-Routing
Bridge D
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Figure 2.22 Router Configuration

and stores in its database. The router employs a broadcast scheme usinganAddress ResolutionProtocol
(ARP) to determine the port associatedwith destination addresses. The router may also read the contents
of a data packet arriving at a given port to determine its source and destination address, as well as what
type of data it is and when it was received. It then, using the routing table, intelligently routes it to one
or more output ports toward its destination address. The output goes to a single port if it is a data packet
going between a source and a destination; or the output is directed to multiple ports if it is a broadcast
or multicast type of packet. Figure 2.22 shows a router configuration with protocol architecture. Notice
that network layers have the same protocols (NP). Flowever, the data link layer protocol (DP) and
physical layer protocol (Phy), as well as the physical media 1 and 2, could be different.

Routers permit loops in their topology and thus are more universal than bridges. This enables load
balancing of traffic as well as self-healing of the network in case of a link or router failure. Routers have
various algorithms to optimize loadbalancingof traffic andeconomize on cost. Several routingalgorithms
are in use. Of those, open shortest path first (OSPF) is the most widely used. In this algorithm, each
router broadcasts route-request packets on the links that it is connected to. Other routers in the network
acknowledge the request and repeat the process. Thus, a distributed routing database is built using an
algorithm for the shortest path and is kept updated whenever there is a change in network configuration.
Network managers can build routing tables for optimizing their network performance with respect

to several parameters, such as least-cost route, delay, bandwidth, etc. The performance of a bridged
network is better than a router network due to the additional network layer in the latter case. Hence, a
bridgednetwork is used in some special applications where speed is of importance.However, routers are
specifically designedbasedon a network layer,whose mainpurpose is networking. Thus, degradation in
performance using routers over bridges is a small price to pay for the far-reaching benefits we achieve.

Gateways and Protocol Converters
A gateway connects two autonomous networks. Each autonomous network is self-contained in all
aspects—routing algorithms, protocol, domain name servers, and network administration procedures
and policies. When such an autonomous network communicates with another autonomous network, it

2.3.7
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traverses a gateway, as shown in Figure 2.23. Generally, the protocol conversion is done at the network
layer as shown in the figure.

Since protocol conversion for a gateway is done at the network layer, it could generally be combined
with a routing function. Thus, a router with protocol conversion could also be considered a gateway.
NodeN in Figure 1.16 that connects an IPnetwork with a proprietary subnetwork is an example of this.
NodeNnot only does protocol conversion, but also has the routing table containing information on both
networks. In this scheme, Node Nwould have an IP address, but nodes N1,N2, and N3 may follow a
proprietary addressing scheme.
A protocol converter, shown in Figure 2.24, does protocol conversion at the application layer. The

protocol converter used to be distinguished from a gateway, but this is no longer the case. Gateway
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is the generic term that is currently in vogue. An example of this would be a protocol converter that
would be used between two email systems. Let us consider a company that uses X.400, an ITU-T
messaging system. When a personwants to send an email on the Internet to another person,who isusing
Internet standard Simple MailTransfer Protocol (SMTP), a protocol converter (gateway) converts X.400
protocol to SMTP.

Multiprotocol Routers and Tunneling
An alternative to the use of gateway to communicate between autonomous networks is tunneling using
multiprotocol router. Tunneling is generally usedwhen the source and destination stations are on similar
networks, but the data have to traverse intermediate network systems, which may be using different
protocols. In this case, the data frame does not go through a protocol conversion in the intermediate
networks, but is encapsulated and "tunneled" through as pass-through traffic.
Figure 2.25 shows communications between two Ethernet LANs on IPnetworks. One of them could

be in the USA and the other in India. However, the data have to go through Europe,which is on a X.25
packet-switched data network. The multiprotocol router at the near end encapsulates the IP packet in
an X.25 frame and transmits it to the far-end multiprotocol router. The far-end multiprotocol router de-
encapsulates the frame and routes it as an IPpacket again. The path through Europe behaves very similar
to a serial link.
Another application for tunneling is when a station with an IP address belonging to a LANwants to

communicate with another LAN ina distant location,but from a location other than the local LAN.This
would be the situation if the station were a portable PC and the person traveling needs to communicate
from a foreign location. Let us picture the scenario where Joe wants to communicate from Seattle
in northwest United States to Sally at Los Angeles on the West Coast of the United States. Joe's PC
belongs to a network domain inNew York, which is in the East Coast of the United States. The initial
message is routed to the server of the LANthat the station belongs to, in this case NewYork. The server,
recognizing that the station is currently outside of its domain, locates the foreign agent who handles the
domain that Joe is currently at and informsJoe and the foreign agent. From then on, the sender "tunnels"
the packets directly to the user via the foreign agent.

Half-Bridge Configuration of Router
There are situations where it is desired to have point-to-point communication. For example, when a
residential station communicates with an Internet Service Provider (ISP), Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP)
could be used. It provides a standard method for multiprotocol datagrams over point-to-point links. This
method of communication has been extended to PPP Multilink Protocol (MP). Using MP, datagrams

Figure 2.25 Tunneling Using Multiprotocol Routers
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Figure 2.26 Half-Bridge Configuration

could be split, sequenced, transmitted over multiple parallel links, and recombined to construct the
original message. This increases the bandwidth and efficiency of point-to-point link communication.
With the expanding universe of the Internet, there are small corporations, as well as small ISPs,who

would like to establish dial-up serial links. They require connections to the Internet from their local
LANonly when they need them. Typically, they do not need permanent dedicated links. A number of
proprietary PPP protocols are currently in use. The most common protocol is the Serial Link Internet
Protocol (SLIP) for UNIX. IETF has standardized the Internet DP to be used with point-to-point links.
Half-bridge provides a method to connect the LANvia a bridge to a router.
Figure 2.26 shows a half-bridge configuration. The router port connecting to the bridge is configured

as a serial interface to the PPP half-bridge. The interface functions as a virtual node on the Ethernet
subnetwork on the bridge.The serial interface has an IPaddress associatedwith the Ethernet subnetwork.
Thus, if the Ethernet subnetwork address is 155.55.123.1, the serial interface on the router could be
assigned an IPaddress 155.55. 123.5.
When a packet destined to the Ethernet arrives at the router, it is converted to Ethernet packets,

encapsulated in PPP frames, and sent on the Ethernet bridge link. In the reverse direction, Ethernet
packets encapsulated in PPP frames are extracted by the router, which converts them to IPpackets, and
routes them on the Internet.

Edge Routers
Edge routers may in general be considered as those elements that perform routing functions at the
edge of a network. In other words, they are ingress and egress network elements of a typical WAN.
Depending on the application, the functions of this router vary. For example, if it is an edge router to
access network, it needs to handle the "triple play" function of real and non-real time traffic. If it is for
an MPLS application, it serves the function of an MPLS edge router, which we will learn more about
in Chapter 12.

2.3.10

2.3.11 Switches
Itwould have been logical for us to start reviewing the switch component before we discussed bridges
and routers as network components. However, we have chosen to delay its discussion up to now for a
good reason, as it logically flows into discussingWANs.

Switches operate at the physical layer of the OSIReferenceModel that we discussed inSection 1.5.1.
In Section 2.3 we described a switch as a component that makes a physical connection between input
and output ports and that the bits and bytes coming in go out exactly the same way. Bridges and routers
use the switching function when they route packets.
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Most switching technology is based on solid-state technology, and the speed of switching is getting
faster and faster. This enables networks to achieve a digital rate of gigabits per second. The performance
ofanetwork isdeterminedbyhowfast we can switch andmultiplex datausingswitches (andconsequently
inrouters andbridges). More importantly, end-to-end performance of the network depends on the speed,
latency, and latency variation in transporting data from the source to the destination. Voice, video, and
data have different quality-of-service requirements. Basedon these requirements, different types of end-
to-end circuits are established using switches.
The switching function accomplished in establishing circuits can be classified into circuit switching

and packet switching depending on how it is used. Telephone communication uses circuit switching.
A physical path from end-to-end is established prior to talking, which is termed call setup. During
the actual telephone conversation, the path remains connected whether there is a conversation actually
happening or not. That is, the allocated bandwidth for the path is wasted during the idle time of the
conversation. Thus, when you are on the telephone and the other party gives you a telephone number,
youmay say "Please wait while Iget a paper and pencil to write." The facilities remain idle during that
time and could have been used by others. A "nailed up circuit," where a permanent path is established
for the session, is good for voice and video communications where latency and latency variations are
intolerable.
Computer traffic is bursty in nature and lends itselfmore to packet switching. Itwould be a waste of

bandwidth to use circuit switching for computer data networks. Packet switching utilizes the facilities
and, hence, the bandwidth available more efficiently. Data are framed into packets and each packet
is switched independently. Data from multiple sources are multiplexed and thus the total available
bandwidth is shared.

Packet switching is used in routers. The maximum size of the packet is limited to make the router
efficient. Packet sizes can vary from source to source, as well as from the same source. The message
from a single source is divided intomultiple packets and transmitted over the network to the destination.
Each packet may take a different path from the source to the destination andmay arrive out of sequence.
Thus, they have to be reordered at the destination. This is termed datagram service and is shown in
Figure 2.27(a). The message from DTEA has been split into three packets. Packets 1 and 3 take path
A-B-D, and Packet 2 travels path A-C-B-D. At DTE Z, Packets 1 and 3 arrive before Packet 2 and
hence have to be reassembled in the correct order.
It is desirable in many situations, such as in broadband service usingATM (covered in Section 2.6),

to have all the packets from a given source to a given destination take the same path. This is analogous
to circuit switching in that the path is fixed for the entire session. The concept of session is the same
as in circuit switching. A virtual path-virtual circuit is established during the call setup between the
source and the destination and a "virtual circuit identification" (one for each hop) is associated with the
channel carrying the traffic. The path and circuit identifications are termed virtual as they resemble the
operation in circuit switching, but different in that the connection is not physical. Figure 2.27(b) shows
the virtual circuit path for the same message as inFigure 2.27(a) from DTEA to DTEZ. Packets arrive
in the correct order at DTEZ in this situation. Although the initial call setup is an overhead, subsequent
data transmission is faster than in datagram service. We will discuss more how the virtual path-virtual
circuit configuration is used inAsynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) service inChapter 12.
Circuit and packet switching are applicable to a WAN, which we will review now.
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Figure 2.27 Packet Switch Configurations

2.4 WIDE AREA NETWORKS
The main difference between a WAN and a LAN is the geographical separation between sources and
destinations. Ifthe end stations are within a buildingor campus of buildings, it is still considered a LAN
with a possible high-speed backbone LAN, such as FDDI.

As we saw in Section 1.2, computer communication network rides on top of telecommunication
network, which is a WAN. Although most telephone and video communications traversing the WAN are
still circuit switched,data traffic generatedbycomputer communications ispacket switched.Wepreviously
discussed two kinds of packet-switched services—datagram service and virtual circuit service.
Virtual circuit can be established on a session basis or on a permanent basis. The former is called

a switched virtual circuit (SVC) and the latter a permanent virtual circuit (PVC). Geographically
distributed organizations would lease PVCs from public service providers to handle large amounts of
traffic. Otherwise, SVC service is used more often. Public telecommunication service providers offer
these services. However, private corporations, using their own switches and leased lines from public
service providers, set up large enterprise data networks.

We can partition WAN from a network management perspective into two sections and analyze
the components and services that need to be managed in each. The two end sections of WAN are the
subscriber loop sections, where information flows from central offices of the service provider(s) to
customers' premises. The other section is transmission between switching offices.

Subscriber loop sections could be either passive, such as dedicated pairs of wires from the central
office to the customer premises, or active links such as coaxial cable interspersedwith amplifiers to boost
the signal along the way. Ineither case, a digital subscriber line (DSL) terminates in a network interface
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unit (NTU) at the customer premises. Examples of NIUare Channel Service Unit (CSU) for interfacing
DSL with analog equipment at customer premises, and Digital Service Unit (DSU) for DSL interface
with digital equipment. The responsibility of the service provider is up to theNIU.Thus, components that
need to be managed are the NIUs and the active components on the loop transmission line.

The transmission section consists of link transmission facilities and nodal components. These are
between central offices in the case of a public switched network, and between the routers of service
providers in private networks. We have looked at nodal components already. We will now consider
transmission media and modes of LANs andWANs.

2.5 TRANSMISSION TECHNOLOGY

2.5.1 Introduction
Transmission technology deals with transmission media and transmission modes. We will look at
transmission media first and then at transmission modes.
A transmission medium consists of the link that carries data between two physical systems. There is a

couplingmechanism—a transceiver (denoting transmitter and receiver) that delivers to and receives data
from the medium. Transmission media can be broadly classified into wired media and wireless media.
Transportation of information is accomplished using physical transmission facilities, such as wires and
optical fiber, or via wireless media using technology like radio frequency spectrum, infrared, and light
waves. In the former case information is transmitted from point to point, whereas in the latter case it is
generally done on a broadcast basis.
Bothwired and wireless transmissions are used for local as well as WANs. The physical connection

and the electronics of the transceiver play an important part in LAN, as they determine how fast and
accurately information can be transmitted to and received from the various transmission media. We
observed that the bandwidth of all types of Ethernet LANs could be doubled by changing from simplex
to duplex configuration. Infact, advancement ofnew technologies depends on enhancements to existing
ones, for example, ATM to the desktop has been aborted because of Ethernet technology's increased
ability to handle large bandwidth (in gigabits per second) to the desktop. We also saw in Section 2.3.1
how hub technology has increased throughput in handling a large number of stations on a LAN.

Wireless LANhas so far found only limited use for high-speed communication. However, wireless
technology is very extensively used for laptops, mobile communication, satellite transmission, and
television access in rural areas.

2.5.2 Wired Transmission
Wired transmission technology uses three media: coaxial cable, twisted-pair cable, and optical fiber.
The key parameters to look for in choosing the transmission medium are the following: loss of signal,
insensitivity to environmental noise sources (such as cross talk and spurious radio frequency signals
generated by appliances), bandwidth handling capability, and transmission delay. The selection of the
medium is also determined by the type of stations on the medium and their access control mechanism.
We listed the limitations and capabilities of various LAN media for Ethernet LAN in Tables 2.1
and 2.2.

There are two types of coaxial cables—thick and thin. The thick cable is 0.4 centimeters indiameter
and is not used anymore. The thin coaxial cable is 0.25 centimeters in diameter and is present in legacy
systems or small LANs, where it can be economically installedwithout a hub.
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A twisted-pair cable consists of a pair of wires that are twisted. The gauge of the wire and the type
of twist determine the quality of transmission. They are available as unshielded twisted pair (UTP) and
shielded twistedpair (STP). Obviously, the latter reduces the interference of radio frequency noise better
than the former. Most twisted-pair cabling that is used in LAN is Category 5 (cat-5) UTP. With cat-5
cable, the drop length for IEEE 802.3 LANgiven in Table 2.1 can be extended from 100 to 150 meters
at 100Mbps. cat-6a cable extends the data rate to 10 Gbps.

The fiber-optic medium provides the best quality transmission. Of course, it is the most expensive.
However, it is economical when LANs need to be networked in a campus environment or buildingwith
multiple stories. As shown in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, point-to-point drop for Ethernet could be as high as 2
kilometers, and in Gigabit Ethernet, we can extend it up to 9 kilometers.
It is worth noting the importance of cabling in geographically placed network components. As we

all know, implementers always try to stretch the limits of specifications or economize in the installation
process. For example, the maximum distance for a cat-3 cable would be stretched beyond the standard
distance of 100meters.Alternatively, insteadof cabling all workstations using cat-5 andoptical fibers to
a central locationwhere patch panels and hubs are collocated,hubswould bedistributed to economize in
cabling cost and only cat-3 cable is used. However, there is a price to pay inoperations andmaintenance
for this approach since hubs couldnot be shared and any failure of a remote hubwould take much longer
for service restoration.
Wired WAN media comprises bundles of twisted pairs (such as in T1 and loop facilities), coaxial

cable for analog transmission (for example, Nl),and optical fiber (underwater sea cable).

2.5.3 Wireless Transmission Media
Wireless medium is used inWLAN as well as in mobile and satellite communications.

Wireless LANuses input sources such as a hand-held portable communication device or a computer
with a wireless antenna. Wireless LANtechnology focuses primarily on transmitting data from portable
stations to a wired LAN access point by radio frequency, infrared, or optical transmission. Since the
range of transmission is limited for all these, they all function within a given region or cell. If the
portable station is a moving target, then the signal has to be handed over from one cell to another cell.
Two fast-growing segments of wireless technology in the non-LAN environment are of interest for

data communication. They are Personal Communication Services (PCS) and digital cellular services.
Both of these are based on cell-based technology. Data are transmitted by wireless to local cell antennas
from where they go to the central location by wired network. PCS is all-digital technology. It operates
at lower power (100 watts) and antennas are more closely spaced (1/2 to 1 mile). The digital cellular
technology, although analog, carries digitizedsignal. Itneedshigher-power antennas,which are separated
farther apart (several miles).
Another area of wireless technology is broadband multimedia services. Multimedia is transmitted

using satellite wireless technology from a central office to the customer's premises. The return path is
via telephone lines.

2.5.4 Transmission Modes
The data transmission mode can be either digital or analog. Narrow-band LANtechnology uses digital
mode of transmission. Broadband and WAN technologies employ both analog and digital modes of
transmission. When information is transmitted in an analog transmission mode, it can be transmitted in
either baseband or on a carrier.
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Ina physical medium, digital transmission is a series of ones and zeros. A physical medium is shared
by multiple sources to transport information to multiple destinations. The distinction between various
transmission technologies is how information between pairs of end users is coded to share the same
medium. They should be multiplexed and de-multiplexed efficiently at the nodes to provide the least
and as constant a delay as possible, as well as high throughput.
Figure 2.28 shows three basic modes of transmission. They are Time DivisionMultiplexing (TDM)

transmission, packet transmission, and cell transmission. T1 is the early implementation ofTDMdigital
transmission in the United States by the Bell System. Figure 2.28(a) shows TDM transmission of T1
carrier, which carries 24 voice channels. The T1 carrier has a bandwidth of 1.544 MHz and is equally
divided among 24 voice channels, each with a bandwidth of 64 kHz. The top of Figure 2.28(a) shows
how the 1.544MHz transmission "pipe" is divided into 24 small dedicated pipes among the 24 channels.
The bottom half of the figure shows the multiplexing of the 24 channels as bit stream on the physical
medium.They aremultiplexedcyclically from Channel 1 through Channel 24. Themaximumbandwidth
available for each channel is 64 kHz, but it is all available during a complete session. A session is
defined as the duration from establishment of a connection to tearing it down between a pair of users.
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Notice that all channels have equal bandwidth and occupy the same slot in the transmission channel.
When the receiver synchronizes to the transmitter, it is able to de-multiplex the channels, but both the
transmitter and the receiver knowexactlywhich slot eachuser's data occupy. Since a physicalconnection
is set up between the two end stations prior to data transmission, the time delay is constant, which is
essential for voice and video transmission. Nodes in the network using TDM are circuit switches. As
mentioned in Section 2.3.11, the end-to-end connection is physical. The video channel, which requires
more bandwidth (exact bandwidth depends on compression of data and quality of service required),
occupies more channels.
Figure 2.28(b) shows the packet transmission mode. We notice that packets of different users are

randomly multiplexed. While each user's data is traversing the medium, the full bandwidth of the
medium is available to it. This is in contrast to TDM, where only a fraction of the medium bandwidth
is available to any user. It can also be noticed that the size of all the user packets need not be the same.
Another noticeable factor is that since the circuit connection is not pre-established, each packet contains
addresses of the originator and the destination. We briefly described a packet switch in Section 2.3.11.
Obviously, packet switches are usedwith packet transmission. A packet switch at each node looks at the
address of the destination and routes it using the appropriate path. Each packet can take a different route
depending on the availability of links and bandwidth based on different algorithms used. The packets
may arrive out of sequence at the receiver, and the end-to-end transmission time for each packet is
different. This transmission mode is acceptable for data transmission, but not for voice and video. Data
transmission can tolerate bursty traffic.

The cell transmission mode, shown in Figure 2.28(c), combines the best of the above modes of
transmission. The packets are all ofthe same size andare small insize. Eachpacket has the full bandwidth
of the medium and the packets arc statistically multiplexed. The packets all take the same path as in the
circuit-switched TDM mode, using the virtual path-virtual circuit concept. This mode of transmission
is called the ATM and is one of the fundamental concepts ofATM technology.
A recent development in WAN transport technologies is the evolution of the multiprotocol label

switching (MPLS) transmission mode using the MPLS protocol. It can be visualized as an enhancement
over IP and ATM protocols and backward compatible with either of them. A label, called the MPLS
label, is inserted between layer 2 and layer 3, as shown in Figure 2.29. Thus, for an IP-based protocol,

ATM Cell Header
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GFC VPI VCI PTI CLP HEC Data

4 ' 8 < 16 ÿ 3 1 8

Label Header
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GFC: 4-Bit Generic Flow Header
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Figure 2.29 MPLS Transmission Mode
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the MPLS label is insertedbetween the IEEE802.3 MAC header and the network layer IPheader. Inthe
case of the ATM protocol, MPLS shim without the TTL field replaces VPI and VCI fields. The MPLS
transmission mode attempts to take advantage of the richness of IPcharacteristics and highperformance
ofATM.
An IP-based network is feature rich because of its extensive implementation and compatibility with

Ethernet LAN. It routes packets intelligently. However, it is slow in performance as it has to open each
packet at layer 3 to determine its next hop and its output port. Simultaneous transport of real-time and
non-real-time traffic is difficult.
In contrast to IP, the ATM protocol is a high-performance cell-based protocol switching cells at

layer 2. It is capable of handling real-time and non-real-time traffic simultaneously, and thus is superior
to the IP-based network. However, its address incompatibility with the popular Ethernet LAN, along
with difficult end-to-end circuit provisioning, has limited its usage at the customer premises network
and hence related applications.
In general, the packet header contains forwarding equivalence class (FEC) information to choose

the next hop in a router. In so far as the forwarding decision is concerned, all packets belonging to a
particular FEC are assigned the same path leaving the node. The MPLS label is a short, fixed length,
locally significant identifier, which is used to identify an FEC.
An MPLS protocol is being deployed in a convergent network for broadband services handling real¬

time and non-real-time traffic simultaneously, thus achieving high quality of service transport. It can be
deployed in the legacy network of either IP or ATM base.
Currently most information is transmitted in digital mode. The legacy digital system is a T-bascd

hierarchy (Tl,T3...) inNorthAmerica and an E-based hierarchy (El, E2...) in the UK and Europe and
uses packet or frame technology. The later implementation of digital mode of transmission in many
WANs is the Synchronous Optical Network (SONET), which is addressed in the next section. More
recently, the WAN transmission mode has started migrating to MPLS over IP.

We can visualize the above transmission modes as modes of transmission at the basic or atomic level
(although not quite true). Each of the modes—TDM, ATM cell mode, IP packet mode, MPLS packet
mode—is transmitted using its own protocol. Thus, they can be considered as modes based on protocol.
However, modern transmission technology is capable of carrying a large amount of information; i.e.,
large bandwidth of information; and this should be taken advantage of in designing transmission
systems. For instance, optical fiber can carry a terahertz (THz) bandwidth signal. However, the quality
of the signal transmission gets worse when the signal bandwidth is large. It is due to network element
limitations and propagation constraints. Fortunately, we can transmit a large amount of information
using the same physical medium by employing the multiplexing principle discussed in TDM. InTl or
El TDM, 24 or 32 channels can be multiplexed by logically partitioning the physical medium into 24
or 32 channels.
Using multiplexing approach, the physical optical-fiber medium can be used to carry multiplexed

lower bandwidth signals using Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH). This mode of transmission
is known as SONET in North America and SDH in Europe and Asia and is discussed more in
Chapter 12.Nodes in the optical transmission network arc used to regenerate the signal usingregenerators,
change path by using optical or digital cross-conncct network elements, and drop and add lower-level
digital signals at various intermediate points along the path by using Add-Drop Multiplexers (ADM).
Figure 2.30 shows a SONET transmission mode. The lower-speed digital signals DS1/EI, DS1C, DS2,
designated as Virtual Tributaries (VTs) are multiplexed into a VT Group. A SONET frame comprises an
overheadandsynchronous payloadcalleda synchronous payloadenvelope (SPE).The speedofdigital data
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Figure 2.30 SONET Transmission Mode

is synchronizedusinga SONET basic signal rate of 51.84Mbps called synchronous transport signal level-
1 (STS-1). Higher-rate signals STS-N are generated by interleaving bytes from lower-level STS-ls. The
numbers in parentheses in Figure 2.30 indicate the number of input signals that need to be multiplexed.
InFigure 2.30, STS-1 comprises sevenVT Group signals, or a DS3 signal, or a 48-Mbps ATM signal.

STS-3 SONET signal, also known as STM-1 in SDH, is made up of a 150-Mbps ATM or E4 signal.
Transmission rates for SONET/SDH signals are presented inTable 2.3.
Thesecondmethodofthe increasingcapacityofinformationinanoptical transmissionmediumisto take

advantage of the optical wavelength of transmission. This is known as wavelength divisionmultiplexing
(WDM).This is identical to frequencydivisionmultiplexingat (relatively) lower frequencies. Information
can be transmitted over multiple wavelengths using multiple transmission protocols, as shown in
Figure 2.31. In order to illustrate this point, transmission modes shown in Figure 2.28 are depicted in
Figure2.3 1 as components intheWDM transmission, each submode traversing at a different wavelength.
Several hundreds of tens-of-gigabits signals can be transmitted over the long-haulWAN and short-haul
MANs.

Table 2.3 SONET/SDH Transmission Rates

SONET SIGNAL SDH SIGNAL BIT RATE (Mbps)
STS-1 51.84
STS-3 STM-1 155.52
STS-12 STM-4 622.08
STS-24 1,244.16
STS-48 STM-16 2,488.32
STS-192 STM-64 9,953.28
STS-768 STM-256 39,814.32
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Figure 2.31 Multiwavelength Fiber: WDM

2.6 INTEGRATED SERVICES: ISDN, FRAME RELAY,AND
BROADBAND

Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) can be divided into narrow band and broadband ISDN.
Broadband ISDN is called broadband services. ISDNwas introducedby Bell System to integrate voice
and data over telephone loop facilities. The same principle is used in integrating voice, video, and data
and providing them as broadbandmultimedia service.
The early form of integrated services network is Basic ISDN. It is a full-duplex digital interface

between the subscriber and the central office. It consists of two basic channels, 56-kilobaud rate each,
combinedwith an 8-kilobaud signaling channel, referred to as 2B+D.

Basic ISDN was extended to T1 and El rates of 1.544 Mbps and 2.048 Mbps. This is called the
Primary ISDN interface. The T1 interface carries 24 channels and the El interface 32 channels.
With the improvedquality of transmissionmedia, the ISDNconcept was extended from the subscriber

interface to a WAN. To achieve near real-time quality for voice, the performance of WAN needs to be
improved. This was done by a frame relay service, which eliminates hop-to-hop flow and error controls
ina traditional packet switchingnetwork, includingX.25. Flow anderror controls are relegated to higher
layers at the ends of a link. The frame relay access speed can go up to 2 Mbps.
However, on-line videos require a much larger bandwidth than could be achieved with frame relay.

This has ledto early implementationofbroadbandISDN,or, asmentionedinthe beginningofthis section,
more succinctly, broadband network. Broadband network and service have contributed significantly to
advances in three areas. They are ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode), SONET (Synchronous Optical
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Figure 2.32 Broadband Services Network

Network)/SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy), and broadband access technology. InChapter 12,we
will discuss ATM, which is a cell-based transmission mode, and SONET, which is a digital hierarchy
adopted universally.
Broadband access technology, which addresses the link from the central office to the customer's

premises, is implemented using one of three technologies. Hybrid fiber coax (HFC) technology is a
two-way interactive multimedia communication system using fiber and coaxial cable facilities and
cable modems. The second technology uses a DSL. There are several variations of implementing this,
generically referred to as xDSL. For example, ADSL stands for asymmetric DSL. The third technology
uses wireless transmission from the switching office or head end to the customer's premises via satellite
transmission. We will learn in detail about broadband service and access network technologies in
Part IV.
Figure 2.32 shows a broadband services network. The WAN is IP, ATM, or MPLS. The WAN is

linked to the customer's premises usingeither optical links,OC-n (Optical Carrier-n)/STS (Synchronous
Transport Signal), or one of the three access technologies (HFC, xDSL, or wireless). The customer
network consists of two classes, residential customers and corporate customers with a campus-like
network. Residential customers are either residential homes or small and medium enterprises (SMEs)
that use broadband services, but do not maintain high-speed access network to WAN. Service providers
perform that function bringing radio, video, Internet, and other services to homes. Multiple services are
multiplexed by multiple service operators (MSO) and are piped to the customer's premises via common
facilities. Service providers interface with each other via gateways, which could be either generalized
routers or ATM switches.

E Summary
In this chapter we learned network concepts and technologies that would help us understand network
management in Parts II, III, and IV.

Network topologies can be classified as LANandWAN topologies. There are three network topologies
associated with wired LANs.They are bus, ring, and star. The most predominant commercially employed
LANs are a hybrid of the star topology with either the bus or the ring topology—the hub topology.
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WAN is implementedusingeitherameshoratreetopology.Meshtopology isthecommon implementation
and is the topology of the Internet. Tree topology is used when a network is made up of bridges.
We discussed different types of common LAN implementation—Ethernet, Fast Ethernet, Gigabit

Ethernet, switched hub, Token Ring, and FDDI. Of these, IEEE 802.3 Ethernet LAN is the predominant
type. This uses CSMA/CD MAC protocol. We addressed the introduction of full-duplex types of Ethernet
that double the bandwidth. Ethernet can be implemented using various types of transmission media—
coaxial cable, UTP,and optical fiber. Fast Ethernet at 100 Mbpsand Gigabit Ethernet at 1Gbps speed can
be implemented by employing hub technology. Switched hub multiplies the throughput by simultaneous
conversations between pairs of nodes. Virtual LANs, implemented using switched hub, enable logical
association of workstations with VLANs.

Token Ring and FDDI both use deterministic MAC and hence are more efficient over random access
Ethernet. IEEE 802.5 defines the speed of the Token Ring as either 4 Mbps or 16 Mbps.
FDDI is based on IEEE 802.5 protocol and operates at 100 Mbps. It is typically used for backbone

LAN. Because of the need for reliability of the backbone, FDDI can be configured as a dual ring with
DAS, in contrast to a single ring with SAS.
Network nodes comprise hubs, bridges, routers, gateways, and switches. Hubs play a significant role

in forming LANs as discussed above. Bridges function at the data link layer and can be interconnected
to form a network. A network consisting of Ethernet bridges is called a transparent bridge network and
should meet the criterion of not having any loop in the network. In contrast, a network made up of
Token-Ring bridges, source routing bridges, can have loops in the network. This is because the source
specifies the route in the data packet and intermediate nodes do not make any routing decisions.

Routers and gateways function at the network layer. Routers and gateways form the backbone of the
Internet. The difference between a router and a gateway is that the former just routes, whereas the latter
does protocol conversion. If protocol conversion is done at the application layer, it is called a protocol
converter.

Packet switching is the switching of data packets. Packet switches, in general, perform datagram
service. That means each packet of the same message can take different routes and may arrive out of
sequence. Hence, they have to be reassembled at the receiver in the correct sequence.
We can also configure packet switches to form a virtual circuit. In this case, all packets of a session

between the source and the destination take the same path in the network and arrive in the same
sequence that they were sent. A virtual circuit can be established on a per-session basis, in which
case, it is called a switched virtual circuit (SVC). The virtual circuit is set up and torn down each time. In
contrast, for a permanent virtual circuit (PVC), call setup is done and left there permanently.
AWAN is established using either SVC or PVC.WAN is distinguished from LAN by large geographical

separation between the source and the destination. It is generally carried over the facilities of
telecommunications network.

In discussing transmission technology, we covered wired andWLAN technologies. The role of coaxial
cable, twisted-pair cable, and optical fiber was reviewed. LAN transmits data in digital format. WAN and
broadband technology services transmit information in both digital and analog modes. We addressed
the various transmission modes of TDM, cell, and packet technologies. Optical-fiber technology was
presented, which can carry information in the tens of gigahertz bandwidth in the SONET/SDH andWDM
transmission modes.
We ended our discussion of network technology by introducing ISDN and broadband multimedia

services. They handle voice, video, and data transmission in an integrated manner. The WAN in
broadband services is ATM-based SONET and the access to customer premises uses HFC, xDSL, or
wireless technology.
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1. The maximumallowed segment for Ethernet is 500 meters and the maximum number of segments
that can be connected by repeaters is limited to five. The minimum length of the frame that can
be transmitted is the sum of the round-trip delay and the repeater delays. Assume that the speed
of transmission on the cable is 200 meters/microsecond and that the total round-trip delay in
traversing all the repeaters is 25 microseconds. Show that the minimum frame size (number of
bits per frame) of an Ethernet frame is 64 bytes.
Note: The maximum frame size is 1,518 bytes.

2. Gigabit Ethernet using CSMA/CD is specified to have a 100-meter drop cable. Show that this
corresponds to a slot time of 512 bytes to detect collision. Assume a repeater delay of two
microseconds.

3. The Engineering Department of 12 persons in a small corporation is on a regular 10Base-
T Ethernet LAN hub with 16 ports. The busy group started complaining because of the slow
network performance. The network was operating at 50% utilization, whereas 30% utilization is
acceptable. If you are the InformationTechnology Engineer of the corporation and have to resolve
the problem technically,
(a) Describe four choices for resolving the problem, maintaining the LAN as Ethernet LAN.
(b) State the advantages and disadvantages of each approach.

4. In Exercise 3, you are told by the IT Manager that the problem is to be resolved by using bridges
and the existing hub that could be configured for four subnets. A good rule of thumb is that a
LAN utilization of 4% yields good and satisfactory performance.Assume that 12workstations are
functioning at a peer-to-peer level with distribution of traffic between any two stations being the
same. What would your new configuration be?

5. Design an Ethernet LAN using a 10/100 Mbps switched Ethernet hub to handle the following
specifications:

Number of clients = 16 operating at 10 Mbps
Number of server = 1
50% of the traffic is directed to the server

Draw the configuration and indicate the transmission modes (half-duplex or duplex) on the ports.
6. Repeat Exercise 4 if the traffic to the server increases to 80.
7. Two virtual LANs, 145.50.50.1 belonging to NM lab and 145.50.60.1 belonging to Networking

lab, each have three workstations. The former has workstations 140.50.50.11-13 and the latter
140.50.60.21-23. They are connected to a switched hub as shown in Figure 2.10 on ports 2
through 7. The NICs associated with ports are made by Cabletron and their MAC addresses start
with the vendor's global prefix 00-00-D (hexadecimal notation) and end with 11, 12, 13, 21, 22,
and 23 (same as the fourth decimal position of the IP address).
(a) Create a conceptual matrix table, as shown below, which would be generated by the hub that

relates the IP address, the MAC address, and the port number.

IPADDRESS MAC ADDRESS PORT NUMBER

(b) Theworkstation 23 is moved from Networking lab to NM lab. Show the appropriate parameter
changes on the hub and the workstation.

8. In Exercise 7, Port 1 of the hub is connected to a router as shown in Figure 2.10. The IP and
MAC addresses associated with the NIC on the hub interfacing to the router are 145.50.50.1
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and 00-00-100-00-00-01 and that with the NIC on the router interfacing with the switched hub of
130.30.40.1 and 00-00-10-00.00-64. Extend the matrix of Exercise 7(a) to include Port 1, using
the same convention for the MAC address.

9. In Exercise 8, the router is connected to the switched hub by a single physical cable. The router
maintains two sets of tables, one to determine the subnets on its network and other to determine
the host on the subnet as shown below. The third decimal of the IP address is allocated to subnet
designation.

Network Table

NETWORK SUBNET HOST
145.50 50 0

0
145.50 60 0

Subnet Address Tables

NETWORK SUBNET HOST PORT
145.50 50 1 1
145.50 50 11 1
it it 12 1
it it 13 1
145.50 60 1 1
II it 21 1
II it 22 1
<1 it 23 1

(a) What is the mask used by the router to filter the subnet?
(b) Show how two packets arriving in the router and addressed to 145.50.50.11and 145.50.60.21

are directed to the switched hub by using the above table.
10. Design a client-server network with two servers operating at 100Base-T Fast Ethernet speed

and the clients operating at regular 10Base-T Ethernet speed using a 10/100 Mbps NIC. The
hub is located in a wiring closet, but the servers and clients are not. Assume that a satisfactory
performance is achieved at 40% utilization of the LAN.

11. Which of the following is correct? The maximum throughput of an 8-port switched hub over an
8-port non-switched hub is:
(a) the same
(b) 2 times
(c) 4 times
(d) 8 times

12. It is assumed in Exercise 11 that the LAN operates at maximum utilization. However, a regular
LAN can degrade in performance to an intolerable level at 50% utilization.What is the approximate
(ignore contention of more than one station trying to reach the same destination at the same time)
percentage utilization improvement of a 12-port switched hub Ethernet LAN over a non-switched
hub Ethernet LAN?
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13. The minimum size of the frame in a token-ring LAN is determined by the token size, which is 3
bytes long and should be contained in the ring under idle condition. Assume a 16-Mbps LAN and
the speed of transmission as 200 meters/microsecond.
(a) What should be the minimum length of the ring in meters?
(b) Each station normally adds a bit delay in processing the data. What is the additional length

gained by adding one station at a time?
14. Repeat Exercise 13 for an FDDI ring. Assume the speed of transmission as 300 meters/

microsecond.
15. Explain the reason why the performance of an Ethernet LAN decreases with increase in the

number of stations on the LAN, whereas it increases (at least initially) with the increase in the
number of stations in a token-ring LAN.

16. Draw network configuration and protocol layer interface architecture for a multiprotocol bridge
that interconnects an Ethernet LAN to a token-ring LAN.

17. A short message is transmitted from a source at Switch A to a destination at Switch Z. The
shortest path traverses through 5 intermediate switches. A switch causes an average delay of 5
milliseconds to process a packet. Assume all the packets of the message leave at approximately
the same time (although they leave sequentially), as the duration of the message is short
compared to the transmission delay in the switches.
(a) A ssume the message is sent as a datagram and the datagram packets take multiple

paths, each packet traversing the shortest path going through 5 intermediate switches and
the longest path going through 10 intermediate switches. Calculate the latency time if the
packet reassembling time is ignored at the destination.

(b) What is latency if a virtual circuit is established along the shortest path?
18. How many (a) E1 channels and (b) DS1 (T1) channels comprise an STM-1 SDH signal?
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PART II
SNMP andNetworkManagement

Part II,comprising Chapters 3-9, is devoted to understanding the principles of network and system
management. Chapters 3-7 discuss the management of a TCP/IP network using Simple Network
Management System (SNMP) versions 1,2, and 3. Remotemonitoring,which is also part of SNMP
management, is discussed in Chapter 8.
In Chapter 3, technical foundations on standards, models, and language, which are needed to

build network management based on various standards, are introduced. Network management
standards that are currently used are SNMP (Internet), CMIP (OSI), TMN, IEEE, and Web-
based Management. Of these, SNMP is the most widely deployed management system due to its
truly simple architecture and implementation. An overview of models and concepts of network
management is covered. Specifications of most protocols are done using ASN.l syntax, which is
discussed in some detail.
There are three versions of SNMP-based protocols that manage TCP/IP networks. SNMPvl

is covered in Chapters 4 and 5. Chapter 4 is devoted to the organization and information models
of SNMP in network management. System architecture and SNMP messages are presented. The
structure of management information (SMI) is presented using ASN. 1 syntax. The definition of
SNMP objects and their organization in the structure of management information base (MIB) are
described. Chapter 5 covers SNMP communication protocol. Message data structures are presented
alongwith the message protocol operations and SNMPMIB.
LearningChapters 4 and 5 would help the reader to understand the basic principlesbehindSNMP

network management. Case histories and practical examples punctuate the presentation. When the
book is used as a textbook for a course, this should provide adequate background for the student to
select a project for the course if the course includes a project as part of its requirements. Istrongly
recommend it—especially for an undergraduate course. A list of projects, which have been used in
senior undergraduate and graduate classes, is presented inAppendix B.
Chapter 6 addresses SNMPv2. SNMPv2 adds several significant enhancements to SNMPvl,

including efficient transferring of bulk data between systems. One of the intended major
enhancements, namely security considerations, was postponed from SNMPv2 to SNMPv3. In
Chapter 7,we cover security andprivacy,aswell as generalizedSNMParchitecture andapplications,
which are part of SNMPv3 specifications.
The SNMPmanagement system is basedon polling. Remotemonitoringof network components

using probes and sending only relevant data to the network management system is the goal of
RMONdiscussed in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 9 is devoted to networking tools, management tools, andmanagement systems. You will
learn some basic networkingtools that are part of the operating system,which would beof immense
help in day-to-day use and operations of the network. SNMP command tools are convenient tools
that can be used for network management even without having a network management system. We
have earlier learned the immense benefits of MIBs in network management. Hence, MIBs have to
be designed well, which is covered in MIB engineering. The design of the network management
system for various vertical network applications, as well as for performing various functions, is
covered in detail. After learning these tools, we will cover network management systems ranging
from low-end to high-end solutions. We will dwell in more detail on the mid-range enterprise
network management systems with examples of commercial systems that are in widespread use.
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Basic Foundations: Standards,Models,
and Language

OBJECTIVES

• Standards, models, andlanguageneededfor • SNMP
networkmanagement • CMIP

• Networkmodels ' XML
ÿ OSI ÿ CORBA
ÿ Internet • ASN.l language
ÿ TMN ÿ Syntax

' IEEE802 ÿ Macm

* Web based • Basic encodingrule

• Management communicationprotocols • Management applicationfunctions

InPart Iwc had an overview ofnetworkingandmanagement of network and systems. We learned about
network technology and components that need to be managed. There are several management standards
and models in existence for managing networks, systems, and services. We can understand and appreci¬
ate them better by first looking at the commonality among them, and then the differences that distin¬
guish them. These goals form the objectives of this chapter.

We will consider the foundations that are needed to build various network management models and
protocols.Wewill survey the network management standards and present the general architecture of the
network management models in Section 3.1.

The International Standards Organization (ISO) has defined a generalized model that addresses all
aspects of network management. We will cover the three models of the architecture in Sections 3.3
through 3.5, which deal with organization, information, and communication. Then we will learn the
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basics of the formal language, ASN.l, and the data structure that is used for management systems to
store management information and communicate with each other in Sections 3.6 through 3.8.
All the above three models are designed for management applications to manage networks, systems,

and services. The fourth model, functional model, addresses these in Section 3.9. The applications fall
into the categories of fault, configuration, performance, security, and accounting.
In a global perspective, three areas of network needmanaging. They are network, systems, and ser¬

vices; inter-layer protocols; and intra-layer protocols. In this book our focus will be on network and
system management aspects. We define network management as management of the network compris¬
ing nodes and links, and system management as managing system resources, such as central processor
usage, disk usage, and application processes. Service management deals with services provided by
organizations to customers. Service management is an extension of network and systems.
The two leading models of network management are the Internet model and the Open System In¬

terconnection (OSI) model. The Internet model is the most widely used for network management. It is
a simple scalar model and hence easy to implement. The OSI model, which is object oriented, is more
complex and harder to implement. However, with the matured state of object-oriented technology and
the convergence of data and telecommunications technologies, object-oriented implementation of net¬
work management has come into vogue. We will address this inChapter 16. A higher-level management
network called the Telecommunications Management Network (TMN) is also based on the OSI model.
It addresses all levels of management including service and business aspects. We will study TMN in
Chapter 10.
In this book we will be concerned primarily with the study of Internet-based SNMP model. The OSI

model is discussed in Appendix A.

3.1 NETWORK MANAGEMENT STANDARDS
There are several network management standards that are in use today.

Table 3.1 lists four standards, along with a fifth class based on emerging technologies, and their
salient points. The first four are the OSI model, the Internet model, TMN, and IEEE LAN/MAN.A de¬
tailed treatment of the various standards can be found in [Black, 1995], The first category in Table 3.1,
Open System Interconnection (OSI) management standard, is the standard adopted by the International
Standards Organization (ISO). The OSI management protocol standard is CommonManagement Infor¬
mation Protocol (CMIP). The OSI management protocol has built-in services, Common Management
Information Service (CMIS),which specify the basic services needed to perform the various functions.
It is the most comprehensive set of specifications and addresses all seven layers. OSI specifications are
structured and deal with all seven layers of the OSI Reference Model. The specifications are object ori¬
ented and hence managed objects are based on object classes and inheritance rules. Besides specifying
the management protocols, CMIP/CMIS also address network management applications. Some of the
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Table 3.1 Network Management Standards

STANDARD SALIENT POINTS
OSI/CMIP • International standard (ISO/OSI)

• Management of data communications network—LAN and WAN

• Deals with all seven layers
• Most complete
• Object oriented
• Well structured and layered
• Consumes large resource in implementation

SNMP/lnternet • Industry standard (IETF)
• Originally intended for management of Internet components,
currently adopted for WAN and telecommunication systems

• Easy to implement
• Most widely implemented

TMN • International standard (ITU-T)
• Management of telecommunications network
• Based on OSI network management framework
• Addresses both network and administrative aspects of
management

• eTOM industry standard for business processes for implementing
TMN using NGOSS framework

IEEE • IEEE standards adopted internationally
• Addresses LAN and MAN management

• Adopts OSI standards significantly
• Deals with first two layers of OSI RM

Emerging Technologies • Web-Based Enterprise Management (WBEM)
• Java Management Extension (JMX)
• XML-based Network Management
• CORBA-based Network Management

major drawbacks of the OSI management standard were that it was complex and that the CMIP stack
was large.Although these are no longer impediments to the implementation of the CMIP/CMIS network
management, SNMP is the protocol that is extensively deployed.
In contrast to the CMIP protocol, the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) presented in

Table 3. 1 is truly simple as its name indicates. It started as an industry standard and has since become
very much like standard specifications of a standards organization. The Internet EngineeringTask Force
(IETF) is responsible for all Internet specifications including network management. The managed
objects are defined as scalar objects in SNMP. Itwas primarily intended to manage Internet components,
but is now used to manage WAN and telecommunications systems. It is easy to implement and is the
most widely implemented network management system today. We will discuss SNMP management in
more detail in this book.
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The third category inTable 3.1, TMN, is designed to manage the telecommunications network and is
oriented toward the needs of telecommunications service providers. TMN is ITU-T (International Tele¬
communications Union—Telecommunications) standard and is based on OSI CMIP/CMIS specifica¬
tions. TMN extends the concept of management beyondmanaging networks and network components.
Its specifications address service and business considerations (M3000). Chapter 10 is devoted to the
discussion of TMN.

EnhancedTelecommunications Operations Map (eTOM) is a guidebook for business processes in the
telecommunications industry. It is an extension of TMN. It is being developed by TeleManagement Fo¬
rum(TMForum) as component ofNGOSS (NewGenerationOSS) [Reillly and Creaner, 2005]. Themain
difference between the TMN and eTOM approaches is that the former has been developed starting from
networks and network equipment (bottom up), while eTOM is a top-down approach. The eTOM frame¬
work has been incorporatedwithin the TMN framework as a set of standards (M.3050.x).

The IEEE standards for Local Area Network (LAN) and Metropolitan Area Network (MAN)
specifications shown in Table 3.1 are only concerned with OSI layers 1 (physical) and 2 (data link).
Those specifications arc structured similar to OSI specifications. Both OSI/CMIP and Internct/SNMP
protocols use IEEE standards for the lower layers. The IEEE 802.x series of specifications define the
standards for the various physical media and data link protocols. IEEE 802.1 specifications present
overview, architecture, and management. The IEEE 802.2 standard specifies the Logical Link Control
(LLC) layer. As we saw inChapter 1 (Figure 1.14), the LLC layer provides transparency of the various
physical media and protocols to the network layer. The others in series are for specific media and
protocols. For example, 802.3 specifications are for Ethernet LANs.
The last category in Table 3.1 addresses several emerging management technologies. One of them is

based on usingWeb technology, Web server for the management system andWeb browsers for network
management stations. InWeb-basedmanagement, the organizationmodel usesWeb server-Web brows¬
er architecture. Much of the object-oriented technology, such as hypermedia server, CORBA-oriented
transportation, and client-server push-technology influence the Web-based management.

The Web-Based Enterprise Management (WBEM) standard is developed by the Desktop Manage¬
ment Task Force (DMTF). It is basedon the Common InformationModel (CIM) data model transported
usingCIMOperations over HTTP.

The Java Management Extension [JMX] is an open Java technology for management. It defines
management architecture, application programming interfaces (APIs), and management services under
a single umbrella specification. Itwas developed under SunMicrosystems's JMAPI (Java Management
API) initiative.
XML is a mcta-markup language standardized by the Worldwide Web Consortium (W3C) for docu¬

ment exchange in the Web. XML-based network management is based on a network management meth¬
od, which defines management information by XML and the exchange of data for management in the
form of an XML document, and it uses an XML document-processing standard method for processing
data.
Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA)-basedNetwork Management is an object-

oriented client-server model that uses CORBA. The objects arc defined using Interface Description
Language (IDL) and uses a distributed managed objects architecture.
With the Web-based management system, not only can object-oriented technology be implemented

but also the dedicated workstation constraint is removedby the use of a Web browser. However, which
object-oriented technology should an ITmanager choose? There is no clear-cut answer to this question,
and different vendors have implementedNMSs using different technologies for different applications.
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3.2 NETWORK MANAGEMENT MODELS
The OS1 network model is an ISO standard and is most complete of all the models. It is structured and
it addresses all aspects of management. Figure 3.1 shows an OSI network management architectural
model that comprises four models. They are the organization model, the information model, the com¬
munication model, and the functional model. Although, the above classification is based on the OSI
architectural model, andonly parts of it are applicable to other models, it helps us understand the holistic
picture of different aspects of network management.

The organization model describes the components of a network management system, their functions,
and their infrastructure. The organization model is defined in ISO 10040 OSI Systems Management
Overview. It defines the terms object, agent, and manager.
The OSI informationmodel dealswith the structure and the organizationofmanagement information.

ISO 10165 specifies the Structure of Management Infonnation (SMI) and the information database,
management information base (MIB). SMI describes how the management information is structured
andMIB deals with the relationship and storage ofmanagement infonnation.
The third model in OSI management is the communication model. There are three components

to this—management application processes that function in the application layer, layer management
between layers, and layer operation,which iswithin the layer. Wewill focus on the application processes
in this book.
The functional model is the fourth component of OS! management, which deals with the user-ori¬

ented requirements of network management. As mentioned inChapter 1,there are five functional appli¬
cation areas defined inOSI, namely configuration, fault, performance, security, and accounting. These
are defined as system management functions inOSI.
As mentionedearlier, only OSIpresents the most completemodel for network management,while the

others either deal with only a subset or are still in the process of development of standards. Although a
discussion ofOSI management is not part of this book, it is briefly covered inAppendix A for complete¬
ness of the subject. OSI deals with all seven networking layers. Besides, as we shall see in Chapter 10,
it lends itself to addressing service and business management that are more than just networking. The
second standard listed inTable 3. 1 is SNMP/Internet standard. IETFdoes not define architecture for the
SNMP management model explicitly. However, it does exist implicitly. The organization, information,
and communication models are similar to OSI models. The SNMP network management model ad¬
dresses the functional model in terms of operations, administration, and security. SNMP-basedmanage¬
ment is widely used for campus-wide networks, although enterprise-wide networks are also managedby
using distributed configurations of SNMP-based network management systems (NMSs). SNMP-based
management systems, tools, and applications are addressed in Chapter 9. The third standard listed in
Table 3.1 is the TMN, which is based on the OSI model. Thus, the four models apply to TMN. The
focus of the TMN standard is towards managing telecommunications networks. As mentioned earlier,

Network
Management

Organization
Model

Information
Model

Functional
Model

Communication
Model

Figure 3.1 OSI Network Management Model
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it extends the application functions of OSI further into business and service considerations. Opera¬
tions systems support service and business management. The fourth standard in Table 3.1 is the IEEE
Standard on management and is dedicated to the management of layers 1 and 2 of the OSI Reference
Model. It is applicable to LANand MAN. LAN refers to local area network and MAN (Metropolitan
Area Network) refers to metropolitan (intra-city) network. It also addresses standards on broadband
network management, which is of great relevance to the current technology. Broadbandmanagement is
covered in Part IV. Since it deals only with physical and data link layers, it is primarily concernedwith
the communication model.
In Web-based and object-oriented management, the organization model uses Web server-Web

browser architecture. Much of the object-oriented technology, such as hypermedia server, CORBA-
oriented transportation, and client-server push-technology are influencing Web-based management.
Applications developed under Web-based management could still fall under the OSI functional model.
We will now look at each of the models.

The organization model describes the components of network management and their relationships.
Figure 3.2 shows a representation of a two-tier model. Network objects consist of network elements
such as hosts, hubs, bridges, routers, etc. They can be classified into managed and unmanaged objects
or elements. The managed elements have a management process running in them called an agent. The
unmanaged elements do not have a management process running in them. For example, one can buy a
managed or unmanaged hub. Obviously the managed hub has management capability built into it and
hence is more expensive than the unmanaged hub,which does not have an agent running in it. The man¬
ager communicates with the agent in the managed element.
The manager manages the managed element. As shown in Figure 3.2, there is a database in the man¬

ager, but not in the agent. The manager queries and receives management data from the agent, processes
them, and stores them in its database. The agent can also send a minimal set of alarm information to the
manager unsolicited.
Figure 3.3 presents a three-tier configuration. The intermediate layer acts as both agent and man¬

ager. As manager, it collects data from the network elements, processes them, and stores the results in
its database. As agent, it transmits information to the top-level manager. For example, an intermediate

3.3 ORGANIZATION MODEL

MDB Manager

I , I Agent Process

Figure 3.2 Two-Tier Network Management Organization Model
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Figure 3.3 Three-Tier Network Management Organization Model

system is used for making statistical measurements on a network and passes the information as needed
to the top-level manager. Alternatively, an intermediate NMS could be at a local site of a network and
the information is passed on to a remote site.
Network domains can be managed locally; and a global view of the networks can be monitoredby a

manager of managers (MoM), as shown in Figure 3.4. This configuration uses an enterprise NMS and
is applicable to organizations with sites distributed across cities. It is also applicable to a configuration
where vendor management systems manage the domains of their respective components, and MoM
manages the entire network.
Network management systems can also be configured on a peer-to-peer relationship as shown in

Figure 3.5. This is the dumbbell architecture shown in Figure 1.24. We can recognize the similarity be¬
tween this and the client-server architecture where a host serves as botha client and a server. An example
of such a situationwould be two network service providers needing to exchange management information

MoM
c
MDB

_ Agent_ _
Agent NMS
Manager

MDB

Managed Objects

MoM: Manager of Managers
MDB: Management Database
K \ \ 1 Agent process

Agent
Agent NMS MDB
Manager

TT
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Figure 3.4 Network Management Organization Model with MoM
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Agent NMS Manager NMS

Manager NMS Agent NMS

Figure 3.5 Dual Role of Management Process

between them. From the user's point of view, the information traverses both networks and needs to be
monitored end-to-end.
In the above discussion, we have used the term network management system (NMS) to mean a sys¬

tem that runs a management process, notjust a managedobject. Thus, the agent and the manager devices
are defined as agent NMS and manager NMS, as shown in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5.

3.4 INFORMATION MODEL
An information model is concerned with the structure and storage of information. Let us consider, for
example, how information is structured and stored in a library and is accessed by all. A book is uniquely
identified by an International Standard Book Number (ISBN). It is a ten-digit number identification
that refers to a specific edition of a specific book. For example, ISBN 0-13-437708-7 refers to the
book "Understanding SNMPMIBs" by David Perkins and Evan McGinnis. We can refer to a specific
figure in the book by identifying a chapter number and a figure number; e.g., Fig. 3.1 refers to Figure 1
in Chapter 3. Thus, a hierarchy of designation {ISBN, Chapter, Figure} uniquely identifies the object,
which is a figure in the book. "ISBN," "Chapter," and "Figure" define the syntax of the three pieces of
information associated with the figure; and the definition of their meaning in a dictionary would be the
semantics associatedwith them.
The representation of objects and information that are relevant to their management forms the man¬

agement informationmodel. As discussed in Section 3.3, information on network components is passed
between the agent and management processes. The information model specifies the information base
to describe managed objects and the relationship between managed objects. The structure defining the
syntax and semantics of management information is specified by Structure of Management Informa¬
tion (SMI). The information base is called the Management Information Base (MIB). The MIB is used
by both agent and management processes to store and exchange management information. The MIB
associated with an agent is called an agent MIB and the MIB associated with a manager is designated
as the manager MIB. The manager MIB consists of information on all the network components that it
manages; whereas the MIB associated with an agent process needs to know only its local information,
itsMIBview. For example, a county may have many libraries. Each library has an index of all the books
in that location—itsMIB view. However, the central index at the county's main library,which manages
all other libraries, has the index of all books in all the county's libraries—global manager MIB view.
Figure 3.6 expands the network configuration that is shown in Figure 3.2 to include the MIB that

is associated with the manager. Thus, the manager has both the management database (MDB) and the
MIB. It is important to distinguish between the two. The MDB is a real database and contains the mea¬
sured or administratively configuredvalue of the elements of the network.On the other hand, the MIB is
a virtual database and contains the information necessary for processes to exchange information among
themselves.
Let us illustrate the distinction between MIB and MDB by considering the scenario of adding

a component to the network. Assume that all the hubs in the network are made by a single vendor,
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Management Information Tree
The managed objects are uniquely defined by a tree structure specified by the OSImodel and are used in
the Internet model. Figure 3.7 shows the generic representation of the tree, defined as the Management
Information Tree (MIT). There is a root node andwell-defined nodes underneath each node at different
levels, designated as Level 1, Level 2, etc. Eachmanaged object occupies a node in the tree. Inthe OSI
model, the managed objects are defined by a containment tree representing the MIT.
Figure 3.8 shows the internationally adopted OSI MIT. The root node does not have an explicit des¬

ignation. The root has three nodes in the layer beneath it—iso, ccitt (itu), and iso-ccitt, (iso-itu). The iso
defines the International Standards Organization and ccitt, or itu, defines the International Telecommu¬
nications Union (the old name is ccitt). The two standards organizations are on the first layer defining
managing objects under them. The joint iso-itu node is for management objects jointly defined by the
two organizations. The number in each circle identifies the designation of the object in each layer. Thus,
iso is designated as 1, org as 1.3, dod, Department of Defense, as 1.3.6, and the internet as 1.3.6.1.All
Internet-managed objects will be that number followed bymore dots and numbers. It is to be noted that
the names of the nodes are all in lowercase letters as a convention, which we will formally define in
Section 3.6.

Root

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Figure 3.7 Generic Representation of the Management Information Tree

ISO iso-itu

org

internet

dod

Figure 3.8 OSI Management Information Tree

3.4.1
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3.4.2 Managed Object Perspective
Although a managed object need not be a physical object that can be seen, touched, or felt, it is conve¬
nient to use a physical representation to understand the characteristics and operations associated with a
managed object. Let us consider an object, which is circular in shape. We can define the object in Eng¬
lish language syntax as circle. To associate a meaningwith the object name,circle,we canuseWebster's
dictionary definition "a plane figure bounded by a single curved line every point of which is equally
distant from the point at the center of the figure." In other words, the definition is a textual description
of the object. The object can be viewed and its parameters changed by people who have access to it.
The access privilege could be limited to just accessing it or performing some action on it; for example,
resetting a counter value to two. These are all defined as access attributes. Ifwe envision a scenario in
which the object is used by a nursery school to explain shapes to children, it should at least have some
basic shapes, such as a circle, a square, etc. We can define the basic objects that are requiredof a group
(of objects) as the status of the object—whether it is mandatory or optional to have (implement) that
object. This attribute of the object is defined as the status of the object. There could be many types of
objects inthe nursery school that are circular in shape. There is a unique identification and name (object
identifier anddescriptor) associatedwith each of them, such as a ring, a donut, etc. There could be many
instances of ring and donut; but we are only addressing the types of object, not instances of them here.
We have thus defined the five basic attributes of a managed object type from the Internet perspective.
They are name, definition, syntax, access, andstatus.

A pictorial view of a circular object in the Internet is shown in Figure 3.9(a).
A managed object in the Internet is defined by five parameters [RFC 1155]. They are:

• object identifier unique ID
and descriptor and name for the object

• syntax used to model the object
• access access privilege to a managed object
• status implementation requirements
• definition textual description of the semantics of object type

A modification of this is specified in RFC 1212, as we shall see in the next chapter.
The Internet object model is a scalar model and is easy to understand, as seen above. Incontrast, the

OSIperspective of a managedobject is complex and has a different set of characteristics.We will extend
the above analogy of the circular object in a nursery to illustrate an OSI perspective.
Figure 3.9(b) presents the conceptual OSI representation of the various characteristics of a managed

object. As mentioned earlier, OSI specifications are object oriented, and hence a managed object be¬
longs to an object class. The left side of Figure 3.9(b) presents the same circular object in the OSImodel.
The definition of an object in an object-oriented perception would include both the shape and values.
Thus, the attribute of the object is a circle with given dimensions. The attribute of an object defines the
external perspective of the object. It undergoes an operation "push." Push is not really an OSI opera¬
tional entity, but is used here to illustrate the concept. The behavior of the object is to change its shape
or attribute from a circle to an ellipse. It then sends notifications to the relevant community informing
of its change. Thus, the characteristics of an OSI managed object are:

• object class managed object
• attributes attributes visible at its boundary
• operations operations that may be applied to it
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Figure 3.9 Conceptual Views of Managed Object

behavior exhibitedby it in response to an operation
notifications emitted by the object

It is hard to compare the characteristics of a managedobject in the Internet andOSImodels on a one-
to-one basis, as they are very much different. However, it can be observed in the conceptual models in
Figure 3.9 that the OSI characteristics—operations,behavior, and notification—are a part of the Inter¬
net communications model. Operation in the Internet is done by get and set commands. Notification is
done by response and alarmmessages. The syntax characteristic of the Internet is part ofOSIattributes.
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Characteristics Example
Object type PktCounter
Syntax Counter
Access Read-only
Status Mandatory
Description Counts number of packets

(a) Internet Perspective

Characteristics Example
Object class Packet Counter
Attributes Single-valued
Operations get, set
Behavior Retrieves or resets values
Notifications Generates notifications on new value

(b) OSI Perspective
Figure 3.10 Packet Counter as an Example of a Managed Object

The access characteristic of the Internet is a part of the security function in the OSI functional model.
The status characteristic of the Internet is handled by conformance as a part of application services in
OSI. Further, in OSI we can create and delete objects, while these concepts do not exist in the Internet.
Objects in early SNMP management are assumed to exist for management purposes.
Figure 3.10 shows the comparison between Internet and OSI specifications for the object, pack¬

et counter. An example of a packet counter as a managed object in the Internet model is given in
Figure 3.10(a). The object type (wewill define object idlater) is PktCounter. The syntax is Counter. The
access mode is read-only. The status implementation is mandatory,which mandates that this object must
be implemented if the group it belongs to is implemented. The description provides the semantics that
the packet counter counts the number of packets.

The example of the same counter as a managed object in the OSI model is given in Figure 3.10(b).
The counter is defined as an object class, Packet Counter. It could be related to either a sub- or super¬
class. The attribute value is single-valued. We can perform get and set operations on its attribute. Its
behavior to a set operation would be to reset the counter, or just retrieve data if the operation is get. The
new value is sent out as notification.

3.5 COMMUNICATION MODEL
We have discussed in the previous section how information content is defined (SMI) and stored (MIB).
We will now address the model associated with how the information is exchanged between systems.
Management data are communicatedbetweenagent andmanager processes, as well as betweenmanager
processes. Three aspects need to be addressed in the communication of information between two enti¬
ties: transport medium of message exchange (transport protocol), message format of communication
(application protocol), and the actual message (commands and responses). Let us illustrate this by an
example ofAzita buying a car from an automobile salesperson, Roberto.
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Figure 3.12 Management Communication Transfer Protocols

Azita could go to the automobile dealer and communicate in personwith Roberto.Alternatively, she
could communicate with Roberto via the Internet. In the former, visual and audio media are the trans¬
port mechanisms, and electronic exchange is used in the latter. The communication at the application
level could be exchanged in English, Spanish, or any other mutually understandable language between
the two. This would be the application-level protocol that is decided betweenAzita andRoberto. Finally,
there are messages exchanged betweenAzita and Roberto. For example, Azita could request what cars
are available and Roberto would respond with the cars that are in stock. Azita could then set a price
range and Roberto responds with cars that match the price range. These exchanged messages are the
commands/requests/operations and responses/notifications. They can be considered services requested
by Azita and provided by Roberto.
Figure 3.11 presents the communication model. The applications in the manager module initiate

requests to the agent in the Internet model. It is part of the operations in the OSI model. The agent
executes the request on the network element; i.e.,managedobject, and returns responses to the manager.
The traps/notifications are the unsolicitedmessages, such as alarms, generated by the agent.
Figure 3.12 presents the communication protocol used to transfer information between managed

object andmanaging processes, as well as between management processes. The OSI model uses CMIP
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alongwith CMIS. The Internet uses SNMP for communication. The services are part of operations using
requests, responses, and alarm notifications.

OS1uses both connection-oriented and connectionless protocols for transportation. For example, the
TP4 transport layer protocol riding on top of the x.25 protocol could be used for connection-oriented
transporting and application messages. TP4 over Connectionless Network Protocol is used for connec¬
tionless transportation. The Internet uses connectionless UDP/IP protocol for transporting messages.
CMIP and SNMP specify the management communication protocols for OS1 and Internet manage¬

ment. CMIP is addressed inAppendix A. SNMP is extensively covered throughout the book.
The application processes invoke the management communication layer protocols. OST deals with

messages in the specification of managed objects. Managed objects and their attributes could be ma¬
nipulatedby operations. Basic application service modules are defined by CMIS. In the Internet, opera¬
tions are executed by SNMPmessages.

3.6 ABSTRACT SYNTAX NOTATION ONE: ASN.1
In both the information model and the communication model, discussed in the previous sections, we
have addressed functions. In these models, SMI needs to be specified syntactically and semantically,
which will be the content of this section.
It is important for communication among systems that a formalized set of rules is agreed upon on the

structure and meaningof the language of communication, namely syntax and semantics of the language.
There are numerous sets of application and transport protocols. Thus, it is beneficial to choose a syntac¬
tical format for the language that specifies the management protocol in the application layer, which is
transparent to the rest of the protocol layers. One such format is an old andwell-proven format, Abstract
Syntax NotationOne,ASN.1.Wewill introduceASN. 1 here to the extent needed to understand its use in
network management. The reader is referred to other references [Cassel andAusting, 1996; Larmouth,
1997; Stallings, 1998] for greater depth on the subject.
ASN. 1 is more than just syntax. It is a formal language developed jointly by CCITT (now ITU-T)

and ISO for use with application layers for data transfer between systems. It is also applicable within
the system for clearly separating the abstract syntax and the transfer syntax at the presentation layer.We
define the abstract syntax as the set of rules used to specify data types and structures for the storage of
information.The transfer syntax represents the set of rules for communicating information between sys¬
tems. Thus, the abstract syntax would be applicable to the information model discussed in Section 3.4
and the transfer syntax to the communication model discussed in Section 3.5. The abstract syntax can
be usedwith any presentation syntax, the latter depending on the medium of presentation. The abstract
syntax inASN.l makes it independent of the lower-layer protocols. ISO 8824/X.208 standards specify
ASN.l . The algorithm to convert the textual ASN.l syntax to machine-readable code is defined in ISO
8825/X.209 standards. It is called Basic Encoding Rules (BER).

3.6.1 Terminology, Symbols, and Conventions
ASN.l syntax is based on the Backus system and uses the formal syntax language and grammar of
Backus-Nauer Form (BNF), which looks like:

<name> ::= <definition>
where the notation "<entity>" denotes an "entity" and the symbol represents "defined as."
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Let us illustrate the Backus system by developing a simple arithmetic expression <SAE> [Maurer,
1977]:
We can define an entity <digit> as

<digit> ::= 0 | 1 |2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9
where the symbol "|" represent "or." We can also define an operation entity <op> as

<op> ::= + | - 1 x | /
The definitions on the right side are calledprimitives. Using these primitives,we can construct more

entities. Thus, an entity number can be constructed from the primitive, <digit>
<number> ::= <digit> | <digit><number>

For example, the number 9 is the digit 9; the number 19 is the concatenation of the digit 1 and the
number 9; and the number 219 is the concatenation of digit 2 with the number 19.
We can now construct a simple arithmetic expression <SAE> from the primitives and the construct

<number>. Thus,
<SAE> ::= <number> | <SAE> | <SAE><op><SAE>

The format of each line is defined as aproduction or assignment.
Let us consider an example with the following two assignments:

<BooleanType> ::= BOOLEAN
<BooleanValue> ::= TRUE I FALSE

The expression on the left side specifies the name of the type and the right side is the definition or
value of the type. Thus, BooleanType is defined as BOOLEAN and BooleanValue is defined as either
TRUE or FALSE. The above example illustrates the two basic parameters associated with an entity,
namely, data type and value. The first line is called data type assignment and it defines the name of the
entity; and the second line, value assignment, specifies the assigned value to the data type. Thus, in the
above example the entity BOOLEAN can have assigned values of TRUE or FALSE. Entities that are all
in capital letters, such as TRUE and FALSE, are called keywords.
A group of assignments makes up an ASN.l module. For example, a name consists of first, middle,

and last names, and they can be specified as:
person-name Person-Name::=

{
first "John",
middle "I",
last "Smith"
}

Here person-name, beginningwith lowercase letters, is the name of the data type. Person-Name is a
module and beginswith capital letters. The module comprises three assignments, whose names are first,
middle, and last with values "John," "I," and "Smith."
Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 show two examples ofASN.l data type definition [Larmouth, 1997],They

are two ASN.l modules defining data types personnelRecord and trade-Message. Because they are
modules, they start with capital letters. PersonnelRecord describes the personnel recordofan employee in
a global corporation. The Trade-Message is a module specifying a list of invoices defining customer
name, part numbers, quantity, charge, and security authentication.
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PersonnelRecord ::= SET
{ Name,
title GraphicString,
division CHOICE
marketing [0]

{Sector,
Country},

research [1]
{product -based
basic

production [2]
{Product -line,
Country }

etc.

SEQUENCE

CHOICE
[0] NULL,
[1] NULL},
SEQUENCE

}

Figure 3.13 ASN.1 Data Type Definition Example 1

Trade -Message ::= SEQUENCE
{invoice -no INTEGER
name
details

charge
authenticator

GraphicString,
SEQUENCE OF

SEQUENCE
{part-no INTEGER
quantity INTEGER },

REAL,
Security -Type}

Security -Type ::= SET
{

}

Figure 3.14 ASN.1 Data Type Definition Example 2

Note that in the examples of Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14, the data types are built-up from primitive
data types: INTEGER, REAL, NULL, and GraphicString. GraphicString is one of several Character-
String type primitives. These examples present three kinds of data types, which are built using three
construction mechanisms:

alternatives: CHOICE
list: SET and SEQUENCE
repetition: SET OF and SEQUENCE OF

These constructs are used to buildstructureddata types. Just as we saw in the <SAE> example earlier,
all data types are built from the groundupusingprimitive (also called atomic) entities.ASN. 1 definition
allows both backward and forward references, as well as in-line definition. For instance, in Figure 3.13
the data types Name, Sector, Country, and Product-line are defined externally either before or after the
module defining PersonnelRecord. The data type whose name is title is defined in-line as the data type
GraphicString. It could have been defined as data type Title as follows:

title Title::= GraphicString
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Let us analyze the three construct types. In PersonnelRecord, the person works in one of the three
divisions—marketing, research, or production. This is built usingCHOICE construction. Notice that in
each of those divisions, research could be either product-based or basic.
The constructs SET and SEQUENCE are list builders. The PersonnelRecord module is a set of data

types, Name, GraphicString, Sector, Country, etc., which are all different data types. Since they are
different and each is uniquely associatedwith a name, they can be encoded and transmitted in any order.
For example, they could be arranged in any of the following orders:

"Smith", "Manager", {"North", "Chile"}
"Manager", "Smith", {"North", "Chile"}
{"North", "Chile"}, "Manager", "Smith"
etc.

Notice that "North" and "Chile" are always in the same order. This is because it is a list built with
SEQUENCE construction, and the order in the list should be maintained.
The third type of construction is the repetitive types SETOF andSEQUENCEOF. Inthe example on

TradeMessage inFigure3.14,theSEQUENCEOFconstructionisshown.The"details"inthe invoicearea
repetitionofdataconsistingoftheordered list (SEQUENCEconstruct)ofpartnumberandquantity ineach
invoice.The repetitiverecords themselves are orderedinaSEQUENCEOFconstruction.Thismeans that
the datawill be transmitted in the order inwhich they are entered. The encoding schemewill preserve that
orderwhile transmitting the data fromoneprocess to another. Forexample, ifdata are entered for details in
Figure3.14as a sequence {part-no, quantity} inthe order {1, 5}, {60, 3}, {120, 40}, theywillbetransmitted
in that order by the sending process. Ifthey hadbeen a SET OF construct insteadof a SEQUENCE OF
construct for details in Figure 3.14, the order is irrelevant. The order in this case for the example could
be encoded and transmitted by the sending process as any of the combinations, {1, 5}, {60, 3}, {120. 40};
or {60, 3}, {1, 5}, {120, 40}; or {120, 40}, {1, 5}, {60, 3}; etc. without relevance to the order.
The NULL data type used in Figure 3.13, PersonnelRecord, is a placeholder. No value needs to be

associated with it except indicating that such a data type exists.
We observe in the PersonnelRecord example in Figure 3.13 that some assignments have integers in

square brackets. For instance,
{product-based [0] NULL,
basic [1] NULL}

These are called tags.The definition of a tag is introduced inASN.1 to uniquely identify a data type
andwill be discussed in detail later.

We haveusedseveral symbols andprimitivedata types includingkeywords inthe precedingexamples.
A complete list ofASN.1 symbols is shown inTable 3.2.

Table 3.3 lists some of the frequently used ASN.l keywords. The reader is directed to the reference
[Perkins and McGinnis, 1997] for a more complete list.
As we said earlier, we can group assignments that are related to each other; this group is called a

module. A formal definition of a module is as follows:
<module name> DEFINITIONS ::= BEGIN

<name> ::= <definition>
<name> ::= <definition>

END
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Table 3.2 ASN.1 Symbols

SYMBOL MEANING_
::= Defined as or assignment
I Or, alternatives, options of a list

Signed number
- Following the symbol are comments
{} Start and end of a list
[] Start and end of a tag

0 Start and end of a subtype
Range

Table 3.3 ASN.1 Keywords

KEYWORD BRIEF DESCRIPTION
BEGIN Start of an ASN.1 module
CHOICE List of alternatives
DEFINITIONS Definition of a data type or managed object
END End of anASN.1 module
EXPORTS Data types that can be exported to other modules
IDENTIFIER A sequence of non-negative numbers
IMPORTS Data types defined in external modules
INTEGER Any negative or non-negative number
NULL A placeholder
OBJECT Used with IDENTIFIER to uniquely identify an object
OCTET Unbounded 8-bit bytes (octets) of binary data
OF Used with SET and SEQUENCE
SEQUENCE Ordered list maker
SEQUENCE OF Ordered array of repetitive data
SET Unordered list maker
SET OF Unordered list of repetitive data
STRING Used with OCTET for denoting a string of octets

For example, a MIB definitionmodule will look like:
RFC1213-MIB DEFINITIONS ::= BEGIN

END
The terms DEFINITIONS, BEGIN, and END arc primitives and are called keywords inASN. 1 . They

are built-in expressions and have special meaning. The DEFINITIONS indicate that the namedmodule,
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Table 3.4 ASN.1 Data Type Conventions

DATA TYPES CONVENTION EXAMPLE
Object name Initial lowercase letter sysDescr, etherStatsPkts
Application data type Initial uppercase letter Counter, IpAddress
Module Initial uppercase letter PersonnelRecord
Macro, MIB module All uppercase letters RMON-MIB
Keywords All uppercase letters INTEGER, BEGIN

RFC 1213-MIB, is being defined. The body of a module always starts with BEGIN and ends with END.
Grouping assignments into modules has the great advantage that modules can be imported into and
exported from other modules. Thus, they are reusable.

We notice in the examples described so far in this section that we have used both lowercase and up¬
percase letters. There are ASN.l conventions to designate the data. These are shown in Table 3.4.

Objects and Data Types
We will now use ASN. I notation to define the various data types and apply them to describe objects in
the context of SMI and MTB.

We observed in Section 3.6.1 that the data type could be either a simple type (also called primitive,
atomic, or basic), or it could be structured. Inaddition, we talked about tag designation, which uniquely
identifies the data type irrespective of the syntax version. In general, data types are defined based on
structure and tag. The structure is subdivided into four categories. The tag is subdivided into class and
tag number. This is shown inFigure 3.15.An object can be uniquely definedby its tag, namely class and
tag number. For exchange of information between systems, the structure information is also included.

The four categories of data type structure, shown in Figure 3.15 are, simple type, structured type,
tagged type, and other type.

3.6.2

Data Type

Tag

Structure

Simple Structured Tagged Other
Number

Class

Universal Application Context-
specific

Figure 3.15 ASN.1 Data Type Structure and Tag

Private
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A simple type is one for which the values are specified directly. For example, we can define a page
of a book as PageNumber of simple type, which can take on any integer value. INTEGER is a simple
type. Thus,

PageNumber ::= INTEGER
Similarly, we can define the chapter number of the book as

ChapterNumber ::= INTEGER
Values for PageNumber can be specified as 1,2,3,... and for ChapterNumber as 1,2,3,...
A data type is defined as a structuredtype when it contains other types. Types that are within a struc¬

tured type are called component types. In the above example, a page number of a book could be defined
as a structured type by a SEQUENCE construction of ChapterNumber and PageNumber component
data types. Let us call it BookPageNumber.

BookPageNumber ::= SEQUENCE
{ChapterNumber, Separator, PageNumber}

where Separator is a data type with value BookPageNumber is a structured type. Values for
BookPageNumber would then be like 1-1, 2-3, or 6-25.

We can define all the pages of the book as a collection of individual pages. Ifwe want to define them
in a sequential order from the first page of the first chapter to the last page of the last chapter, we would
use a SEQUENCE OF construction. Let us call it BookPages.

BookPages ::= SEQUENCE OF { BookPageNumber}
We could define the same in an alternative manner as

BookPages ::= SEQUENCE OF
{
SEQUENCE

{ChapterNumber, Separator, PageNumber}
}

The above two definitions have identical meaning. Values for BookPages would then be 1-1, 1-2,
1-3, ..., 2-1, 2-2, 2-3,... The ordering of the values is by the order in which the data are specified and
not by sorting of the component data types in the structured construct.

The pages of a book could also be specified as a collection of individual pages in random order. The
structured type for BookPages would then be constructed with the SET OF data type construct:

BookPages ::= SET OF
{
SEQUENCE

{ChapterNumber, Separator, PageNumber}
}

Note that we could not have used a SET OF construct for BookPageNumber as the order of the
chapter number, separator, andpagenumber is important to keep. However,we couldhaveused the SET
construct to define BookPages as

BookPages ::= SET {ChapterNumber, Separator, PageNumber}
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and assigned values 1-2, 2-3, 1-1, ... in a random order. The order of the values in the transmission of
data between the sender and the receiver is unimportant. Thus, SET is distinguished from SEQUENCE
in two respects. First, the data types should all be distinct; and second, the order of values in SET is of
no consequence, whereas it is critical in a SEQUENCE construct. It is also worth noting that the com¬
ponent data types in a SEQUENCE construct need not be distinct since the order is preserved.

Tagged type is a type derived from another type and is given a new tag id. Although a data type has
a unique tag associated with it, a tag data type is defined to distinguish types within an application. For
instance, inFigure 3.14 although "invoice-no" is an INTEGER type, which we will soon learn as a uni¬
versal class with a tag number [1], it could have been assigned a local tag id. This is sometimes done to
improve the efficiency of encoding.
The fourth and last category of structure is other type, which is a data type that is not pre-defined.

It is chosen from CHOICE and ANY types, which are contained in other types. Type CHOICE defines
the selection of one value from a specified list of distinct types. Thus, in Figure 3.13, "research" uses a
CHOICE construct to select one of the two alternatives between "product-based," and "basic." We can
represent them with specific values instead of NULL, as follows:

research Research ::= CHOICE
{

product-based ProductType,
basic VisibleString

}
ProductType ::= VisibleString

Type ANY is always supplemented with any valid ASN.1 type defined in another module. We have
given two representations for Research, the one above and the other in Figure 3.13. We could give a
definition of these two options by defining Research as follows:

Research ::= CHOICE
{
product-based ANY,
BASIC ANY
}

This definition usingANY specifies that the "product-based" entity could be either a NULL or a Pro¬
ductType data type, and similarly "basic" could be either VisibleString or NULL.
Figure 3.15 shows two perspectives of data type—structure and tag. The structure that we have so

far described addresses how the data type is constructed. On the other hand, tag uniquely identifies the
data type. It is required for encoding the data types for communication. Every data type except CHOICE
andANY has a tag associated with it. Tag has two components—class and tag number. There are four
classes of tag. They are: Universal, Application, Context-specific, and Private', and each data type be¬
longing to each class is assigned a unique number.
The universal class is the most commonly used class, and the ASN. 1 list of universal class assign¬

ments is given inTable 3.5. A core set of assignments is used inall applications. Data types belonging to
the universal class are application-independent. It is similar to the use of a global variable in a software
program, and is applicable anywhere in a program. It need not be defined repeatedly in the subroutines
of the program. BOOLEAN and INTEGER are examples of a universal class, whose tag numbers are
[1] and [2], respectively.
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Table 3.5 Universal Class Tag Assignments

TAG TYPE NAME SET OF VALUES
Universal 1 BOOLEAN TRUE or FALSE
Universal 2 INTEGER 0, Positive and negative numbers
Universal 3 BIT STRING A string of binary digits or null set
Universal 4 OCTET STRING A string of octets or null set
Universal 5 NULL Null, single-valued
Universal 6 OBJECT IDENTIFIER Set of values associated with the object
Universal 7 Object description Human readable text describing the object
Universal 8 EXTERNAL The type is external to the standard
Universal 9 REAL Real numbers, expressed in scientific

notation Mantissa * Baseexponent

Universal 10 ENUMERATED Specified list of integers
Universal 11 ENCRYPTED Encrypted information
Universal 12-15 Reserved for future use
Universal 16 SEQUENCE and SEQUENCE OF Ordered list of types
Universal 17 SET and SET OF Unordered list of types
Universal 18 NumericString Digits 0-9, space
Universal 19 PrintableString Printable characters
Universal 20 TeletexString Character set specified by CCITT

Recommendation T.61
Universal 21 VideotexString Character set specified by CCITT

Recommendation T.100 and T.101
Universal 22 IA5String International Alphabet 5, which is equivalent

to ASCII
Universal 23 UTCTime Time format YYMMDDHHMM[SS][local time

differential from universal standard time]
Universal 24 GeneralizedTime Time format YYYYMMDDHHMM[SS][local

time differential from universal standard time]
Universal 25 GraphicString Graphic character set specified by ISO 8824
Universal 26 VisibleString Character set specified by ISO 646,

equivalent to ASCII
Universal 27 GeneralString General character string
Universal 28 CharacterString Character set
Universal 29- Reserved for future use

Tags belonging to the application class are specific to applications. Examples of application-specific
tag numbers are used in examples in Figure 3.13. A universal class tag number can be overridden with
an application-specific tag number. Types in two different applications can have the same application-
specific tag, but carry two different meanings.
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ErrorStatus ::=
INTEGER{

NoError(O)
tooBig(1)
noSuchName(2)
badValues(3)
readOnly(4)
genErr(5)
}

A subtype data type is derived from a parent type. For example, in the PageNumber example,
if we limit the maximum page number to 255 ( based on 28 ), then the assignment would read
PageNumber ::= Integer (0..255)

The parenthesis indicatingthat it isa subtype expression (seeTable 3.2),where the integer range is from 0
to 255.
Let us conclude this section with a real-life example in network management of a data type, which

is the address translation table in SNMP IPMIB.An entry in the table is of data type IpNetMediaEntry,
which is a sequence of four managed objects with associated data types as shown below. Each of the
four objects starts with a lowercase letter, and the associated data type with either a capital letter or is
all capital letters.

IpNetMediaEntry ::=SEQUENCE {
ipNetToMedialflndex INTEGER
ipNetToMediaPhysAddress PhysAddress
ipNetToMediaNetAddress IpAddress
ipNetToMediaType INTEGER}

Object Name
InaMIB, there is an identifier for each occurrence of an object. Inthe ASN. 1 notation, it is the OBJECT
IDENTIFIER. The object identifier for the Internet shown in Figure 3.8 is

internet OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {iso(1) org(3) dod(6) internet(1)}
Thus, the object identifier for the Internet has the value 1.3.6.1,which we discussed inSection 3.5.1.

TheMITshown inFigure3.8 hasbeenextendedto includethe classprivatetype intheMIBand isshown in
Figure 3.16. Thus, the object identifier for private enterprise IBM is 1.3.6.1.4.1.2.

3.6.3

An Example of Use of ASN.1from ISO 8824
Figure 3.17 shows the ASN. 1 structure for a personnel record. Part (a) shows the informal description,
part (b) shows the ASN.1 description of the record, and part (c) shows the description of the record
value. There are several salient points to note in this example. First, there are no simple types in this
example such as the page number defined in Section 3.6.3. The data type, Name, does not have an
associated object name, although we could define one, for example, personnel-name. Insuch a case, the
second line in Figure 3.17(b) would read

personnel-name Name
PersonnelRecord is a structured data type, SET with the basic component types Name,

EmployeeNumber, Date, Name (nameOfSpouse), and Childlnformation. Childlnformation itself is a

3.6.4
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iso-ituISO

org

dod

enterprise

internet

IBM

private

Figure 3.16 IBM as an Example of a Private Class in MIT

structured data type, a SET consisting of Name and Date as component types. A third structured data
type that we notice is SEQUENCE for the data type Namewith VisibleString as the component types.

The SEQUENCE type is used for Name and the SEQUENCE OF type is used for children, which
contains component type SEQUENCE. Thus, the first occurrence of Name in PersonnelRecord is a
SEQUENCE construct, and the same construct is embedded in children, which is a SEQUENCE OF
construct. Thus, we see a nested structure in this example.

The structure for PersonnelRecord is a structured type and it could have been defined without
the data designation IMPLICIT as well as the local tag [APPLICATION 0]. However, as mentioned
in Section 3.6.2, the local tag type has been used to improve the efficiency of coding. Further use
of the IMPLICIT designation makes the coding more efficient in that it will be encoded with the
[APPLICATION 2] tag andnot the UNIVERSAL tag, which is also applicable. In this situation, it would
not be encoded as UNIVERSAL type 1.

3.7 ENCODING STRUCTURE
The ASN. 1 syntax containing the management information is encoded using the BER defined for the
transfer syntax. The ASCII text data are converted to bit-oriented data. We will describe one specific
encoding structure, called TLV, denoting Type, Length, and Value components of the structure. This is
shown in Figure 3.18. The full record consists of type, length, and value.
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Type Length Value

Class P/C Tag Number
(7-8th bits) (6th bit) (1-5th bits)

Figure 3.18 TLV Encoding Structure

defined in Table 3.6. The value of P/C is 0 for Primitive and 1 for Construct. The lowest 5 bits (1-5)
designate the tag value in binary. For example, INTEGER, from Table 3.5, belongs to a universal class
with a tag value of 2 and is a primitive data type. Hence, the type is 00000010.

The length specifies the length of the value field in the number of octets. The length is defined as a
series of octets. It is either one octet (short) or more than one octet (long). The most significant bit (8th
bit) is set to 0 for a short length with the low 7 bits indicating the length of the value. Ifthe value field is
longer than 127 (maximum specified by 7 bits), then the long form is used for length. The 8th bit of the
first octet is marked as 1 and the rest of the seven bits of the first octet indicate how many octets follow
to specify the length. For example, a value length of 128 would look like

10000001 10000000
The value field is encodedbasedon the data type. It is a multiple number of octets. The simplest data

type value to encode is an OCTET STRING. An octet string of 'OCIB'H (the string is designated with
apostrophes on both sides and an Hdenoting hexadecimal notation) would look like

00001100 00011011
The complete TLV for the string of octets 'OCIB'H is made up from universal (00) Primitive (0) data

type of a tag value of 4 with a one-octet length field to indicate that there are two octets of value field.
It is

00000100 00000010 00001100 00011011
The integer value is encoded using a twos-complement form. For a positive value, the actual value

is the binary representation with the most significant always being 0 to indicate a positive sign. If the
integer exceeds 127, an additional octet of 0s is prefixed. Thus, a value of 255 is written as 00000000
11111111, with the leading 0 indicating the positive sign bit. For a negative integer, the absolute value
of the integer is written in a binary form. The leading sign bit should be 0 to indicate the positive sign.
Invert all the Is to 0s and all the 0s to Is. Then add 1 to the inverted binary digits. The leading sign bit
will automatically become 1, indicating a negative integer. For example, a -5 will start as 00000101.

Table 3.6 Value of Class in Type

CLASS 8™ BIT 7th BIT
Universal 0 0
Application 0 1
Context-specific 1 0
Private 1 1
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Inverting the bits and adding 1, it becomes 11111011. Refer to Perkins and McGinnis [1997] for the
encoding of other values.

3.8 MACROS
The data types and values that we have so far discussed use ASN.l notation of syntax directly and
explicitly. ASN.l language permits extension of this capability to define new data types and values
by defining ASN.l macros. The ASN.l macros also facilitate grouping of instances of an object or
concisely defining various characteristics associatedwith an object.

The structure of a macro takes the form shown inFigure 3.19.
As can be observed from Table 3.4, the keyword for a macro is all in capital letters. TYPE NOTA¬

TION defines the syntax of the new types andVALUE NOTATION defines the syntax of the new values.
The auxiliary assignments define and describe any new types identified.

The OBJECT-IDENTITY macro is used to define information about an OBJECT IDENTIFIER
assignment. Figure 3.20 shows an example from RFC 2578 of creating an Internet object using an
OBJECT-IDENTITY macro. The two syntactical expressions STATUS and DESCRIPTION are
mandatory and the type ReferPart is optional. The value in VALUE NOTATION defines the object
identifier.
As an example of the usage of the OBJECT-IDENTITY macro, let us consider a registration authority

that registers all computer science courses that are offered in the College of Computing. Suppose we

f "N
<macroname> MACRO ::=

BEGIN

TYPE NOTATION ::= <syntaxOfNewType>

VALUE NOTATION ::= <syntaxOfNewValue>

<auxiliaryAssignments>

END
\

__
Figure 3.19 Structure of an ASN.1 Macro

OBJECT-IDENTITY MACRO
BEGIN
TYPE NOTATION ::=
"STATUS" Status
"DESCRIPTION"Text
ReferPart
VALUE NOTATION ::=
value(VALUE OBJECT IDENTIFIER)
Status ::= "current" | "deprecated" | "obsolete"
ReferPart ::= "REFERENCE" Text I empty
Text ::= "value (lASString)"
END

V_J
Figure 3.20 OBJECT-IDENTITY Macro [RFC 1902]
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CS8113 OBJECT-IDENTITY
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION "A graduate -level network management course

offered every fall by College of Computing in
Georgia Institute of Technology."

::= {csclasses 50}

Figure 3.21 Example for OBJECT-IDENTITY Macro

Configuration
Management

Fault
Management

OSI
Functional Model

Performance
Management

Security
Management

Accounting
Management

Figure 3.22 Network Management Functional Model

want to formally register the network management course cs8113 under the object descriptor csclasses
as the 50th subnode. We can specify an ASN.l OBJECT-IDENTITY macro shown in Figure 3.2 1. The
object identifier cs8JI3 has a value {csclasses 1}. Its status is current and has a description explaining
the course offering.

3.9 FUNCTIONAL MODEL
The functional model component of an OSI model addresses user-oriented applications. They are for¬
mally specified in the OSI model and are shown in Figure 3.22. The model consists of five models:
configuration management, fault management, performance management, security management, and
accounting management. Part IIIof the book is devoted to the application aspects of network manage¬
ment.
Configuration management addresses the setting and changing of configurations of networks and

network components. Relevant management information is embedded in managed objects, such as
switches, hubs, bridges, and routers. Configuration management involves setting up these parameters.
For example, alarm thresholds couldbe set to generate alarmswhen packet loss exceeds a defined value.
Information on the object name and contact person to be contacted when the component fails could be
entered in the management agent. The configuration data are gathered automatically by, and are stored
in, the NMS at the network operations center (NOC). NMS displays in real-time the configuration of
the network and its status.
Fault management involves detection and isolation of the problem causing the failure in the network.

An NMS constantly monitors and displays in real-time major and minor alarms based on the severity
of failures. Restoration of service is done as soon as possible and it could involve reconfiguration of the
network,which is part of configuration management. Inseveral failure situations, the network could do
this automatically. This network feature is called self-healing. In other situations, restoration of service
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does not include fixing the cause of the problem.A trouble ticket is generated and followed up for reso¬
lution of the problem using a trouble ticket administration system.
This is the trouble ticket administration of fault management and is used to track problems in the

network.All problems—including non-problems—are to be tracked until resolved. Periodic analysis of
the data, which are maintained in a database, is done to establish patterns of the problems for follow-up
action. There are trouble-tracking systems to automate the tracking of troubles from the automatic gen¬
eration of a trouble ticket by an NMS to the resolution of the problem.

Performance management is concerned with the performance behavior of the network. The status
of the network is displayed by a network-monitoring system that measures the traffic and performance
statistics on the network. Network statistics include data on traffic volume, network availability, and net¬
work delay. Traffic data can be captured basedon the traffic volume invarious segments of the network.
Data needto be gatheredby the NOC andupdated in a timely fashion inorder to administer performance
management. Any configuration changes needed to relieve temporary congestion in traffic are made by
the NOC. Permanent relief is engineered by the addition of equipment and facilities as well as policy
changes. Performance-monitoring tools can gather statistics of all protocol layers. We can analyze the
various application-oriented traffic such as Web traffic, Internet mail, file transfers, etc. The statistics
on applications could be used to make policy decisions on managing the applications. Performance data
on availability and delay are useful for tuning the network to increase the reliability and to improve its
response time.

Security management covers a broad range of security aspects. It involves physically securing the
network, access to the network resources, and secured communication over the network. A security
database is established and maintained by the NOC for access to the network and network information.
Any unauthorized access to the network resources generates an alarm on the NMS at the NOC.
Firewalls are implemented to protect corporate networks and network resources from being accessed by
unauthorizedpersonnel and programs, including virus programs. Secured communication is concerned
with the tampering of information as it traverses the network. The content of the information should
neither be accessed nor altered by unauthorized personnel. Cryptography plays a vital part in security
management.
Accounting management administers cost allocation of the usage of network.Metrics are established

to measure the usage of resources and services provided. Traffic data gathered by performance manage¬
ment serve as input to this process.
Another dimension of application management is concernedwith service and business management,

which we discuss in Chapter 7. Service and business management is directed toward service providers,
in order for them to accomplish customer satisfaction and to ensure the profitability of business. The
traffic statistics, trouble ticket administration data, and accounting management results are inputs to
service and business management.

•Summary
The foundations of standards, models, and language needed to delve into the study of network
management have been addressed in this chapter. These are the four network management models—
OSI, Internet, Telecommunications Network Management, and IEEE 802—and a fifth emerging one
usingWeb technology.
The OSI management model categorizes the four functions of network management into four models.

They are configuration, information, communication, and application functions. Each of these has
been addressed in detail. Some parts of the OSI model are applicable to the other three management
models.
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The organization model describes the management process in the network element, called the
agent process, and the management process in the manager. We presented the two-tier and three-tier
architectural models and the relationship between them.
The information model addresses the SMI that enables processes running in different components

in the network to exchange management data. We defined the management object for both OSI and
Internet/SNMP management models.
The two primary communications protocols are CMIP in OSI and SNMP in the Internet.
We discussed the syntactical format, Abstract Syntax Notation One, and how it is applied to defining

managed objects. We presented the terminology, symbols, and conventions used in ASN.1, and then
defined the various categories and structure of data types. We defined the managed objects in OSI
and SNMP/lnternet management models in adequate detail so that we should be prepared to study
SNMP management in the next two chapters. We briefly covered howASN.1 is applied to specifying the
management information tree and MIB by giving some specific examples.
The text-orientedASN.1 specifications need to be encoded for transmission of data between systems.

We discussed the most widely adopted encoding scheme, the Basic Encoding Rules.
We defined the extension to ASN.1 in defining an ASN.1 macro and presented an example from the

SNMP management model used to create a new object.
The application functions are subdivided into five categories of management: configuration, fault,

performance, security, and accounting. We have addressed each function briefly in this chapter.

C Exercises
1. What are the standards used for the various layers in an Ethernet-based network that is man¬

aged by the Internet management protocol? Assume that Ethernet runs on 10 Mbps on an un¬
shielded twisted pair cable.

2. Consider a network of multivendor network components. Hubs are made by Cabletron and are
managed by Cabletron's Spectrum NMS (network management system). Routers are made by
Cisco and are managed by CiscoWorks NMS. The entire network is managed by general-pur¬
pose NMS such as HPOpenView Network Node Manager. Draw a two-tier management network
that performs configuration and fault management. Explain the rationale for your configuration.

3. Redraw the management network configuration of Exercise 2 as a three-tier configuration. What
are the requirements on the three-tier network management system?

4. Explain succinctly the difference between the database of a network management system and
its MIB. How do you implement each in a network management system?

5. You have been assigned the responsibility of adding a new vendor's components with its own
network management system to an existing network managed by a network management sys¬
tem. Identify the three sets of functions that you need to do to fulfill your task.

6. Write an ASN.1 module that specifies DaysOfWeek as SEQUENCE type with each day of the
week (dayl, day2, ...) as the type VisibleString. Write the ASN.1 description
(a) for the structure and
(b) for the value

7. Repeat Exercise 6 defining DaysOfWeek as an ENUMERATED data type, with values from 0
to 6.

8. The following is the informal record structure of my home address:
Name
Address
City
State
Zip Code

Mani M. Subramanian
1652 Harts Mill Road
Atlanta
GA
30319
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Write for your record:
(a) the informal record structure
(b) ASN.1 description of the record structure
(c) the record value for your home address

9. Given the definition
class ::= SET {

name VisibleString
size INTEGER "

graduate BOOLEAN
}

which of the following set of values is (are) compatible with the above ASN.1 record structure?
(a) "CS4803B," FALSE, 28
(b) CS8113B, TRUE, 28
(c) "CS4803B," 28, TRUE
(d) CS4803B, 28, TRUE

10. (a) Describe a list and an ordered list in ASN.1 syntax
(b) Identify the differences between them
(c) Differentiate between list construction and repetitive construction using examples

11. In a ballroom dance, the conductor asks the guests to group themselves into couples made up of
a male and a female (order does not matter) for a dance. Write anASN.1 module for danceGroup
with data type DanceGroup that is composed of data type Couple; couple is constructed using
male and female.

12. A high school class consists of four boys and four girls. The names of the boys with their heights
areAdam (65"), Chang (63"), Eduardo (72'), andGopal (62").The namesof the girls are Beth (68"),
Dipa (59"), Faye (61"), and Ho (64"). For each of the following cases, write an ASN.1 description
for record values by selecting appropriate data types. Start with data type Studentinfo, listing
information on each student.
(a) A random list of the students
(b) An alphabetized list of students
(c) Sorted line up of students with increasing height
(d) Any one student to be a class representative to the faculty meeting
(e) Two groups, each of boys and girls only

13. In Section 3.6.2, we defined the tag for Chapter-number type as APPLICATION 2. Encode this
chapter (3) in TLV format.

14. You are establishing a small company with your network managed by a network management
system. Give an example of each of the five functional applications that you would implement.
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SNMPvl NetworkManagement:
Organization and InformationModels

OBJECTIVES

• ETFSNMPstandard • Structure ofmanagement information, SMI
ÿ History • Object type andinstance
ÿ RFC, STD, andFYI • Scalar andaggregate managedobjects

• Organizationmodel • Management information base, MIB
ÿ 2- and3-tier models • NMSphysicalandvirtualdatabases
ÿ Manager andagent • IETFMIB-2 standard

• Managementmessages

SNMP management is also referred to as Internet management. We have chosen to call it SNMP man¬

agement since it has matured to the level that it manages more than the Internet, for example, intranet
and telecommunications networks. Any network that uses TCP/IP protocol suite is an ideal candidate
for SNMP management. SNMP network management systems (NMSs) can manage even non-TCP/IP
network elements through proxy agents.
SNMPmanagement is the most widely usedNMS.Most network components that are used in enter¬

prise network systems have network agents built in them that can respond to an SNMPNMS. Thus, ifa
new component, such as a host, a bridge, or a router that has an SNMPagent built in, is added to a man¬
aged network, the NMS can automatically start monitoring the added component. The ease of adding
components and configuring them for management has contributed to the acceptance and popularity of
the SNMPmanagement system. To quoteMarshall Rose [Rose, 1996], who is one of the early architects
of SNMPmanagement, the fundamental axiom is, "the impact of adding network management to man¬
aged nodes must be minimal, reflecting a lowest common denominator."
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SNMP management got started as an interim set of specifications, the ultimate standard being OSI
management. Since that did notmaterialize, SNMPspecifications were enhanced by the development of
SNMPv2 and SNMPv3. The first version of SNMP is informally referred to as SNMPvl, as it is titled
in this chapter. SNMPv2 and SNMPv3 are covered inChapters 6 and 7, respectively.
We start by giving a real-world example of a managed network in Section 4.1 and show the kind of

detailed information one could gather from anNMS.We then learnwhat SNMPmanagement is and how
that enables us to obtain that kindof information. The history of SNMPmanagement goes back to 1970
in managing the Internet. The Internet EngineeringTask Force (IETF) has the responsibility to develop
Internet standards including network management standards. The standards documents are available
free in Request for Comments documents (RFCs). These are covered in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
The SNMP management model is introduced in Section 4.4 and addresses primarily organization,

information,and communication.An NMS comprises management process, agent process, andnetwork
elements. We discuss various possible configurations in Section 4.5. There are three messages transmit¬
ted by the manager and two by the agent for a total of five messages. Management data are obtained by
the manager by polling the agents. Agents respondwith requested data. They also generate a few alarms
when needed. This simple architecture of SNMPmanagement is described in Section 4.6.
SNMP information model, described in Section 4.7, comprises the Structure of Management Infor¬

mation (SMI) and the Management InformationBase (MIB). SMI usesASN. 1 syntax to define managed
objects. SMIvl documented the specifications distinct from the formal ASN.l definition as it was then
expected that OSI would be the future standard. However, that did not happen. Hence, SMTv2 merged
the two parts into a concise document. The MIB defines the relationship between managed objects and
groups of related objects into MIBmodules. MIB-II is a superset ofMIB-I and is used in SNMPvl .
SNMP architecture, administration, and access policies, which fall under the communication model,

are discussed in the next chapter.

4.1 MANAGED NETWORK: CASE HISTORIESAND
EXAMPLES

Let us look at some of the real-world experiences that demonstrate the power of network management
before learning how it is accomplished. As with any good technology, the power of technology could
result inboth positive and negative results.Atomic energy is a great resource, but an atomic bomb isnot!
An NMS is a powerful tool, but it could also bring your network down, when not "managed" properly.
As part ofmy experience inestablishing a network operations center, as well as in teaching a network

management course, we made several visits to see how various corporations and institutions manage
their networks. One of the visits was to anAT&TNetwork Control Center,which monitored the network
status of their network in the entire eastern half of the United States. We could see the network of nodes
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and links on a very large screen, mostly in green indicating that the network was functioning well. The
display screen would automatically refresh every few minutes. We saw nodes or links change color
to yellow or red, indicating a minor or major alarm. We would also then see them turn back to green
without interference by any human being. What we were seeing was monitoring of a national network
from a central monitoring center. Monitoring was done by the NMSs and operations support systems
without any human intervention. Even the healingof the network after a failure was accomplished auto¬
matically—self-healing network as it is called. Any persistent alarm was pursued by the control center,
which tested the network remotely usingmanagement tools to isolate and localize the trouble. Itwas an
impressive display of network management capability.
Inanother visit to a major international news network world headquarters, we were shown the moni¬

toring of not only network failures, but also the performance of networks around the globe. Network
Operations Center personnel were able to look at networks in various continents separately, as well as
in the global integrated network. The system was putting out not only alarms, but also the cause of the
failure, which was accomplished using artificial intelligence built in the system.
On a more intimate level, one of the directors of Information Technology was narrating his experi¬

ence of resolving a network failure problemusing the discovery tool that identified new components in
the network. A newly added host interface card was the culprit! This was done from a network opera¬
tions center, without sending an engineer to the remote site.

There is also another side to the power of this awesome discovery tool, which was an experience of
another network manager. He was once asked by one of the departments in the campus to shut off the
discovery tool as it was flooding the network and degrading performance. Thus, powerful network man¬
agement tools also need to be managed to avoid degradation of network performance. There are horror
stories of the network coming down when turning on NMSs.
When asked what is the most benefit that he got out of an NMS, one of the managers answered that

it is the consistency of administering, for example, configuring the network. This came across as an
extremely interesting comment to me as Iwas once involved in automating the installation and main¬
tenance of a telephone network. One of the operating telephone company managers, who helped in
specifications then, commented that what we were trying to accomplish was an impossible task. He said
that there were no standard operations procedures for the company that could be automated, and even in
one single operations center, no two groups were following the same procedures! Believe it or not, the
project was a success.
Let us now illustrate what an NMS could do by monitoring a subnetwork using a commercial NMS.

The addresses of network components have been intentionally modified for security reasons.
Figure4. 1 shows a managedLANthat was discovered by an NMS.We show here only a subnetwork

of a larger network managedby the NMS.As we mentioned above, anNMS can automatically discover
any component in the network as long as the component has a management agent. The management
agent could be as simple as a TCP/IP suite that responds to a ping by the NMS. However, agents in the
modern network components are more sophisticated. We will study howNMSdocs an autodiscovery of
elements in the network in Chapter 12. Let us accept for now that it has been accomplished somehow.
The managed subnetwork that we are discussing here is an Ethernet LAN that is shown below the

backbone cloud in Figure 4. 1 . It consists of a router and two hubs and is connected to the backbone
network. The LAN IP address is 172.16.46.1, and the two hub addresses have been configured as
172.16.46.2 and 172.16.46.3. The LAN IPaddress, 172.16.46.1, is the address assigned to the interface
card in the router. Interface cards in the router and the interface card in each of the hubs are connected
by a cat-5 cable forming the Ethernet LAN.
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Figure 4.1 Managed LAN Network

The NMS, whose IP address is 192.168.252. 110, is physically and logically located remotely from
the 172.16.46.1 LAN. It is configured on the LAN 192.168.252.1 and is connected to the backbone
network. Information system managers establish conventions to designate a network and a subnetwork.
A 0 in the fourth decimal position of an IPaddress designates a network, and a subnetwork is designated
with a 1 in the fourth position of the dotted decimal notation. Thus, 172.16.46.1 is a LAN subnetwork
in the network 172.16.46.0.
Once network components have been discovered andmappedby the NMS,we can query and acquire

information on system parameters and statistics on the network elements. Figure 4.2 presents system
information on three network elements in the managed LAN gathered by the NMS sending specific
queries asking for system parameters.
Figure 4.2(a) shows that the network element is designated by 172.16.46.2.No specific title or name

has been assigned to it. System description indicates that it is a hub made by a 3Com vendor, with its
model and software version. It also gives the system object ID and how long the system has been up
without failure. The format of the System ID follows the format shown in Figure 3.10 with the 3Com
node under enterprises node being 43. The last three node numbers, 1.8.5, following 43 describe the
privateMIB of 3Com. The System Up Time indicates that the system has been operating without failure
for over 286 days. The number in parenthesis is in units of one hundredths of a second. Thus, the hub
designated by the IP address 172.16.46.2 has been up for 2,475,380,437 hundredths of seconds, or for
286 days, 12 hours, 3 minutes, 24.37 seconds. System Description and System Object IDare factory set
and the rest are user settable.
Figure 4.2(b) shows similar parameters for the second hub, 172.16.46.3, on the LAN. Figure 4.2(c)

presents system information sent by the router on the network to the NMS's queries. The system name
for the router has been configured and hence the query received the response of the name, routerl .
gatech.edu.
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Title: System Information : 172.16.46.2
Name or IP Address: 172.16.46.2

System Name
System Description
System Contact
System Location
System Object ID
System Up Time

3Com LinkBuilder FMS, SW version:3.02

.iso.org.dod.internet.private.enterprises.43.1.8.5
(2475380 437)286 days, 12:03:24.37

(a) System Information on 172.16.46.2 Hub

c \

Title: System Information: 172.16.46.3
Name or IP Address: 172.16.46.3

System Name
System Description 3Com LinkBuilder FMS, SW version:3.12
System Contact
System Location
System Object ID .iso.org.dod.internet,private.enterprises.43.1.8.5
System Up Time (3146735182)364 days, 4:55:51.82

V y

(b) System Information on 172.16.46.3 Hub

Title: System Information: router1.gatech.edu
Name or IP Address: 172.16.252.1

System Name router1.gatech.edu
System Description Cisco Internetwork Operating System Software

IOS (tm) 7000 Software (C7000 -JS-M), Version
11.2(6),RELEASE SOFTWARE (gel)
Copyright (c) 1986 -1997 by Cisco Systems, Inc.
Compiled Tue 06 -May -97 19:11 by kuong

System Contact
System Location
System Object ID iso.org.dod.internet,private.enterprises.cisco.ciscoProducts.

cisco 7000
ÿ
System Up Time (315131795) 36 days, 11:21:57.95

(c) System Information on Router

Figure 4.2 System InformationAcquired by an NMS

Figures 4.3(a), (b), and (c) present the data acquired by the NMS from the interface cards on the two
hubs and the router, which are on LAN 172.16.46.1. They are addresses associated with each interface.
At the top of each figure are the titles and IP address or name of the network interface card used by
the NMS to access the network component. Thus, in Figure 4.3(a), the title and the name or IP address
are 172.16.46.2. Note that the IP address 172.16.46.3 is the address as seen by the NMS traversing
the router. In Figure 4.3(b), the IP address 172.16.46.3 is the access address of the second hub on the
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Title: Addresses: 172.16.46.2
Name or IPAddress: 172.16.46.2

Index Interface IPAddress Network Mask Network Address Link Address
1 3Com 172.16.46.2 255.255.255.0 172.16 46.0 0x08004E07C25C
2 3Com 192.168.101.1 255.255.255.0 192.168.101.0 <none>

(a) Addresses on 172.16.46.2 Hub Ports

Title: Addresses: 172.16.46.3
Name or IPAddress: 172.16.46.3

Index Interface IPAddress Network Mask Network Address Link Address
1 3Com 172.16.46.3 255.255.255.0 172.16 46.0 0x08004E0919D4
2 3Com 192.168.101.1 255.255.255.0 192.168.101.0 <none>

(b) Addresses on 172.16.46.3 Hub Ports

Title: System Information: router1.gatech.edu
Name or IPAddress: 172.16.252.1

Index Interface IPAddress Network Mask Network Address Link Address
23 LEC.1.0 192.168.3.1 255.255.255.0 192.168.3.0 0x00000C3920B4
25 LEC.3.9 192.168.252.1 255.255.255.0 192.168.252.0 0x00000C3920B4
13 Ethernet2/0 172.16.46.1 255.255.255.0 172.16.46.0 0x00000C3920AC
16 Ethernet2/3 172.16.49.1 255.255.255.0 172.16.49.0 0x00000C3920AF
17 Ethernet2/4 172.16.52.1 255.255.255.0 172.16.52.0 0x00000C3920B0
9 Ethernet1/2 172.16.55.1 255.255.255.0 172.16.55.0 0x00000C3920A6
2 Ethernet 0/1 172.16.56.1 255.255.255.0 172.16.56.0 0x00000C39209D
15 Ethernet2/2 172.16.57.1 255.255.255.0 172.16.57.0 0x00000C3920AE
8 Ethernet1/1 172.16.58.1 255.255.255.0 172.16.58.0 0x00000C3920A5
14 Ethernet2/1 172.16.60.1 255.255.255.0 172.16.60.0 0x00000C3920AD

(c)Addresses on Router Ports (Partial List)
Figure 4.3 Addresses InformationAcquired by an SNMP NMS

172.16.46.1 LAN. Figure 4.3(c) shows the title and name or IP address as routerl.gatch.edu. By using
a network lookup command, the IP address of routerl.gatech.edu can be recognized as 172.16.252.1.
This is the backbone interface address of the router and is the interface on the router as seen by the NMS
traversing the backbone network.
In Figures 4.3(a), (b), and (c), we notice that there are six columns of data. The first column is the

index, which identifies the row in the matrix. Each row is a collection of various addresses associated
with an interface. The second column describes the port id. For example, hubs 1 and 2 have 3Com cards
in them. Column 2 of Figure 4.3(c) identifies the card and the port of the interface. For example, the
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row with index 2 identifies Ethernet 0 card/port 1. The IP address of the interface card is presented in
the third column of the matrix. The IP address in the third column and the network mask address in the
fourth column are "and-ed" inmodula-2 arithmetic to obtain the network address presented in the fifth
column. This implies that all packets destined for network address 172.16.46.0 will be accepted by hub
1. The sixth and the last column in Figure 4.3, the link address, contains the MAC address. In the first
row of Figure 4.3(a), 08004E07C25C is the MAC address of the hub 1 interface card. Link addresses in
the second rows of Figures 4.3(a) and (b) are presented as "none," as they are non-LAN interfaces.
The Figure 4.3(c) matrix has many rows, as it is a router with many interface cards, each with mul¬

tiple ports. For example, each Ethernet card has four physical ports. LEC 1.0 and LEC 3.9 are ATM
LANEmulation Card interfaces.

4.2 HISTORY OF SNMP MANAGEMENT
SNMP management began in the 1970s. Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) was developed
to manage Advanced Research Project Agency NETwork (ARPANET). It is a mechanism to transfer
control messages between nodes.A popular example of this is Packet Internet Groper (PING),which is
part of the TCP/IP suite now. We learned to use this in the exercises inChapter 1. PING is a very simple
tool that is used to investigate the health of a node and the robustness of communication with it from the
source node. It started as an early form of network-monitoring tool.
ARPANET, which started in 1969, developed into the Internet in the 1980swith the advent of UNIX

and the popularization of client-server architecture. Data were transmitted in packet form using routers
and gateways. TCP/IP-based networks grew rapidly, mostly in defense and academic communities and
insmall entrepreneurial companies taking advantage of the electronic medium for information exchange.
National Science Foundation officially dropped the name ARPANET in 1984 and adopted the name
Internet. Note that the Internet is spelled with a capital Iand is limited to a TCP/IP-based network. An
Internet Advisory Board (IAB) was formed to administer Internet activities, which are covered in the
next section.
With the growth of the Internet, it became essential to have the capability to remotely monitor and

configure gateways. Simple Gateway Monitoring Protocol (SGMP) was developed for this purpose as
an interim solution. The IAB recommended the development of SNMP that is a further enhancement
of SGMP. Even SNMP management was intended to be another interim solution, with the long-term
solution beingmigration to the OSI standard CMIP/CMIS. However, due to the enormous simplicity of
SNMP and its extensive implementation, it has become the de facto standard. SNMPv2 was developed
to make it independent of the OSI standard, as well as adding more features. SNMPv2 has only partially
overcome some of the limitations of SNMP. The final version of SNMPv2 was releasedwithout one of
its major enhancements on its security feature due to strong differences in opinion. SNMPv3 addresses
the security feature.

4.3 INTERNET ORGANIZATIONSAND STANDARDS

4.3.1 Organizations
We mentioned in the previous section that the IAB recommended the development of SNMP. The IAB
was founded in 1983 informally by researchers working on TCP/IP networks. Its name was formally
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changed from the Internet Advisory Board to the Internet Architecture Board in 1989 and was desig¬
nated with the responsibility to manage two task forces—the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
and the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF).
The IRTF is tasked to consider long-term research problems in the Internet. It creates focused, long-

term, and small research groups working on topics related to Internet protocols, applications, architec¬
ture, and technology.
With the growth of the Internet, the IETF organization has grown to be the protocol engineering,

development, and standardization arm of the IAB.
The Internet Network Information Center (TnterNIC) is an organization that maintains several

archives that contain documents related to the Internet and the IETFactivities. They includeamong other
documents, Request for Comments document (RFC), Standard RFC (STD), and For Your Information
RFC (FYI). The latter two are subseries of RFCs (more about these in the next section).

The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) is the central coordinator for the assignment of
unique parameter values for Internet protocols. It is the clearinghouse to assign and coordinate use of
numerous Internet protocol parameters. The Internet protocol suite contains numerous parameters, such
as Internet addresses, domain names, autonomous system numbers (used in some routing protocols),
protocol numbers, port numbers, MIB object identifiers (including private enterprise numbers), and
many others. The common use of Internet protocols by the Internet community requires that these val¬
ues be assigned uniquely. It is the task of IANA to make those unique assignments as requested and to
maintain a registry of currently assigned values.

4.3.2 Internet Documents
Originally, RFC was just what the name implies—Request for Comments. Early RFCs were messages
betweenARPANET architects about how to resolve certain problems. Over the years, RFC has become
more formal. It had reached the point that they were being cited as standards, even when they were
not. To help clear up some confusion, there are now two special subseries within the RFCs: FYIs and
STDs. The "For Your Information" RFC subseries was created to document overviews and topics that
are introductory. Frequently, FYIs are created by groups within the IETFUser Services Area. The STD
RFC subseries was created to identify those RFCs that do in fact specify Internet standards. Every RFC,
including FYIs and STDs, has an RFC number by which they are indexed and can be retrieved. FYIs
and STDs have FYInumbers and STD numbers, respectively, in addition to RFC numbers. This makes
it easier for a new Internet user, for example, to find all of the helpful, informational documents by look¬
ing for the FYIs among all the RFCs. Ifan FYIor STD is revised, its RFC number will change, but its
FYIor STD number will remain constant for ease of reference.

RFC documents are available in public libraries and can be accessed via the Internet. Some sources
that are in the public domain to access RFC and other Internet documents are:

ftp://ftp.internic.net/rfc
ftp://nic.mil/rfc
ftp.nic.it
http://nic.internic.net/

A novice to SNMPmanagement could easily be confused as to which RFC document refers to what,
namely, SMI,MIB,and SNMP, etc. It is confusing because the management field and associated docu¬
ments are continuously evolving. Figure 4.4 portrays a high-level view of various document paths and
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RFC 1065 RFC 1066 RFC 1067
RFC 1098

RFC 1158

RFC 1448 RFC 1449RFC 1443RFC 1442 RFC 1444
RFC 1906RFC 1905RFC 1902 RFC 1903 RFC 1904

SMIv2 Txt
Conventions
RFC 2579

RFC 1907

SNMPvl
Traps

RFC 1215

SMIv2
RFC 2578

SMIv2
Conformances
RFC 2580

MIB I
RFC 1156

MIB II
RFC 1213
STD 17

MIB II for
SNMPv2
RFC 3418

SNMPv2
Protocol Ops
RFC 3416

SNMPv2
Transport Map
RFC 3417

SMI
RFC 1155
STD 16 SNMPvl

RFC 1157
STD 15Concise SMI

RFC 1212
STD 16

SNMP
Management
Documents

Figure 4.4 SNMP Document Evolution

documents that are relevant to SNMPvl and SNMPv2. Documents associated with SNMPv3 will be
described in Chapter 7. It is not intended to be a complete list, but to identify major core documents.
There are three series ofRFC and STD documents. They are: SMI,MIB,and SNMPProtocol. There are
three standard documents, STD 15, 16,and 17 that have been approved by the IETF. STD 15/RFC 1157
defines the SNMP protocol. RFCs 1905, on protocol operations, and 1906, on transport mappings, are
expanded updates ofRFC 1157.These have beenupdated to RFC 1448 and RFC 1449and subsequently,
with the evolution of SNMPv3, to RFC 3416 and RFC 3417, respectively. In Figure 4.4, RFCs in the
back of the cascades are earlier versions of the draft that have become obsolete. For example, RFC 1448
has been replaced by RFC 1905.

Structure of Management Information (SMI) forms the contents of RFC 1155, shown in Figure 4.4.
Amore concise version of SMI is given inRFC 1212 and is a supplement to RFC 1155. They both com¬
prise STD 16 document. RFC 1155 did not address trap events, which is covered in RFC 1215.
SMIv2 is next in the evolution of SMI specifications, which are covered as STD 58 with the three

documents RFC 2578-RFC 2580 describing SMIv2 data definition language, textual conventions, and
conformance, respectively.
MIBhas gone through a few iterations. RFC 1213/STD 17 is the version that is currently in use. It is

backward compatible with MIB Ispecified in RFC 1 156, which is obsolete now. Legacy systems that
have implementedMIBIcan continue to be usedwith MIB IIimplementation.
SNMPprotocol has gone through modification and is part of SNMPv2. RFC 1907 is an early version

ofMIB IIfor SNMPv2 and the latest version is RFC 3418, which has gone through only minor changes
from RFC 1907.
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SNMP MODEL
We described an example of a managed network in Section 4.1. We saw that numerous management
functions were accomplished in that example. We will now address how this is done in SNMPmanage¬
ment. An NMS acquires a new network element through a management agent or monitors the ones it
has acquired. There is a relationship between manager and agent. Since one manager is responsible for
managing the designated functions of many agents, it is hierarchical in structure. The infrastructure of
the manager-agent and the SNMP architecture that it is based on form the organization model.
Information is transmitted and is received by both the manager and the agent. For example, when a

new network element with a built-in management agent is added to the network, the discovery process
in the network manager broadcasts queries and receives positive response from the added element. The
information must be interpreted both semantically and syntactically by the agent and the manager. We
covered the syntax, ASN.l, in Section 3.7. Definition of semantics and syntax form the basis of the
informationmodel.We present a detaileddefinition of a managedobject, rules for the SMI, and a virtual
information database, MIB,which groups managed objects and provides a relational framework.
Communicationbetween the manager and agents has to happenbefore informationcan be exchanged.

The TCP/IP protocol suite is used for the transport mechanism. SNMP is defined for the application
layer protocol andwill be presented in Chapter 5.
Functions and services are not explicitly addressed in SNMP management. Security management is

covered in the administration model as part of communication. Services are covered as part of SNMP
operations.

The organization model, which has gone through an evolutionary process, is described in the next
section.

ORGANIZATION MODEL
The initial organization model of SNMP management is a simple two-tier model. It consists of a net¬
work agent process,which resides in the managedobject, and a network manager process,which resides
in the NMS andmanages the managed object. This is shown inFigure 4.5(a). Both the manager and the
agent are software modules. The agent responds to any management system that communicates with it
using SNMP. Thus, multiple managers can interact with one agent as shown inFigure 4.5(b)

We can question the needofmultiple managers in a systemwhen it is easy to monitor all objects in a
network with standardmessages. Ffowever, to configure a system in detail, more intimate knowledge of
the object is needed, and hence anNMSprovidedby the same vendor would have more capabilities than
another vendor's NMS. Thus, it is common practice to use an NMS to monitor a network of multiple
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SNMP
Manager

SNMPAgent

Network
Element

SNMP
Manager

Network Agent

Network
Element

SNMP
Manager

(a) One Manager-One Agent Model (b) Multiple Managers-One Agent Model

Figure 4.5 Two-Tier Organization Model
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vendor products, and several vendors' NMSs to configure respective network elements. Further, during
fault tracking, a vendor's NMS can probe in more depth the source of failure—even to the level of
identification of a component on a printed circuit board.
In two-tier models, the network manager receives raw data from agents and processes them. It is

sometimes beneficial for the network manager to obtain pre-processed data. For example, we may want
to look at traffic statistics, such as input and output packets per second, at an interface on a node as a
function of time. Alternatively, we may want to get the temporal data of data traffic in a LAN. Instead
of the network manager continuously monitoring events and calculating the information—for example,
data rate—an intermediate agent called Remote Monitoring (RMON) is inserted between the managed
object and the network manager. This introduces a three-tier architecture as shown in Figure 4.6. The
network manager receives data from managed objects, as well as from the RMONagent about the man¬
aged objects. The RMON function, implemented in a distributed fashion on the network, has greatly
increased the centralized management of networks.
A pure SNMP management system consists of SNMP agents and SNMP managers. However, an

SNMPmanager can manage a network element, which does not have an SNMPagent. Figure 4.7 shows

Managed
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SNMP
Manager

RMON
Probe

Figure 4.6 Three-Tier Organization Model
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Figure 4.7 Proxy Server Organization Model
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Figure 4.8 NMS Behaving as a Manager and an Agent

the organizational model for this case. This application occurs in many situations, such as legacy sys¬
tems management, telecommunications management network, managing wireless networks, etc. In all
these cases, they are part of an overall network that have to be managed on an integrated basis. As an
example in a legacy case, we may want to manage outside plant and customer premises equipment for
a Hybrid Fiber Coax (HFC) access system in broadband services to home. There are amplifiers on the
outside cable plant,which do not have SNMPagents built in them. The outside cable plant uses some ex¬
isting cable technology and has monitoring tools built into it, as for example transponders that measure
various amplifier parameters. Information from the amplifiers could be transmitted to a central (head
end) location using telemetry facilities. We can have a proxy server at the central location that converts
data into a set that is SNMP compatible and communicates with the SNMPmanager.
An SNMP management system can behave as an agent as well as a manager. This is similar to cli¬

ent-server architecture, where a host can function as both a server and a client (see Figure 1.8). In
Figure 4.6, RMON, while collecting data from network objects, performs some functions (network
monitoring) of a network manager. However, pre-processed data by RMONmay be requested by the
network manager or sent unsolicited by RMONto the network manager to integrate with the rest of the
network data and to display it to the user. In the latter situation, RMONacts as a network agent. Another
example of a system acting as both an agent and a manager is when two NMSs managing two autono¬
mous networks exchange information with each other when the networks are connected via a gateway.
This model is presented inFigure4.8 and is applicable to two telecommunication service providers man¬
aging their respectivewide area networks.To provide end-to-end service to customers, service providers
may need to exchange management information between them.

4.6 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Now that we have learned the relationship between the network (management) agent and manager and
the different ways they can be configured, let us consider SNMP management from a system point of
view. We have opted to do this prior to discussing details of the other three models—information, com¬
munication, and functional, because it would help us to understand thembetter ifwe have the bigpicture
first.
Figure 4.9 shows SNMP network management architecture. It portrays the data path between the

manager application process and the agent application process via the four transport function proto¬
cols—UDP, IP, Data Link Control (DLC), and Physical (PHY). The three application layers above the
transport layer are integrated in the SNMP process.
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Figure 4.9 SNMP Network Management Architecture

As we stated in Chapter 1, the Internet is only concerned with the TCP/IP suite ofprotocols and does
not address layers above or below it. Thus, layers 1 (PHY) and 2 (DLC) in the transport layers can be
anything of users' choice. In practice, SNMP interfaces to the TCP/IP with UDP as the transport layer
protocol.
RFC 1157 describes SNMP system architecture. It defines SNMP "by which management informa¬

tion for a network element may be inspectedor alteredby logically remote users." Two companionRFCs
are RFC 1155, which describes the structure and identification of management information, and RFC
1156,which addresses the information base that is required for management.
As the name implies, SNMPprotocol has been intentionally designed to be simple and versatile; this

surely has been accomplished as indicated by its success. Communication of management information
among management entities is realized through exchange ofjust five protocol messages. Three of these
(get-request, get-next-request, and set-request) are initiated by the manager application process. The
other two messages, get-response and trap, are generated by the agent process. Message generation is
called an event. In the SNMP management scheme, the manager monitors the network by polling the
agents as to their status and characteristics. However, efficiency is increased by agents generating unso¬
licited alarm messages, i.e., traps. We will summarize the messages here and describe structures associ¬
ated with their Packet Data Units (PDUs) later. RFC 1157 defines the original specifications.
The get-request message is generated by the management process requesting the value of an object.

The value of an object is a scalar variable. System group parameters in Figure 4.2 are single-instance
values and are obtained using the get-request message.
The get-next-request, or simply called get-next, is very similar to get-request. Inmany situations, an

object may have multiple values because of multiple instances of the object. For example, we saw in
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Figure4.3 that an interface could havemultiple addresses associatedwith a given row.Another example
is the routing table of a router, which has multiple values (instances) for each object. In such situations,
get-next-rcquest obtains the value of the next instance of the object.

The set-request is generated by the management process to initialize or reset the value of an object
variable. The configuration parameters in Figure 4.2 that are settable can be set using the set-request
message.
The get-response message is generated by an agent process. It is generated only on receipt of a

get-request, get-next-request, or set-request message from a management process. The get-response
process involves filling the value of the requested object with any success or error message associated
with the response.

The other message that the agent generates is trap. A trap is an unsolicited message generated by
an agent process without any message or event arriving from the manager process. It occurs when it
observes the occurrence of a preset parameter in the agent module. For example, a node can send traps
when an interface link goes up or down. Or, ifa network object has a threshold value set for a parameter,
such as the maximum number of packets queued up, a trap could be generated and transmitted by the
agent application whenever the threshold is crossed in either direction.

The SNMPmanager, which resides in the NMS, has a database that polls managed objects for man¬
agement data. It contains two sets of data—one on information about the objects, MIB,and a second on
the values of the objects. These two are often confused with each other. MIB is a virtual data (informa¬
tion) base and is static. In fact, it needs to be there when an NMS discovers a new object in the network.
It is compiled in the manager during implementation. If information about the managed object is not
in the manager, it could still detect the object but would mark it as unidentifiable. This is because the
discovery process involves a broadcast PING command by the NMS and responses to it from network
components. Thus, a newly added network component would respond if it has a TCP/IP stack that
normally has a built-in ICMP. However, the response contains only the IP address. MIB needs to be
implemented inboth the manager and the agent to acquire the rest of the information, such as the system
group information shown in Figure 4.2.

The second database is dynamic and contains measured values associated with the object. This is
a true database. While MIB has a formalized structure, the database containing actual values can be
implemented using any database architecture chosen by the implementers.
It isworth noting inFigure4.9 that the SNMPmanager has a database, which is the physical database,

and the SNMP agent does not have a physical database. However, both have MIBs,which are compiled
into the software module and arc not shown in the figure.

4.7 INFORMATION MODEL
The information model deals with SMI andMIB,which are discussed in the following subsections.

4.7.1 Introduction
Figure 4.9 shows the information exchange between the agent and the manager. In a managed network,
there are many managers and agents. For information to be exchanged intelligently between manager and
agent processes, there has to be common understandingon both the syntax and semantics. The syntax used
to describe management information is ASN.l and a general introduction to it was given in Chapter 3. In
this section, we will address SNMP-specific syntax and semantics ofmanagement information.
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We discussed the types of messages in the previous section andwill discuss more inChapter 5 when
we consider the communication model. In this section we will address the specification and organiza¬
tional aspects ofmanagedobjects. This is called the Structure ofManagement Information, SMT, and is
defined inRFC 1 155. Specifications ofmanaged objects and the grouping of, and relationship between,
managed objects are addressed in the MIB [RFC 1213],

There are generic objects that are defined by IETF and can be managed by any SNMP-compatible
NMS.Objects that are definedby private vendors, if they conform to SMI definedby RFC 1155 andMIB
specified by RFC 1213, can also be managed by SNMP-compatible NMSs. There are other RFCs that
address specializednetwork objects, such as FDDI [RFC 1285], OSPF [RFC 1253],ATM [RFC 1695], etc.
Private vendor objects are specified inprivateMIBsprovidedby vendors for their specific products.

Structure of Management Information
A managed object can be considered to be composed of an object type and an object instance, as shown
in Figure 4.10. SMI is concerned only with the object type and not the object instance. That is, the
object instance is not defined by SMI. For example, Figures 4.2(a) and (b) present data on two 3Com
hubs. They are both identical hubs, except for a minor software release difference. The object types
associated with both hubs are represented by the identical object ID, iso.org.dod.internet.private.enter-
prises.43.1.8.5. Hub 1 with an IP address 172. 16.46.2 is an instance of the object.
Figure 4. 11 shows the situation where there are multiple instances of an object type. InFigures 4.2(a)

and (b), hub 1 with an IP address 172.16.46.2 and hub 2 with an IP address 172.16.46.3 are two ins¬
tances of the object.

4.7.2

Object

Name:
OBJECT

IDENTIFIER

Object
Type

Syntax:
ASN.1

Encoding:
BER

Object
Instance

Figure 4.10 Managed Object: Type and Instance

Object

Name:
OBJECT

IDENTIFIER

Object
Instance 2

Object
Instance 3

Object
Instance 1

Object
Type

Syntax:
ASN.1

Encoding:
BER

Figure 4.11 Managed Object: Type with Multiple Instances
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A managed object need not bejust a network element, it could be any object. For example, the Inter¬
net as an organization has an object name, "internet," with OBJECT IDENTIFIER 1.3.6.1. Of course,
there can only be one instance of it! Thus, a managed object is only a means of identifying an object,
whether it is physical or abstract.
The object type, which is a data type, has a name, a syntax, and an encoding scheme as discussed

in Section 3.7. The name is represented uniquely by a descriptor and an object identifier. The syntax
of an object type is defined using the abstract data structure ASN.l. Basic encoding rules (BER) have
been adopted as the encoding scheme for transfer of data types between agent and manager processes,
as well as between manager processes. We will next discuss each of these for SNMP-managed objects
in detail.
Names. Every object type, i.e., every name, is uniquely identified by a DESCRIPTOR and an associ¬
atedOBJECT IDENTIFIER.DESCRIPTOR andOBJECT IDENTIFIERare in uppercase since they are
ASN. 1 keywords. The DESCRIPTORdefining the name ismnemonic and is all in lowercase letters—at
least it begins with lowercase letters, as we just described the Internet object as "internet." Since it is
mnemonic and should be easily readable, uppercase letters can be usedas long as they are not the begin¬
ning letter. For example, the object IP address table is defined as ipAddrTab/e. OBJECT IDENTIFIER
is a unique name and number in the Management Information Tree (MIT), as we discussed in Section
3.4.1.We will henceforth use the term Management Information Base (MIB) for the Internet MIT.Thus,
the Internet MIB has its OBJECT IDENTIFIER 1.3.6.1, as shown in Figure 3.5. It can also be defined
in a hybridmode, for example,

internet OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {iso org(3) dod(6) 1 }.
Information inside the curly brackets can be represented in various ways. This is shown in

Figure 4. 12.We can use any combination of the unique name and the unique node number on the man¬
agement tree.
Any object in the Internet MIB will start with the prefix 1.3.6.1 or internet. For example, there are

four objects under the internet object. These four objects are defined as:

The first line in this example states that the object, directory, is defined as the first node under the
object internet. The four subnodes under the "internet" node are shown in Figure 4.13. We will discuss
objects in the MIB tree in the next section.
The directoryÿ1) node is reserved for future use of OSI Directory in the Internet. The mgmt(2) node

is used to identify all IETF recommended and IAB-approved subnodes and objects. As of now the only

internet OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { iso(1) org(3) dod(6) internet(1) }
internet OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { 1 3 6 1 }
internet OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { iso org dod internet }
internet OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { iso org dod(6) internet(1) }
internet OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { iso(1) org(3) 6 1 }

directory
mgmt
experimental
private

OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {internet 1}
OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {internet 2}
OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {internet 3}
OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {internet 4}

Figure 4.12 Different Formats of Declaration of OBJECT IDENTIFIER
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mgmt experimentaldirectory

Internet
{13 6 1}

private

Figure 4.13 Subnodes under Internet Node in SNMPvl

node connected directly to {internet 2} is mib-2. As we said earlier, MIB-2 is a superset ofMIB-1, and
hence mib-2 is the only node under {mgmt} as shown below:

mib-2 OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {mgmt 1}
The experimental(3) node was created to define objects under IETF experiments. For example, if

IANAhas approved a number 5 for an experimenter, we would use the OBJECT IDENTIFIER {experi¬
mental 5 } .

The last node isprivate{A). This is a heavily used node. Commercial vendors can acquire a number
under enterprises}1),which is under the private(4) node. Thus, we have

enterprises OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {private 1}
or

enterprises OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {1 3 6 1 4 1}
Figure 4.14 shows an example of four commercial vendors—Cisco, HP, 3Com, and Cabletron who

are registered as nodes 9, 11, 43, and 52, respectively, under enterprises} 1). Nodes under any of these
nodes are entirely left to the discretion of the vendors.

private

3Com
(43)

Internet
{13 6 1}

Cabletron
(52)

enterprises

CISCO

Figure 4.14 Private Subtree for Commercial Vendors
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Figure4.15 SNMPASN.1 Data Type

Syntax. ASN.1 syntax that was introduced in Section 3.7 is used to define the structure of object
types. Not all constructs of ASN.1 are used in TCP/IP-based SNMP management. Figure 4.15 shows
the TCP/IP-based ASN. 1 data type. It is very similar to Figure 3.15, but only has three categories under
structure.
The three structural types shown in Figure 4. 15 are simple, constructor, and defined types, as defined

in RFC 1 155. Other common terms used for these are primitive (or atomic), structured, and application
types, respectively, as shown inFigure 3.9. The tagged type is not explicitly used inTCP/IPmanagement,
although the IMPLICIT and EXTERNAL keywords are utilized for derived application data types.
SNMPASN. 1 data types are listed inTable 4. 1.All data types except SEQUENCE and SEQUENCE

OF are called base types.
Primitive or simple types are atomic in nature and are: INTEGER, OCTET STRING, OBJECT

IDENTIFIER, andNULL. These are also referred to as non-aggregate types.
INTEGER has numerous variations based on the sign, length, range, and enumeration. The reader

is referred to Perkins and McGinnis [1997] for a detailed presentation on the subject. When the in¬
teger value is restricted by a range, it is called a subtype, as presented in the comments column of
Table 4.1, as INTEGER (nl..nN).

The data type ENUMERATED was specified in Section 3.6.2 as a special case of INTEGER data
type. InSNMPmanagement, it is specified as INTEGER data type with labeled INTEGER values. The
following example of error-status inGetResponse associated with GetRequest-PDU illustrates the use
of it. Each enumerated INTEGER has a name associated with it:

error-status INTEGER {
noError(O)
tooBig(1)
genErr(5)
authorizationError(16)

I
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Table 4.1 SNMP-based ASN.1 Data Type Structure

STRUCTURE DATA TYPE COMMENTS
Primitive types INTEGER Subtype INTEGER (nl.nN)

Special case: Enumerated INTEGER
type

OCTET STRING 8-bit bytes binary and textual data
Subtypes can be specified by either
range or fixed

OBJECT IDENTIFIER Object position in MIB
NULL Placeholder

Defined types NetworkAddress Not used
IpAddress Dotted decimal IP address
Counter Wrap-around, non-negative integer,

monotonically increasing, max 2A32 -1
Gauge Capped, non-negative integer,

increase or decrease
TimeTicks Non-negative integer in hundredths of

second units
Opaque Application-wide arbitrary ASN.1

syntax, double-wrapped OCTET
STRING

Constructor types SEQUENCE
SEQUENCE OF

List maker
Table maker

Any non-zero value indicates the type of error encounteredby the agent in responding to a manager's
message.As a convention, the value 0 is not permitted in the responsemessage. Thus, a noError message
is filled with NULL.
The OCTET STRING data type is used to specify either binary or textual information that is 8 bits

long. Just as in INTEGER data type, a subtype inOCTET STRING can be specified. In fact, the subtype
value can either be ranged, fixed, or a choice between them. Some examples of the subtype are:

OCTET STRING (SIZE 0..255)
OCTET STRING (SIZE 8)
OCTET STRING (SIZE 4 | 8)
OCTET STRING (SIZE 0..255 | 8)

The combination keyword OBJECT IDENTIFIER, as we discussed before, is the object position in
the MIB. The fourth primitive type listed in Table 4.1 is NULL and is also a keyword. SNMPvl key¬
words are listed in Table 4.2.

The second category of data types shown in Figure 4.15 and Table 4.1 consists of defined types.
These are application-specific data types, and are also SNMP-based types. They are definedusingprim¬
itive types. The primitive types usedare NetworkAddress (not used in SNMPmanagement), IpAddress,
Counter, Gauge, andTimeTicks. The base type, Opaque, is used to specify octets of binary information.
It is intended for adding new base types to extend SNMPSMI. Other application-wide data types can be
constructed as long as they are IMPLICITly defined using these application data types.
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Table 4.2 SNMPvl Keywords

ACCESS
BEGIN
CHOICE
Counter
DEFINITIONS
DEFVAL
DESCRIPTION
END
ENTERPRISE
FROM
Gauge
IDENTIFIER
IMPORTS
INDEX
INTEGER
IpAddress
NetworkAddress
OBJECT
OBJECT-TYPE
OCTET
OF
Opaque
REFERENCE
SEQUENCE
SIZE
STATUS
STRING
SYNTAX
TRAP-TYPE
TimeTicks
VARIABLES

NetworkAddress is a choice of the address of the protocol family. For us, it is the TCP/IP-base Inter¬
net family, which uses the base type IpAddress.
IpAddress is the conventional four groups of dotted decimal notation of IPv4; for example,

190.146.252.255. The 32-bit string is designated as OCTET STRING of length 4 in network byte order.
Counter is an application-wide data type and is a non-negative integer. It can only increase in value

up to a maximum of 232-l (4,294,967,295) and then wraps around starting from 0. The counter type is
useful for defining values of data types that continually increase, such as input packets received on an
interface or output packet errors on an interface.
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The data type Gauge is also a non-negative integer, but its value canmove either up or down. Itpegs
at its maximum value of 232—1 (4,294,967,295). Gauge is used for data types whose value increases or
decreases, such as the number of interfaces that are active in a router or hub.
TimeTicks is a non-negative integer and measures time in units of hundredths of a second. Its value

indicates in hundredths of a second the number of units of time between the current instant and the time
it was initialized to 0. The maximum value is 232-l (4,294,967,295). The system up time in Figure 4.2
is an example of this.
Opaque is an application-wide data type that supports the capability to pass arbitrary ASN. 1 syntax.

It is used to create more data types based on previously defined data types. This is extensively used in
private vendors defining new data types in their products. When it is encoded, it is double wrapped,
meaning the TLV (tag, length, andvalue) for the new definition is wrapped around the TLV of the previ¬
ously defined type. Its size is undefined in SNMPvl,which causes some problem in its implementation.
It is limited in SNMPv2.
The Opaque data type can be defined both IMPLICITly and EXPLICITly. By use of EXTERNAL

type, encoding other than ASN.l may be used in opaquely encoded data.
The third and last type of structure shown in Figure 4.15 is constructor or structured type.

SEQUENCE and SEQUENCEOF are the only two constructor data types inTable 4. 1 that are not base
types. They are used to build lists and tables. Note that the constructs SET and SET OF, which are in
ASN.l, are not included in the SNMP-basedmanagement syntax. SEQUENCE is used to builda list and
SEQUENCE OF is used to build a table. We can conceptualize the list as values in a row of a table.
The syntax for list is

SEQUENCE { <type1>, <type2>,..., <typeN> }
where each type is one ofASN.l primitive types.
The syntax for table is

SEQUENCE OF <entry>
where <entry> is a list constructor.
Illustrations of building list and table are shown in Figures 4.16(a) and (b). Figure 4.16(a) shows the

object ipAddrEntry as an entry that is created from a list of objects. The list of objects in Figure 4.16(a)
is 1 through 5 in the table. They are all basic types and each row of an object has the object name,
OBJECT IDENTIFIER and ObjectSyntax. For example, object 1 on row 1 is the TP address defined as
ipAdEntAddr. It has an OBJECT IDENTIFIER {ipAddrEntry 1} and syntax IpAddress.Note that there
are two data types (ObjectSyntax) in the table, namely IpAddress and INTEGER. Thus, data types can
be mixed in building a list. However, they are all basic data types and not constructor types.
The sixth object in the table is the object ipAddrEntry and is made up of the list of the first five ob¬

jects. Construction for that is a SEQUENCE data type structure as shown. In Figure 4. 16(a), the object
ipAdEntReasmMaxSize has the syntax INTEGER(0..65535), which denotes that it is a subtype and the
integer can take on values in the range from 0 to 65535.
Figure 4.16(b) shows the seventh object, ipAddrTable. It is node 20 under ip node and has a

SEQUENCE OF construct. The ipAddrTable table is made up of instances of ipAddrEntry object.
Encoding. SNMPvl has adopted BER with its TLV for encoding information to be transmitted be¬
tween agent and manager processes. We covered this in Section 3.8 and illustrated a few ASN.l data
types. SNMP data types and tags are listed inTable 4.3. Encoding rules for various types follow.
OBJECT IDENTIFIER is encodedwith each subidentifier value encodedas an octet andconcatenated

in the same order as in the object identifier. Since a subidentifier could be longer than an octet length, the
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Object OBJECT IDENTIFIER ObjectSyntax
1 ipAdEntAddr {ipAddrEntry 1} IpAddress
2 ipAdEntlflndex {ipAddrEntry 2} INTEGER
3 ipAdEntNetMask {ipAddrEntry 3} IpAddress
4 ipAdEntBcastAddr {ipAddrEntry 4} INTEGER
5 ipAdEntReasmMaxSize {ipAddrEntry 5} INTEGER
6 ipAddrEntry {ipAddrTable 1} SEQUENCE

List: IpAddrEntry ::=
SEQUENCE {

ipAdEntAddr
ipAdEntlflndex
ipAdEntNetMask
ipAdEntBcastAddr
ipAdEntReasmMaxSize

}

IpAddress
INTEGER
IpAddress
INTEGER
INTEGER (0..65535)

(a) Managed Object IpAddrEntry as a List

Object Name OBJECT IDENTIFIER Syntax
7 ipAddrTable {ip 20} SEQUENCE OF

Table: IpAddrTable ::=
SEQUENCE OF IpAddrEntry

(b) Managed Object ipAddrTable as a Table
Figure 4.16 Example of Building a List and a Table for a Managed Object

Table 4.3 SNMP Data Types and Tags

TYPE TAG
OBJECT IDENTIFIER UNIVERSAL 6
SEQUENCE UNIVERSAL 16
IpAddress APPLICATION 0
Counter APPLICATION 1
Gauge APPLICATION 2
TimeTicks APPLICATION 3
Opaque APPLICATION 4

most significant bit (8th bit) is set to 0, if the subidentifier is only one octet long. The 8th bit is set to I for
the value that requires more than one octet and indicates more octet(s) to follow. An exception to the
rule of one or more octets for each subidentifier is the specification of the first two subidentifiers. For
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example, iso(l) andstandard(3) {1 3},are codedas 43 inthe first octet of the value.As an illustration, let
us consider the object identifier internet {13 6 1}.The first octet of the TLV is the UNIVERSAL6 tag,
and the second octet defines the length of the value, which consists of three octets (43, 6, and 1). Thus,
the encoded format is:

00000110 000000 11 00101011 00000110 00000001
IPAddress is encoded as straight octet strings. Counter, Gauge, andTimeTicks are coded as integers.

Opaque is OCTET STRING type.

Managed Objects
InChapter 3 we briefly looked at the perspective of a managed object in an SNMPmanagement model
and compared it to the OSI model. We will now specify in detail the SNMP data type format that
would serve the basis for defining managed objects. We will address managed objects in the MIB in
Section 4.7.4.

Structure of ManagedObjects. Managed object, as we saw in Section 3.4.2, has five parameters.
They are textual name, syntax, definition, access, and status as defined in RFC 1155. For example,
sysDescr is a data type in the MIB that describes a system. Specifications for the object that describes
a system arc given in Figure 4.17.
As we notice in Figure 4.17, the textual name for an object type is mnemonic and is defined as

OBJECT DESCRIPTOR. It is unique and is made up of a printable string beginning with a lowercase
letter, sysDescr, in our example. OBJECT DESCRIPTOR defines only the object type, which is a data
type. We will henceforth use the term object type and not data type when referring to a managed ob¬
ject. OBJECT DESCRIPTOR does not specify instances of a managed object. Thus, it describes what
type of object it is and not the occurrence or instantiation of it, as we pointed out in Section 4.7.2. In
Figures4.2(a) and (b), the system description for the two hubs is 3ComLinkBuilder FMSwith an appro¬
priate software version. They both could be of the same software version and hence could be identical.
Identificationof each instance is left to the specific protocol that is used, and is not part of the specifica¬
tions of either SMI or MIB.Thus, instances of the two hubs inFigures 4.2(a) and (b) are identifiedwith
their respective IPaddresses, 172.16.46.2 and 172.16.46.3.

Associated with each OBJECT DESCRIPTOR is an OBJECT IDENTIFIER, which is the unique
position it occupies in the MIB. In Figure 4.17, sysDescr is defined by OBJECT IDENTIFIER
{system 1}.

f OBJECT: \

sysDescr: { system 1 }
Syntax: DisplayString (SIZE (0..255))
Definition: "A textual description of the entity. This value

should include the full name and version
identification of the system's hardware type,
software operating system, and networking
software. It is mandatory that this contain only
printable ASCII characters."

Access: read-only
Status:

V
mandatory

y

Figure 4.17 Specifications for System Description

4.7.3
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Syntax is the ASN. 1 definition of the object type. The syntax of sysDescr is OCTET STRING.
A definition is an accepted textual description of the object type. It is a basis for the common lan¬

guage or semantics to be used by all vendors. It is intended to avoid confusion in the exchange of infor¬
mation between the managed object and the management system, as well as between various NMSs.

Access is the specification for the privilege associated with accessing the information. It is one of
read-only, read-write, write-only, or not-accessible. The first two choices are obvious and the third
choice, not-accessible, is applicable, for example, in specifying a table. We access the values of the en¬
tries in the table and not the table itself, and hence it is declared not-accessible. The access for sysDescr
is read-only. Its value is defined by the system vendor during the manufacturing process.
Status specifies whether the managed object is current or obsolete. A managed object, once defined,

can only be made obsolete and not removed or deleted. If it is current, the implementation of it is
specified as either mandatory or optional. Thus, the three choices for status are mandatory, optional, and
obsolete. The status for sysDescr is mandatory.
Related objects can be grouped to form an aggregate object type. In this case the objects that make

up the aggregate object type are called subordinate object types. The subordinate object type could
either be simple (primitive type) or an aggregate type. However, it should eventually be made up of
simple object types.

Macros for Managed Objects. In order to encode the above information on a managed object to
be processed by machines, it has to be defined in a formalized manner. This is done using macros.
Figure 4. 18(a) shows amacro where an object type is represented in a formal way [RFC 1155], A macro
always starts with the nameof the type—in this case, OBJECT-TYPE—followedby the keywordMAC¬
RO, and then the definition symbol. The right side of the macro definition always starts with BEGIN
and ends with END.
The body of the macro module consists of three parts: type notation, value notation, and supporting

productions. TYPE NOTATION defines the data types in the module and VALUE NOTATIONdefines
the name of the object. Thus, in the example of Figure 4.18, the notations SYNTAX, ACCESS, and
STATUS define the data types Object Syntax, Access, and Status. The notation for value specifies the
Object Name. Supporting productions in Figure 4.18 define the allowed values for access and status.
Access can only be one of any of the four options: read-only, read-write, write-only, or not-accessible.
Allowed values for Status are mandatory, optional, or obsolete.

'OBJECT-TYPE MACRO ::= N

BEGIN
TYPE NOTATION ::= "SYNTAX" TYPE (TYPE ObjectSyntax)

"ACCESS" Access
"STATUS" Status

VALUE NOTATION ::= value (VALUE ObjectName)
Access ::= "read-only" | "read-write" | "write-only" | "not-accessible"
Status ::= "mandatory" | "optional" | "obsolete"

ENDV_y

(a)An OBJECT-TYPE Macro [RFC 1155]

Figure 4.18 Scalar OBJECT-TYPE Macro and Example
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c
sysDescr OBJECT-TYPE

SYNTAX Display String (SIZE (0..255))
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

"A textual description of the entity. This value should include the full
name and version identification of the system's hardware type,
software operating system, and networking software. It is
mandatory that this contain only printable ASCII characters."

::= {system 1 }
x--(b)A Scalar or Single Instance Macro: sysDescr [RFC 1213]

Figure 4.18 (continued)

Figure 4.18(b) [RFC 1213] shows the application of the macro to a scalar, single-instance managed
object, sysDescr,which is one of the components of the system group in the MIB, as we shall see in
the next section. Its OBJECT IDENTIFICATION is {system 1}. DESCRIPTION defines the textual
description of the object.

Aggregate Object. An aggregate object is a group of related objects. Figure 4.19 shows an example
of an aggregate managed object, ipAddrTable,which we briefly considered as an example of structured
data type inFigure 4. 16. This is the IPaddress table that defines the IPaddress for each interface of the
managed object. Objects 1 through 5 represent simple data types that make up an entry in a table. The
textual name of the entry is ipAddrEntry. Thus, object 1 with the OBJECT DESCRIPTOR, ipAdEn-
tAddr, is the first element of the entry, ipAddrEntry, and is given the unique OBJECT IDENTIFICA¬
TION, {ipAddrEntry 1}. This represents the IPaddress and has the syntax IpAddress, a keyword listed
in Table 4.2. The access privilege to it is read-only and every managed object and management system
is required to implement it.
Object 2 is ipAdEntlflndex and is the second subordinate object type of ipAddrEntry. It identifies the

instance of occurrence of the entry in the table. It references the values of other elements associatedwith
the interface for that entry occurrence. Although a single element is adequate to uniquely identify the
occurrence of an entry in this table, we will see later that there could be more than one element needed
in other tables. The syntax of ipAdEntlflndex is INTEGER, a primitive data type. Access and status are
read-only and mandatory.

Objects 3, 4, and 5, ipAdEntNetMask, ipAdEntBcastAddr, and ipAdEntReasmMaxSize,respectively,
specify the subnet mask, broadcast address information, and the size of the largest datagram. The defini¬
tion for each describes what the object is.

Object 6 is the managed object, ipAddrEntry, which consists of the subordinate object types of 1 to
5 above. It describes the complete set of information consisting of the five fields needed for an entry in
the IP interface address table. The syntax for ipAddrEntry is a SEQUENCE data type consisting of the
five data types. Each data type is identified with its OBJECT DESCRIPTOR and syntax. Note that the
access for ipAddrEntry is non-accessible. ipAddrEntry is itself a subordinate object type of the managed
object, ipAddrTable. It is the first (and only) element of ipAddrTable and has the OBJECT IDENTIFI¬
CATION {ipAddrTable 1}.

y
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OBJECT 1
ipAdEntAddr { ipAddrEntry 1 }

Syntax IpAddress
Definition "The IP address to which this entry's information

pertains"
Access read-only
Status mandatory

OBJECT 2
ipAdEntlflndex

Syntax
Definition

Access
Status

{ ipAddrEntry 2 }
INTEGER
"The index value which uniquely identifies the
interface to which this entry is applicable. The
interface identified by a particular value of this index is
the same interface as identified by the same value of
iflndex. "
read-only
mandatory

OBJECT 3
ipAdEntN etMask { ipAddrEntry 3 }

Syntax
Definition

Access
Status

IpAddress
"The subnet mask associated with the IP address of
this entry. The value of the mask is an IP address with
all the network bits set to 1 and the host bits set to 0."
read-only
mandatory

OBJECT 4
ipAdEntBcastAddr { ipAddrEntry 4 }

Syntax
Definition

Access
Status

INTEGER
"The value of the least -significant bit in the IP
broadcast address used for sending datagrams on the
(logical) interface associated with the IP address of
this entry. For example, when the Internet standard
all -ones broadcast address is used, the value will be
1. This value applies to both the subnet and network
broadcasts addresses used by the entity on this
(logical) interface.
read-only
mandatory

Figure 4.19 Specifications for an Aggregate Managed Object: ipAddrTable
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OBJECT 5
ipAdEntR

Syntax
Definition

Access
Status

easmMaxSize { ipAddrEntry 5 }
INTEGER (0..65535)
"The size of the largest IP datagram which this entity
can reassemble from incoming IP fragmented
datagrams received on this interface."
read-only
mandatory

OBJECT 6
ipA ddrEntry { ipAddrTable 1 }

Syntax ipAddrEntry ::= SEQUENCE {
ipAdEntAddr IpAddress,
ipAdEntlflndex INTEGER,
IpAdEntNetMask IpAddress,
IpAdEntBcastAddr INTEGER,
ipAdEntReasmMaxSize INTEGER (0..65535)

Definition

Access
Status

OBJECT 7
ipAddrTable

Syntax
Definition

Access
Status

"The addressing information for one of this entitys'lP
addresses."
not -accessible
mandatory

{ ip 20 }
SEQUENCE OF IpAddrEntry
"The table of addressing information relevant to this
entity's IP addresses."
not -accessible
mandatory

Figure 4.19 (continued)

ipAddrTable is the OBJECT DESCRIPTOR for the IP address table, which has a unique place in the
MIB tree with the OBJECT IDENTIFIER {ip 20}. We will see how the managed object ip group fits
in the MIB tree in the next section. The syntax of ipAddrTable is the structure SEQUENCE OF the data
type ipAddrEntry. Again, the access is not-accessible.
As an example of the use of the above specifications in a table, let us consider the following entry in

an IP address table:
OBJECT 1 {ipAdEntAddr} = { internet "123.45.2.1".}
OBJECT 2 {ipAdEntlflndex} = {"1"}
OBJECT 3 {ipAdEntNetMask} = { internet "255.255.255.0" }
OBJECT 4 {ipAdEntBcastAddr} = { "0" }
OBJECT 5 {ipAdEntReasmMaxSize} = { "12000" }
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The value of ipAdEntlflndex for this entry in the IP address table is equal to 1, and the IP address
defining this interface is 123.45.2.1 using the Internet-specific protocol. The value associated with
network mask is 255.255.255.0, with ipAdEntBcastAddr 0, and with the maximum size of the packet
12,000.
Figure 4.20 [RFC 1213] presents the macro for the IPaddress table, a multiple-instance presented in

Figure 4.17. The text following " are comments and not encoded. The module starts at the highest
level defining the ipAddrTable, then follows up with ipAddrEntry and finally defines the subordinate
object types of ipAddrEntry. Note that there is an additional clause, INDEX, in the ipAddrEntry macro
in Figure 4.20. This uniquely identifies the instantiation of the entry object type in the table. Thus,

- the IP address table
-The IP address table contains this entity's IP addressing information.

ipAddrTable OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX SEQUENCE OF IpAddrEntry
ACCESS not-accessible
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

"The table of addressing information relevant to this entity's IP addresses."
::= { ip 20 }

ipAddrEntry OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX IpAddrEntry
ACCESS not-accessible
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

"The addressing information for one of this entity's IP addresses."
INDEX { ipAdEntAddr }
::= { ipAddrTable 1 }

IpAddrEntry ::=
SEQUENCE {
ipAdEntAddr
IpAddress,

ipAdEntlflndex
INTEGER,

ipAdEntNetMask
IpAddress,

ipAdEntBcastAddr
INTEGER,

ipAdEntReasmMaxSize
INTEGER (0..65535) }

ipAdEntAddr OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX IpAddress
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

"The IP address to which this entry's addressing information pertains."

Figure 4.20 Aggregate Managed Object Macro: ipAddrTable [RFC 1155]
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::= { ipAddrEntry 1 }
ipAdEntlflndex OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

"The indexvaluewhich uniquely identifiesthe interfacetowhich this entry isapplicable.The
interface identified by a particular value of this index is the same interface as identified by
the same value of iflndex."

::= { ipAddrEntry 2 }
ipAdEntNetMask OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX IpAddress
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Thesubnet maskassociatedwith the IPaddress of this entry.Thevalue of themask isan

IP address with all the network bits set to 1 and all the host bits set to 0."
::= { ipAddrEntry 3 }
ipAdEntBcastAddr OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

"Thevalueofthe least-significantbit inthe IPbroadcastaddressusedforsendingdatagrams
onthe(logical) interfaceassociatedwiththe IPaddressofthisentry.Forexample,whenthe Internet
standard all-ones broadcast address is used, the value will be 1. This value applies to both
the subnet and network broadcasts addresses used by the entity on this (logical) interface."

::= { ipAddrEntry 4 }
ipAdEntReasmMaxSize OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

"Thesizeof the largest IPdatagramwhich this entity can reassemblefrom incoming IPfrag-
mented datagrams received on this interface."

::= { ipAddrEntry 5 }

Figure 4.20 (continued)

ipAdEntAddr object uniquely identifies the instantiation. We will discuss this more in the next section
on columnar objects.

We have so far presented the SMI as it was originally developed in RFC 1155. This helped us
understand the two aspects of an object module: specifications and formal structure. Obviously, there
is duplication in this. It was originally developed this way to eventually migrate to OSI specifications.
However, with the reality that the OSI standards were not implemented and SNMP standards had been
deployedextensively, the specifications and formal structure were combined into a concise definition of
object macro, described in RFC 1212. It is presented in Figure 4.21.
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r ÿ
IMPORTS

ObjectName FROM RFC1155-SMI
DisplayString FROM RFC1158-MIB

OBJECT-TYPE MACRO ::=
BEGIN

TYPE NOTATION ::=
— must conform to RFC 1155's ObjectSyntax

"SYNTAX" type (TYPE ObjectSyntax)
"ACCESS" Access
"STATUS" Status
DescrPart
ReferPart
IndexPart
DefValPart

VALUE NOTATION ::= value (VALUE ObjectName)

Access ::= "read-only" | "read-write" | "write-only" | "not-accessible"
Status ::= "mandatory" | "optional" | "obsolete" | "deprecated"
DescrPart ::= "DESCRIPTION" value (description DisplayString) | empty
ReferPart ::= "REFERENCE" value (reference DisplayString) | empty
IndexPart ::= "INDEX" "{" IndexTypes "}" | empty
IndexTypes ::= IndexType | IndexTypes IndexType
IndexType ::=

—if indexobject, use SYNTAX
-value of the correspondent
-OBJECT-TYPE invocation

value (indexobject ObjectName)
-otherwise use named SMI type
— must conform to IndexSyntax below
| (type IndexType)

DefValPart ::=
"DEFVAL" "{" value (defvalue ObjectSyntax) "}" | empty

END

IndexSyntax ::=
CHOICE {

number INTEGER (0..MAX),
string OCTET STRING,
object OBJECT IDENTIFIER,
address NetworkAddress,
ipAddress IpAddress

}V_J
Figure 4.21 OBJECT-TYPE Macro: Concise Definition [RFC 1212]

Note that there is the definition of imports from other modules. Also, there are additional clauses,
ReferPart, IndexPart, and DefVal, and their associated value definitions. The REFERENCE clause is
a textual reference to the document from which the object is being mapped. The INDEX clause is the
columnar object identifier, which as we said, will be discussed in the next section under columnar
objects. DEFVAL is the default value to the object, if applicable.
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Aggregate Object as Columnar Object. The aggregate object that was discussed above has
been formally defined as columnar objects in RFC 1212. SNMP operations apply exclusively to scalar
operations. This means that a single scalar value is retrieved or edited on a managed object with any
one operation. However, managed objects do have multiple instances within a system and need to be
represented formally. An aggregate object type comprises one or more subtypes; and each subtype could
have multiple instances, with a value associatedwith each instance.
It is convenient to conceptually define a tabular structure for objects that havemultiplevalues, such as

the IPaddress table. Such tables can have any number of rows includingnone,with each row containing
one or more scalar objects. This is shown in Figure 4.22(a). Table T contains subordinate object Entry E

COLUMNAR
OBJECT 4

COLUMNAR
OBJECT 1

COLUMNAR
OBJECT 3

COLUMNAR
OBJECT 2

COLUMNAR
OBJECT 5

TABLE

ENTRY

(a) Multiple-Instance Managed Object

T

T.E

T.E.1.1 T.E.2.1 T.E.3.1 T.E.4.1 T.E.5.1

T.E.1.2 T.E.2.2 T.E.3.2 T.E.4.2 T.E.5.2

T.E.1.3 T.E.2.3 T.E.3.3 T.E.4.3 T.E.5.3

T.E.1.4 T.E.2.4 T.E.3.4 T.E.4.4 T.E.5.4

(b) Example of a 5-Columnar Object with 4 Instances (Rows)

Figure 4.22 Numbering Convention of a Managed Object Table
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that is a row in the table. Since the table is a SEQUENCE OF constructionwith entry E as components,
there are multiple entries in the table; i.e., there are multiple rows in the table. Entry E is a SEQUENCE
construct consisting of subordinate objects, columnar objects 1 through 5, in Figure 4.22(a).
Figure 4.22(b) shows a five-columnar object with four instances, i.e., four rows. It is important to

note the convention used in denoting each object in the rows. The columnar objects in each row are
denotedby the concatenation of the object identifier of the table, the entry, and then the object, and lastly
by the row number.Note that the last two numbers are not likewhat we would normally think ofas a row
and column sequence in a matrix representation. It is more like column and row designation. Thus, the
third occurrence (third row) of the fourth columnar object (fourth column) is T.E.4.3. The value for the
row number is the value of the index of the table. For example, ipAdEntAddr,which is the IPaddress, is
the index for the IP address table example shown in Figure 4.20. Hence, the value of ipAdEntAddr will
determine the row of the table.
Let us apply this conceptual table to the IP address table example we have been following. This is

shown in Figure 4.23. Figure 4.23(a) presents the detail of the columnar object, ipAdEntBcastAddr,
which is the fourth columnar object under ipAddrEntry, which is a subordinate object of ipAddrTable.
The OBJECT IDENTIFIER of the ipAddrTable in the MIB is 1.3.6.1.2.1.4.20. The ipAddrEntry is
node 1 under it and ipAdEntBcastAddr is the fourth node under ipAddrEntry. Thus, the columnar object
identifier of ipAdEntBcastAddr is {1.3.6.1.2. 1.4.20.1.4}.
Figure 4.23(b) shows the tabular presentation of an IP address table. The table shows four rows and

six columns. Each of the four rows in the IPaddress table indicates a set of values associated with each
instance of i/AddrEntry in the table.
The first column inFigure 4.23(b) is the row number, which is added to the other five columns (col¬

umn 2 through 6) that represent the five columnar objects of the TP address table. We have added the
first column of the row number for easy explanation only; it is not part of the managedobjects. The first
columnar object ipAdEntAddr is in bold letters to indicate that it is the index for the table. As each row
in an aggregate object table is uniquely identified by the INDEX clause of the OBJECT-TYPE macro,
each row in our example is uniquely identified by indexing the value of ipAdEntAddr. The second row
is the columnar object ipAdEntlJIndex. Note that ipAdEntlJIndex, which is the same as the iJNumber of
the Interfaces group, is not an index, but just an object associated with each row of the table. The last
three columns in Figure 4.23(b) represent the columnar objects ipAdEntNetMask, ipAdEntBcastAddr,
and ipAdEntReasmMaxSize.
Figure 4.23(c) shows the representation of the object identifier associated with each instance. There

are four instances illustrated in the figure. The first column is the columnar object identifier, the second
column is the row number shown in Figure 4.23(b), and the last column is the object identifier for the
instance of the columnar object. Let us first look at the first row of Figure 4.23(c). We want to repre¬
sent the object identifier associated with the columnar object idAdEntAddr for the specific occurrence
presented in the second row of Figure 4.23(b). The object identifier ipAdEntAddr in the first row of
Figure 4.23(c) is its columnar object identifier 1.3.6.1.2.1.4.20.1.1. It is suffixed with the value of the
table index field ipAdEntAddr 123.45.3.4.The resultant object identifier 1.3.6.1.2.1.4.20.1.1.123.45.3.4
is shown in the first row of the last column of Figure 4.23(c).
The second entry in Figure 4.23(c) illustrates the object identifier 1.3.6.1.2.1.4.20.1.2.165.8.9.25 for

the columnar object ipAdEntlJIndex for the instance indicated in the third row of Figure 4.23(b). The
third and fourth entries inFigure 4.23(c) illustrate the object identifier values of ipAdEntBcastAddr and
ipAdEntReasmMaxSize for rows 1 and 4 of Figure 4.23(b), respectively.
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ipAddrTable {1.3.6.1.2.1.4.20}
N

ipAddrEntry (1)
ipAdEntAddr (1)
ipAdEntlflndex (2)
ipAdEntNetMask (3)
ipAdEntBcastAddr (4)
ipAdEntReasmMaxSize (5)

Columnar object ID of ipAdEntBcastAddr is (1.3.6.1.2.1.4.20.1.4):

iso org dod internet mgmt mib ip ipAddrTable ipAddrEntry ipAdEntBcastAddr
1 3 6 1 2 1 4 20 1 4

V_J
(a)Columnar Objects under ipAddrEntry

Row ipAdEntAddr ipAdEntlflndex IpAdEntNetMask IpAdEntBcast
Addr

IpAdEntReasmMax
Size

1 123.45.2.1 1 255.255.255.0 0 12000
2 123.45.3.4 3 255.255.0.0 1 12000
3 165.8.9.25 2 255.255.255.0 0 10000
4 9.96.8.138 4 255.255.255.0 0 15000

(b) Object Instances of ipAddrTable (1.3.6.1.2.1.4.20)

Columnar Object Row # in (b) Object Identifier
ipAdEntAddr
1.3.6.1.2.1.4.20.1.1 2 {1.3.6.1.2.1.4.20.1.1.123.45.3.4}
ipAdEntlflndex
1.3.6.1.2.1.4.20.1.2 3 {1.3.6.1.2.1.4.20.1.2.165.8.9.25}
ipAdEntBcastAddr
1.3.6.1.2.1.4.20.1.4 1 {1.3.6.1.2.1.4.20.1.4.123.45.2.1}
IpAdEntReasmMaxSize
1.3.6.1.2.1.4.20.1.5 4 {1.3.6.1.2.1.4.20.1.5.9.96.8.138}

(c) Object ID for Specific Instances
Figure 4.23 Multiple-Instance Managed Object: ipAddrTable

The formalized definitions of SMI as presented in STD 16/RFC 1155 are shown in Figure 4.24. In
addition to the definition of the object type macro, it also specifies the exports of names and object
types, as well as the Internet MIB,which is addressed in the next section.
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RFC1155-SMI DEFINITIONS ::= BEGIN

EXPORTS- EVERYTHING
internet, directory, mgmt, experimental, private, enterprises,
OBJECT-TYPE, ObjectName, ObjectSyntax, SimpleSyntax,
ApplicationSyntax, NetworkAddress, IpAddress, Counter, Gauge,
TimeTicks, Opaque;

= { iso org(3) dod(6) 1 }

= { internet 1 }
= { internet 2 }
= { internet 3 }
= { internet 4 }

= { private 1 }

BEGIN

END

- the path to the root

internet OBJECT IDENTIFIER
directory OBJECT IDENTIFIER
mgmt OBJECT IDENTIFIER
experimental OBJECT IDENTIFIER
private OBJECT IDENTIFIER
enterprises OBJECT IDENTIFIER

- definition of object types

OBJECT-TYPE MACRO ::=

TYPE NOTATION ::= "SYNTAX" type (TYPE ObjectSyntax)
"ACCESS" Access
"STATUS" Status

VALUE NOTATION ::= value (VALUE ObjectName)
Access ::= "read-only" | "read-write" | "write-only" | "not-accessible"
Status ::= "mandatory" | "optional" | "obsolete"

- names of objects in the MIB
ObjectName ::=
OBJECT IDENTIFIER

-- syntax of objects in the MIB
ObjectSyntax ::=
CHOICE {
simple
SimpleSyntax,

- Note that simple SEQUENCES are not directly mentioned here to keep things
simple (i.e., prevent misuse). However, application-wide types, which are IMPLIC-
ITIy encoded simple SEQUENCES, may appear in the following CHOICE.

application-wide
ApplicationSyntax

Figure 4.24 SMI Definitions [RFC 1155]
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SimpleSyntax ::=
CHOICE {
number
INTEGER,

string
OCTET STRING,

object
OBJECT IDENTIFIER,

empty
NULL

}

ApplicationSyntax ::=
CHOICE {
address
NetworkAddress,

counter
Counter,

gauge
Gauge,

ticks
TimeTicks,

arbitrary
Opaque

-- Other application-wide types, as they are defined, will be added here.
}

— application-wide types

NetworkAddress ::=
CHOICE {
internet
IpAddress

}
IpAddress ::=
[APPLICATION 0] — in network-byte order
IMPLICIT OCTET STRING (SIZE (4))

Counter ::=
[APPLICATION 1]
IMPLICIT INTEGER (0..4294967295)

Gauge ::=
[APPLICATION 2]
IMPLICIT INTEGER (0..4294967295)

TimeTicks ::=
[APPLICATION 3]
IMPLICIT INTEGER (0..4294967295)

Opaque ::=
[APPLICATION 4] — arbitrary ASN.1 value,
IMPLICIT OCTET STRING - "double-wrapped"_JEND

V
Figure 4.24 (continued)
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Management of Information Base
As stated inSection 4.7.1,MIB-IIspecified inRFC 1213 is the current standard, STD 17. It is a superset
ofMIB-I or simply MIB, as it was then addressed in RFC 1 156. We will present here MIB-II informa¬
tion. BothMIB-IandMIB-IIcan be implemented in SNMPvl .MIB is organized such that implementa¬
tion can be done on an as-needed basis. The entire MIB does not have to be implemented in either the
manager or the agent process.
Let us remember that MIB is a virtual information store (base). Managed objects are accessed via

this virtual information base. Objects in the MIB are defined usingASN.l . In the previous section, we
discussed the SMI,which defines the mechanism for describing these objects. The definition consists of
three components: name (OBJECT DESCRIPTOR), syntax (ASN.l), and encoding (BER).

Objects defined inMIB-IIhave the OBJECT IDENTIFIER prefix:
mib-2 OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::={mgmt1}

MIB-II has an additional attribute to the status of a managed object. The new term is "deprecated."
This term mandates the implementation of the object in the current version ofMIB-II,but is most likely
to be removed in future versions. For example, atTable is deprecated inMIB-II.

Object Groups. Objects that are related are grouped into object groups. Notice that this grouping is
different from the grouping of object types to construct an aggregate object type. Object groups facili¬
tate logical assignment of object identifiers. One of the criteria for choosing objects to be included in
standards is that it is essential for either fault or configuration management. Thus, if a group is imple¬
mented in a system by a vendor, all the components are implemented, i.e., status is mandatory for all its
components. For example, if the External Gateway Protocol (EGP) is implemented in a system, then all
EGP group objects are mandatory to be present.
TheMIBmodule structure consists of the module name, imports from other modules, and definitions

of the current module. The basic ASN. 1 structure is shown inFigure 4.25.
There are 1 1 groups defined inMIB-II.The tree structure is shown inFigure 4.26, andTable 4.4 pres¬

ents the name, object identification (OID), and a briefdescription of each group. It can be observed that
these groups are nodes under the MIB object mib-2 whose OBJECT IDENTIFIER is 1.3.6.1.2.1.
The System group contains objects describing system administration. The Interfaces group defines

interfaces of the network component and network parameters associated with each of those interfaces.
TheAddress translation group is a cross-reference table between the IPaddress and the physical address.
IP, ICMP,TCP, UDP,andEGPgroups are the groupingof objects associatedwith the respective protocol
of the system. The group, CMOT, is a placeholder for future use of the OSI protocol, CMIP over TCP/
IP. The Transmission group was created as a placeholder for network transmission-related parameters
and was a placeholder in RFC 1213.Numerous transmission systems and objects have been developed
under this group since then. SNMP group is the communication protocol group associated with SNMP

4.7.4

cmodule name > DEFINITIONS ::= BEGIN
<imports>
<definitions>

END

Figure 4.25 MIB Module Structure
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Figure 4.26 Internet MIB-II Group

Table 4.4 MIB-II Groups

GROUP OID DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
system mib-2 1 System description and

administrative information
interfaces mib-2 2 Interfaces of the entity and

associated information
at mib-2 3 Address translation between

IP and physical address
ip mib-2 4 Information on IP protocol
icmp mib-2 5 Information on ICMP protocol
tcp mib-2 6 Information on TCP protocol
udp mib-2 7 Information on UDP protocol
egp mib-2 8 Information on EGP protocol
cmot mib-2 9 Placeholder for OSI protocol
transmission mib-2 10 Placeholder for transmission

information
snmp mib-2 11 Information on SNMP protocol
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management. We will now learnmore about some of these groups. It should be notedthat there are more
groups defined under the Internet node, which we will address in Chapter 5.
The following sections describe details of each group except for CMOT, transmission, and SNMP.

The CMOT group is a placeholder and is not yet defined. The Transmission group is based on the trans¬
mission media underlying each interface of the system; the corresponding portion of the Transmission
group is mandatory for that system. The SNMP group will be addressed in Chapter 5 as part of the
communication model.
Although there are many more groups inMIB-II, details on only the generic groups directly related

to physical properties of basic network elements (System and Interfaces) and the managed objects
associatedwith Internetprotocols (IP,TCP, andUDP)are presentedhere. They are intendedto familiarize
the reader quickly with how to read and interpret RFCs specifying MIBs. It is strongly recommended
that you refer to the RFC for detailed specifications on each group and understand the structure of each
MIB group.

Some examples associatedwith managedobjects in the group arc presented alongwith a description
of the group in order to appreciate the significance of each MIB. In Chapter 9 we will leam to use the
SNMP command using SNMP tools and retrieve the values associatedwith managed objects.
System Group. The System group is the basic group in the Internet standard MIB. Its elements are
probably the most accessed managed objects. After an NMS discovers all the components in a network
or newly added components in the network, it has to obtain information on the system it discovered,
such as system name, object ID, etc. The NMSwill initiate the get-request command on the objects in
this group for this purpose. Data on the systems shown in Figure 4.2 were obtained by the NMS using
this group. The group also has administrative information, such as contact person and physical location
that helps a network manager.
Implementationof the System group is mandatory for all systems in both the agent and the manager.

It consists of seven entities, which are presented in Figure 4.27 and Table 4.5. The vendor of the equip¬
ment programs the system description (sysDescr) andOBJECT IDENTIFIER (sysObjID) duringmanu¬
facturing. System up time is filled in hundredths of a second dynamically during operation. Network
management systems usually convert this into a readable format of days, hours, and minutes in their
presentation, as shown in Figure 4.2. Although system services (sysServices) object is mandatory to be
implemented, most NMSs do not show the information automatically.
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system
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sysDescr (1)
sysObjectld sysLocation (6)

sysServices (7
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Figure 4.27 System Group
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Table 4.5 System Group

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
sysDescr system 1 Textual description
sysObjectID system 2 OBJECT IDENTIFIER of the entity
sysUpTime system 3 Time (in hundredths of a second

since last reset)
sysContact system 4 Contact person for the node
sysName system 5 Administrative name of the system
sysLocation system 6 Physical location of the node
sysServices system 7 Value designating the layer services

provided by the entity

Interfaces Group. The Interfaces group contains managed objects associatedwith the interfaces of a
system. Ifthere is more than one interface in the system, the group describes the parameters associated
with each interface. For example, if an Ethernet bridge has several network interface cards, the group
would cover information associated with each interface. However, the Interfaces MIB contains only
generic parameters. In the Ethernet example, there is more information associated with the Ethernet
LAN,which is addressed in the MIB specifications of the particular medium, as inDefinitions ofMan¬
aged Objects for the Ethernet-like Interface types [RFC 2358], An NMS would combine information
obtained from various groups inpresenting comprehensive data to the user.
The Interfacesgroup specifies the number of interfaces ina network component andmanagedobjects

associated with each interface. Implementation of Interfaces group is mandatory for all systems. It
consists of two nodes as shown in Figure 4.28 and Table 4.6. The number of interfaces of the entity is
defined by ifNumber, and the information related to each interface is defined in the Interfaces table,
i/Tab/e.
Each interface in the Interfaces table can be visualized as being attached to either a subnetwork or a

system. The term subnetwork is not to be confusedwith the term subnet, which refers to an addressing
partitioning scheme in the Internet suite of protocols. The index for the table isjust one entity, specified
by iflndex, as shown below in the definition of the ifEntry module under ifTable.

IfEntry OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX ifEntry
ACCESS not-accessible
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

"An interfaceentry containingobjectsat the subnetwork layerandbelowfora
particular interface."

INDEX {iflndex}
::= {ifTable 1}

The index is also shown inbold letters in the figure and the table.
The entity ifType describes the type of data link layer directly below the network layer. It is defined

as an enumerated integer. Examples of these are: ethernet-csmacd(7), iso88025-tokenRing(9). See RFC
1213 for the specified type of standard interfaces.
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ifEntry
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ifType (3) ifOutErrors (20)

ifOutDiscards (19)ifMtu (4)
ifSpeed (5) ifOutNUcastPkts (18)
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ifAdminstatus (7) ifOutOctets (16)

ifUnknownProtos (15)ifOperStatus (8)
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iflnUcastPkts (11) iflnNUcastPkts (12)

Legend: INPEX in bold

Figure 4.28 Interfaces Group

The administrative and operational status that is indicated by object identifiers 7 and 8 should agree
with each other when the system interface is functioning as administered.

Object identifiers 11-15 refer to the measurements (with counter syntax) on inbound traffic and ob¬
ject identifiers 16-21 to measurements on outbound traffic.
An example of use of InterfacesMIBwould be to measure the incoming and the outgoing traffic rate

on a given interface of an Ethernet hub. We can specify a port on an Ethernet network interface card by
the value of iflndex and query (get-request) the number of input unicast packets (iflnUcastPkts) and the
number of output unicast packets (ifOutUcastPkts) every second. Remember that we get the reading of
two counters,which are incrementedwith every packet coming inor going out of the port from the man¬
agement agent associated with the port. We would then take the difference in the consecutive counter
reading to derive the packet rate of traffic with time.
Interface Sublayers. One of the strengths of an IPnetwork layer protocol is that it is designed to run
over any network interface. IPconsiders any andall protocols it runs over as a single "network interface"
layer. The Interfaces group defines a generic set of managed objects such that any network interface
can be managed in an interface-independent manner through these managed objects. The Interfaces
group provides the means for additional managed objects specific to particular types of network
interface (e.g., a specific medium such as Ethernet or Time Division Multiplex (TDM) channels) to be
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Table 4.6 Interfaces Group

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
ifNumber interfaces 1 Total number of network interfaces in the system
ifTable interfaces 2 List of entries describing information on each interface of the

system
ifEntry ifTable 1 An interface entry containing objects at the subnetwork layer

for a particular interface
iflndex ifEntry 1 A unique integer value for each interface
ifDescr ifEntry 2 Textual data on product name and version
ifType ifEntry 3 Type of interface layer below the network layer defined as an

enumerated integer
ifMtu ifEntry 4 Largest size of the datagram for the interface
ifSpeed ifEntry 5 Current or nominal data rate for the interface in bps
ifPhysAddress ifEntry 6 Interface's address at the protocol layer immediately below the

network layer
ifAdminStatus ifEntry 7 Desired status of the interface: up, down, or testing
ifOperStatus ifEntry 8 Current operational status of the interface
ifLastchange ifEntry 9 Value of sysUpTime at the current operational status
iflnOctets ifEntry 10 Total number of input octets received
iflnUcastPkts ifEntry 11 Number of subnetwork unicast packets delivered to a higher-

layer protocol
iflnNUcastPkts ifEntry 12 Number of non-unicast packets delivered to a higher-layer

protocol
iflnDiscards ifEntry 13 Number of inbound packets discarded irrespective of error

status
iflnErrors ifEntry 14 Number of inbound packets with errors
iflnllnknownProtos ifEntry 15 Number of unsupported protocol packets discarded
ifOutOctets ifEntry 16 Number of octets transmitted out of the interface
ifOutUcastPkts ifEntry 17 Total number of unicast packets that higher-level layer

requested to be transmitted
ifOutNUcastPkts ifEntry 18 Total number of non-unicast packets that higher-level layer

requested to be transmitted
ifOutDiscrds ifEntry 19 Number of outbound packets discarded irrespective of error

status
ifOutErrors ifEntry 20 Number of outbound packets that could not be transmitted

because of errors
ifOutQLen ifEntry 21 Length of the output queue in packets
ifSpecific ifEntry 22 Reference to MIB definitions specific to the particular media

used to realize the interface
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defined as extensions to the Interfaces group for media-specific management. Since the standardization
of MIB-II, many such media-specific MIB modules have been defined. Concurrently, the Interfaces
group has evolved to accommodate the additional managed objects that need to be specified in a data
link layer (DLL)—Layer 2.
DLLcan be visualized, in general, as comprising several sublayers. These can either be horizontally

stacked or vertically sliced (or "stacked"), as shown inFigures4.29(a) and (b), respectively.An example
of the former is an interface with PPP running over a High data rate Digital Subscriber Line (HDLC)
link, which uses an RS232-like connector. An example of the latter is a cable access link with a down¬
stream channel and several upstream channels.

Since the simplistic model of a single conceptual row in the ifTable in the Interfaces group, an addi¬
tional MIB group, ifMIB (mib-2 31) was created. This is not shown in Figure 4.26, which is the original
MIB-II Group. It is shown in Figure 4.30. The first subnode of ifMIB is ifMIBObjects. There are other
subnodes under ifMIBand the reader is referred to [RFC 2863] for details. Under the subnode ifMIBOb¬
jects (ifMIB I),there are three tables ifXTable (ifMIBObjects I), ifStackTable (ifMIBObjects 2), and ifR-
cvAddressTable (ifMIBObjects 4). Including the ifTable (interfaces 2), there are four generic Interfaces
group tables under the two MIBs, interfaces and ifMIB, which we should be concerned with in defining
managed objects in the DLL layer. In addition to this, there arc device-specific interface MIBs, such
as Ethernet-like managed objects (transmission 7) that we would discuss under each subject as we deal
with them. It is worth noting that specifications for ifMIB have gone through a series of documenta¬
tion—RFC 1229, RFC 1573, RFC 2233, and RFC 2863—each obsolescing the previous version.

Network Layer

Interface Sublayer 1

Interface Sublayer 2

Interface Sublayer 3

Physical Layer

(a) Interface Stacked layers

Network Layer

I I 1 ÿ 1 1 00 11— *-1 d) 1 1 (D 1 1 CD 1
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(b) Interface Multiplexed layers

Figure 4.29 Interface Sublayers
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ifStackTable (2)ifXTable(1) ifRcvAddressTable (4)

Figure 4.30 Interfaces Groups

ifXTable contains objects that have been added to the InterfaceMIB group as a result of the Interface
evolution effort, or replacements for objects of the original (MIB-I1) ifTable that were deprecated be¬
cause the semantics of the said objects have significantly changed. It is an augmentation of ifTable. How
two tables arc augmented in SMI to appear as a single table is described in Chapter 6 under SNMP2.

ifStackTable contains objects that define relationships among sublayers of an interface. Each sublayer
is definedas an ifType and is represented by a conceptual row in the ifTable. Because of the addition of
such conceptual rows, the value of iflndex is no longer constrained. Inother words, it can be stated that
the index of a conceptual row no longer has to be less than or equal to the value of iflndex. The upper
layer in the ifStackTable, ifStackHigherLayer, is the sublayer above the sublayer under consideration and
carries the value of the iflndex of that sublayer. If there is no interface sublayer above, i.e., it interfaces
directly with the network layer, then the iflndex value is zero. Similarly, ifStackLowerLayer is the lower
interface sublayer, it has a corresponding iflndex value of that row. Ifit interfaces directly with the physi¬
cal medium, its value is zero.

ifRcvAddressTable contains objects that are used to define media-level addresses, which this inter¬
face will receive, such as a port ID.This table is a generic table.
Address Translation Group. The Address Translation group consists of a table that converts Net-
workAddress to a physical or subnetwork address for all interfaces of the system. For example, in Ether¬
net the translation table is ARP cache. Since inMIB-II each protocol group contains its own translation
table, this is not needed and hence its status is deprecated. It is mandatory to be implemented to be
backward compatible with MIB-I.

IPGroup. The Internet is based on IPprotocol as the networkingprotocol. This group has information
on various parameters of the protocol. It also has a table that replaces the Address Translation table.
Routers in the network periodically execute the routingalgorithm andupdate its routingtable, which are
defined as managed objects in this group. We will discuss the contents of this group in detail now.
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The TP group defines all the parameters needed for the node to handle a network layer IP protocol
either as a host or as a router; implementation is mandatory. Figure 4.31 and Table 4.7 present the tree
structure and details of the entities, respectively. The group contains three tables, IP address table, IP
routing table, and IPAddress Translation table.

We can use the IPMIB to acquire any information associatedwith the IP layer. For example, to learn
the value of the managedobject, ipForwardingwill indicate whether the node is acting as just a router or
a gateway between two autonomous networks. We can measure IPdatagrams received that are in error,
such as those with wrong addresses (ipInAddrErrors).
The three tables belonging to the IPgroup are shown in Figure 4.32 (IPAddress Table), Figure 4.33

(IPRoutingTable), and Figure 4.34 (IPAddress Translation Table). Table 4.8 shows the entity table for
the IP address table. The index for the table, ipAdEntAddr, is shown in bold letters.
In Figure 4.23(b), we illustrated an example of four instantiations (rows) associated with the IP

address table. The IPaddress table MIB shown in Figure 4.32 andTable 4.8 is used to retrieve data from
the router. It could be retrieved usingget-request or get-next-request commands.

The IP routing table is shown in Figure 4.33 and Table 4.9. It contains an entry for each route
presently known to the entity. Multiple routes, up to five, to a single destination can appear in the table,
but access to such multiple entries is dependent on the table-access mechanism defined by the network
management protocol. Routesare indicatedby the entities, ipRouteMetricN,where /Vis any integer from 1
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Figure 4.31 IP Group
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Table 4.7 IP Group

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
ipForwarding ip 1 Node acting as a gateway or not
ipDefaultTTL ip 2 Time-to-Live field of the IP header
iplnReceives ip 3 Total number of input datagrams received from

interfaces, including those in error
iplnHdrErrors ip 4 Number of datagrams discarded due to header

errors
iplnAddrErrors ip 5 Number of datagrams discarded due to address

errors
ipForwDatagrams ip 6 Number of input datagrams attempted to forward

to the destination; successfully forwarded
datagrams for source routing

iplnllnknownProtos ip 7 Number of locally addressed datagrams received
successfully but discarded due to unsupported
protocol

iplnDiscards ip 8 Number of input datagrams discarded with no
problems (e.g. back of buffer space)

iplnDelivers ip 9 Total number of input datagrams successfully
delivered to IP user protocols

ipOutRequests ip 10 Total number of IP datagrams that local IP user
protocols supplied to IP

ipOutDiscards ip 11 Number of no-error IP datagrams discarded with
no problems (e.g. lack of buffer space)

ipOutNoRoutes ip 12 Number of IP datagrams discarded because no
route could be found to transmit them to their
destination

ipReasmTimeOut ip 13 Maximum number of seconds that received
fragments are held while they are awaiting
reassembly

ipReasmReqds ip 14 Number of IP datagrams received needing
reassembly

ipReasmOKs ip 15 Number of successfully reassembled datagrams
ipReasmFails ip 16 Number of failures detected by the IP reassembly

algorithm (not discarded fragments)
ipFragOKs ip 17 Number of successfully fragmented datagrams
ipFragFails ip 18 Number of IP datagrams not fragmented due to

"Don't Fragment Flag" set
ipFragCreates ip 19 Number of datagram fragments generated as a

result of fragmentation
ipAdddrTable ip 20 Table of IP addresses
ipRouteTable ip 21 IP routing table containing an entry
ipNetToMediaTable ip 22 IPAddress Translation table mapping IP

addresses to physical addresses
ipRoutingDiscards ip 23 Number of routing entries discarded even though

they were valid
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Figure 4.32 IPAddress Table
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Figure 4.33 IP Routing Table
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Table 4.11 IP Forwarding Table

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
ipForward ip 24 Contains information on IP forwarding table;

deprecates IP routing table
ipForwardNumber ipForward 1 Number of entries in the IP forward table
ipForwardTable ipForward 2 Routing table of this entity
ipForwardEntry IpForwardTable 1 A particular route to a particular destination

under a particular policy
ipForwardDest IpForwardEntry 1 Destination IP route of this address
ipForwardMask IpForwardEntry 2 Mask to be logically ANDed with the

destination address before comparing with the
ipRouteDest field

ipForwardPolicy IpForwardEntry 3 Set of conditions that selects one multipath
route

ipForwardNextHop IpForwardEntry 4 Address of the next system
ipForwardlflndex IpForwardEntry 5 iflndex value of the interface
ipForwardType IpForwardEntry 6 Type of route: remote, local, invalid, or

otherwise; enumerated integer syntax
ipForwardProto IpForwardEntry 7 Routing mechanism by which this route was

learned
ipForwardAge IpForwardEntry 8 Number of seconds since routing was last

updated
ipForwardlnfo IpForwardEntry 9 Reference to MIB definition specific to the

routing protocol
ipForwardNextHopAS IpForwardEntry 10 Autonomous system number of Next Hop
ipForwardMetrid IpForwardEntry 11 Primary routing metric for this route
ipForwardMetric2 IpForwardEntry 12 An alternative routing metric for this route
ipForwardMetric3 IpForwardEntry 13 An alternative routing metric for this route
ipForwardMetric4 IpForwardEntry 14 An alternative routing metric for this route
ipForwardMetric5 IpForwardEntry 15 An alternative routing metric for this route

The entity ipForwardPolicy defines the general set of conditions that would cause the selection of
one multipath route over others. Selections of path can be done by the protocol. If it is not done by the
protocol, it is then specified by the IP Type-of-Service (TOS) Field, which is a part of the IP type of
service field. See Baker [RFC 1354] for more details.
ICMPGroup. We used the ICMP to do some of the networking exercises in Chapter 1. It is part of the
TCP/IP suite of protocols.All parameters associated with ICMPprotocol are covered in this group.
As mentioned in Section 4.2, ICMP is a precursor of SNMP and a part of the TCP/IP suite. It is

included in MIB-I and MIB-II and implementation is mandatory. The ICMP group contains statistics
on ICMPcontrol messages of ICMP and is presented in Figure 4.36 and Table 4.12. The syntax of all
entities is read-only counter. For example, statistics on the number ofpingrequests (icmp echo request)
sent might be obtained from the counter reading of icmpOutEchoes.
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icmplnAddrMaskReps (13) icmplnMsgs (14)

Figure 4.36 ICMP Group

Table 4.12 ICMP Group

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
icmplnMsgs icmp 1 Total number of ICMP messages received by the

entity including icmplnErrors
icmplnErrors icmp 2 Number of messages received by the entity with

ICMP-specific errors
icmplnDestUnreachs icmp 3 Number of

received
CMP Destination Unreachable messages

icmplnTimeExcds icmp 4 Number of CMP Time Exceeded messages received
icmplnParmProbs icmp 5 Number of

received
CMP Parameter Problem messages

icmplnSrcQuenches icmp 6 Number of CMP Source Quench messages received
icmplnRedirects icmp 7 Number of CMP Redirect messages received
icmplnEchos icmp 8 Number of CMP Echo (request) messages received
icmplnEchoReps icmp 9 Number of CMP Echo Reply messages received
icmplnTimestamps icmp 10 Number of

received
CMP Timestamp (request) messages

icmplnTimestampReps icmp 11 Number of
received

CMP Timestamp Reply messages

icmplnAddrMasks icmp 12 Number of
received

CMPAddress Mask Request messages
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Table 4.12 (continued)

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
icmplnAddrMaskReps icmp 13 Number of ICMPAddress Mask Reply messages

received
icmpOutMsgs icmp 14 Total number of ICMP messages attempted to be

sent by this entity
icmpOutErrors icmp 15 Number of good ICMPmessages not sent, does not

include the ones with errors
icmpOutDestllnreachs icmp 16 Number of ICMP Destination Unreachable messages

sent
icmpOutTimeExcds icmp 17 Number of ICMPTime Exceeded messages sent
icmpOutParmProbs icmp 18 Number of ICMP Parameter Problem messages sent
icmpOutSrcQuenchs icmp 19 Number of ICMP Source Quench messages sent
icmpOutRedirects icmp 20 Number of ICMP Redirect messages sent
icmpOutEchos icmp 21 Number of ICMP Echo (request) messages sent
icmpOutEchoReps icmp 22 Number of ICMP Echo Reply messages sent
icmpOutTimestamps icmp 23 Number of ICMPTimestamp (request) messages sent
icmpOutTimestampReps icmp 24 Number of ICMPTimestamp Reply messages sent
icmpOutAddrMasks icmp 25 Number of ICMPAddress Mask Request messages

sent
icmpOutAddrMaskReps icmp 26 Number of ICMPAddress Mask Reply messages sent

TCP Group. The transport layer of the Internet defines Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) for a
connection-oriented circuit and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) for a connectionless circuit. We will
describe the TCP group in this section and UDP in the next subsection.

The TCP group contains entities that are associatedwith the connection-oriented TCP. They are pres¬
ent only as long as the particular connection persists. It is mandatory to implement this group. The
entities are shown in Figure 4.37 and Table 4.13. It contains one table, the TCP connection table, which
is presented in Figure 4.38 and Table 4.14. The table entry has four indices to uniquely define it in the
table. They are: tcpConnLocalAddress, tcpConnLocalPort, tcpConnRemAddress, and tcpConnRemPort
and are identified in boldface. One may obtain all TCP active sessions from this table with addresses and
ports of local and remote entities.

UDPGroup. The UDP group contains information associated with the connectionless transport proto¬
col. Its implementation is mandatory. Figure 4.39 and Table 4.15 present the UDP group tree structure
and entities, respectively. The group contains a UDP listener table, shown as part of Figure 4.39 and
Table 4. 15. The table contains information about the entity's UDPend-points onwhich a local application
is currently accepting datagrams. Indices for the table entry are udpLocalAddress and udpLocalPort, and
are indicated in bold letters.
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tcpConnState (1) tcpCommRemPort (5
tcpConnLocalAddress (2) tcpConnRemAddress(4)

tcpConnTable
(tcp 13)

tcpConnEntry

tcpConnLocalPort (3)

Figure 4.38 TCP Connection Table

Table 4.14 TCP Connection Table

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
tcpConnTable
tcpconnEntry

tcpConnState
tcpConnLocalAddress
tcpConnLocalPort
tcpConnRemAddress
tcpConnRemPort

tcp 13
TcpConnTable 1

TcpConnEntry 1
TcpConnEntry 2
TcpConnEntry 3
TcpConnEntry 4
TcpConnEntry 5

TCO connection table
Information about a particular TCP
connection
State of the TCP connection
Local IP address
Local port number
Remote IP address
Remote port number

udplnDatagrams udpNoPorts

udpLocalPortudpLocAddress

udplnErrors udpTable

udpEntry

udp
(mib-2 7)

udpOutDatagrams

Figure 4.39 UDP Group
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Table 4.15 UDP Group

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
udplnDatagrams udp 1 Total number of datagrams delivered to

the users
udpNoPorts udp 2 Total number of received datagrams for

which there is no application
udplnErrors udp 3 Number of received datagrams with

errors
udpOutDatagrams udp 4 Total number of datagrams sent
udpTable udp 5 UDP Listener table
udpEntry udpTable 1 Information about a particular connection

or UDP listener
udpLocalAddress udpEntry 1 Local IP address
udpLocalPort udpEntry 2 Local UDP port

Summary
We have learned the basic functions of SNMP management in this chapter. Advanced functions are
covered in the next chapter. The subject matter included in this chapter has been approved as a standard
by IETF and implemented by most vendors.
We briefly learned the historical development of SNMP standards and documents. They grew more

out of practical necessity than the need for setting standards. The Internet Engineering Task Force is the
standards organization and RFC, STD, and FYI are IETF documents on standards development.

SNMP management is organized as two-tier management, in which a manager process and an agent
process communicate with each other. The agent process resides in the network element. The manager
process is built in network management stations. The agent process does not perform any analysis,
which is done in the manager. The two-tier structure can be extended to three-tier by sandwiching a
proxy agent, or RMON, between the manager and the agent.
All management operations are done using five messages in SNMPvl , which is the current standard.

They are get-request, get-next, set-request, get-response, and trap. The first three are sent from the
manager to the agent, and the last two are sent by the agent to the manager.
Messages are exchanged according to specifications defined in the Structure of Management

Information (SMI). It is composed of name, syntax, and encoding rules. The name is a unique name
for the managed object and an associated unique object identifier. The syntax uses Abstract Syntax
Notation 1 (ASN.1) language. Encoding is done using basic encoding rules (BER).
Objects or entities can be composed of other scalar objects. Multiple instances of a managed object,

such as the IP address table, are handled by defining tables and columnar objects in the table. Managed
objects are organized in a virtual database, called the Management Information Base (MIB). It is distinct
from the management database that contains values for managed objects. Managed objects are grouped
in the MIB according to their function. MIB-II, which is a superset of MIB-I, consists of 11 groups. Several
groups have since been added to the MIB, although they have not been approved as a standard.

Exercises
1 Refer to Figure 4.3 to answer the following questions:

(a) What are the classes of networks shown in Figure 4.3(a)?
(b) Explain the function of a network mask.
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(c) In Figure4.3(c), network addresses 172.16x.O are subnets derived from the network address
172.160.0. Explain how IP address bits are split between subnet and host addresses.

2. Access Simple Gateway Monitoring Protocol (SGMP) RFC 1028 on the Internet. Describe the
four message types defined in the document. (You do not have to present the structure of the
message.)

3. Present OBJECT IDENTIFIER for the object sun.products in two different formats, one in all
mnemonic and the other in all numeric.

4. Represent the objects as OBJECT IDENTIFIERS starting from the root for the three network
components in Figure 4.2.
(a) Hub in Figure 4.2(a) in hybrid format
(b) Hub in Figure 4.2(b) in numeric format
(c) Router in Figure 4.2(c) in hybrid format

5. Encode IPAddress 10.20.30.40 in TLV format.
6. Refer to RFC 1213 for the following exercise:

(a) Write the ASN.1 specifications for sysServices.
(b) Illustrate the specifications with values for a bridge.
(c) Illustrate the specifications with values for a router.

7. Write the object DESCRIPTOR and syntax of the following SNMP managed entities:
(a) IP address 125.52.66.24
(b) A row in the Interfaces table (the row specifications only, not the objects in the row)
(c) MAC address of an interface card

8. In Exercise4 of Chapter 1,you measured the percent packet loss using Ping tool, which depends
on the ICMP group. Name the MIB objects that are used in the procedure and present the
macros for the OBJECT TYPE.

9. Explain how you would determine whether a device is acting as a host or as a router using an
SNMP command.

10. Refer to the IP Address Translation table shown in Figure 4.34 and Table 4.10, as well as the
numbering convention shown in Figure 4.22 to answer the following questions:
(a) List the columnar objects under ipNetJoMediaEntry.
(b) Draw an object instance table for ipNetToMediaTable as in Figure 4.23(b) without the row

column. Fill three rows of data using MIB specifications.
(c) Redraw the table in (b), now filling each cell in the table with an object instance identifier. Use

N= 1.3.6.1.2.1.4.22.1 for ipNetToMediaEntry in the table.
11. You own a specialty company, ABC (Atlanta Braves Company), which sells hats and jackets.

You obtained an OBJECT IDENTIFIER 5000 under enterprises node from IANA. You have two
branch locations. Each has an inventory system that can be accessed by the IP address; which
have the following OBJECT DESCRIPTORS:
branchl - 100.100.100.15
branch2- 100.100.100.16

Each branch has two types of products whose inventory are
hats
jackets

Hats are all of the same size and the inventory is a scalar value, hatQuantity.
Jackets come in different sizes and the inventory is maintained in a table, jacketTable, whose
columnar objects are
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jacketSize (index)
jacketQuantity

Create a MIB module for your company. The objective is to find the inventory of any specific
product while sitting in your office as president of the company.
(a) Draw a MIB subtree.
(b) Write a MIB module.

12. A network manager discovers that a network component is performing poorly and issues an
order to the technician to replace it. Which MIB group contains this information for the technician
to find out the physical location of the component?

13. How would you use one of the standard MIB objects to determine which one of the stations in a
LAN is functioning as a bridge to the external network?

14. TCP is a connection-oriented protocol and UDP is a connectionless protocol. Identify differences
in the two MIBs that exemplify this difference.

15. What OBJECT TYPE would you use to identify the address of the neighboring gateway from
your local gateway?

16. An IT manager gets complaints from users that there is excessive delay in response over the
Ethernet LAN. The manager suspects that the cause of the problem is excessive collisions on
the LAN. She gathers statistics on collisions using the dot3StatsTable and localizes the problem
to a single faulty network interface card. Explain how she localized the problem. You may use
RFC 2358 to answer this exercise.

17. FDDI is heavily used as a backbone network in a corporate complex.
(a) Draw a MIB tree for FDDI MIB. Limit your tree to the top five groups.
(b) Develop a three-column table presenting entity, OID, and brief descriptions of the groups and

tables under each group.
18. Two new managed objects, ifName and ifAlias were introduced in ifMIB module. Explain the

purpose of these new managed objects in network management and give an example for each
case.

19. Illustrate (a) the PPP over HDCL and (b) the cable access link with one downstream and two
upstream channels using the interface sublayers shown in Figure 4.29.
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SNMPvl Network Management:
Communication and FunctionalModels

OBJECTIVES

• Communication model:Administrative and • MessagePDU
messages • SNMPprotocolspecifications

• Administrative structure • SNMPoperations
ÿ Community-basedmodel • SNMPMIB
ÿ Accesspolicy • SNMPfunctionalmodel
ÿ MIBview

We have covered the organization and information models of SNMPvl in the previous chapter. In this
chapter we will address the SNMPvl communication and functional models. Although SNMPvl does
not formally define the functional model, applications are built in the community-based access policy
of the SNMP administrative model.

5.1 SNMP COMMUNICATION MODEL
The SNMPvl communication model defines specifications of four aspects of SNMP communication:
architecture, administrative model that defines data access policy, SNMP protocol, and SNMP M1B.
Security in SNMP is managed by defining community, and only members belonging to the same
community can communicate with each other. A manager can belong to multiple communities and can
thus managemultiple domains. SNMPprotocol specifications and messages are presented. SNMPentities
arc grouped into an SNMPM1Bmodule.

5.1.1 SNMPArchitecture
The SNMP architectural model consists of a collection of network management stations and network
elements or objects. Network elements have management agents built in them, if they are managed
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elements. The SNMP communications protocol is used to communicate information between network
management stations and management agents in the elements.
There are three goals of the architecture in the original specifications of SNMP [RFC 1157], First,

it should minimize the number and complexity of management functions realized by the management
agent. Secondly, it should be flexible for future expansion (addition of new aspects of operation and
management). Lastly, the architecture should be independent of architecture and mechanisms of par¬
ticular hosts and gateways.
Only non-aggregate objects are communicated using SNMP. The aggregate objects are communi¬

cated as instances of the object. This has been enhanced in SNMPv2, as we shall see in the next chapter.
Consistent with the rest of SNMP standards, ASN. 1 transfer syntax andBER encoding scheme are used
for data transfer SNMP.
SNMPmonitors the networkwith the five messages shown inFigure4.9; andwe discussed them inSec¬

tion 4.6. They comprise three basic messages: set, get, and trap. Informationabout the network is primarily
obtained by the management stations polling the agents. The get-request and get-next-request messages
are generatedby the manager to retrieve data from network elements usingassociatedmanagement agents.
The set-request is used to initialize and edit network element parameters. The get-response-request is the
response from the agent to get and set messages from the manager. The number ofunsolicitedmessages in
the form of traps is limited to make the architecture simple and to minimize traffic.

There are three types of traps—generic-trap, specific-trap, and time-stamp, which are application
specific.Thegeneric-trap typeconsistsofcoldStart,warmStart, linkDown,linkUp,authenticationFailure,
egpNeighborLoss, and enterpriseSpecific. The specific-trap is a specific code and is generated even
when an enterpriseSpecific trap is not present. An example of this would be to gather statistics whenever
a particular event occurs, such as use by a particular group. The time-stamp trap is the time elapsed
between the last initialization or re-initialization of the element and the generation of the trap.
SNMPmessages are exchanged using a connectionless UDPtransport protocol in order to be consis¬

tent with simplicity of the model, as well as to reduce traffic. However, the mechanisms of SNMP are
suitable for a variety of protocols.

5.1.2 Administrative Model
Although the topic of administrative models should normally be discussed as part of security and pri¬
vacy under the functional model, at this point it helps to understand the administrative relationship
among entities that participate in the communication protocol in SNMP. Hence, we will discuss it now.
In RFC 1157 the entities residing in management stations and network elements are called SNMP

application entities. Peer processes, which implement SNMP, and thus support SNMP application enti¬
ties, are termed protocol entities. We will soon discuss protocol entities in detail. First, let us look at the
application entities.

We will refer to the application entity residing in the management station as the SNMP manager,
and the application entity in the element as the SNMP agent. The pairing of the two entities is called
an SNMP community. The SNMP community name, called the community, is specified by a string of
octets. Multiple pairs can belong to the same community. Figure 5.1 shows multiple SNMP managers
communicating with a single SNMP agent. While an SNMP manager is monitoring traffic on an ele¬
ment, another manager may be configuring some administrative information on it.A third manager can
be monitoring it to perform some statistical study. We also have the analogous situation where a man¬
ager communicates with multiple agents.
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SNMP Manager SNMP Manager SNMP Manager

Authentication Scheme Authentication Scheme Authentication Scheme

ÿ t
Authentic Messages

'
Authentication Scheme

SNMP Agent

Figure 5.1 SNMP Community

With one-to-many, many-to-one, and many-to-many communication links between managers and
agents, a basic authentication scheme and an access policy have been specified in SNMP. Figure 5.1
shows the authentication scheme,which is a filler module in the manager and the agent. The simplest
form of authentication is the common community name between the two application entities. Encryp¬
tion would be a higher level of authentication in which case both the source and the receiver know the
common encryption and decryption algorithms.

The SNMPauthorization is implementedas part ofmanagedobject MIB specifications. We discussed
MTB specifications for managed objects in Chapter 4, and will discuss MIB specifications for SNMP
protocol in Section 5.1.4. A network element comprises many managed objects—both standard and
private. However, a management agent may be permitted to view only a subset of the network element's
managedobjects. This is called the communityMIBview. InFigure 5.2 the SNMPagent has aMIBview
ofobjects 2, 3, and4, although there may be other objects associatedwith a network element. Inaddition
to the MIB view, each community name is also assigned an SNMP access mode, either READ-ONLY
or READ-WRITE, as shown in Figure 5.2. A pairing of SNMPMIB views with an SNMP access code
is called a communityprofile.
A community profile in combination with the access mode of a managed object determines the

operation that can be performedon the object by an agent. For example, inFigure 5.2, an SNMP agent
with READ-WRITE SNMPaccess mode canperformall operations—get, set, and trap—onobjects 2, 3, and
4. On the other hand, if the SNMP agent has READ-ONLY access mode privilege, it can only perform
get and trap operations on objects 2, 3, and 4. Object 1 has a "not-accessible" access mode and hence
no operation can be performedon it.

SNMP Agent

READ¬
ONLY

READ-
WRITE

T
SNMP Access Mode

not-accessible read-only write-only read-write

Object 1 Object 2 Object 3 Object 4

IB Access

SNMP MIB View

Figure 5.2 SNMP Community Profile
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A practical application of the SNMP access policy can be envisioned in an enterprise management
system of a corporation with headquarters inNewYork and domains or network sites inNewYork and
San Francisco. Let Manager 1 and Community 1 be associatedwith San Francisco, and Manager 2 and
Community 2 with NewYork. Let Manager 3 be the overall network management system, the Manager
ofManagers (MoM). Manager 1 managesAgents 1 and 2 associatedwith network elements in San Fran¬
cisco. Manager 2 manages the New York network domain. Manager 1 does not have the view of New
York and Manager 2 cannot perform operations on network elements belonging to the San Francisco
domain. Manager 3 has both community names defined in its profile and hence has the view of the total
enterprise network inNewYork and San Francisco.

The SNMPaccess policy has far-reaching consequences beyondthat of servicing a TCP/IP-based Internet
SNMP community. It can be extended to managing non-SNMP community using the SNMP proxy access
policy. The SNMP agent associated with the proxy policy is called a proxy agent or commercially, a proxy
server. The proxy agent monitors a non-SNMP community with non-SNMP agents and then converts
objects and data to SNMP-compatible objects and data to feed to an SNMPmanager.
Figure 5.4 shows an illustrationof SNMPand non-SNMPcommunities beingmanagedby an SNMP

manager. A practical example of this would be a network of LANandWAN. LANcould be a TCP/IP
network with SNMPagents. WAN could be an X.25 network,which is not an Internet model, but can be
managedby a proxy agent and integrated into the overall management system.

5.1.3 SNMP Protocol Specifications
Peer processes, which implement SNMP, and thus support SNMP application entities, are termedproto¬
col entities. Communication among protocol entities is accomplished using messages encapsulated in a
UDP datagram. An SNMP message consists of a version identifier, an SNMP community name, and a
protocol data unit (PDU). Figure 5.5 shows the encapsulated SNMP message. The version and commu¬
nity names are added to the data PDUand along with the application header is passed on to the transport
layer as SNMP PDU. The UDP header is added at the transport layer, which then forms the transport
PDU for the network layer. The addition of the IPheader to the Transport PDU forms the Network PDU
for the data link layer (DLC). The network or DLC header is added before the frame is transmitted on
to the physicalmedium.
An SNMP protocol entity is received on port 161 on the host except for trap, which is received on

port 162. The maximum length of the protocol in SNMPvl is 484 bytes (1,472 bytes now in practice). It

Non-SNMP
CommunitySNMP Community

Proxy Agent
SNMP
Agent

SNMP Manager
(Community 1)

Figure 5.4 SNMP ProxyAccess Policy
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Data PDU

Application PDU

Transport PDU

Network PDU

Data Link PDU

Data

Application
Header Version Community Data PDU

UDP
Header Application PDU

IP
Header Transport PDU

DLC
Header Network PDU

Figure 5.5 Encapsulated SNMP Message

is mandatory that all five PDUs be supported inall implementations: GetRequest-PDU, GetNextRequest-
PDU,GetResponse-PDU, SetRequest-PDU, and Trap-PDU. One of these five data PDUs is the data PDU
that we start with at the top in Figure 5.5. RFC 1157-SNMPMacro definition is given inFigure 5.6.

RFC1157SNMP DEFINITIONS ::= BEGIN

IMPORTS

ObjectName, ObjectSyntax, NetworkAddress, IpAddress, TimeTicks
FROM RFC1155 -SMI

-top-level message
Message ::=

SEQUENCE {
version — version
INTEGER { -1 for this RFC

version-1(0)
},
community — community name
OCTET STRING,
data - e.g., PDUs if trivial
ANY - authentication is being used
}

- protocol data units
PDUs ::=

CHOICE {
get-request
get-next-request GetRequest-PDU,
get-response GetNextRequest-PDU,
set-request GetResponse-PDU,
trap SetRequest-PDU,
} Trap-PDU

- the individual PDUs and commonly used data types will be defined later
END

Figure 5.6 RFC 1157-SNMPMacro
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- request/response information

Requestld ::=
INTEGER

ErrorStatus ::=
INTEGER {

noError(O)
tooBig(1)
noSuchName(2)
bad value(3)
readOnly(4)
genErr(5)

}

Errorlndex ::=
INTEGER

— variable bindings

VarBind ::=
SEQUENCE {

name ObjectName
value ObjectSyntax

}

VarBindList ::=
SEQUENCE OF

VarBind
\___/

Figure 5.7 Get and Set Type PDUASN.1 Construct [RFC 1157]

Basic operations of the protocol entity involve the following steps as a guide to implementation [RFC
1157]. The protocol entity that generates the message constructs the appropriate data PDUas anASN.l
object. It then passes the ASN.l object along with a community name and the transport addresses of
itself and the destination (e.g., 123.234.245.156:161) to the authentication scheme. The authentica¬
tion scheme returns another ASN.l object (possibly encrypted). The protocol entity now constructs the
message to be transmitted with the version number, community name, and the newASN.l object, then
serializes it using the BER rules, and transmits it.
The reverse process goes on at the receiver. The message is discarded if an error is encountered in

any of the steps. A trap may be generated in case of authentication failure. On successful receipt of the
message, a return message is generated, if the original message is a get-request.
A managed object is a scalar variable and is simply called a variable. Associated with the variable is

its value. The pairing of the variable and value is called variable bindingor VarBind. The data PDU in
the message contains a VarBind pair. For efficiency sake, a list of VarBind pairs can be sent in a mes¬
sage. The ASN.l construct for get and set type of messages is shown in Figure 5.7 and a conceptual
presentation inFigure 5.8. The VarBindList contains n instances ofVarBind (pairs).

The PDU type for the five messages are application data types, which are defined in RFC 1157 as:
get-request [0]
get-next-request [1]
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PDU RequestID Error Error VarBind 1 VarBind 1 VarBind n VarBind n
Type Status Index Name Value Name Value

Figure 5.8 Get and Set Type PDUs

set-request [2]
get-response [3]
trap [4]

InFigure 5.8 RequestID is used to track a message with the expected response or for loss of a mes¬
sage (remember UDP is unreliable). Loss-of-message detection is implementation specific, such as time
out if no response is received for a request within a given time. A non-zero ErrorStatus is used to indi¬
cate that an error occurred. The convention is not to use 0 if no error is detected. Errorlndex is used to
provide additional information on the error status. The value is filledwithNULL in those cases where it
is not applicable, such as in get-request data PDU.Otherwise, it is filledwith the varBindnumber where
the error occurred; for example, 1 if the error occurred in the first varBind, 5 if the fifth varBind had
an error and so on.
Figure 5.9 shows the structure for a trap PDU, which contains n VarBinds, i.e., n managed objects.

The enterprise [RFC 1155] and agent-address pertain to the system generating the trap. The generic-trap
consists of seven types as listed inTable 5.1. The integer inparenthesis associatedwith each name indi¬
cates the enumerated INTEGER. The specific-trap is a trap that is not covered by the enterpriseSpecific
trap. Time-stamp indicates the elapsed time since last re-initialization.

PDU
Type Enterprise Agent

Address
Generic-
Trap Type

Specific-
Trap Type Time-Stamp VarBind 1

Name
VarBind 1
Value

VarBind n
Name

VarBind n
Value

Figure 5.9 Trap PDU

Table 5.1 Generic Traps

GENERIC-TRAP TYPE DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
coldStart(O) Sending protocol entity is reinitializing itself; agent

configuration or protocol entity implementation may be
altered

warmStart(l) Sending protocol entity is reinitializing itself; agent
configuration or protocol entity implementation not altered

linkDown(2) Failure of one of the communication links

linkUp(3) One of the links has come up

authenticationFailure(4) Authentication failure

egpNeighborLoss(5) Loss of EGP neighbor

enterpriseSpecific(6) Enterprise-specific trap
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SNMP Operations
SNMP operations comprise get and set messages from the manager to the agent, and get and trap mes¬
sages from the agent to the manager. We will now look at these operations in detail in this section.

GetRequest PDUOperation. Figure 5.10 shows a sequence of operations in retrieving the values
of objects in a System group. It starts with the get-request operation using a GetRequest PDU from a
manager process to an agent process and the get-response from the agent with a GetResponse PDU.The
message from the manager starts from the left side and ends at the agent process on the right side of the
figure. The message from the agent process starts on the right side of the figure andends at the manager
process on the left side of the figure. The sequence of directed messages moves with time as we move
down the figure. Messages depicted represent the values of the seven objects in the System group.
The manager process starts the sequence in Figure 5.10 with a GetRequest PDU for the object sys-

Descr. The agent process returns a GetResponse PDUwith a value "SunOS." The manager then sends
a request for sysObjectID and receives the value "E:hp." The exchange of messages goes on until the
value of 72 for the last object in the group sysServices is received.

GetNextRequest PDU Operation. A get-next-request operation is very similar to get-request,
except that the requested record is the next one to the OBJECT IDENTIFIER specified in the request.
Figure 5.11 shows the operations associated with retrieving data for the System group by the manager
processusingthe get-next-request. The first message is aGetRequest PDUfor sysDescrwith the response
returningthe value "SunOS."The manager process then issues a GetNextRequest PDUwith the OBJECT
IDENTIFIER sysDescr. The agent processes the name of the next OBJECT IDENTIFIERsysObjectID
and its value "E:hp." The sequence terminates when the manager issues a get-next-request for the object
identifier next to sysServices, and the agent process returns the error message "noSuchName."
The System group example we just looked at is a simple case where all the objects are single-valued

scalar objects. Let us now consider a more complex scenario of a MIB that contains both scalar and
aggregate objects. A generalized case of a conceptual MIB comprising three scalar objects and a table is

5.1.4

Manager
Process

-GetRequest (sysDescr.O) ÿ

-GetResponse (sysDescr .0= "SunOS"
-GetRequest (sysObjectID.0)

.GetResponse ( sysObjectID.0=enterprises.11.2.3.10.1.2
-GetRequest (sysUpTime.O)

-GetResponse (sysUpTime.0=2247349530) ÿ

-GetRequest (sysContact.O)
-GetResponse (sysContact.O-' ")

.GetRequest (sysName.0) .
-GetResponse (sysName.0= "noc1")

.GetResponse (sysLocation.0=" ")

-GetResponse (sysServices.0= 72) .

-GetRequest (sysLocation.O)

-GetRequest (sysServices.O)

Agent
Process

Figure 5.10 Get-Request Operation for System Group
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Manager
Process

-GetRequest (sysDescr.O)
-GetResponse (sysDescr.O = "SunOS")

ÿ GetNextRequest (sysDescr.O) .
GetResponse (sysObjectlD.0=enterprises.11.2.3.10.1.2)_

ÿ GetResponse (sysUpTime.0=2247349530).
-GetNextRequest (sysObjectlD.O)

-GetResponse (sysContact.0= " ")
-GetNextRequest (sysUpTime.O) .

-GetResponse (sysName.0= "noc1")
-GetNextRequest (sysContact.O) .

-GetResponse (sysLocation.O-' ")
-GetNextRequest (sysName.O) .

"GetResponse (sysServices.0=72) ÿ

-GetNextRequest (sysLocation.O)

-GetResponse (noSuchName)
-GetNextRequest (sysServices.O)

Agent
Process

Figure 5.11 Get-Next-Request Operation for a System Group

shown in Figure 5.12. The First two objects A and B are single-valued scalar objects. They are followed
by an aggregate object represented by the table T with an entry E and two rows of three columnar
objects, T.E.1.1. through T.E.3.2. The MIB group ends with a scalar object Z.
Figure 5.13 shows the use of nine get-request messages to retrieve the nine objects. The left side of

the figure shows the sequential operation for getting the MIB shown on the right side of the figure. The
MIB shown is the same as in Figure 5.12, now drawn to follow the sequence of operations. We observe

Figure 5.12 MIB for Operation Examples in Figures 5.13 and 5.15
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Manager
Process --GetRequest (A)

"GetResponse ( A '

"GetResponse ( B
-GetRequest (B) .

-GetRequest ( T.E.1.1 ).
"GetResponse ( T.E.1.1 )ÿ

-GetRequest ( T.E.1.2
"GetResponse ( T.E.1.2 )

-GetRequest ( T.E.2.1 )
"GetResponse ( T.E.2.1 ) 1

-GetRequest ( T.E.2.2 ).
"GetResponse ( T.E.2.2 )-

-GetRequest ( T.E.3.1).
"GetResponse ( T.E.3.1 )-

-GetRequest ( T.E.3.2 ).
"GetResponse ( T.E.3.2 )-

Response ( Z )--GetRequest ( Z ) .

Agent
Process

T.E.1.1 T.E.2.1 T.E.3.1

T.E.1.2 T.E.2.2 T.E.3.2

E

Z

T

B

A

Figure 5.13 Get-Request Operation for a MIB in Figure 5.12

a few hidden assumptions in retrieving the data using the get-request operations. First,we need to know
all the elements in the MIB including the number ofcolumns and rows in the table. Second, we traversed
the MIB from top to bottom, which is really from right to left in the MIB tree structure. Third, we re¬
trieved the data in the table by traversing all the instances of a columnar object. The number of instances
or rows in a table could be dynamic and is not always known to the management process. Thus, if the
manager had issued a request for the object T.E. 1.3 after acquiring T.E.1.2, it would have received an
error message from the agent process. This is when get-next-request is very useful. However, we need
to have a convention on the definition of what the next object in a MIB tree is, especially on the table
representing an aggregate object. In SNMP, objects are retrieved using lexicographic convention. We
will first explainwhat this convention is before using the get-next-request operation to retrieve the same
MIB group data.

The increasing order of entity used in SNMP operations is in lexicographic order. Let us under¬
stand lexicographic order by considering a simple set of integers shown in Table 5.2. The left side is a
sequence of numerically increasing integer numbers, and the right side is lexicographically increasing
order for this sequence. We notice that in the lexicographic order, we start with the lowest integer in the
leftmost character, which in our case is 1. Before increasing the order in the first position, we select the
lowest integer in the second position from the left, which is 11. There are two numbers (1118 and 115)
that start with 11.We anchor at 1 1 for the first two positions and then move on to select the lowest digit
in the third position, which is 111. We then move to the fourth position and obtain 1118 as the second
number. Now, return to the third position and retrieve 115 as the third number. Having exhausted 1s
(ones) in positions two to four, select 2 for the second position, and retrieve 126 as the next number. We
continue this process until we reach 9.

Wewill now apply the lexicographic sequence to ordering object identifiers inaMIB. Insteadof each
character being treated as a literal, we treat each node position as a literal and follow the same rules.
An example illustrating this is given in Table 5.3. The MIB associated with this example is shown in
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Table 5.2 Lexicographic-Order Number Example
NUMERICAL ORDER LEXICOGRAPHIC ORDER

1 1
2 1118
3 115
9 126
15 15
22 2
34 22
115 250
126 2509
250 3
321 321
1118 34
2509 9

Figure 5.14. It can be noticed that the lexicographically increasing order of node traces the traversal of
the tree starting from the leftmost node 1. We traverse down the path all the way to the leftmost leaf
1.1.5, keeping to the right whenever a fork is encountered. We then move up the tree and take a right
on the first fork. This leads us to the leaf node 1.1.18. Thus, the rule at a forked node is to always keep
to the right while traversing down and while going up. Thus, we are always keeping to the right if you
imagine ourselves walking along the tree path and looking in the forward direction. We turn around
when we reach a leaf.
Returning to get-next-request operation, the get-response message contains the value of the next

lexicographic object value ineach VarBind. Ifthe request VarBind contains a scalar, non-tabular object,

Table 5.3 MIB Example for Lexicographic Ordering
~

1.1
1.1.5
1.1.18
1.2
1.2.6
2
2.2
2.10
2.10.9
3
3.4
3.21
9
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Figure 5.14 MIB Example for Lexicographic Ordering

the response contains the next scalar, non-tabular value, or the first columnar object value of a table,
if it is the next lexicographic entity. Figure 5.15 shows the principle of operation of the functioning of
get-next-request and response. We use the same MIB view that we had inFigure 5. 12 using get-request
operation. The manager process starts the operationwith a get-request message for object A and receives
the response with the value of A filled in. Subsequent requests from the manager are get-next-request
type with the object ID of the just received ones. Responses received are the next object ID with its
value. Operations continue until Z is received. The subsequent request receives a response with an error
message "noSuchName."

Manager
Process --GetRequest ( A '

"GetResponse ( A ) '
-GetNextRequest ( A )_

"GetResponse ( B
-GetNextRequest ( B

"GetResponse ( T.E.1.1---(

"GetResponse ( T.E.1.2 '
-GetNextRequest (T.E.1.1

-GetNextRequest (T.E.1.2 ) .
"GetResponse ( T.E.2.1 )-

"GetResponse ( T.E.2.2----(

"GetResponse ( T.E.3.1

-GetNextRequest (T.E.2.1
I)
-GetNextRequest (T.E.2.2

-GetNextRequest (T.E.3.1 ).
"GetResponse ( T.E.3.2 )

-GetNextRequest (T.E.3.2
"GetResponse ( Z ]

-GetNextRequest ( Z
"GetResponse ( noSuchName '

Agent
Process

T.E.1.1 T.E.2.1 T.E.3.1

T.E.1.2 T.E.2.2 T.E.3.2

B

A

E

T

Z

Figure 5.15 Get-Next-Request Operation for a MIB in Figure 5.12
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Manager
Process

GetNextRequest (sysUpTime,
atPhysAddress)

GetResponse( (sysllpTime.O = "315131795"), —(atPhysAddress.13.172.16.46.1 = "0000000C3920AC"))

GetNextRequest (sysUpTime,
atPhysAddress.13.172.16.46.1)

GetResponse( (sysllpTime.O = "315131800"),-
(atPhysAddress.16.172.16.49.1 = "0000000C3920AF")

GetNextRequest (sysUpTime,
atPhysAddress.16.172.16.49.1)

GetResponse( (sysUpTime.0 = "315131805"), •
(atPhysAddress.23.192.168.3.1 = "0000000C3920B4") )

GetNextRequest (sysUpTime,
atPhysAddress.23.192.168.3.1) ,

GetResponse( (sysUpTime.0 = "315131810"),
(ipForwarding.O = "1") )

atlflndex atPhysAddress atNetAddress
23 0000000C3920B4 192.168.3.1
13 0000000C3920AC 172.16.46.1
16 0000000C3920AF 172.16.49.1

Agent
Process

Figure 5.16 GetNextRequest Example with Indices

There are several advantages inusing get-next-request. First,we do not need to know the object iden¬
tifier of the next entity. Knowing the current OBJECT IDENTIFIER,we can retrieve the next one. Next,
in the case of an aggregate object, the number of rows is dynamically changing. Thus, we do not know
how many rows exist in the table. The get-next-request resolves this problem.

There is also another advantage of the get-next-request. We can use this to builda MIB tree by repeat¬
ing the request from any node to any node. This is called MIB walk, and is used by a MIB browser in
NMS implementation.

Figure 5.16 shows a faster method to retrieve an aggregate object. It shows an Address Translation
table with a matrix of three columnar objects, atlflndex, atPhysAddress, and atNetAddress. The objects
atlflndex andatNetAddress are the indices that uniquely identify a row. There are three rows in the table.
Ifwe use the get-next-request operation shown inFigure 5.15, it would take us ten message exchanges.
The VarBindList comprises two VarBind name-value pairs, sysUpTime and atPhysAddress, suffixed
with the values of atljlndex and atNetAddress. Instead of issuing ten get-next-requests with a single
VarBind in the message, the manager generates four GetNextRequest PDUs with a list of two VarBind
fields. Although the Address Translation table is relatively stable, in general, a table is dynamic, and
hence the time-stamp is requestedby includingsysUpTime.
Inthis method, the manager has to know the columnar objects of the table. The first query message

retrieves the indices automatically. For the Address Translation table, the atljlndex and atNetAddress
are indices. This is shown in the request and response message OIDs. The first get-next-rcquest mes¬
sage does not contain any operand value. The next three contain the value returned by the response.
The fourth and last get-next-request brings the object, ipForwarding, which is the first element in the
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IP group, which is the next group in Internet MIB. This is because all table entries in the Address Table
have been retrieved. It is up to the manager process to recognize this and terminate the process. If the
table contained more columns, the VarBindList could be expanded and values for all the objects in the
next row obtainedwith each request.

There are more details to this PDUoperation and the reader is referred to the references Perkins and
McGinnis [1997], RFC [1905], and Stallings [1998].

SNMPPDUFormatExamples. We will now look at the PDU for the System group example shown
inFigure 5. 10 using a sniffer tool. Sniffer is a management tool that can capture packets going across a
transmission medium.We have used this tool to "sniff some SNMPmessages to display how messages
actually look.We are presenting a series of messages that query a system for its system group data (Fig¬
ure 5.17). This corresponds to the data shown inFigure 5.10. We then set the missingvalues for a couple
of entities in the group (Figures 5. 18 and 5. 19) and finally reexamine them (Figure 5.20).
Figure 5.17(a) shows a GetRequest message for the system group values going from the manager,

noc3.gatech.btc.gatech.edu (noc3, for short), to the agent, nocl.btc.gatech.edu (nocl, for short). The
first line shows that it was sent at 13:55:47 from port 164 of nocl to snmp port of noc3. The tool that
was used has actually translated the conventional port number 161 to snmp. The community name is
public and the GetRequest message is 1 11 bytes in length. The SNMP version number is not filled in.

( \
13:55:47.445936 noc3.btc.gatech.edu.164 > noclbtc.gatech.edu.snmp:
Community = public
GetRequest(111)
Request ID = 1
system.sysDescr.O
system.sysObjectlD.O
system.sysUpTime.O
system.sysContact.O
system.sysName.O
system.sysLocation.O
system.sysServices.O
\_/

(a)Get-Request Message from Manager-to-Agent (Before)

f N
13:55:47.455936 nocl.btc.gatech.edu.snmp > noc3.btc.gatech.edu.164:
Community = public
GetResponse(172)
Request ID = 1
system.sysDescr.O = "SunOS nod 5.5.1 Generic_103640-08 sun4u"
system.sysObjectlD.O = E:hp.2.3.10.1.2
system.sysUpTime.O = 247349530
system.sysContact.O =
system.sysName.O = "nod "
system.sysLocation.O =
system.sysServices.O = 72

v_/

(b)Get-Response Message from Agent-to-Manager (Before)

Figure 5.17 Sniffer Data of Get Messages (Incomplete Data in Agent)
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13:56:24.894369 noc3.btc.gatech.edu.164 > noc1.btc.gatech.edu.snmp:
Community = netman
SetRequest(41)
Request ID = 2
system.sysContact.O = "Brandon Rhodes"

13:56:24.894369 noc1.btc.gatech.edu.snmp > noc3.btc.gatech.edu.164:
Community = netman
GetResponse(41)
Request ID = 2
system.sysContact.O = "Brandon Rhodes"

Figure 5.18 Sniffer Data of Set-Request and Response for System Contact

13:56:27.874245 noc3.btc.gatech.edu.164 > nod.btc.gatech.edu.snmp:
Community = netman
SetRequest(37)
Request ID = 3
system.sysLocation.O = "BTC NM Lab"

13:56:27.884244 nod.btc.gatech.edu.snmp > noc3.btc.gatech.edu.164:
Community = netman
GetResponse(37)
Request ID = 3
system.sysLocation.O = "BTC NM Lab"
\_y

Figure 5.19 Sniffer Data of Set-Request and Response for System Location

14:03:36.788270 noc3.btc.gatech.edu.164 > nod.btc.gatech.edu.snmp:
Community = public
GetRequest(111)
Request ID = 4
system.sysDescr.O
system.sysObjectlD.O
system.s ysUpTime.O
system.sysContact.O
system.sysName.O
system.sysLocation.O
system.sysServices.O

(a) Get-Request Message from Manager-to-Agent (After)

Figure 5.20 Sniffer Data of Get Messages (Complete Data in Agent)
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f \

14:03:36.798269 noc1.btc.gatech.edu.snmp > noc3.btc.gat ech.edu.164:
Community = public
GetResponse(196)
Request ID = 4
system.sysDescr.O = "SunOS noc1 5.5.1 Generic_103640 -08 sun4u"
system.sysObjectlD.O = E:hp.2.3.10.1.2
system.sysUpTime.O = 247396453
system.sysContact.O = "Brandon Rhodes"
system.sysName.O = "nod"
system.sysLocation.O = "BTC NM Lab"
system.sysServices.O = 72

v_y

(b)Get-Response Message from Agent-to-Manager (After)

Figure 5.20 (continued)

The seven object IDs from system.sysDescr.O to system.sysServices.O all end with zero to indicate that
they are single-valued scalar objects. The agent, nocl, sends a GetResponse message of 172 bytes with
values filled in for all seven objects. The GetResponse message is shown inFigure 5.17(b). Notice that
the values for sysContact and sysLocation in GetResponse are blank as they have not been entered in
the agent. Inaddition, the request number identified in the GetResponse PDU is the same as the one in
the GetRequest PDU.
Figure 5.18 shows the use of the SetRequest message to write the sysContact name in nocl whose

value is "Brandon Rhodes." Notice that the community name is changed to netman. The community of
netman has the access privilege to write in nocl, and the object, system.sysContact, has the read-write
access for the netman community. The agent, nocl, makes the change and sends a GetResponse mes¬
sage back to noc3. Figure 5.19 shows a similar set of messages for setting the entity sysLocation with
the value "BTCNMLab."
Figures 5.20(a) and (b) are a repetitionof Figure 5.14 of the GetRequest andGetResponse messages.

We now see the completed version of the system group data.

SNMP MIB Group
Figure 5.21 shows the MIB tree for the SNMP group, andTable 5.4 gives the description of the entities.
Note that OID 7 and OID 23 are not used. The number of transactions in the description column in the
table indicates ins and outs of the SNMP protocol entity. All entities except snmpEnableAuthenTraps
have the syntax, Counter. The implementation of the SNMP group is mandatory—obviously!

5.1.5

5.2 FUNCTIONAL MODEL
There are no formal specifications of functions in SNMPvl management. Application functions are
limited, in general, to network management in SNMP and not to the services provided by the network.
There are five areas of functions (configuration, fault, performance, security, and accounting)

addressed by the OSI mode. Some configuration functions, as well as security and privacy-related
issues, were addressed as part of the SNMP protocol entity specifications in the previous section. For
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snmplnPkts(1)
snmpOutPkts (2)
snmplnBadVersions (3)
snmplnCommunityNames (4)
snmplnBadCommunityUses (5)

snmplnASNParseErrors (6)
-- not used (7)
snmplnTooBigs (8)
snmplnNoSuchNames (9)
snmplnBadValues (10)
snmplnReadOnlys (11)
snmplnGenErrs (12)

snmp
(mib-2 11)

snmpEnableAuthenTraps (30)
snmpOutTraps (29)

snmpOutGetResponses (28)
snmpOutSetRequests (27)
snmpOutGetNexts (26)

snmpOutGetRequests (25)
snmpOutGenErrs (24)

not used (23)
snmpOutBadValues (22)

snmpOutNoSuchNames (21)
snmpOutTooBigs (20)

snmplnTraps (19)
snmplnTotalReqVars (13)
snmplnTotalSetVars (14)
snmplnGetRequests (15)

snmplnGetResponses (18)
snmplnSetRequests (17)
snmplnGetNexts (16)

Figure 5.21 SNMP Group

example, the override function of traps is one of the objects in the SNMP group, which has the access
privilege of read and write and hence can be set remotely. Security functions are built in as part of the
implementation of the protocol entity. Community specifications and authentication scheme partially
address these requirements.

The write access to managed objects is limited to implementation in most cases. Thus, configuration
management in general is addressed by the specific network management system or by the use of con¬
sole or telnet to set configurable parameters. We saw the use of the configuration management function
in the examples shown in Figures 5.18 and 5.19.
Fault management is addressed by error counters built into the agents. They can be read by the

SNMP manager and processed. Traps are useful to monitor network elements and interfaces going up
and down.
Performance counters are part of the SNMPagent MIB. It is the function of the SNMPmanager to do

performance analysis. For example, counter readings can be taken at two instances of time and the data
rate calculated. The intermediatemanager/agent, such as RMON,can perform such statistical functions,
as we will see in the next chapter.

The administrative model in protocol entity specifications addresses security function in basic
SNMP.
The accounting function is not addressed by the SNMPmodel.
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Table 5.4 SNMP Group
ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
snmplnPkts snmp 1) Total number of messages delivered from transport service
snmpOutPkts snmp 2) Total number of messages delivered to transport service
snmplnBadVersions snmp 3) Total number of messages from transport service that are of

unsupported version
snmplnBadCommunityNames snmp 4) Total number of messages from transport service that are of

unknown community name
snmplnBadCommunityUses snmp 5) Total number of messages from transport service, not

allowed operation by the sending community
snmplnASNParseErrs snmp 6) Total number of ASN.1 and BER errors

snmp 7) Not used
snmplnTooBigs snmp 8) Total number of messages from transport service that have

'tooBig' errors
snmplnNoSuchNames snmp 9) Total number of messages from transport service that have

noSuchName' errors
snmplnBadValues snmp 10) Total number of messages from transport service that have

'badValue' errors
snmplnReadOnlys snmp 11) Total number of messages from transport service that have

readonly' errors
snmplnGenErrs snmp 12) Total number of messages from transport service that have

'genErr' errors
snmplnTotalReqVars snmp 13) Total number of successful Get-Request and Get-Next

messages received
snmplnTotalSetVars snmp 14) Total number of objects successfully altered by Set-Request

messages received
snmplnGetRequests snmp 15) Total number of Get-Request PDUs accepted and processed
snmplnGetNexts snmp 16) Total number of Get-Next PDUs accepted and processed
snmplnSetRequests snmp 17) Total number of Set-Request PDUs accepted and processed
snmplnGetResponses snmp 18) Total number of Get-Response PDUs accepted and

processed
snmplnTraps snmp 19) Total number of Trap PDUs accepted and processed
snmpOutTooBigs snmp 20) Total number of SNMP PDUs generated for which error-

status is 'tooBig'
snmpOutNoSuchNames snmp 21) Total number of SNMP PDUs generated for which error-

status is 'noSuchName'
snmpOutBadValues snmp 22) Total number of SNMP PDUs generated for which error-

status is 'badValue'
snmp 23) Not used

snmpOutGenErrs snmp 24) Total number of SNMP PDUs generated for which error-
status is 'genErr'

snmpOutGetRequests snmp 25) Total number of SNMP Get-Request PDUs generated
snmpOutGetNexts snmp 26) Total number of SNMP Get-Next PDUs generated
snmpOutSetRequests snmp 27) Total number of SNMP Set-Request PDUs generated
snmpOutGetResponses snmp 28) Total number of SNMP Get-Response PDUs generated
snmpOutTraps snmp 29) Total number of SNMP Trap PDUs generated
snmpEnableAuthenTraps snmp 30) Override option to generate authentication failure traps
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E Summary
All management operations are done using five messages in SNMPvl. They are get-request, get-next-
request, set-request, get-response, and trap. The first three are sent from the manager to the agent and
the last two are sent by the agent to the manager.
The SNMP communication model deals with the administrative structure and the five SNMP message

PDUs. The administrative model defines the community within which messages can be exchanged. It
also defines the access policy as to who has access privilege to what data. The five protocol entities are
defined in ASN.1 format and macros. We learned SNMP operations by tracing messages exchanged
between manager and agent processes. We then looked inside PDU formats for various messages to
learn the data formats.
There is noformal specification forthe functional model inSNMPmanagement. However,management

functions are accomplished by built-in schemes and managed objects. The administrative model in
SNMP and the operations using managed objects are employed to accomplish various functions.

E Exercises
1. Three managed hubs with interface id 11-13 (fourth decimal position value) in subnetwork

200.100.100.1 are being monitored by a network management system (NMS) for mean time
between failures using the SysUpTime in system {internet, mgmt.mib-2.system) group. The NMS
periodically issues the command get-request object-instance community OBJECT IDENTIFIER
Fill the operands in the three set of requests that the NMS sends out. Use "public" for the
community variable.

2. You are assigned the task of writing specifications for configuring SNMP managers and agents
for a corporate network to implement the access policy. The policy defines a community profile
for all managed network components where a public group (community name public) can only
look at the System group, a privileged group (community name privileged) that can look at all
the MIB objects, and an exclusive group (community name exclusive) that can do a read-write
on all allowed components. Present a figure (similar, but not identical, to the flow chart shown
in Figure 5.2) showing the paths from the SNMP managers to managed objects of a network
component.

3. Fill in the data in the trap PDU format shown in Figure 5.9 for a message sent by the hub shown
in Figure 4.2(a) one second after it is reset following a failure. Treat the trap as generic and leave
the specific trap field blank. The only varBind that the trap sends is sysUpTime. (Refer to RFC
1157 and RFC 1215.)

4. An SNMP manager sends a request message to an SNMP agent requesting sysUpTime at
8:00A.M. Fill in the data for the fields of an SNMP PDU shown in Figure 5.5. Please use "SNMP"
for the application header, enumerated INTEGER 0 for version-1, and "public" for community
name.

5. In Exercise 4, if the SNMP manager sent the request at 8:00 A.M. and the SNMP agent was
reset at midnight after a failure, fill in the fields for the SNMP PDU on the response received.

6. An SNMP manager sends a request for the values of the sysUpTime in the System group and if
Type in the Interfaces group for ifNumbervalue of 3. Write the PDUs with the fields filled in for

(a) the get-request PDU, and
(b) the get-response PDU with noSuchName error message for ifType
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7. The following data response information is received by the manager for a get-request with a
varBindList. Compose
(a) the get-request PDU, and
(b) the get-response PDU

OBJECT VALUE
Error Status Too big
Error Index udplnErrors
udplnDatagrams 500,000
udpNoPorts 1,000
udplnErrors 5000
udpOutDatagrams 300,000

8. Draw the message sequence diagram similar to the one shown in Figure 5.10 for the hub
example given in Figure 4.2(a). Assume that a separate get-request message is sent for each
data value.

9. Repeat Exercise 7 with a VarBindList. Use the format of Figure 5.16.
10. For the UDPGroup MIB shown in Figure 4.39, assume that there are three rows for the columnar

objects in the udpTable. Write the OBJECT IDENTIFIER for all the objects in lexicographic
order.

11. Draw the message sequence diagram for the following ipNetToMediaTable retrieving all the
values of objects in each row with single get-next-request commands, similar to the one shown
in Figure 5.16. The indices are ipNetToMedialflndex and ipNetToMediaNetAddress. Ignore
obtaining sysUpTime.

ipNetToMedia IpNetToMediaPhys ipNetToMediaNet ipNetTo
Iflndex Address Address MediaType

25 00000C3920B4 192.68.252.15 4
16 00000C3920AF 172.16.49.1 4
9 00000C3920A6 172.16.55.1 4
2 00000C39209D 172.16.56.1 4

12. Compose data frames for SNMP PDUs for the example shown in Figure 5.16 for the following
two cases:
(a) The first GetNextRequest (sysUpTime, atPhysAddress) and the GetResponse.
(b) The second GetNextRequest and GetResponse with values obtained in (a).

13. A data analyzer tool is used to look at a frame of data traversing a LAN. It is from the station noc3
in response to a request from noc1. Use the following system status to answer this question.

Version = 0
Community = netman
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OBJECT VALUE UNITS
Request ID 100
Error Status Too big udplnErrors too high
Error Index udplnErrors
sysllpTime 1,000,000 hundredths of a second
udplnDatagrams 500,000 datagrams
udpNoPorts 1,000 datagrams
udplnErrors 5000 datagrams
udpOutDatagrams 300,000 datagrams

Compose the expected data frames for SNMP PDU types. Your frames should look like the ones
shown in Figure 5.17.
(a) Get Request from the manager to the managed object.
(b) Get Response from the managed object to the manager.
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SNMPManagement: SNMPv2

OBJECTIVES

• Community-basedsecurity • SNMPMIBmodifications
• SNMPv2 enhancements • Incompatibilitywith SNMPvl

ÿ Additionalmessages • Proxyserver
ÿ FormalizationofSMI • Bilingualmanager

• Get-bulk request andinformation-request

SNMPvl, which was originally called SNMP, was developed as an interim management protocol with
OSI as the ultimate network management protocol.A placeholder, CMOT (CMIPover TCP/IP), was cre¬
ated in the Internet Management Information Base (MIB) for migrating from SNMP to CMIP. But the
"best-laid plans..." never came about. SNMP caught on in the industry. Major vendors had incorporated
SNMPmodules in their network systems and components. SNMP now needed further enhancements.
Version 2 of SimpleNetwork Management Protocol, SNMPv2, was developed when it became obvi¬

ous that OSI network management standards were not going to be implemented in the near future. The
working group that was commissioned by the IETF to define SNMPv2 released it in 1996. It is also a
community-based administrative framework similar to SNMPvl defined in STD 15 [RFC 1157], STD
16 [RFC 1155, 1212], and STD 17 [RFC 1213].Although the original version was known as SNMP, it
is now referred to as SNMPvl to distinguish it from SNMPv2.

6.1 MAJOR CHANGES IN SNMPv2
Several significant changes were introduced in SNMPv2. One of the most significant changes was to
improve the security function that SNMPvl lacked. Unfortunately, after significant effort, due to lack of
consensus, this was dropped from the final specifications, and SNMPv2 was releasedwith the rest of the
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changes. The security function continued to be implemented on an administrative framework based on
the community name and the same administrative framework as in SNMPvl was adopted for SNMPv2.
SNMPv2Working Group has presented a summary of the community-basedAdministrative Framework
for the SNMPv2 framework, and referred to it as SNMPv2C in RFC 1901. RFC 1902 through RFC
1907 present the details on the framework. There are significant differences between the two versions
of SNMP, and unfortunately version 2 is not backward compatible with version 1. RFC 1908 presents
implementation schemes for the coexistence of the two versions.
The basic components of network management in SNMPv2 are the same as version 1.They are the

agent and the manager, both performing the same functions. The manager-to-manager communication,
shown in Figure 4.8, is formalized in version 2 by adding an additional message. Thus, the organiza¬
tional model in version 2 remains essentially the same. In spite of the lack of security enhancements,
major improvements to the architecture have been made in SNMPv2.We will list some of the highlights
that would motivate the reader's interest in SNMPv2.
Bulk Data Transfer Message: Two significant messages were added. The first is the ability to req¬
uest and receive bulk data using the get-bulk message. This speeds up the get-next-request process and
is especially useful to retrieve data from tables.

Manager-to-ManagerMessage:The second additional message deals with interoperability between
two network management systems. This extends the communication ofmanagement messages between
management systems and thus makes network management systems interoperable.

Structure of Management Information (SMI): InSNMPvl, SMI is defined as STD 16,which is
described in RFCs 1155 and 1212, along with RFC 1215, which describes traps. They have been con¬
solidated and rewritten in RFCs 1902-1904 for SMI in SNMPv2. RFC 1902 deals with SMIv2, RFC
1903 with textual conventions, and RFC 1904with conformances.

SMIv2 is divided into three parts: module definitions, object definitions, and trap definitions. An
ASN. 1 macro, MODULE-IDENTITY, is used to define an information module. It concisely conveys
the semantics of the information module. The OBJECT-TYPE macro defines the syntax and semantics
of a managed object. The trap is also termed notification and is defined by a NOTIFICATION-TYPE
macro.

Textual Conventions are designed to help define new data types. They are also intendedto make the
semantics consistent and clear to the human reader. Although new data types could have been created
using new ASN.l class and tag, the decision was made to use the existing defined class types and apply
restrictions to them.

Conformance Statements help the customer objectively compare features of various products. It
also keeps vendors honest in claiming their product as being compatible with a given SNMP version.
Compliance defines a minimum set of capabilities. Additional capabilities may be offered as options in
the product by vendors.

Table Enhancements: Using a newly defined columnar object with a Syntax clause, RowStatus,
conceptual rows could be added to or deleted from an aggregate object table. Further, a table can be
expanded by augmenting another table to it, which is helpful in adding additional columnar objects to
an existing aggregate object.
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SNMPv2

security snmpv2

Figure 6.1 SNMPv2 Internet Group

MIBEnhancements: InSNMPv2, the Internet node in the MIB has two new subgroups: security and
snmpV2, as shown in Figure 6.1.There are significant changes to System and SNMP groups of version
I. There are changes to the System group made under mib-2 node in the MIB. The SNMP entities in
version 2 are a hybrid,with some entities from the SNMPgroup, and the rest from the groups under the
newly created snmpV2 node.

Transport Mappings:There are several changes to the communication model in SNMPv2.Although
use of UDP is the preferred transport protocol mechanism for SNMPmanagement, other transport pro¬
tocols could be usedwith SNMPv2. The mappings needed to define other protocols on to UDP are the
subject of RFC 1906.

SNMPv2 SYSTEMARCHITECTURE
SNMPv2 system architecture looks essentially the same as that of version 1, as shown in Figure
4.9. However, there are two significant enhancements in SNMPv2 architecture, which are shown in
Figure 6.2. First, there are seven messages instead of five as in Figure 4.9. Second, two manager appli¬
cations can communicate with each other at the peer level.Another message, report message, is missing
from Figure 6.2. This is because even though it has been defined as a message, SNMPv2Working Group
did not specify its details. It is left for the implementers to generate the specifications. It is not currently
being used and is hence omitted from the figure.

The messages get-request, get-next request, and set-request are the same as in version 1 and are gener¬
ated by the manager application. The message, response, is also the same as get-response in version 1,
and is now generated by both agent and manager applications. It is generated by the agent application
in response to a get or set message from the manager application. It is also generated by the manager
application in response to an inform-request message from another manager application.
An inform-request message is generated by a manager application and is transmitted to another

manager application. As mentioned above, the receivingmanager application responds with a response
message. This set of communication messages is a powerful enhancement in SNMPv2, since it makes
two network management systems interoperable.

The messagqget-bulk-request is generated bymanager application. It is used to transfer large amounts
of data from the agent to the manager, especially if it includes retrieval of table data. The retrieval is fast
and efficient. The receiving entity generates and fills data for each entry in the request and transmits all
the data as a response message back to the originator of the request.

6.2
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Figure 6.2 SNMPv2 Network Management Architecture

An SNMPv2-trap event,known as trap inversion 1,is generated and transmitted by an agent process
when an exceptional situation occurs. The destination to which it is sent is implementation-dependent.
The PDU structure has beenmodified to be consistent with other PDUs.
Another enhancement in SNMPv2 over version 1 is the mapping of the SNMP layer over multiple

transport domains.An example of this is shown in Figure 6.3, inwhich an SNMPv2 agent riding over a
connectionless OSI transport layer protocol, Connectionless-Mode Network Service (CLNS), commu¬
nicates with an SNMPv2 manager over the UDP transport layer. RFC 1906,which describes transport
mappings, addresses a few well-known transport layer mappings:; others can be added using a similar
structure.
Details on the MIB relating to SNMPv2 are covered in Section 6.4 and communication protocol asp¬

ects of messages in Section 6.5. Although not a standard, RFC 1283 specifies SNMP over Connection-
Oriented Transport Service (COTS), a connection-oriented OSI transport protocol. However, SNMP is
not specified over connection-oriented Internet protocol, TCP.

6.3 SNMPv2 STRUCTURE OF MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION

There are several changes to SMI in version 2, as well as enhancements to SMIv2 over that of SMIvl.
As stated earlier, SMIv2 [RFC 1902] is divided into three parts: module definitions, object definitions,
and notification definitions.
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CLNS: Connectionless-Mode Network Service
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Figure 6.3 SNMPv2 Network ManagementArchitecture on Multiple Transport Domains

We introduced the concept of a module in Section 3.6.1, which is a group of assignments that are
related to each other. Module definitions describe the semantics of an information module and are for¬
mally defined by anASN. 1 macro,MODULE-IDENTITY.
Object definitions are used to describe managed objects. The OBJECT-TYPE macro that we dis¬

cussed in Section 4.7.3 is used to define a managed object. OBJECT-TYPE conveys both syntax and
semantics of the managed object.
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Notification in SMIv2 is equivalent to trap in SMIvl. In SMIvl, trap is formally specified by an
ASN.l macro,TRAP-TYPE. InSMIv2, notification is specified by anASN.l macro,NOTIFICATION-
TYPE, and conveys both its syntax and semantics.
Inaddition to the above three parts, there is an additional part defined inSMIv2,which formalizes the

assignment ofOBJECT IDENTIFIER.Even though we have two assignments inSMIvl, namely, object
name and trap, they are not formally structured. In SMIv2, an ASN.l macro, OBJECT-IDENTITY is
introduced for the assignment of object name and notification to OBJECT IDENTIFIER, as shown in
Figure 6.4.

6.3.1 SMI Definitions for SNMPv2
Figure 6.4 shows a skeleton of the SMIv2 and the reader is referred to RFC 1902 for a complete set
of definitions. We have taken the liberty of presenting the definitions with some additional comments
(marked by *) and structural indentations to bring out clearly the BEGINand ENDof macros.
Definitions begin with the high-level nodes under the Internet MIB. Two additional nodes, security

and SNMPv2, are introduced. The security node is just a placeholder and is reserved for the future. The
snmpV2 node has three subnodes: snmpDomains, snmpProxys, and sumpModules. The MIB tree show¬
ing all these nodes defined in SMIv2 is presented in Figure 6.5.

6.3.2 Information Modules
RFC 1902 defines information module as an ASN.l module defining information relating to network
management. SMI describes how to use a subset ofASN.l to define an information module.

There are three kinds of information modules that are defined in SNMPv2. They are MIBmodules,
compliance statements for MIB modules, and capability statements for agent implementations. This
classification scheme does not impose rigid taxonomy in the definition of managed objects. Figure 6.6
shows an example where conformance information and compliance statements are part of the SNMP
group of SNMPv2 MIB.As we shall see later, the SNMP group in SNMPv2 contains some of the obj¬
ects of version 1 and some new objects and object groups (to be defined later). It also has information
on conformance requirements. In the example shown, the mandatory groups in implementing SNMPv2
are snmpGroup, snmpSetGroup, systemGroup, and snmpBasicNotificationsGroup. Thus, if a network
component vendor claims that its management agent is SNMPv2 compliant, these groups as they are
defined in SNMPv2 should be implemented.
MIB specifications contain only compliant statements in them. The agent-capability statements

are part of implementation in the agent by the vendor. It might be included as part of an "enterprise-
specific" module.
The information on SMIv2 has been split into three parts in the documentation. MIB modules for

SMIv2 are covered in RFC 1902. The textual conventions to be used to describe MIB modules have
been formalized inRFC 1903. The conformance information,which encompasses both compliance and
agent capabilities, is covered in RFC 1904.

6.3.3 SNMP Keywords
Keywords used in the specifications of SMIv2 are a subset of ASN. 1. But it is a different subset from
that of SMIvl. Table 6.1 shows the comparison of keywords used in the two versions. We will address
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SNMPv2-SMI DEFINITIONS
BEGIN

- the path to the root
org OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {iso 3}

private
enterprises
security
snmpV2

OBJECT IDENTIFIER
OBJECT IDENTIFIER
OBJECT IDENTIFIER
OBJECT IDENTIFIER

= {internet 4}
= {private 1}
= {internet 5}
= {internet 6}

- transport domains
snmpDomains OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {snmpV2 1}

— transport proxies
snmpProxys OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {snmpV2 2}
-module identities
snmpModules OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {snmpV2 3}

— definitions for information modules
MODULE-IDENTITY MACRO
BEGIN

<clauses> ::= <values>
END

— definitions for OBJECT IDENTIFIER assignments*
OBJECT-IDENTITY MACRO ::=
BEGIN

<clauses> ::= <values>
END

-names of objects
objectName ::= OBJECT IDENTIFIER
notificationName ::= OBJECT IDENTIFIER

- syntax of objects
<objectSyntax Productions>
<dataType Productions>

- definition of objects
OBJECT-TYPE MACRO ::=
BEGIN

<clauses> ::= <values>
END
-definition for notification
NOTIFICATION-TYPE MACRO ::=
BEGIN

<clauses> ::= <values>
END
- definition of administration identifiers

zeroDotZero ::= { 0 0 } - a value for null identifiers
END

Figure 6.4 Definitions of SMI for SNMPv2 (Skeleton)
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internet
{13 6 1}

directory
(1)

mgmt
(2

experimental
(3)

private
(4)

security
(5)

snmpV2
(6)

snmpModulessnmpProxyssnmpDomains

Figure 6.5 SNMPv2 Internet Nodes Defined in SMIv2

the new keywords for specific applications as we discuss them. It is worth noting here that some of the
general keywords have been replaced with limited keywords. Thus, Counter is replaced by Counter32,
Gauge by Gauge32, and INTEGER by Integer32. The NetworkAddress is deleted from use and only
IpAddress is used.
It is also to be noted that reference in IMPORTS clause or in clauses of SNMPv2 macros to an infor¬

mational module is not through "descriptor" as it was in version 1. It is referenced through specifying
its module name, an enhancement in SNMPv2.
It should be observed that the expansion of the ASN. 1 module macro occurs during the implementa¬

tion phase of a product, and not at run-time.

6.3.4 Module Definitions
The MODULE-IDENTITY macro is added to SMIv2 specifying an informational module. It provides
administrative information regardingthe informationalmodule as well as revision history. SMIv2MOD¬
ULE-IDENTITYmacro is presented in Figure 6.7.
Figure 6.8 shows an example of a MODULE-IDENTITY macro (a real-world example of a non¬

existent module) for a network component vendor, InfoTech Services, Inc. (isi),which is updating their
private-enterprises-isi MTB module [private.enterprises.isi}.
The last updated clause ismandatory and contains the date and time inUTC time format [RFC 1902],

"Z" refers to Greenwich Mean Time. The Text clause uses the NVTASCII character set [RFC 854],
which is a printable set. All clauses, except the Revision clause, must be present in the macro.

6.3.5 Object Definitions
The OBJECT-IDENTITY macro has been added in SMIv2 and is used to define information about
an OBJECT-IDENTIFIER. It is presented in Figure 6.9. The STATUS clause has one of three values:
current, deprecated, or obsolete. The value mandatory in SMIvl is replaced with the value current in
SMIv2. The value optional is not used in SMIv2. The new value, deprecated, has been added to define
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SNMPv2-MIB DEFINITIONS ::=
BEGIN

snmpMIB MODULE IDENTITY ::= {snmpModules 1}

snmpMIBObjects

— the SNMP group
snmp
snmplnPkts
snmpOutPkts

snmpSet
snmpSetSeriaINo

OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {snmpMIB 1}

OBJECT IDENTIFIER
OBJECT-TYPE
OBJECT-TYPE

:= {mib-2 11}
:= {snmp 1}
:= { snmp 2}

OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {snmpmibObjects 6}
OBJECT-TYPE ::= { snmpSet 1}

— conformance information
snmpMIBConformance
OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {snmpMIB 2}
snmpMIBCompliances

OBJECT IDENTIFIER
snmpMIBGroups OBJECT IDENTIFIER

- compliance statements

:= {snmpMIBConformance 1}
:= {snmpMIBConformance 2}

snmpBasicCompliance MODULE-COMPLIANCE
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"The compliance statement for SNMPv2 entities which
implement the SNMPv2 MIB."

MODULE -- this module
MANDATORY-GROUPS {snmpGroup, snmpSetGroup,

systemGroup,
snmpBasicNotificationsGroup}

GROUP snmpCommunityGroup
DESCRIPTION

"This group is mandatory for SNMPv2 entities which support
community-based authentication."

::= {snmpMIBCompliances 2}

— units of conformance
snmpGroup OBJECT-GROUP ::= {snmpMIBGroups 8}
snmpCommunityGroup OBJECT-GROUP ::= {snmpMIBGroups 9}
snmpObsoleteGroup OBJECT-GROUP ::= {snmpMIBGroups 10}

END

Figure 6.6 Example of the SNMP Group including Conformance and Compliance in
SNMPv2 MIB
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Table 6.1 SNMP Keywords

KEYWORD SNMPV1 SNMPV2
ACCESS Y Y
AGENT-CAPABILITIES N Y
AUGMENTS N Y
BEGIN Y Y
BITS N Y
CONTACT-INFO N Y
CREATION-REQUIRES N Y
Counter Y N
Counter32 N Y
Counter64 N Y
DEFINITIONS Y Y
DEFVAL Y Y
DESCRIPTION Y Y
DISPLAY-HINT N Y
END Y Y
ENTERPRISE Y N
FROM Y Y
GROUP N Y
Gauge Y N
Gauge32 N Y
IDENTIFIER Y Y
IMPLIED N Y
IMPORTS Y Y
INCLUDES N Y
INDEX Y Y
INTEGER Y Y
Integer32 N Y
IpAddress Y Y
LAST-UPDATED N Y
MANDATORY-GROUPS N Y
MAX-ACCESS N Y
MIN-ACCESS N Y
MODULE N Y
MODULE-COMPLIANCE N Y
MODULE-IDENTITY N Y
NOTIFICATION-GROUP N Y
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Table 6.1 (continued)

KEYWORD SNMPV1 SNMPV2
NOTIFICATION-TYPE N Y
NetworkAddress Y N
OBJECT Y Y
OBJECT-GROUP N Y
OBJECT-IDENTITY N Y
OBJECT-TYPE Y Y
OBJECTS N Y
OCTET Y Y
OF Y Y
ORGANIZATION N Y
Opaque Y Y
PRODUCT-RELEASE N Y
REFERENCE Y Y
REVISION N Y
SEQUENCE Y Y
SIZE Y Y
STATUS Y Y
STRING Y Y
SUPPORTS N Y
SYNTAX Y Y
TEXTUAL- N Y
CONVENTION
TRAP-TYPE Y N
TimeTicks Y Y
UNITS N Y
Unsigned32 N Y
VARIABLES Y N
VARIATION N Y
WRITE-SYNTAX N Y

objects that are required to be implemented in the current version, but may not exist in future versions
of SNMP. This allows for backward compatibility during the transition between versions.
Although the REFERENCEclause was usedonly inanOBJECT-TYPE construct in SMTvl ,it is used

inmany constructs in version 2.
Let us extend our hypothetical example of InfoTech Services and suppose that ISImakes a class of

router products. It is given an OBJECT IDENTIFIER as isiRouter OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {private.
enterprises.isi l}. The class of router products can be specified at a high level using the OBJECT-IDEN-
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MODULE-IDENTITY MACRO ::=
BEGIN

TYPE NOTATION ::=
"LAST-UPDATED" value (Update UTCTime)
"ORGANIZATION" Text
"CONTACT-INFO" Text
"DESCRIPTION" Text
RevisionPart

VALUE NOTATION ::=
value (VALUE OBJECT IDENTIFIER)

RevisionPart ::= Revisions | empty
Revisions ::= Revision | Revisions Revision
Revision ::=

"REVISION" value (UTCTime)
"DESCRIPTION" Text

— uses the NVT ASCII character set
Text ::= ........string .

END

Figure 6.7 MODULE-IDENTITY Macro

isiMIBModule MODULE-IDENTITY
LAST-UPDATED "9802101100Z"
ORGANIZATION
CONTACT-INFO

DESCRIPTION
Revision
DESCRIPTION

"InfoTech Services, Inc."
"Mani Subramanian
Tele: 770-111-1111
Fax: 770-111-2222
email: manis@bellsouth.net"
"Version 1.1 of the InfoTech Services MIB module"
"9709021500Z"
"Revision 1.0 on September 2, 1997was a draft
version"

Figure 6.8 Example of MODULE-IDENTITY Macro

T1TY macro as shown in Figure 6.10(a). The status of the isiRouter is current and is described as an
8-slot TP router. A reference is given for obtaining the details.
A specific implementation of the router in isiRouter class of products is routerIsi!23. This is a man¬

aged object specified by the OBJECT-TYPE macro shown in Figure 6.10(b). We are already familiar
with the OBJECT-TYPE macro by now.
Let us make sure that we clearly understand the terminology usedwith the term OBJECT. OBJECT

IDENTIFIER defines the administrative identification of a node in the MIB. The OBJECT IDENTITY
macro is used to assign an object identifier value to the object node in the MIB. The OBJECT-TYPE is
a macro that defines the type of a managed object. It is also used to describe a new type of object. As we
have learned in the previous chapters, an object instance is a specific instance of the object (type). Thus,
a specific instance of the routerlsil23 could be identified by its IP address 10.1.2.3.
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OBJECT-IDENTITY MACRO ::=
BEGIN

TYPE NOTATION ::=
"STATUS" Status
"DESCRIPTION" Text
ReferPart

VALUE NOTATION ::=
value (VALUE OBJECT IDENTIFIER)

Status ::= "current" | "deprecated" | "obsolete"
ReferPart ::= "REFERENCE" Text | empty
Text ::= ........string """"

END

Figure 6.9 OBJECT-IDENTITY Macro

isiRouter OBJECT-IDENTITY
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION "An 8-slot IP router in the IP router family."
REFERENCE "ISI Memorandum No. ISI-R123 dated January 20,

1997"
::= {private,enterprises,isi 1}

(a) Example of an OBJECT-IDENTITY Macro

routerlsi123 OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
MAX-ACCESS
STATUS
DESCRIPTION

DisplayString
read-only
current
"An 8-slot IP router that can switch up to
100 million packets per second."

:= {isiRouter 1}

(b) Example of an OBJECT-TYPE Macro

Figure 6.10 Example of OBJECT-IDENTITY and OBJECT-TYPE Macros

ComparingFigure6.10(a)with Figure6.10(b)weobservethedifferencebetweenOBJECT-IDENTITY
and OBJECT-TYPE. The status clause appears in both. The description clause that also appears in both
describes different aspects of the object. The OBJECT-IDENTITY describes the high-level description;
whereas the OBJECT-TYPE description focuses on the details needed for implementation.
Let us now visualize the router inFigure 6.10 with several slots for interface cards. We want to define

the parameters associatedwith each interface. The parameters that are managed objects (or entities) are
defined by an aggregate object, IfTable. For example, the iJNumber for our router example could be 32
if the router has eight slots and each card has four ports.
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Table 1 Table 2

T1.E1.C1.1

tablel
(T1)

tablel 1
(E
Entry
1)

table 2
(T2)

table2f
(E
Entry
2)

T1.E1.C2.1 T1.E1.C3.1

T1.E1.C1.2 T1.E1.C2.2 T1.E1.C3.2

T1.E1.C1.3 T1.E1.C2.3 T1.E1.C3.3

T1.E1.C1.4 T1.E1.C2.4 T.E1.C3.4

T2.E2.C4.1 T2.E2.C5.1

T2.E2.C4.2 T2.E2.C5.2

T2.E2.C4.3 T2.E2.C5.3

T2.E2.C4.4 T2.E2.C5.4

Index: Conceptual rows:
First columnar object in Table 1 1. T1.E1.C1.1

2. T1.E1.C1.2
3. T1.E1.C1.3
4. T1.E1.C1.4

Figure 6.11 Augmentation of Tables

SMIv2 extends the concept table for an aggregate object from a single table to multiple tables. This
allows for expansion of managed objects when the number of columnar objects needs to be increased,
or when the objects are best organized by grouping them hierarchically. Let us first consider the case of
adding columnar objects to an existing table with the following restrictions: (a) the number of concep¬
tual rows is not affected by the addition; (b) there is one-to-one correspondence between the rows of the
two tables; and (c) the INDEX of the second table is the same as that of the first table. This is shown in
Figure 6. 1 1.

Table 1 is called the aggregate object table1andhas three columns and four rows;andTable 2 is called
the aggregate object table2 and has two columns and four rows. There is a one-to-one correspondence in
rows between the two tables. The row object for table1 is table1Entry, and the row object for table 2 is
table2Entry. The INDEX is defined inTable 1 for both tables and it is the columnar object T1.El.CI.We
are using the notationsTl,El,CI,etc., for easier visual conceptualization of the instance of an object in
a table using the prefixes of table ID (e.g., Tl) and entry (e.g., El).The columnar object notation starts
with C (e.g., CI). The value or values suffixed with the columnar object identifier uniquely identifies
the row. Thus, the list of objects identified by the index T1.E1.C1.2 is the ones in the second rows of
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tablel Entry OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX TableTIEntry
MAX-ACCESS
STATUS
DESCRIPTION
INDEX

::={ tablel 1}

not-accessible
current
"An entry (conceptual row) in table T1"
{T1.E1.C1}

table2Entry OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX TableT2Entry
MAX-ACCESS
STATUS
DESCRIPTION
AUGMENTS

::= {table2 1}

not-accessible
current
"An entry (conceptual row) in table T2"
{tablelEntry}

Figure 6.12 ASN.1 Constructs for Augmentation of Tables

Tables 1 and 2. The value of the columnar object T2.E2.C4 in Table T2 corresponding to index T1.El.
CI.2 is T2.E2.C4.2. Table 1 is called the base table, and Table 2 is the augmented table. The indexing
scheme comprises two clauses, the INDEX clause and the AUGMENTS clause. The constructs for the
rows of the two tables in Figure 6.11 are shown in Figure 6.12. The object tablelEntry has the INDEX
clause and table2Entry has the AUGMENTS clause that refers to tablelEntry. The combination of the
two tables still provides four conceptual rows,T1.El.CI.1 through T1.E1.C1.4 (identifiedby the index),
the same number of rows as in the base table.
Figure 6.13 shows an example of augmentation of tables. We have augmented ipAddrTable in the

standard MIB with a proprietary table, IpAugAddrTable that could add additional information to the
rows of the table. IpAddrTable is the base table and ipAugAddrTable is the augmented table. Ina practi¬
cal case, the ipAugAddrTable could add two more columnar objects defining the board and port number
associated with the ipAdEntlflndex.
A table with a larger number of rows (dense table) can be augmented to the base table with com¬

bined indices of both, as shown in Figure 6.14. The INDEX clause for combining unequal-sized tables
is the combined indices; i.e., combined columnar objects as the INDEX clause for the added aggregate
object. In Figure 6.14, Table 1 consists of two rows and three columnar objects, T1.E1.C1, T1.E1.C2,
and T1.El.C3,with the first columnar object T1.El.CI being the index. Table 2 has four rows and two
columnar objects, T2.E2.C4 and T2.E2.C5, with its first columnar object, T2.E2.C4, being the index.
The combined index for specifying the aggregate object ofTable 2 appended to Table 1 is the set of both
first columnar objects, T1.El.CI andT2.E2.C4. Table 1 is called the base table andTable 2 is called the
dependent table. As we see in Figure 6. 14, the combinedbase tabic and the dependent table could have
a maximum of 8 conceptual rows (multiplication of the rows of the two tables).
Figure 6.15 shows the constructs for augmenting a dense table to a base table. The two table objects,

tablel and table2, are nodes under the node table. The tablelEntry defines a row in tablel with the
columnar object T1.El.CI as the index. The table2Entry is a row in table2. Its index is defined by the
indices of both tables, namely T1.E1.C1 and T2.E2.C3.

We can visualize the application of augmentation of a dense table with an example of a router with
multiple slots, each slot containing a particular type of board, for example, LEC and Ethernet shown in
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ipAddrTable OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX SEQUENCE OF IpAddrEntry

not-accessible
current
"The table ..."

MAX-ACCESS
STATUS
DESCRIPTION
::={ip 20}

ipAddrEntry OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX IpAddrEntry
MAX-ACCESS
STATUS
DESCRIPTION
INDEX

not-accessible
current
"The addressing information"
{ipAdEntAddr}

;;= {ipAddrTable 1}
ipAugAddrTable OBJECT-TYPE

SYNTAX
MAX-ACCESS
STATUS
DESCRIPTION

SEQUENCE OF IpAugAddrEntry
not-accessible
current
"The augmented table to IP Address Table defining
board and port numbers"

::= {ipAug 1}

ipAugAddrEntry
SYNTAX
MAX-ACCESS
STATUS
DESCRIPTION
AUGMENTS

OBJECT-TYPE
IpAugAddrEntry
not-accessible
current
"The addressing information..."
{ipAddrEntry}

::= {ipAugAddrTable 1}

Figure 6.13 Example of Augmentation of Tables

Figure 4.3(c). The slot and the board type will be defined in Table 1. Each board may have a different
number of physical ports. The port configuration is defined by Table 2. By using the combination of the
two tables, we can specify the details associated with a given port in a given slot.

The third possible scenario in appending an aggregate object to an existing aggregate object is the
case where the augmented table has fewer rows than that of the base table. This is called a sparse dep¬
endent table case and is shown in Figure 6.16. In this example, the index for the second table is the
same as that for the base table and the constructs are similar to the ones shown in Figure 6.12 except
that the AUGMENTS clause is substituted with the INDEX clause for table2Entry. This is shown in
Figure 6.17.
In SNMPv2, operational procedures were introduced for the creation and deletion of a row in a table.

However, prior to discussing these procedures, let us first look at the textual convention that was speci¬
fied to create a new object type indesigningMIBmodules.Wewill return to row creation and deletion in
Section 6.3.7.
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Table 1 Table 2

tablel
(T1)

tablel
(E
intry
1)

T1.E1.C1.1 T1.E1.C2.1 T1.E1.C3.1

T1.E1.C1.2 T1.E1.C2.2 T1.E1.C3.2

table2
(T2)

table2E
(E
rntry
2)

T2.E2.C4.1 T2.E2.C5.1

T2.E2.C4.2 T2.E2.C5.2

T2.E2.C4.3 T2.E2.C5.3

T2.E2.C4.4 T2.E2.C5.4

Index:
First columnar objects in Tables 1 and 2

Conceptual rows:
1. T1.E1.C1.1, T2.E2.C4.1
2. T1.E1.C1.1, T2.E2.C4.2
3. T1.E1.C1.1, T2.E2.C4.3
4. T1.E1.C1.1, T2.E2.C4.4
5. T1.E1.C1.2, T2.E2.C4.1

8. T1.E1.C1.4, T2.E2.C4.4

Figure 6.14 Combined Indexing of Tables

6.3.6 Textual Conventions
Textual conventions are designed to help definition of new data types following the structure defined
in SMIv2. It is also intended to make the semantics consistent and clear to the human reader. Although
new data types could have been created usingnewASN. Iclass and tag, the decision was made to use the
existing defined class types and apply restrictions to them. This is accomplished by defining an ASN.l
macro, TEXTUAL-CONVENTION, in SMIv2.
The TEXTUAL-CONVENTION macro concisely conveys the syntax and semantics associated

with a textual convention. SNMP-based management objects defined using a textual convention are
encoded by the same Basic Encoding Rules that define their primitive types. However, they do have the
special semantics as defined in the macro. For all textual conventions defined inan informationmodule,
the name shall be unique and mnemonic, similar to the data type and shall not exceed 64 characters.
However, it is usually limited to 32 characters.
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tablel OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
MAX-ACCESS
STATUS
DESCRIPTION

::= { table 1}

SEQUENCE OF tablel Entry
not-accessible
current
"Table 1 under T"

tablel Entry OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
MAX-ACCESS
STATUS
DESCRIPTION
INDEX

::= {tablel 1}

table2 OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
MAX-ACCESS
STATUS
DESCRIPTION

::= {table 2}

Tablel Entry
not-accessible
current
"An entry (conceptual row) in Table Y
{T1.E1.C1}

SEQUENCE OF table2Entry
not-accessible
current
"Table 2 under T"

table2Entry OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX Table2Entry
MAX-ACCESS
STATUS
DESCRIPTION
INDEX

::={table2 1}

not-accessible
current
"An entry (conceptual row) in Table 2"
{T1.E1.C1, T2.E2.C4}

Figure 6.15 ASN.1 Constructs for Augmenting Dense Table

Let us now compare the definition of a type in SMIvl with SMIv2. The textual convention was
defined in SNMPvl as an ASN.l type assignment. For example, the textual convention for data type
DisplayString in SNMPvl, from RFC 1213, is

DisplayString ::= OCTET STRING
— This data type is used to model textual information taken from the NVT
-- ASCII character set. By convention, objects with this syntax are
— declared as having
~ SIZE (0..255).

The same example of DisplayString in SNMPv2 is defined as:
DisplayString ::= TEXTUAL-CONVENTION

DISPLAY-HINT "255a"
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION "Representstextual informationtakenfrom theNVTASCII character

set, as defined in pages 4, 10-11 of RFC 854 "
SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE (0..255) )
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Table 1

T1.E1.C1.1

T1.E1.C1.2

T1.E1.C1.3

tablel
(T1)

tabeME
(E
•ntry
1)

T1.E1.C2.1

T1.E1.C2.2

T1.E1.C2.3

T1.E1.C3.1

T1.E1.C3.2

T1.E1.C3.3

Table 2

table2
(T2)

table2
(E
Entry
-2)

T2.E2.C3.1 T2.E2.C4.1

T2.E2.C3.2 T2.E2.C4.2

T1.E1.C1.4 T1.E1.C2.4 T1.E1.C3.4

Index: Conceptual rows:
First columnar object in Table 1 1.T1.E1.C1.1

2. T1.E1.C1.2
3. T1.E1.C1.3
4. T1.E1.C1.4

Figure 6.16 Addition of a Sparse Table to a Base Table

As we can see from the above example, the TEXTUAL-CONVENTION in SNMPv2 is defined as
data type, and is used to convey the syntax and semantics of a textual convention. The macro for textual
conventions is defined inRFC 1903, and a skeleton of it is presented inFigure 6.18. It has the definition
of type and value notations with the formalized definition of data types.
All clauses except DisplayPart in the TEXTUAL-CONVENTION macro are self-explanatory and rep¬

resent similar clauses as in SMTvl .The DISPLAY-HINTclause, which is optional, gives a hint as to how the
value ofan instance ofan object,with the syntax definedusingthis textual convention,might be displayed. It
is applicable to the situations where the underlyingprimitive type is either INTEGER or OCTET STRING.
For INTEGER type, the display consists of two parts. The first part is a single character denoting the

display format: "a" for ASCII, "b" for binary, "d" for decimal, "o" for octal, and "x" for hexadecimal. It
is followed by a hyphen and an integer in the case of decimal display indicating the number of decimal
points. For example, a hundredths value of 1234with DISPLAY-HINT "d-2" is displayed as 12.34.

For OCTET-STRING type, the display hint consists of one or more octet-format specifications. A
brief description of each part is shown inTable 6.2. For example, the DISPLAY-HINT "255a" indicates
that the DisplayString is anASCII string of up to a maximum of 255 characters.
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tablel OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
MAX-ACCESS
STATUS
DESCRIPTION

::= { table 1}

SEQUENCE OF tablel Entry
not-accessible
current
"Table 1 under T"

tablel Entry OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
MAX-ACCESS
STATUS
DESCRIPTION
INDEX

::= {tablel 1}

table2 OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
MAX-ACCESS
STATUS
DESCRIPTION

::= {table 2}

Tablel Entry
not-accessible
current
"An entry (conceptual row) in Table T
{T1.E1.1}

SEQUENCE OF table2Entry
not-accessible
current
"Table 2 under T"

table2Entry OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX Table2Entry
MAX-ACCESS
STATUS
DESCRIPTION
INDEX

::= {table2 1}

not-accessible
current
"An entry (conceptual row) in Table 2"
{tablel Entry}

Figure 6.17 ASN.1 Constructs for Augmenting Sparse Table
X

TEXTUAL-CONVENTION MACRO ::=
BEGIN

TYPE NOTATION ::=
DisplayPart
"STATUS" Status
"DESCRIPTION" Text
ReferPart
"SYNTAX" Syntax

VALUE NOTATION ::=
value (VALUE Syntax)

DisplayPart ::= "DISPLAY-HINT" Text | empty
Status ::= "current" | "deprecated" | "obsolete"

END

Figure 6.18 TEXTUAL-CONVENTION Macro [RFC 1903]
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Table 6.2 DISPLAY-HINT for Octet-Format

1 (Optional) repeat indicator An integer, indicated by *, which specifies how
many times the remainder of this octet-format
should be repeated

2 Octet length One or more decimal digits specifying the
number of octets

3 Display format "b" for binary, "x" for hexadecimal, "d" for
decimal, "o" for octal, and "a" for ASCII for
display

4 (Optional) display separator
character

A single character other than a decimal digit or
"*" produced after each application of the octet
specification.

5 (Optional) repeat terminator
character

A single character other than a decimal digit
or present if display character is present.
Produced after the second and third part.

Table 6.3 shows the types for which textual conventions were specified in SMIv2. A brief descrip¬
tion for each type is also given. They are applicable to all MIBmodules. Only those textual conventions
whose status is current are given in the table. One of the important textual conventions is RowStatus,
which is used for the creation and deletion of conceptual rows, which we will discuss next.

Table 6.3 SMIv2 Textual Conventions for Initial Data Types

DisplayString Textual information from NVTASCII character set [RFC 854]
PhysAddress Media- or physical-level address
MacAddress IEEE 802 MAC address
TruthValue Boolean value; INTEGER {true (1), false (2)}
TestAndlncr Integer-valued information used for atomic operations
AutonomousType An independently extensible type identification value
VariablePointer Pointer to a specific object instance; e.g., syscontact.O,

iflnOctets.3
RowPointer Pointer to a conceptual row
RowStatus Used to manage the creation and deletion of conceptual rows

and is used as the value of the SYNTAX clause for the status
column of a conceptual row

TimeStamp Value of sysUpTime at which a specific occurrence happened
Timelnterval Period of time, measured in units of 0.01 seconds
DateandTime Date-time specifications
StorageType Implementation information on the memory realization of a

conceptual row as to the volatility and permanency
Tdomain Kind of transport service
Taddress Transport service address
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6.3.7 Creation and Deletion of Rows in Tables
The creation of a row and deletion of a row are significant new features in SMIv2. This is patterned
after a similar procedure that was developed for RMON, which we will cover in Chapter 8. There are
two methods to create a row in a table. The first is to create a row andmake it active, which is available
immediately. The second method is to create the row and make it available at a later time. This means
that we need to know the status of the row as to its availability.
The information on the status of the row is accomplished by introducing a new column, called the

status column. InTable 6.3,we observe that for the textual convention, RowStatus is used as the value of
the SYNTAX clause for the status column of a conceptual row. Table 6.4 shows the status with enumer¬
ated integer syntax for the six states associated with the row status. The last three states, along with the
first one ( 1,4, 5, and 6), are those that the manager uses to create or delete rows on the agent. The first
three states (1,2, and 3) are those that are used by the agent to send responses to the manager.
The MAX-ACCESS clause is extended to include "read-create" for the status object, which includes

read, write, and create privileges. It is a superset of read-write. If a status columnar object is present,
then no other columnar object of the same conceptual row may have a maximal access of "read-write."
But it can have objects with maximum access of read-only and not-accessible. If an index object of a
conceptual row is also a columnar object (it does not always have to be), it is called auxiliary object
and its maximum access is made non-accessible. There could be more than one index object to define a
conceptual row in a table.
Let us now analyze the create and delete operations using the conceptual table shown inFigure 6. 19.

The table, tablel, originally has two rows and three columns. The first column, status, has the value of
the status of the row as indicated by the enumerated integer syntax of RowStatus textual convention.
The second columnar object, index, is the index for the conceptual row of entry1~, and the third colum¬
nar object contains non-indexed data. We will illustrate the two types of row-creation and row-deletion
operations by adding a third row and then deleting it.
As we notice from Table 6.4, there are two states for RowStatus, createAndGo and createAndWait,

which are action operations. In the former, the manager sends a message to the agent to create a row
and make the status active immediately. Inthe latter operation, the manager sends a message to create a

Table 6.4 RowStatus Textual Convention

STATE_ENUMERATION DESCRIPTION_
active 1 Row exists and is operational

notlnService 2 Operation on the row is suspended
notReady 3 Row does not have all the columnar

objects needed
createAndGo 4 This is a one-step process of

creation of a row, immediately goes
into the active state

createAndWait 5 Row is under creation and should
not be commissioned into service

destroy 6 Same as Invalid in EntryStatus. Row
should be deleted
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row, but not to make it active immediately. Figure 6.20 shows the Create-and-Go operation. The man¬
ager process initiates a Set-Request-PDU to create a conceptual row with the values given for the three
columnar instances of the row. The value for the index column is specified by the VarBind index = 3.
This is suffixed to the other two columnar objects in the new row to be created. The value of status is
specified as 4, which is the createAndGo state as seen inTable 6.4. The set-request message also speci¬
fies the default value DefData for data.3, and thus all the information needed to establish the row and

status.2

table1

entryl

index.2

status.1 index.1 data.1

data.2

status.3 index.3 data.3

Row to be created/deleted

Figure 6.19 Conceptual Table for the Creation and Deletion of a Row

Manager
Process

Agent
Process

Managed
Entity

Response
( status.3 = 1,
index.3 = 3,
data.3 = DefData

SetRequest
( status.3 = 4,
index.3 = 3,
data.3 = DefData )

- Create Instanceÿ

Instance Created

Figure 6.20 Create-and-Go Row Creation
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Agent
Process

Response
.( status.3 = 3r
index.3 = 3 )

SetRequest
( status.3 = 5,-
index.3 = 3

GetRequest
( data.3 )

Response
( data.3 = noSuchlnstance )

SetRequest
( data.3 = DefData )

Response
( status.3 = 2
data.3 = DefData

SetRequest
( status.3 = 1

Response
'( status.3 = 1 )

Figure 6.21 Create-and-Wait Row Creation

turn it into an active state is complete. The agent process interacts with the managed entity, creates the
instance successfully, and then transmits a response to the manager process. The value of the status is
1, which denotes that the row is in an active state. The response also contains the values of the other
columnar object instances.
Figure 6.2 1 presents a scenario for operational sequence inthe creation ofa row using the Create-and-

Wait method.Again, this illustration takes the same scenario ofadding the third row to the table shown in
Figure 6.17. Only the manager and the agent are shown and not the managed entity in this figure. The
manager process sends a Set-Request-PDU to the agent process. The value for status is 5, which is to
create and wait. The third columnar object expects a default value, which is not in the set-request mes¬
sage. Hence, the agent process respondswith a status value of 3, which is notReady. The manager sends
a get-request to get the data for the row. The agent responds with noSuchlnstance message, indicating
that the data value is missing. The manager subsequently sends the value for data and receives a res¬
ponse of notlnService (2) from the agent. The fourth and final exchange ofmessages in the figure is to
activate the rowwith a status value of 1.With each message received from the manager, the agent either
validates or sets the instance value on the managed entity.
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Table 6.5 Table of States for Row Creation and Deletion

ACTION A
STATUS
COLUMN DOES
NOT EXIST

B CD
STATUS COLUMN STATUS STATUS
NOTREADY COLUMN COLUMNACTIVE

NOTINSERVICE
Set status column
to createAndGo
Set status column
to createAndWait
Set status column
to active
Set status column
to notlnService

Set status column
to destroy
Set any other
column to some
value

noError -> D

noError, see 1
or wrongValue
inconsistent-Value

inconsistent-Value

noError ->A

see 4

inconsistent-Value inconsistent-Value inconsistent-Value

inconsistent-Value inconsistent-Value inconsistent-Value

inconsistent-Value
or see 2 ->D
inconsistent-Value
or see 3 -> C

noError ->A

noError
see 1

noError ->D

noError ->C

noError ->A

noError ->C

noError ->D

noError ->C
or
wrongValue
noError ->A

see 5 ->D

A summary ofpossible state transitions is given inTable 6.5. The first column lists the action; and the
transitions based on the present state are listed in the next four columns.

1. goto B or C, depending on information available to the agent.
2. Ifother variable bindings included in the same PDUprovide values for all columns, which are

missingbut are required, then return noError and goto D.
3. Ifother variable bindings included in the same PDUprovide values for all columns, which are

missing but are required, then return noError and goto C.
4. At the discretionofthe agent, the returnvaluemaybeeither: inconsistentName:because the agent

does not choose to create such an instancewhen the correspondingRowStatus instance does not
exist, or inconsistentValue: if the supplied value is inconsistent with the state of some other
MTB object's value, or noError, because the agent chooses to create the instance.
IfnoError is returned, then the instance of the status column must also be created, and the

new state is B or C, depending on the information available to the agent. If inconsistentName
or inconsistent Value is returned, the row remains in state A.

5. DependingontheMIBdefinitionfor thecolumn/table,eithernoErroror inconsistentValuemaybe
returned.
NOTE: Other processing of the set request may result in a response other than noError being
returned, e.g., wrongValue, noCreation, etc.

The operation of deletion of a row is simple. A set-request with a value of 6, which denotes destroy,
for status, is sent by the manager process to the agent process. Independent of the current state of the
row, the row is deleted and the response sent back by the agent. The instance in the managed entity is
deleted in the process. This is shown in Figure 6.22.
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Manager
Process

Agent
Process

Managed
Entity

Response
"( status.3 = 6 )

-SetRequest
( status.3 = 6 '

"Delete Instance-

-Instance Deleted"

Figure 6.22 Row Deletion

6.3.8 Notification Definitions
The trap information in SMIvl has been redefinedusing the NOTIFICATION-TYPEmacro in SMIv2.
As we will see in Section 6.5, the PDU associated with the trap information is made consistent with
other PDUs. The NOTIFICATION-TYPE macro contains unsolicited information that is generated on
an exception basis, for example, when set thresholds are crossed. It can be transmitted within either a
SNMP-Trap-PDU from an agent or an InformRequest-PDU from a manager. Two examples of a NOT¬
IFICATION-TYPE macro, drawn from RFC 1902 and RFC 1907 are shown in Figure 6.23. The first
example, linkUp, is generated by an agent when a link that has been down comes up.

The OBJECTS clause defines the ordered sequence ofMIB objects, which are included in the notifi¬
cation. Itmay or may not be present. The second example, coldStart, in Figure 6.23, has the OBJECTS
clause missing and is not needed.
/

linkUp NOTIFICATION-TYPE
OBJECTS {iflndex}
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"A linkUp trap signifies that the SNMPv2 entity, acting in an agent
role, recognizes that one of the communication links represented in
its configuration has come up."

::= {snmpTraps 4}

coldStart NOTIFICATION-TYPE
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"A coldStart trap signifies that the SNMPv2 entity, acting in
an agent role, is reinitializing itself such that its configuration is
unaltered."

::= {snmpTraps 1}

Figure 6.23 Examples of NOTIFICATION-TYPE Macro
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The other two clauses, STATUS and DESCRIPTION, have the usual mappings.
We have not presented here discussions on refined syntax in some of the macros, as well as extension

to informational modules. You are referred to RFC 1902 for a treatment of these, which also discusses
the conversion of a managed object from the OSI to the SNMP version.

6.3.9 Conformance Statements
RFC 1904 defines SNMPv2 conformance statements for the implementation of network management
standards. A product, generally, is considered to be in compliance with a particular standard when it
meets the minimum set of features in its implementation. Minimum requirements for SNMPv2 compli¬
ance are called module compliance and are defined by an ASN. 1 macro, MODULE-COMPFIANCE.
It specifies the minimumMIBmodules or a subset of modules that should be implemented. The actual
MIBmodules that are implemented inan agent are specified by another ASN. 1module,AGENT-CAPA¬
BILITIES. For the convenience of definingmodule compliance and agent capabilities, objects and traps
have been combined into groups, which are subsets ofMIBmodules. Object grouping is defined by an
ASN.l macro, OBJECT-GROUP, and the group of traps is defined by the NOTIFICATION-GROUP
macro.

Object Group. The OBJECT-GROUPmacro defines a group of related objects in a MIBmodule and
is used to define conformance specifications. It is compiled during implementation, not at run-time. The
macro is shown inFigure 6.24. The implementation of an object in an agent implies that it executes the
get and set operations from a manager. Ifan agent in SNMPv2 has not implemented an object, it returns
a noSuchObject error message.

OBJECT-GROUP MACRO
BEGIN

TYPE NOTATION ::=
ObjectsPart
"STATUS" Status
"DESCRIPTION" Text
ReferPart

VALUE NOTATION ::=
value (VALUE OBJECT IDENTIFIER)

ObjectsPart ::=
Objects ::=
Object ::=
Status ::=
ReferPart ::=

"OBJECTS" "{"objects"}"
Object | Objects Object
value (Name Object Name)
"current" | "deprecated" | "obsolete"
"REFERENCE" Text | empty

- uses the NVT ASCII character set
Text ::= ........string

END

Figure 6.24 OBJECT-GROUP Macro
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(
systemGroup OBJECT-GROUP

OBJECTS {sysDescr, sysObjectID, sysUpTime, sysContact, sysName,
sysLocation, sysServices, sysORLastChange, sysORID,
sysORUptime, sysORDesc}

STATUS current
DESCRIPTION "The system group defines objects that are common

to all managed systems."
::= {snmpMIBGroups 6}

V_
Figure 6.25 Example of an OBJECT-GROUP Macro

The OBJECTS clause names each object contained in the conformance group. Each of the named
objects is defined in the same informational module as the OBJECT-GROUP macro and has a MAX-
ACCESS clause of "accessible-for-notify," "read-only," "read-write," or "read-create." Every object
that is defined in an informational module with a MAX-ACCESS clause other than "not-accessible" is
pres-ent in at least one object group. This prevents the mistake of adding an object to an information
module, but forgetting to add it to a group.
The STATUS, DESCRIPTION, and REFERENCE clauses have the usual interpretations.
An example of an OBJECT-GROUP, systemGroup in SNMPv2, is shown inFigure 6.25. The system

group defines the objects, which pertain to overall information about the system. Since it is so basic, it
is implemented in all agent andmanagement systems.All seven entities defined as values for OBJECTS
should be implemented. There are some new entities, such as sysORLastChange,in the group that were
not in SNMPvl .These will be addressed when we discuss SMPv2 MIB in the next section.

NotificationGroup. The notificationgroup contains notificationentities, or what was defined as traps
in SMIvl. The NOTIFICATION-GROUPmacro is shown in Figure 6.26. The macro is compiled dur¬
ing implementation, not during run-time. The value of an invocation of the NOTIFICATION-GROUP
macro is the name of the group, which is an OBJECT IDENTIFIER.
An example of NOTIFICATION-GROUP, snmpBasicNotificationsGroup, is shown in Figure 6.27.

According to this invocation,the conformance group,snmpBasicNotificationsGroup,has two notifications:
coldStart and authenticationFailure.

Module Compliance. The MODULE-COMPLIANCE macro, shown in Figure 6.28, defines
the minimum set of requirements for implementation of one or more MIB modules. The expansion of
the MODULE-COMPLIANCEmacro is done during the implementation and not during run-time. The
MODULE-COMPLIANCE macro can be defined as a component of the information module or as a
companion module.
The STATUS, DESCRIPTION, and REFERENCE clauses are self-explanatory.
The MODULEclause is used to name each module for which compliance requirements are specified.

Modules are identifiedby the module name and its OBJECT IDENTIFIER.The latter can be dropped if
the MODULE-COMPLIANCE is invokedwithin an MIBmodule and refers to the encompassing MIB
module.

There are two CLAUSES of groups that are specified by the MODULE-COMPLIANCE macro.
They are MANDATORY-GROUPS and GROUP. As the name implies, the MANDATORY-CLAUSE

\

J
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NOTIFICATION-GROUP MACRO
BEGIN

TYPE NOTATION ::=
NotificationsPart
"STATUS" Status
"DESCRIPTION" Text
ReferPart

VALUE NOTATION ::=
value (VALUE OBJECT IDENTIFIER)

NotificationsPart ::= "NOTIFICATIONS" "{"Notifications"}"
Notifications ::= Notification | Notifications Notification
Notification ::= value (Name NotificationName)

Status ::= "current" | "deprecated" | "obsolete"
ReferPart ::= "REFERENCE" Text | empty

— uses the NVT ASCII character set
Text ::= ........string

, END

Figure 6.26 NOTIFICATION-GROUP Macro

snmpBasicNotificationsGr oup NOTIFICATION-GROUP
NOTIFICATIONS {coldStart, authenticationFailure}
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION "The two notifications which an SNMP-2 entity is

required to implement."
::= {snmpMIBGroups 7}_
Figure 6.27 Example of a NOTIFICATION-GROUP Macro

modules have to be implemented for the system to be SNMPv2 compliant. The group specified by the
GROUP clause is not mandatory for the M1B module, but helps vendors define specifications of the
features that have been implemented.
When bothWRITE-SYNTAX andSYNTAX clauses are present, restrictions are placedon the syntax

for the object mentioned in the OBJECT clause. These restrictions are tabulated in Section 9 of RFC
1902.
The snmpBasicCompUance macro is an example of a MODULE-COMPLIANCE macro and is part

of the SNMPv2 MIB presented in Figure 6.6. A system is defined as SNMPv2 compliant if and only
ifsnmpGroup, snmpSetGroup, systemGroup, and snmpBasicNotificationsGroup are implemented. The
GROUP, snmpCommunityGroup, is optional.
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MODULE-COMPLIANCE MACRO
BEGIN

TYPE NOTATION ::=
"STATUS" Status
"DESCRIPTION" text
ReferPart
ModulePart

VALUE NOTATION ::=
value (VALUE OBJECT IDENTIFIER)

"current" | "deprecated" | "obsolete"
"REFERENCE" Text | empty
Modules | empty
Module | Modules Module
— name of module —
"MODULE" ModuleName
Mandatory Part
CompliancePart
moduleReference Moduleldentifier | empty

— must not be empty unless contained in MIB module
Moduleldentifier ::= value (ModulelD OBJECT IDENTIFIER) | empty

Status ::=
ReferPart ::=
ModulePart ::=
Modules ::=
Module ::=

ModuleName ::=

MandatoryPart ::=

Groups ::=
Group ::=
CompliancePart ::=
Compliances ::=
Compliance ::=
ComplianceGroup ::=

Object ::=

"MANDATORY-GROUPS" "{" Groups"}"
| empty
Group | Groups Group
value (Group OBJECT IDENTIFIER)
Compliances | empty
Compliance | Compliances compliance
ComplianceGroup | Object
"GROUP" value (Name OBJECT IDENTIFIER)
"DESCRIPTION" Text
"OBJECT" value (Name ObjectName)
SyntaxPart
WriteSyntaxPart
AccessPart
"DESCRIPTION" Text

-must be a refinement for object's SYNTAX clause
SyntaxPart ::= "SYNTAX" type (SYNTAX) | empty
-must be a refinement for object's SYNTAX clause

WriteSyntaxPart ::= "WRITE-SYNTAX" type (WriteSYNTAX) | empty
AccessPart ::= "MIN-ACCESS" Access | empty
Access ::= "not-accessible" | "accessible-for-notify" |

"read-only" | "read-write" | "read-create"
— uses the NVT ASCII character set
Text ::= ........ string

END

Figure 6.28 MODULE-COMPLIANCE Macro
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r \
AGENT-CAPABILITIES
BEGIN

TYPE NOTATION ::=
"PRODUCT-RELEASE" Text
"STATUS" Status
"DESCRIPTION" Test
ReferPart
ModulePart

VALUE NOTATION ::=
Value (VALUE OBJECT IDENTIFIER)

Status ::=
ReferPart ::=
ModulePart ::=
Modules ::=
Module ::=

"current" | "obsolete"
"REFERENCE" | empty
Modules | empty
Module | Modules Module
— name of module —
"SUPPORT" ModuleName
"INCLUDES" "{"Groups"}"
VariationsPart

END
V_J

Figure 6.29 AGENT-CAPABILITIES Macro (Skeleton)

Agent Capabilities. The AGENT-CAPABILITIES macro is lengthy and the reader is referred to RFC
1904 for exact specifications. A skeleton of the macro and significant points of the macro are covered
here and are shown in Figure 6.29.

The AGENT-CAPABILITIES macro for the router example given in Figure 6.10 is shown in
Figure 6.30. Note that snmpMlB model, which is SNMPv2-MIB, includes system and snmp MIBs.
Those MIBs and the associated groups are supported by the router. Other standard MIBs and groups
supported by the router are indicated in Figure 6.30.

6.4 SNMv2 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION BASE
As mentioned in Section 6.2 and shown in Figure 6.5 two new MIB modules, security and SNMPv2,
have been added to the Internet MIB. The SNMPv2 module has three submodules: snmpDomains,
snmpProxys, and snmpModules. snmpDomains extends the SNMP standards to sendmanagement mes¬
sages over transmission protocols other than UDP,which is the predominant and preferredway of trans¬
portation [RFC 1906]. Since UDP is the preferred protocol, systems that use another protocol need a
proxy service to map on to UDP. Not much work has been done on snmpProxys, as of now.

There are changes made to the core MIB-I1defined in SNMPvl. Figure 6.31 presents an overview of
the changes to the Internet MIB and their relationship. The system module and the snmp module under
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routerlsi123 AGENT-CAPABILITIES
PRODUCT-RELEASE
STATUS
DESCRIPTION
SUPPORTS

INCLUDES

VARIATION

"InfoTech Router isiRouter123 release 1.0"
current
"InfoTech High Speed Router"
snmpMIB
{systemGroup, snmpGroup, snmpSetGroup,
snmpBasicNotificationsGroup}
coldStart

DESCRIPTION

SUPPORTS
INCLUDES

SUPPORTS
INCLUDES

SUPPORTS
INCLUDES

SUPPORTS
INCLUDES

SUPPORTS
INCLUDES

::={ isiRouter 1 }

"A coldStart trap is generated on all
reboots."
IF-MIB
{ifGeneralGroup, ifPacketGroup}
IP MIB
{ipGroup, icmpGroup}
TCP-MIB
{tcpGroup}
UDP-MIB
{udpGroup}
EGP-MIB
{egpGroup}

Figure 6.30 Example of an AGENT-CAPABILITIES Macro

experimental

mib-2

privatemgmtdirectory

internet
{13 6 1}

security

system snmp

snmpv2

snmpModules

snmpMIB

snmpProxyssnmpDomains

snmpMIBObjects snmpMIBConformance

Figure 6.31 SNMPv2 Internet Group
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mib-2 have significant changes as defined in RFC 1907. A new module snmpMIB has been defined,
which is {snmpModules 1 }. There are two modules under snmpMIB:snmpMIBObjects and snmpMIB-
Conformance.
The MTB module snmpMIBObjects addresses the new objects introduced in SNMPv2, as well as

those that are obsolete. This is primarily concernedwith trap, which has been brought into the same for¬
mat as other PDUs.Also, many of the unneeded objects in the SNMP group have been made obsolete.

We discussed conformance specifications and object groups in the previous section. These are speci¬
fied under the snmpMIBconformance module. As SNMPv2 is currently defined, there is a strong cou¬
pling between system, snmp, snmpMIBObjects, and snmpMIBconformance modules. With this picture
inmind, it will be a lot easier to follow RFC 1907,which discusses all these modules.

Changes to the System Group in SNMPv2
There are seven entities or objects in SNMPv2, which are common to a system. Additional information
is added to the System group in SNMPv2, which contains a collection of objects that support various
MIB modules. These are called object resources and are configurable both statically and dynamically.
Figure 6.32 shows the MIB tree for the System group in SNMPv2. The sysORLastChange entity and
sysORTable have been added to the set ofobjects in the System group. Table 6.6 presents the entity,OID,
and a brief description of each entity for the System group.

sysDescr (1) sysORLastChange (8)

sysObjectld (2) sysServices (7)

sysUpTime (3) sysLocation (6)

sysContact (4) sysName (5)

sysORIndex (1) sysORUpTime (4)

system
(mib-2 1)

sysORDescr (3)sysORID (2)

sysOREntry (1)

sysORTable (9)

Figure 6.32 SNMPv2 System Group

6.4.1
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Table 6.6 SNMPv2 System Group

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
sysDescr system 1 Textual description
sysObjectID system 2 OBJECT IDENTIFIER of the entity
sysllpTime system 3 Time (in hundredths of a second since last reset)
sysContact system 4 Contact person for the node
sysName system 5 Administrative name of the system
sysLocation system 6 Physical location of the node
sysServices system 7 Value designating the layer services provided by the entity
sysORLastChange system 8 SysUpTime since last change in state or sysORID change
sysORTable system 9 Table listing system resources that the agent controls; manager can

configure these resources through the agent.
sysOREntry sysORTable 1 An entry in the sysORTable
sysORIndex sysOREntry 1 Row index, also index for the table
sysORID sysOREntry 2 ID of the resource module
sysORDescr sysOREntry 3 Textual description of the resource module
sysORUpTime sysOREntry 4 System up-time since the object in this row was last instantiated

Changes to the SNMP Group in SNMPv2
The SNMP group in SNMPv2 has been considerably simplified from SNMPvl by eliminating a
large number of entities that were considered unnecessary. The simplified SNMP group is shown in
Figure 6.33 (compare with Figure 5.21!). It has only eight entities, six old ones (1,3,4,5,6,30) and

snmp
(mib-2 11)

snmplnPkts(l) snmpProxyDrops (32)
snmplnBadVersions (3) snmpSilentDrops (31)

snmplnBadCommunityNames (4) snmpEnableAuthenTraps (30)
snmplnBadCommunityUses (5) snmplnASNParseErrors (6)

SNMP Group Objects

1,3,6,30,31,32 snmpGroup
4,5
7,23
2,8-23, 24-29 snmpObsoleteGroup

snmpCommunity Group
not used

Figure 6.33 SNMPv2 SNMP Group

6.4.2
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two new ones (31,32). Figure 6.33 also presents the four groups of all SNMP entities: snmpGroup,
snmpCommunityGroup, snmpObsoIeteGroup, and the group of two objects, 7 and 23, not used even in
version 1.We will soon see that the snmpGroup is mandatory to implement for compliance of SNMPv2
and the snmpCommunityGroup is optional. The snmpObsoIeteGroup is self-explanatory.
The SNMPv2 SNMP group table is shown in Table 6.7. All the unused and obsolete entities have

been omitted for clarity.

6.4.3 Information for Notification in SNMPv2
Information on traps in SNMPvl has been restructured inversion 2 to conform to the rest of the PDUs.
The macro TRAP-TYPE, used in version 1 and described in RFC 1215, has been made obsolete in
SNMPv2. At the same time, enhancement to specifications has been made, and the terminology has
been generalized to "notification," as the subheading indicates.
The information on notifications is defined under snmpMIBObjects and is shown in

Figure6.34.There are three modulesunder thesnmpMlBObjects node:snmpTrap (4),snmpTraps (5),and
snmpSet (6). The subnode designations 1,2, and 3 under snmpMlBObjects have beenmade obsolete. A
brief description of the subnodes and leaf objects under snmpMlBObjects is given in Table 6.8.
The snmpTrap group contains information on the OBJECT IDENTIFIERS of the trap and the

enterprise responsible to send the trap. A new value, accessible-for-notify, has been added to the MAX-
ACCESS clause to define objects under snmpTrap.
The entities undersnmpTraps are the well-known traps that are currently in extensive use inSNMPvl .

The snmpSetSerialNo is a single entity under snmpSet and is used by coordinating manager objects to

Table 6.7 SNMPv2 SNMP Group

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
snmplnPkts snmp (1) Total number of messages delivered from

transport service
snmplnBadVersions snmp (3) Total number of messages from transport

service that are of unsupported version
snmplnBadCommunityNames snmp (4) Total number of messages from transport

service that are of unknown community
name

snmplnBadCommunityUses snmp (5) Total number of messages from transport
service, of not allowed operation by the
sending community

snmplnASNParseErrs snmp (6) Total number of ASN.1 and BER errors
snmpEnableAuthenTraps snmp (30) Override option to generate authentication

failure traps
snmpSilentDrops snmp (31) Total number of the five types of received

PDUs that were silently dropped due to
exceptions in var-binds or max. message
size

snmpProxyDrops snmp (32) Total number of the five types of received
PDUs that were silently dropped due to
inability to respond to a target proxy
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coldStart (1) authenticationFailure (5)
warmStart (2) linkUp (4)

snmpTrapOID snmpTrapEnterprise snmpSetSeriaINo

snmpTraps

linkDown (3)

snmpSetsnmpTrap

snmpMIBObjects
(snmpMIB 1)

Figure 6.34 MIB Modules under snmpMIBObjects

Table 6.8 snmpMIBObjects MIB

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
snmpTrap snmpMIBObjects 4 Information group containing trap ID and enterprise ID
snmpTrapOID snmpTrap 1 OBJECT IDENTIFIER of the notification
snmpTrapEnterprise snmpTrap 2 OBJECT IDENTIFIER of the enterprise sending the

notification
snmpTraps snmpMIBObjects 5 Collection of well-known traps used in SNMPvl
coldStart snmpTraps 1 Trap informing of a cold start of the object
warmStart snmpTraps 2 Trap informing of a warm start of the object
linkDown snmpTraps 3 Agent detecting a failure of a communication link
linkUp snmpTraps 4 Agent detecting coming up of a communication link
authentificationFailure snmpTraps 5 Agent reporting receipt of an unauthenticated protocol

message
snmpSet snmpMIBObjects 6 Manager-to-Manager notification messages
snmpSetSeriaINo snmpSet 1 Advisory lock between managers to coordinate set

operation

perfonn the set operation. This is intended as coarse coordination only; fine-grain coordination may
require more MIB objects in appropriate groups.

6.4.4 Conformance Information in SNMPv2
Conformance information is defined by the snmpMIBConformance module, as shown inFigure 6.35. It
consists of two submodules, snmpMIBcompliances and snmpMIBGroups. The snmpMIBCompliances
modulehas been extensively covered inSection 6.3.9. Unitsofconformance are defined in terms ofOBJ¬
ECT-GROUPS,mentioned inSection 6.3.9. Table 6.9 presents the various OBJECT-GROUPs defined in
SNMPv2 and associated OBJECTS for all but snmpObsoleteGroup,which is shown in Figure 6.33.
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snmpSetGroup (5) snmpObsoleteGroup (10)
snmpCommunityGroup (9)systemGroup (6)

snmpMIBConformance
(snmpMIB 2)

snmpMIBGroupssnmpMIBCompliances

snmpBasicCompliance

snmpGroupsnmplnBasicNotificationGroup

Figure 6.35 MIB Modules under snmpMIBConformance

Expanded Internet MIB-II
As SNMP network management expands covering legacy as well as new technology, MIBmodules arc
continuously increasing. Figure 6.36 shows an expanded MTB-II when SNMPv2 was released and has
more modules than those covered in RFC 1213. It is not intended to be an exhaustive list but includes
RMONMIBmodule that we will be addressing in this textbook. Table 6. 10 gives a description of each
group in the MIB.

6.4.5

6.5 SNMPv2 PROTOCOL
SNMPv2 protocol operations are based on a community administrative model, which is the same as in
SNMPvl. This was discussed in Section 5.2.2. We presented SNMPv2 protocol operations from a sys¬
tem architecture view in Section 6.2. In this section we will discuss details of PDUdata structures and
protocol operations.

6.5.1 Data Structure of SNMPv2 PDUs
The PDUdata structure in SNMPv2 has been standardized to a common format for all messages. This
improves the efficiency and performance of message exchange between systems. The significant im¬
provement is bringing the trap data structure in the same format as the rest. The generic PDUmessage
structure is shown inFigure 6.37 and is the same as Figure 5.8 of SNMPvl. The PDUtype is indicated
by an INTEGER. The error-status and error-index fields are either set to zero or ignored in the get-
request, get-next-request, and set messages. The error-status is set to zero in the get-response message
if there is no error; otherwise the type of error is indicated. The PDU and error-status are listed in
Table 6.11 . The error-index is set to zero if there is no error. If there is an error, it identifies the first
variable binding in the variable-binding list that caused the error message. The first variable binding in
a request's variable-binding list is index one, the second is index two, etc.
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Table 6.9 SNMPv2 OBJECT-GROUPs

OBJECT-GROUPS OID OBJECTS
snmpSetGroup snmpMIBGroups 5 snmpSetSeriaINo
systemGroup snmpMIBGroups 6 sysDescr

sysObjectID
sysUpTime
sysContact
sysName
sysLocation
sysServices
sysORLastChange
sysORID
sysORUpTime
sysORDescr

snmpBasicNotification Group snmpMIBGroups 7 coldStart
authenticationFailure

snmpGroup snmpMIBGroups 8 snmplnPkts
snmplnBadVersions
snmplnASNParseErrs
snmpSilentDrops
snmpProxyDrops
snmpEnableAuthenTraps

snmpCommunityGroup snmpMIBGroups 9 snmplnBadCommunityNames
snmplnBadCommunityUses

snmpObsoleteGroup snmpMIBGroups 10 Please see Figure 6.33

There is a difference in usage of the error-status and error-index fields between SNMPvl and
SNMPv2. In version 1, any error encountered by the agent in responding to requests from the manager
generates a non-zero value in either the error-status field or in both the error-status and error-index
fields. Values in variable bindings are returned only under non-error conditions.
However, in SNMPv2, ifonly the error-status field of the Response-PDU is non-zero, the value fields

of the variable binding in the variable-binding list are ignored. Ifboth the error-status field and the err¬
or-index field of the Response-PDU are non-zero, then the value of the error-index field is the index
of the variable binding (in the variable-binding list of the corresponding request) for which the request
failed. Values in other variable bindings in the variable-binding list are returnedwith valid values and
processed by the manager.
The generic PDU format is applicable to all SNMPv2 messages except the Get-Bulk-Request PDU,

for which the format is shown inFigure 6.38. It can be seen that the format of the structure is the same
in both cases, except that in the get-bulk-request message, the third and fourth fields are different.
The third field, the error-status field, is replaced by non-repeaters; and the fourth field, the error-index
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character(19)system(1)
decnet(18)inerfaces(2)

bridge(17)addr trans(3)
rmon(16)ip(4)

bgp(15)icmp(5)
ospf(14)tcp(6)

appletalk(13)udp(7)
genericlF(12)egp(8)

oim(9) snmp(11)

internet
{13 6 1}

mib-2

mgmt

transmission(IO)

Figure 6.36 Expanded Internet MIB-II Group

Table 6.10 Expanded MIB-II Group

GROUP OID DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
ifMIB mib-2 31 Extension to interfaces group for new technologies
appletalk mib-2 13 MIB for appletalk networks
ospf mib-2 14 Open Shortest Path First routing protocol MIB
bgp mib-2 15 MIB for Border Gateway Protocol for inter-

autonomous network routing
rmon mib-2 16 MIB for remote monitoring using RMON probe; there

are MIBs under this for Ethernet and Token Ring
networks

bridge mib-2 17 MIB for bridges
decnet mib-2 18 Digital Equipment Corporation DECnet MIB
character mib-2 19 MIB for ports with character stream output for

computer peripheral
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PDU RequestID Error Error VarBind 1 VarBind 1 VarBind n VarBind n
Type Status Index name value name value

Figure 6.37 SNMPv2 PDU (all but bulk)

Table 6.11 Values for Types of PDU and Error-
status Fields in SNMPv2 PDU

FIELD TYPE VALUE
PDU 0 Get-Request-PDU

1 GetNextRequest-PDU
2 Response-PDU
3 Set-Request-PDU
4 obsolete
5 GetBulkRequest-PDU
6 InformRequest-PDU
7 SNMPv2-Trap-PDU

Error Status 0 noError
1 tooBig
2 noSuchName
3 badValue
4 readonly
5 genErr
6 noAccess
7 wrongType
8 wrongLength
9 wrongEncoding
10 wrongValue
11 noCreation
12 inconsistentValue
13 resourceUnavailable
14 commitFailed
15 undoFailed
16 authorizationError
17 notWritable
18 inconsistentName

field, is replaced by max-repetitions. As we mentioned in Section 6.2, the get-bulk-request enables us
to retrieve data in bulk. We can retrieve a number of both non-repetitive scalar values and repetitive
tabular values with a single message. Non-repeaters indicate the number of non-repetitive field values

PDU RequestID Non- Max VarBind 1 VarBind 1 VarBind n VarBind n
Type Repeaters Repetitions name value name value

Figure 6.38 SNMPv2 GetBulkRequest PDU
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requested; and the max-repetitions field designates the maximum number of table rows requested. We
will next look at the SNMPv2 operations using PDUs.

SNMPv2 Protocol Operations
There are seven protocol operations in SNMPv2, as discussed in Section 6.2. We will ignore the report
operation, which is not used. The messages,get-request,get-next-request, set-request, andget-response,
are in both SNMPvl and SNMPv2 versions and operate in a similar fashion. The two additional mes¬
sages that are in SNMPv2, which are not in version 1, are the GetBulkRequest and InformRequest. The
command,get-bulk-request, is an enhancement ofget-next request and retrieves data in bulk efficiently.
This is covered inthe next subsection. The InformRequest is covered ina subsequent section alongwith
SNMPv2-Trap,which has beenmodified inversion 2.

GetBulkRequest PDUOperation. The get-bulk-request operation is added in SNMPv2 to retrieve
bulk data from a remote entity. Its greatest benefit is in retrieving multiple rows of data from a table.
The basic operation of get-bulk-request is the same as get-next-request. The third and fourth field
positions are used in get-bulk-request message PDU as non-repeaters and max-repetitions, as shown in
Figure6.38.The non-repeaters field indicates the number ofnon-repetitive (scalar) objects to be retrieved.
The max-repetitions field defines the maximum number of instances to be returned in the response
message. This would correspond to the number of rows in an aggregate object. The value for the max-
repetitions field is operation-dependent and is determined by such factors as the maximum size of the
SNMP message, or the buffer size in implementation, or the expected size of the aggregate object table.
The data structure of the response for the get-bulk-request operation differs from other get and set ope¬

rations. Successful processing of the get-bulk-request produces variable bindings (larger array of Var-
BindList) in the response PDU,which is larger than that contained in the corresponding request. Thus,
there is no one-to-one relationship between the VarBindList of the request and response messages.
Figure 6.39 shows a conceptual MIB to illustrate the operation of get-next-request and get-bulk-

request shown in Figure 6.40 and Figure 6.41. It is similar to Figure 5.12 with two additional rows
added to the table. To notice the difference in improvement of get-bulk-request over get-next-request,
let us look at Figure 6.40, which shows the sequence of operations for get-next-request for the MIB
shown in Figure 6.39. The sequence starts with a get-request message from the manager process with a
VarBindList array of two scalar variables A and B. It is subsequently followed by the get-next-request
message with three columnar OBJECT IDENTIFIERST.E.1,T.E.2, andT.E.3. The get-response returns
the first instance values T.E.1.1, T.E.2. 1, and T.E.3.1. The sequence of operation continues until the
fourth instance is retrieved. The last get-next-request messagewith the OBJECT IDENTIFIERST.E. 1 .4,
T.E.2.4, and T.E.3.4 generates the values T.E.2. 1, T.E.3.1, and Z. This is because there are no more
instances of the table. It retrieves the three objects, which are logically the next lexicographically higher
objects—namelyT.E.2.1 (next to T.E.1.4),T.E.3.1 (next to T.E.2.4), andZ (next to T.E.3.4). The manager
would stop the sequence at this message. However, if it continues the operation, it would receive a
noSuchName error message.
Figure 6.41 shows the sequence of operations to retrieve the MIB shown inFigure 6.39 using the get-

bulk message. The entire MIB data are retrieved in two requests. The first message GetBulkRequest (2,
3,A, B,T.E.I, T.E.2, T.E.3 ) is a request for receiving two non-repetitive objects (the first variable (2)
in the request command) and three repetitive instances (the second operand (3) in the command) of the
columnar objects (T.E.1,T.E.2, andT.E.3). The response returns values ofA and B for the non-repetitive

6.5.2
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2.2 3.2

2.3 3.3

2.4 3.4

Figure 6.39 MIB for Operation Sequences in Figures 6.40 and 6.41

objects, and the first three rows of the aggregate object table. The second request is for three more rows
of the table. Since there is only one more row left to send, the response message contains the informa¬
tion in the last row, the next lexicographic entity, Z, and the error message endOJMibView. The manager
interprets this as end of the table.
Figure 6.42 shows the retrieval of the Address Translation table shown in Figure 5.16 using the get-

bulk-request operation. Instead of four sets of get-next-request and get-response messages, only two
get-bulk-request and response messages are needed in the get-bulk-request operation.

SNMPv2-Trap and InformRequest PDU Operations. The SNMPv2-Trap PDU performs the
same function as in version 1.As we notice, the name has been changed, as well as its data structure
to the generic format shown in Figure 6.37. The variable bindings in positions 1 and 2 are specified as
sysUpTime and snmpTrupOID, as shown in Figure 6.43. The destination(s) to which a trap is sent is
implementation-dependent.
A trap is defined by using a NOTIFICATION-TYPE macro. If the macro contains an OBJECTS

clause, then the objects defined by the clause are in the variable bindings in the order defined in the
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A

B

Manager
Process

GetRequest ( A,B )---____
GetResponse (A,B)----GetNextRequest (T.E.1.T.E.2.T.E.3)_„

ÿGetResponse (T.E.1.1,T.E.2.1,T.E.3.1)----GetNextRequest (T.E.1.1.T.E.2.1.T.E.3.1)
.ÿGetResponse (T.E.1.2,T.E.2.2,T.E.3.2)----GetNextRequest (T.E.1.2,T.E.2.2,T.E.3.2)_ÿ

GetResponse (T.E.1,3,T.E.2.3,T.E.3.3)---GetNextRequest (T.E.1.3,T.E.2.3,T.E.3.3)
ÿ.GetResponse (T.E.1.4,T.E.2.4,T.E.3.4)--GetNextRequest (T.E.1.4,T.E.2.4,T.E.3.4)
, GetResponse (T.E.2.1.T.E.3.1,Z)

Agent
Process

T

E

T.E.1.1 T.E.2.1 T.E.3.1

T.E.1.2 T.E.2.2 T.E.3.2

T.E.1.3 T.E.2.3 T.E.3.3

T.E.1.4 T.E.2.4 T.E.3.4

Z

Figure 6.40 Get-Next-Request Operation for MIB in Figure 6.39

Manager
Process

_ GetBulkRequest ( 2,3,
A,B,T.E.1, T.E.2, T.E.3 )"

Response ( A, B,
T.E.1.1, T.E.2.1, T.E.3.1

-T.E.1.2, T.E.2.2, T.E.3.2
T.E.1.3, T.E.2.3, T.E.3.3 )

GetBulkRequest ( 0,3,
T.E.1.3, T.E.2.3, T.E.3.3 )-

Response ( T.E.1.4, T.E.2.4, T.E.3.4, Z , " endOfMibView" )

Agent
Process

T.E.1.1 T.E.2.1 T.E.3.1

T.E.1.2 T.E.2.2 T.E.3.2

T.E.1.3 T.E.2.3 T.E.3.3

T.E.1.4 T.E.2.4 T.E.3.4

z

Figure 6.41 Get-Bulk-Request Operation for MIB in Figure 6.39

clause. For example, we may want to know what interface is associated with a linkUp trap. In this case
the linkUp NOTIFICATION-TYPEwould have iflndex as an object in its OBJECTS clause, as shown
inFigure 6.44.
An InformRequest PDU is generated by a manager (in contrast to a trap generated by an agent) to

informanother manager of information in itsMIBview.While a trap is receivedpassively by amanager,
an InformRequest generates a response in the receivingmanager to send to the sending manager.
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Manager

GetBulkRequest ( 1,3,
sysUpTime,

atPhysAddress )

Response( (sysUpTime.0 = "315131795"),
(atPhysAddress.13.172.46.46.1 = "0000000C3920AC")
(atPhysAddress.16.172.46.49.1 = "0000000C3920AF")
(atPhysAddress.23.192.68.3.1 = "0000000C3920B4") )

GetBulkRequest ( 1,3,
sysUpTime,

atPhysAddress.23.192.168.3.1

Response( (sysUpTime.O = "315131800"), '
(ipForwarding.O = "1") )

atlflndex atPhysAddress atNetAddress
23 0000000C3920B4 192.68.3.1
13 0000000C3920AC 172.46.46.1
16 0000000C3920AF 172.46.49.1

Figure 6.42 Get-Bulk-Request Example

PDU RequestID Error Error VarBind 1 VarBind 1 VarBind 2 VarBind 2
Type Status Index sysUpTime value snmpTrapOID value

Figure 6.43 SNMPv2 Trap PDU

linkUp NOTIFICATION-TYPE
OBJECTS { ifIndex }
STATUS
DESCRIPTION

current
"A linkUp trap signifies that the SNSMPv2 entity,
acting in an agent role, recognizes that one of the
communication links represented in its configuration
has come up."

Figure 6.44 Example of an OBJECTS Clause in a NOTIFICATION-TYPE Macro

6.6 COMPATIBILITY WITH SNMPvl
An SNMP proxy server, in general, converts a set of non-SNMP entities into a set of SNMP-defined
MIB entities. Unfortunately, SNMPv2 MIB is not backward compatible with SNMPvl and hence req¬
uires conversion of messages. SNMPv2 IETFWorking Group has proposed [RFC 1908] two schemes
for migration from SNMPvl to SNMPv2: bilingual manager and SNMP proxy server.

Bilingual Manager
One of the migration paths to transition to SNMPv2 from version 1 is to implement both SNMPvl and
SNMPv2 interpreter modules in the manager with a database that has profiles of the agents' version. The
interpreter modules do all the conversions ofMIB variables and SNMP protocol operations in both direc¬
tions. The bilingual manager does the common functions needed for a management system. The SNMP

6.6.1
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PDUcontains the version number field to identify the version (seeFigure 5.5). This arrangement is shown in
Figure 6.45. This is expensive to implement andmaintain. The alternative scheme is to use a proxy server.

6.6.2 SNMP Proxy Server
The SNMPv2 proxy server configuration is shown in Figure 6.46. The requests to and responses from,
as well as traps from, SNMPv2 agents are processed by the SNMPv2 manager with no changes. A
proxy server is implemented as a front-end module to the SNMPv2 manager for communication with
SNMPvl agents.
Figure 6.47 details the conversions that are done by an SNMP v2-vl proxy server. The get-Request,

GetNextRequest-PDU, and Set-Request-PDU from the SNMPv2 manager are passed through unaltered
by the proxy server. There are two modifications done to the GetBulkRequest PDU. The values for the
two fields, non-repeaters and max-repetitions, are set to zero and transmitted as GetNextRequest PDU.
The GetResponse from SNMPvl is passed through unalteredby the proxy server to the SNMPv2 man¬
ager, unless a response has a tooBigError value. In the exception case, the contents of the variable-bind¬
ing field are removed before propagating the response. The trap from the SNMPvl agent is prepended
with two VarBind fields, sysUpTime.0 andsnmpTrapOID.0,with their associated values and then passed
on to the SNMPv2 manager as SNMPv2-Trap PDU.

Bilingual Manager Agent
Profile

SNMPvl
Interpreter

SNMPv2
Interpreter

SNMPvl
Agents

SNMPv2
Agents

Figure 6.45 SNMP Bilingual Manager

SNMPv2 Manager

Proxy
Server

SNMPvl
Agents

SNMPv2
Agents

Figure 6.46 SNMPv2 Proxy Server Configuration
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SNMPv2 Manager SNMP v2-v1 Proxy Server

GetRequestN
GetNextRequest

SetRequest

Pass-Through

Pass-Through

Pass-Through

GetBulkRequest ÿ

Response

SNMPv2-Trap

Set::1 non-repeaters = 0:
2. max-repetitions = 0;
3. PDU tag to GetNextRequest-PDU

Pass-Through
Exception: For'tooBig' error, contents of variable-bindings

field removed .

PrependVarBind: 1. sysUpTime.O
2. snmpTrapOID.O

SNMPv1 Agent

GetRequest

GetNextRequest

SetRequest

GetNextRequest

KGetResponse |\Tÿ
/I
\|Trap

Figure 6.47 SNMP v2-v1 Proxy Server

Summary
A significant number of network management systems and agents that are on the market today use
SNMP version 1, referred to as SNMPvl. However, some of the features that have been added to
SNMPvl have been formally defined in SNMPv2. We have learned enhancements in SNMPv2 over that
of SNMPvl in this chapter.
Theenhancements to SNMParchitecture are the formalization of manager-to-manager communication

and the inclusion of traps as part of the SMI and messages, instead of as an appendix to SMI as in
SNMPvl . Three additional messages have been added. They are get-bulk-request, inform-request, and
report. Only get-bulk-request and inform-request details have been defined and the report is left to the
implementers of a system. The report is not used in practice at present.
There are several changes to SMI in SMIv2. Modules are formally introduced using the MODULE-

IDENTITY macro. An OBJECT-IDENTITY macro defines the MIB objects; and a NOTIFICATION-TYPE
macro defines traps and notifications. SMIv2 has been split into three parts, each being defined in
a separate RFC. They are module definitions, textual conventions, and conformance specifications.
Module definitions specify the rules for defining new modules. Textual conventions help define
precise descriptions of modules for human understanding. Conformance specifications are intended
to interpret what the vendor is specifying in the network component with regard to compliance with
SNMP management. Object groups are introduced to group a number of related entities. Conformance
specifications detail the mandatory groups that should be implemented to be SNMP conformant. The
object groups also help vendors define the capabilities of the system when they implement additional
groups beyond that of mandatory ones.

Two new modules have been added to the Internet module. They are security and snmpV2. The
security module is, as of now, a placeholder in the MIB tree as no consensus could be reached within
the working group in defining it. It is specified in SNMPv3, which is covered in Chapter 7. The System
and SNMP groups have been modified in the Internet MIB. Additional objects have been added to the
System group that supports various MIB modules. A large number of entities have been made obsolete
in the SNMP module. Obsolete entities are defined as an obsolete group in the SNMPv2 module.
The SNMPv2 module also defines the MIB definition for compliance groups. Object groups defining a
collection of related entities are defined to specify vendor compliance and capabilities.
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All protocol PDUs, including trap, have been unified into a common data format. The newly introduced
get-bulk-request is intended to improve the efficiency of get-next request in SNMPvl by retrieving data
in large quantities. The get-next-request is still maintained in this version. Interoperability between
management systems has been facilitated by a new message, inform-request. We have given a
conceptual presentationof table management, as this has become importantwhen multiple management
systems try to set configuration on an agent at the same time.
The unfortunate part of SNMPv2 is that it is not backward compatible with SNMPvl. Two schemes

have been recommended for migrating from version 1to version 2. Proxy server is the preferredapproach
over that of a bilingual manager. Proxy server can also be developed for managing non-SNMP agents
with an SNMP manager.

E Exercises
1. Define the OBJECT-IDENTITY module for the following objects mentioned in Exercise 4.11:

(a) hats
(b) jacketQuantity

2. Write the OBJECT TYPE modules for ipAddrTable, ipAddrEntry, and ipAdEntlflndex in an IP
address translation table shown in Figure 4.20 in SMIv2.

3. Add two columnar objects, cardNumber (of interface card) and portNumber (port in the interface
card), to an IP address table in a router. The index values for the IP address table rows are
150.50.51.1, 150.50.52.1, 150.50.53.1, and 150.50.54.1.The packets to the first two addresses
are directed to ports 1 and 2 of interface card 1.The last two addresses refer to ports 1 and 2 of
interface card 2.
(a) Draw a conceptual base table and an augmented table (ipAug 1).
(b) Present theASN.1 constructs for both down to the leaf level of the MlB tree. Limit your leaf for

ipTable to ipAdEntAddr object.
4. Table 6.12 shows the output of a network management system detailing the addresses of a

router in a network. Three columnar objects (Index, IP Address, and Physical Address) belong
to the Address Translation table, atTable. Treat the other three columns as belonging to an
augmented table, atAugTable (atAug 1). Repeat Exercises 3(a) and (b) for this case. Use SMIv2
textual conventions.

Table 6.12 Table for Exercise 4

atlflndex intType intNumber PortNumber IPAddress
atNetAddress

PhysicalAddress
atPhysAddress

3 6 0 2 172.46.41.1 00:00:0c:35:C1 D2
4 6 0 3 172.46.42.1 00:00:0c:35:C1 D3
5 6 0 4 172.46.43.1 00:00:0c:35:C1 D4
6 6 0 5 172.46.44.1 00:00:0c:35:C1 D5
2 6 0 1 172.46.63.1 00:00:0c:35:C1 D1
7 15 1 0 172.46.165.1 00:00:0c:35:C1 D8
1 6 0 0 172.46.252.1 00:00:0c:35:C1 DO

5. InExercise3, the router interfaceswith subnets are reconfiguredasvirtual LANs.There isonly one
interfacecardwithtwoportshandlingtwosubnetseach.Thepacketstothetwosubnets, 150.50.51.1
and 150.50.52.1, are directed to port 1 of the interface card; and the packets to 150.50.53.1 and
150.50.54.1areconnectedto port2.Thesecondtable isthedependenttable, ipDepTable(ipDepl).
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(a) Draw a conceptual base table and a dependent table.
(b) Present theASN.1 constructs for both down to the leaf level of the MIB tree. Limit your leaf for

ipTable to ipAdEntAddr object.
6. A table is used in a corporation for each branch to maintain an inventory of their equipment in the

agent system located at the branch. The inventory table is maintained remotely from the central
location. Items can be added, deleted, or changed. The objects that make up the table are:
Branch ID {corp 100}
Table name invTable
Row name invEntry
Columnar object 1 invStatus
Columnar object 2 invNumber (index)
Columnar object 3 make
Columnar object 4 model
Columnar object 5 serNumber
(a) Draw the inventory conceptual table.
(b) Write the detailed ASN.1 constructs for the table.

7. In Exercise 6, the following equipment is to be added as the 100th inventory number:
make Sun
model Ultra5
serNumber S12345
(a) Add the conceptual row to the table in Exercise 6(a).
(b) Draw the operational sequence diagram for create-and-go operation to create the new

row.
8. In Exercise 6, equipment with the inventory number 50 is no longer in use and is hence to be

deleted. Draw the operational sequence to delete the conceptual row.
9. Generate an ASN.1 OBJECT-GROUP macro for Address Translation group in SNMPv2

implementation.
10. Draw request-response messages, as shown in Figure 6.40 and Figure 6.41, to retrieve all

columnar objects of the Address Translation group shown in Table 6.13. Assume that you know
the number of rows in the table in making requests.
(a) get-next-request and response
(b) get-bulk-request and response
(c) Compare the results of (a) and (b)

Table 6.13 Table for Exercises 10

INDEX IPADDRESS PHYSICALADDRESS
3 172.46.41.1 00:00:0c:35:C1 D2
4 172.46.42.1 00:00:0c:35:C1 D3
5 172.46.43.1 00:00:0c:35:C1 D4
6 172.46.44.1 00:00:0c:35:C1 D5
2 172.46.63.1 00:00:0c:35:C1 D1
7 172.46.165.1 00:00:0c:35:C1 D8
1 172.46.252.1 00:00:0c:35:C1 DO

11. Fill in the values for the SNMPv2 Trap PDU shown in Figure 6.43 for a message sent by the hub
shown in Figure 4.2(a) one second after it is reset following a failure. (You may want to compare
the result with that of Exercise 3 in Chapter 5 for SNMPvl .)
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SNMPManagement: SNMPv3

OBJECTIVES

• SNMPv3features • Usersecurity model, USM
ÿ Documentationarchitecture ÿ Derivedfrom user IDandpassword
ÿ FormalizedSNMParchitecture * Authentication
ÿ Security ÿ Privacy

• SNMPengine IDandnamefor networkentity * Message timeliness

• SNMPv3 applications andprimitives • View-basedaccess controlmodel, VACM

• SNMParchitecture ÿ Configureset ofMIBviewsfor agent with
ÿ Integrates the three SNMPversions contexts
ÿ Message-processingmodule ÿ Familyofsubtrees inMIBviews
ÿ Dispatchermodule ÿ VACMprocess
* Futureenhancement capability

SNMPv2 was released, after much controversy, as a community-based SNMP framework, SNMPv2C,
without any enhancement to security. SNMPv3 was subsequently developedto fulfill that need inSNMP
management. Fortunately, SNMPv3 has ended up addressing more than just security. It is a framework
for all three versions of SNMP. It is designed to accommodate future development in SNMP manage¬
ment with minimum impact to existing management entities. Modular architecture and documentation
have been proposed to accomplish this goal.
The latest set of additional documentation [RFC 3410—34 18, 3584] detailing the specifications of

SNMPv3 is described in the RFCs listed inTable 7.1. They comprise IETF-adopted standards STD 62.
RFC 3410 provides an overview of SNMPv3 Framework.
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Table 7.1 SNMPv3 RFCs
RFC 3410 Introduction and Applicability Statements (not STD)
RFC 3411 Architecture for Describing SNMP Management Frameworks
RFC 3412 Message Processing and Dispatching for SNMP
RFC 3413 SNMPv3Applications
RFC 3414 User-based Security Model (USM) for SNMPv3
RFC 3415 View-based Access Control Model for SNMP
RFC 3416 Version 2 of the Protocol Operations for SNMP
RFC 3417 Transport Mappings for SNMP
RFC 3418 MIB for SNMP
RFC 3584 SNMPv3 Coexistence and Transition (BCP (Best Current Practices) 74)

RFC 3411 presents an overview of SNMPv3. It defines a vocabulary for describing SNMP
Management Frameworks and an architecture for describing the major portions of SNMP Management
Frameworks.
RFC 3412 describes message processing and dispatching for SNMPmessages. Procedures are speci¬

fied for processing multiple versions of SNMP messages to the proper SNMP Message Processing
Models (MPM) and for dispatching packet data units (PDUs) to SNMP applications. A new MPM for
version 3 is proposed in this document.
RFC 3413 defines five types of SNMP applications: command generators, command responders,

notification originators, notification receivers, and proxy forwarders. It also defines the Management
Information Base (MIB) modules for specifying targets of management operations, for notification
filtering, and for proxy forwarding.

RFC 3414 addresses the User-basedSecurity Model (USM) for SNMPv3 and specifies the procedure
for providingSNMPmessage level security. MIBs for remotelymonitoring andmanagingconfiguration
parameters are also specified.
RFC 3415 is concerned with the Access Control Model that deals with the procedure for controlling

access to management information. MIB is specified for remotely managing the configuration param¬
eters for the view-based access control model (VACM).
RFC 3416 defines version 2 syntax and procedures for sending, receiving, and processing of SNMP

PDUs.
RFC 3417 defines the transport of SNMPmessages over various protocols.
RFC 3418 describing the behavior of an SNMP entity obsoletes RFC 1907MIB for SNMPv2.
RFC 3584 describes the coexistence of SNMPv3, SNMPv2, and SNMPvl. It also describes how to

convert MIBmodules from SMIvl format to SMIv2 format.
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7.1 SNMPv3 KEY FEATURES
One of the key features of SNMPv3 is the modularization ofarchitecture and documentation. The design
of the architecture integrated SNMPvl and SNMPv2 specifications with the newly proposed SNMPv3.
This enables continued usage of legacy SNMPentities alongwith SNMPv3 agents andmanager. That is
good news as there are tens of thousands of SNMPvl and SNMPv2 agents in the field.
An SNMP engine is defined with explicit subsystems that include dispatch and message-processing

functions. It manages all three versions of SNMP to coexist in a management entity. Application ser¬
vices andprimitives have been explicitly defined in SNMPv3. This formalizes the various messages that
have been in use in the earlier versions.
Another key feature is the improved security feature. The configuration can be set remotely with

secured communication that protects against modification of information and masquerade by using
encryption schemes. Italso tries to ensure against maliciousmodificationofmessages by reorderingand
time delaying of message streams, as well as protects against eavesdropping of messages.

The access policy used in SNMPvl and SNMPv2 is continued and formalized in the access control
in SNMPv3, designatedVACM. The SNMPengine defined in the architecture checks whether a specific
type of access (read, write, create, notify) to a particular object (instance) is allowed.

7.2 SNMPv3 DOCUMENTATIONARCHITECTURE
The numerous SNMP documents have been organized by IETF to follow a document architecture. The
SNMPdocument architecture addresses how existing documents and new documents couldbe designed
to be autonomous and, at the same time, be integrated to describe the different SNMP frameworks. The
representation shown in Figure 7.1 reflects the contents of the specifications, but it is another perspec¬
tive of what is given in RFC [3410], It can be correlated with what we presented in Figure 4.4. Two
sets of documents are of general nature. One of them is the set of documents on roadmap, applicability
statement, and coexistence and transition.
The other set of documents, SNMP frameworks, comprises the three versions of SNMP. An SNMP

framework represents the integration of a set of subsystems and models. A model describes a specific
design of a subsystem. The implementation of an SNMP entity is based on a specific model based on a
specific framework. For example, a message in an SNMP manager is processed using a specific mes¬
sage processing mode (wewill discuss these later) in a specific SNMP3 framework. The SNMP frame¬
works document set is not explicitly shown in the pictorial presentation inRFC [2271], as we have done
here. RFC [1901] in SNMPv2 and RFC [2271] in SNMPv3 are SNMP framework documents.
The information model and MlBs cover Structure of Management Information (SMI), textual con¬

ventions, and conformance statements, as well as various MIBs. These are covered in STD 16 and
STD 17 documents along with SMIv2 documents [RFC 2578-2580],

Message Handling and PDU Handling sets of documents address transport mappings, message pro¬
cessing and dispatching, protocol operations, applications, and access control. These would correspond
to the SNMP STD 15 documents and the draft documents on SNMPv2 [RFC 1905-1907] shown in
Figure 4.9. RFCs [2573-2575] address these in SNMPv3.

7.3 ARCHITECTURE
An SNMP management network consists of several nodes, each with an SNMP entity. They interact
with each other to monitor and manage the network and resources. The architecture of an SNMP entity
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SNMP
Documentation

General
RFC 3410 Roadmap and Applicability Statements
RFC 3411, 3413 (STD 62) Architecture and Applications
RFC 3584 Coexistence v1, v2, and v3

SNMP Frameworks
SNMPvl: STD 15, 16, 17 RFC 1215
SNMPv2: STD 58, RFC 1901
SNMPv3: STD 58, 62, RFC 2271
SNMPvl, v2 and v3: RFC 1213, STD 58, 62

SMI:
v1: RFCs 1155 and 1212 (STD 16)
v2 and v3: RFC 2578, 2579, 2580 (STD 58):

MIB
v1 and v2: RFC1213 (STD 17)
v1: RFC 1215 (Traps)
v1, v2, and v3: RFC 3418 (STD 62)

Figure 7.1 SNMP Documentation (Recommended in SNMPv3)

is defined as the elements of an entity and the names associated with them. There are three kinds of
naming: naming of entities, naming of identities, and naming of management information. Let us first
look at the elements of an entity, including its naming.

Elements of an Entity
The elements of the architecture associated with an SNMP entity, shown in Figure 7.2, comprise an
SNMP engine and a set of applications. The SNMP engine, named snmpEnginelD, comprises a dis¬
patcher, message processing subsystem, security subsystem, and an access control subsystem.

SNMP Engine. As shown in Figure 7.2, an SNMP entity has one SNMP engine, which is uniquely
identified by an snmpEnginelD. The SNMP engine ID is made up of octet strings. The length of the ID
is 12 octets for SNMPvl and SNMPv2, and is variable for SNMPv3. This is shown in Figure 7.3. The
first four octets in both formats are set to the binary equivalent of the agent's SNMP management pri¬
vate enterprise number. The first bit of the four octets is set to 1 for SNMPv3 and 0 for earlier versions.
For example, if Acme Networks has been assigned {enterprises 696}, the first four octets would read
'800002b8'H in SNMPv3 and '000002b8'H in SNMPvl and SNMPv2.
The fifth octets for SNMPvl and SNMPv2 indicate the method that the enterprise used for deriving

the SNMP engine IDand 6-12 octets function of the method. For a simple entity, it could bejust the IP
address of the entity.
The fifth octet of the SNMPv3 engine ID indicates the format used in the rest of the variable number

of octets. Table 7.2 shows the values of the fifth octet for SNMPv3.

Message Handling
v1, v2: RFC 1157 (STD 15)
v3: RFC 3412 (STD 62)

Protocol Operations and Transport Mappings
v1: RFC 1157 (STD 15)
v2: RFC 3414, 3415, 3416, 3417 (STD 62)

7.3.1
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c
SNMP entity

SNMP Engine (Identified by snmpEnginelD)
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Figure 7.2 SNMPv3 Architecture

1st
Bit

SNMPvl
0

Enterprise ID Enterprise Method Function of the Method
SNMPv2 (1-4 Octets) (5th Octet) (6-12 Octets)

1
Enterprise ID Format Indicator Format
(1-4 Octets) (5th Octet) (Variable Number of Octets)

Figure 7.3 SNMP Engine ID

Dispatch Subsystem. There is only one dispatcher in an SNMP engine and it can handle multiple
versions of SNMP messages. It does the following three sets of functions. First, it sends messages to
and receives messages from the network. Second, it determines the version of the message and interacts
with the corresponding MPM. Third, it provides an abstract interface (described in Section 7.3.3) to
SNMP applications to deliver an incoming PDU to the local application and to send a PDU from the
local application to a remote entity.
The three separate functions in the dispatcher subsystem are accomplished using: (1) a transport

mapper; (2) a message dispatcher; and (3) a PDUdispatcher. The transport mapper delivers the message
over the appropriate transport protocol of the network. The message dispatcher routes the outgoing and
incomingmessages to the appropriate module of the message processor. Ifa message is received for an
SNMPversion, which is not handled by the message processing subsystem, it would be rejected by the
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Table 7.2 SNMPv3 Engine ID Format
(5th Octet)

0 Reserved, unused
1 IPv4 address (4 octets)
2 IPv6 (16 octets)

Lowest non-special IP address
3 MAC address (6 octets)

Lowest IEEE MAC address,
canonical order

4 Text, administratively assigned
Maximum remaining length 27

5 Octets, administratively assigned
Maximum remaining length 27

6-127 Reserved, unused
128-255 As defined by the enterprises

Maximum remaining length 27

message dispatcher. The PDU dispatcher within an SNMP entity handles the traffic routing of PDUs
between applications and the Message Processor Model.

Message ProcessingSubsystem. The SNMPmessage processing subsystem of an SNMP engine
interacts with the dispatcher to handle version-specific SNMPmessages. It contains one or moreMPMs.
The version is identifiedby the version field in the header.

Security andAccess Control Subsystems. The security subsystem provides security services
at the message level in terms of authentication and privacy protection. The access control subsystem
provides access authorization service.

Applications Module. The application(s) module is made up of one or more applications, which
comprise commandgenerator, notification receiver, proxy forwarder, command responder, and notifica¬
tion originator. The first three applications are normally associatedwith an SNMPmanager and the last
two with an SNMP agent. The application(s) module may also include other applications, as indicated
by the box, "Other," in Figure 7.2.

7.3.2 Names
Naming of entities, identities, and management infonnation is part of SNMPv3 specifications. We alr¬
eady mentioned the namingof an entity by its SNMP engine ID,snmpEnginelD. Two names are associ¬
ated with identities, principal and securityName. Principal is the "who" requesting services. It could
be a person or an application. The securityName is a human readable string representing a principal.
The principal couldbe a single user; for example, name a network manager or a group of users, such as
names of operators in the network operations center. It is made non-accessible. It is hidden and is based
on the security model (SM) used. However, it is administratively given a security name; for example,
User 1 or Admin, which is made readable by all.
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Amanagement entitycanberesponsibleformorethanonemanagedobject.Forexample,amanagement
agent associated with a managed object at a given node could be managing a neighboring node besides
its own. Each object is termed context and has a contextEnginelD and a contextName. When there is a
one-to-one relationship between the management entity and the managed object, contextEnginelD is the
same as snmpEnginelD. A scopedPDUis a block of data containing a contextEnginelD,a contextName,
and a PDU. An example of this would be a switched hub where a common SNMP agent in the hub
is accessed to manage the interfaces of the hub. The agent would have an snmpEnginelD and each
interface card would have a context Engine ID. In contrast, in a non-switched hub with each interface
card beingmanaged individually, the snmpEnginelD and contextID are the same.

7.3.3 Abstract Service Interfaces
The subsystems in an SNMP entity communicate with each other across an interface, a subsystem pro¬
viding a service and the other using the service. We can define a service interface between the two. If
the interface is defined such that it is generic and independent of specific implementation, it becomes a
conceptual interface, termed abstract service interface. These abstract services are defined by a set of
primitives that define the services. Figure 7.4(a) shows subsystem A sending a request for service using
the primitiveprimitiveAB to subsystem B. The primitiveAB is associated with the receiving subsystem
B,which is the one that is providing the service in this illustration.A primitive has INandOUT as oper¬
ands or parameters,which are data values. These are indicatedby al and a2, andbl andb2, respectively.
The INparameters are input values to the called subsystem from the subsystem calling for service. The
OUT parameters are the responses expected from the called subsystem to the calling subsystem. The
OUT parameters are sent unfilled in the message format by the calling system (remember Get-Request
PDU?) and are returned filled (Get-Response) by the called subsystem. When the calling subsystem
expects a response from the called subsystem, there are directed messages in both directions with a
two-directional arrow coupling the two, as shown inFigure7.4(a). Inthis case the primitiveprimitiveAB
is only indicated in the forward direction. In addition to returning the OUT parameters, the called sub¬
system could also return a value associated with the result of the request in terms of statuslnformation
or result, as shown inFigure 7.4(a). Because of the execution ofprimitiveAB,subsystem Bmay initiate
a request for service from another subsystem, subsystem C, usingprimitiveBCover the abstract service
interface between subsystems B and C.
Ingeneral, except for dispatcher, primitives are associated with the receiving subsystem. Dispatcher

primitives are used in receiving messages from and to the application modules, as well as registering
and unregistering them, and in transmitting and receivingmessages from the network.
Figure 7.4(b) shows the example of the application, command generator, sending a request sendPdu

(destined for a remote entity) to the dispatcher. The dispatcher, after successful execution of the service
requested and sending it on the network, returns to the applicationsendPduHandle. The sendPduHandle
will be used by the command generator to correlate the response from the remote entity. There are no
OUT parameters to be filled in this primitive except the status information. However, the command
generator does expect the status information, hence the coupling arrow indicator in the figure. The
dispatcher sends an error indicator instead of sendPduHandle for the status information if the sendPdu
transaction is a failure. The dispatcher also generates a request to the MPM,prepareOutgoingMessage.
The prepareOutgoingMessage has both INand OUT parameters and hence information flows in both
directions. The numerous IN and OUT parameters associated with primitives are not identified in the
figure for the sake of simplicity.
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Figure 7.4 Abstract Service Interfaces

Table 7.3 lists the primitives served by the dispatcher, message processing subsystem, security, and
access control subsystems. A brief description is presented for each primitive on the service provided
and the user of service.

7.4 SNMPv3 APPLICATIONS
SNMPv3 formally defines five types of applications. These are not the same as the functional model
that the OS!model addresses. These may be considered as the application service elements that are used
to build applications. They are command generator, command responder, notification originator, notifi¬
cation receiver, and proxy forwarder. These are described in RFC 2273.

7.4.1 Command Generator
A command generator application is used to generate get-request, get-next-request, get-bulk, and set-
request messages. The command generator also processes the response received for the command sent.
Typically, the command generator application is associated with the network manager process.
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Table 7.3 List of Primitives

MODULE PRIMITIVE SERVICE PROVIDED
Dispatcher sendPdu Processes request from application to send

a PDU to a remote entity
Dispatcher processPdu Processes incoming message from a

remote entity
Dispatcher returnResponsePdu Processes request from application to send

a response PDU
Dispatcher processResponsePdu Processes incoming response from a

remote entity
Dispatcher registerContextEnginelD Registers request from a context engine
Dispatcher unregisterContextEnginelD Unregisters request from a context engine
Message Processing
Model

prepareOutgoingMessage Processes request from dispatcher to
prepare outgoing message to a remote
entity

Message Processing
Model

prepareResponseMessage Processes request from dispatcher to
prepare outgoing response to a remote
entity

Message Processing
Model

prepareDataElements Processes request from dispatcher to
extract data elements from an incoming
message from a remote entity

Security Model generateRequestMsg Processes request from message
processing model to generate a request
message

Security Model processlncomingMsg Processes request from message
processing model to process security data
in an incoming message

Security Model generateResponseMsg Processes request from message
processing model to generate a response
message

Intra-Security Model authenticateOutgoingMsg Processes request to authentication service
to authenticate outgoing message

Intra-Security Model authenticate!ncomingMsg Processes request for authentication
service to incoming message

Intra-Security Model encryptData Processes request from security model to
privacy service to encrypt data

Intra-Security Model decrypt Data Processes request for privacy service to
decrypt an incoming message

Access Control
Model

isAccessAIlowed Processes request from application to
access and authorize service requested

Figure 7.5 shows the use of the command generator application using the get-request example. In the
top half of the figure, the get-request message is sent after it passes through the dispatcher, the MPM,
and the SM. The command generator sends the sendPdu primitive to the dispatcher, which requests the
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Figure 7.5 Command Generator Application

MPM to prepare an outgoing message. The dispatcher also sends a sendPduHandle to the command
generator to track the request. The details on the information exchanged between MPM and SM are
covered in Section 7.6. The SM is used to generate the outgoing message, including authentication and
privacy parameters. The dispatcher then sends the message on the network.

The bottom half of Figure 7.5 presents the role of the command generator when the get-response
message is received from the remote entity. The dispatcher receives the message from the network
and requests MPM to prepare data elements, which are addressed in Section 7.6. The SM validates
the authenticity and privacy parameters. The dispatcher receives the returned message from SM and
forwards it to the command generator to process the response.
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An example of the command generator transaction is an SNMPvl get-request command from
a network management system (NMS) to an agent requesting the values of System group (see
Figure 5.17a). The command generator sends the command and OIDs to the dispatcher along with ver¬
sion number (SNMPvl) and security information. It also sends a tracking ID, sendPduHandle, to the
NMS. This would be Request ID (=1) shown in Figure 5.17(a). When the MPM returns the outgoing
message, which could be a secured (authenticated and encrypted) message, the dispatcher delivers it to
the network usinguser datagram protocol (UDP) to be transmitted to the agent. The command generator
receives the response from the dispatcher (asynchronously) sent by the agent. The primitiveprocessRes-
ponsePdu would deliver the PDU containing the values for the System group shown in Figure 5.17(b)
to the command generator. The command generator matches the response PDU receivedwith Request
ID= 1 with the one that was sent.

Command Responder
A command responder processes the get and set requests destined for it and is received from a legitimate
non-authoritative remote entity. It performs the appropriate action of get or set on the network element,
prepares a get-response message, and sends it to the remote entity that made the request. This is shown
in Figure 7.6. In contrast to Figure 7.5, in which the top and bottom half processes run on two remote
objects, the top and bottom of Figure 7.6 belong to the same object. Typically, the command responder
is in the management agent associated with the managed object.
Before the get-request could be processed by the command-responder application, the context that

the SNMP engine is responsible for must register with the SNMP engine. It does this by using the reg-
isterContextEnginelD. Once this is in place, the get-request (same example as used in command gen¬
erator) is received by the dispatcher, data elements are prepared by the MPM, security parameters are
validated by the SM, and the processPdu is passed on to the command responder. This set of processes
is presented in the top half of Figure 7.6.
Once the request is processed by the Command Responder, it prepares the get-response message

as shown in the bottom half of Figure 7.6. The message is passed to the Dispatcher using the
returnResponsePdu. The MPMprepares the response message, the SMperforms the security functions,
and the Dispatcher eventually transmits the get-response message on the network.
Continuing the example discussed in Section 7.4. 1 for the command generator, the dispatcher in the

SNMP agent receives the message. The message is processedby the MPMand the SM and is returned to
the dispatcher.Assuming that the managedobject has registered its context engine IDwith the dispatcher
using registerContextEnginelD,the message is delivered to the command responder usingprocessPdu.
When the command responder acquires the System group information, it fills the PDU received with
System group object values shown in Figure 5.17(b). The returnResponsePdu primitive is used by the
command generator to deliver the message to the dispatcher. The dispatcher, after processing the get-
response message through the MPM and the SM, transmits it across the network using UDPprotocol.

Notification Originator
The notification originator application generates either a trap or an inform message. Its function is
somewhat similar to the command responder, except that it needs to find out where to send the message
and what SNMP version and security parameters to use. Further, the notification generator must deter¬
mine the contextEnginelD and context name of the context that has the infonnation to be sent. It obtains

7.4.2

7.4.3
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these data using newly created MIBs for the notification group and the target group, as well as using
other modules in the system. We will learn about the newMIBs defining the new groups inSection 7.5.
The notification group contains information on whether a notification should be sent to a target and, if
so, what filtering should be used on the information. The target that the notification should be sent to is
obtained from the target group.

7.4.4 Notification Receiver
The notification receiver application receives SNMP notification messages. It registers with the SNMP
engine to receive these messages,just as the command responder does to receive get and set messages.
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Proxy Forwarder
The proxy forwarder application performs a function similar to what we discussed in Chapter 6 on
the proxy server. However, the proxy definition has been clearly defined and restricted in SNMPv3
specifications. The term "proxy" is used to refer to a proxy forwarder application that forwards SNMP
requests, notifications, and responses without regard for what managed objects are contained in those
messages. Non-SNMPobject translation does not fall under this category. The proxy forwarder handles
four types of messages: messages generated by the command generator, command responder, notifica¬
tion generator, and those that contain a report indicator. The proxy forwarder uses the translation table
in the proxy group MIB created for this purpose.

7.4.5

7.5 SNMPv3 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION BASE
The new objects defined in SNMPv3 follow the textual convention specified in SNMPv2 and described
in Section 6.3. Refer to the RFCs listed in Table 7.1 for complete details on managed objects and MIBs
in SNMPv3. We will address a subset of the MIBs here. Figure 7.7 shows the MIB of the new object
groups. They are nodes under sumpModules {1.3.6.1.6.3}, shown in Figure 6.31. There are seven new
MIB groups. The snmpFrameworkMIB, node 10 under snmpModules, describes the SNMP Manage¬
ment architecture. The MIB group snmpMPDMIB (node 11) identifies objects in message processing
and dispatching subsystems.

There are three groups definedunder snmpModules for applications. They are snmpTargetMIB (node
12),snmpNotificationMIB (node 13), and snmpProxyMIB (node 14).The first two are used for notifica¬
tion generator. The snmpTargetMIB defines MIB objects, which are used to remotely configure the par¬
ameters used by a remote SNMP entity. There are two tables in that MIB,which are of specific interest
for us. They are shown in Figure 7.8. The snmpTargetAddrTable, which is in snmpTargetObjects group,
contains the addresses to be used in the generation of SNMPmessages. There are nine columnar objects
in the table, which are listed in Table 7.4.

snmpModules
{1.3.6.1.6.3}

snmpFrameworkMIB (10) snmpVacmMIB (16)

snmpMPDMIB (11) snmpUsmMIB (15)

snmpProxyMIB (14)snmpTargetMIB (12)

snmpNotificationMIB (13)

Figure 7.7 SNMPv3 MIB
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Figure 7.8 Target Address and Target Parameter Tables

Table 7.4 SNMP Target Address Table

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
snmpTargetAddrTable snmpTargetObjects 2 Table of transport addresses
snmpTargetAddrEntry snmpTargetAddrTable 1 Row in the target address table
snmpTargetAddrName snmpTargetAddrEntry 1 Locally administered name associated

with this entry
snmpTargetAddrTDomain snmpTargetAddrEntry 2 Transport type of the addresses
snmpTargetAddrTAddress snmpTargetAddrEntry 3 Transport address
snmpTargetAddrTimeOut snmpTargetAddrEntry 4 Reflects the expected maximum round-trip

time
snmpTargetAddrRetryCount snmpTargetAddrEntry 5 Number of retries
snmpTargetAddrTagList snmpTargetAddrEntry 6 List of tag values used to select the target

addresses for a particular operation
snmpTargetAddrParams snmpTargetAddrEntry 7 Value that identifies an entry in the

snmpTargetParams Table
snmpTargetAddrStorageType snmpTargetAddrEntry 8 Storage type for this row
snmpTargetAddrRowStatus snmpTargetAddrEntry 9 Status of the row

The second table in the snmpTargetObjects group is the snmpTargetParamsTable. The lead into this
table isbyusingthe columnar object snmpTargetAddrParams inthesnmpTargetAddrTable. This contains
the security parameters on authentication and privacy. The columnar objects insnmpTargetParamsTable
are listed inTable 7.5.
The snmpNotificationMIB shown in Figure 7.9 deals with MIB objects for the generation of notifica¬

tions. There are three tables in this group—namely, the notification table, the notification filter profile
table, and the notification filter table. They are under the node snmpNotifyObjects.The SNMP notifica¬
tion table, snmpNotijyTable, is used to select management targets that should receive notifications, as
well as the type of notification to be sent. Table 7.6 shows the columnar objects in the group.
The notification profile table group, snmpNotifyProfdeTable, is used to associate a notification

filter profile with a particular set of target parameters. The third group, the notification filler table,
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ENTITY_
snmpTargetParamsTable

snmpTargetParamsEntry
snmpTargetParamsName

snmpTargetParamsMPModel

snmpTargetParamsSecurityModel
snmpTargetParamsSecurityName
snmpTargetParamsSecurityLevel
snmpTargetParamsStorageType
snmpTargetParamsRowStatus

snmpTargetObjects 3

snmpTargetParamsTable 1
snmpTargetParamsEntry 1

snmpTargetParamsEntry 2

snmpTargetParamsEntry 3
snmpTargetParamsEntry 4
snmpTargetParamsEntry 5
snmpTargetParamsEntry 6
snmpTargetParamsEntry 7

(BRIEF)
Table of SNMP target information
to be used
A set of SNMP target information
Locally administered name
associated with this entry
Message processing model to be
used
Security model to be used
Security name of the principal
Level of security
Storage type for the row
Status of the row

snmpNotifyTable (1) snmpNotifyFilterTable (1)

snmpNotifyObjects

snmpNotificationMIB
{snmpModules 13}

snmpNotifyFilterProfileTable

Figure 7.9 SNMP Notification Tables

Table 7.6 SNMP Notification Table

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
snmpNotifyTable snmpNotifyObjects 1 List of targets and notification types
snmpNotifyEntry snmpNotifyTable 1 Set of management targets and the

type of notification
snmpNotifyName snmpNotifyEntry 1 Locally administered name

associated with this entry
snmpNotifyTag snmpNotifyEntry 2 A single value that is used to select

entries in the snmpTargetAddrTable
snmpNotifyType snmpNotifyEntry 3 Selects trap or inform to send
snmpNotifyStorageType snmpNotifyEntry 4 Storage type for the row
snmpNotifyRowStatus snmpNotifyEntry 5 Status of the row
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snmpNotifyFilterTable, contains table profiles of the targets. The profile specifies whether a particular
target should receive particular information.
ThesnmpProxyMIB is concernedwith objects inaproxy forwarding application, such as the SNMPv2

proxy server shown in Figure 6.46. It contains a table of translation parameters used by the proxy for¬
warder application for forwarding SNMPmessages.
The SNMP USM objects are defined in snmpUsmMIB module (node 15). Lastly, the objects for

VACM for SNMP are defined in the snmpVacmMIB module (node 16). We will discuss the details of
these MIBs later when we address security in the next section and access control in Section 7.8.

SECURITY
One of the main objectives, ifnot the main objective, in developing SNMPv3 is the addition of security
features to SNMPmanagement. Authentication and privacy of information, as well as authorization and
access controls, have been addressed in SNMPv3 specifications. We will cover the authentication and
privacy issues in this section and in Section 7.7. We will deal with access control in Section 7.8.

SNMPv3 architecture permits flexibility to use any protocol for authentication and privacy of infor¬
mation. Flowever, the IETFSNMPv3 working group has specified aUSMfor its security subsystem. It is
termed user-based as it follows the traditional concept of a user, identifiedby a user namewith which to
associatesecurity information.TheworkinggrouphasspecifiedHMAC-MD5-96andHMAC-SHA-96(see
Section 7.7.1 for an explanation) as the authentication protocols. Cipher Block Chaining mode of Data
Encryption Standard (CBC-DES) has been adopted for privacy protocol.

We will discuss the general aspects of security associatedwith the types of threats, the security mod¬
ules, the message data format to accommodate security parameters, and the use and management of
keys in this section. We will specifically address the USM in the next section.

Security Threats
Four types of threats exist to network management information while it is being transported from one
management entity to another: (1) modification of information, (2) masquerade, (3) message stream
modification, and (4) disclosure. These are shown in Figure 7.10, where the information is transported
from management entity A to management entity B. For the first three threats, the signal has to be inter¬
cepted by an intruder to tamper with it, whereas for the disclosure threat, the signal can just be tapped
and not intercepted.
Modificationof information is the threat that some unauthorizeduser maymodify the contents of the

message while it is in transit. Data contents are modified, including falsifying the value of an object. It
does not include changing the originating or destination address. The modified message is received by
entity B,which is unaware that it has beenmodified. For example, the response by an SNMP agent to a
request by an SNMPmanager could be altered by this threat.
Masquerade is when an unauthorized user sends information to another assuming the identity of an

authorized user. This can be done by changing the originating address. Using the masquerade andmodi¬
fication of information, an unauthorized user can perform operation on a management entity, which he
or she is not permitted to do. The SNMP set operation should be protected against this attack.
The SNMP communication uses connectionless transport service, such as UDP. This means that the

message could be fragmented into packets with each packet taking a different path. The packets could

7.6

7.6.1
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Modification of Information
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Message Stream Modification

Management
Entity A

Disclosure

Figure 7.10 Security Threats to Management Information

arrive at the destination out of sequence and have to be reordered. The threat here is that the intruder
may manipulate the message stream (message stream modification) and maliciously reorder the data
packets to change the meaning of the message. For example, the sequence of data of a table could be
reordered to change the values in the table. The intruder could also delay messages so that those mes¬
sages arrive out of sequence. The message could be interrupted, stored, and replayed at a later time by
an unauthorized user.
The fourth and last threat that is shown inFigure 7.10 is disclosure ofmanagement information. The

message need not be intercepted for this, but just eavesdropped. For example, the message stream of
accounting couldbe promiscuouslymonitoredby an employeewith a TCP/IP dump procedure, and then
the information could be used against the establishment.

There are at least two more threats that would be considered as threats in traditional data communica¬
tion, but the SNMP SM has classified them as being non-threats. The first is denial of service, when an
authorized user is denied service by a management entity. This is considered as not being a threat, as a
network failure could cause such a denial. It is the responsibility of the protocol to address this issue.
The second threat that is not considered a management threat is traffic analysis by an unauthorizeduser.
It was determined by the IETF SNMPv3 working group that there is no significant advantage achieved
by protecting against this attack.

Security Model
In normal operational procedures, the MPM in the message processing subsystem interacts with secu¬
rity subsystem models. For example, in Figure 7.2, an outgoing message is generated by an applica¬
tion, which is first handled by a dispatcher subsystem, then by an MPM, and finally by the SM. If the
message is to be authenticated, the SM authenticates it and forwards it to the MPM. Similarly for an
incomingmessage, the MPM requests the service of the security subsystem to authenticate the user ID.

Management
Entity B

7.6.2
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Figure 7.11 Security Services

Figure 7.11 shows the services provided by the three modules in the security subsystem to the MPM.
They are the authentication module, the privacy module, and the timeliness module.

Authoritative SNMP Engine. When two management entities communicate, the services provided
by each are determined by the role they play, i.e.,whether the entity is authorized to perform the service.
This ledto the concept ofauthoritative andnon-authoritative SNMPengines. This is dependent onwhich
SNMP engine controls the communication between the two entities. SNMPv3 architecture defines that
in a communication between two SNMP engines, one acts as an authoritative engine and the other as a
non-authoritativeengine. There is a well-defined set of rules as to who is the authoritative SNMPengine
for each message that is communicated between two SNMP engines. For get-request, get-next-rcquest,
get-bulk-request, set-request or informmessages, the receiver of the message is the authoritative SNMP
engine. Since these messages are originated by a manager process in a network management system
(NMS), the receiver is the SNMP agent. Thus, the agent is the authoritative SNMP engine. For trap,
get-response, and report messages, the sender or the agent is the authoritative SNMP engine. Thus, an
SNMP engine that acts in the role of an agent is the designated authoritative SNMP engine. The SNMP
engine that acts in the role of a manager is the non-authoritative engine. Ingeneral, an SNMP agent is
the authoritative SNMP engine in SNMP communication.
An authoritative SNMPengine is responsible for the accuracy of the time-stamp and a unique SNMP

engine ID in each message. This requires that every non-authoritative SNMP engine keep a table of the
time and authoritative engine IDof every SNMP engine that it communicates with.

Security Authentication. Communication between two entities could satisfy the condition of aut¬
horitative and non-authoritative pair. However, it should be the right set of pairs. Thus, the source from
which the message is received should be authenticated by the receiver. Further, authentication is needed
for the security reasons discussed in Section 7.6.1.Security authentication is done by the authentication
module in the security subsystem.
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The authentication module provides two services, data integrity and data origin authentication. The
data integrity service provides the function of authenticating a message at the originating end and vali¬
dating it at the receiving end, ensuring that it has not beenmodified in the communication process by an
unauthorized intruder.Authentication validation also catches any non-malicious modification of data in
the communication channel. The authentication scheme uses authentication protocols, such as HMAC-
MD5-96 or HMAC-SHA-96 in SNMPv3 or any other protocol inplace of it.
The second service that is provided by the authentication module is data origin authentication. This

ensures that the claimed identity of the user on whose behalf the message was sent is truly the originator
of the message. The authentication module appends to each message a unique identifier associatedwith
an authoritative SNMP engine.
Privacy of Information. The second module in the security subsystem in Figure 7.11 is the privacy
module,which provides data confidentiality service. Dataconfidentiality ensures that information is not
made available or disclosed to unauthorized users, entities, or processes. The privacy of the message is
accomplishedby encrypting the message at the sending end and decrypting it at the receiving end.

Timeliness of Message. The timeliness module is the third module in the security subsystem and
provides the function of checking message timeliness and thus prevents message redirection, delay, and
replay. Using the concept of an authoritative SNMP engine, a window of time is set in the receiver to
accept a message. The travel time between the sender and the receiver should bewithin this timewindow
interval. The time clock in both the sender and the receiver is synchronized to the authoritative SNMP
engine. The recommended value for the window time in SNMPv3 is 150 seconds.
For implementation of the timeliness module, the SNMPengine maintains three objects: snmpEngin-

elD, snmpEngineBoots, and snmpEngineTime. The snmpEnginelD uniquely identifies the authoritative
SNMP engine. The snmpEngineBoots is a count of the number of times the SNMP engine has re-booted
or re-initialized since snmpEnginelD was last configured. The snmpEngineTime is the number of sec¬
onds since the snmpEngineBoots counter was last initialized or reset.
The timeliness module also checks the message IDof a responsewith the request message and drops

the message if they do not match.
We will next look at the message format in SNMPv3 in general, and the security parameters con¬

tained in it in particular.

Message Format
The SNMPv3 message format is shown in Figure 7.12. It consists of four groups of data. Details of the
fields in each group except security parameters are given in Table 7.7. The first group is a single field,
which is the version number and is in the same position as in SNMPvl and SNMPv2.
Global (header) data defined by the data type header are the second group of data in the message

format. They contain administrative parameters of the message, which are message ID, message maxi¬
mum size, message flag, and message SM. It is worth noting that an SNMP engine can handle many
models concurrently in the message processing subsystem. The dispatcher subsystem examines the
version number in the message and sends it to the appropriate message processing module in the mes¬
sage subsystem. For example, if the version is set to snmpv2, the SNMPv2 message processingmodule
would be invoked.

The third group of data, security parameter fields, are used by the SM in communicating between
sending and receivingentities. The values of the parameters depend on the message SM set inthe header
data. The parameters are shown in Figure 7.12 andwill be discussed in Section 7.7.

7.6.3
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Global/
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Security Parameters

Authoritative Authoritative Authoritative User Authentication Privacy
Engine ID Engine Boots Engine Time Name Parameters Parameters

Figure 7.12 SNMPv3 Message Format

Table 7.7 SNMPv3 Message Format

FIELD OBJECT NAME DESCRIPTION
Version

Message ID

Message max. size
Message flags

Message security
model
Security
parameters (See
Table 7.8)
Plaintext/encrypted
scopedPDU data

msgVersion

msgID

msgMaxSize
msgFlags

msgSecurityModel

msgSecurityParameters

scopedPduData

Context engine ID contextEnginelD

Context name
PDU

contextName
data

SNMP version number of the message
format
Administrative ID associated with the mes¬
sage
Maximum size supported by the sender
Bit fields identifying report, authentication;
and privacy of the message
Security model used for the message;
concurrent multiple models allowed
Security parameters used for communication
between sending and receiving security
modules
Choice of plaintext or encrypted scopedPDU;
scopedPDU uniquely identifies context and
PDU
Unique ID of a context (managed entity) with
a context name realized by an SNMP entity
Name of the context (managed entity)
Contains unencrypted PDU

The fourth and final group of fields in the whole message record shown in Figure 7.12 is the plain¬
text/encrypted scopedPDU data. The scopedPduData field contains either unencrypted or encrypted
scopedPDU. If the privacy flag is set to zero (no privacy) in the message flag (see header data), then
this field contains plaintext scopedPDU,which is unencrypted scopedPDU. The plaintext scopedPDU
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comprises the context engine ID, context name, and the PDU.A management entity can be responsible
for multiple instances ofmanaged objects. For example, inanATM switch, a single managedentity acts
as the agent for all the network interface cards in all its ports. We could treat each interface card as a
context with a context engine ID and a context name. Thus, a particular context name, in conjunction
with a particular context engine ID, identifies the particular context associated with the management
information contained in the PDUportion of the message. The object name for PDU is data.

7.7 SNMPv3 USER-BASED SECURITY MODEL
The security subsystem for SNMPv3 is a USM, which is based on the traditional user name concept.
Just as we have defined abstract service interfaces between various subsystems in an SNMP entity,
we can define abstract service interfaces in USM. They define conceptual interfaces between generic
USM services and self-contained authentication and privacy services. There are two primitives associ¬
ated with authentication service, one to generate an outgoing authenticated message (authenticateOut-
goingMsg) and another to validate the authenticated incoming message (authenticate!ncomingMsg).
Similarly, there are two primitives associated with privacy services, encryptData and decryptData, for
the encryption of outgoing messages and the decryption of incomingmessages. These were included in
the list of primitives in Table 7.3.

Services providedby authentication and privacy modules in the security subsystem for outgoing and
incoming messages are shown in Figures 7.13 and 7.14, respectively. Looking at the overall picture,
the MPM invokes the USM in the security subsystem. The USM in turn invokes, based on the security
level set in the message, the authentication and privacy modules. Results are returned to the MPMby
the USM.
InFigure 7. 13 that shows the process of an outgoing message, we will assume that both privacy and

authentication flags are set in the message flag in the header data. The MPM inputs the MPM informa¬
tion, header data, security data, and scopedPDU to the security subsystem. The USM invokes the pri¬
vacy module first, providing the encryption key and scopedPDUas input. The privacy module outputs

Processing
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MPM Information
Header Data —
Security Data —
ScopedPDU—

(Authenticated/Encrypted)
Whole Message

-Whole Message Length -

— Security Parameters—

Security Subsystem

—Encryption Key
-ScopedPDU-
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_ Encrypted
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Figure 7.13 Privacy and Authentication Service for an Outgoing Message
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Figure 7.14 Privacy and Authentication Service for an Incoming Message

privacy parameters that are sent as part of the message and the encrypted scopedPDU. The USMpasses
the unauthenticatedwhole messagewith encryptedscopedPDUto the authenticationmodule alongwith
the authentication key. The authentication module returns the authenticated whole message to USM.
The security subsystem returns the authenticated and encryptedwhole message alongwith the message
length and security parameters to the MPM.
Figure 7.14 shows the reverse process of an incomingmessage going through the authentication vali¬

dation first, and then decryption of the message by the privacy module.
The security parameters used in the SM are shown in Figure 7.12. Table 7.8 lists the parameters and

the corresponding SNMPv3 MIB objects. The position of the relevant MIB objects associated with the
security parameters belongs to the two modules,snmpFramesworkMlB andsnmpUsmMIB,under snmp-
ModulesMlB shown in Figure 7.7. The details of the position of the objects in the MIB are presented in
Figure 7.15.

We have already discussed the first three parameters in Table 7.8 associated with engine ID,number
of boots, and time since the last boot. They are in the snmpEngine group shown in Figure 7.15. The last
three parameters in the table are in usmUserTable in the usmUser group shown in Figure 7.15.
The fourth parameter is the user (principal) on whose behalf the message is being exchanged. The

authenticationparametersaredefinedbythe authenticationprotocolcolumnarobject intheusmUserTable.
The usmUserTable describes the users configured in the SNMPengine and the authentication parameters
the type of authentication protocol used. Likewise, the privacy parameters describe the type of privacy
protocol used.
The usmUserSpinLock is an advisory lock that is used by SNMP command generator applications to

coordinate their use of the set operation in creating or modifying secrets in usmUserTable.
Now that we have a broad picture, let us return to Figure 7.13 and follow through the detailed data

flow and processes involved in the USM. Figure 7.13 shows the operation for an outgoing message,
which could be either a Request message or a Response message. The MPM inputs information on the
messageprocessingmodelto be used (normally SNMPversion number), leader data, security data (SM,
SNMP engine ID, security name, and security level) and scopedPDUto the Security Subsystem (SS).
This information is receivedby the User-base Security Model (UCM) in SS.
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snmpModules
{1.3.6.1.6.3}

snmpFrameworkMIBObjects
(1)

snmpEngine
(1)

snmpFrameworkMIB
(10)

snmpAuthProtocols
(1)

snmpFrameworkAdmin
(1)

snmpPrivProtocols
(2)

UsmUserSpinLock
(1)

UsmMIBObjects
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UsmUser
(2)

UsmUserTable
(2)

snmpUsmMIB
(15)

Figure 7.15 SNMPv3 MIB Objects for Security Parameters

Table 7.8 Security Parameters and Corresponding MIB Objects

SECURITY PARAMETERS USM USER GROUP OBJECTS
msgAuthoritativeEnginelD
msgAuthoritativeEngineBoots
msgAuthoritativeEngineTime
msgUserName
msgAuthenticationParameters
msgPrivacyParameters

snmpEnginelD (under snmpEngine Group)
snmpEngineBoots (under snmpEngine Group)
snmpEngineTime (under snmpEngine Group)
usmUserName (in usmUserTable)
usmUserAuthProtocol (in usmUserTable)
usmUserPrivProtocol (in usmUserTable)

In the USM, the security-level settings for privacy and authentication determine the modules invoked.
The encryption key and scopedPDU(context engine ID, context name, and PDU) are fed into the pri¬
vacy module, which encrypts the PDUand returns the encrypted PDUalong with privacy parameters to
the callingmodule, USM.
The USM then communicates with the authentication module. The USM inputs the encrypted whole

message along with the authentication key. The authentication module returns the authenticated whole
message to USM. The USM passes the authenticated and encrypted whole message, whole message
length, and securities parameters back to the MPM.
The operation for an incomingmessage is shown in Figure 7.14. Inputs to the security subsystem are

the MPM information, header data, security parameters for the received message, and the whole mes¬
sage. The output of the security subsystem is scopedPDUin plaintext format.
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Within the security subsystem, the operational sequence of authentication and privacy for an
incoming message are reversed from that of the outgoing message. The message is first sent to the
authentication module with the authentication key, the whole message received from the network,
and authentication parameters received from the network as inputs. It outputs an authenticated whole
message to the calling module in USM. The USM then feeds the decrypt key, privacy parameters, and
the encrypted scopedPDUand receives in return the decrypted scopedPDU.The decrypted scopedPDU
is then passed on to the message processingmodule.

7.7.1 Authentication Protocols
The secret to security using the authentication and privacy schemes is the secret key that is shared bet¬
ween the sender and the user. There is a secret key for authentication and a secret key for encryption and
decryption. The secret key for the User-based Security Module (USM) is developed from the user pass¬
word. Two algorithms are recommended in SNMPv3 for developing the key from the password. They
are HMAC-MD5-96 and HMAC-SHA-96. The first letter in the designation stands for the cryptographic
hash function (H) used for generating the MessageAccess Code (MAC). The second part in the designa¬
tion is the hashing algorithm used, the first one being the MD5 hashing algorithm, and the second one
the SHA-l hashing algorithm to generate MAC. The MAC is derived by truncating the hashing code
generated to 96 bits as indicatedby the last set of characters in the designation.

Authentication Key. The authentication key, the secret key for authentication, is derived from a cho¬
sen password of the user. The user in our case is the non-authoritative SNMP engine, which is generally
an NMS. In both MD5 and SHA-l algorithms, the password is repeated until it forms exactly a string
of 220 octets (1,048,576 octets), truncating the last repetition, if necessary. This result is called digestO
[Stallings, 1998], Inthe second step, the digestO is hashedusingeither the MD5 or the SHA-l algorithm
to derive digest1. MD5 algorithm yields a 16-octet digestI, and SHA-l results in a 20-octet digest1.A
second string is formed by concatenating the authoritative SNMP engine IDand digest1.This string is
fed into the respective hashing algorithm to derive digest2. The derived digest2 is the user's authentica¬
tion key, authKey, which is input to the authentication modules shown inFigures 7.13 and 7.14.You are
referred to RFC [2104] and Stallings [1998] for details on MD5 and SHA-l algorithms.

The choice between the 16-octet MD5-based authKey and the 20-octet SHA-l-based authKey is
based on the implementation. In the 20-octet key, it is harder to break the code than in the 16-octet key.
However, the processing is faster with the 16-octet key. Further, the same 16-octet key derived from the
same password could be used for the privacy key, although it is recommended that the same key not be
used for both.

HMAC Procedure. The 96-bit long code MAC is derived using the HMAC procedure described in
RFC 2104 and RFC 2274. First, two functions K1 and K2 are derived using authKey obtained above,
and two fixed but different strings, ipadandopad, as defined in the followingmanner.A 64-byte extend-
edAuthKey is derived by supplementing authKey with zeros.

ipad- the hexadecimal byte 0x36 (00110110) repeated 64 times
opad= the hexadecimal byte 0x5c (01011100) repeated 64 times
K1=exteudedAuthKey XOR ipad
K2=exteudedAuthKey XOR opad
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HMAC is computed byperformingthe following nestedhashing functions onK1,K2,andwholeMsg,
which is the unauthenticatedwhole message shown in Figure 7.13:

H(K2,H(Kl,wholeMsg))
The first 12 octets of this final digest are the MAC. These are the authentication parameters,msgAu-

thenticationPammeters, which are shown in Figure 7.12 and are included as part of the authenticated
whole message, authenticatedWholeMsg shown in Figure 7.13.

KeyManagement. A user (NMS) has only one passwordandhence one secret key digest1mentioned
in the authentication key discussion earlier. Flowever, it communicates with all the authoritative SNMP
engines (all the agents in the network). The shared information is again a secret between the two com¬
municating engines. The concept of a localizedkey is introduced to accomplish this instead of storing a
separate password for each pair of communicating engines. A hash function, which is the same hashing
function that is used to generate the secret key, is employed to generate the localized key.

Localizedkey =H {secret, authoritativeSnmpEnginelD, secret)
where secret is the secret key (digest1) and the authoritativeSnmpEnginelD is the SNMP engine ID of
the authoritative SNMPengine with which the local user is communicating. This localizedkey, different
for each authoritative engine, is stored in each authoritative engine with which the user communicates.
Notice that the localized key is the same as authKey.

SNMPv3 permits the operation of changes and modification in a key, but not the creation of keys to
ensure that the secret key does not become stale.

Discovery. One important function of an NMS as a user is the discovery of agents in the network.
This is accomplished by generating a Request message with a security level of no-authentication and
no-privacy, a user name of "initial," an authoritative SNMPengine IDof zero length, and a varBind list
that is empty. The authoritative engines respondwith Response messages containing the engine IDand
the security parameters filled in. Additional information is then obtained via pair-wise communication
messages.

Encryption Protocol
The encryption generates non-readable ciphertext from a readable text,plaintext. The SNMPv3 recom¬
mendation for data confidentiality is to use the CBC-DES Symmetric Encryption Protocol. The USM
specifications require the scopedPDUportion of the message be encrypted. A secret value in combi¬
nation with a timeliness value is used to create the encryption/decryption key and initialization vector
(IV).Again, the secret value is user-based, and hence is associated typically with an NMS.The 16-octet
privacy key,privKey, is generated from the password as described in the generation of authentication
code usingMD-5 hashing algorithm.
The first eight octets ofthe 16-octet privacykey areusedto create the DESkey.The DESkey isonly 56

bits longandhence the least significant bit ofeach octet in the privacykey isdiscarded. The 16-octet IV is
madeupoftwoparts,an 8-octet pre-IVconcatenatedwith an 8-octetsalt. Thepre-IV is the lasteight octets
of the privacy key.The salt is added to ensure that two identical instances ofciphertext are not generated
from two different plaintextsusing the same key. Thesalt isgeneratedbyan SNMPengine by concatenat¬
inga4-octet snmpEngineBootswith a locallygenerated integer.Thesalt is theprivacyparameter shown in
Figures 7.12, 7.13, and 7.14.

7.7.2
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The encryption process first divides the plaintext of scopedPDU into 64-bit blocks. The plaintext of
each block is XOR-ed with the ciphertext of the previous block, and the result is encrypted to produce a
ciphertext for the current block. For the first block, the IV is used insteadof the ciphertext of the previ¬
ous block.

7.8 ACCESS CONTROL
Wc have covered security considerations innetwork management with regard to data integrity,message
authentication, data confidentiality, and the timeliness ofmessage in the previous two sections. We will
now address access control, which deals with who can access network management components and
what they can access. In SNMPvl and SNMPv2, this subject has been covered using the community-
based access policy. In SNMPv3, access control has been made more secure and more flexible. It is
called VACM.
VACM defines a set of services that an application in an agent can use to validate command requests

and notification receivers. It validates command requests as to the sending sources and their access
privilege. It assumes that authentication of the source has been done by the authentication module. In
order to perform the services, a local database containing access rights and policies has been created
in the SNMP entity, called Local Configuration Datastore (LCD). This is typically in an agent or in a
manager functioning in an agent role when it communicates with another manager.
The LCD needs to be configured remotely and hence security considerations need to be introduced.

A MIBmodule for VACM has been introduced toward achieving this.

7.8.1 Elements of the Model
Five elements comprise VACM: (1) groups, (2) security level, (3) contexts, (4) MIB views and view
families, and (5) access policy.We will define each of them now.

Groups. A group, identified as groupName, is a set of zero or more SM {vacmSecurityModel)—secu¬
rity name (vacmSecurityName) pairs on whose behalf SNMP management objects can be accessed. A
security name is a principal as defined in Section 7.3.2 and is independent of the SMused.All elements
belonging to a group have identical access rights. Equivalent of a group in SNMPvl is the community
name. Thus, all NMSs (security names) in SNMPvl (SM) with a community name public (group)
would have equal access privilege to an agent.

Security Level. Security level (vacmAccessSecurityLevef) is the level of security of the user, namely
no authentication-no privacy, authentication-no privacy, and authentication-privacy. This is set by the
message flag shown in Figure 7.12. A member using a specific SM andwith a given security name in a
group could have different access rights by using different security levels.

Contexts. As mentioned in Section 7.3, an SNMP context is a collection of management information
accessible by an SNMP entity. An SNMP entity has access to potentially more than one context. Each
SNMP engine has a context table that lists the locally available contexts by contextName.

MIB Views andView Families. As inSNMPvl and SNMPv2, access rights to contexts are controlled
by a MIB view (see Figure 5.2). A MIB view is defined for each group and it details the set of man¬
aged object types (and optionally, the specific instances of object types). Following the approach of the
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tree-like naming structure for MIB, the MIB view is defined as a combination of a set of view subtrees,
where each view subtree is a subtree within the managed object naming tree. A simple MIB view could
be all nodes defined under an OBJECT IDENTIFIER, for example, system. A view subtree is identified
by the OBJECT IDENTIFIER value, which is the longest OBJECT IDENTIFIER prefix common to all
(potential) MIB object instances in that subtree. For the system example, it is {1.3.6.1.2.1.1} .
An example of a complex MIB view could be all information relevant to a particular network inter¬

face. This can be represented by the union ofmultiple view subtrees, such as a set of system and inter¬
faces to view all managed objects under the System and Interfaces groups.
A more complex view is a situationwhere all the columnar objects ina conceptual row of a table app¬

ear in separate subtrees, one per column, each with a similar format. Because the formats are similar, the
required set of subtrees can be aggregated into one structure, called afamily ofview subtrees. A family
of view subtrees is a pairing of an OBJECT IDENTIFIER value (called the family name) together with
a bit string value (called the family mask). The family mask indicates which subidentifiers of the as¬
sociated family name are significant to the family's definition. A family of view subtrees can either be
included or excluded from the MIB view.

Access Policy: The access policy determines the access rights to objects as read-view, write-view,
and notify-view. For a given groupName, contextName, securityModel, and securityLevel, that group's
access rights are defined by either the combination of the three views, or not-accessible. The read-view
is used for get-request, get-next-rcquest, and gct-bulk-rcqucst operations. The write-view is used with
the set-request operation. The notify-view represents the set of object instances authorized for the group
when sending objects in a notification.

7.8.2 VACM Process
The VACM process is presented as a flowchart in Figure 7. 16. We will explain the process in terms of
an SNMP agent with an SNMP engine having responsibility for many contexts. The tables shown in the
figure are addressed in the next section on VACM MIB. As RFC 2275 describes, the VACM process
answers the six questions related to access ofmanagement information. They are:

1. Who are you (group comprising security model and security name)?
2. Where do you want to go (context to be accessed)?
3. How secured are you to access the information (security model and security level)?
4. Why do you want to access the information (to read, write, or send notification)?
5. What object (object type) do you want to access?
6. Which object (object instance) do you want to access?

The first question is answered by the introduction of the group concept. The group that the requester
belongs to is determined by the VACM from the SMand the security name. It uses the security-to-group
table for validating the principal and deriving the group name.
The second question is answered by checking whether the context that needs to be accessed is within

the responsibility of the agent. Ifthe first two questions are answered in the affirmative, then the results
of those, namely group name and context name, along with the security model and the security level
(answer to how), are fed into the "access allowed?" process. It is assumedbyVACM that the SM and the
security level (the third question) have already been validated by the security module. Given these four
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inputs as indices, the access table provides the views permitted, view name. It comprises one or more of
the views, read-view, write-view, and notify-view.
The answer to the fourth question regarding why access is needed is used by the "select variable

names" process to select the family of view subtrees eligible to be accessed. The view tree family table
is applicable for this selection. A match is made between the result of this process and the answers to the
last two questions as to what (object type) and which (object instance), to make a decision on whether
access is allowed or not.

Each process puts out an error message based on the validation as shown in Figure 7.16.

7.8.3 VACM MIB
The processes in VACM use the tables to perform the functions mentioned. A VACM MIB has been
defined specifying the newly created objects. This is shown inFigure 7.17. The snmpVacmMIB is a node
under snmpModules shown in Figure 7.7. The three tables defining the context, group, and access are
nodes under vacmMIBObjects, which is a node under snmpVacmMIB.
The vacmContextTable is a list of vacmContextNames.The vacmSecurityToGroupTable has columnar

objects, vacmSecurityModel, vacmSecurityName, as indices to retrieve vacmGroupName.
The VACM Access Table, shown in Figure 7.18, is used to determine the access permission and

the viewName. It has vacmGroupName from the vacmSecurityToGroupTable as one of the indices.
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Figure 7.17 VACM MIB
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vacmAccessSecurityLevel (3) vacmAccessNotifyViewName (7)

vacmAccessContextMatch (4) vacmAccessWriteViewName (6)

vacmAccessReadViewName (5)

Figure 7.18 VACM Access Table

The other three indices from this table are vacmAccessContextPrefix, vacmAccessSecurityModel, and
vacmAccessSecurityLevel. The viewName representing the three views, vacmAccessReadViewN¬
ame, vacmAccessWriteViewName, and vacmAccessNotifyViewName, are retrieved from the table. The
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vacmAccessStorageType and vacmAccessStatus are the administrative information objects relating to
the storage volatility and the row status.
The vacmMIBViews, subnode (5), under vacmMIBObjects, shown in Figure 7.19, has the subor¬

dinate nodes vacmViewSpinLock and vacmViewTreeFamilyAccessTable. The vacmViewSpinLock is an
advisory lock that is used by SNMP command generator applications to coordinate their use of the set
operation in creating or modifying views in agents. It is an optional implementation object.
The vacmViewTreeFamilyTable describes families of subtrees that are available within MIB views in

the local SNMP agent for each context. Each row in this table describes a subtree for a viewName and
an OBJECT IDENTIFIER. For example, if the "access allowed?" process in Figure 7.16 yields three
values for viewName, that would result in three conceptual rows in this table. The vacmViewTreeFami-
lyViewName representing the viewName is one of the columnar objects and an index in the table. Two
indices define a conceptual row in this table. The second is vacmViewTreeFamilySubtree. It is a node
representing the top of the tree. For example, if the OBJECT IDENTIFIER were 1.3.6.1.2.1.1, it would
represent the system subtree. The OBJECT IDENTIFIER for the local agent is determined by the high¬
est OBJECT IDENTIFIER that would address all object instances in the local view.
In some situations, we may want to view different subsets of a subtree. In such cases, we can form

a family of view subtrees by using a combination of two parameters. The first is the selection of the
view, which is done by a family mask defined by vacmViewTreeFamilyMast, and the second parameter
is the family type defined by vacmViewTreeFamilyType, shown in Figure 7.19. The family mask is
a bit string that is used with the vacmViewTreeFamilySubtree. Using this feature, specific objects in
a subtree are selected if the corresponding object identifier matches. If the corresponding bit value
is 0 in the family mask, it is considered a wild card and any value of the object identifier would be

vacmViewTreeFamilyViewName (1) vacmViewTreeFamilyStatus (6)

vacmViewTreeFamilySubtree (2) vacmViewTreeFamilyStorageType (5)

vacmViewTreeFamilyType(4)vacmViewTreeFamilyMask (3)

vacmViewSpinLock

vacmMIBViews
(vacmMIBObjects 5)

vacmViewTreeFamilyTable

vacmViewTreeFamilyEntry

Figure 7.19 VACM MIB Views
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selected. After the selection is made, if the family type value is included (1), the view is included. Ifit is
excluded (2), the view is excluded. There is more flexibility in the views by introducing a columnar
object vacmViewTreeFamilyType that indicates whether a particular subtree in the family of subtrees
derived from vacmViewTreeFamilySubtree and vacmViewTreeFamilyMask is to be includedor excluded
in a context's MIB view.
As an example of the System group to be included, values for various parameters of the family entry

in Figure 7.19 are:
Family view name= "system"
Family subtree = 1.3.6.1.2.1.1
Family mask =""
Family type = 1

The zero length string, for mask value designates all Is by convention.
We could extend the view by adding a second row to the table. For example, we could add an SNMP

group by adding another row to the table with the family subtree 1.3.6.1.2.1.11.
Suppose we want to add a columnar object to the table. We would add the columnar object with the

index added as another row. We could also add all the columnar objects of a conceptual row in a table.
A useful convention for doing this is to use the definition of columnar object 0, which designates all
columnar objects in a table. For example, {1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.0.5} identifies all columnar objects associ¬
ated with the 5th interface (corresponding to iflndex value of 5) in the ifTable.
Ifmore than one family name is present with the same number of subidentifiers, the lexicographic

convention is followed for the predominance among them. This helps in the followingway. Suppose we
wanted to choose all columnar objects in the above ijTable example, except the ifMtu,which is the 4th
columnar object. We would then choose {1.3.6. 1.2.1.2.2.1.4.5} and the Type =2 to exclude it. Since this
is lexicographically higher than {1.3.6. 1.2.1.2.2.1.0.5}, this will take precedence. Thus, the combination
of the two will select all 5th row objects except ifMtu.

We have reviewed the latest version of SNMP, SNMPv3, in this chapter. The two major features are the
specifications for a formalized SNMP architecture that addresses the three SNMP frameworks for the
three versions. Two new members, dispatch and message processing modules, are defined. This would
enable a network management system to handle messages from and to agents that belong to all three
current versions. It would also accommodate future versions, if needed.
The second major feature is the inclusionof security.A security subsystem is defined, which addresses

data integrity, data origin authentication, data confidentiality, message timeliness, and limited message
replay protection.The authentication module in the security subsystem addresses the first two issues, the
privacy module protects data confidentiality, and the timeliness module deals with message timeliness
and limited replay protection. The security subsystem is the User-based Security Model (USM). It is
derived from the traditional concept of user ID and password.
The access policies of SNMPvl and SNMPv2 have been extended and made more flexible by the

VACM. An SNMP agent handling multiple objects (contexts) can be configured to present a set of MIB
views and a family of subtrees in its MIB views. These views can bematchedwith seven input parameters
to determine access permission to the principal. They are the SM (version of SNMP), the security name
(principal), the security level (dependent on the authentication and privacy parameters), the context
name, the type of access needed, the object type, and the object instance.
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Exercises
1. The first four octets of an SNMP engine ID in a system are set to the binary equivalent of the

system's SNMP management private enterprise number as assigned by the IANA.Write the first
four octets of the SNMP engine ID in hexadecimal notation for the four enterprises, (cisco, hp,
3com, and Cabletron,) shown in Figure 4.14 for the following two versions:
(a) SNMPvl
(b) SNMPv3

2. Write the full SNMP engine ID for:

(a) SNMPvl for a 3Com hubwith the IPv4address 128.64.46.2 inthe 6th to 9th octets followed by
Os in the rest.

(b) SNMPv3 for the Cisco router interface with IPv6 address ::128.64.32.16.
3. Describe the SNMPv3 scopedPDUthat the SNMP agent (router) responds to NMSwith the data

shown in Figure 4.2(c).
4. Figure 7.20 shows a generalized time-sequenced operation for get-request message going

from a manager to an agent. Complete the primitives in Figure 7.20 explicitly identifying the
application modules used.
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5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

10.

11.

Draw the time-sequence operation similar to that in Figure 7.20 detailing the elements of
procedure for get-response message from the agent to the manager.
Detail the IN and OUT parameters of the sendPdu and prepareOugoingMsg primitives shown in
Figure 7.4(b) by referring to RFC 2271.
Identify the authoritative and non-authoritative entities in Figure 7.20.
Define the configuration parameters for a notification generator to send traps to two network
management systems noc1 and noc2 by filling in the objects in the snmpTargetAddressTable,
snmpTargetTable, and snmpNotifyTable. Specifications for the two targets are given below. You
may use the Appendix of RFC 2273 as a guide to answer this exercise.

messageProcessingModel
securityModel
secuirtyName
snmpTargetParamsName
securityLevel
transportDomain
transportAddress
tagList

noc1
SNMPv3
3 (USM)
"noc1"
"NOAuthNoPriv-noc1'
noAuthNoProv(l)
snmpUDPDomain
128.64.32.16:162
"groupl"

noc2
SNMPv3
3 (USM)
"noc2"
"NOAuthNoPriv-noc1"
authPriv(3)
snmpUDPDomain
128.64.32.8:162
"group2"

12.

Access RFC 2274 and list and define the primitives provided by the authentication module at the
sending and receiving security subsystems. Describe the services provided by the primitives.
Access RFC 2274 and list and define primitives provided by the privacy module at the sending
and receiving security subsystems. Describe the services provided by the primitives.
Specify the family name, the family subtree, the family mask, and the family type in
vacmViewTreeFamilyTable for an agent to present a view of:
(a) the complete IP group
(b) IP address table (ipAddrTable)
(c) the row in the IP address table corresponding to the IP address 172.46.62.1
Write the vacmViewTreeFamilyTable for the three rows that present the system group in the IP
address table for the row with IP address 172.46.62.1without the ipAdEntReasmMaxSize.
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SNMPManagement: RMON

OBJECTIVES

• Remote networkmonitoring, RMON • Generates andsends statistics close to subnet¬

• RMON1:MonitoringEthernet LANandtoken- works to centralNMS
ringLAN • RMONMLBsfor RMONgroup objects

• RMON2:Monitoringupperprotocollayers

The success of SNMP management resulted in the prevalence of managed network components in the
computer network. SNMPvl set the foundation for monitoring a network remotely from a centralized
network operations center (NOC) and performing fault and configuration management. However, the
extent to which network performance couldbemanagedwas limited. The characterization of the perfor¬
mance of a computer network is statistical in nature. This led to the logical step of measuring the statis¬
tics of important parameters in the network from the NOC and the development of remote monitoring
(RMON) specifications.

8.1 WHAT IS REMOTE MONITORING?
Wc saw examples of SNMPmessages going across the network betweena manager and an agent in Sec¬
tion 5. 1 .4. Wc did this using a tool that "sniffs" every packet that is going across a local area network
(LAN), opens it, and analyzes it. It is a passive operation and does nothing to the packets, which con¬
tinue to proceed to their destinations. This is called monitoring or probing the network and the device
that docs the function is called the network monitor or the probe. Let us distinguish between the two
components of a probe: (1) physical object that is connected to the transmission mediumand (2) proces¬
sor, which analyzes the data. Ifboth are at the same place geographically, it is a local probe, which is
how sniffers used to function. Wc will discuss this further in Chapter 9, when wc consider management
systems and tools.
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Figure 8.1 Network Configuration with RMONs

The monitored information gathered and analyzed locally can be transmitted to a remote network
management station. In such a case, remotely monitoring the network using a probe is referred to as
remote network monitoring or RMON.Figure 8. 1 shows a fiber-distributed data interface (FDDI) back¬
bone network with a local Ethernet LAN. There arc two remote LANs, one a token-ring LAN and
another, an FDDI LAN, connected to the backbone network. The network management system (NMS)
is on the local Ethernet LAN.There is either an Ethernet probe or anRMONon the Ethernet LANmoni¬
toring the local LAN. The FDDI backbone is monitored by an FDDIprobe via the bridge and Ethernet
LAN.A token-ring probe monitors the token-ring LAN. It communicates with the NMSvia routers and
the wide area network (WAN) (shown by the lightening bolt symbol of the telecommunications link).
The remote FDDI is monitored by the built-in probe on the router. The FDDIprobe communicates with
the NMSvia theWAN. All four probes that monitor the four LANs and communicate with the NMS are
RMON devices.
The use of RMON devices has several advantages. First, each RMONdevice monitors the local net¬

work segment and does the necessary analyses. It relays the necessary information in both solicited and
unsolicited fashion to the NMS. For example, RMON could be locally polling network elements in a
segment. If it detects an abnormal condition, such as heavy packet loss or excessive collisions, it would
send an alarm. Because the polling is local, the information is more reliable. This example of local
monitoring and reporting to a remote NMS significantly reduces SNMP traffic in the network. This is
especially true for the segment in which the NMS resides, as all the monitoring traffic would otherwise
converge there.
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The following case history illustrates another advantage. RMON reduces the necessity of agents in
the network to be visible at all times to the NMS. One of the NMSs would frequently indicate that one
of the hubs would show failure, but the hub recovered itselfwithout any intervention. The performance
study of the hub that the LANwas part of indicated that the LANwould frequently become overloaded
with heavy traffic, and would have a significant packet loss. That included the ICMP packets that the
NMS was using to poll the hub. The NMS was set to indicate a node failure if three successive ICMP
packets did not receive responses. Increasing the number ofpackets needed to indicate a failure stopped
the failure indication. This demonstrates the third advantage.

There are more chances that the monitoring packets, such as ICMP pings, may get lost in long-dis¬
tance communication, especially under heavy traffic conditions. This may wrongly be interpreted by
the NMS as the managed object being down. RMONpings locally and hence has less chance of losing
packets, thus increasing the reliability of monitoring.
Another advantage of local monitoring using RMON is that individual segments can be monitored

on a more continuous basis. This provides better statistics and greater ability for control. Thus, a fault
could be diagnosed quicker by the RMONand reported to the NMS. In some situations, a failure could
even be prevented by proactive management.

The overall benefits of implementing RMON technology in a network are higher network avail¬
ability for users and greater productivity for administrators. A study report [CISCO/RMON] indicates
increased productivity of several times for network administrators using RMON in their network.

8.2 RMON SMIAND MIB
For a network configuration system, like the one shown inFigure 8.1,to work successfully, several con¬
ditions need to be met. Network components are made by different vendors. Even the RMON devices
may be from different vendors. Thus,just as in the communication of network management information,
standards need to be established for common syntax and semantics for the use of RMONdevices. The
syntax used isASN. 1.The RMONstructure ofmanagement information is similar to SMIv2 indefining
object types. The Remote Network Monitoring Management InformationBase (RMONMIB) defining
RMONgroups has been developed and defined in three stages. The original RMONMIB,now referred
to as RMON1 was developed for Ethernet LAN inNovember 1991 RFC 1271, but was made obsolete
in 1995 RFC 1757. Token-ring extensions to RMON1were developed in September 1993 [RFC 1513],
The use ofRMON1 for remote monitoringwas found to be extremely beneficial. However, it addressed
parameters at the OSI layer 2 level only. Hence, RMON2 [RFC 2021] was developed and released in
January 1997, which addressed the parameters associated with OSI layers 3 through 7.

The RMONgroup is node 16 under MIB-II (mib-2 16), as shown in Figure 6.36. All the groups under
the RMONgroup are shown in Figure 8.2. It consists of nine Ethernet RMON1 groups (rmon 1 to rmon
9), one token-ring extension group to RMON1 (rmon 10), and nineRMON2 groups (rmon 11-20) for the
higher layers.
RMON1 is covered in Section 8.3 and RMON2 in Section 8.4. We will discuss the applications of

RMONinPart IIIwhen we discuss applications, systems, and tools.

8.3 RMON1
RMONl is coveredby RFC 1757 for Ethernet LANandRFC 1513.There are two data types introduced
as textual conventions, and ten MIB groups (rmon 1 to rmon 10), as shown in Figure 8.2.
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8.3.1 RMON1Textual Conventions
Two new data types that are defined in RMON1 textual conventions are OwnerString and EntryStatus.
Both these data types are extremely useful in the operation ofRMONdevices. RMONdevices are used
by management systems to measure and produce statistics on network elements. We will soon see that
this involves setting up tables that control parameters to be monitored. Typically, there is more than one
management system in the network, which could have permission to create, use, and delete control par¬
ameters in a table. Or, a human network manager in charge of network operations does such functions.
For this purpose, the owner identification is made part of the control table defined by the OwnerString
data type. The EntryStatus is used to resolve conflicts between management systems in manipulating
control tables.
The OwnerString is specified in the NVTASCII character set specified by DisplayString. The infor¬

mation content of OwnerString contains information about the owner: IP address, management station
name, network manager's name, location, or telephone number. If the agent itself is the owner, as for
example in the addition of an interface card, the OwnerString is set to "monitor."
In order to understand the data type, EntryStatus, we need to understand the concept of creation

and deletion of rows in tables, which was discussed in Section 6.4.7. For a table to be shared by mul¬
tiple users, a columnar object EntryStatus, similar to RowStatus in SNMPv2, is added to the table that
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Table 8.1 EntryStatus Textual Convention

STATE ENUMERATION DESCRIPTION
valid 1 Row exists and is active. It is fully

configured and operational
createRequest 2 Create a new row by creating this object
underCreation 3 Row is not fully active
invalid 4 Delete the row by disassociating the

mapping of this entry

contains information on the status of the row. The EntryStatus data type can exist in one of four states:
(l) valid, (2) createRequest, (3)underCreation,and(4) invalid.The four states ofEntryStatusare shown in
Table 8. 1. Under the validstate condition, the instantiation or row of the table is operational and is prob¬
ably measuring the number of input octets in the IF group on an interface. Any management system,
which is authenticated to use the RMON device, may use this row of data. Of course, if the owner of
the row decides to make it invalid, other systems lose the data. The invalidstate is the way to delete a
row. Based on implementation, the row may be immediately deleted and the resource claimed, or it may
be done in a batch mode later. If the desired row of information does not already exist, the management
system can create a row. The EntryStatus is then set to createRequest. The process of creation may
involve more than one exchange of PDUs between the manager and the agent. In such a situation, the
state of the EntryStatus is set to underCreation so that others won't use it. After the creation process is
complete, it is set to the valid state.

RMON1Groups and Functions
RMON in general, and RMON1 specifically, performs numerous functions at the data link layer.
Figure 8.3 shows a pictorial representation of RMONl groups and functions. The data-gathering mod¬
ules, which are LAN probes, gather data from the remotely monitored network comprising Ethernet
and token-ring LANs. The data can serve as inputs to five sets of functions. Three of those comprise
monitoring of traffic statistics. The host and conversation statistics group deals with traffic data associ¬
atedwith the hosts, rankingof traffic for the top Nhosts, and conversation between hosts. The group of
statistical data associated with Ethernet LAN, namely Ethernet statistics and Ethernet history statistics,
is addressedby the groups and functions in the Ethernet statistics box. The history control table controls
the data to be gathered from various networks. It is also usedby the token-ring statistics modules in the
token-ring statistics box. Outputs of various modules are analyzed and presented in tabular and graphi¬
cal forms to the user by the network manager in the NMS.
The filter group is a cascade of two filters. The packet filter filters incomingpackets by performing a

Boolean and/or XOR with a mask specified. This could be quite complex. The filtered packet stream is
considered a channel. We can make further selections based on the channel mask. The filtered outputs
may generate either alarms or events. These are reported to the network manager. The output of the data
gatherer could also generate an alarm directly.
The output of the filter group could be stored in the packet capture module for further analysis by the

network manager. This could be associated with a special study of the traffic pattern or troubleshooting
of an abnormality in the network.

8.3.2
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Figure 8.3 RMON1 Groups and Functions

The above functions associated with the various groups are accomplished using ten groups associ¬
ated with the RMON1 MIB, as shown in Table 8.2. The first nine groups are applicable to common
data and to Ethernet LAN, and the tenth group extends it to token-ring LAN. Most of the groups have
one or more tables. The groups fall into three categories. The largest category is the statistics-gathering
groups. These are the Statistics groups, the History groups, the Host group, the Host Top N group, and
the Matrix group. The second category deals with the network event reporting functions. These are the
Alarm group and the Event group. The third category deals with filtering the input packets according
to selected criteria and capturing the data if desired for further analysis. These are the Filter group and
the Packet Capture group. Wewill consider RMON1 groups and the token-ring extension to RMON1 in
Sections 8.3.4 and 8.3.5, respectively.
InTable 8.2, we notice in the Tables column that some of the groups have tables with "2" as part of

the name; for example, etherStats2Tab/e in the Statistics group. These are additional tables created dur¬
ing RMON2 specifications development and are enhancements to RMON1. Hence, they are included
here as part of RMON1. The enhancements to RMON1 include the standard LastCreateTime textual
convention for all control tables and TimeFilter textual convention that provides capability for the filter
to handle rows to be used for the index to a table. The LastCreateTime enhancement helps keep track
of data with the changes in control. The TimeFilter enables an application to download only those rows
that changed since a particular time. The agent returns a value only if the time mark is less than the last
update time.
As an example, let us consider afooTable with two rows and three columnar objects,fooTimeMark

(with TimeFilter as the data type),foolndex, andfoocounts. The indices defining a row arefooTimeMark
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Table 8.2 RMON1 MIB Groups and Tables

GROUP OID FUNCTION TABLES
Statistics rmon 1 Provides link-level statistics -etherStatsTable

-etherStats2Table
History rmon 2 Collects periodic statistical data and stores -historyControlTable

for later retrieval
-etherHistoryTable
-historyControl2Table
-etherHistory2Table

Alarm rmon 3 Generates events when the data sample -alarmTable
gathered crosses pre-established
thresholds

Host rmon 4 Gathers statistical data on hosts -hostControlTable
-hostTable
-hostTimeTable
-hostControl2Table

Host Top N rmon 5 Computes the top N hosts on the -hostTopNcontrolTable
respective categories of statistics gathered

Matrix rmon 6 Gathers statistics on traffic between pairs -matrixControlTable
of hosts

-matrixSDTable
-matrixDSTable
-matrixControl2Table

Filter rmon 7 Performs filter function that enables -filterTable
capture of desired parameters

-channelTable
-filter2Table
-channel2Table

Packet rmon 8 Provides packet capture capability to -buffercontrolTable
capture gather packets after they flow through a

channel
-captureBufferTable

Event rmon 9 Controls the generation of events and -eventTable
notifications

Token ring Rmon 10 See Table 8.3 See Table 8.3

andfoolndex. Let the TimeFilter index start at 0, the last update offooCounter inrow #1 occur at time 3,
and its value is 5. Assume the update to row #2 occurred at time 5 and the value was updated to 9. This
scenario would yield the following instance offooCounts in the fooTable:

fooCounts.0.1 5
fooCounts.0.2 9
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fooCounts.1.1 5
fooCounts.1.2 9
fooCounts.2.1 5
fooCounts.1.2 9
fooCounts.3.1 5
fooCounts.3.2 9
fooCounts.4.2 9 (Note that row #1 does not exist for times 4 and 5 since the last update

occurred at timemark 3.)
fooCounts.5.2 9
(Both rows #1 and #2 do not exist for timemark greater than 5.)

Relationship Between Control and Data Tables
Observing the Tables column in Table 8.2, you will notice several of the groups have a data table and a
control table. The data table contains rows (instances) of data. The control table defines the instances of
the data rows in the data table and is settable to gather and store different instances of data. The relation¬
ship between the control table and the data table is illustrated in a generic manner in Figure 8.4. The
value of the datalndex in the data table is the same as the value of controllndex in the control table.
Let us understand how the data table and the control table work together using the matrix group in

Table 8.2. We can collect data based on source and destination addresses appearing in the packets on
a given interface using the matrixSDTable (matrix source-destination table). The control index is an
integer uniquely identifying the row in the control table. Itwould have a value of 1 for the first interface
of a managed entity. The value of the columnar object, controlDataSource, identifies the source of the
data that is being collected. In our example, if the interface #1 belongs to the interfaces group, then
controlDataSource is iflndex.l.

8.3.3
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The controlJableSize identifies entries associatedwith this data source. Inour matrix source-destina¬
tion table example, this would be the source-destination pair in each row of the table.
The controlOwner columnar object is the entity or person who created the entry. The entity could

be either the agent or NMS, or a management person. The controlStatus is one of the entries listed in
Table 8.1.The controlOther could be any other object.
To uniquely identify a conceptual row in the data table, we may need to specify more indices than the

datalndex. This is indicated as dataAddllndex in Figure 8.4. Inour matrix source-destination example,
additional indices are source and destination address objects. The dataOther in the data table indicates
data being collected, such as the number of packets.

RMON1 Common and Ethernet Groups
We have so far covered the global picture ofRMONl EthernetMIB and how data and control tables are
related to each other. Let us now address the nine RMON1 common and Ethernet groups.
Statistics Group. The statistics group contains statistics measured by the probe for each monitored
Ethernet interface on a device. The etherStatsTcible in this group has an entry for each interface. Data
include statistics on packet types, size, and errors. It also provides capability to gather statistics on the
collision of the Ethernet segment. The number of collisions is a best estimate, as the number of colli¬
sions detected depends on where the probe is placed on the segment.
The statistics group is used to measure live statistics on nodes and segments. Commercial NMSs

include features such as dynamic presentation of various traffic patterns. The number ofMIB collisions
could also be used for alarm generation when it exceeds a set high threshold value.

HistoryGroup. The history group consists of two subgroups: the history control group and the history
(data) group. The history control group controls the periodic statistical sampling of data from various
types of networks. The control table stores configuration entries comprising interface, polling period,
and other parameters. Information is stored in a media-specific table, the history table, which contains
one entry for each specific sample. A short-term and a long-term interval, such as 30-second and 30-
minute intervals,may be specified to obtain two different statistics. The data objects defined are dropped
events, number of octets and packets, different type of errors, fragments, collisions, and utilization.
The history group is extremely useful in tracking the overall trend in the volume of traffic. Since

historical data arc accumulated at the data link layer, they include traffic caused by all higher-layer
protocols. Short-term history statistics can also be used to troubleshoot network performance problems.
For example, in one study of traffic pattern that the author participated in, short-term history statistics
revealed that a significant volume of "transparent" data was contributed by servers in the network,
which were functioning as "mirrors" for a public news service on the Internet. Although the service
was considered to be desirable, since it was generated and consumed externally, it behaved somewhat
transparently with regard to the local network traffic.

Alarm Group. The alarm group periodically takes statistical samples on specified variables in the
probe and compares them with the prc-configured threshold stored in the probe. Whenever the moni¬
tored variable crosses the threshold, an event is generated. To avoid excessive generation of events on
the threshold border, rising and falling thresholds are specified. This works in the following manner.
Suppose an alarm event is generatedwhen the variable crosses the falling threshold while goingdown in
value. Another event would be generated only after the value crosses the rising threshold at least once.

8.3.4
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The group contains an alarm table that has a list of entries defining the alarm parameters. The colum¬
nar objects a/armVariable and alarmlnterval are used to select the variable and the sampling interval.
The sampling type is either the absolute or delta value. Inthe former, the absolute value of the variable
at the end of the previous period is stored as an alarm value. In the latter type, the absolute value at the
end of a period is subtracted from the beginning of the period and the computed value is stored. These
values arc compared with the rising and falling thresholds to generate alarms.
An example of an absolute value would be a new interface card on test for infant mortality. The

threshold of the sum of outgoing and incoming packets could be set to 1 gigaoctects and the RMON
would generate an alarm/event when the threshold is reached. An example of delta type is threshold set
to 10,000 packets in a 10-second interval for excessive packet loss.

Host Group. The host group contains information about the hosts on the network. It compiles the list
of hosts by looking at the good packets traversing the network and extracting the source and destination
MAC addresses. It maintains statistics on these hosts. There are three tables in the group: hostControl-
Table, hostTable, and hostTimeTable. The hostControlTable controls the interfaces on which data gath¬
ering is done. The other two tables depend on this information. The hostTable contains statistics about
the host. The hostTimeTable contains the same data as the host table, but is stored in the time order in
which the host entry was discovered. This helps in the fast discovery of new hosts in the system. The
entries in the two data tables are synchronized with respect to the host in the hostControlTable. We can
obtain statistics on a host using this MIB.

Host Top NGroup. The host top Ngroup performs a report-generation function for ranking the top
Nhosts in the category of the selected statistics. For example, we can rank-order the top ten hosts with
maximum outgoing traffic. The HostTopNControlTable is used to initiate generation of such a report.
As an example of the type of data that can be acquired using an RMON probe, Figure 8.5 shows a

chart derived using an RMONprobe for the output octets of the top ten hosts in a network. The names
of the hosts have been changed to generic host numbers for security reasons.
Matrix Group. The matrix group stores statistics on the conversation between pairs of hosts.An entry
is created for each conversation that the probe detects. There are three tables in the group. The matrix-
ControlTable controls the information to be gathered. The matrixSDTable keeps track of the source to
destination conversations; and the matrixDSTable keeps data based on destination to source traffic. We
can obtain a graph similar to Figure 8.5 for the conversation pairs in both directions using this group.
FilterGroup. The filter group is used to filter packets to be captured basedon logical expressions. The
stream of data based on a logical expression is called a "channel." The group contains a filter table and
a channel table. The filter table allows packets to be filtered with an arbitrary filter expression, a set of
filters associated with each channel. Each filter is defined by a row in the filter table. A channel may
be associated with several rows. For each channel, the input packet is validated against each filter as¬
sociated with that channel and is accepted if it passes any of the tests. A row in the channel table of the
filter group includes the interface ID (same as iflndex) with which the channel is associated, along with
acceptance criteria. The combination of the filter and channel filtering provides enormous flexibility to
select packets to be captured.
Packet Capture Group. The packet capture group is a post-filter group. It captures packets from
each channel based on the filter criteria of packet and channel filters in the filter group. The channel
filter criteria for acceptance of the filter group output are controlled by the bufferControlTable and
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the captured channel data in the captureBufferTable. Each packet captured is stored in the buffer as an
instance.
Event Group. The event group controls the generation and notification of events. Both the rising
alann and the falling alarm can be specified in the eventTable associated with the group. Besides the
transmittal of events, a log is maintained in the system.

RMON Token-Ring Extension Groups
As we mentioned earlier, token-ring RMONMIB is an extension to RMON1 MIB and is specified in
RFC 1513. Table 8.3 presents the token-ring MIB groups and tables. There are eight groups, each with
a data table and two with control tables.

There are two token-ring statistics groups, one at the MAC layer (token-ring statistics group) and a
second on packets collected promiscuously (token-ring promiscuous statistics group). They both con¬
tain statistics on ring utilization and ring error statistics. The MAC-layer statistics group collects data
on token-ring parameters such as token packets, errors inpackets, bursts, polling, etc. The promiscuous

8.3.5
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Table 8.3 RMON Token-Ring MIB Groups and Tables

TOKEN RING GROUP FUNCTION TABLES
Statistics Current utilization and

statistics of MAC Layer
error tokenRingMLStatsTable

tokenRingMLStats2Table
Promiscuous statistics Current utilization and

statistics of promiscuous
error
data

tokenRingPStatsTable

tokenRingPStats2Table
MAC-layer history Historical utilization and

statistics of MAC layer
error tokenRingMLHistoryTable

Promiscuous history Historical utilization and
statistics of promiscuous

error
data

tokenRingPHistoryTable

Ring station Station statistics ringStationControlTable
ringStationTable
ringStationControlTable

Ring station order Order of the stations ringStationOrderTable
Ring station configuration Active configuration of

stations
ring ringStationConfigControlTable

ringStationConfigTable
Source-routing Utilization statistics of source

routing information
sourceRoutingStatsTable

sourceRoutingStats2Table

statistics group addresses statistics on the number of packets of various sizes and the type of packets
as to data—multicast or broadcast. There are two corresponding history statistics groups—current and
promiscuous. Each of the four statistics groups has one data table associated with it.
There are three groups associated with the stations on the ring. The ring station group provides sta¬

tistics on each station beingmonitored on the ring along with its status. The data are stored in the ring-
StationTable. The rings and parameters to be monitored are controlled by the ringStationControlTable.
The ring station order group provides the order of the station on the monitored rings and has only a data
table. The ring station configuration group manages the stations on the ring.
The last group in the ring groups is the source-routing group. It is used to gather statistics on routing

information in a pure source-routing environment.

8.4 RMON2
RMONl dealt primarily with data associated with the OSI data link layer. The success and popularity
ofRMON1 led to the development of RMON2. RMON2 [RFC 2021] extends the monitoring capability
to the upper layers, from the network layer to the application layer. The term application level is used in
the SNMPRMONconcept to describe a class ofprotocols, and not strictly the OSI layer 7 protocol. The
error statistics in any layer include all errors below the layer, down to the network layer. For example,
the network layer errors do not include data link layer errors, but the transport layer errors include the
network layer errors.
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Several of the groups and functions in RMON2 at higher layers are similar to that of the data link
layer in RMON1.We will discuss the groups and their similarity here. We will cover in detail how pro¬
tocol analyzer systems incorporate the higher-layer data gathered usingRMON2 inChapter 9 onNMSs
and tools.

RMON2 Management Information Base
The architecture of RMON2 is the same as RMON1. RMON2 MIB is arranged into ten groups.
Table 8.4 shows the RMON2 MIB groups and tables. We have already discussed enhancements to
RMON1MIB in the previous section.

The protocol directory group is an inventory of the protocols that the probe can monitor. The capa¬
bility of the probe can be altered by reconfiguring the protoco/DirTable. The protocols range from the
data link control layer to the application layer. This is identified by the columnar object on the unique
protocol ID. Each protocol is further subdivided based on parameters, such as fragments. The protocol
identifier and protocol parameters are used as indices for the rows of the table. There is one entry in the
table for each protocol. The protocols that can be usedwith the protocol directory have been defined in
RFC 2074.

The protocol distribution group provides information on the relative traffic of different protocols
either in octets or packets. It collects very basic statistics that would help a NMS manage bandwidth
allocation utilized by different protocols. The protocolDistControlTable is configured according to the
data to be collected and protocolDistStatsTable stores the data collected. Each row in the protocolDist
StatsTable is indexed by the protocolDistControlIndex in the protocolDistControlTable and protocol
DirLocallndex in theprotoco/DirTable. The data table stores the packet and octet counts.

The address map group is similar to the address translation table binding the MAC address to the
network address on each interface. It has two tables for control and data.

The network-layer host group measures traffic sent from and to each network address representing
each host discovered by the probe, as the host group in RMON1 does.
The network-layer matrix group provides information on the conversation between pairs of hosts in

both directions. It is very similar to the matrix tables in RMON1. The group also ranks the top Ncon¬
versations. It has two control tables and three data tables.

The application layer functions are grouped into two groups, the application-layer host group and
the application-layer matrix group. They both calculate traffic by protocol units and use their respective
control tables in the network-layer host group and the network-layer matrix group. The application-layer
matrix group can also generate a report of the top Nprotocol conversations.
Alarm and history group information have been combined into the user history collection group in

RMON2.This function, normally done by NMSs, can be off-loaded to RMON. It has two control tables
and one data table. Data objects are collected in bucket groups. Each bucket group pertains to a MIB
object, and the elements in the group are the instances of the MIB object. Users can specify the data to
be collected by entering data into usrHistoryControlTable, which will then be assembled with rows of
instances in the usrHistoryObjectTable. Each row in the former specifies the number of buckets to be
allocated for each object, and the latter contains rows of instances of theMIBobject. The data are stored
in userHistoryTable. There could be one or more instances of userHistoryTable associated with each
usrH[storyObjectTable.

8.4.1
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Table 8.4 RMON2 MIB Groups and Tables

GROUP OID FUNCTION TABLES
Protocol directory rmon 11 Inventory of protocols protocolDirTable
Protocol distribution rmon 12 Relative statistics on octets

and packets
protocolDistControlTable

protocolDistStatsTable
Address map rmon 13 MAC address to network

address on the interfaces
addressMapControlTable

addressMapTable
Network-layer host rmon 14 Traffic data from and to

each host
n1HostControlTable

nIHostTable
Network-layer matrix rmon 15 Traffic data from each pair

of hosts
n1MatrixControlTable

nIMatrixSDTable
nIMatrixDSTable
n1MatrixTopNControlTable
n1MatrixTopNTable

Application-layer host rmon 16 Traffic data by protocol from
and to each host

alHostTable

Application-layer matrix rmon 17 Traffic data by protocol
between pairs of hosts

alMatrixSDTable

alMatrixDSTable
a1MatrixTopNControlTable
a1MatrixTopNTable

User history collection rmon 18 User-specified historical
data on alarms and
statistics

usrHistoryControlTable

usrHistoryObjectTable
usrHistoryTable

Probe configuration rmon 19 Configuration of probe
parameters

serialConfigTable

netConfigTable
trapDestTable
serialConnectionTable

RMON conformance rmon 20 RMON2 MIB compliances
and compliance groups

See Section 8.4.2

The probe configuration group provides the facility to configure the probe. The data can be accessed
using a modem connection. The pertinent data are stored in the serialConfigTable and serialConnec-
tionTable. The netConfigTable contains the network configuration parameters, and the trapDestTable
defines the destination addresses for the traps.
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Figure 8.6 RMON2 Conformance Group

RMON2 Conformance Specifications
Conformance specifications were not specified in RMON1. They have been added in RMON2. As
shown in Figure 8.6, the RMON2 conformance group consists of two subgroups, rmon2MIBCom-
pliances and rmon2MlBGroups. The compliance requirements are separated into basic RMON2 M1B
compliance andapplication layer RMON2MIB compliance. Each compliance module defines the man¬
datory and optional groups. Vendors are required to implement the mandatory groups for compliance;
optional groups may be used by vendors to specify additional capabilities.
There are 13 groups in rmon2MIBGroups. They are listed in Table 8.5 along with the mandatory

(M) and optional (O) requirements for the basic- and application-level conformance to RMON2. The
rmonIEnhancementGroup ismandatory for systems that implement RMON1with RMON2.Notice that
probeConfigurationGroup isabasic groupandhencemarkedasmandatory,even though it isnot specified
as such in RFC 2021 definitions. The rmon1EnhancementGroup is mandatory for implementation
of RMON1. The rmonIEthernetEnhancementGroup and rmonlTokenRingEnhancementGroup add
enhancements to RMON1 that help management stations. The enhancements include filter entry, which
provides variable-length offsets into packets and the addition ofmore statistical parameters.

8.4.2

8.5 ATM REMOTE MONITORING
Wewill be learningmanagement ofATM inChapter 9. Flowever, there is a similarity in the use of remote
probes for RMONon anATM network.Wewill address the commonality and differences here.You may
skip this section now, ifyou so choose, and return to it after you have studiedATM management.

We have thus far learned about RMON and its advantages for gathering statistics on Ethernet and
token-ring LANs. RMON1 dealt with the data link layer and RMON2 with higher-level layers. IETF
RMONMIBs have been extended to perform traffic monitoring and analysis for ATM networks (see
af-nm-test-0080.000 in Table 9.3). Figure 8.7 shows an RMONMIB framework for the extensions, as
portrayed by the ATM Forum. Switch extensions for RMON and ATM RMON define RMON objects
at the "base" layer, which is the ATM sublayer level. ATM protocol IDs for RMON2 define additional
objects needed at the higher-level layers [RFC 2074],
There are several differences between RMON of Ethernet and token ring and monitoring of ATM

devices. Extending RMON to ATM requires design changes and new functionality. Particular attention
needs to be paid to the following issues: high speed, cell vs. frames, and connection-oriented nature of
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Table 8.5 RMON2 Groups and Compliances

OBJECT GROUP RMON2
MIB

RMON2 MIBAPPLICATION
LAYER COMPLIANCE

protocolDirectoryGroup M M
protocolDistributionGroup M M
addressMapGroup M M
nIHostGroup M M
nIMatrixGroup M M
alHostGroup N/A M
alMatrixGroup N/A M
usrHistoryGroup M M
probelnformationGroup M M
probeConfigurationGroup M* M*
rmonlEnhancementGroup o* Ot
rmonlEthernetEnhancemnetGroup 0 0
rmonlTokenRingEnhancementGroup 0 O
'One of the basic groups inRMON2 and hence is mandatory.
' Mandatory for systems implementing RMON1.

Upper Layer Protocols
RMON-2

(RFC 2021, 2074)

Ethernet
RMON

(RFC 1757)

Token-Ring
RMON

(RFC 1513)

Application
Layer

Network Layer

"Base" Layer

ATM Protocol IDs for
RMON-2

(Additions to RFC 2074)

Switch
Extensions
for RMON

ATM
RMON

IETF MIBs Additional MIBs

Figure 8.7 RMON MIB Framework

ATM. At the data link sublayer,ATM RMONmeasures cells instead of packets or frames, and provides
cell-based per-host and per-conversation traffic statistics. The high-speed nature of ATM imposes a
severe set of requirements inATM RMON implementation. At the application layer, RMONprovides
basic statistics for each monitored cell stream, for each ATM host, and for conversation between pair-
wise hosts. It also provides capability for flexible configuration mechanisms suited to the connection-
oriented nature ofATM.
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I
Switch

RMON
Probe

(a) External Probe with Copy (b) Internal Probe with Copy

RMON
Probe

ATM
Switch

ATM
Switch

ATM Switch
with Internal
RMON Probe

(c) Internal ProbeWithout Copy (d) External ProbeWithout Copy

Figure 8.8 ATM Probe Location

There are four different collection perspectives that are possible for ATM RMON, as shown in Fig¬
ure 8.8. Figure 8.8(a) is a stand-alone probe attached to a single port of a switch. ATM traffic is copied
somehow to the RMONprobe. Figure 8.8(b) is an embedded probe within a switch, but with no access
to the switch fabric. Again, ATM traffic is somehow copied to the RMON probe. Figure 8.8(c) is an
embedded probewith access to the switch fabric. Flowever, this type ofprobemeasures traffic at the cell
header level only. Figure 8.8(d) is a stand-alone probe, tapping a network-to-network interface between
two switches. ATM traffic in both directions is monitored directly without switch intervention. When
RMON instrumentation is either embedded into the switch fabric (c) or placed between two switches
as in (d), no modification of the circuit is needed. In (a) and (b), circuit steering is needed to copy the
cells onto the probe. The two-way arrows in the figures indicate two half-duplex circuits that carry the
steered traffic.
The ATM RMONMIB is under the experimental node of the IETF Internet MIB and is shown in

Figure 8.9. The functions of the groups and the tables in each group are given in Table 8.6. The MIB
contains four groups: portSelect, atmStats, atmHost, and atmMatrix.
The portSelect group addresses port selection. It is used to define the ports to be monitored in a

particular statistics, host, or matrix collection. It contains two tables. The portSelGrpTable controls the
set-up of ports and ATM connection selection criteria used on behalf of any collection associated with
entries in this table, such as atmHostTable. TheportSelTable is then used to control the set-up of selec¬
tion criteria for a single ATM port.
The atmStats group collects basic statistics. It counts the total amount of traffic on behalf of one or

moreportSelectGroups. There are two tables in this group: atmStatsControlTable and atmStatsTable.
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atmMatrixControlTable (1) atmMatrixTopNTable (5)
atmMatrixSDTable (2) atmMatrixTopNControlTable (4)

atmHostatmStats

portSelect atmMatrix

portSelTableportSelGrpTable

atmHostControlTableatmStatsTable atmHostTableatmStatsControlTable

atmMatrixDSTable (3)

atmRmonNotifications atmRmonConformance

atmRmon
(experimental xx)

atmRmonMIBObjects

Figure 8.9 ATM RMON MIB

Table 8.6 ATM RMON MIB Groups and Tables

GROUP OID FUNCTION TABLES
portSelect atmRmonMIBObjects 1 Port selection portSelGrpTable

portSelTable

atmStats

atmHost

atmRmonMIBObjects 2

atmRmonMIBObjects 3

Basic statistics

ATM per-host
statistics

atmStatsControlTable
atmStatsTable
atmHostControlTable
atmHostTable

atmMatrix atmRmonMIBObjects 4 ATM per-circuit
statistics

atmMatrixControlTable
atmMatrixSDTable
atmMatrixDSTable
atmMatrixTopNControlTable
atmMatrixTopNTable

The atmHost group collects per-host statistics. It counts the amount of traffic sent on behalf of each
ATM address discovered by the probe, according to associatedportSelectGroup criteria. It contains a
data table and a control table.
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The atmMatrix group collects per-circuit statistics and reports the top Ncircuit traffic. It gathers traf¬
fic data on a pair-wise source-destination address, according to portSelectGroup criteria, in both direc¬
tions. It contains three data tables and two control tables. The atmMatrixControlTable is used to define
the source-to-destination (atmMatrixSDTable) and destination-to-source (atmMatrixDSTable) traffic.
The atmMatrixTopNControlTable and atmMatrixTopNTable are used to analyze and present the top N
traffic carriers.

8.6 A CASE STUDY ON INTERNET TRAFFIC USING RMON
A study was undertaken for planning purposes to gather statistics on the Internet growth at the Georgia
Institute ofTechnology. The technical objectives of the study included traffic growth and trend and traf¬
fic pattern. The latter was based on (1) weekly and monthly patterns, (2) diurnal patterns, (3) distribu¬
tion of traffic by users, packet size, and protocol, and (4) source of traffic based on source-destination
data.

The network comprised multiple domains of Ethernet and FDDI LANs. The network complex was
connected to the Internet via a high-speed gateway. Datawere gathered by measurements made on vari¬
ous domains individually, as well as on the gateway.
Various tools were used to gather data, including RMON statistics. Hewlett-Packard's Netmetrix

Protocol Analyzer was used for Ethernet LANs. The statistics were gathered using the host top Nand
history groups to select the top generators of traffic over the period. The matrix group was used to mea¬
sure incomingand outgoing traffic. The filter and packet capture groups were beneficial in analyzing the
type of traffic based on the application level protocol, such as HTTP,NNTP, etc.

Besides the commercial tools, special tools were developed for the study. For example, the commer¬
cial probes were not fast enough to measure the packets traversing an FDDI ring. Hence, a promiscuous
mode of counting the packets (function of a probe) was developed to measure traffic on the gateway.
We will learn more about management tools and their use in management applications in Chapter 9.
However, the case study described here is intendedto illustrate the importance ofgathering statistics and
the use of RMON for that purpose.
A partial summary of the results follows. The names in the results have been changed to protect the

privacy and security of the institution.

Results
1. Growth Rate: Internet traffic grew at a significant rate from February to June at a monthly rate of

9% to 18%.
February to March 12%
March to April 9%
April to May 18%

Note: There was a sudden drop in June due to end of spring quarter and the beginning of summer
quarter.

2. Traffic Pattern:
• MonthlyAVeekly: The only discernible variation was lower traffic over weekends.
• Daily: 2/3 of the top 5% peaks occurred in the afternoon.
• Users:
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Top six domain of users (96%) are
Domain 1 20%
Domain 2 30%
Subdomain 1 (25%)
Subdomain 2 (3%)

Domain 3 34%
Domain 4 7%
Domain 5 3%
Domain 6 2%

Top three hosts sending or receiving data were:
Newsgroups
Mbone
Linux host

What we have learned:
1. The three top groups of users contributing to 84% of the Internet traffic are students (surprise!),

Newsgroup services, and Domain 1.
2. The growth rate of Internet use during the study period in the spring quarter was 50%.

C Summary
In this chapter we discussed the enhancement to SNMP management by the introduction of remote
monitoring, RMON. Remote monitoring is monitoring the network using remotely positioned probes in
various segments in the network. RMON1 was initially defined for data link level parameters of Ethernet
LAN. It was then extended to token-ring LAN. RMON2 development followed to monitor and produce
statistics for parameters associated with the upper layers, from the network to the application level.
We will pursue the use of RMON in managing networks from a practical point of view in Part III of this
book.

C Exercises
1. An NMS connected to a 10-Mbps Ethernet LAN is monitoring a network comprising routers,

hubs, and workstations. There are 10,000 nodes in the network to monitor. It sends an SNMP
query to each station once a minute and receives a response when the stations are up. Assume
that an average frame size is 1,000 bytes long for get-request and response messages.
(a) What is the maximum traffic load on the LAN that has the NMS?
(b) Assume thattheEthernetLANoperatesatamaximumefficiencyof40%throughput,what isthe

overhead (SNMP packets/total packets) due to network monitoring?
2. In Exercise 1, assume that the network comprises ten subnetworks, an RMON monitoring each

subnet.
(a) Designa heartbeatmonitoring system, usingRMONs,that indicatesfailures to the NMSwithin

a minute of a failure.
(b) What is the monitoring load on each subnet?
(c) If the NMS is still expected to detect any failure within 1 minute of occurrence, what is the

overhead on the LAN to which the NMS is connected due to this traffic?
3. (a) Describequalitatively howutilization (numberofframestransmitted/numberofframesoffered)

depends on the frame size on an Ethernet LAN.
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(b) How would you measure the distribution of the frame size on the LAN?
4. (a) Describe the two methods of measuring collisions on an Ethernet LAN.

(b) Compare the two methods in terms of what you can measure.
5. Two identical token rings with the same number of stations operate at different efficiencies (ratio

of time spent in data transmission to that of the total time). One operates at a higher efficiency
than the other. You suspect that it is due to the difference in frame sizes of the data frames in the
two rings.
(a) Why would you suspect the frame size?
(b) How would you prove your suspicion using RMON?

6. How would you measure the types and distribution of frames in a token-ring LAN?
7. An RMON probe in a network measures Ethernet packets on hub interfaces (iflndex) 1 and 2.

The counters are set to zero as the measurement started and interface 1 has counted 1,000
1,500-byte packets and interface 2 has measured 100 64-byte packets. These are stored in
rows 1 and 2 of the protocolDistStatsTable. They are indexed by the protocolDistControllndex of
1 and 2 and the protocolDirLocallndex of 11 and 12.
(a) Drawthe conceptual rowsof the tables involvedwith the relevantcolumnarobjects andvalues.
(b) Write each instance of the columnar object of the data with its associated index and value.
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Network Management
Tools, Systems, and Engineering

OBJECTIVES

• System utilitiesfor management • Designconsiderations ofNMS
ÿ Basic networkingtools ÿ System anduser requirements
ÿ SNMP tools ÿ Localandremotemanagement
ÿ Protocolanalyzer ÿ Functionalrequirements

• Measurementofnetworkstatistics
ÿ Traffic load
ÿ Protocol

ÿ Architectural aspects
ÿ Keydesign considerations
ÿ Functionalmodules andmanagers

ÿ Data
ÿ Error
ÿ Traffic monitoringusingMRTG

• MIBengineering
ÿ Limitations ofSMIandSNMP
ÿ Counters andrates

' Object-orienteddesign

' Root cause analysis
ÿ Distributednetworkmanagement
ÿ Server andclientplatforms

• Networkmanagement systems
ÿ Displayoffunctional views ofnetwork
management

ÿ Examplesofcommercialandopen source
NMSs

ÿ SMItables ÿ System andapplications management
ÿ SMIactions ÿ Enterprisemanagement system
ÿ Guidingprinciplesfor MIBdesign ÿ Telecommunications management system

Thus far we have covered SNMP standards for IP network management. This includes protocols and
Management Information Bases (MIBs). In this chapter we will discuss assorted tools and techniques
that can be used for the management of networks using SNMP (and other management protocols).
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In Section 9.1 we start with commonly available utilities that can be used for management. This is
followed by a discussion of tools for gathering network statistics in Section 9.2. Next, in Section 9.3
we examine the design ofMIBs (MIB Engineering), which is important for any vendor of networking
equipment. In Section 9.4 we turn to the design of a typical network management system (NMS) server
for a large telecom network. In Section 9.5 we outline several commercial and free NMS products for
different types of networks.

9.1 SYSTEM UTILITIES FOR MANAGEMENT
A significant amount of network management can be done using operating system (OS) utilities and
some freely downloadable SNMP tools. These can be put together quickly using simple scripting lan¬
guages such as Perl [Cozens; Lidie andWalsh, 2002], Some of these tools are described below.

9.1.1 Basic Tools
Numerous basic tools are cither a part of the OS or are available as add-on applications that aid in
obtaining network parameters or in the diagnosis of network problems. We will describe some of the
more popular ones here under the three categories of status monitoring, traffic monitoring, and route
monitoring.

Network Status Tools. Table 9. 1 lists some of the network status-monitoring tools that arc available
in the Linux/UNIX and Microsoft Windows (XP and Vista) environments. We use Linux and UNIX
interchangeably in this section as the same set of basic utilities and tools are available on both. This also
applies to Solaris, HP-UX,AIX, MacOS X, and Free BSD.

The command ifconfig on a UNIX system is used to assign an address to a network interface or to
configure network interface parameters. Usually, one needs to be a super-user (su) in UNIX to set inter¬
face parameters. However, it can be usedwithout options by any user to obtain the current configuration
of the local system or of a remote system. In this and other commands, you may invokeman command-
name to obtain the manual page of a command in a UNIX system. An example of ifconfig is shown in
Figure 9.1.

Table 9.1 Status-Monitoring Tools
NAME OPERATING

SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION

ifconfig Linux Obtains and configures networking
interface parameters and status

ping Linux/Windows Checks the status of node/host
nslookup Linux/Windows Looks up DNS for name-IP address

translation
dig Linux Queries DNS server (supersedes

nslookup)
host Linux Displays information on Internet

hosts/domains
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netman: ifconfig -a
loO: flags=849<UP,LOOPBACK,RUNNING,MULTICAST> mtu 8232

inet 127.0.0.1 netmask ffOOOOOO
hmeO: flags=863<UP,BROADCAST,NOTRAILERS,RUNNING,MULTICAST>

mtu 1500 inet 192.207.8.31 netmask ffffffOO broadcast 192.207.8.255

Figure 9.1 Example of Interface Configuration (ifconfig)

The option -a is for displaying all interfaces.As we can see, there are two interfaces, the loopback in¬
terface, loO, and the Ethernet interface, hmeO. Option -a provides information on whether the interface
is up or down, what maximum transmission unit (mtu) it has, the Ethernet interface address, etc.
One of the most basic tools isping(packet Internet groper). A frequent use of it is when an execution

of a command on a remote station fails. As one of the first diagnostics, we want to ensure that the con¬
nection exists, for which thepingutility is executed to the remote host. Ifit fails, then there is a problem
with the link. Ifit passes, then the trouble is with cither the application or something else.
You have already used theping tool in the Chapter l exercises. It is based on the ICMPecho request

message and is available inbothUNIX andMicrosoftWindows OSs. "Pinging" a remote IPaddress ver¬
ifies that the destination node and the intermediate nodes have live connectivity and provides the round-
trip delay time. By pingingmultiple times, we can obtain the average time delay, as well as percentage
loss of packets, which is a measure of throughput. This feature can be used to check the performance of
the connection. There arc numerous implementations of ping. Read the manual page for details on the
specific implementation on each host.
The UNIX commands, nslookup,host, anddig, are useful for obtaining names and addresses on hosts

and domain name servers. A domain name server provides the service of locating IP addresses. The
nslookup tool is an interactive program for making queries to the domain name server for translating
the host name to the IP address and vice versa. The command, by default, sends the query to the local
domain name server, but any other server can also be specified. The command dig is a more powerful
replacement for nslookup.
For example, the command dig nimbus.tenet.res.in on the host beluga yields the result shown in

Figure 9.2.
An interpretation of the above result follows. The host, beluga, obtained the IP address of nimbus.

tenet.res.in (203.199.255.4) from the domain's name server 203.199.255.3. This information is given in

N

J

[beluga]~> dig +nocomments nimbus.tenet.res.in
nimbus.tenet.res.in. 604800 IN A 203.199.255.4
tenet.res.in. 604800 IN NS volcano.tenet.res.in
tenet.res.in. 604800 IN NS lantana.tenet.res.in.
volcano.tenet.res.in. 604800 IN A 203.199.255.3
;; Query time: 2 msec
;; SERVER: 203.199.255.3#53(203.199.255.3)
WHEN: Fri Mar 6 14:12:43 2009

;; MSG SIZE revd: 149
[beluga]~>

Figure 9.2 Example of Network Address Translation (dig)
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the first line of the output (the A-record). The authority for this information, i.e., the name server(s) for
the domain, is given in subsequent NS-records. The name server that responded to this query is given
in the comments at the end.
Instead of the host name, the IP address could also be used as the option parameter in the dig com¬

mand. For example, the command dig +short -x 203.199.255.5 will return the information that this IP
address is assigned to lantana.tenet.res.in. dig can give very verbose output. The options +nocomments
and +short are used to suppress some of this.
digor nslookup can help when one wants to find all the hosts on a local area network (LAN).This can

be done using a broadcast ping on the LAN.We need to know the IP address to execute this command,
which we may not know. However, ifwe know a host name on the LAN,we could obtain the IPaddress
using nslookup.
The interactive command host can also be used to get the host name using the domain name server.

However,with the appropriate security privilege, it can be used to get all the host names maintainedby
a domain name server. The dig and host utilities also provide additional data on the hosts, besides host
names. Refer to the manual page for details.

Network Traffic-Monitoring Tools. Table 9.2 lists several traffic-monitoring tools. One of the tools
is ping, which we have mentioned as a status-monitoring tool in Table 9.1. As we stated earlier, by re¬
peatedly executing pingwith a large repeat count (e.g., ping-c 100) andmeasuring how many of those
were successfully receivedback,we can calculate the percentageofpacket loss. Packet loss is a measure
of throughput. The example in Figure 9.3 displays zero packet loss when five packets were transmitted
and received. It also shows the round-trip packet transmission time.
Another useful tool, heavily based on ping, is called bing (point-to-point bandwidth ping). The bing

utility determines the raw throughput of a link by calculating the difference in round-trip times for differ¬
ent packet sizes from each end of the link. For example, ifwe want to measure the throughput of a hop or
point-to-point link betweenLI and L2,we derive it from the results of the measurements of ICMPecho
requests to LI and L2. The difference between the two results yields the throughput of the link L1-L2.
This methodhas the advantage of yielding accurate results, even though the path to the link L1-L2 from
the measuring station could have a lower bandwidth than the link L1-L2 for which the measurement is

Table 9.2 Traffic-Monitoring Tools

NAME OPERATING
SYSTEM

DESCRIPTION

ping UNIX/Windows Used for measuring round-trip packet
loss

bing UNIX Measures point-to-point bandwidth of
a link

tepdump UNIX Dumps traffic on a network
getethers UNIX Acquires all host addresses of an

Ethernet LAN segment
iptrace UNIX Measures performance of gateways
ethereal,
wireshark

Linux/Windows Graphical tool to capture, to inspect,
and to save Ethernet packets
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netman: ping -s mit.edu
PING mit.edu: 56 data bytes
64 bytes from MIT.MIT.EDU (18.72.0.100): icmp_seq=0. time=42. ms
64 bytes from MIT.MIT.EDU (18.72.0.100): icmp_seq=1. time=41. ms
64 bytes from MIT.MIT.EDU (18.72.0.100): icmp_seq=2. time=41. ms
64 bytes from MIT.MIT.EDU (18.72.0.100): icmp_seq=3. time=40. ms
64 bytes from MIT.MIT.EDU (18.72.0.100): icmp_seq=4. time=40. ms

—mit.edu PING Statistics—
5 packets transmitted, 5 packets received, 0% packet loss
round-trip (ms) min/avg/max =40/40/42V___J

Figure 9.3 Example of Traffic Monitoring {ping)

made. However, there is a practical limit to it (about 30 times). Inpractice, this means that ifyou have a
64-kbps connection to the Internet, the maximum throughput of the link you can measure is 2 Mbps.
Other commands examine the packets that traverse the network to providedifferent outputs. The com¬

mands, tcpdump andethereal (also knownas wireshark), put a network interface ina promiscuousmode,
inwhich raw data are gathered from the network without any filtering, and logthe data.All of them could
generate anoutput text file,associatingeach linewith a packetcontaininginformationon theprotocol type,
length,source,anddestination.Becauseofthesecurity riskassociatedwith lookingatdata inapromiscuous
mode in these cases, the user IDis limited to super-user. An example of the output ofethereal is shown in
Figure 9.4. Each line shows information about one packet. Several packets are Address Resolution
Protocol (ARP) requests. In these cases, the source MAC address is shown. For ease of reading, the
vendor ID of the MAC address is shown in text form, followed by the 24-bit serial number. The three
lines ingray scale in the middle of the window show packets belonging to a single HTTPsession over a
transmission control protocol (TCP) connection. They capture the three-way handshake usedby TCP to
establish the connection. The first of these packets is a connection request from 10.6.21.59 to the HTTP
port on server 10.94.3.215. The server responds with an SYN+ACK, and finally, the initiator ACKs to
complete the connection establishment handshake.
For an example of tcpdump command output, please see the SNMP get-request and get-response

PDUs shown inFigure 5.17 that were obtained using the tcpdump tool.
The command getethers discovers all host/Ethernet address pairs on the LAN segment (a.b.c.1 to

a.b.c.254). It generates an ICMPecho_request message similar to ping using an IP socket. The replies
are compared with the ARP table to determine the Ethernet address of each responding system.
The iptrace tool uses the NETMONprogram in the UNIX kernel and produces three types ofoutputs:

IP traffic, host traffic matrix output, and abbreviated sampling of a pre-defined number of packets.

NetworkRouting Tools. Table 9.3 lists three sets of route-monitoring tools. The netstat tool displays
the contents of various network-related data structures in various formats, depending on the options
selected. The network-related data structures that can be displayed using netstat include the routing
table, interface statistics, network connections, masquerade connections, and multicast memberships.
The example of the routing tables obtained using netstat is given in Figure 9.5. It shows the ports as¬
sociated with various destinations, netstat is a useful diagnostic tool for troubleshooting. For example,
the routing table information shown in Figure 9.5 informs the network operator which nodes have been
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Giga-Byt_ce:dl:c3
AsustekC~ef :87:30

Destination *

755-255-255-755-
255 255.255.255
Broadcast
Broadcast
00000000. ffffffffffff
Broadcast
Broadcast
Broadcast
Broadcast
10.94.3.215
10.6.21.59
Broadcast_
10.94.3.215
Broadcast
Broadcast
Broadcast

IProtocol Info
uftp-'lw lnmi—- irMwuM id u.abjpyaj;-
DHCP CHCP ACK - Transaction ID 0*a62b9a27
APP Who has 10.94.86.242? Tell 10.94.7.159
APP Who has 10.94.71.187? Tell 10.94.14.107
IPX SAP Nearest Query
APP Who has 10.94 3.229? Tell 10.94.18.116
APP Who has 10.94.196.215? Tell 10.94.13.79
APR Who has 10.94.25.45? Tell 10.94.19.149
APP Who has 10.94.48.201? Tell 10.94.8.254
TCP 48966 > http [SYNJ S*q-0 Win-5840 Len-0 MSS-1460 TSV-115648 TSER-0 WS-5
TCP http > 48966 [SYN ACK] Seq-0 Ack-1 Win-5840 Len-0 MSS-1460 WS-6
APP Who has 10.94.22.27? Tell 10.94.13.242_
TCP 48966 > http [ACK] Seq=l Ack-1 Win-5856 Len-0
APP Who has 10.94.204.43? Tell 10.94.33.110
APP Who has 10.94.70.165? Tell 10.94.35.9
APP Who has 10.94.81.89? Tell 10.94.19.251

> Fraae 1 (60 bytes on vire. 60 bytes captured)
> Ethernet II. Src: Cisco_df :64.40 (00:11:bc :df :64:40), Dst: Intel_9c :c6:a2 (00:19:dl:9c :c6:a2)
> Internet Protocol. Src: 10.6.21.112 (10.6.21.112). Dst: 10.94.3.215 (10.94.3.215)
> Transmission Control Protocol. Src Port: 40261 (40261). Dst Port; ssh (22). Seq: 1. Ack: 1. Len: 0

0000 00 19 dl 9c C6 a2 00 11 be df 64 40 08 00 45 10 d? .E.
0010 00 28 c8 f9 40 00 3e 06 46 lc Oa 06 15 70 Oa 5e F. ...p."
0020 03 d7 9d 45 00 16 57 49 28 09 71 cd 7e cl 50 10 . . E. WI ( q.-.P.
0030 4d Oa 27 e3 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 M. •

File: "Amp/etherXXXXUNr6d6* 3222 K... :| Packets: 22608 Displayed: 22608 Marked: 0 Dropped: 364

Figure 9.4 Traffic Monitoring using Ethereal (Wireshark)

Table 9.3 Route-Monitoring Tools

NAME OPERATING SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
netstat UNIX Displays the contents of various network-

related data structures
arp UNIX, Windows Displays and modifies the Internet-to-
rarp Ethernet address translation tables
traceroute UNIX/Windows Traces the route to a destination with
tracert routing delays

active since the last purge of the table, which is typically in the order of a minute. The most frequently
usedoptions of netstat are: —r that obtains the contents of the routing tables; —ithat prints the table of all
networking interfaces; and -a that prints information about all active Internet connections and UNIX-
domain sockets.

The arp tool displays and modifies the Internet-to-Ethernet address translation tables (ARP cache)
used by the ARP. Some UNIX systems provide an additional tool for manipulating the contents of Eth¬
ernet-to-internet address translation tables (RARP cache). The name of the tool is rarp and its use is
similar to arp.
The third set of routing tools shown in Table 9.3 is traceroute (UNIX) or tracert (MS Windows),

which is the basic tool usedmost extensively to diagnose routingproblems. The tool discovers the route
taken by packets from the source-to-destination through each hop. It is very useful in localizing the
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netstat r

Routing tables

Internet:
Destination Gateway Flags Refs Use Netif

Default gw.litech.net UGC 44 541550 deO
172.16.15.1 gw.litech.net UGH 0 0 deO
ah.litech.net 0:80:48:ee:74:b4 UHLW 9 2653683 deO
uucp.litech.net uucp.litech.net UH 0 0 loO
sip-17.litech.net big UH 0 5551 PPP3
dip-244.litech.net gw.litech.net UGH 0 2472 deO
univers-litech-gw gw.litech.net UGH 0 47 deO
194.44.232 gw.isr.lviv.ua Ugc 0 171831 PPP9
OSPF-ALL.MCAST.NET localhost UH 1 86491 loO
OSPF-DSIGMCAST.NE localhost UH 1 25127 loO

Figure 9.5 Routing Table using netstat-r

source of route failure. It is also useful in performance/packet delay evaluation as the result gives the
delay time to each node along the route, traceroute is based on the ICMP timeexceeded error report
mechanism. When an IP packet is received by a node with a time-to-live (TTL) value of 0, an ICMP
packet is sent to the source. The source sends the first packet with a TTL of zero to its destination. The
first node looks at the packet and sends an ICMPpacket since TTL is greater than 0. Then, the source
sends the second packet with a TTL larger than the TTL needed to get to the first node, and thus trac¬
eroute acquires the second node. This process continues until all the nodes between the source and the
destination have been determined.
Figure 9.6 gives two sample traces taken close to each other in time between the same source mani.

beIlsouth.net and destination mani.btc.gatech.edu. We notice significant differences in the route taken,
the delay times, and the number of hops. We would expect these differences since each packet in an IP
network is routed independently. Each line shows the router that the packet traversed in sequential order.
The three time counts on each line indicate the round-trip delay for each router on three attempts made
from the source. We notice that there is a jump in the round- trip delay from 2-5 milliseconds to greater
than 10milliseconds when the packet crosses over from the local BellSouth network. Insome lines, for
example in lines 9 and 13 in Sample 1, one round-trip delay reads high, which could be attributed to
the router beingbusy. InSample 2, the second half of the route appears congested, indicating consistent
large round-trip delays. We also notice that some of the routers respondwith their IPaddress, while oth¬
ers do not. The lines that are markedwith asterisks are responses from those routers, which have been
administratively prevented from revealing their identity in their responses.

There are also Web-based traceroute andpingutilities available in some systems. The use of these
tools significantly decreases the time necessary to detect and isolate a routing problembecause the final
decision is based on independent data obtained from various hosts on the net.
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Tracing route to mani.btc.gatech.edu [199.77.147.96]
over a maximumof 30 hops:

1 2 ms 3 ms 3
2 4 ms 2 ms 3
3 5 ms 4 ms 3
4 5 ms 3 ms 3
5 4 ms 4 ms 4
6 * * *
7 5 ms 9 ms 12
8 33 ms 31 ms 31
9 68 ms 10 ms 11
10 11 ms 14 ms 12

Request timed out

[146.188.232.49]
11 16ms 14ms 14ms atlanta1-br1.bbnplanet.net [4.0.2.141]
12 19ms 15ms 17ms atlanta2-br2.bbnplanet.net [4.0.2.158]
13 21 ms 56 ms 328 ms atlanta2-cr99.bbnplanet.net [4.0.2.91]
14 17ms 18ms 17ms 192.221.26.3
15 32 ms 20 ms 18ms 130.207.251.3
16 20 ms 17ms 17ms mani.btc.gatech.edu [199.77.147.96]
Trace complete

Sample 1

Tracing route to mani.btc.gatech.edu [199.77.147.96]
over a maximum of 30 hops:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

3 ms
3 ms
5 ms
5 ms
7 ms
* *
9 ms
228 ms
230 ms
243 ms
230 ms
247 ms
228 ms
*
225 ms
240 ms
235 ms

3 ms 4 ms bims008001.bims.bellsouth.net [205.152.8.1]
3 ms 2 ms 172.16.11.2
4 ms 4 ms 172.16.4.2
3 ms 4 ms bims011033.bims.bellsouth.net [205.152.11.33]
4 ms 4 ms 205.152.13.98

* Request timed out
8 ms 9 ms 205.152.2.249
214 ms 191ms 206.80.168.9
246 ms 234 ms maeeast.bbnplanet.net [192.41.177.2]
222 ms 212 ms vienna1-nbr2.bbnplanet.net [4.0.1.93]

202 ms vienna1-nbr3.bbnplanet.net [4.0.5.46]
236 ms vienna1-br2.bbnplanet.net [4.0.3.149]
238 ms atlanta1-br1.bbnplanet.net [4.0.2.58]
238 ms atlanta2-br2.bbnplanet.net [4.0.2.158]
233 ms atlanta2-cr99.bbnplanet.net [4.0.2.91]
251 ms 192.221.26.3
225 ms 130.207.251.3
243 ms mani.btc.gatech.edu [199.77.147.96]

213 ms
227 ms
235 ms
257 ms
234 ms
229 ms
245 ms
268 ms

Trace complete

Sample 2
Figure 9.6 Examples of Route Tracing (traceroute)
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9.1.2 SNMP Tools
There are several tools available to obtain the MIB tree structure, as well as its values from a network
element. Each of these tools has several implementations. We will not go into specific implementations
here,but will describe their functionality. You may obtain details on the use andoptions from the manual
page describing the tool.
SNMP MIB tools are of three types: (1) SNMPMIB browser uses a graphical interface; (2) a set of

SNMP command-line tools, which is primarily UNIX- and Linux/FreeBSD-based tools; and (3) Linux/
FreeBSD-based tool, snmpsniff, which is useful to read SNMP PDUs.

SNMPMIB Browser. An SNMPMIB browser is a user-friendly tool that can be accessed from pub¬
lic software libraries or commercially purchased. All extract MIB-II of SNMPvl and some can extract
SNMPv2 MIB. Some can also acquire privateMIBobjects. You specify the host name or the IPaddress
first. Then information on a specific MIB object, or a group, or the entire MIB can be requested, de¬
pending on the implementation. The response comes back with the object identifier(s) and value(s) of
the object(s).
For example, using the graphical MIB browser tkmib (http://www.net-snmp.org) and requesting the

variable system.sysDescr from host 10.65.0.32 yields the response shown in Figure 9.7. The MIB tree
is shown in graphical form in the top window. By clicking on a leaf node in the tree and invoking a get,

hie Mib Options

- nub-2
system
- sysDescr
sysObjecllD
sysllpTime
sysCented
sysName
sysl ocation

- sysServices
sysORLastChange

M_
OID: 136 121

type

stotns units

hint modulelD
indexes

Description:

iso.org.dod. int«rn«t.ng»t.*ib-2.systa*. spsooscr. 0 ÿ Linux proxp2. iitn.ac. in 2. 6. 9-22.ELmp 81 sup sat Oct 8 19:11:43 CUT 2005 i$8—ÿ .iso.org.dod. int«rn«t mgmt.nib-2. syston. sysObjoctXD. 0 ÿ .1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.3.2.10

Stains:

Figure 9.7 MIB Browser Example (tkmib) for a System Descriptor Object
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f 199.77.147.182:

sysDescr.O : SunOS noc5 5.6 Generic_105181-03 sun4u
sysObjectlD.O: 1.3.6.1.4.1.11.2.3.10.1.2
sysUpTime.O : 8d 22:21:53.74
sysContact.O :
sysName.O : noc5
sysLocation.O :
sysServices.0 :72
sysORLastChange.O :Od 0:00:00.00

Figure 9.8 MIB Browser Example (Text Based) for a System Group

the response from the agent is shown in the bottom panel. We see that the node is a Linux-based proxy
server running kernel 2.6.9-22 with symmetrical multiprocessor (SMP) support. Figure 9.8 shows the
results obtained by using a text-based browser to retrieve the system group from host 99.77.147.182.

SNMPCommand-Line Tools. There are several SNMP command-line tools available in the UNIX,
Linux, or FreeBSD and Windows OS environments. Command-line tools generate SNMP messages,
which are get, get-next, getbulk, set, response, and trap. Public domain software packages can be down¬
loaded that are capable of operating either as an SNMPvl, SNMPv2, or SNMPv3 manager. A popular
suite is available from http://www.net-swnp.org. The following commands are described in SNMPvl
format. An option of-v2 or-v3 is used to generate SNMPv2c or SNMPv3, respectively.

SNMPGet Command.
snmpget [options] host community objectID [objectID]

This command communicates with a network object using the SNMPgef-regwevv/' message. The host
may be either a host name or an IP address. If the SNMP agent resides on the host with the match¬
ing community name, it responds with a get-response message returning the value of the objectID. If
multiple objectlDs are requested, a varBind clause is used to process the message containing multiple
object names (see Figure 4.48). Ifthe get-request message is invalid, the get-response message contains
the appropriate error indication.
For example,

snmpget 199.77.147.182 public system.sysdescr.O
retrieves the system variable system.sysDcscr

system.sysdescr.O = "SunOS noc5 5.6 Generic_105181-03 sun4u."
The 0 at the end of the objectID indicates that the request is for a single scalar variable.

SNMPGet-Next Command.
snmpgetnext [options] host community objectID [objectID]

The command is similar to snmpget except that it uses the SNMP get-next-request message. The
managed object responds with the expected get-response message on the objectID that is lexicographi¬
cally next to the one specified in the request. This command is especially useful to get the values of
variables in an aggregate object, i.e., in a table.

N

J
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For example,
Snmpgetnext 199.77.147.182 public interfaces.ifTable.ifEntry.iflndex.1 retrieves

Interfaces.ifTable.ifEntry.iflndex.2 = "2."

SNMPWalk Command.
snmpwalk [options] host community [objectID]

The snmpwalk command uses get-next-request messages to get the MIB tree for the group defined
by the objectID specified in the request. It literally walks through the MIB.Without the objectID, the
command displays the entire MIB tree supported by the agent.

SNMPSet Command. The snmpset command sends the SNMP set-request message and receives the
get-response command.

SNMP Trap Command. The snmptrap command generates a trap message. Some implementation
handles only SNMPvl traps and others handle SNMPvl, SNMPv2, and SNMPv3 and can be specified
in the argument. Note that this acts as an SNMP agent

SNMP Sniff Tool. The SNMP Sniff tool, snmpsnijf, is similar to the tcpdump tool and is implemented
in Linux/FreeBSD environment. It captures SNMP packets going across the segment and stores them for
later analysis.

ProtocolAnalyzer
The protocol analyzer is a powerful andversatile network management tool. We will consider it as a test
tool in this section, and later on look at its use as a systemmanagement tool. It is a tool that analyzes data
packets on any transmission line.Although it could beused for the analysis of any line, its primary use is
inthe LANenvironment,which iswhat wewill focus onhere.Measurementsusingthe protocol analyzer
can be made either locally or remotely. The basic configuration used for a protocol analyzer is shown in
Figure 9.9. It consists of a data capture device that is attached to a LAN. This could be a specialized
tool, or either a personal computer or workstation with a network interface card. The captured data are
transmitted to the protocol analyzer via a dial-up modem connection, a local or campus network, or a
wide area network. The protocol analyzer analyzes the data and presents it to the user on a user-friendly
interface.

9.1.3

Raw data Transferred on
Modem/WAN or LAN Link

LAN

Data
Capture
Device

Protocol
Analyzer

Figure 9.9 Basic Configuration of a ProtocolAnalyzer
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\

Protocol
Analyzer

\ y

SNMP
Traffic

Backbone
Network

Router Router

SNMP
Traffic

y N

RMON
Probe

V J

LAN

Figure 9.10 Protocol Analyzer with an RMON Probe

The protocol analyzers that are available in the commercial market are capable of presenting a multi¬
tude of results derived from the data. Contents of data packets can be viewed and analyzed at all layers
of the OSI referencemodel. The distribution of various protocols at each layer can be ascertained.At the
data link layer,besides the statistical counts, the collision rate can be measured for Ethernet LAN.At the
transport layer, port information for different applications and sessions can be obtained. The distribu¬
tion of application-level protocols provides valuable information on the nature of traffic in the network,
which can be used for performance tuning of the network.
Numeous commercial and open-source protocol analyzers and sniffers are now available. Sniffer can

be used as a stand-alone portable protocol analyzer, as well as on the network HP. NetMetrix protocol
analyzer is a software package loaded on to a workstation. It uses LanProbe as the collector device,
which canbe configured also as an RMONprobe.The communication between RMONand the protocol
analyzer is based on the SNMPprotocol, as shown in Figure 9.10.
A protocol analyzer functioning as a remote-monitoringanalyzer collects data usingan RMONprobe.

The raw data that are gathered are pre-analyzed by the RMONand transmitted as SNMPtraffic insteadof
raw data in the basic configuration mentioned earlier. The statistics could be gathered over a time period
for analysis or displayed on a real-time basis. In the promiscuous mode, the actual data collected by the
probe could be looked at in detail, or statistics at various protocol layers could be displayed. The results
are used to perform diagnostics on network problems, such as traffic congestion. They could also be used
with the help of the tool to do network management functions such as traffic reroute planning, capacity
planning, loadmonitoring, etc.
Using an RMON probe for each segment of the network and one protocol analyzer for the entire

network, as shown in Figure 9.11, the complete network can be monitored. The RMONprobe for each
type of LAN is physically different. Even for the same type of LAN,we need a separate probe for each
segment, which could be expensive to implement.

NETWORK STATISTICS MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS
One key aspect of network management is traffic management. We will consider performance manage¬
ment as one of the application functions when we deal with them in Chapter 11.However, we will first
consider how the basic tools that we discussed in Section 9.1 are used to gather network statistics in the
network at various nodes and segments. We will then cover an SNMP tool, Multi Router Traffic Grapher
(MRTG),which can be used to monitor traffic.

One of the best ways to gather network statistics is to capture packets traversing network segments
or across node interfaces in a promiscuous mode. We have learned that protocol analyzers do just that.

9.2
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ÿ
Protocol
Analyzer

Ethernet
Probe

(I -Ethernet LAN

Router

Backbone
NetworkFDD LAN

Router

Router Backbone
ProbeFDDI Probe

Token-Ring
LAN

Token-Ring
Probe

Figure 9.11 Monitoring of Total Network with Individual RMON Probes

Thus, they are good tools to gather network statistics. Another way to gather network statistics is to
develop a simple application using a function similar to tcpdump, using a high-performance network
interface card and processor, and analyze the data for the required statistics. After all, that is the basis on
which protocol analyzers are built.

The RMONMIB that we studied in Sections 8.3 and 8.4, alongwith the SNMPcommunication proto¬
col,providesa convenient mechanism to buildnetwork-monitoringsystems.The configurations shown in
Figure 9.10 and Figure 9.11 can be used as the network-monitoring system to gather various RMON
objects. The RMON1MIB groups and tables shown inTables 8.2 and 8.3 are used to gather statistics at
the data link layer in Ethernet and token-ring LANs. The RMON2 MIB groups and tables presented in
Table 8.4 define parameters for higher-layer statistics.

9.2.1 Traffic Load Monitoring
Traffic load monitoring can be done based on the source, the destination, and the source-destination
pair. We may want to balance the traffic load among the various LANsegments, in which case we need
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to measure the total traffic in each network segment or domain. Data for traffic monitoring can be
sampled at the data link layer using the RMON1MIB history group. Traffic relevant to a host, either
as source or as a destination, is available in the host group. Hosts can be ranked on the traffic load that
they carry using the HostTopNgroup. In the absence of an RMONprobe, there is no convenient way to
measure traffic in a segment directly except to compute it externally knowing the hosts in the segment.
Load statistics in an TP network can also be obtained by measuring IP packets at the network layer

level. The entities in the network layer host and the network layermatrix groups inRMON2MIB can be
used for this measurement. Figure 9.12, Figure 9.13, and Figure 9.14 show the load statistics measured
in a Fiber DistributedData Interface (FDDI) LANsegment using the NetMetrix protocol analyzer as the
LoadMonitor and FDDIprobe.
In Figure 9.12 there are 1,609 sources that generated data packets. The top ten have been identi¬

fied, with the highest entry being news-ext.gatech.edu. The entry LOW-CONTR1B is a combination of
sources other than those specifically identified. Traffic is measured as the number of octets. Figure 9.13
presents similar statistical data on traffic that is destined to the hosts in the network segment. Figure9.14
presents the top ten conversation pairs of hosts. Each line identifies the host-pairs, traffic fromNetHostl
to NetHost2.Octlto2 andOct2tol denote the traffic in octets fromNetHostl to NetHost2 and NetHost2
to NetHostl, respectively. For example, news-cxt.gatech.edu transmitted 3K octets/second of outgoing
traffic to and received 60K octets of incoming traffic from howland.erols.net.

HPNetMetrix/UX: LoadMonitor View - Agent cocacola '
Help

Dau:Live
Zoom: Source

1609 selected
of 1609

Source
LOW-COVTRIB

at crape total octs
352.831M

NetHost Octets
1cssun.mathcs.emory.e 3G

r38hl78.res.gatecb.e 3G 1
cpk-nenshubl.bbnpla 4G

r32bl77.res.gatecb.e SG

honland.erols.net 14G 1
collegepk-mbonel.bbn 38G

r74b18.res.gatech.ed 4«G m
santanni.ee.gatecb.e S8G

nens-ext.gatech.edu 82G 1

LOW CONTRIB 2»»G

300

C Octets

Figure 9.12 Load Statistics: Monitoring of Sources
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HP HctMetiixAiX; LoadMonitor view - Agent cocacola
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r56hl59.res.gatech.e

news ext2.gatech.edu

cssun.mathcs.emory.e

news.hom.net

neHS-ext.gatech.edu

feta-fddi.gatech.edu
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Help
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average total o<
359.752.U
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Figure 9.13 Load Statistics: Monitoring of Destinations
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Figure 9.14 Load Statistics: Monitoring of Conversation Pairs
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9.2.2 Protocol Statistics
Packets can be captured by data capture devices based on the filter set for the desired criteria. From the
captured data, we can derive protocol statistics of various protocols at each layer of the OSI Reference
Model. This is very useful at the application layer level. We can obtain the traffic load for different ap¬
plications such as file transfer (FTP),Web data (HTTP), and news groups (NNTP).This information can
be used for bandwidth management of real-time and non-real-time traffic.
Figure 9.15 shows the distribution of protocols at the data link (top left corner), network (top right

corner), transport (bottom left corner), and application (bottom right corner) layers, obtained using
NetMetrix LanProbe and a protocol analyzer. Data link and network layers show 100% LLC and IP
protocols. The majority of the transport layer protocol packets belong to TCP and the next in order is
UDP. The other category is undefined.At the application layer(s), the distribution contains HTTP (Web
protocol), NNTP (news protocol), FTP-data, UDP-other, TCP-other, and undefined other. The Georgia
Tech internet backbone network in which the measurements were made carries a complex variety of
protocol traffic includingmultimedia traffic and next generation Internet traffic.

9.2.3 Data and Error Statistics
Data and error statistics can be gathered directly from managed objects using the specifications defined
in various MIB groups. The RMON statistics groups for Ethernet [RFC 1757] and token ring [RFC
1513] contain various types of packets and errors in the data link layer. Similar information is available
on higher-level layers from specifications detailed inRMON2 [RFC 202 1]. Information on statistics can
also be gathered for the individualmedium from the respectiveMIBs under the transmission group. For
example, statistics on Ethernet can be derived from the Ethemet-like statistics group in Ethernet-like

HP11ftf-str : l :y ulw - *a»nrcoc»cci3
File Help

Data: Live
Zoom: Protocol

Protocol
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Oth«r

Link

i ip

l Other
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Figure 9.15 Protocol Distribution (NetMetrix)
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interface types MIB [RFC 1284], token-ring statistics from IEEE 802.5 MIB [RFC 1748], and FDDI
data from FDDIMIB [RFC 1285],

Using MRTG to Collect Traffic Statistics
The MRTG is a tool that monitors traffic load on network links [Oetiker and Rand, http://oss.oetiker.
ch/mrtg]. It generates a live visual representation of traffic data by reading the SNMPtraffic counters on
routers and creates graphs that are embedded into Web pages. These can be monitored using any Web
browser. Visual presentations of traffic data are presented as daily view, the last 7 days view, the last 4
weeks view, and the last 12 months view. The generic software can be implemented in either UNIX or
Windows NTplatform.An example of the views can be seen on http://switch.ch/network/operation/sta-
tistics/geant2.html.

9.2.4

MIB ENGINEERING
In the SNMPmodel of management, information about each network element is contained in its MIB
(Chapter 4). The manager's view of the NE is definedby and is limited to itsMIB.The ease of develop¬
ing management applications depends on how closely the MIB matches the needs of the manager. In
most cases, the MIB is hardcoded into the NE by the vendor. Thus, care must be taken in designing the
MIB. This is the focus of MIB engineering.
There are some commonly used constructs in many MIBs. The use of these idioms makes it easier

for the manager to understand and use the MIB. The SNMP protocol and structure of management
information (SMI), by virtue of their stress on simplicity, have some limitations. Fortunately, there are
work-arounds to enable the manager to accomplish complex tasks despite these limitations.
First we cover some basic principles, limitations, and idioms of SMI. We then take a number of fre¬

quently occurring requirements and show how to design MIBs for them.

General Principles and Limitations of SMI
SMI provides a very simple view of the network. Every element is completely defined by a set of vari¬
ables (euphemistically referred to as objects), which may take on a limitednumber of data types. These
include scalar or primitive types (Boolean, Integer, IPaddress, String, Counter, etc.) and three structured
or constructed types (arrays, records, and sets).
An array is an ordered list of elements all being of the same type. Each element is identified by its

index.A recordis an ordered collection of elements of different types, with each element referred to by
name. A set is an unordered collection of elements. The elements could either all be of the same type
or of different types. E.g., the interfaces table, ifTable, is an array with one element for each interface
in the node. Each element in the table contains a recordwith several fields describing the interface (see
Figure 4.28).
As an example of a set, suppose the manager wishes to define a trap filter in an agent. The filter

consists of a set of conditions that are AND'ed together. Only if all conditions are satisfied, the trap is
forwarded. We could define:

TrapFilter ::= SET OF Conditions
The order of evaluation of the conditions does not matter.

9.3

9.3.1
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There are restrictions on the construction of types:

• An array can contain a record and vice versa. An array can contain a record that itself contains
other records. However, an array cannot contain a record that contains an array

• A record can be defined to hold related variables pertaining to one part of an NE (in one subtree
of the MIB).Another recordwith identical fields but different names must be defined

The SNMPprotocol allows a manager to get or set the value of a variable (see Figure 3.9). However,
it does not permit a manager to perform an action such as resetting an interface or deleting a file. In
object-oriented terms, an SNMP object has member variables and accessor methods, but does not have
any general methods to perform actions.
The SNMPprotocol supports request response transactions where each transaction can automatically

either get or set a limited number of variables. The limit is imposed by the size of an SNMP PDU. It
does not allow combining gets and sets in one transaction, nor does it allow a sequence of operations
to form a session. SNMP transactions are very limited compared to database transactions. The latter al¬
low a large sequence of select and update queries to be combined in a single transaction, which either
succeeds completely or is not executed at all. Inaddition, access to the relevant parts of the database by
other users can be prevented during the transaction.

9.3.2 Counters vs. Rates
Rates are central to network management. Performance is measured largely in terms of rates. For ex¬
ample, the throughput of a link is given in bits/second or packets/second, the throughput of a server in
transactions/second, and user behavior in requests/hour.

Rates are also important in some aspects of fault management, specifically in determining when the
load on the system is reaching its capacity and hence is liable to fail. For example, if a 1 Mb/s link is
subjected to traffic at the rate of 0.98 Mb/s, congestion is very likely with the consequent increase in
delays, packet loss, timeouts, and retransmissions. If the congestion persists, it could result in the fail¬
ure of end applications or the routers at either end of the link. Proactive fault management attempts to
spot congestion in its nascent stage and then take congestion avoidance measures to prevent failures.
The onset of congestion is indicated by comparing the live throughput with predefined thresholds. The
threshold depends on the capability of the router to tolerate temporary overload by means of buffering
of packets. Suppose for a router with a 10-packet buffer we set the congestion threshold at 0.8 Mb/s; if
the router has a 20-packet buffer, we might increase the threshold to 0.9 Mb/s. The threshold settings
depend on the mix of packet sizes and other practical factors. In practice, the threshold is tuned by the
operator based on experience.
The manager may also require the counter value. For example, if broadband subscribers are billed

based on data transferred, the NMSmanager would retrieve the counter of bytes transferred and pass it
on to the Billing System.
A counter is a direct performance measure. On a network link, the network interface maintains sev¬

eral counters such as packets and bytes transmitted, packets and bytes received, errors, etc. Whenever
a packet is processed, one or more counters are incremented appropriately. These counters are thus
available to the NMS agent at no extra cost, are always up to date, and accurate. Hence, the MIB should
include the counter. Be mindful that the counter reading wraps around and should be interpreted cor¬
rectly.
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A rate is a derived measure. To determine the transmit rate, we periodically read the transmit octets
counter and calculate the rate:

Transmit rate = transmit octetsat t2 - transmit octetsat /,
'2 — 'l

The rate depends on the averaging interval t —ty For example, Figure 9. 16 shows a 5-secondburst of
packets during which 4,000 octets are transmitted. The network is idle for some time thereafter.

Table 9.4 shows the rates calculated over various time intervals. Note that the rate varies quite drasti¬
cally from 0 to 8,000 b/s. The interval 0-4 is especially troublesome. The counter is 3,000, but the actual
number of octets transmitted is 3,500. Even if the Network InterfaceCard (NIC) has hardware to incre¬
ment the counter for every octet, this would not be correct because we do not know whether the packet
transmission is successful until the end of transmission.

Thus, we see that the derived measure of rate is imprecise and gives different results depending on
the averaging interval. Different managersmay require different averaging intervals and even one man¬
ager may require different averaging intervals at different times. For example, while projecting future
growth in network traffic for capacity augmentation, the manager maywant a 1-hour average. To moni¬
tor congestion in a link, the averagingmay be done over 5-minute periods.While troubleshooting some
problem, the manager may average over 30-seconds or less to see instantaneous fluctuations.
Normally, the MIB docs not include rates. It is left to the manager to poll the counter at the desired

periodicity and to compute the rate.
There are a few exceptions. The central processing unit (CPU) load of a server is usually computed

using some OS-specific algorithm and the OS may not expose convenient counters. Hence, the agent
simply makes available the rates computed by the OS, say the 30-second, 1-minute, and 5-minute load
averages. The corresponding counters are not included in the MIB.

Counter: 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 4000 4000

.1000

0
100(b 1000 j 100Q
Bj 0 0 I I

4 6 8 10 12 14

Figure 9.16 Burst of Activity on a Network Link

Table 9.4 Rates Calculated over Various Intervals

16 (Sees)

INTERVAL COUNTER DIFFERENCE RATE (b/s)
(SECONDS) ty t2 (OCTETS)

0, 2 2,000-0 8,000
0,4 3,000-0 6,000
0, 5 4,000-0 6,400
0, 10 4,000-0 3,200
0, 16 4,000-0 2,000
8, 12 4,000-4,000 0
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Object-OrientedApproach to MIB Engineering
A network element hasmanagement parameters pertaining to its configuration, its operation, and its per¬
formance. Ina complex device such as a server, a backbone router, or a telephone switch, the number of
such parameters can easily be in the 1000s. For ease of comprehension, in an object-oriented design re¬
latedvariables are collected into classes. Similar classes are related to one another inan inheritance tree.
Given a class definition, instances of the class can be created, referred to as objects [Bahrami, 1999].
SMI provides the MIB group that is a simple form of a class. A MIB group is just a subtree of the

MIB tree. The name of the root node of the subtree is the name of the group. Consider MIB-II, which
is the standard set of variables implementedby all SNMP nodes (see Section 4.7.4). These variables are
grouped into a number of groups such as the system group, the interfaces group, the IP group, and the
TCP group (see Figure 4.26).
In an object-oriented language such as C++ or Java, the language supports useful properties of the

class. These include encapsulation (variables are private to a class), inheritance (one class inherits the
variables and behavior of another class), and so on. We now show how these 00 features can be used
in information modeling, taking a router with network interfaces as an example.
In SMI, the analogous properties of MIB groups are more a matter of recommended practice. For

instance, the TCP group has a count of the number of open connections, tcpCurrEstab (see Table 4.13).
Normally, this is updated by the TCP code and this variable is considered to be encapsulated within the
TCP group. However, it is quite possible for the interfaces code to examine the TCP headers as packets
pass through the interface to detect the start/end of a session. The interfaces code coulddirectly manipu¬
late the tcpCurrEstab variable in the TCP group. This is a poor practice and is error-prone—a packet
could be discarded by the IP layer before it reaches TCP. SMI does not prevent this practice.
Inheritance allows one class to derive some of its properties from a similar (usually more general)

class. For instance, an interface has properties such as type, speed, address, and packets sent. An Eth¬
ernet interface shares these properties and also has additional properties such as number of collisions.
An RS-232 interface has additional properties such as parity. So, it is desirable to derive Ethernet and
RS-232 classes from a base interface class as depicted in Figure 9.17.

RS 232 Interface

parity

Ethernet Interface

collisions

Interface

speed
type

address
octets

9.3.3

Figure 9.17 Inheritance Used to Define Various Network Interfaces
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An Ethernet interface object has the properties speed, type, address, octets, and collisions, while an
RS-232 object has the properties speed, type, address, octets, and parity.

Naming. An object-oriented language allows the reuse of the same name in different contexts without
any confusion. For instance, given classes Router and Switch, there is no confusion in the use of the
samemember variable namenumlnterfaces:Router.numlnterfaces andSwitch.numInterfacesare clearly
distinct. Similarly, grouping of classes intopackages or namespaces permits reuse of class names.
SMI uses a globally unique hierarchy to classify names. Hence, the same name could be used indif¬

ferent subtrees (or groups). The system group inMIB-2 has a sysDescr variable. A vendor could have a
sysDescr variable in its product-specific subtree. They are distinct as mib-2.system.sysDescr and midas.
corDECT.sysDescr, for example.

There are limitations, however. The same name cannot be used twice in the same MIB file. Hence,
it is conventional to have a unique prefix for all variables in a MIB group—"sys" for the system group,
"if' for the interfaces group, and so on. Thus, we have mib-2.system.sysDescr and mib-2.interfaces.
ifTable.ifEntry.ifDescr.
Instantiation.Given a class, many objects of that class can be createdor instantiated.This can be done
statically at compile-time or dynamically at runtime as shown in the C++ code below.

Router r1, r2; //Statically create 2 routers
Router *r3;
.... // Dynamic creation of a 3rd router
if (condition) r3 = new Router;

One agent can in general have only one instance of a MIB subtree. In the special case of a subtree
that is part of a table, the agent can have multiple instances. See, for example, ifEntry in the interfaces.
ifTable. Even in this case, creation and deletion of rows in the table ("objects") are not as straightfor¬
ward as the use of new and delete operators in C++. In SMIvl, row creation is ambiguous and dele¬
tion is not supported. In SMIv2, these operations require special fields to be added to the table (see
Section 6.3.7).

RecommendedPractices. As telecom devices are complex, the object-oriented design of a MIB
is highly desirable. SMI has limited support for the object-oriented design of a MIB. Some commonly
used practices are as follows:

1. Useofuniqueprefixes for all variables inaMIBsubtree, such as "if'inthe interfacesgroup,"tcp"
in the TCP group, and so on. This makes names longer than necessary.

2. Extensive use of tables to allow variable numbers of objects of the same type, e.g., ifTable,
tcpConnTable, etc.

3. Dynamic creation and deletion of rows (objects) require inclusion of special variables such as
rowStatus in the row of a table and a variable such as ifNumber to count the number of active
rows.

4. Copy-and-paste of certain blocks ofMIB definition from one file (subtree) to another.

9.3.4 SMI Tables
Besides groups, in SMI, tables are the most commonly used construct for the aggregation of data. SMI
tables were introduced in Section 4.7.3 using some examples from MIB-2. An SMI table consists of
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three levels in the registration tree: table node, entry node, and leafnodes containing columnar data (see
Figure 4.22). For example, in the interface table we have the table node ifTable, the entry node ifTable.
ifEntry, and the data nodes ifTable.ifEntry.ifJudex. /, ifTable.ijEntry.ijDescr.1, etc.

Since only a single entry node ever appears under the table node, it is a natural question whether this
can be omitted with the data nodes directly under the table node. Flowever, the entry node is essential
because of the way SMI defines an index. The entry node describes a complete row and only the node
describing a row can specify the index column (see Clause 4.1.6 in RFC 1212). Since the index is es¬
sential for specifying a leaf node in a table (one element of the table), every table must have an entry
node.

We now turn to the selection of the index field. The index field must enable selection of a unique row.
Iftwo or more rows have the same index value, the manager can retrieve only one of the rows. This is
a consequence of the form of the SNMP get request inwhich every data value is obtained by specifying
its complete name. The variable binding allows only one data value for one variable name.

Sequence Numberas Index. Inmany cases the rows in the table correspond to sequence-numbered
physical entities. For example, a 24-port switch has ports numbered from 0 to 23; and in a router each
interface occupies one physical, numbered slot. In such cases it is natural to use this sequence number
as the index.

Name as Index. Consider a software application on a server. A unique index can be the name of the
application suffixed with the version number. Recall that when a string is used as the index, the ASN.l
encoding of the string is suffixed to the object ID (OID) of the row object to specify a leaf node. Thus,
the name of the variable holding the path name of the Apache Web server application in an appTable
might be appTable.appEntry.appPath. 'A '. 'p '. 'a '. 'c '. 'h '. With the usual ASCII codes this would be
appTable.appEntry.appPath.65.112.97.99.104. 101.

OID (Variable Name) as Index. In some tables the index is an OID. Suppose we wish to maintain
an inventory table of equipment in a MIB. Each item is identified by its vendor and brand name. As¬
sume that each of these equipments is manageable by SNMP and has a proprietary MIB defined by the
vendor. Each such MIB is contained in a MIBgroup noted in an OID that uniquely identifies the equip¬
ment. Consider the corDECTwireless exchange manufactured byMidas Communication Technologies.
Midas has been assigned the enterprise node {13 6 14 1 3794} in the {private enterprises} subtree (see
Figure 4.14). corDECT is the first product of Midas and hence has the OID {13 6 14 1 3794 1}.This
OID, encoded inASN.1, can be used as the index in the inventory table.

Multidimensional Tables. SMI supports only one index for a table. However, this index can be
a concentration of several columns, effectively yielding a multidimensional table. An example is the
tcpConnTable in which the index is the concatenation of local IP address, local port, remote IP ad¬
dress, and remote port. These four quantities together uniquely identify a TCP connection. Thus, the
state of connection to a Web server would be given by the variable tcpConnTable.tcpConnEntry.tcp-
ConnState.10.6.21.7.20.27.10.6.21.1.0.80. Here the host 10.6.21.7 has opened a connection to port 80
on the server 10.6.2 1.1. The local port is 20 * 256 + 27 = 5 147.
Note that the tcpConnTable (as also most other such multidimensional tables) is sparse. The total

number of possible index values is 2322l6232216 = 296 « 1032, a truly enormous number. Most hosts have
only a few 10s to a few 100s of connections open at a time. Hence, the agent should use some space-
efficient data structure such as a hash table or a linked list of linked lists [Horowitz, 1995],
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9.3.5 SMI Actions
For managing a network element it is necessary to perform actions such as enable/disable an interface,
delete temporary files on a sever, reboot a node, etc. An object in an object-oriented programming lan¬
guage has actions (member functions). SMI "objects" directly only contain data but do not have func¬
tions.
Ina MIB,an action can be performedby defining appropriate semantics of a variable. The semantics

is given by the DESCRIPTION field in the OBJECT-TYPE macro used to specify the variable. The
manager can invoke the action by an SNMP set on this "action" variable.

There are two ways inwhich the agent can inform the manager of the result of the action (analogous
to the returnvalue of a function). Ifthe action completes almost immediately, the agent sends the SNMP
response only after the completion. The value of the variable in the response indicates the result of the
action. An example is the deletion of a file.

Some actions may take an unpredictable amount of time, say formatting a disk. In this case, the agent
initiates the action and sends the SNMP response immediately with the value indicating that the action is
inprogress.When the action completes, the agent updates the same or another variable that can be queried
by the manager.An example of the latter is found in the Interfacesgroup inMIB-2. iftablehas one column
ifAdminStatus, which the manager sets to up or down to request a change of status. The actual status is
available in ifOperStatus.Note carefully the DESCRIPTION fields in the definitions of the variables in
Figure 9.18.

ifAdminStatus OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER {

up(1), - ready to pass packets
down(2),
testing(3) -- in some test mode

}
ACCESS read-write
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

"The desired state of the interface. The
testing(3) state indicates that no operational
packets can be passed."

::= { ifEntry 7 }

ifOperStatus OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER {

up(1), — ready to pass packets
down(2),
testing(3) -- in some test mode

}
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

"The current operational state of the interface.
The testing(3) state indicates that no operational
packets can be passed."

::= { ifEntry 8 }

Figure 9.18 ifTable Variables for Changing the Status of an Interface
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9.3.6 SMI Transactions
Suppose a manager needs to perform a complex task consisting of several steps. This may happen, for
instance, if there is misrouting of packets to destination 69.96.172.9 by an IP router. The manager may
go through the following steps to troubleshoot and fix the problem:

1. Fetchall entries inthe routingtablewith the destinationmatchinganyprefix of69.96.172.9 (such
as 69.96.172.xxx,69.96.xxx.xxx) using SNMP Get.

2. Identify the incorrect entry.
3. Change the incorrect entries using SNMP set.
4. Test the new route using ping. Ifping fails, repeat steps 1-3.

During this process the manager needs exclusive access to the routing table. If any other manager
reads and modifies the same rows, confusion may result. What is required is a transaction that may in¬
clude a sequence of Gets and Sets to a subtree of the MIB. The SNMP protocol does not support this.
Each SNMP request is atomic and independent of all other requests. One request cannot contain both
Get and Set. Only a small number of variables can be simultaneously accessed in a request, limited by
the SNMPmessage size of 484 bytes (vl and v2).

To implement complex transactions without modifying the SNMP standard, we need to add a few
variables with special semantics (DECRIPTION field). Assuming that we need to provide transaction-
basedaccess to aRoot and its subtree, the extra variables are shown inFigure 9.19 and the corresponding
declarations are shown inFigure 9.20. Note that aDatal, aData2,... are nodes in the protected subtree.
The nodes numbered>1000 are nodes added to support transactions.

To initiate a transaction, the manager attempts to set aLock to true. If the lock was already held by
another manager, the set fails with an error. The manager periodically retries the set. When the set suc¬
ceeds, the agent stores the manager's identification (typically, IP address and port number) in aMana-
gerlnfo. During the transaction, only this manager is permitted to access the subtree rooted inaRoot. In
the normal course after completing its work, the manager ends its transaction by setting aLock to false.

Suppose the manager forgets to release the lock. After aTimeout elapses, the lock is automatically
freed. There will be a default timeout, which can be modified by the manager, subject to a maximum
to prevent hogging of the lock with starvation of other managers. Occasionally, an emergency situation
may arise for which an authorized manager may need to preempt the lock. This is done by writing to
aForceUnlock. The agent will accept the write and replace the current lock owner with the initiator of
the forcible unlock, provided the initiator is in a list of authorized managers.

Thus, it is possible to provide complex transactions in which a manager has exclusive access to a
subtree of an MIB during a session. This is accomplished within the constraints of SNMP and SMI

aData
(1)

aRoot

aLock
(1001)

aManagerlnfo
(1002)

aTimeout
(1003)

aForceUnlock
(1004)

Figure 9.19 MIB Variables for Complex Transactions
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ÿaLock OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX Boolean
ACCESS read-write
STATUS optional
DESCRIPTION

"If it is false, set true succeeds and manager info is saved. If
true, set true by owner succeeds and resets timer. If true, set
true by other manager fails with badValue(3) error."

::= { aRoot 1001 }
aManagerlnfo OBJECT-TYPE

SYNTAX Managerlnfo
ACCESS read-only
STATUS optional
DESCRIPTION

"Contains the id of the manager who most recently succeeded in
acquiring aLock."

::={ aRoot 1002}

aTimeout OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX Time Ticks
ACCESS read-write
STATUS optional
DESCRIPTION

"aLock will be reset aTimeout Ticks after being set."
{ aRoot 1003 }

aForceUnlock OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX Boolean
ACCESS read-write
STATUS optional
DESCRIPTION
"If set by an authorized manager, alock is reset."

::={ aRoot 1004}

Figure 9.20 Declarations for Figure 9.19

by defining a few auxiliary variables. To cater to specific needs, the set of auxiliary variables can be
changed, for instance to define separate read andwrite locks, etc.

Summary: MIB Engineering
In this section we first outlined some of the limitations of SMI and SNMP. We discussed the support
providedby SMI for the object-oriented design of complex MIBs. Finally,we presentedMIB engineer¬
ing techniques for handling tables, performing actions, and supporting complex transactions. To learn
more about MIB engineering, the next step is to read some of the available MIBs for devices similar to
the one at hand and to follow the patterns therein. The guiding principle inMIB engineering is that the
MIBshouldfacilitate the common needs ofmost managers.

9.3.7

9.4 NMS DESIGN
We now turn to the design of an NMS server for a large telecom or enterprise network. We first outline
the requirements of such an NMS. This determines the architecture. Next, we go into details of the
important components of the server.
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Functional Requirements
The characteristics of a telecom or large enterprise network were discussed in Chapter 1. Telecom net¬
works today provide a variety of services including voice, data, Internet, and video. A large telecom
network serves 10s to 100s of millions of subscribers. For example, India, which has the fastest grow¬
ing-telecom base in the world, had 413 million subscribers in February 2009 (http://www.telecomindi-
aonline.com). Its two largest service providers were Bharti Airtel with 90 million and BSNL with 80
million subscribers. India's telecom base is expected to double in the next 4-5 years.

The NMS is expected to support the full range of fault, configuration, accounting, performance, and
security (FCAPS) functionality (Section 3.10). Based on these, the key requirements arc given below.

Scalability. Typically, such a network has a large number of manageable devices including switches,
servers, routers, base stations, multiplexers, etc. These may range in number in the thousands in a large
enterprise or Tier-3 telecom network to several million in the largest Tier-1 telecom networks. Inmost
networks, the number of elements grows with time. By scalable we mean that the same NMS can be
deployed innetworks of different sizes merely by changing the hardwareplatform. For example, ifdual-
processor servers with a 2-GB RAM and a 200-GB hard disk are sufficient for a network with Nele¬
ments, a network with 1OA elements may require a 16-processor server with a 32-GB RAM and a 1-TB
disk. This requires a software design that can exploit the concurrency of the 16-processor server.
Scalability is important to the network administrator. Having invested in one NMS and having de¬

veloped experience in using it, the administrator would expect the same product to be useable as the
network grows in size. For the NMS vendor, scalability is important for a different reason. Developing
an NMS is expensive, requiring several years of development by a large team of software engineers.
Having invested so much, the vendor would like to maximize its revenue by selling the same product
to many customers.

Heterogeneity. As the network evolves over many years, it encompasses a diversity of technologies,
vendors, and types of equipment. These may support different management protocols such as SNMPvl ,
SNMPv2, SNMPv3, CMIP, etc. Some devices may use proprietary protocols. The NMS should easily
accommodate this diversity without increasing the complexity faced by the operator.

Geographic Spread. We are interested inmanaging networks with a wide geographic spread, which
has three implications. First, the WAN links used to connect the NMS to distant NEsmay have a limited
bandwidth, say 64 Kb/s or less, compared to 100Mb/s or more for a 100mLANconnection. This band¬
width may have to be shared with subscribers' traffic. Hence, the amount of management traffic gener¬
ated must be limited. Second, the end-to-end delay for an IP packet may be 10s or 100s of milliseconds
or even several seconds compared to a submillisecond on a LAN. Third, long-distance links are likely
to fail from time to time resulting in temporary disconnection of some parts of the network.

Bursty Load. Some activities such as polling iflnOctets for performance reports are done at regular
intervals. These present a steady, predictable load to the NMS. Other activities such as handling faults
are unpredictable. They are characterized by long periods of quiet with short bursts of activity.
Figure 9.21 shows the number of events generated in a live telecom network,measured at 15-minute

intervals during a 24-hour period. The minimum number of events during an interval is 10, the maxi¬
mum is 947, and the average is 153. See Jagadish and Gonsalves [2009a] for a more extensive discus¬
sion of observed fault characteristics of a telecom network.

9.4.1
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Figure 9.21 Occurrence of Fault Events in a Typical Telecom Network
during a 24-Hour Period

It is generally too expensive to dimension the server hardware for the extreme peak load. Hardware
is dimensioned well above the average load, but below the peak. NMS software must be designed to
handle peak overload conditions gracefully. It may temporarily delay or discard less important events,
but it should not fail altogether.
Real-TimeResponse. Fault notifications require responses within a short time. This may range from
under 1 second to 10s of seconds depending on the nature of the event. The response may be an auto¬
matic control action by the NMS, or it may involve manual intervention by an operator.

Batch Processing. Performance monitoring, especially for capacity planning, requires a periodic
analysis of large volumes of polled data. While imposing a heavy load on the server hardware, this
should not be allowed to degrade the real-time response.
Diverse Users. The NMS has a variety of users. These include:

1. Administrators:Theseareexperiencedandprivilegedstaffwhohaveahigh levelofresponsibility
for the management of the network. They may perform sensitive tasks such as bringinga major
switch online or offline, reformatting the disk in a server, granting permission to other NMS
users. Ifa mistake ismade inany such task, it couldhave serious repercussions on the operation
of the network, even leading to considerable financial loss.

2. Operators: Many staff perform routine operational tasks that affect management aspects of the
network to a lesser extent. These include generating traffic reports, diagnosing and repairing an
individual port in a switch, answering customer queries, etc.

3. Subscribers/Clients:Customersofthenetworkmaybegivenaccess to see thehealthoftheir access
to the network, to see reports of their SLA agreement such as bandwidth use, etc. They may be
able to configure some parameters of their service, e.g., whether or not an email warning is sent
when they near theirmonthlydownload limit.They cannot change anythingelse inthe network or
view other customers' information.

Clearly the NMSmust have support for the creation ofa large numbers ofusers, each havingdifferent
privileges. The menus and commands that are available to each user should be limited to those that are
necessary for the role of that user.
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LocalandRemote Management. Much of network management is performed remotely from the
Network Operations Center (NOC). However, there are users who need to use the NMS from other
locations. Subscribers may be located anywhere in the network.A technician, who is replacing a faulty
hardwareunit,may need to login to the NMS from the field location to divert traffic from the faulty unit,
configure the replacement unit, and restore traffic routing.Accountants and top management may want
to see reports on network resource use, expenses, and generation of revenue from their offices.

EaseofUse.Network administration is faced with two challenges: one is the increasingcomplexity of
network equipment and the other the high attrition rate of technical staff. Hence, it is important for the
NMS to have an easy-to-use UI. Increasingly, this is graphical (GUI) and may be browser based.At the
same time, experienced users may prefer cryptic commands and keyboard shortcuts that enable them to
work faster than with a point-and-click interface.
Security. There are two aspects to security; the first is the security of the network and network ele¬
ments. This includes providing secure access to network elements for privilegedadministrators and op¬
erators, preventing and detecting malicious attacks such as the denial of service attacks, andmonitoring
and ensuring the confidentiality of sensitive traffic on the network.
The second aspect is the security of the NMS itself. The NMS perforce has to have access to every

network element. It can perform arbitrary configuration of network elements. It stores vast amounts of
commercially sensitive data about the network operation. As such, it introduces a single point of vulner¬
ability to the network: a person who can gain unauthorized access to the NMSmay well have complete
unfettered freedom to tamper with the entire network!

Data Management. With tens of thousands to millions of network elements, each being polled regu¬
larly for several variables, the volume of data collected can be very large. If lost, these data can never
be recovered. Careful backup of data is essential.

These data need to be kept online for 3-12 months and archived offline for several years. In some
countries, preservation of certain network data for several years is mandated by laws and regulations.
For a telecom network with 10 million subscribers, the typical volume of data collected is shown in

Table 9.5. (Details of the calculations are given in the exercises at the end of this chapter.)
Note that the disk space requirement is 2-3 times the data volume shown in the table. This is to

account for index files created by the database management system (DBMS), temporary copies of data
made by the NMS applications, and temporary working space.

9.4.2 Architecture of the NMS Server
We now examine the architecture and major design aspects of the NMS server in light of the require¬
ments discussed in Section 9.4.1. Inmany cases there is no one correct decision, only design trade-offs
where different designers may prefer different choices. This is the nature of real-world design. In these
cases, we discuss the range of good choices.

Table 9.5 Typical Data Storage Requirement for a
10m Subscriber Network

PERIOD 1DAY 1WEEK 1MONTH 1YEAR
Data Volume 2 GB 15 GB 60 GB 750 GB
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TheNMS server has to handle diverse tasks with very different characteristics. These include polling
ofperformance parameters at regular internals, real-time response to unexpectedevents, and a gooduser
interface (UI). It has to deal with a plethora of device types. It is a large and complex software applica¬
tion and we hence adopt a Modular architecture [Bahrami, 1999]. A set of closely related functions is
grouped into a module. These functions interact closely and use shared data structures. The different
modules interact relatively infrequently.
A typical architecture for an NMS server is shown in Figure 9.22. This section draws many lessons

from the CygNet NMS [Gonsalves, 2000; www.nmsworks.co.in], which has been deployed in several
major telecom and enterprise networks.
A number of modules are grouped around a central managed object database (MDB). The MDB

contains the configuration information of each managed object. A managed object is typically an NE
(router) or a subsystem of anNE (interface of a router). The MDB contains the events and performance
data of each managed object (MO). The MDBmust be designed for efficient access to large amounts of
data. It contains a code to validate the data and maintain consistency.
The Discovery Module is responsible for automatically detecting the presence of new NEs in the

network. If these are of interest to the administrator, the discovery module adds corresponding MOs to
the MDB. The discovery module is a part of the Configuration Manager, which also has provision for
the manual addition ofMOs. The discovery module also detects changes to the configuration of an NE
and updates the MDBaccordingly.

User
Interface GUI Web email SMS

Reports

Data
CollectorDiscovery

Management gNMP
Protocols CORBA CM I P Proprietary

TCP/U DP

I P

Figure 9.22

To NEs

Architecture of an NMS Server
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The Fault Manager (FM) receives notifications of events inNEs. Itmay also infer faults by analysis
of data. For instance, by comparing measured throughput on a link with link capacity, it can detect a
congestion fault. The FMnotifies the operator through various means such as text, graphics, audio, etc.
It may also take automatic corrective action to resolve a fault.
One of the important functions of the Performance Manager (PM) is data collection. This is done by

periodically pollingNEs for relevant performance data. Note that some of these data may beusedby the
FMas described above. The other important function of the PM is data analysis. Reports are generated
to identify bottlenecks, analyze trends in order to plan capacity upgrades, and to tune the network and
systems. Anomalies inperformance trends may also indicate security problems such as denial of service
attack.
Eachmodule has two logical layers. The lower or core layer contains the business logic of the mod¬

ule. For example, the logic of sending periodic poll requests, processing the response, and updating the
MDB is in the core layer of the PM. The upper layer contains the UI. Typically, this is a graphical user
interface (GUI). Itmay also use text, audio, video, SMS, and so on.
Functional modules communicate with the NEs through the protocol layer. This layer may support

a number of common management protocols such as various versions of SNMP, XML, CMIP, and also
proprietary protocols.

Key Design Decisions
Inthis section we describe key design decisions motivatedby the requirements in Section 9.4. 1.This is
followed by a detailed design of the functional modules.
The NMS server has to perform many functions. It deals with real-world entities such as switches,

base stations, routers, servers, subscribers, and operators. It needs to handle the properties of these enti¬
ties and evenly relate to them. It is natural to use an object-orienteddesign [Bahrami, 1999], Software
objects correspond one-to-one to physical objects. This simplifies design, makes it easier to adopt the
design to new requirements, and results in more robust software. Most NMSs are written in C++ or
Java.

The design needs to be scalable. That is, the same software should be able to cater to a network
of 100, 1,000, or 1,000,000 elements. The design approach that accomplishes this using the choice of
hardware and software is illustrated in Figure 9.23. Scalability can be achieved to a limited extent by
using more powerful hardware. Suppose that 100 NEs could be managed using a server with a 1-GHz
CPU (Figure 9.23(a)). Replacing the server with a 3-GHz CPUmay increase the capacity to 300 NEs
(Figure 9.23(b)). Only limitedscalability can be achieved by this approach: today, 3 GHz is the practical
limit of CPU speeds.
To further increase the capacity, we may consider a server with multiple CPUs sharing memory (a

shared memory multiprocessor (SMP)). Such SMPs are available inexpensively with up to eight CPUs.
However, a sequential program can use only one CPU. To use multiple CPUs simultaneously, a concur¬
rent software design is needed. This is achieved by using multiple threads of execution [Tanenbaum,
2007]. Each thread runs on one CPU and can access the same shared memory. Thus, by redesigning
our software to use threads, we could manage 100 x 3 x 8 = 2,400 NEs with an 8-CPU 3-GHz server
(Figure 9.23(c)). These capacity increases are the ideal. In practice, the actual increase in capacity will
be lower as one thread may wait for another one, or threads conflict to access the same variables.
Beyond a point, an SMP becomes prohibitively expensive. To further increase the capacity, we need

to again redesign our software to enable it to run on a cluster of SMPs interconnected by a high-speed

9.4.3
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Figure 9.23 Scalable Design Using Threads and Processes

LAN.The software needs to be structured as cooperatingprocesses that communicate with one another
using interprocess communication (IPC) such as TCP/IP, RPC, Java RMT, or XML/HTTP [Tanenbaum,
2007], With 100, 8-CPU SMPs connected by a 1-Gb/s Ethernet, the capacity of our server could scale
up to 2,400 x 100 = 240,000 NEs (Figure 9.23(d)).
Note that the numbers ofNEs above are the managedNEs only. The total number including unman-

aged PCs, telephones, etc., may be one to three orders of magnitude larger. The actual capacity also
depends on the polling interval, etc., so the numbers inFigure 9.23 are indicative only.
The server needs to handle event notification in real time. It also periodically needs to generate re¬

ports. To assure that real-timeprocessing is not delayed by periodic batchprocessing, the former is given
higher priority. Ifthe software is structured as threads andprocesses,priorities can be assigned to these
and the OS will ensure the real-time response.
With a large number of NEs and data saved online for months to facilitate analysis, the NMS has to

deal with enormous volumes of data. Most of the data are structured with well-defined fields such as
<NE id, time stamp, OID, value> for a performance parameter. Appending incoming data to a flat file is
very efficient. However, retrieval based on criteria is very inefficient.All major NMSs use an R-DBMS
for data storage. Examples of commercial R-DBMS products are Oracle, DB2, and SQL server. Open-
source MYSQL and PostgreSql products are also commonly used.

We next consider the UI. To minimize training costs and to allow non-technical people (such as
accountants and top management) to use the NMS, it is normal to have agraphicaluser interface (GUI).
Nowadays, the GUI is often browser based. This further reduces the learning curve and ensures that the
GUIwill run on a wide range of desktop PCs.
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The NMS needs to present a large amount of information to the operator. A well-designed GUI can
use color-coded symbols and icons to present this information without confusion. Color codes can be
used to highlight fault information that needs urgent attention. A judicious use of audio further improves
the UI. Network administration is a 24 x 7 activity. Many NMS servers have the ability to notify the
operator via SMS, pager, or telephone call with text-to-speech synthesis.

Discovery Module
In a large telecom network, the details of the NEs to be managed need to be entered into the NMS
database. Doing this manually is a daunting and error-prone task. The goal of the discovery module is
to automate this task. Initially, the discovery module tries to find manageable elements in the network
and add their details to the NMS. Subsequently, it periodically checks each NE for any changes in this
configuration. The discovery module also tries to determine the topology of the network.
Discovery supplements, but does not replace,manual configuration. For example, theNMScould dis¬

cover that a router has ten interfaces. Polling intervals for the interface traffic depend on the importance
of the connected links. Discovery may set a default polling interval of 15 minutes.An administrator may
set the intervals for important interfaces to 5 minutes. For a backup link, the administrator may change
the interval to 1 hour.
The strategy used in the discovery process is to check a range of IPaddresses for the presence ofNEs

using the simplest and most generic possible techniques. When an NE is found, the discovery process
attempts to find out the type of NE and its characteristics by using more elaborate and specific tech¬
niques.

Configuring Discovery. Discovery is controlled by a configuration file, which sets a number of pa¬
rameters. A basic set of parameters is shown inTable 9.6. Many more parameters could be specified.
Discovery Procedure. The flow chart of the discovery procedure is shown in Figure 9.24. "Check
if node present" is normally done using ping.As ping is unreliable, 2-3 ping requests are sent. In some
locations, ping may not work because its ICMP echo request and echo response packets are blocked
by firewalls. In such cases, attempting to open a TCP connection to a port may be used. This is more
expensive in terms of network bandwidth and CPU resources on both ends.

Table 9.6 Basic Discovery Parameters

PARAMETER VALUE DESCRIPTION
IP addresses 10.0.0.1-10.0.0.254,

192.168.0.0/24
A range or list of IP addresses

Wait interval 10 seconds Waiting time between discovery of
successive IPs to minimize load
on the network

SNMP version v1 v1, v2c, or v3
SNMP community "public" A commonly used value
Discover types Router, server, switch Only elements of these types are

added to the MDB
Ignore types PC, UPS Elements of these types are not

added to the MDB

9.4.4
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SNMPget(ip, v3, auth info, sysObjectld)
If response then node is v3
Else SNMPget(ip, v2c, community, sysObjectld)
If response then node is v2c
Else SNMPget(ip, v1, community, sysObjectld)
If response then node is v1
If node is v1, v2c or v3 then
Lookup sysObjectld to determine type of node
Based on node type, use SNMPget, SNMPgetnext, SNMPgetbulk to retrieve
relevant OlDs and tables.
v

__
/

Figure 9.25 Discovery of an SNMP Node

Inserting a newly discovered element into the MDB usually also involves configuring polling for
OlDs dependant on the type ofNE,configuring a trap receiver and other event detectors, and adding an
icon to the pictorial map of the network. Finally, an administrator may be notified to manually approve
and possibly modify the parameters and settings for the new NE.
Checking for which management protocol is enabled is done by sending a series of requests to glean

information. For example, a typical sequence for SNMP is shown inFigure 9.25. In the steps that check
for the SNMPversion, it may be necessary to check for several possible authentication parameters. For
example, suppose the read community for PCs in a network is "public," for routers it is "x375tz," and
for servers it is "private." For every IP, each of these communities is tried until one is accepted by the
agent.

Rediscovery. Periodically, the NMS may check NEs that are in the MDB for any change in their
configuration. This process is referred to as rediscovery. Some changes may be detected by the NMS
during normal operations. For instance, if the PM is polling an interface on a router and that interface is
permanently disconnected. Pollswill fail and the FMwill show the interface status as down. The opera¬
tor who disconnected the interfacewill notice this and delete the interface from the MDB.

Suppose, however, that a new interface is connected to a router. This will not be detected by the poll¬
ingprocess. Similarly, newNEsmay be connected to the network.A server that was serving as an email
relay may be redeployed as a Web server.
Rediscovery follows a simpler flow chart compared to discovery. We already know the management

protocol and authentication information and the configuration. Rediscovery mainly involves fetching
the configuration information from the NE and comparing it with the details in the MDB. Any new
services or subsystems detected are updated in the MDB and notified to an administrator for review.
Any removal of existing services or interfaces is presented to an administrator for confirmation before
deletion from the MDB.

Topology. The topology of a network depends on the interconnections between routers and switches.
Hubs are usually not SNMP-manageable and are not included in topology discovery. During the discov¬
ery process, the discovery module determines the type of each NE and hence identifies the routers and
switches. It then obtains topology information from the MIB of the router or switch (last two items in
Figure 9.25).
In a router, every active interface has an IP address. This is given by the ipAdEntAddr MIB variable

(Table 4.8). For each interface, the neighbor's IP address can be found in the iJForwardNextHop MIB
variable (Table 4.11). The variables ipAdEntl/Jndex and ipForwardlflndex in these two tables form the
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link. The ifType and iJSpeedvariables in the interface table give the type and speed, respectively, of the
link between this router and the neighboring router. Next, the discovery process is applied to each of the
neighbors to further extend the topology. Note that to avoid discovering a very large number of nodes,
many of which may be outside the domain of the NMS server, discovery may be limited to a certain
number of loops. It is also usually limited to the ranges of IP addresses that belong to the organization.
When discovery encounters a layer 2 switch, it can find the number of ports from the dotldBase-

NumPorts MIB variable [RFC 1493]. If there are several switches in the network, the spanning tree
table (dot1dStpPortTable) can be used to find the topology of the extended LAN. Finally, discovery
can find the MAC address of machines connected to each port using the forwarding database (dotldTp
FdbTable).
Figure 9.26 shows an example topology and information about the network that could be obtained

automatically through discovery. The discovery process has created a simple mapwith each link labeled
with its speed and type. The width of the lines is indicative of the link speed. Each interface is labeled
with its TP address. The layout of the nodes and links is arbitrary. After discovery, theNMSadministrator
can manually reposition nodes and links to reflect their geographical positions.

Efficiency Issues. In Figure 9.24 we showed a sequential algorithm that checks one TP address at a
time. For any IPthat is not inuse, the process waits for three pings to timeout, say 3x10= 30 seconds.
Assume that for each address in use the discovery takes 5 seconds.

Table 9.7 shows the total time taken for discovery for different networks with varying percentages
of IPs in use. In the first row, we have one Class C network that has a total of about 250 assignable ad¬
dresses. Of these, varying percentages are actually used. Likewise, in the second row we have ten Class
C networks. Consider the first cell in the table. The total discovery time is calculated as:
Discovery time =Number of IPs in use x success time +number of IPs not in use x timeout time

=250 x 0.05 x 5 + 250 x 0.95 x 30 seconds
= 62.5 + 7,125 seconds «2.0 hours

The other cells are calculated similarly.
It is clear from Table 9.7 that sequential discovery is practical only for very small networks. During

discovery, the discovery module spends most of the time waiting for the response or timeout. The CPU
time for each IP that is tested may be at most a few milliseconds, while the network delay may be 100s
ofmilliseconds (success) to 10s of seconds (failure).

Ri

192.168.0.6 192.168.1.1 59.96.172.9

100M
Ethernet

64K
PPP

192.168.1.2

2 M
HDLC

59.96.172.23

Rz R,

Figure 9.26 Example of Topology Discovery of WAN Links
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Table 9.7 Time to Complete Discovery Sequentially

>ss. %ADDRESS-
ES IN USE

5% 20% 50% 100%

TOTAL
ASSIGNABLEÿ.
ADDRESSES
1 Class C - 250 2.0 hr 1.7 hr 1.2hr 0.3 hr
10 Class C~ 2,500 20.0 hr 17.4 hr 12.2 hr 3.5 hr
1 Class B ~ 65,000 21.6 dy 18.8 dy 13.2dy 3.8 dy
16 Class B ~ 1,000,000 332.8 dy 289.4 dy 202.5 dy 57.9 dy
Note: Numbers in italics are days, normal font in hours

Hence, it is feasible to have concurrent testing of several IPswithout overloading the NMSserver. The
discovery module could transmit messages to a number of IPs in quick succession without waiting for
replies. Later, when each reply is received, it is matched with the corresponding request and processed
appropriately.

Suppose 100 IPs are tested concurrently. The time to complete discovery decreases dramatically as
shown inTable9.8.Forsmallnetworks,discovery takesafew seconds toafewminutes.Foralargenetwork,
the time ranges from an hour to 3 days.Byincreasingthe concurrency,wecouldreducethese times further.
Fora networkwith 5%of 1,000,000IPs inuse, i.e.,50,000NEs,3 days isacceptable. Keep inmindthat the
administrator needs to verify andperhapscorrect the discoveredelements,whichwould takemuch longer
than 3 days!
ThreadPoolor Worker PoolA convenient methodof implementing concurrent discovery is by us¬
ing a pool of worker threads (Figure 9.27). The discovery controller creates tasks from the range(s) of
IPs to be discovered, each task containing one or a few IPs. It adds these tasks to the Task Queue. Next,
it creates a number of worker threads. Each of the workers picks up a task from the Task Queue when
it is free. It executes the sequential discovery algorithm shown in Figure 9.24 for each of the IPs in the
task. Whenever a worker completes discovery of the IPs inone task, it takes another task from the queue.
Thus, all workers are kept busy until the task queue is empty.
Note that the Task Queue is a shared data structure and must be accessed by only one worker at a

time. This exclusive access can be implemented using semaphores or other mutual exclusion mecha¬
nisms [Tancnbaum, 2007], The Task Queue is accessed twice per task, once to add the task and once to
remove it. Ifaccess to the Task Queue is very frequent, the mutual exclusion overhead could become a
bottleneck. To avoid this, the controller normally bundles several IPs in one task. E.g.,with 1,000,000
addresses and 1 IP per task, the number of accesses to the Task Queue is 2,000,000. If 250 IPs are
bundled per task, the number of tasks is reduced to 4,000 and the number of accesses to only 8,000.
The optimum number of worker threads depends on the range of IPs, the hardware configuration of

the NMS server, and the loadgenerated by other modules. For flexibility, upper and lower limits on the
number ofworkers can be configured in the discovery parameters. The controller then adjusts the actual
number in the pool dynamically within these limits.

Performance Manager
The PMhas two major functions. The first is data collection,which is an online activity. The PMcontin¬
ually monitors network elements for interesting performance-related statistics. These may be processed

9.4.5
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Table 9.8 Time to Complete Discovery with Ten Concurrent Threads

%ADDRESS-
ES IN USE

TOTAL ASSIGNABLEÿÿÿÿ
ADDRESSES

5% 20% 50% 100%

1Class C -250 72 s 63 s 44 s 13 s
10 Class C -2,500 719 s 625 s 438 s 125 s
1 Class B -65,000 5.2 hr 4.5 hr 3.2 hr 0.9 hr
16 Class B -1,000,000 79.9 hr 69.4 hr 48.6 hr 13.9 hr

Note: Numbers in italics are hours, normal font in seconds

Discovery
Controller

Control

Worker 2 •••( Worker 100Worker 1

SNMP/ICMP/IP

Figure 9.27 Worker Pool Design for Concurrent Discovery

and arc stored in a database. Example statistics include traffic on a link (iflnoctets and ifOutoctets), rate
of transactions hitting a server, and CPUutilization of a server.
The other major function is offline analysis and report generation based on the collected data. A

common requirement is analysis of the utilization of a network link with projectionof further growth in
traffic. This is used to plan capacity upgradation before the link becomes a bottleneck.

Data Collection. The PM collects data for several reasons. Data may be used for analysis of trends
in order to plan capacity upgradation. In this case, the data are not needed immediately. Hence, data
collection could be done offline. The agent or a lower-level manager polls the variables of interest and
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accumulates the values in a local file. Periodically, say once a day, a bulk transfer of the file to the NMS
server is done. We refer to the lower-level manager as the localdata collector (LDC).

Data collection may be done in order to detect congestion or to implement quality of service (QoS).
In these cases, the NMS needs to take immediate action in case of a fault. Hence, online data collection
is required. Here, the polling is done from the server directly to the agent.
Inboth cases, polled data are stored in the same database tabic. Each poll record contains at least the

following fields:

• NE: identification of the agent, typically the DNS name or the IP address
• Variable name: 01D or other name
• Value: collected value
• Timestamp: time of polling
We now consider some important issues in offline and online data collection.

Offline Data Collection. Let us consider the fields in the poll record. The NEname usedby the LDC
and the manager may be different. For example, the NEmay have a local IP address that is used by the
LDC for its polling,which is put into the local file. When the file is transferred to the manager, the man¬
ager needs to modify this to the name used by it for the NE,which may be a global address.
The timestamp inserted by the LDC is based on its clock. There may be a skew between this clock

and the manager's clock. Since LDCs often run on low-enddevices, the clock skew could be very large.
The manager needs to estimate the skew and adjust the timestamps accordingly. The situation is made
more difficult if the LDC reboots in the middle of the day and skews changes.
Finally, the manager needs to ensure that there are noduplicate records or lost records.After transfer¬

ring the day's file, the LDC should delete it and start a fresh file. However, suppose the LDC does not
delete the transferred records. Themanager needs to check for duplicates by insertinga unique sequence
number in every record.

Online Data Collection. For real-time performance analysis, the PMpolls each NEdirectly for vari¬
ables of interest. Some issues need to be addressed:
Avoid overloading the server. The PM may be polling several variables in a large number of NEs,

e.g., 1,000 routers each having 20 interfaces. There are four variables of interest in each router. Thus,
there are 80,000 polls. Ifpolls are synchronized and each is done with a separate packet, the burst of
80,000 replies within a short span could overload the server.
The CPU load depends on the number of packets and the number of variables. Infact the pcr-packct

overhead due to interrupts, etc., is often high. We can reduce the number of packets by combining a
number of variables in one SNMP get request. For example, an SNMP get response with one variable
may be 65 B long. Ifwe pack four variables for one interface into one packet, the length may increase
only to 140 B (compared to 4 x 65 = 260 B for 4 packets). Second, the data collector can stagger polls
to avoid bursts of packets.
Avoidoverloading the network: Suppose that ten of these routers are in a distant part of the network

that is connected to the NMS by a 64 kb/s link. Suppose the NMS polls all variables every 30 seconds
and it uses one packet of 200 B for each interface. The resultant traffic on the link is (10 x 20 x 200)/30
B/second = 10.67 kb/s. About 16% of the link bandwidth is used for polling only. In addition, traps,
accounting, and configuration messages will consume more bandwidth. This can seriously affect sub¬
scriber traffic on this link. One solution is to configure different polling rates. Only a few important
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interfaces are polled every 30 seconds. Other interfaces may be polled once in 5 minutes or 15 minutes.
This will reduce polling traffic overhead to a negligible level.
Avoidoverloading the agent:A single CPU in a low-endNE often performs the real functions of the

NE(routing, switching, printing, etc.) and processing of manager requests. Too many manager requests
could overload the CPU and cause its real functions to suffer. Mitigation techniques mentioned above
will help this problem also.

PollConfiguration. Different metrics vary at different rates. For a fast-varying metric, say traffic on
a backbone link, it may be necessary to poll the counters frequently, say once in 30 seconds-2 minutes.
The free disk space on a server varies slowly. We may poll this only once an hour.
Hence, the data collector should allow the poll period to be specified independently for each variable

on each NE. There may be several variables being polled on one NE, possibly at different periods. To
reduce the CPU and network load, the data collector tries to club several polls into one network packet,
e.g., one SNMPget-request command could accommodate 10-20OIDs and their values.
Dynamic pollperiods: Suppose a link is being polled at 15-minute intervals. If it experiences con¬

gestion, it is useful to increase the rate of polling to 5 minutes or even 1 minute. It is possible for the
data collector to support such dynamic poll periods. However, conditions for changing the poll period
are usually related to faults, accounting, etc. Hence, the better design is to have the FM, as part of its
handlingof the congestion fault, to re-configure the pollingperiod for the variable of interest in the data
collector.
A novel design optimizes both the accuracy of the collected data and keeps the network traffic and

server load within limits [Jagadish and Gonsalves, 2009b]. The agent or LDC polls data at a high rate
and pushes it to the NMS at a possibly lower rate. The LDC evaluates the error between the data that
reach the manager and the actual data. It adapts the rate of pushing to the manager to keep the error
within a specified accuracy objective. Inaddition, the NMS sends feedback to the LDC on its load and
the importance of this NE in relation to other NEs. This factor, which changes dynamically depending
on the faults in the network, is used to further adjust the rate of push.

Concurrency. Ina largenetwork, the data collector couldbepollingseveral variables ineach of 1000s
ofNEs for a total of 10,000s ofpolls. Ifthe average pollingperiod is say 300 seconds, the aggregate rate
ofpollingcould be 100/second. This could easily overload the CPU. Hence, the data collector for a large
network should bemultithreadedandpossiblymultiprocessed. The worker pooldesign introduced in the
discovery module (refer Section 9.4.4) is appropriate here also.
Overrun: Ideally each variable is polled at precise intervals. For example, if a variable is configured

for a 2-minute polling interval, the polls should take place as shown in Figure 9.28.
In reality, polls may get delayed for a number of reasons. Owing to network loss/congestion, the re¬

sponse to one poll may reach only after the next poll time. The CPUmay be overloaded, especially due
to a burst of faults. Fault handling is usually a higher priority than polling.

CDb

_
2 9:04 9:0

1 *
6 9:08

9:00
doPoll (ithPoll)

Figure 9.28 Ideal Polling at 2-Minute Intervals
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A poll that is scheduled for 9:02, may actually be executed at 09:02:25. Incase of severe congestion,
the poll may be delayed to 09:04:45, i.e., after the next scheduled poll time. Suppose polls are sched¬
uled at precisely 2-minute intervals, with one poll object being created for each poll. Under overload, a
backlog of poll objects could build up in memory. This may slow down the system, further increasing
the overload, and affecting the critical fault handling. If the overload persists, the NMS server could
even crash.
The solution is to schedule only one poll at a time for each variable. When a poll completes, the next

poll is scheduled at the first nominal poll time in the future. In the above example, if the first poll com¬
pletes at 09:01,the second poll is scheduled at 09:02. However, if the first poll is delayed and completes
only at 9:02:23, the second poll is scheduled at 09:04. This tactic of skipping a poll in case of overload
ensures that the data collector does not further overload the system. The pseudo-code for static and load-
sensitive polling is given in Figure 9.29 and Figure 9.30, respectively.

Database Schema. Polled data are stored in a database for ease of access and analysis. In a large
network, with data stored for months or even years, the database size can become very large (see
Table 9.9). The database schema need to be carefully designed to ensure good performance even with
these very large sizes.
The minimum information stored for each poll of a variable is:NEname,Timestamp, Variable name,

and Variable value.
The performance of report generation depends on the indices in the poll records. Of the four fields,

it is normal to select records by timestamp (show traffic on 20/06/2008), by NE (show transactions on
www.server.com), and by variable (show iflnOctets on several links). It is rare to select by value. Hence,
tables should be indexed on the first three fields.
Assuming 4 B per field and three indices, the size of each poll record is 28 B. To account for the

indices and temporary copies, we assume 28 x 2 = 56 B per record.
Assuming 10,000NEs, 10 variables per NE, and an average poll period of 300 seconds, we have an

aggregate polling rate of 10,000 x 10/300 = 333 polls/second. Database sizes over various periods are
shown inTable 9.9.

doPoll (f poll)
{
poll for OID
process value
schedule (i+1)'h pollatt lrt +i* pollInterval
}

Figure 9.29 Static Polling can Cause System Overload

f doPoll (P poll) A
{
poll for OID
process value
let k= (t - 1, J/pollInterval» now starr 'Ilk is the index of the next nominal poll
Schedule pollat tstan+k x polllnterval

Figure 9.30 Load-sensitive PollingAlgorithm
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Table 9.9 Typical Growth of Collected Data

1DAY 1WEEK 1MONTH 1YEAR
Number of 29 m 201 m 863 m 10,501 m
records
Database size 1.6 GB 11.3 GB 48.3 GB 588 GB

A goodDBMS is designed to performwell with the size ofone table beingup to a few million records
and occupying 10s-100sMBof space. Beyond these limits, performance degrades and it is desirable to
split the data into multiple tables. On the other side of the coin, havingmultiple tables makes program¬
mingmore complex. It is easier to select relevant records from a single table than from a set of tables.
DBMS performance also begins to degrade if there are 100s of simultaneously open tables.
The polled data can be divided intomultiple tables in several ways:

• One table per NE
• One table per variable (or OID)
• One table per day
Let us examine the performance implications of each of these designs. We consider the number of

open tables, the size of each table, the time for insert (done for every poll), and the performance for
reports (typically done inbatchmode). We also consider the safety of the data.
With one table/NE, the number of open tables is very large as all NEs are beingpolled, by say 10,000

open tables. The size of each table is modest and insert is fast as there is no conflict between multiple
polls. Reports that analyze data across many NEs are tedious to develop. However, reports for one NE
access only one table and hence may run efficiently.
Considering one table per variable, the number of tables is large but less than in the above case. The

tables are of moderate size resulting in good performance. Insert is fast. Almost any report would need
to access many tables, resulting in access conflicts and poorer performance.

One table/day results in only a few 100 tables. Further, all inserts are done in the current day's table
only. Most reports analyze past data and hence there is no conflict between such batch reports and
the data collector's inserts. A few online reports access the current day's table and cause occasional
conflict.

Because of the structure of a DBMS table, even a few bytes of data corrupted in a table or its index
could result in loss of the entire table. Hence, having a single table is a poor choice. One table per day is
perhaps the best design. Loss of one table does not lead to loss of all information about some important
NE.With one table per NE,we could lose all data collected about the most important NE!

Conclusions. Table 9.10 summarizes the different designs and their implications on performance and
data safety. For a small network, a single table is a good choice. For large networks, one table/day is
often the best choice, though some administrators may prefer one table/NE.
Note that in the 1-table/NE, the NE name is the table name and hence need not be a column (and

index). Hence, the space per record is 20 B. Similarly, in the 1 table/variable case, the variable name is
the table name.

Some NMS platforms give the administrator the option of configuring the number of tables for data
collection and how the polleddata are split among these tables. Once the choice is made it is difficult to
change as the code for reports depends on the schema. The choice should be made with due diligence.
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Table 9.10 Comparison of Different DBMS Schema Designs

1TABLE 1TABLE/
NE

1TABLE/OID 1TABLE/DAY

Space/record 28 B 20 B 20 B 20 B
Number of open 1 Very large Large Few
tables
Insert Slow Fast Fast Fast
Reports 1 table, 1 table, Several 1 table, conflict for

conflict with less conflict tables, some online reports, no
insert conflict conflict for offline reports

Data safety Poor Good Good Very good

Fault Manager
Fault management is the most important function of the NMS: if the network has faults, performance
and accounting become almost irrelevant. Because of the unpredictable nature of faults and their ten¬
dency to occur in bursts, the design of the fault management module is especially complex. If it is not
done well, the NMS server itself could fail when the network experiences a burst of faults.

We first define the terms used in fault management. We then trace the path of a fault through the
system. Finally,we touch on some advanced topics such as root cause analysis (RCA).
Definitions. Afault is a problem in a network element or network link. Examples are: a system goes

down due to power failure; a link fails due to a cable cut; a disk gets full; and congestion on a link when
traffic exceeds some threshold.

When a fault occurs, the NMS may detect it as an event. This may be done in different ways by a
variety of event detectors. One form of event detector is a trap receiver that handles notifications sent
by the NE.Another form of event detector is the poll manager detecting that an element is down when
a poll fails. This is notified to the FM.
A single fault may result in several events in the NMS. For example, as SNMP traps are unreliable,

the agent may send the same trap repeatedly to ensure that the manager receives it. These redundant
events are filtered out by the event correlator.
When an event first occurs indicating the presence of a new fault in the network, if the fault is of

interest to the operator, an alarm is created as the manifestation of this fault. The alarm should remain
in the NMS as long as the fault persists. The alarm contains all the information about the fault and the
actions taken by the operator or the NMS in response. Ideally, for every fault of interest, there should be
exactly one alarm in the NMS.
The alarm is brought to the attention of the operator via an alarm indication. The indication may be

graphical (change of color of an icon on the screen), audio, an SMS, an entry in a log file, etc. The type
of indication depends on the importance and urgency of the fault.

Sometimes, one fault may result inevents that cannot be easily correlated. For example, ifa link fails,
the routers on both ends of the link may independently report the fault. This results in two alarms being
created in the NMS. Such situations are detected by the alarm correlator, which is a high-level analog
of the event correlator.

9.4.6
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Figure 9.31 Path of an Event through the Fault Manager

Path of an Event in the FM. The first step in fault management is detection of the fault event by the
NMS (Figure 9.31). This is done by one or more of a variety of Event Detectors in the FM. Different
types of events and the corresponding event-detection mechanisms are given below:

1. Notification:Thisdetector receivesnotification(suchasSNMPtraps) sentby theNEandconverts
them into event objects in the NMS.

2. Pollfailure:Whenastatusorperformancepol1requestsentbythedatacollector inthepol1manager
fails, it indicates a fault in the NE. This is informed to the FM, again by creating an event
object.

3. Performance threshold crossing: When the data collector polls for traffic variables such as ifln
Octets and ifOutOctets, it computes the corresponding rates. If any rate crosses a threshold, a
thre-shold event is generated.

4. Internal escalation: When a fault occurs inan important element, the NMSmay set a time limit
during which the fault must be attended to. If this time limit is exceeded, an event is
generated.

The next step is Event Filtering.An NEmay generate events that are not of interest to the NMS.For
example, a router may periodically send a notification about interfaces that have not been configured.
Any such event that matches one of a set of conditions configured by the administrator is discarded by
the event filter module.
Next, the event is processedby the Event Correlator. The event correlator first checks if this event

is a duplicate of an event in the Recent Events Table. The event may be an exact duplicate (e.g., a router
sends a link-down trap every 10 seconds as long as the link is down). The event may be closely similar
to recent events (e.g., a link-down trap is received and soon thereafter polling for iflnOctets on that
interface fails). Ineither case the duplicate event is discarded.

Since duplicate events may be separated in time, the event correlator must examine all events within a
time window. Say, if the polling interval is 300 seconds, the time lagbetween the trap and the poll failure
may be up to 300 seconds. In this case, the event correlator may examine events in a time window of
500 seconds. Of course, using too large a time window would result in the event correlator loading the
NMS server unnecessarily.

The event correlator also has to consider the possibility that the link state has changed three times
instead ofjust once. Consider the following sequence of events:

1 . 10:31:05: Router7, Tf3, Link down, Detector: Trap.
2. 10:34:32: Router7, 113, Link down, Detector: Status Poll.
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Clearly both events are causedby the same physical fault in Interface 3 ofRouter7. The first is gener¬
ated by the trap receiver, the second by the data collector's status polling.
All the fields of the two events match except the timestamps and the event detector. Hence, the event

correlator discards event (2). Next consider this sequence:
1. 10:43:08: Router7, If3,Link down, Detector: Trap.
2. 10:44: 15: Router7, If3, Link up, Detector: Trap.
3. 10:46:10: Router7, If3, Link down, Detector: Status Poll.
Ifwe simply compare fields as in the previous case, we would conclude that event (3) is a duplicate

of event (1) and is to be discarded. However, a closer analysis indicates that the link went down, then
came up within a minute and again went down a second time. The second link-down trap evidently did
not reach the NMS. Event (3) should be accepted.

These examples indicate that the event correlator should search backwards in the Recent Events
Table until one of three conditions is met:

1. It finds a matching event for the same NE and subsystem (such as interface): the new event is
discarded.

2. It finds a different event for the same NE and subsystem: the new event is accepted.
3. Itreachesthebeginningofthe timewindowwithout findinganevent for thisNEandsubsystem: the

new event is accepted.
An event that passes through the event filter and event correlator is now converted into an alarm by

the Alarm Registration module. The FM has now recognized the existence of a new fault in the net¬
work. This alarm will be notified to the operator by suitable alarm indications. The alarm object is used
to keep track of actions taken by the operator andNMSuntil the fault is rectified (discussedbelow). It is
possible that one network fault results in the creation of two or more seemingly unrelated alarm objects.
The Alarm Correlator and Root Cause Analysis modules address this problem. These are discussed
at the end of this section.

Alarm Indications. The FM indicates the existence of an alarm to the operator in one or more ways.
These include:
• Visual, the icon for the concerned NE changes color and may start flashing. A pop-up window

may also be used to display information about the alarm
• Audio:A tone or other audible indication is played. Using text-to-speech synthesis (TTS), infor¬

mation about the alarm can be conveyed without the operator having to come near the display
• SMS,phone call, if the operator is not in the NOC, the NMScould send an SMS or dial out to the

operator's phone and play a message (using TTS). This is useful outside normal working hours
• Email, if the fault does not require urgent attention, the NMS could send an email to the

operator
• Log: in all cases, the FMwrites a message to a non-volatile logon disk for post-mortem analysis.

The logmessage contains at least a timestamp, name/address of the NE,previous state, new fault
state, and descriptive text

For each fault, which one or more of these indications are useddepends on the nature of the fault, the
severity of the fault, the importance of the faulty subsystem and NE, and other faults that are currently
pending.
Consider a router with two links, one is a leased line that connects the campus to the Internet, the

other connects to a dial-up modem as a fallback incase the leased line fails. Now, suppose that a periodic
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Figure 9.32 Alarm Indication for a Router with Two Simultaneous Faults

self-test of the modem fails—an alarm of critical severity (red indicated by dotted line) is generated
(Figure 9.32). Soon after, the leased line experiences congestion of major severity (blue indicated by
dashed line). Ifthe color of the router symbol reflects the highest severity of any subsystem, the operator
will learn of the modem failure (unimportant as it is not being used) and the congestion on the leased
line (quite important) will be hidden. It is clear that the visual alarm indication should reflect the high
priority alarm rather than the high severity one, shown by the black line.

Since these priorities are very much dependent on the network, the design of the FM should allow
these to be configured by the administrator. Typically, the following configurability is supported:

1. For each <NE, subsystem, event>, set the severity.
2. For each <NE, subsystem, event>, set the priority.
3. For each <NE, subsystem, event, severity>, set the alarm indication(s).
4. For each <NE, subsystem, event, priority>, set the alarm indication(s).

Ofcourse, for ease ofuse, a goodNMSwill have pre-configured defaults that satisfy most cases. This
configuration of alarms is usually done through a GUI.

Alarm Finite State Machine. As we have already seen, a fault has a lifetime during which it goes
through several stages. These include initial occurrence, the operator noticing the fault, corrective action
being taken, and clearing of the fault. The fault is represented in the NMSby an alarm object. This alarm
object must mirror the physical reality. The most natural design to represent this behavior is afinite state
machine (FSM).
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Figure 9.33 Alarm Finite State Machine

An FSMhasstates, events, andactions. The object remains ina state for some periodof time. During
this time it may perform some action continuously. The FSM makes a transition to another state only
when an event occurs. The transition is (almost) instantaneous and is usually accompanied by some ac¬
tion.
Let us consider a typical FSM for a link congestion fault (Figure 9.33). The states arc shown by

labeled circles. Events are the labels above the transition arcs. Actions are shown in italics below the
arcs.
When a minor congestion event is detected by the FM, it creates a new alarm object and puts it in

the alerting state. The alert action taken on the transition is to change the color of the icon on the screen
(say, to orange), start it flashing, and perhaps start playing an audio message. The flashing and audio
playback continue as long as the alarm is in the alerting state to catch the operator's attention.
The next event is the operator acknowledging the new alarm. The action taken is to stop the flashing

and audio playback. The alarm then moves to the pending state. The operator now starts to take some
corrective action. There are several possible events that could occur next.

1. Service:Theoperator completesthecorrectiveactionand indicatesthat the fault hasbeenserviced.
The FMrestores the icon color to normal (green) and resolves the alarm object from its action
list. Note that the alarm object is usually kept in a history table in the DB for future auditing and
analysis.

2. Clear: The fault may clear on its own; say a temporary burst of noise on a link due to operating
of welding machines in the vicinity. In this case the icon is also restored to normal. Flowever,
the alarm object is kept inmemory in a zombie state. This is to give the operator a chance to
return to the console and indicate the corrective action taken ifany. That is, the operator should
service the zombie alarm.

3. Major congestion: The fault may worsen before it is corrected, which typically happens with
congestion. The initial event that caused creation of the alarm object may have been a minor
congestion, say link utilization exceeding 90%. Before congestion control measures take effect,
utilization reaches 95% and a major congestion event is generated. This causes the alarms to go
each to the alerting state with the color changing from orange to red.
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Table 9.13 Transition Table for Alarm FSM in Figure 9.33

INITIAL ALERTING PENDING ZOMBIE
Minor congestion Alert action

Alerting state
Null Null Alert action

Alerting state
Major congestion Alert action

Alerting state
If alarm severity is
Minor then:
Alerting action
Alerting state

Ifalarmseverity
is Minor then:
Alerting action
Alerting state

Alert action
Alerting state

Acknowledge NA Pending action
Pending state

NA NA

Service NA NA Clear action
Closed state

Clear action
Closed state

Clear Null Clear action
Closed state

Clear action
Zombie state

Null

Null: ignore the event
NA: not applicable—this <state, event> pair should never occur. Usually indicates a software bug and
should be logged and reported to the software developers.

Head Office Branch Office

NMS Ki
WAN

link

Figure 9.34 Part of an Enterprise Network

We have seen earlier in this section some simple methods to filter and correlate repeated or duplicate
events. After the remaining events are registered as alarms, the alarm correlator searches for multiple
alarms that arise from the same physical fault. It then suppresses all but one of these to avoid overload¬
ing and confusing the operator.

Several correlation techniques are commonly used. All have intelligence or reasoning behind them.
The reasoning methods distinguish one technique from another. We will discuss these approaches in
Chapter 11.
Similar to the case with event correlation, related alarms may be registered at different times. The

range in delays depends on the polling interval and could be several seconds to 10s of minutes. Any
alarm correlator could adapt to this delay in two ways: (1) Itmay favor immediate indication, inwhich
case the operator may initially see the less important alarm, which is replaced shortly thereafter by the
more important one. (2) Itmay opt for consistency inUIand delay indication of any alarm until the end
of the correlation window. This could affect fault rectification time and should be limited.
The reasoning-based approaches described in Section 11.4 require a significant amount of operator

intervention to ensure that the associated library has sufficient, but not too much, knowledge. Here we
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describe an efficientfully automatic method for detecting the one alarm out of a group of alarms that
represents the real fault, i.e., the root cause alarm. This method is based only on the topology and state
information in the NMS database and uses a novel graph algorithm [Bhattacharya et al., 2005], It is
implemented in the CygNet NMS,which is described in Section 9.5.4.
The goal of RCA is to show only one primary alarm for one fault and to suppress secondary alarms.

This can be accomplished bymodeling the network as a graph inwhich eachNEis a node and consider¬
ing the path taken from the NMS to reach each node. IfnodeA can be reachedonly via nodeB,A is said
to be dependant on node B. If there are alarms from both A and B, the alarm from B is the root cause
and the alarm from A is suppressed. In the branch office example in Figure 9.34, nodes R2, S ,S2 ,and
S3 are dependant on node Rr Thus, the RCA algorithm presents only the alarm in R, to the operator. As
the other nodes are not reachable, their status is shown as unknown (grey color) rather then up (green)
or down (red).
A dependency relation can be defined on the network elements based on various criteria. One crite¬

rion we consider here is reachability from the NMS. The status of network element A depends on the
status of network element B ifA can only be reached via B. The algorithm has two parts. The first part
forms a reachability graph from the physical topology. It also takes the full list of status events from the
NMS as its input. From this list it determines the status of individual elements in the network. After the
execution of the first part, the output is the real status of each element in the network. The real status can
be Up,Down, or Unknown. An element with real status Down is the root cause for itself (and an alarm
will be generated for this element). Nodes that are reachable only via a Down node have their status set
to Unknown.

The FM can also optionally generate alarms for Unknown elements. It can indicate for each Down
node the set of Unknown nodes that depend on it. This may be useful for the operator to decide on the
order inwhich to attend to each of several Down nodes.

The second part of the algorithm takes each Unknown nodeUand determines the Down nodeD that
is on the path from the NMS to nodeU.This DownnodeD is the root cause for U.The algorithm deter¬
mines the set of Unknownnodes {U} that are dependant on each Downnode D.The number of nodes in
this set gives the operator an indication of how serious the failure of node D is.

The RCA algorithm is efficient. In the worst case, it takes 0(e) time where e is the number of edges
(links) in the network graph.
In a large network with 1,000s of links or more, it is not feasible to invoke the RCA algorithm for

every alarm that is registered. A convenient strategy that can be adopted is to maintain a count of the
number of alarms registered since the RCA algorithm was last invoked.When this count exceeds some
threshold, the RCAalgorithm is run. Since different alarms have different importance, it is preferable to
use a weighted count. The weight can depend on the NE and component that generated the alarm, and
the severity of the alarm. In addition, there is a maximum delay after which the RCA algorithm is run
independent of the number of registered alarms (provided there is at least one pending alarm).
For example, assume that weights are assigned as shown in Table 9.14 and the threshold is 16. If2

critical alarms occur, the RCA algorithm is triggered. However, it takes 8 consecutive minor alarms or
16warning alarms to trigger the RCA algorithm.

Distributed Management Approaches
A small network can be managed conveniently by a single NMS.All desired functions are performed
by this NMS. In a large network, a single NMS may not be able to handle the load of managing the

9.4.7
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Table 9.14 Sample Weights based
on Alarm Security for RCA Invocation
Threshold = 16

SEVERITY WEIGHT
Critical 8
Major 4
Minor 2
Warning 1

entire network. Especially in a geographically distributed network, the WAN links may have relatively
low bandwidth and could become bottlenecks. Hence, it is desirable to have several managers. These
managers may all perform similar functions, or they may be functionally specialized. For example, one
manager could perform only fault management, while another manager is used only for performance
monitoring.
A distributed management application consists of several manager applications running on different

management stations. Each manager performs its management functions either by directly interacting
with agents or indirectly via other lower-level managers. Distributedmanagement can be classified into
categories ranging from centralized management at one end of the spectrum, through weakly distrib¬
uted, strongly distributed, to cooperative management at the other end [Meyer, 1995],
Inthe centralized andweakly distributed paradigms, there is a well-defined hierarchy ofmanagement

stations, and a manager can delegate tasks only to those strictly below it in the hierarchy. Inthe strongly
distributed and cooperative paradigms, horizontal delegation is also allowed.
Another issue is the selection of a suitable management technology to implement the paradigm and

whether delegation of management tasks is static or dynamic. For weakly distributed systems, it is cus¬
tomary to have static code runningat various lower-level managers. Eachmanager knows the system be¬
ingmanaged and is statically configured to manage it.A lower-level manager can execute a predefined
task when requested by a higher-level manager.
The dynamic delegation of management functions to intermediate-level managers allows more flex¬

ibility [Meyer, 1995]. Management operations can be instantiated by higher-level managers by down¬
loading or transferring code to remote management stations on the fly.

Multitier Architecture. In choosing a multitier architecture, there is a trade-off between flexibility
and ease of implementation and deployment [Vanchynathan et al., 2004], A strongly distributed or
cooperative architecture permits almost unlimited flexibility, while a weakly distributed (hierarchical)
architecture is much easier to implement correctly and efficiently. Inparticular,with the restricted com¬
munication and links between managers, it is straightforward to ensure consistency of data that may be
replicated in several managers. This is much harder to achieve with strongly distributed designs. Fur¬
ther, most network operators andenterprises have well-defined hierarchical structures for their networks
and their personnel.
Topology. We partition the set of elements to be monitored into groups of manageable size based on
some criterion, say geographical.A manager process monitors each group and these processes constitute
the lowest layer of the management architecture (Figure 9.35).
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Figure 9.35 Hierarchical Multitier Management

One or more managers that runmanagement processes at higher levels in the hierarchy are a parent of
each of these management stations. This concept can be extended to as many layers as required.

To ensure predictable behavior, each cluster of network elements can have at most one parent, i.e.,
exactly one manager. Ifwe represent each management station by a vertex and draw a directed edge
(i,j) between two vertices iandj, ifiis managedbyj, the topology of the resulting network corresponds
to a directed acyclic graph (DAG) [Horowitz, 1995].

9.4.8 Server Platforms
TheNMS server requires two software platforms, namely the OS and the DBMS.The choice of these is
important as they affect the development effort, performance, security, reliability, and cost of the NMS
server. Once the OS and DBMS are chosen, the server design and implementation tend to become spe¬
cific to these. Changing these at a later date is costly and time-consuming. The platformmust be stable,
of modest cost, andwith a guarantee that it will be supported for the foreseeable future.

A detailed comparison of the available platforms is beyond the scope of this book.We would like to men¬
tion the trend of open-source platforms that can compete with commercial platforms in all respects. While
inthe past the designer of a large and complex software application such as anNMS server was constrained
to run it on one of the commercial platforms, today, increasingly we find designers opting for open-source
platforms.

Operating System (OS). The OS must support threads, processes, and shared-memory multipro¬
cessors. It must support very large RAM and disk and a variety of peripherals. It must have a good
programming interface for access to and control of its functions. It must efficiently support a variety of
programming and scripting language chosen by the designers. It must have available a range of third-
party software tools, components, and libraries.

Several popular server operating systems today are Linux, various flavors of UNIX (Sun Solaris,
IBMAIX, HPUX, MacOS X, FreeBSD) and Microsoft Windows. All of these meet the requirements
stated above though to varying degrees. Linux, FreeBSD, and NetBSD are popular open-source server
OSs. The others are commercial (Sun Solaris has an open-source version available).
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DatabaseManagement System (DBMS). The DBMSmust efficiently support very large amounts
ofdata. This includes hundreds of tables and 100s ofmillionsof records. The DBMSmust support trans¬
actions. It must have good administrative tools for creating indexes, recovering from table corruption,
taking backups, and especially performance tuning.

As with the OS, the designer has a choice of several high-quality DBMSplatforms, both commercial and
open source. The viable open-source platforms arc MySQLand PostgrcSQL. Commercial platforms include
Oracle, IBMDB2,Microsoft SQL Server, and Sybase.

NMS Client Design
We now briefly touch on the design of the client application that enables users to access the functions
of the NMS. Recall the requirements for diverse users, ease of use and local/remote management ca¬
pabilities described in Section 9.4.1. Since different users may have to login to the NMS from widely
dispersed locations, they need to have the client application software running on their local terminal.
Nowadays, the terminal is usually a PC, which is capable of doing substantial processing involved in
the UI. This includes providing a window manager, rendering of graphics, generation of audio, etc.
Broadly speaking, there are three approaches to the client application: a dumb terminal, a rich client,
and a browser-based client. These are elaborated below.

Terminal Client. A "dumb" character-oriented terminal is used to login directly to the NMS. Terminal
emulation software such as xterm andputty may be run on a PC or server and connected to the NMS server
via telnet or ssh over a TCP/IP connection. All software functions are performed fully on the server, includ¬
ingeditingofcommands typedby the user and rendering (color, boldface) of the text on the screen. Terminal
clients are useful when the user is at a remote location with access to only low-end terminals, or they are
sometimes preferredby veteran administrators and operators for reasons of familiarity. Almost any terminal,
PC, or server is capable ofbeingused as a terminal client as is.

Rich Client. In this case, the client PC runs a special client application that is designed to work with the
NMS server. The client application is usually GUI based. Besides generic GUI functions such as windows,
icons,menus, anda pointer, itmay include significantNMSfunctionality. Forexample, given a tablewith the
details of the NEs, the client application may be responsible for generating a geographical map and overlay¬
ing on it icons for each NE and network link. Likewise, the client may allow the user to sort lists and tables
on various criteria without the interventionof the server.
A rich client is usually written in an object-oriented language with goodGUI support. Perhaps the most

popular language for richNMS clients is Java, with C++ andC# also being used.
While the rich client can give a very powerful UI and nearly instantaneous response to many user com¬

mands, it suffers from two drawbacks, the first beingportability. The client application may run on only one
OS and sometimes only one version of that OS. Thus, the user has to ensure that his/her PC has the right OS.
If the client application is to run on a variety of OS platforms, the NMS vendor has to invest a substantial
amount in software development and testing on each of these platforms. This has to be repeatedwith every
new release of the client application.
A second and more serious problem is compatibility with the NMS server. As new versions of the server

and client are released, perhaps independently of each other, the user has to ensure that the right version of
the client application is installed on the client PC. In some cases, the wrong version simply does not work,
which is an annoyance. Inother cases, the wrong version appears to work but due to subtle incompatibilities,
it performs the wrong functions. For instance,when the server indicates to the client that NEs have failed, the

9.4.9
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client may display them ingreen (normal) insteadofreddue to an incompatibility.This ismuchmore serious
as the operator will ignore the fault.

The situation is aggravated when an operator needs to login to several NMS servers in different regional
networks. The servers, from the same vendor, may be of different versions. The operator's PC will need to
have several versions of the client application installedand the operator would have to run the corresponding
client application depending on which NMS server s/he is working with!

Browser or Web Client. The browser orWeb client promises to combine the advantages of the terminal
and rich clients without their disadvantages, ft is rapidly becoming defacto for NMS clients (and for many
other applications also). The browser client provides all its functionality through the GUI of a Web browser
such as Firefox, Internet Explorer, or Safari. (Firefox is open source and runs on almost any OS platform,
Internet Explorer mns only on MicrosoftWindows, and Safari is suppliedwith MacOS X. The NMS server
includes a Web server to which the user connects via the browser. The NMS server throws up Hyper Text
Markup Language (HTML)pages to the browser. For a better user experience, the HTMLpagesmay include
some client-side processing through Javascript. Network maps and icons are usually providedusingAjax.

Since there is no software installedon the client PC, there are no issues ofversion incompatibility between
the client and the server. Any client-side NMSprocessing is done through Javascript code that isdownloaded
in the HTML page. It is not stored on the disk of the client PC (though it may be cached temporarily to
enhance performance).

Today, browsers are ubiquitous.Almost any PChas a good, recent browser installed. Manymobilephones,
includingsome low-endmodels, can run a browser, though the small screen limits the amount of information
that can be presented. Almost everyone who uses a PC and the Internet is familiar with the use of a browser.
Hence, the training effort for new users is greatly reduced.
Owing to differences in the way inwhich different browsers render an HTMLpage, the problem of por¬

tability to different browsers is still an issue, albeit a much smaller one than that of portability of rich client
applications. For instance, a data entry form in which the labels and boxes are aesthetically placed in one
browser may have some of these GUI components overlapping in another browser. So, the server needs to
determine which browser the user is using and feed HTMLpages that are tuned to the peculiarities of that
browser. Likewise, Javascript code that works on one browser may notwork on another browser.

Fortunately, the incompatibilities between browsers are decreasing and are well-documented. Also, there
are a variety of open source and proprietary code libraries available that permit the developer to write code
that works equally well across a variety of browsers.

Summary: NMS Design
Starting from the requirements for management of a telecom network or a large enterprise network,
we derived the architecture for an NMS server. After some general design decisions, we discussed the
design of the main modules in an NMS server, the discovery module, PM, and the FM.

The FM is the most complex of the modules in an NMS. This is because it has to deal in real time
with a wide range of events that occur at unpredictable times. Rapid fault detection and rectification is
the key to the operation of a network. The FM is especially reliedupon when there are serious faults in
the network.At such a time, the FMwould experience a burst in processing requirements. The design of
the FMneeds to be especially careful to ensure that the NMS itself does not fail due to overload during
such periods of severe network problems.

We traced the path of an event through the FM.We explained different methods used to indicate the
fault to the operator and the various alarm states. We explored assorted techniques for the correlation of

9.4.10
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seemingly unrelatedevents and alarms. These range from the simple matchingof fields inevent records,
to sophisticatedAI and graph algorithms.
Finally, we discussed approaches to distributed management. This enables scaling to very large net¬

works. It also mirrors the structure of typical large organizations.

9.5 NETWORK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
So far we discussed the use of simple systemutilities and tools for management. This was followed by a
detailed examination of the design of a high-endNMS server. Inthe rest of this chapter we will describe
several commercial and open-source NMSs.We start with the management of networks, and then cover
management of systems and applications. This is followed by enterprise management and telecommu¬
nications network management. Finally,we describe approaches for distributed management.

Network Management
A network consists of routers, switches, and hubs connected by network links. Servers, workstations,
and PCs are connected to LANs in the network. Various access technologies may be used. In network
management, we are primarily interested in the health and performance of the routers, switches, and
links. We may also monitor the health of servers.

The first task involved in network management is the configuration of the above network elements,
their agents, and the NMS itself. This includes discovery of network elements and the topology of the
network.
Daily users of NMSs are people in the NOC who do not have the same engineering background as

those who designed and implemented the systems. Therefore, ease of use is an important factor in the
selection ofNMSs. For example, an operator docs not constantly sit in front of a monitor and watch for
failures and alarms. Thus, when an alarm goes off, it should attract the attention of the operator visibly,
audibly, or both. It should present a global picture of the network and give the operator the ability to
"drill down" to the lowest level of component failure by successive point-and-click operations of the
icon indicating an alarm.
Figure 9.36, Figure 9.37, and Figure 9.38 show hierarchical views of a network testbed at the NMSLab,

IITMadras, which were captured with a CygNet NextGenNMS. (The IP addresses of the nodes have been
changed for security reasons.) Figure 9.36 shows the global view with network segments and numerous do¬
mains behind routers and gateways. Figure 9.37 is obtained by clicking the mouse (also colloquially referred
to as drilling down) on the network segment icon 192.168.9.0 in Figure 9.36 and shows the nodes that arc
part of that private LAN.The LANhas a switch (SW-11) connected to two routers RTR-1,andRTR-2), and
a few other TP hosts. The port details on the switch SW-11 are obtained by drilling down on the SW- 1 1 icon
in Figure 9.37. The result shown inFigure 9.38 contains 12 ports, some ofwhich are free.
Next, the fault management capability of theNMSmust support monitoringofthe healthofthe NEs and

links. In an IPnetwork, this is usually done using 1CMP ping and SNMP get messages. The NMS reports
faults to the operator in a variety of ways depending on the nature, severity, and importance of the fault. It
may assist in the rectification of the fault.

The NMS must support performance management especially of the expensive WAN links. Plan¬
ning and management reports keep upper-level management apprised of the status of the network and
system operations. Reports in this category include network availability, systems availability, problem
reports, service response to problem reports, and customer satisfaction.

9.5.1
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Figure 9.36 Global View of Network

Performance management provides traffic trend reports to enable the network administrator to identify
bottlenecks. The administrator can take action to alleviate the bottleneck, such as re-routing traffic via an
alternate route, or changing priorities for different classes of traffic. Performance reports help the adminis¬
trator see long-term traffic trends in order to plan capacity expansion in a timely and cost-effective manner.
Trends in traffic should address traffic patterns and volume of traffic in internal networks, as well as external
traffic.
Accountingmanagement is probably the least developed function ofnetwork management applications.

Accounting management could include individual host use, administrative segments, and external traffic.
Accounting of individual hosts is useful to identify some of the hidden costs. For example, the library

function in universities and large corporations consumes significant resources andmay need to be accounted
for functionally. This can be done by using the RMONstatistics on hosts.

The cost of operations for the Information Management Services department is based on the service that
it provides to the rest of the organization. For planningandbudget purposes, this may need to be broken into
administrative group costs. The network needs to be configured so that all traffic generated by a department
can be gathered from monitoring segments dedicated to that department.

External traffic for an institution is handledby service providers. The tariff is negotiated with the service
provider based on the volume of traffic and traffic patterns, such as peak and average traffic. An internal
validation of the service provider's billing is a good practice.
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Security management is both a technical and an administrative issue in information management. It
involves securing access to the network and the information flowing in the network, access to data stored in
the network, andmanipulating the data that are stored and flowing across the network. The scope of network
access not only covers enterprise intranet network, but also the Internet that it is connected to.

Security management also covers security of the NMS itself. The NMS database contains a wealth of
often confidential information about the organization. This must be made available to authorized personnel,
but kept away from all others. Likewise, a user of the NMS could reconfigure NEs throughout the network.
Hence, login to the NMSmust be carefully controlled.

Thus, network management involves the complete FCAPS spectrum of application functions defined in
Chapter 3. Configuration, fault, and performance management are found in almost every network manage¬
ment deployment. In some cases, the NMS is also used for security and accounting management.

OpenNMS. This is an open-source NMS (http://www.opennms.org), which claims to be the first project
aiming to build a complete enterprise-class open-source NMS.OpenNMS iswritten largely in Java and has
a browser-basedUI. It is primarily used for managingSNMPdevices. It is used to manage small networks of
under 25 NEs to large networkswith over 80,000NEs.

The major functional areas covered by OpenNMS are autodiscovery, status pollingofNEs, performance
polling, and fault management. Reports are provided using the JFreeChart package. Much of the operation
of OpenNMS can be customized by the user by means of filters. A filter consists of rules, each ofwhich is
essentially a simplified form of an SQL statement. It configures how the component of the NMS behaves.
For example, the notification rules control whether or not a received event triggers a notification to the user.
Filters can be added to control autodiscovery, to specify the list of IP interfaces that are included in data col¬
lection, polling, etc.
Unlikemany commercial NMSproducts,OpenNMS does not have a graphical map for the display of the

NEs and their status. The designers ofOpenNMS believe that seasoned network administrators prefer to see
event lists. OpenNMS provides event lists grouped in various convenient ways. On the mainWebUI page
there is a "real-time console" (RTC) that reflects the status of categories of devices. These categories reflect
groups of devices like database servers, Web servers, etc. However, anything in the database can be used to
create a custom category list, and grouping devices by location, building,vendor, IPrange, etc., is very com¬
mon. The categories list follows a basic tenet ofOpenNMS; once configured, it should be simple to use and
as automatedas possible.As new devices are added, the categories automatically update. There is no need for
manual customization, such aswouldbe requiredwith a usefulmap. (There is a group ofdevelopersworking
on a map, so this may become available indue course.)
By default, the FM receives SNMP traps. Other event detectors can be configured through XML con¬

figuration files. When an event is accepted, it results in a notification to the user, which can be on-screen, via
email, SMS, etc.
In keeping with the philosophy of being utilitarian, OpenNMS has a variety of reports. Most are simple

tables with some graphs. They lack the frills that may be attractive to a novice, but contain a wealth of infor¬
mation ina format that is easy for a network administrator to comprehend.
With OpenNMS, the user has the ability to do comprehensive monitoringof a network at the price ofjust

the server hardware. The NMS is customizable by the network administrator without any programming. As
with any open-source product, the enterprise has the comfort that it could always get unusual customizations
done as the source code is freely available. Currently,OpenNMS supports F, P, andpart ofC inFCAPS.With
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the on-going efforts of the developer community, it is likely that other functional areas will be covered in
future. Commercial support is also available from the OpenNMS Group for enterprises that need it.

System and Application Management
Network management addresses only the managing of a network (i.e., managing the transport of in¬
formation). System management deals with managing system resources, which complements network
management. For example,ping is used to test whether a host is alive. However,we want to knowmore
about the use of system resources on the host, such as the amount of CPU use on the host or whether a
specific application is running on the host.
Historically, enterprises had two separate and distinct organizations. The telecommunications depart¬

ment took care ofcommunications, giving rise to networkmanagement. The management of information
systems (MIS) department took care of the computers, a task that involved system management. How¬
ever, in the current distributed environment of client/server architecture, the computing depends heavily
on the communication network and the distinction has disappeared. System and network management
now form a single umbrella, headed by a chief information officer. System and network management
are beginning to be considered together as a solution for information management issues and problems.
System management tools, which used to be custom developed, are currently available as commercial
systems and are being integratedwith network management.

System management tools monitor the performance of computer systems. Some parameters that
can be monitored are (1) CPU use, which measures the number of processes that are running and the
resource consumption of each; (2) status of critical background processes (called daemons in UNIX
terminology); and (3) application servers such as the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), FileTrans¬
port Protocol (FTP), and Domain Name Server (DNS). System management may also include backup
of server databases, desktop workstations, and operations support systems that support operations such
as help desk and trouble ticket tracking.

Several UNIX-based tools can be used to monitor systems. Such tools are constantly evolving and
are updated on Web sites that are used to track them, http://www.slac.stanford.edu/xorg/nmtf/nmtf-
tools.html is a site active from 1996 that provides a comprehensive list of commercial and open-source
network management tools.

High-End System Management. The Computer Associates (CA) Unicenter TNG and Tivoli En¬
terprise Manager TME 10 are two integrated systems solutions available commercially [ZDNet], Both
solutions offer features that can be classified as high end and thus require the vendor's ongoing active
participation. They meet the requirements of large enterprises, particularly as they are offered as inte¬
grated solutions, which we will discuss in Section 9.5.3.

Low-EndSystem Management. System management of hosts can be accomplished by installing
simple and free public domain software and configuring it to local system management.

Nagios. This is a fairly comprehensive open-source NMS (http://www.nagios.org). The project has
been active for over 10 years so it is stable. The design is scalable and extensible.
Nagios provides the basic network management features. These include status and performance poll¬

ing, fault handling, and configuration management. The FM can indicate faults via a graphical map,

9.5.2
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color-coded event lists, and email, pager, and cellphone. It allows the administrator to schedule the
downtime of hosts, servers, and the network. The reporting feature supports capacity planning.
Unlike other NMSs,Nagios does not have built-inmechanisms for polling. Instead, it relies on exter¬

nal plugins. These can be executables or scripts and hence give substantial flexibility. Nagios by default
has support for managing routers, switches, and other IPnetwork components;Windows, Linux,UNIX,
and Netware servers; network printers; publicly available services such as HTTP, FTP, SSH, etc. With
its extensible design, Nagios has more than 200 community-developed plugins available.
It has a richUI,which includes a map (unlike OpenNMS described in Section 9.5.1). Sample screen-

shots are available at http://www.nagios.org/about/screenshots.php. TheUIis customizable to each user.
This facilitates specialization and also helps maintain security of sensitive information.
As with OpenNMS,Nagios is a good choice for a small organization that cannot afford a big-budget

commercial NMS. It is also sufficiently comprehensive and scalable that even large organizations use it.
The NagiosWeb site claims that it can handle networks of over 100,000 NEs. Given the high overhead
of the external pollingmechanism, the server hardware would be very expensive ifall the 100,000NEs
are polled.

Big Brother. A well-known low-end system management product is Big Brother [MacGuire S],
Although it has very serious limitations in terms of both platforms and functionality, it may be adequate
for small and medium-sized company networks.
BigBrother is an example of software that can be implementedwith relative ease to manage system

resources and is Web based. A central server on a management workstation runs on a UNIX platform
and clients onmanagedobjects. Big Brother iswritten inC andUNIX shell scripts andhence can be run
on multiple platforms. The central management station presents the status of all systems and applica¬
tions beingmonitored in a matrix of colored cells, each color designating a particular status. It supports
pager and email functions that report the occurrence of alarms. Software can be downloaded and modi¬
fied to meet local requirements for the operations, services, and applications to be monitored.
BigBrother performs the dual function of pollingclients and listening to periodic status reports from

clients that are UNIX based. Polling checks the network connectivity to any system. Client software
periodically wakes up, monitors the system, transmits information to the central server, and then goes
back to sleep. Textual details can be obtained on the exact nature of a problem. The systems are grouped
for ease of administration.

Enterprise Management
We will next describe the two commercially available integrated solutions to system and network
management. The two solutions are offered by two vendors, Computer Associates and Tivoli, the latter
has been acquired by IBM. Both partners with several NMS vendors provide integrated solutions.
Computer Associates Unicenter TNG. The CA Unicenter TNG framework [CA] provides infra¬
structure to support integrated distributed enterprise management. It is based on a client/server archi¬
tecture having an agent in each host and a centralized workstation. CA provides Unicenter TNG agents
that can run on a large number of platforms; and the list continues to increase as the customer base di¬
versifies. Besides TCP/IP and SNMP, the TNG framework supports numerous other network protocols,
accommodating a varied enterprise environment.

9.5.3
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CA describes Unicenter TNG as a framework comprising three components: Real World Interface,
object repository,anddistributedservices.TheRealWorldInterfacepresentsavisualdepictionofmanaged
objects from different user perspectives. Both two-dimensional and three-dimensional presentations are
available. The object repository is a management information database that includesmultiplicity of data,
such as managed objects, metadata class definitions, business process views, policies, topology, and
status information. The distributed services link elements at the communications level.

Because of the TNG agents running in the hosts, during autodiscovery the system discovers not
just host identifications, but also details of the processor, disk, and other components of the system.
The discovered components are presented in a Real World Interface that presents a unified GUI at the
higher levels. An object repository stores all the autodiscovered information and any other management
information needed to support the Real World Interface. System and network management views are
extended to business process views, whereby objects related to an administrative group or functional
group can be presented. This approach makes operations easier for human personnel because they do
not have to know the technical details behind the operations they are performing.
Event management in the TNG framework includes a rule-based paradigm that correlates events

across platforms and presents the resultant alarms at the central console. These events include standard
SNMP traps. Standard drilling through layers to detect the lowest level component failure is built in as
desktop support.
An additional feature of the TNG framework is calendar management, which provides a shared cal¬

endar so that all personnel can view each other's activities. The calendar handles both one-time and
periodic activities. Operations such as triggering an alarm pager or email can be programmedaccording
to weekly and weekend shift schedules.

Some of the other notable features of the TNG framework are backup and disaster recovery, custom¬
ized and canned report generation, and virus detection—all ofwhich can be programmed as part of cal¬
endar management activities. Inaddition to these standard features, numerous optional modules, such as
advanced help desk management,Web server management, and software delivery are available.

Tivoli Enterprise Manager. Tivoli's management framework, originally named the Tivoli TME 10
framework, provides system and network management and is in the same class as the Unicenter TNG
framework. Tivoli has changed the TME 10 from a two-tier, client/server architecture to a three-tier
architecture and has renamed it Tivoli Enterprise Manager. Tivoli claims that the new architecture has
increased the capability of handling from 300 to 10,000 managed nodes. The extended three-tier archi¬
tecture also has a gateway as a middle layer that is designed to handle as many as 2,000 agents. The
agent module has been redesigned to consume fewer resources.
Tivoli merged with IBM, allowing it to integrate the features of its systems with IBM's NetView

NMS. NetView performs the network management function, and the complementary features of the
Tivoli management applications perform the system management functions. The platform is object ori¬
ented and uses the standard CORBA-compliant object model for use with diverse and distributed plat¬
forms. This feature is somewhat similar to the Sun Enterprise Manager [Sun Enterprise], which also
uses the CORBA-compliant OSI object model and standard CMIP protocol. In the management frame¬
work, Tivoli management agents reside in the managed host applications. Although the TME Enterprise
system does not use SNMP as the management protocol, NetView handles SNMP traps.
The Tivoli Enterprise Manager monitors network, systems, and applications in a distributed archi¬

tecture, as in most other systems. Event management has a built-in rule-based engine that correlates
events and diagnoses problems. It further has an automated or operator-initiated responsemechanism to
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correct problems wherever possible, using a decision support system. Service desk technology is inte¬
gratedwith network and system management technology in the service-level management framework.
Tivoli service management comprises problem management, asset management, and change man¬

agement. The problem management module tracks customer requests, complaints, and problems. The
asset management module handles inventory management. The change management module incorpo¬
rates and manages business change processes.
The Tivoli Enterprise Manager framework contains an applications manager module (global enter¬

prise manager) that coordinates business applications residing in diverse multiple platforms. An APT is
provided to permit third-party vendors to integrate their application software into the Tivoli Enterprise
Manager framework. The applications manager also measures the response and throughput performance
of applications.
The security management module provides encryption and decryption capabilities (optional). A soft¬

ware distribution module automates software distribution and updates. Operations can be scheduled by
the workload scheduler module.

Telecommunications Management Systems
Unlike an enterprise network, a telecom network provides commercial services to subscribers. The op¬
erator has legal responsibilities to the subscribers. Telecom operators are usually subject to stringent
regulations.

Telecommunications network management includes monitoring and managing the network with
certain distinctive features. Apart from supporting standard management features such as low level, as
well as consolidated, fault and performance management, there are certain features that are specific to
telecom:

1. A typical telecommunications network often includes equipment acquired over several years,
and a telecommunications NMS must be capable of managing these heterogeneous systems
from a single point.

2. Most telecom devices that implement the ITU-T standard protocols (such as CMTP/CMISE)
differ in details and this makes development of the management application more complex.

3. Some devices have only an EMS, which often has a proprietary interface, and the NMS must
communicate with the EMS rather than with the device agent directly. Thus, often the NMS
manages some NEs via an EMS and some directly.

4. Typical telecom networks include multivendor multitechnology equipment, supporting
diverseprotocols.SDEIandrelatcdtransport technologies (SONET,DWDM,etc.) continueas the
de facto technology for delivering reliable and scalable andwidth services over the last decade;
and service providers have large amounts of deployed fiber that has been laidout over a period
of time.

5. Provisioning of bandwidth is a common and important requirement in telecom networks.
Provisioningbandwidth inoptical networks inanoptimalmannerwithout causing fragmentation
of the available bandwidth is a challenge. For example, if there is a requirement to provision an
El circuit (2 Mbps), it would not be desirable to "break" an STM1 link (64 Mbps) to do the
provisioning.

6. A relatedrequirement is themaintenanceofthe latest inventory inthe database so that when there
is an incoming bandwidth-provisioning request, reliable and fresh information about the ava¬
ilability of bandwidth can be accessed. Usually, this information is maintained and updated
manually. However,a telecom network is a dynamically changingentity, so automatic discovery

9.5.4
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with periodic rediscovery to synchronize the inventory database with the actual network is
becoming a critical requirement for efficient and optimal management of the network. While
autodiscovery of IP networks using ping and/or SNMP is a standard feature in data NMS, the
discovery of circuits in telecom networks is a far less straightforward issue.

7. A typical telecom provider assures customers of quality of service via service level agreements
(SLAs). Ina telecomenvironment this includesparameters such as call completion rate for voice
calls, signal strength on wireless links, call completion for data calls, etc. The management
system must provide the support for SLA management.

8. RCA to diagnose the actual source of a problem is another important feature to be supported.
9. Networks tend to be large,oftenwith hundredsof thousands ofNEs,andhaveawide geographic

spread. The telecom operator may have a hierarchical organizationwith different administrators
responsible for different regions of the network. The NMS architecture must be scalable and
should support the hierarchy of the operator.

In this section we describe CygNet, a commercial telecomNMS deployed at leading telecom service
providers in India. CygNet is the flagship product ofNMSWorks Software Pvt. Ltd., a technology com¬
pany that is a part of the TeNeT (Telecommunications and Networks) group of the Indian Institute of
Technology Madras, India.
CygNet NMS is a multivendor multitechnology management system that has been designed to meet

the needs of telecommunication management. CygNet architecture accommodates most of the needs of
a telecommunications management system.

Architecture of the CygNet Core. Figure 9.39 depicts the architecture of the core CygNet NMS.
We describe the major components below.

Managed Element Modeling, Storage, and Depiction The elements server is responsible for
this function. Network elements that are managedby the CygNet NMSare stored in the topology (topo)
database. Elements to be managed by the CygNet NMS can either be added manually or by automatic
discovery. A discovery configurator allows the operator to specify a rangeof IPaddresses for discovering
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elements, the protocol to be used for discovery, and other such details. A map-based GUT displays the
managed elements and the topology of the network, color coded to reflect the status.
Fault Management System The CygNet alarms server is responsible for detecting a problem,
correcting it, and restoring the system to normal operation at the earliest. Fault detection is done
by polling, as well as receiving notifications. Alarms are generated in response to fault conditions in
the network, stored in the database, and notifications (visual, audio, email, SMS) sent to capture the
attention of concerned persons. The fault reporting feature ensures that information regarding a fault
condition is disseminated in a meaningful manner to the concerned operators. GUI-based views of
current, aswell as historical faults, are available.The fault escalation feature allows the fault resolution
time to be minimized and fault escalation using notifications (traps or TMF 814 notifications), email,
or SMS. Multiple events associated with a common fault in a single network element are correlated
and forwarded as one consolidated event or alarm by the RCAmodule described in Section 9.4.6. This
minimizes the occurrence of event storms that would result in degraded levels of service.
Performance Management System The function of the performance management module is to
manage the performance of individual network elements, links, and services. The PMmodule performs
the following three major functions:

1. Data collection and storage in database.
2. Graphical views of real-time performance statistics.
3. Historical reports of collected data from database.

ConfigurationManagement System The configuration management module inCygNet allows the
operator to directly manage and configure network elements using the protocol supportedby the network
element. Configuration information regarding various network elements is stored in the configuration
database.

User Manager This is the authentication and authorization component. CygNet identifies several
classes ofuserswith different privileges and access rights.All users have to be authenticatedbefore they
log on to CygNet. Role-based access control, idle time-out, and user audit trail are some of the features
that this module supports.
Architecture of CygNet as a Telecom NMS. CygNet supports a layered architecture depicted in
Figure 9.40 that enables it to be customized for various specific requirements. The custom components
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FCAPS

ENTERPRISE

Figure 9.40 CygNet as a Telecom NMS
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can be added as overlays to the core product. This also allows CygNet to scale to very large telecom
networks.
Telecommunication-specific Subsystems. The CygNet design supports most of the features re¬
quired for a telecom NMS specified at the beginning of this section. Here we describe some aspects of
the design that enable efficient telecom management and also certain components (Mediation Server
and Optical Transport Network Management System (OTNMS)) that are customized for this purpose.
CygNet has been designed so that it can be deployedeither in a centralizedmanner or as amultitiered

system. This provides a good scalability option when a very large andwidely distributed network needs
to bemanaged.Network management traffic can be reduced if lower-levelmanagement stations transfer
management data to the central server periodically. This deployment strategy also avoids a single point
of failure (Section 9.4.7, Figure 9.35).
At the lowest level, the CygNet local manager runs lightweight processes that predominantly collect

data. The collected data are analyzed for performance and fault conditions and summarized reports are
sent to the central management station. Figure 9.41 depicts this configuration. CygNet supports stand¬
ard interfaces (TMF 814, SNMP, FTP, SCP (Secure Copy Protocol)) between the localNMS and central
NMS. [Vanchynathan et al., 2004],
CygNet supports TMF 814, an NMS-EMS interface defined by the TM Forum, and increasingly

adopted as the standard for management of optical transport networks. (TMF 814 is discussed inmore
detail in Chapter 16. This allows management of newer optical network devices, since many vendors
include support for TMF 814 in their EMSs.

There are usually legacyNEs in a network and these either do not have an EMS at all, or even ifthere
is an EMS, it does not support TMF 814. In order to integrate such equipment, the CygNet Mediation
Server designed for multiple protocol support is used (Figure 9.41). The mediation server of CygNet is
a middleware component that is between the NMS (or other OS) and the network. It serves to hide the
heterogeneity in EMS interfaces from and provide a uniformTMF 814 interface towards the NMS. The
lowermost adaptation layer allows plug-ins to convert proprietary protocols to the format ofTMF 814.
The middle pre-processing layer performs functions such as event correlation, suppression, filtering,
caching, etc. It is a major enabler inbridging legacy and new networks and expedites integration ofnew
equipment into CygNet.
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Figure 9.41 CygNet Mediation Server
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CygNet Optical Transport NMS (OTNMS). This CygNet component is customized for end-to-end
management and bandwidth provisioning of optical transport networks. The functional architecture of
OTNMS has been designed with a view to making the OTNMS an all-in-one solution for optical net¬
work management (Figure 9.42).
It supports automatic, dynamic provisioning of bandwidth services using a path computation algo¬

rithm designed to satisfy a maximum number of service requests while optimizing bandwidth use and
avoiding fragmentation [Madanagopal, 2007].
The availability of reliable inventory is central to the success of automatic provisioning. The

resource inventory database in CygNet stores network and computing equipment, logical resources,
and topology. It keeps track of the physical configuration of the network, equipment inventory (cards,
ports, etc.), physical connectivity, and logical connectivity of the different network layers. Data in the
resource inventory are queried by the provisioning system to satisfy service requests and understand
where capacity is available. However, in a typical telecom network, the inventory maintained by the
NMS can become out of date for many reasons, including manual network intervention, equipment
upgrade, network maintenance, card failures, unaccounted deactivations, etc. Once the inventory is
out of date, any design based on this inventory system is unreliable. The CygNet OTNMS supports
automatic discovery of NEs, as well as circuits of optical networks with periodic rediscovery. The
autodiscovery feature ensures that the inventory can automatically synchronize itselfwith the network.
This requires automatically uploadingphysical, logical, and service information and correlating it to the
normalized internal object models of the inventory database.
The CygNet OTNMS has support for SLA-related performance data collection and storage, and

display of SLA reports and threshold alarms to indicate SLA violations. It also uses an RCAmodule to
pinpoint the actual cause of a failure.
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C Summary
In this chapter we listed a number of utilities that are available on commonly used operating systems
such as Linux, UNIX, andWindows. These are invaluable tools in the repertoire of any network manager,
and support a significant amount of troubleshooting and traffic monitoring. Some of these tools are
based on SNMP, others use assorted protocols such as ICMP or proprietary messages over TCP. We
discussed techniques used for monitoring of statistics and the use of MRTG for collecting router traffic
statistics.

Focusing on SNMP-enabled devices, the vendor needs to design an MIB that supports remote
management of the device. This topic of MIB Engineering was covered in Section 9.3. Several common
MIB designs were presented.
Section 9.4 dealt with the design of an NMSserver for a large telecom or enterprise network. Motivated

by the requirements, we presented a generic architecture. We then covered the detailed design of the
important architectural blocks, especially discovery, fault, and performance management. This section
draws significantly on our experience in the design of a commercial NMS, viz., CygNet.

Finally,we presented several NMS products, both commercial and open source, which are commonly
used for the management of different types of networks and services.

C Exercises
1. Execute the commands nslookup and dig on a host IP address and analyze the results.

(a) Compare the two results for the common information.
(b) What kind of additional information do you get from dig?

2. Use dig to determine the IP address of www.tenet.res.in (or the DNS name that your instructor
provides you with).

3. Use dig to list all the hosts associated with the domain tenet.res.in (or the DNS name that your
instructor provides you with).

4. Using dig, determine the domain name that corresponds to the IP address 203.199.255.5 (or the
one that your instructor provides you with).

5. Ping an international site 100 times and determine the delay distribution and packet loss. Repeat
at different times of day and night. Explain any variations.

6. Using tcpdump or wireshark on an Ethernet interface on a host, capture ten IP packets. Examine
their headers and contents.

7. In diagnosing poor network performance—for example, delays—you need to know where the
bottleneck is. Use traceroute to an international site on another continent and isolate the delay
in the path.

8. From a workstation in a segment of your institute's network, discover all other workstations in
your segment using a network tool. Substantiate your results with the data gathered by some
other means.

9. As a network manager, you are responsible for the operation of a network. You notice heavy
traffic in a host that is on a TCP/IP network and want to find out the details.
(a) What basic network monitoring tool(s) would you use?
(b) What would you look for in your results?

10. Using an SNMP tool, determine which of the nodes given by your instructor has the longest and
shortest up time. Substantiate your result with the gathered data.

11. The function snmpWalk(subtreeRoot) returns the values of all the visible OlDs in the subtree
rooted in subtreeRoot. Using the standard SNMPvl messages, devise an algorithm for
snmpWalk().

12. A switch has several ports each having a different speed. Write a complete SMI definition for the
table of port speeds. Assume that the switch OID is {experimental 7}.
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13. Anode may have several hard disks. Write an SMI definition for the important parameters (brand,
type, capacity) of such a set of disks.

14. It is desired to provide username/password protection to a MIB subtree {enterprises Midas(3794)
corDECT(1) config(2)}. What are the MIB variables that need to be added for this purpose? Draw
the MIB subtree and for each variable give its ASN.1 macro definition.

15. It is desired to provide access through SNMP to the database for an NMS course. Design a MIB
rooted in {enterprises NMSWorks(15760) course(10)} to hold information including the start and
end dates of the course, the number of students registered, and the list of reference textbooks.
Draw a pictorial representation of the subtree. Write the ASN.1 macro definitions of each node.

16. It is desired to store the roll numbers and final marks for students in an NMS course in an SMI
table. Using the nodes {enterprises NMSWorks (15760) course(10 )} as the base:
(a) Pictorially draw the subtree of the management information tree.
(b) Write the complete SMI macro definition for each new node.

17. For a certain trap generated by an agent, it is desired to provide an acknowledgement to the
agent that the manager has received the trap. Using only SNMPvl and SMIvl without any
changes, devise a mechanism to accomplish this.

18. Design a MIB variable rebootNode, which a manager can use to reboot the NE. The manager
needs assurance that the node has been rebooted. Explain carefully the semantics and write the
ASN.1 declaration of the variable.

19. It is desired to manage a traffic light using SNMP. The controller needs to know the count of
the number of vehicles that have passed, and be able to change the light between red and
green. Sketch the MIB subtree {traffic} for this purpose. For each node in this subtree, write the
complete ASN.1 macro.

20. A single-threaded discovery module discovers the subnet 192.168.9.xxx. This subnet contains
20 NEs of which four are routers each having ten interfaces. Each network request from the
NMS takes 2 seconds round-trip time. Each failure has a timeout of 30 seconds. Approximately
how long will the discovery process take?

21. Write a pseudocode for topology discovery (similar to Figure 9.26). Assume that routers are
SNMPvl-enabled with a known community string.

22. With a 1-GFIz CPU, the average CPU time taken for status polling is: poll manager 0.6 ms,
SNMP stack 0.8 ms. When the poll manager detects a change of status, it informs the FM and
writes to the DBMS. The CPU times taken are: FM 1 ms, DBMS 5 ms. Assume that 10% of the
polls detect a change of status, and that the CPU power increases linearly with the CPU clock
speed.
(a) What is the minimum CPU speed to handle 1,000 polls/second?
(b) If the PM, FM, and SNMP are run on one CPU and DBMS on a second CPU, what are the

minimum speeds of these two CPUs for 1,000 polls/second? Assume 20% increase in all
CPU requirements due to the inter-CPU communication overhead.

23. A data collector polls for 100OlDs, each on a different NE.When there is a response, the round-
trip delay is 1 second per poll.When there is a fault, the timeout is 30 seconds. Assume that 20%
of the polls suffer a timeout.
(a) What is the minimum polling period if the data collector is single threaded?
(b) What is the minimum number of threads needed to achieve a polling period of 30

seconds?
24. An NMS manages 1,000 large NEs and 100,000 small NEs. For each of the large NEs, it polls

100 OlDs with a polling interval of 5 minutes. For each of the small NEs, it polls two OlDs once
an hour.
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(a) Estimate the volume of data to be stored in the polled data tables (excluding indexes and
temporary space) per day, per week, per month, and per year.

(b) Assume that the network consists of 20 regions each containing 1/20th of the NEs. The
following database designs are being considered: one table/NE, one table/region, one
table/whole network. In each case, a new table may be created every day, every week,
every month.

(c) Draw a table with columns labeled day, week, and month, and one row for each database
design. In each cell of the table, enter the number of records/table and the number of tables
if data are kept online for 6 months.

(d) The vendor of the DBMS recommends that one table should not contain more than 500
million records and that the DB should not contain more than 1,000 tables. Mark the designs
that are feasible according to these criteria. Which one of these designs do you prefer?
State your reasons.

25. A telecom network that used to serve 100 million subscribers has 1 million NEs. Suppose the
poll manager polls 1% of the NEs for 100 OlDs each at a 5-minute interval and 20% of the NEs
for 10 OlDs each at a 15-minute interval. The remaining NEs are polled only for status once an
hour.
(a) Compute the disk space requirements for 1 day, 1week, 1 month, and 1 year. Assume that

the disk space requirement is three times the table size to allow for temporary files
(b) Suppose the PMalso polls the status of each subscriber unit (such as phone,ADSL modem,

etc.) once a day. What is the additional disk space requirement?
26. An NMS is connected to a remote network by a 64 kb/s link. There are 1,000 NEs in the remote

network, each having 10 OlDs of interest. Assuming 5 OlDs in each SNMP get-request, neatly
sketch a curve showing the bandwidth used as a function of the polling period, p.What value of
pwill result in 20% utilization of the link?

27. In Exercise 26, assume that a regional NMS in the remote network does the polling and once an
hour does a bulk file transfer of all the data values only to the central NMS. What value of p will
result in 20% utilization of the link? Assume that scp is used and achieves a compression ratio
of 50%.

28. An NMS is connected to a remote network by a 64 kb/s link. The NEs in the remote network
generate 50 faults/second. Of these, 1% are critical and the others are minor. What fraction of
the link bandwidth is used if:
(a) All fault notifications are sent using SNMP traps?
(b) Critical fault notifications are sent using SNMP traps, and minor fault notifications are sent

once a day using scp? Assume that a trap is of size 100 bytes, and that the information
about a fault occupies 8 bytes in a file. Neglect all other overheads.

29. SNMPvl defines communication only between the manager and the agent. In a network with
multiple management servers, communication between them may be necessary. For example,
when the operator at one server acknowledges an alarm, the alarm indication should also stop
at the other server. Define a mechanism using only SNMPvl for this purpose.

30. We wish to have two management servers each with a copy of the database for redundancy.
There are two approaches.
(a) Each server independently polls the agents and updates its copy of the database.
(b) The active server polls the agents and then passes the data onto the passive server.
What are the pros and cons of these approaches? Consider criteria such as load on the agents,
network traffic, and loss of data in case of server failure. The consistency of views is an important
consideration.
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PART III
TMN andApplications Management

Part I reviewed the background for dealing with network management. In Part II, we discussed
in detail SNMP management and designing a network management system to manage networks.
Part III will address telecommunications management network (TMN) and detail network
management applications needed for fault, configuration, accounting, performance, and security
functions.

Chapter 10 takes network management to a higher-level management, TMN, based on the OSI
model. It addresses five levels of management -network element layer, element management,
network management, service management, and business management.
Applications are the focus of Chapter 11. We will first gain a basic understanding of how the

tools and systems that we learned in Chapter 9 are used for configuration, fault, and performance
management. We will then go into more depth on correlation technologies to localize and diagnose
problems that causemultiple alarms. Infonnationsecurity is a very important application innetwork
and system management. Besides basic SNMPsecurity management, youwill leam about firewalls
and the role of cryptography in authentication and authorization. Accounting and reporting are
important to run any business efficiently, including information technology services. We have given
special emphasis to report generation. To use tools efficiently, policies need to be established and
made operational. Some policies may be automated in management systems, and we will address
this at the endof the chapter. We finally cover service level management technology that deals with
customer and quality of service.
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Telecommunications Management Network

OBJECTIVES

• Telecommunications management network, • TMNservicemanagement architecture
TMN ÿ Networkelement

• Concept ofoperations support system, OSS ÿ Elementmanagement

• TMNconceptualmode! includes: ÿ Networkmanagement
ÿ Customers ÿ Servicemanagement
ÿ Serviceproviders ÿ Business management
ÿ Network • TMNservicemanagement
ÿ Operations support systems, OSSs ÿ Operations, administration, maintenance,
ÿ System operators andprovisioning; OAMP

• TMNstandards anddocumentation • TMNimplementationmethodologies

• TMNarchitecture ÿ OMNIPoint
ÿ Functional ÿ eTOM
ÿ Physical
ÿ Information

Inthe second part of the book,we have addressed the principles ofnetwork management associatedwith
data communication networks. Data communication networks carry informationover longdistance and
are dependent to a large extent on the telecommunication network, which has evolved from the long¬
distance telephone network. These networks are owned by public utility companies, which are either
long-distance carriers such as AT&T and British Telecom, or local exchange telephone companies, such
as Bell Operating Companies. In this chapter, we will discuss the management of telecommunication
networks and services provided by these public and private utility companies, and service providers.
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The standards for management of the telecommunication network were developed by International
Standards Organization as part of ISO management. Hence, it is strongly based on ISO network man¬
agement, which in turn is based on Common Management Information Protocol (CMIP) and Common
Management Information Services (CMIS). Although this chapter addresses telecommunications net¬

work management without the requirement of CMIP/CMIS-basedmanagement, the reader would have
a better appreciation with that knowledge. Toward that goal, OSI network and systems management is
presented inAppendix A.
In 1986, the International Telecommunications Union—Telecommunications (ITU-T) proposed the

concept of Telecommunications Management Network (TMN) to address interoperability of multiven-
dor equipment used by service providers and to define standard interfaces between the service provider
operations. Inaddition, it also extended the concept of management to include not only management of
networks and network elements, but also service functions of service providers. It was envisioned as a
solution to the complex problems of operation, administration, maintenance, and provisioning (OAMP)
for the telecommunication networks and services.
We will first provide motivation for learningTMN in the next section, and then introduce operations

systems, which form the buildingblocks ofTMN, in Section 10.2. Section 10.3 addresses the concept of
TMN. TMN is based on a large number of standards, which are listed in Section 10.4. TMN architecture
is described in Section 10.5, TMN management service architecture in Section 10.6, and an integrated
view in Section 10.7. Implementation issues are dealt with in Section 10.8, including OMNIPoint pro¬
gram that has been developed by the Network Management Forum. The current drive for practical
implementation of TMN is handled by TM Forum. The latest development in management technology
is covered in Chapter 16.

WHY TMN?
With the proliferationof SNMPmanagement that has left OSI network management by the wayside, we
can ask the question why we are spending time on discussing TMN. Historically,TMNwas born out of
necessity to extend the private and proprietary, but well-developed network management systems, and
make them interoperable. In those days, the large telecommunication organizations referred to the sys¬
tems that maintained the network and network elements as operations systems. ITU-T formed a work¬
ing group in 1988 to develop a framework for TMN. ISO was also working on standardizing network
management with OSI management framework using CMIP. With globalization and deregulation of
the telecommunications industry, the urgency for interoperability of network management systems was
strongly felt. With the slow progress of these standards bodies, industry-sponsored groups such as the
Network Management Forum started developing standards in parallel to speed up the process.

Unfortunately, the standards and frameworks developed were so complex and expensive to implement
using the then-present technology, TMN and OSI network management never got off the ground. How¬
ever, TMN is the only framework that addressed not only management of network elements, but also

10.1
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the management of network, service, and business. These later issues are so critical in today's business
environment with numerous network and service providers (they are not the same as they used to be).
Customer service, quality, and cost of business form a three-legged stool [Adams and Willetts, 1996],
You knock out one leg and the stool falls down. TMN framework not only addresses the management of
quality of network and network elements, but also service management and business management.
Further, in today's corporate environment, buyouts and mergers demand interoperability and busi¬

ness management.With the work environment going into cyberspace and the Internet facilitating global
communications traversing multiple service providers' networks, the exchange of management infor¬
mation has become all the more important. All these motivations have revived the interest in TMN
architecture.
It is to be kept inmind that TMN had been developed based on OSI management principles. Flow-

ever, it could be implemented, as is now being done, using other management technology, such as the
well established SNMPmanagement as well as newer ones described inChapter 16.Organizations such
as TM Forum are devoting efforts to accomplish this.

10.2 OPERATIONS SYSTEMS
TMN is built using the building blocks of the operations support system. The use of the terminology,
operations support system, in the telephone industry was changed to operations system, as it is also used
to control the network and network elements. For example, user configurable parameters in the ATM
network can be controlled by users via the M3 interface, as we will learn in Chapter 12. The operations
system (let us not confuse operations system with operating system) does not directly play a role in the
information transfer, but helps in the OAMPof network and information systems. Figure 10.1 and Fig¬
ure 10.2 present two examples of operations systems that are used in the operation of telephone network
and services: trunk test system and traffic measurement system. The terminology of OSS is back in
common use again. We will use both terms in this chapter.
The trunk test system shown in Figure 10.1 is used to monitor the loss and signal-to-noise ratio in

the trunk transmission system in Bell System. A trunk is a logical entity linking two switching offices.

Trunk
Test System

Telecommunication Network

Nodes

Voice Voice
Public SwitchPublic Switch Transmission Links

Transmission
Test System

Transmission
Test System

Figure 10.1 Operations Support System for Network Transmission
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Traffic
Measurement System

Data/Telecommunication
Network

Nodes

Traffic
Counter

Traffic
Counter

Router/Switch Transmission Links Router/Switch

Figure 10.2 Operations Support System for Traffic Measurement

It can seize any available cable facility between the switches while carrying traffic. In order to ensure
quality of service, loss and signal-to-noise on the trunks are measured at regular intervals by accessing
every trunk at each switching office. This is done from a centralized test center. Any trunk that fails to
meet the minimum criteria set for quality control is removed from service. Thus, by removing a trunk
out of service as it is failing (but before it actually fails), the customer does not see any degradation of
service. The same test system is also used for an on-demand test to track troubles.
Except during popular holidays such as Mother's Day, telephone service is almost always available

for communication at any time of the day. This is due to careful planning and implementation of ad¬
equate facilities for traffic to be handledwithout being blocked for lack of facilities. Figure 10.2 shows
a traffic measurement operations system, which measures the busy status of switch appearance (access
point) on each switch. As the statistics on the number of paths being busy increases, either due to the
lack of access points or the lack of adequate trunk facilities, additional equipment is added to reduce
blocking.

The above two examples of operations systems illustrate the necessity of the role of operations sys¬
tems in the OAMP of telecommunication network. They are part of the telecommunications network
management activities, and fall under the performance management function of the network manage¬
ment that we have defined under the OSI model in Chapter 4.

10.3 TMN CONCEPTUAL MODEL
Froma TMNpoint of view, the network management system is treated as an operations support system,
as shown in Figure 10.3. It manages the data communication and telecommunication network.

We differentiated the data or computer communication network from the telecommunication net¬
work in Chapter 1 (see Figure 1.4). Figure 10.3 extends it to TMN, where operations support systems,
including the network management system, form a support network. It is logically a separate network,
butmay or may not be physically separate basedon implementation.The telecommunication network in
Figure 10.3 consists of network elements of switching exchanges and transmission systems. It is pri¬
marily the wide area network of communications. Switching systems include both analog and digital
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Figure 10.3 TMN Relationship to Data and Telecommunication Networks

switches. And so are the transmission systems of both analog and digital types and include all means of
transport facilities including twisted pair, coaxial, fiber optics, and wireless.

Data communication network components consist of LANs, bridges, routers, gateways, and hosts.
The workstation shown in Figure 10.3 that is attached to the data communication network is a distinct
element of TMN, whose interface we will discuss later.
The TMN inFigure 10.3 is a network in its own right, and not just the management of telecommuni¬

cation network. (It is TMN and not TNM.) ITU-TRecommendationM.3010 defines TMN as a concep¬
tually separate network that interfaces to one or more individual telecommunication networks at several
points in order to send or receive information to or from them and control their operation. It consists of
a network of operations systems including a network management system, which, as we stated earlier,
is also considered an operations system.
Figure 10.4 shows the TMN conceptual model. Notice that in this model not only are the networks

and operations system depicted, but also services and human resources are brought in. The two columns
in the figure depict the identical components of the two service providers,A and B.

We identify the following components in Figure 10.4: workstations, operations systems, network,
services, and interfaces. Of course, there are the operators who operate on the systems and the custom¬
ers who use the services.

Customers are provided service by the service provider, and customer service should play a key part
in the service provider's business. Thus, service management is an important consideration in concep¬
tualizing the TMNmodel.
The service provided by the service provider to the customer is telecommunication service, which

means that the telecommunication network needs to be operated efficiently and economically. The
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Figure 10.4 TMN Conceptual Model

OAMP on the network needs to be handled in as much of an automated mode as possible to increase
the response time and to decrease the cost. Cost considerations lead to business management, which is
addressed by the TMNmodel.

Service management, business management, and network management are all accomplished either
partially or totally using the operations systems shown in Figure 10.4. System operators interface with
the operations systems usingworkstations.
The interfaces associated with various functions and services have been standardized in the TMN

model. Notice the three interfaces—Q3, F, andX. Q3 is the interface between the operations system and
the network element. F is the interface between the workstation and the operations system. Information
exchange between operations systems within a TMN is accomplished using the Q3 interface, whereas
operations systems belonging to different TMNs communicate over the X interface. We will discuss
interfaces inmore detail in Section 10.5.
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10.4 TMN STANDARDS
ITU-T is the standards body that has developed TMN standards. It is based on the OSI framework. Its
scope has been expanded and a good review of it has been published [Sidor, 1995]. The TMN recom¬
mendations and scope are summarized in Figure 10.5 [NMF] and Table 10.1. M.3000 document pres¬
ents a tutorial of TMN. The other documents in the M series address TMN architecture, methodology,
and terminology. The Q series addresses the Q interface, such as Q3 and G.733, the protocol profile for
the Q interface. These are listed inTable 10.1.Table 10.2 lists some of the study groups that are respon¬
sible for various TMN activities.
The other supporting documents are also shown in Figure 10.5.Network traffic management, main¬

tenance, and security are covered in E and M series. The communication protocol, CMIP, and service
elements, Common Management Information Service Element (CMISE), are covered in Iand X series
documents. A discussion of the X series is covered inAppendix A. Please refer toAppendix A of [NMF]
for a complete list of the various series in Figure 10.5.
TMN standards define two types of telecommunication resources: managed and operations systems

and the interfaces between them [Sidor, 1995, 1998], Architectural definitions of the communicating
TMN entities, their roles inTMN, and their interrelationship are described inM.3010. M.3020provides
an overview. The common services of OAMP functions are defined in M.3200. The functions associ¬
ated with individual TMN management services are described in M.3200 series. A generic set of TMN
management functions, based on OSI management functional areas, is specified in M.3400.

Network Architecture and Network Element

Network Traffic
Management

Network
Maintenance

Network
Security

E Series
M Series, etc.

TMN Architecture/Methodology/Terminology
M.3010 M.3020

TMN Management Services and Functions
M.3200 Series M.3000 M.3400

Management Info Model
M.3100 G.774 M.3180

Protocol Requirements,
Service Elements

Q.811 Q.812 Q.821
Q.822 G.733

Conformance
N

V y

Communication
Protocol

Service
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Recommendations TMN Recommendations Derived from Draft M.3000

Figure 10.5 TMN Recommendations and Scope
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Table 10.1 TMN Documents

M.3000 Tutorial Introduction to TMN
M.3010 Principles for TMN
M.3020 TMN Interface Specifications Methodology
M.3100 Generic Network Information Model for TMN
M.3180 Catalogue of TMN Managed Objects
G.774 SDH Network Information Model for TMN

PDH Network Information Model for TMN
M.3200 TMN Management Services Introduction

TMN Management Services 1
TMN Management Services n

M.3300 F-interface Management Capabilities
M.3400 TMN Management Functions
Q.811 Protocols for the Q Interface
Q.812
G.773 Protocol Profiles for the Q Interface

Table 10.2 ITU-T Study Groups
STUDY GROUP STUDY TOPIC RECOMMENDATION
_SERIES_
SG2 Traffic management M series
SG 4 TMN architecture definition

Generic network model
F-interface

SG 7 OSI base management standards X series
Data network management and MHS
Customer network management

SG 10 User interfaces
Specification languages

SG 11 TMN protocols and profiles Q series
Switching and signaling system managed objects
ISDN management protocol and information models
Intelligent network management
UPT management

SG 13 B-ISDN requirements (transport networks)
ISDN

SG 14 Modem management V series
SG 15 Transmission system management G series

Transmission system modeling
SDH, PDH,ATM management

SG 18 Broadband management requirements
JRM (JCG) Overall coordination of TMN
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Management application messages and information models to support OAMP requirements are
specified in M.3100 series and G.774. A generic network information model is defined in M.3100
that addresses common solutions for the management of resources of the network such as switching,
transmission, and other technologies. OSI management services and CMIS are defined in X.710. TMN-
related messages are contained in the information model defining application protocols and support
objects, which are covered in Q-series documents.
Communication protocols are addressed in the respective protocol-specific standards documents.

The G series addresses those that are not covered in them, but are relevant to TMN, such as SDH net¬
work management (G.784).

TMN ARCHITECTURE
TMN architecture is defined in M.3010 describing the principles for a TMN. There are three architec¬
tural perspectives: functional, physical, and information, as shown in Figure 10.6. The functional archi¬
tecture identifies functional modules or blocks in the TMN environment, including the reference point
between them. The requirements for interface are specified. The physical architecture defines the physi¬
cal blocks and interfaces between them. Information architecture deals with the information exchange
between managed objects and management systems, using a distributed object-oriented approach. We
will look at each of these three perspectives in the next three subsections. You may also obtain more
details from the references [Cohen, 1994;M.3010;NMF;Raman, 1999; Sidor, 1998],

10.5

10.5.1 FunctionalArchitecture
M.3010 defines TMN architecture made up of five function blocks: operations systems function, net¬
work element function (NEF), mediation function (MF), workstation function (WSF), and Q-adapter
function (QAF), as shown inFigure 10.7. Each function block contains a set of functions. There are mul¬
tiple instances of each function. Thus, for example, there may be many operations systems performing
different operational functions in the operations systems' function block. The communication between
the function blocks itself is a function, but not a function block, defined as the TMN data communica¬
tion function (DCF). DCF supports the standard transport protocols.
The TMN operations systems function (OSF) is implemented in operations systems. As we saw in

Section 10.2, operations systems (OS) such as network transmission OS and traffic measurement OS
help monitor, manage, and control telecommunication networks and services. Network management,
both as a manager and an agent, is also considered to be an OS. This would include MIB in Internet
management and naming tree inOSI management as a function of the OSF.

Functional
Architecture

TMN Architecture

Physical
Architecture

Information
Architecture

Figure 10.6 TMN Architecture
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Figure 10.7 TMN Functional Architecture

The TMNNEF is concernedwith the managednetwork elements. Network elements themselves are
not part of TMN, but are supported by TMN over the standard interfaces. Network elements would in¬
clude hardware, software, and systems such as hubs, routers, switches, processes, etc. The network man¬
agement agent and the associatedMIB are part of the NEF.Network elements providing information for
management, such as packets dropped, collision rate, etc., are considered as part of TMN, i.e.,NEF.

The TMNMF block addresses the operations performed on the infonnation content passing between
the network elements and operations systems. Such operations include filtering, store and forward, proto¬
col conversion, threshold detection, etc. A physical entity inwhich the MF is implemented can be shared
between multiple operations systems and network elements. For example, a remote monitoring device
(RMON) can monitor a remote LAN on various parameters such as statistics on users, protocols, and
packet loss and report the analyzed data or raw data to accounting and performance management opera¬
tions systems. In this situation, the RMONdevice acts as a mediation device performingMFbetween the
network elements on the remote LANand the operations systems (or network management systems).
The TMNWSF provides an interface between human personnel and TMN activities. More specifi¬

cally, this function addresses the presentation aspect. The conversion function that converts machine-
readable information to human-interpretable format in the presentation function belongs in one of the
other three function blocks, OSF, MF, and QAF (explained later). This would cover the presentation
function such as graphical user interface (GUI) and human-machine interface of workstations.
Communication between the above four functional blocks,OSF,WSF,MF,andNEF, is assumed to be

standardized. Of course, this is far from the reality of the world. Therefore, in order to accommodate the
legacy functionality as part ofTMN, a TMNQAF has been defined. This is somewhat similar to a proxy
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server in SNMPmanagement, where non-SNMPnetwork elements are managed by an SNMPmanager
via a proxy server. Thus, TMN noncompliant devices are connected to a TMN-compliant system/net¬
work using a Q-adapter interface.
Each function in the function block can be considered as providing a service and the service block

providing a set of services. An example would be a security management application function as either
part of or a stand-alone operations system. As shown in Figure A.13 in Appendix A, there are several
security system management functions such as alarm reporting, audit trail, etc. associatedwith the secu¬
rity functional area. In fact, all five management functional areas of configuration, fault, performance,
security, and accounting residing in a network management system would belong to OSF.
Functionblocks are designed to be nonoverlapping. Flowever, this does not mean that different func¬

tion blocks do not use some of the same functions. For example, the MIB is a function that is used by
several function blocks that enable them to exchange management information.Another example would
be the scheduling function shown in Figure A. 13. This could be used by the performance management
application to gather traffic statistics, by the configuration system to discover and delete network ele¬
ments, and by the fault management system to gather errored-seconds on unstable elements.
Notice that the function blocks in Figure 10.7 are connected with interfaces designated by x, q3, qx,

and f. These arc calledTMN service interfaces or simply, TMN interfaces. The TMN interface between
function blocks, shown in Figure 10.8, is called a TMN reference point.A reference point can be consid¬
ered to be a conceptual point of information exchange between function blocks. An interface between
a management agent embedded in a network element and a network management system will be a q3
reference point. When a network management system automatically creates a trouble ticket in a trouble
tracking system, it is communicating via an x-reference point. When a Web browser interfaces with a
Web-based management system, it is accessing an f-refercnce point.When a TMN-noncompliant switch
is managed by a TMN-compliant operations system using a Q-adapter interface, it is interfacing via a
qx interface.
Summarizing, some examples of network devices implementing TMN functional components arc

operations systems, network management system, application, network element, management network
agent, management information base, RMON, proxy server, GUI, and Web browser. Remember again
that DCF such as SNMP, CMIP, and common object request broker architecture (CORBA) is not
included here.
The information exchange going across the TMN reference points can be classified into three classes:

q-class, f-class, and x-class. The q-class reference point interfaces to the management application func¬
tion. In Figure 10.7, the q-class reference point includes both q3- and qx-class TMN reference points.
An f-class TMN reference point is an interface between the WSF block and any other function block in
TMN. An x-class TMN reference point is an interface between two operations system function (OSF)
blocks belonging to two different TMNs, as shown inFigure 10.7.The interface information pertains to
functionality of similar nature.
TMN reference points are designated by lowercase letters, q, f, and x, while the associated interfaces

in the physical embodiment are identified using uppercase letters, Q, F, and X, as we shall see in the
next section.
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PhysicalArchitecture
ITU-T Recommendation M.3010 presents a model for the TMN physical architecture, shown in
Figure 10.9.A TMNphysical block could be an embodiment of one or more blocks, besides its equiva¬
lent function block. For example, an operations system could have its operation function as well as me¬
diation device, which does filtering of information. There are five types of physical blocks representing
the five functions discussed in the previous section, excluding the TMN DCF.

Operations systems are embodiments of TMNOSF. It is connected to the mediation device, placing
the MFon a data communication network. The data communication network is the physical implemen¬
tation ofDCF,which to repeat, is not a function block,but a TMN function, DCF.The network elements,
Q adapter, and workstations reflect their respective TMN functions.
The 0, F, and X TMN interfaces between the physical devices are also shown inFigure 10.9, repre¬

senting the physical implementation of the respective TMN reference points. The Q3 interface is used

10.5.2

TMN

X/F/Q3

Data Communications Network (DCN)

F/Q3

Q3

•Qx
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Qx Qx

Operations
System
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Operations
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Network
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(NE)

Data Communications Network (DCN)
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Figure 10.9 TMN Physical Architecture
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Figure 10.10 TMN InformationArchitecture

between the OS and either an NE or a QA. The Qx interface is shown between MD and QA/NE. An
example of this would be an MDbeing a proxy server communicating with legacy systems via the QA
interface. The F interface is implemented to connect a workstation to TMN. The X interface is between
the operations systems belonging to two different TMNs.

10.5.3 InformationArchitecture
The TMN information architecture initially adopted the OSI management information architecture,
CM1P/CM1S, defined in the ITU-TX.700 series and discussed inAppendix A. However,with the wide
acceptance of Internet SNMP, extensively covered inour earlier chapters, deployment is in progress us¬
ing both models inTMN. We have covered both management models in this book. The OSI information
model is object oriented and the SNMP model is scalar. Both models are based on the dual roles that
entities play in information exchange: manager and agent. Figure 10.10 shows the information exchange
between the two types of entities. The manager performs operations or makes requests from an agent.
The agent executes the operations on the network elements that it ismanagingand sends responses to the
manager. The agent also sends unsolicitedmessages to the manager indicating alarm events.
Informationmodels specified by SNMP andOSImanagement deal with the management of network

elements. The TMN information model has been used in specific technology such as ATM and SDH/
SONET, which we will cover inChapter 12.
The information architecture should transport information reliably across the functional boundaries.

There are two types of communication services between interfaces: interactive and file oriented.Wewill
discuss the interactive service in Appendix A. It is supported in OSI by CMISE over Remote Opera¬
tions Service Element (ROSE). In the Internet distributed computing environment (DCE), this will be
handled by Remote Procedure Call (RPC). The file-oriented category is supported by File Transfer Ac¬
cess Management (FTAM) inOSI [Raman, 1999] and in the Internet by FileTransfer Protocol (FTP). In
the OSI model,Association Control Services Element (ACSE) is needed to establish, release, and abort
application associations. In the Internet model, this is integrated in RPC presentation service. You may
consult the reference [Piscitello and Chapin, 1993] for more details on this subject.

10.6 TMN MANAGEMENT SERVICE ARCHITECTURE
Another functional model of TMN is basedon the services provided in a TMN environment. The TMN
services are grouped and presented as TMN layered architecture, as shown in Figure 10.11 [M.3400],
This layered architecture is not the same in the strict sense of protocol layered architecture, in that
communication can occur between nonadjacent layers.
The lowest layer is the network element layer comprising network elements such as switches, rout¬

ers, bridges, transmission facilities, etc. The next layer, the network element management layer,
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Figure 10.11 TMN Service Architecture

manages the network elements. The third layer is the network management layer, which manages the
network. The network management functions in this layer would include bandwidth, performance, qual¬
ity of service, end-to-end flow control, network congestion control, etc. The network element layer and
the network element management layer are vendor dependent, whereas the network management layer
is not.
The service management layer is concerned with managing the services provided by a network

service provider to the customer or to another network service provider. This will include services such
as billing, order processing, complaints, trouble ticket handling, etc. The top layer in Figure 10.11 is the
business management layer. This is concerned with managing a communications business, such as
fiscal considerations, personnel needs, project management, and customer needs and satisfaction.

We notice that the TMN reference point between the various service layers is q3, which is the stan¬
dard interface between operations system, network element, andMFs shown in Figure 10.7.
The TMN management services are classified into OSI system management functional areas, which

arc the five OSI application functions described in Section 3.9. They arc configuration management,
fault management, performance management, security management, and accounting management. This
is presented inFigure 10. 12.

10.7 TMN INTEGRATEDVIEW
Now that we have discussed various aspects and perspectives of TMN architecture, let us look at the
overall picture of how all these fit together. A representation of this is shown in Figure 10.13.
The four TMNmanagement services—business, service, network, and element—are at the top of the

hierarchy. They invoke the systemmanagement functions defined in the system management functional
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areas. The five components in the system functional areas are the management application functions:
configuration, fault, performance, security, and accounting.
The management applications in the system functional areas perform either system management

functions or TMN functions. The TMN function blocks, OSF, WSF, NEF,MF, and QAF, constitute the
TMN function blocks. The TMN function blocks are made up of TMN functional components such as
network management function, MIB, etc. DCF, although not part of TMN function blocks, is included
for completeness.

System management functions include functions such as object management, alarm management,
etc. System management functions are discussed inAppendix A, SectionA.6. InFigure 10. 13,we could
have embedded the system management functions inTMN function blocks andTMNfunctional compo¬
nents, but have shown them separately in order to visualize them in a non-OSI environment. TMN has
been exclusively associated with the OSI environment and it is only recently that it is being considered
in the popular SNMP environment.

Systemmanagement functions andTMN functions invoke the primitive services. Figure 10.13 shows
the OSI primitive services ofM-GET,M-SET, etc. Equivalent SNMP services will be GET-REQUEST,
SET-REQUEST, etc.
The TMN environment is a distributed environment. The applications communicate remotely with

the communication transport service using RPC. In the OSI model, RPC is accomplished with ROSE
andACSE. The former does the remote operation, and the latter establishes and releases the application
association. In the SNMP management model, the remote operation is accomplished using RPC and
TCP/IP.

10.8 TMN IMPLEMENTATION
Although the TMN concept was proposed in the early 1980s, it has not found wide acceptance for
several reasons [Glitho and Hayes, 1995; Raman, 1998], Some of these are its strong dependency on
exclusive OSI network management, high resource requirement, technical complexity, lack of complete
standards, popularity and simplicity of SNMP management, and implementation difficulties.
Industry and computer technology were not quite ready in the 1980s to fully implement (or even

partially implement) the object-oriented OSI network management due to its complexity. The object-
oriented and layeredOSI protocol stack demanded processor resources that were beyond the capability
of the technology then. However, present-day hardware resources can handle such demands. OSI
toolkits are currently available both commercially and as freeware. Using these tools, products have
been developed for trouble ticket administration (TMNX interface) and IntegratedDigital Loop Carrier
(TMNQ3 interface) recently [Raman, 1999],
Object-oriented technology in those years, as for example DCE and CORBA, was not at the same

level as it is today. This has revived the work on distributed management environment [Autrata and
Strutt, 1994] using the object-oriented approach.
Even with resources and toolkits available, one cannot avoid the legacy systems interfacing with

TMN [Glitho and Hayes, 1996], This is accomplished using either the TMN Q adaptation (TMNQA)
interface or adding a new Q (TMNQ3) interface. The choice between the two is based on cost for each
approach to accomplish OAMPof a telecommunications network.

There are three forums that have actively promoted the implementation of TMN: ATM Forum (now
TP/MPLS Forum),NMF (formerly known as Network Management Forum), and recently TM Forum.
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We covered the ATM Forum's application for ATM inChapter 9. We will now briefly consider NMF's
activities. TM Forum's activities are addressed in Section 10.8.2 and in Chapter 16.

10.8.1 OMNIPoint
An example of the realizationofTMN architecture is presented inFigure 10.14 [NMF]. The left side of
the figure shows the TMN logical layeredarchitecture and the right side a physical realizationof it.Each
layer consists of several management systems providing the various services. The layered architecture
shows the TMN q3 reference points and the physical realization the corresponding Q3 interfaces.

The Network Management Forum, later referred to as NMF, is an industry-sponsored forum. NMF
has developed a program calledOMNIPoint,which stands for OpenManagement InteroperabilityPoint.
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Figure 10.14 TMN Realization Example (NMF)
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The objective is to help companies implement management standards across a wide range of suppli¬
ers' equipment. It has developed documents [NMF] that specify mapping between the Internet and OSI
standards that help TMN implementation in a hybridmanagement environment.

10.8.2 eTOM
The TeleManagement Forum (TM Forum) is a body whose mission is to align technology with real
business, and thus is the next sequential step in the process ofTMN implementation.An important goal
of the TM Forum is to automate end-to-end the operations that enable delivery of "information, com¬
munication and entertainment services," and Enhanced Telecom Operations (eTOM) is the framework
to accomplish this mission. eTOM is a framework specification and provides a business process model
to the telecommunications industry to define the processes end-to-end. Figure 10.15 depicts the business
process architecture defined by eTOM.

The business processes are described in a layered hierarchical fashion, where process at each level
can be brokendown into lower-level process elements. eTOM is structured in three broadareas or Level
0 processes—Strategy, Infrastructure, and Product (SIP); Operations (OPS); and Enterprise Manage¬
ment (EM). Of these areas, the OPS areas of service management and operations, and resource man¬
agement and operations come within the purview of network management and address a perspective
similar to the functional model covered in Section 3.9. Each Level 0 process in turn contains detailed
components at Level 1, 2, etc.
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The ITU-T standard adopts the management service/function approach, while the eTOM framework
adopts a business process approach that builds on the management services/functions to develop a refer¬
ence framework that categorizes all business activities a service provider will use. The main difference
between the TMN and eTOM approaches is that the former has been developed starting from networks
and network equipment (bottom up) while eTOM is a top-down approach. The eTOM framework has
been incorporated in toto within the TMN framework as a set of standards [M.3050.x],
Figure 10.16 depicts the subset of the layers of the eTOM map that are implemented as applications

in a typical NMS product alongside a rough correspondence with the more traditional ITU-T-based
TMN visualization. While the management functional areas in TMN are referred to as FCAPS (fault,
configuration, accounting, performance, and security), they are referred to as FAB (fulfillment, assur¬
ance, billing) in eTOM.
The applications in the box of Figure 10.16 are typically implemented as part of an NMS product.

Figure 10.17 shows the Level 2 processes for the Level 1 processes of FAB activities in service
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management and operations, as well as resource management and operations. Each Level 2 process
element is in turn broken down into finer Level 3 elements representing a greater level of detail.
The implementationof the OSImanagement application functions described inSection 3.9 is covered

in detail by ITU-T specifications M.3400. The mapping of these functions to Level 2 eTOM processes
is shown in Figure 10.17. There is a one-to-one mappingof four of the five functions, the exception be¬
ing security management [M.3050 Sup 3], Figure 10.18 illustrates the mapping of the specific case of
configuration function mapped to eTOM Level processes.

We have presented in this chapter a brief introduction to the complex subject of Telecommunications
Management Network (TMN).Although it was proposed by ITU-T in the early 1980s, it is just now becoming a
reality due to the advancement of technology and the availability of OSI standards and toolkits.

We learned the role of operations systems in operation, administration, maintenance, and provisioning
(OAMP) as they are currently implemented by telecommunication service providers. We defined their role in
TMN. Network management system is considered an operations system in the TMN environment.

We defined the concept of TMN consisting of customers, services provided by telecommunication service
providers, network, operations systems, and system operators. Due to the multitude of services provided
by a multitude of service providers using a multitude of vendor equipment, TMN has proposed reference
points between the various components that define standard service interfaces. The original TMN proposal is
exclusively OSI standards based.

TMN architecture is presented from three perspectives: functional, physical, and information. The functional
architecture is made up of five functions: operations system function (OSF), network element function (NEF),
mediation function (MF), Q-adapter function (QAF), and workstation function (WSF). The interface between
them is defined by three TMN reference points: f, q3/qx, and x.

TMN physical architecture is the physical manifestation of the functional architecture with the functions
implemented in operations systems, mediation devices, network elements, QAFs interfacing with non-
TMN legacy systems, and workstations. The data communication function is a distributed function carrying
information between function blocks using network management operations, responses, and notifications.

TMN service architecture consists of four layers of management and a fifth layer of network elements.
The four layers of management are element management, network management, service management, and
business management. We presented an integrated view of all the various components, showing how they all
fit together to form the TMN environment. We discussed the issues and recent activities in implementing TMN.
We touched upon the recent advancement of technology and tools that have helped the implementation of
TMN. The roles played by the three forums-the ATM Forum, the NMF, and TM Forum-were also addressed.
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Exercises
1. Shannon's channel capacity theorem provides the following relationship for maximum channel

capacity (bits per second) in terms of bandwidth B and signal-to-noise ratio SIN.
C = 6log2(1+S/A/)

The S/N in decibels (dB) is related to SIN in power ratio by
S/A/in dB = 10(logWS/N)

The transmission operations system described in Figure 10.1 monitors S/N of a telephone
channel with a 3-kHz bandwidth and a channel capacity of 30 kbps. When SIN decreases by
3 dB, the operations system issues a warning alarm and the telephone trunk facility is taken out of
service if SINgoes down by 6 dB. Calculate the channel capacity in bps at (a) warning threshold
and (b) out-of-service limit keeping the same 3-kHz bandwidth for the telephone channel.

2. Design a traffic measurement operations system that monitors the packet traffic at layer-2 on the
nodes shown in Figure 10.2. Assume that all traffic is made up of unicast packets and the links
and nodes are such that the packets dropped at any node are primarily due to traffic overload
on the node. The system measures the incoming and outgoing packets handled by the data link
layer as it interfaces with the physical and network layers. Assume that the system permits the
user to set the thresholds for action based on percent packet loss.
(a) What MIB objects would you monitor?
(b) Express the threshold parameters for congestion (percent packet loss) on the node as a

function of the measured parameters.
3. Figure 10.19 shows a network management environment consisting of a MoM (Manager of

Managers) NMS, several agent NMSs that manage individual network domains, and managed
network elements. Identify the TMN functions performed by:
(a) MoM NMS
(b) Agent NMS
(c) Managed elements

MIB
MDB

MoMNMS

MIB
MDB

Workstation

Agent
Agent NMS
Manager

\ \ \

Workstation

MIB
MDB

Agent
Agent NMS
Manager

\ \ \ \ \ \

Workstation

V ManagedElements ManagedElements

MoM: Manager of Managers
MDB: Management Database
I Agent Process

Figure 10.19 Exercise 3
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4. A proxy server configuration (Figure 6.46) is used to manage SNMPvl network elements by an
SNMPv2 network management system.
(a) What TMN function does a proxy server play in an NMS environment?
(b) Identify the interfaces of the proxy server to the network manager and network elements.

5. In Figure 10.19, identify all:
(a) TMN reference points
(b) TMN interfaces

6. Associate M1 through M5 interfaces in ATM management (Figure 10.9 and Figure 10.10) with
TMN reference points and TMN service interfaces.

7. CMISE services are listed in Table A.3. Map these services, wherever possible, to SNMPvl
services.

8. Repeat Exercise 7 comparing CMISE and SNMPv2 services.
9. TMN can be applied to ATM switch management using either SNMP or CMIP specifications.

Research the ATM Forum specifications referenced in Table 12.3 and identify the OBJECT
IDENTIFIERS for the two modules, atmfM4CmipNEView and atmfM4Snmpview.

10. The ATM objects are defined under the node informationModule(O), which is the subclass of
atmfCmipNEView. Five managed object classes are defined under the informationModule,
which are atmfM40bjectClass, atmfM4Package, atmfM4Attribute, atmfM4NameBinding, and
atmfM4Action. Draw a naming tree for these, explicitly identifying the ObjectlD.

11. Figure 10.18 shows mapping of eTOM Level 2 processes-to-M.3400 Configuration Function.
Do similar mapping of eTOM Level 2 processes-to-M.3400 specifications for:
(a) Fault Management
(b) Performace Management
(c) Accounting Management
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NetworkManagementApplications

OBJECTIVES

• Networkmanagement andsystem management ÿ Datamonitoring

• Networkmanagement ÿ Problem isolation
ÿ Configuration * Performancestatistics
ÿ Fault • Security management

* Performance ÿ Securitypolicies andprocedures
ÿ Security ÿ Security threats
ÿ Accounting ÿ Firewall

• Configurationmanagement ÿ Cryptography: keys, algorithms, authentica¬
ÿ Configurationmanagement tion, andauthorization schemes
ÿ Service/networkprovisioning ÿ Securemessage transfer methods
ÿ Inventorymanagement • Accountingmanagement

• Faultmanagement • Reportmanagement
ÿ Fault detection andisolation • Policy-basedmanagement
ÿ Correlation techniques for root cause • Service levelmanagement
analysis ÿ Quality ofservice, QoS

• Performancemanagement ÿ Service levelagreement, SLA
ÿ Performancemetrics

The management of networked information services involves management of network and system

resources. OSIdefines network management as a five-layer architecture. We have extended the model
to include system management and have presented the integrated architecture in Figure 11 1. At the
highest level of TMN are the functions associated with managing the business, business management.
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Figure 11.1 Network and System Management

This applies to all institutions, be it a commercial business, educational institute, telecommunications
service provider, or any other organization that uses networked systems to manage their business.
An institution is a business that provides either a product or service. Tn either case, there are service

considerations. For example, a product-oriented business has to be concerned with customer service as
well as internal services. The service management for a service provider, includinga telecommunication
service provider, is an absolute necessity. Please see Section 10.8, Figure 10.14 for some of the service
applications.
The third layer of TMN deals with network management or system management. Network manage¬

ment manages the global network by aggregating and correlating data obtained from the element man¬
agement systems. Likewise, the system management aggregates and coordinates system resources by
acquisition of data from the resource management systems. The complementary functions of network
and system management manage the networked information system composedofnetwork elements and
system resources.

Our focus in this chapter will be on network management applications. As we learned in
Chapter 3, there are five different categories of applications: configuration management, fault manage¬
ment, performance management, security management, and account management. Others [Leinwand
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and Conroy, 1996] have treated the five categories of applications and presented simple and complex
tools to manage them.
The subject of configuration management may be looked at not only from an operational viewpoint,

but also from engineering and planning viewpoints. In our treatment of configuration management in
Section 11.1,we have included network provisioning and inventory management. This is in addition to
the configuration of network topology, which is part of traditional network management.
Fault management involves detection of a fault as it occurs in the network, and subsequently locating

the source of the problem. We should finally isolate the root cause of the problem. This is covered in
Section 11.2.
It is harder to define performance of a network in quantitative terms than in qualitative terms. For

example, when a user observes that the network performance is slow, we need to define what slowness
is, and which segment of the network is slow. On the other hand, it could be that the application, which
could be running on a server, is behaving slowly. We discuss performance management inSection 11.3.
We will discuss performancemetrics and learn how to monitor a network for performance. Performance
statistics play a very important part in network management, and several system tools available for gath¬
ering statistics will be covered.
When a fault occurs in a network, either due to failure of a component or due to performance, it may

manifest itself inmany places. Thus, from a centralizedmanagement system, we observe alarms coming
from multiple locations. Correlating these alarm events and finding the root cause of the problem is a
challenge. We will discuss the various correlation technologies in Section 1 1.4.

Security in network is concerned with preventing illegal access to information by unauthorized
personnel. It involves not only technical issues, but also establishment of well-defined policies and
procedures. We will discuss the various issues associated with authentication and authorization in
Section 11.5. We will also deal with the establishment of secure (i.e., without illegal monitoring and
manipulation) communication between the source and the receiver.
The business healthof an institution or corporation depends onwell-maintained accountingmanage¬

ment and reporting. Reports for management have a different purpose from that of reports generated
for day-to-day network operation. There are also reports needed for the user to measure the quality of
service to be provided by service level agreement (SLA). These are covered in Sections 11.6 and 11.7

We have addressed the five layers of management with network elements being at the lowest level
and business management being at the top. Element management at the second layer maintains the
network. Network management at the third level and service management at the fourth level are based
not just on technical issues but also on policy issues. Once policies are established, some of them could
be implemented in the system. For example, if a network is congested due to heavy traffic, should the
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network parameters be automatically adjusted to increase bandwidth, or should traffic into the network
be decreased. A policy decision that has been made on this can be implemented as part of the manage¬
ment system. We will discuss this in Section 11.8.

Service level management is an important aspect of network and system management. It goes beyond
managing resources. It is concernedwith the SLA between the customer and the service provider regard¬
ing the quality of service of network, systems, and business applications. This is covered in Section 11.9.

11.1 CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
Configuration management in network management is normally used in the context of discovering net¬
work topology,mapping the network, and setting up the configuration parameters inmanagement agents
andmanagement systems. However,as discussed inSection 1.9 and shown inFigure 1.21,network man¬
agement in the broad sense also includes network provisioning. Network provisioning includes network
planning and design and is consideredpart of configuration management.

Network Provisioning
Network provisioning, also called circuit provisioning in the telephone industry, is an automated pro¬
cess. The design of a trunk (circuit from the originating switching center to the destination switching
center) and a special service circuit (customized for customer specifications) is done by application pro¬
grams written in operation systems. Planning systems and inventory systems are integratedwith design
systems to build a system of systems. Thus, a circuit designed for the future automatically derives its
turn-up date from the planning system and ensures that the components are available in the inventory
system. Likewise, when a circuit is to be disconnected, it is coordinated with the planning system and
the freed-up components are added to the inventory system. Thus, the design system is made aware of
the availability of components for future designs.
An example of a circuit provisioning system is a system of systems developed byBell System (before

it was split), called Trunk Integrated Record Keeping System (TIRKS). TTRKS is used in automated
circuit provisioning of trunks. A trunk is a logical circuit between two switching offices and it traverses
over many facilities. TIRKS is an operations system in the context ofTelecommunications Management
Network (TMN) that we dealt with in Chapter 10. Given the requirements of a trunk, such as transmis¬
sion loss and noise, type ofcircuit, availability date, etc., as input to the system, the systemautomatically
designs the components of the trunk. The designed circuit will identify transmission facilities between
switching offices and equipment in intermediate and end offices. The equipment will be selected based
on what would be available in the future when the circuit needs to be installed.
Network provisioning ina computer communications network has different requirements. Insteadof

circuit-switched connections, we have packet-switchedpaths for information to be transmitted from the
source to the destination. In a connectionless packet-switched circuit, each packet takes an independent
path, and the routers at various nodes switch each packet based on the load in the links. The links are
provisioned based on average and peak demands. In store-and-forward communication, excess packets
can be stored in buffers in routers or retransmitted in the event the packets are lost or discarded. In the
connection-oriented circuit requirements, permanent and switched virtual circuit demands need to be
accommodated for end-to-end demands on the various links.Network provisioning for packet-switched
network is based on performance statistics and quality of service requirements.

11.1.1
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Network provisioning in broadband wireless area network (WAN) communication usingATM tech¬
nology is more complex. The virtual-circuit concept is always used and has to be taken into account
in the provisioning process. The switches are cell-based, in contrast to frame-based packet switching.
EachATM switch has knowledge of the virtual path-virtual circuit (VP-VC) of each session connection
only to the neighboring nodes and not end-to-end. Each ATM switch vendor has built their proprietary
assignment of VP-VC for end-to-end design into the ATM switch. The architecture of end-to-end pro¬
visioning ofATM circuits could be either centralized or distributed, and is based on whether the circuit
is a permanent virtual circuit (PVC) or a switched virtual circuit (SVC). Commercial products, which
provision PVCs across multiple vendor products, have recently been introduced in the market.

Inventory Management
We have addressed the importance of inventory management in circuit provisioning. An efficient da¬
tabase system is an essential part of the inventory management system. We need to be aware of all the
details associated with components, which should be accessible using different indices. Some of the
obvious access keys are the component description or part number, components that match a set of char¬
acteristics, components in use and in spare, and components to be freed-up for future use.
In Section 11.1.1 we cited the example ofTIRKS, which is a system of systems. Two of the systems

that TIRKS uses are equipment inventory (El) and facilities inventory (Fl).The El system has an inven¬
tory of all equipment identifyingwhat is currently available andwhat will become available in the future
with dates of availability. Similar information is maintained on facilities by the Fl system. With such
a detailed inventory system, TIRKS can anticipate circuit provisioning for the future with components
that would be available.
Legacy inventory management systems use hierarchical and scalar-based database systems. Such

databases limit the addition ofnew components or extend the properties of existing components by add¬
ingnew fields. These limitations can be removed by using relational database technology. Further, new
NMSs, such as in OSI CMIP andWeb-based management, use object-oriented technology. These man¬
age object-oriented managed objects. An object-oriented relational database is helpful in configuration
and inventory management in such an environment.

Network Topology
Network management is based on knowledge of network topology. As a network grows, shrinks, or oth¬
erwise changes, the network topology needs to be updated automatically. This is done by the discovery
application in the NMS as discussed in Section 9.4.4. The discovery process needs to be constrained as
to the scope of the network that it discovers. For example, the arp command can discover any network
component that responds with an IP address, which can then be mapped by the NMS. If this includes
workstations that are turnedon only when they are inuse, the NMSwould indicate failure whenever they
are off. Obviously, that is not desirable. In addition, some hosts should not be discovered for security
reasons. These should be filtered out during the discovery process so the discovery application should
have the capability to set filter parameters to implement these constraints.
Autodiscovery can be done using the broadcast ping on each segment and following up with further

SNMP queries to gather more details on the system. The more efficient method is to look at the ARP
cache in the local router. The ARP cache table is large and contains the addresses of all the recently
communicated hosts and nodes. Using this table, subsequent ARP queries couldbe sent to other routers.
This process is continued until information is obtained on all IP addresses defined by the scope of the

11.1.2

11.1.3
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autodiscovery procedure. A map, showing network topology, is presented by the autodiscovery proce¬
dure after the addresses of the network entities have been discovered.

The autodiscovery procedure becomes more complex in the virtual local area network (LAN) con¬
figuration. Figure 11.2 shows thephysicalconfigurationof a conventional LAN.The router in the figure
can be visualized as part of a backbone (not shown). There are two LAN segments connected to the
router, Segment A and Segment B. They are physically connected to two physical ports in the router
(i.e., there is one port for each segment used on the interface card). They are identified as Port A and
Port B, corresponding to Segment A and Segment B, respectively. Both LANs are Ethernet LANs and
use hub configuration. Two hosts,A 1 andA2, are connected to Hub 1 on LANsegment A and two hosts,
B1 and B2, are connected to Hub 2 on LANSegment B.
Figure 1 1.3 shows the logical configuration for Figure 1 1.2. The logical configuration is what the

autodiscovery process detects. It is very similar to the physical configuration. Segment A corresponds to
LANon Hub 1 with the hosts A 1 andA2. It is easy to conceptually visualize this and easy to configure.

Hub 1

Port A
Segment A A1

Router

Port B
Segment B

Hub 2

Figure 11.2 LAN Physical Configuration

P
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P
A2

d Segment A/Hub 1

Router

C Segment B/Hub 2
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B1

B2

B1 B2

Figure 11.3 Logical Configuration of Two LAN Segments
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Let us now contrast Figure 11.2 with Figure 11.4, which shows the physical configuration of two
virtual LANs (VLAN). We notice that only one physical port, Port A, is used in the router, not two as
in the case of a traditional LAN. Hosts A 1 and A2 are configured to be on VLAN 1,and hosts B1 and
B2 are configured to be on VLAN 2. Although VLAN grouping can be done on different criteria, let
us assume that it is done on port basis on the switch. Thus, the two ports marked Segment A on the
switch are grouped as VLAN 1. The other two ports, marked Segment B, are grouped as VLAN 2.
Thus, Segment A corresponds to VLAN 1 and Segment B corresponds to VLAN 2. We observe that
VLAN 1 andVLAN 2 are spread across the two physical hubs, Hub 1 andHub 2. With a layer-2 bridged
network, the VLAN network is efficient. As IEEE 802.3 standards are established and widely adopted,
this configuration has been deployed more and more, along with a backbone network.
The logical view of the physical VLAN configuration shown in Figure 11.4 is presented in

Figure 11.5.We see that HostsA 1 andA2 still belong to SegmentA, but are on different hubs. Likewise,
Hosts B1 and B2 belong to Segment B. The autodiscovery process would not detect the physical hubs
that are identified in Figure 11.5. Inmany situations, the switch would also be transparent, as there are
no IP addresses associated with switch ports. Consequently, it would be harder to associate the logical
configuration with the physical configuration.
This makes the network management task a complex one. First, two separate maps must be main¬

tained on an on-going basis as changes to the network are made. Second, when a new component is
added and autodiscovered by the system, a manual procedure is needed to follow up on the physical
configuration.
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In the example above, we talked about grouping of VLAN based on the ports on the switches. We
could also group VLAN based on MAC address, IP address, or protocol type. Grouping by IP address
has some benefits in the management of VLAN network. The logical grouping of components based
on IP network segments makes sense. Inaddition, as a policy the sysLocation entity in a system group
should be filled in for easier management.

FAULT MANAGEMENT
Fault in a network is normally associated with failure of a network component and subsequent loss
of connectivity. Fault management involves a five-step process: (1) fault detection, (2) fault location,
(3) restoration of service, (4) identification of root cause of the problem, and (5) problem resolution.
The fault should be detected as quickly as possible by the centralized management system, preferably
before or at about the same time as when the users notice it. Fault location involves identifyingwhere the
problem is located.We distinguish this from problem isolation, although inpractice it could be the same.
The reason for doing this is that it is important to restore service to the users as quickly as possible,using
alternative means. The restoration of service takes a higher priority over diagnosing the problemand fix¬
ing it. However, it may not always be possible to do this. Identification of the root cause of the problem
could be a complex process,which we will go into greater depth soon. After identifying the source of the
problem, a trouble ticket can be generated to resolve the problem. In an automated network operations
center, the trouble ticket could be generated automatically by the NMS.

11.2

11.2.1 Fault Detection
Fault detection is accomplished using either a polling scheme (the NMS polling management agents
periodically for status) or by the generation of traps (management agents based on information from the
network elements sending unsolicited alarms to the NMS). An application program in NMS generates
the pingcommand periodically and waits for response. Connectivity is declared broken when a pre-set
number of consecutive responses are not received. The frequency of pinging and the preset number for
failure detection may be optimized for balance between traffic overhead and the rapidity with which
failure is to be detected.
The alternative detection scheme is to use traps. For example, the generic trap messages linkDown

and egpNeighborLoss in SNMPvl can be set in the agents giving them the capability to report events to
the NMSwith the legitimate community name. One of the advantages of traps is that failure detection
is accomplished faster with less traffic overhead.

Fault Location and IsolationTechniques
Fault location using a simple approach (we will look at the complex approach using the correlation
technology in Section 11.4) would be to detect all the network components that have failed. The origin
of the problem could then be traced by walking down the topology tree where the problem starts. Thus,
if an interface card on a router has failed, all managed components connected to that interface would
indicate failure.
After having locatedwhere the fault is, the next step is to isolate the fault (i.e., determine the source

of the problem). First,we should delineate the problembetween failure of the component and the physi¬
cal link. Thus, in the above example, the interface card may be functioning well, but the link to the
interface may be down. We need to use various diagnostic tools to isolate the cause.

11.2.2
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Let us assume for the moment that the link is not the problem but that the interface card is. We then
proceed to isolate the problem to the layer that is causing it. It is possible that excessive packet loss is
causing disconnection. We can measure packet loss by pinging, if pinging can be used. We can query
the various Management Information Base (MTB) parameters on the node itself or other related nodes
to further localize the cause of the problem. For example, error rates calculated from the interface group
parameters, iflnDiscards,iflnErrors, ifOntDiscards,and ifOutErrors with respect to the input and out¬
put packet rates, could help us isolate the problem in the interface card.

The ideal solution to locating and isolating the fault is to have an artificial intelligence solution. By
observing all the symptoms, we might be able to identify the source of the problem. There are several
techniques to accomplish this, which we will address in Section 11.4.

11.3 PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
We have already addressed performance management applications directly and indirectly under the
various headings.We discussed two popular protocol analyzers, Sniffer andNetMetrix, in Chapter 9. In
Section 9.2, we used the protocol analyzer as a system tool to measure traffic monitoring on Ethernet
LANs,which is in the realm of performance management.We looked at loadmonitoring based on vari¬
ous parameters such as source and destination addresses, protocols at different layers, etc. We addressed
traffic statistics collected over a period of from hours to a year using the Multi Router Traffic Grapher
(MRTG) tool in Section 9.2.4. The statistics obtained using a protocol analyzer as a remote monitoring
(RMON) tool was detailed in the case study in Section 8.6. We noticed how we were able to obtain the
overall trend in Internet-related traffic and the type of traffic.
Performance of a network is a nebulous term, which is hard to define or quantify in terms of global

metrics. The purpose of the network is to carry information and thus performance management is really
(data) traffic management. It involves the following: data monitoring, problem isolation, performance
tuning, analysis of statistical data for recognizing trends, and resource planning.

11.3.1 Performance Metrics
The parameters that can be attributed to defining network performance on a global level are throughput,
response time, network availability, andnetwork reliability. The metrics on these are dependent on what,
when, and where the measurements are made. Real-time traffic performance metrics are latency (i.e.,
delay) andjitter, which are addressed inSection 11.3.4.

These macro-level parameters can be defined in terms of micro-level parameters. Some of the
parameters that impact network throughput are bandwidth or capacity of the transmission media, its
utilization, error rate of the channel, peak load, and average load of the traffic. These can be measured
at specific points in the network. For example, bandwidth or capacity will be different in different seg¬
ments of the network.An Ethernet LANwith a capacity of 10Mbps can function to full capacity with a
single workstation on it,but reaches full capacity with a utilization factor of 30ÿ10%when densely pop¬
ulatedwith workstations. This utilization factor can further be defined in terms of collision rate, which
is measurable. In contrast, in a WAN, the bandwidth is fully utilized except for the packet overhead.
The response time of a network not only depends on the throughput of the network, but also on the

application; in other words, it depends on both the network and system performance. Thus, in a client-
server environment, the response time as seen by the client could be slow either due to the server being
heavily used, or the network traffic being overloaded, or a combination of both. According to Feldmeir
[1997], "the application responsiveness on the network, more than any other measure, reflects whether
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Figure 11.6 Traffic Flow Measurement Network Characterization

the network is meeting the end users' expectations and requirements." He defines three types ofmetrics
to measure application responsiveness: application availability, response time between the user and the
server, and the burst frame rate, which is the rate at which the requested data arrive at the user station.
IETFNetwork Working Group has developed several Request for Comments (RFCs) on traffic flow

measurement. RFC 2063 defines the architecture for the measurement and reporting of network traffic
flows. The network is characterized as traffic passing through four representative levels, as shown in
Figure 11.6. Backbone networks are those that are typically connected to other networks, and do not
have individual hosts connected to them. A regional network is similar to a backbone, but smaller. Itmay
have individual hosts connected to it. Regional hosts are subscribers to a backbone network. Stub/en¬
terprise networks connect hosts and LANs and are subscribers to regional and backbone networks. End
systems or hosts are subscribers to all of the above.

The architecture defines three entities for traffic flow measurements: meters, meter readers, and
managers. Meters observe network traffic flows and buildup a table of flow data records for them. Me¬
ter readers collect traffic flow data from meters. Managers oversee the operation of meters and meter
readers. RFC 2064 defines the MIB for the meter. RFC 2123 describes NeTraMet, an implementation
of flow meter based on RFC 2063 and RFC 2064.

11.3.2 Data Monitoring
Data monitoring in the network for abnormal performance behavior, such as high collision rate in
Ethernet LAN, excessive packet drop due to overload, etc., are detected by traps generated by agents
andRMON.Performance-related issues are detectedprimarilyusingtrap messages generatedbyRMON
probes. Thresholds are set for important SNMP parameters in the RMON, which then generate alarms
when the pre-set thresholds are crossed. For example, the parameters in the alarm group and the event
group in RMONMIB [RFC 1757] may be set for the object identifier to be monitored. The time interval
over which the data are to be collected for calculation and the rising and falling thresholds are specified.
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In addition, the community names are set for who would receive the alarm. Although we classify
such alarms under performance category, they could also be defined under fault category as is done in
Section 9.4.6.
NMSs generally report all events selected for display including alarms. Alarms are set for criticality

and the iconchanges color basedon the criticality. Dependingon the implementation, the alarm is either
automatically cleared when the alarm condition clears or is manually cleared by an operator. The latter
case is useful for alerting the operations personnel as to what happened.

11.3.3 Problem Isolation
Problem isolation for performance-related issues depends on the type of problem.As we have indicated
before, a high percentage of packet loss will cause loss of connectivity, which could be intermittent.
In this situation, monitoring the packet loss over an extended period will isolate the problem. Another
example is the performanceproblemassociatedwith large delay. This may beattributable to an excessive
drop of packets. We can identify the source of the packet delay from a route-tracingprocedure and then
probe for the packet discards at that node. Refer to [Rose and McCloghrie, 1995] for a detailed analysis
of the perfonnance degradation cases in various components andmedia.
As in fault management, problems could occur at multiple locations simultaneously. These could

be reported to the central management system as multiple independent events although they may be
correlated. For example, an excessive drop in packets in one of the links may switch the traffic to an
alternate route. This could cause an overload in that link, which will be reported as an alarm. A more
sophisticated approach using the correlation technology is again required here, which we will discuss
in Section 11.4.

11.3.4 Performance Statistics
Performance statistics are used in tuning a network, validating of SLA, which will be covered in
Section 11.9, analyzing use trends, planning facilities, and functional accounting. Data are gathered
by means of an RMON probe and RMON MIB for statistics. Statistics, to be accurate, require large
amounts of data sampling, which create overhead traffic on the network and thus impact its perfor¬
mance. One of the enormous benefits of using RMON probe for collecting statistics is that it can be
done locally without degrading the overall performance of the network. An RMONMIB contains the
history and statistics groups (see Section 8.4) for various media and can be usedefficiently to collect the
relevant data and store them for current or future analysis.

One application of the results obtained from perfonnance statistics is to tune the network for better
performance. For example, two segments of the network may be connected by a gateway and excessive
intersegment traffic could produce excessive perfonnance delay. Error statistics on dropped packets on
the gateway interfaces would manifest this problem. The solution to resolve this problem is to increase
the bandwidth of the gateway by either increasing its capacity or by adding a second gateway between
the segments. Of course, adding the extra gateway could cause configuration-related problems and
hence reconfiguration of traffic may be needed.

Various error statistics at different layers are gathered to measure the quality of service and to do
performance improvement, if needed. Some of the other performance parameters that can be tuned
by monitoring network statistics are bandwidth of links, utilization of links, and controlling peak-
to-average ratio of inherently bursty data traffic. In addition, traffic utilization can be improved by
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redistributing the loadduring the day, with essential traffic occupying the busy hours and non-essential
traffic the slack hours, with the latter being store and forward.
An important performance criterion in real-time traffic in broadband service is the latency or delay

caused by dispersion in large bandwidth signal. This affects the quality of service due to performance
degradation.
Another important statistic, especially in real-time broadband services, is the variation in network

delay, otherwise known as jitter. This impacts the quality of service (QoS) guaranteed to the customer
by the SLA. For example, in a cable modem, a managed object docsQoSServiceClassMaxJitter (see the
DOCSIS Quality of Service MIB in Table 13.3) is used to monitor the jitter.
Another performance application is validation of SLA between the service user and the service pro¬

vider. The SLA may require limiting input to the service provider network. Ifthe packet rate is tending
toward the threshold ofSLA, one may have to control the bandwidth of the access to the service provider
network. This can be achieved by implementing application interfaces that use algorithms such as the
leaky bucket or the token bucket [Tanenbaum, 1996], The leaky bucket algorithm limits the maximum
output data rate, and the token bucket algorithm controls its average value. Combining the two, we can
tune the peak-to-average ratio of the output. Some ATM switches have such interfaces built into them,
which are easily tunable. This would be desirable if a service provider's pricing is based on peak data
rate usage instead of average rate.

Performance statistics are also used to project traffic use trends on traffic use and to plan future
resource requirements. Statistical data on traffic are collectedand periodic reports are generated to study
use trends and project needs. Thus, trend analysis is helpful for future resource planning.

Statistics can be gathered, as we saw in Section 9.2, on the network load createdby various users and
applications. These can be used to do functional accounting so that the cost of operation of a network
can be charged to the users of the network or at least be justified.

EVENT CORRELATION TECHNIQUES
We have illustrated some simple methods to diagnose and isolate the source of a problem in fault and
performance management. When a centralizedNMS receives a trap or a notification, it is called receiv¬
ing an event. A single problem source may cause multiple symptoms, and each symptom detected is
reported as an independent event to the management system. Obviously, we do not want to treat each
event independently and act to resolve it. Thus, it is important that the management system correlates
all these events and isolates the root cause of the problem. The techniques used for accomplishing this
are called event correlation techniques.

There are several correlation techniques used to isolate and localize fault innetworks.All are basedon
(1) detecting and fdtering of events, (2) correlating observed events to isolate and localize the fault
either topologically or functionally, and (3) identifying the cause of the problem. Inall three cases, there
is intelligence or reasoning behind the methods. The reasoningmethods distinguish one technique from
another.

We will discuss six approaches to correlation techniques. They are (1) rule-based reasoning,
(2) model-based reasoning, (3) case-based reasoning, (4) codebook, (5) state transition graphmodel, and
(6) finite state machine model. See Lewis [1999] for a detailed comparison of the various methods.

11.4
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Rule-Based Reasoning
Rule-based reasoning (RBR) is the earliest form of correlation technique. It is also known bymany other
names such as rule-based expert system, expert system, production system, and blackboard system. It
has a knowledge base, working memory, and an inference engine, as shown in Figure 11.7 [Cronk
et al., 1988; Lewis, 1994], The three levels representing the three components are the knowledge lev¬
el, the data level, and the control level, respectively. Cronk et al. are also a good source for review
of network applications of RBR. The knowledge base contains expert knowledge as to (1) defini¬
tion of a problem in the network and (2) action that needs to be taken if a par-ticular condition oc¬
curs. The knowledge base information is rule-based in the form of if-then or condition-action,
containing rules that indicate which operations are to be performed when. The working memory
contains—as working memory elements—the topological and state information of the network be¬
ing monitored. When the network goes into a faulty state, it is recognized by the working memory.
The inference engine, in cooperation with the knowledge base, compares the current state with the left
side of the rule-base and finds the closest match to output the right side of the rule. The knowledge base
then executes an action on the working memory element.
In Figure 11.7, the rule-based paradigm is interactive between the three components and is iterative.

There are several strategies for the rule-basedparadigm.A specific strategy is implemented in the infer¬
ence engine. Choosing a specific rule, an action is performed on the working memory element, which
could then initiate another event. This process continues until the correct state is achieved in the working
memory.

11.4.1
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Figure 11.7 Basic Rule-Based Reasoning Paradigm
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Rules are made up in the knowledge base from the expertise of the experts in the field. The rule is an
exact match and the action is very specific. If the antecedent in the rule does not match, the paradigm
breaks and it is called "brittle." However, it can be fixed by adding more rules, which would increase
the database size and degrade the performance, referred to as knowledge acquisition bottleneck. There
is an exponential growth in size as the number ofworking memory elements grows.
Inaddition, the action is specific, which could cause unwantedbehavior. For example, we can define

the alarm condition for packet loss as follows:
If packet loss < 10% alarm green
If packet loss => 10% < 15% alarm yellow
If packet loss => 15% alarm red

The left side conditions are the working memory elements, which if detected would execute the ap¬
propriate rule defined in the rule-base. As we can see, this could cause the alarm condition to flip back
and forth in boundary cases. An application of fuzzy logic is used to remedy this problem [Lewis, 1994],
but it is harder to implement.
The RBR is used in Hewlett-Packard OpenView Element Management Framework [Hajela, 1996],

Figure 1 1.8 is an adaptation of the scenario from [Hajela, 1996] to illustrate an implementationofRBR.
It shows a four-layer network. Backbone Router A links to Router B. Hub C, connected to Router B,
has four servers, D1 through D4, in its LAN. Without a correlation engine, failure in the interface of
Router A will generate an alarm. This fault then propagates to Router B, Hub C, and finally to Servers
D1 through D4. It is important to realize that there is a time delay involved in the generation of alarms.
In general, propagation of faults and time delay associated with them need to be recognized as such in
fault management.
Four correlation rules are specified in Figure 1 1.9. Rule 0 has no condition associated with it. Rules

1-3 are conditional rules. Inorder to allow for the propagation time, a correlationwindow of20 seconds
is set.
The inference engine at the control level interprets the above rules and takes the actions shown in

Figure 11.10.
In the above example, it can be observed that only alarm A is sent and others are ignored as long

as they arrive within the correlation window. The alarms could even be generated out of sequence.

Alarm A

Alarm B

Alarm C

Alarms Dx

Backbone
Router A

Router B

Server D1 Server D2 Server D3 Server D4

Hub C

Figure 11.8 RBR-Based Correlation Example Scenario
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Rule 0: Alarm A : Send root cause Alarm A
Rule 1 Alarm B If Alarm A present Related to A and ignore
Rule 2 Alarm C If Alarm B present Related to B and ignore
Rule 3 Alarm Dx if Alarm C present Related to C and ignore

Correlation window: 20 seconds.v_/

Figure 11.9 Rules Specifications for the Example in Figure 11.8

r \
Correlation window = 20 seconds

Arrival of Alarm A |Alarm A sent
Arrival of Alarm B |

(Correlated by Rule 1)
Arrival of Alarm C |

(Correlated by Rule 2)
Arrival of Alarms Dx |

(Correlated by Rule 3)
End of correlation window |

v_y

Figure 11.10 Control Actions for the RBR Example of Figure 11.8

However, because of the specification of correlation window size, the inference engine waits before
sending alarms B,C, and Dx.

Several commercial systems have been built using RBR. Some examples are Computer Associates
TNG and Tivoli TME.

Model-Based Reasoning
An event correlator based on model-based reasoning is built on an object-oriented model associated
with each managed object. A model is a representation of the component it models. The model, in the
traditional object-oriented representation, has attributes, relations to other models, and behaviors. The
relationship between objects is reflected in a similar relationship betweenmodels.
Let us picture a network of hubs that are connected to a router, as shown in the left half of

Figure 11.11. The right half shows the corresponding model in the event correlator in the NMS. The
NMS pings every hub and the router (really a router interface to the backbone network) periodically to
check whether each component is working. We can associate communication between the NMS and a
managed component as between a model (software object) in the NMS/correlator and its counterpart of
managed object. Thus, in our example, the model of each hub periodically pings its hub and the model
of the router pings the router. As long as all the components are working, no additional operation is
needed.
IfHub1 fails, it is recognized by the HI model. Let us assume that the HI model is programmed to

wait for lack of response in three consecutive pings. After three pings with no response, the HI model
suspects a failure ofHubl.However,before it declares a failure and displays an alarm, it analyses its re¬
lation to other models and recognizes that it should query the router model. Ifthe router model responds
that the router is working, only then the Hubl alarm is triggered. If the router model responds that it

11.4.2
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Figure 11.11 Model-Based Reasoning Event Correlator

is not receiving a response from the router, then the Hubl model deduces that the problem is with the
router and not Hubl .At least, it cannot definitively determine a Hubl failure as long as it cannot com¬
municate with Hubl because of the router failure.

The above example is modeled after [Lewis, 1999], who presents an interesting scenario of a class¬
roomwith teacher. Outside the classroom is a computer network with a router and workstations. Each
student is a model (software mirror) of the workstation. The teacher is a model of the router. Each
student communicates with his or her real-world counterpart, which is the workstation outside the class¬
room. The teacher communicates with the router. Ifa student fails to communicate with his or her work¬
station, he or she queries the teacher as to whether the teacher could communicate with the teacher's
router. Depending on the yes or no answer of the teacher, the student declares a "fail" (yes) or "no-fail"
(no) condition, respectively. Model-based reasoning is implemented in Cabletron Spectrum.

Case-Based Reasoning
Case-based reasoning(CBR) overcomesmany ofthe deficiencies ofRBR. InRBR,the unit ofknowledge
is a rule; whereas in CBR, the unit of knowledge is a case [Lewis, 1995]. The intuition of CBR is that
situations repeat themselves in the real world; and that what was done in one situation is applicable to
others in a similar, but not necessarily identical, situation. Thus, when we try to resolve a trouble, we
start with the case that we have experiencedbefore [Kolodner, 1997;Lewis, 1995]. Kolodner treats CBR
from an information management viewpoint, and Lewis applies it specifically to network management.
The general CBR architecture is shown in Figure 11.12 [Lewis, 1995]. It consists of four modules:

input, retrieve, adapt, and process, along with a case library. The CBR approach uses the knowledge
gained before and extends it to the current situation. The former episodes are stored in a case library. If
the current situation, as receivedby the input module, matches one that is present in the case library (as
compared by the retrievemodule), it is applied. If it does not, the closest situation is chosen by the adapt
module, and adapted to the current episode to resolve the problem. The process module takes the appro¬
priate action(s). Once the problem is resolved, the newly adapted case is added to the case library.

11.4.3
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Figure 11.12 General CBR Architecture

Lewis also describes the application of CBR in a trouble-tracking system, CRITTER [Lewis, 1996],
The CRITTER application has evolved into a CBR application for network management named Spec-
troRx built by Cabletron. When a trouble ticket is created on a network problem, it is compared to
similar cases in the case library containing previous trouble tickets with resolutions. The current trouble
is resolved by adapting the previous case in one of three ways: (1) parameterized adaptation, (2) ab-
straction/respecialization adaptation, and (3) critic-based adaptation. The resolved trouble ticket is then
added to the case library. We will use the examples given in the reference to illustrate the three adapta¬
tion methods.

ParameterizedAdaptation. Parameterized adaptation is used when a similar case exists in the case
library,but the parametersmay haveto bescaledto resolve the current situation.Consider the current trou¬
blewith file_transfer_throughput,whichmatches the followingtrouble ticket inthe case library,shown in
Figure 11.13.
Inthe parameterizedadaptation of the trouble ticket shown inFigure 11.14,variable F has beenmodi¬

fied to F' and the relationship between network load adjustment variable A' and F' remain the same as
betweenA and F. In the default situation, where there is an exact match, F' andA' are F andA.

Abstraction/RespecializationAdaptation. Figure 11.15 shows three trouble tickets. The first two
are two cases from the case library that matched the current problem we have been discussing. The first
option adjusts the network load, and the second option adjusts the bandwidth of the network. The user or
the system has the option of adapting either of the two basedon restrictions to be placedon adjusting the
workload or adjusting the bandwidth. Let us choose the option ofnot restricting the network load,which
implies that we have to increase the bandwidth. We can add this as additional data to the trouble ticket
that chooses the bandwidth option and create a new trouble ticket, which is shown as the third trouble
ticket in Figure 11.15. This is now added to the case library.
This CBR adaptation is referred to as abstraction/respecialization adaptation. Choosing to adjust

bandwidth and not load is a policy decision, which we will discuss in Section 11.8.

Critic-BasedAdaptation. The third adaptation, critic-based adaptation, is one where a critic or a craft

/ \
Trouble: file_transfer_throughput=F
Additional data: none
Resolution: A=f(F), adjust_network_load=A
Resolution status: good

V_)
Figure 11.13 Matching Trouble Ticket for the CBR Example
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/• \
Trouble: file_transfer_throughput=F'
Additional data: none
Resolution: A'=f(F'), adjust_network_load=A'
Resolution status: good

V_J
Figure 11.14 ParameterizedAdaptation for the CBR Example

c \

Trouble: file_transfer_throughput=F
Additional data: none
Resolution: A=f(F), adjust_network_load=A
Resolution status: good

Trouble: file_transfer_throughput=F
Additional data: none
Resolution: B=g(F), adjust_network_bandwidth=B
Resolution status: good

Trouble: file_transfer_throughput=F
Additional data: adjust_network_load=no
Resolution: B=g(F), adjust_network_bandwidth=B
Resolution status: good

V

Figure 11.15 Abstraction/Respecialization Adaptation for the CBR Example

C \
Trouble: file_transfer_throughput=F
Additional data: network_load=N
Resolution: A=f(F,N), adjust_network_load=A
Resolution status: good

V_/

Figure 11.16 Critic-Based Adaptation for the CBR Example

person decides to add, remove, reorder, or replace an existing solution. Figure 11.16 shows an example
where the networkjoad has been added as an additional parameter in adjusting the network load, and
resolutionA is a function of two variables, F andN.This is added as a new case to the case library.

CBR-Based CRITTER. The architecture of CRITTER is shown in Figure 11.17 [Lewis, 1996], It is
integrated with the NMS, Spectrum. The core modules of CRITTER are the four basic modules of the
CBR system shown in Figure 11.12: input, retrieve, adapt, and process. There is a fifth additional mod¬
ule, propose, which displays potential solutions found by the reasoning module and allows the user to
inspect and manually adapt these solutions.
The inputmodule receives its input from the fault detectionmoduleofSpectrum. The processmodule

updates the ticket library with the new experience. The retrieve module uses determinators to retrieve
a group of tickets from the library that arc similar to an outstanding ticket. The initial set of determina¬
tion rules is based on expertise knowledge and is built into the determinators module. The application
technique is the strategy used by the adapt module. User-based adaptation is the interface module for
the user to propose critic-based adaptation.
Comparing RBR and CBR [Kolodncr, 1997] distinguishes the differences between RBR and CBR.

InRBR, the retrieval is done on exact match, whereas inCBR the match is done on a partial basis. RBR
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Figure 11.17 CRITTER Architecture

is applied to an iterative cycle of microevents. CBR is applied as a total solution to the trouble and then
adapted to the situation on hand.

11.4.4 Codebook Correlation Model
Algorithms have been developed to correlate events that are generated in networks based on modeling
of the network and the behavior of network components. Because they are based on algorithms, claims
are made that they do not require expert knowledge to associate the events with problems.Although this
is true, we still need expert knowledge in selecting the right kinds of input that are to be fed to the cor¬
relator to develop an efficient system.
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Figure 11.18 Generic Architecture of an Event Correlation System

Figure 11.18 [Kliger et al., 1995] shows the architecture of a model-based event correlation sys¬
tem. We should caution that the "model-based event correlation" should not be confused with the term
"model-based reasoning approach" that we discussed in Section 11.4.2. As the heading states, we will
refer to this as codebook correlation.
Monitors capture alarm events and input them to the correlator. The configurationmodel contains the

configuration of the network. The event model represents the various events and their causal relation¬
ships (wewill soon define the causality relationship). The correlator correlates the alarm events with the
event model and determines the common problems that caused the alarm event.

One of the correlation algorithms based on generic modeling is a coding approach to event cor¬
relation [Kliger et al., 1995], In this approach, problem events are viewed as messages generated by a
system and "encoded" in sets of alarms that they cause. The function of the correlator is to "decode"
those problem messages to identify the problems. Thus, the coding technique comprises two phases. In
the first phase, called the codebook selection phase, problems to be monitored are identified and the
symptoms or alarms that each of them generates are associated with the problem. (As we stated at the
beginning of this approach, this is where expert knowledge is needed.) This produces a problem-symp¬
tom matrix. In the second phase, the correlator compares the stream of alarm events with the codebook
and identifies the problem.
Inorder to generate the codebook matrix ofproblem-symptom, let us first consider a causality graph,

which represents symptom events caused by other events. An example of such a causality graph is
shown in Figure 11.19. Each node in the graph represents an event. Nodes are connected by directed
edges, with edges starting at a causing event and terminating at a resulting event. For example, event El
causes events E4 and E5.Notice that events El,E2,and E3 have the directed edges only going out from
them and none coming into them. We can identify these nodes as problem nodes and the rest as symp¬
tom nodes, as they all have at least one directed edge pointing inward. With problems labeled as Ps and
symptoms as Ss, the newly labeled causality graph of Figure 11.19 is shown in Figure 1 1.20. There are
three problem nodes, PI, P2, and P3, and four symptom nodes SI, S2, S3, and S4. We have eliminated

E4 E5 E6 E7

E2 E3

Figure 11.19 Causality Graph
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S3

P3

S4S2

P2

Figure 11.20 Labeled Causality Graph for Figure 11.19

those directed arrows where one symptom causes another symptom, as it does not add any additional
information to the overall causality graph.

We can now generate a codebook ofproblem-symptommatrix for the causality graph ofFigure 11.20
(wewill drop the qualifier "labeled" from now on). This is shown inFigure 11.21 with three columns as
problems and four rows as symptoms.
In general, the number of symptoms will exceed the number of problems and hence, the codebook

can be reduced to a minimal set of symptoms needed to uniquely identify the problems. It is easy to
show that two rows are adequate to uniquely identify the three problems in the codebook shown in
Figure 11.21.We will keep row SI and try to eliminate subsequent rows, one at a time. At each step, we
want to make sure that the remaining codebook distinguishes between the problems. You can prove to
yourself that eliminating rows S2 and S3 does not preserve the uniqueness, whereas eliminating either
S2 and S4 does. The reduced codebook, called the correlation matrix, is shown in Figure 11.22.
Drawing the causality graph based on the correlation matrix of Figure 11.20, we derive the correla¬

tion graph shown in Figure 11.23,which is called the correlation graph.
We will apply the above knowledge to a more general situation of the causality graph shown in

Figure 11.24 [Kliger et al., 1995]. Figure 11.24(a) depicts the causality graph of 11 events. Figure
11.24(b) shows the equivalent problem-symptom causality graph. Nodes 1,2, and 1 1 show only outgo¬
ingdirected arrows and are hence identified as problems and the rest of the nodes as symptoms.

Wewillnowreducethecausalitygraphtoacorrelationgraph.Symptoms3,4,and5 formacycleofcausal
equivalence and canbe replacedby a single symptom, 3. Symptoms 7 and 10 are caused, respectively,by

P1 P2 P3
S1 1 1 0
S2 1 1 1
S3 0 1 1
S4 0 0 1

Figure 11.21 Codebook for Figure 11.20

P1 P2 P3
S1 1 1 0
S3 0 1 1

Figure 11.22 Correlation Matrix for Figure 11.20
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S3

P2 P3

Figure 11.23 Correlation Graph for Figure 11.20

(a) Event Causality Graph

S S

P P

(b) Problem-Symptom Causality Graph

Figure 11.24 Generalized Causality Graph
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Figure 11.25 Correlation Graph for Figure 11.24

P1 P2 P11
S3 1 1 1
S6 0 1 0
S9 1 0 1

Figure 11.26 Correlation Matrix for Figure 11.24

symptoms 3 and 5 and hence can be ignored. Likewise,symptom 8 canbe eliminatedas it is an intermedi¬
ate symptomnodebetweenproblemnode 1 andsymptomnode9,which is also directly relatedto problem
node 11.We thus arrive at the correlationgraph shown inFigure 11.25and the correlationmatrix shown in
Figure 11.26. Notice that in the particular example the model is unable to distinguish between problems
1 and 11 as they produce identical symptoms in the correlation graph based on the event model.
Further refinements can be made in the codebook approach to event correlation in terms of tolerance

to spurious noises and probability relationship in the causality graph. We have derived the correlation
matrix to be the minimal causal matrix. Thus, each column in the code matrix is differentiated from
other columns by at least one bit (i.e., value inone cell). Fromcoding theory, this corresponds to a Ham¬
ming distance of one. Any spurious noise in the event detection could change one of the bits and thus a
codewordwould identify a pair ofproblems. This couldbe avoided by increasing the Hammingdistance
to two or more,which would increase the number of symptoms in the correlationmatrix.Also, the rela¬
tionship between a problem and symptoms could be defined in terms of probability of occurrence, and
the correlation matrix would be a probabilistic matrix.
The codebook correlation technique has been implemented in InCharge system developed by System

Management ARTS (SMARTS) [Yemini et al., 1996],

State Transition Graph Model
A state transition graph model is used by Seagate's NerveCenter correlation system. This could be used
as a stand-alone system or integratedwith an NMS,which HPOpenView and some other vendors have
done.
A simple state diagramwith two states for a ping/response process is shown inFigure 11.27.The two

states arepingnode and receive response.When an NMS sends a ping, it transitions from thepingnode
state to the receive response state. When it receives a response, it transitions back to thepingnode state.
As you know by now, this method is how the health of all the components is monitored by the NMS.

11.4.5
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It is best to illustrate with an example of how a state transition diagram could be used to correlate
events in the network. Let us choose the same example as in model-based reasoning, Figure 1 1.11.An
NMS is pinging the hubs that are accessed via a router. Let us follow through the scenario of the NMS
pinginga hub.When the hub isworking and the connectivity to the NMS is good, a response is received
for each ping sent, say every minute, by the NMS. This is represented by the top two states, ping hub
and receive response, on the left side of Figure 11.28. Let us now consider the situation when a response
for a ping is not received before the next ping is ready to be sent. NMS typically expects a response in
300 milliseconds (we are not pinging some obscure host in a foreign country!). An action is taken by
the NMS and the state transitions from receive response to pingedtwice (referred to as groundstate by
NerveCenter). It is possible that a response is received for the second ping and in that situation the state
transitions back to the normalpinghub state.
However, if there is no response for the second ping,NMS pings a third time. The state transition is

nowpingedthree times. The response for this pingwill cause a transition to thepinghub state. However,
let us consider the situation of no-response for the third ping. Let us assume that the NMS is configured
to ping three times before it declares that there is a communication failure between it and the hub.With¬
out any correlation, an alarm will be triggered and the icon representing the hub would turn red.
However, the hubmay actually beworking and the workstations on itmay all be communicatingwith

each other. From the topology database, the correlator in theNMS is aware that the path to the hub is via
the router. Hence, on failure of the third ping, an action is taken and the system transitions to the ping
router state. The router is pinged and the system transitions to the receive responsefrom router state.

There are two possible outcomes now.The connectivity to the router is lost andno response is received
from the router. The system takes no action, which is indicated by the closed loop in the ping router
state. (How does the router icon turn red in this case?)
The second possibility is that a response is received from the router. This means that the connection

to the hub is lost. Now, the correlator in the NMS triggers an alarm that turns the hub icon red.
We notice that in the scenario of a router connectivity failure, only the router icon turns red and none

of the hubs connected to it turn red, thus identifying the root cause of the problem.

Response Ping

Receive Response

Figure 11.27 State Transition Diagram for Ping/Response

11.4.6 Finite State Machine Model
Another model-based fault detection scheme uses the communicating finite state machine [Miller,
1998],The main claim of this process is that it is a passive testing system. It is assumed that an observer
agent is present in each node and reports abnormality to a central point. We can visualize the node ob-
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Receive Response
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No Response

Request
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from RouterPing Router
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Response Received
from Router

1Action: Send Alarm

Figure 11.28 State Transition Graph Example

server as a Web agent and the central point as the Web server. An application on the server correlates
the events. A failure in a node or a link is indicated by the state machine associatedwith the component
entering an illegal state.
A simple communicating finite state machine for a client-server system is shown inFigure 11.29. It

presents communication between a client and server via a communication channel. For simplicity, both
the client and the server are assumed to have two states each. The client, which is in send request state,
sends a request message to the server, and transitions to receive the response state. The server is cur¬
rently in the receive request state. The server receives the request and transitions to the send response
state. After processing the request, it sends the response and transitions back to the receive request state.
The client then receives the response from the server and transitions to the send request state.
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Figure 11.29 Communicating Finite State Machine

Ifeither the client or the server enters an illegal state during the transitions, the system has encoun¬
tered a fault. For example, after sending a response, if the server does not transition to receive a request
state, it is in a failed state. A message is sent to a central location under a fault condition either by the
component itself or by the one communicating with the failed component. This is a passive detection
scheme similar to the trap mechanism.

We can observe a similarity between the finite state machine model and the state transition graph
model with regard to state transitions. However, the main difference is that the former is a passive sys¬
tem and the latter is an active one.

SECURITY MANAGEMENT
Security management is both a technical and an administrative issue in information management. It
involves securing access to the network and information flowing in the network, access to data stored
in the network, and manipulating the data that are stored and flowing across the network. The scope of
network and access to it not only covers enterprise intranet network, but also the Internet that it is con¬
nected to.
Another area of great concern in secure communication is communication with mobile stations.

There was an embarrassing case of a voice conversation from the car-phone of a politician being inter¬
cepted by a third party traveling in an automobile. Of course, this was an analog signal. However, this
could also happen in the case of a mobile digital station such as a hand-held stock trading device. An
intruder could intercept messages and alter trade transactions either to benefit by it or to hurt the person
sending or receiving them.
InChapter 7 we covered several of the security issues associated with SNMPmanagement as part of

SNMPv3 specifications and discussedpossible security threats. Four types of security threats to network
management were identified: modification of information, masquerade, message stream modification,
and disclosure. They are applicable to security in the implementation of security subsystems in the agent
(authoritative engine) and in the manager (non-authoritative engine). The SNMPv3 security subsystem

11.5
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is the User-Based Security Model (USM). It has two modules—an authentication module and a privacy
module. The former addresses data integrity and data origin; the latter is concerned with data confiden¬
tiality, message timeliness, and limited message protection. The basic concepts discussed in Chapter 7
are part of generalized security management in data communications.

Security management goes beyond the realm of SNMPmanagement. In this section, we will address
policies and procedures, resources to prevent security breaches, and network protection from software
attacks. Policiesandproceduresshouldcover preventivemeasures,steps tobe taken duringthe occurrence
of a security breach, and post-incident measures. Because the Internet is so pervasive and everybody's
network is part of it, all government and private organizations in the world are concerned with security
and privacy of information traversing it.
In this introductory textbook, we will not be going into the depth of security management that it

deserves. For additional information, you are advised to pursue the innumerable references available on
the subject [Cooper et ai, 1995; Kaufman et ai, 1995; Leinwand and Conroy, 1996; RFC 2196; Wack
and Carnahan, 1994],

11.5.1 Policies and Procedures
The IETF workgroup that generated RFC 2196 defines a security policy as "a formal statement of the
rules bywhich peoplewho are given access to an organization's technology and informationassets must
abide." Corporate policy should address both access and security breaches. Access policy is concerned
with who has access to what information and from what source. SNMP management addressed this
in terms of a community access policy for network management information. An example of access
policy in an enterprise network could be that all employees have full access to the network. Flowever,
not everyone should have access to all corporate information, and thus accounts are established for
appropriate employees to have access to appropriate hosts andapplications inthose hosts. These policies
should be written so that all employees are fully aware of them.
Flowever, illegal entry into systems andaccessingofnetworksmust be protectedagainst. The policies

and procedures for site security management on the Internet are dealt with in detail elsewhere [RFC
2196;NIST, 1994], TheNationalComputer Security Center (NCSC) has publishedwhat is knownas the
Orange Book, which defines a rating scheme for computers. It is based on the security design features
of the computer. The issues for corporate site security using the intranet are the same as for the Internet
and are applicable to them equally. It is a framework for setting security policies and procedures.
The basic guide to setting up policies and procedures is:

1. Identify what you are trying to protect
2. Determine what you are trying to protect it from
3. Determine how likely the threats are
4. Implement measures, which will protect your assets in a cost-effective manner
5. Review the process continuously and make improvements to each item if a weakness is found

Theassets that needtobeprotectedshouldbelistedincludinghardware,software, data, documentation,
supplies, andpeoplewho haveresponsibility for allofthe above.The classic threats are fromunauthorized
access to resources and/or information, unintended and/or unauthorized disclosure of information, and
denial of service. Denial of service is a serious attack on the network. The network is brought to a state
in which it can no longer carry legitimate users' data. This is done either by attacking the routers or by
flooding the network with extraneous traffic.
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Client B
Router Network B

Figure 11.30 Secure Communication Network

Resources to Prevent Security Breaches
We addressed the policies and procedures in the last section. In this section, we will discuss various
security breaches that are attempted to access data and systems, and the resources available to protect
them.
Figure 11.30 shows a secure communication network, which is actually a misnomer. There is no

fully secure system in the real world; there are only systems which are hard and time-consuming to
break into, as we shall describe. Figure 11.30 shows two networks communicating with each other via
a WAN, which has just one router. Server A and Client A shown inNetwork A are communicating with
each other; and Client B inNetwork B is also communicating (or trying to communicate) with Server
A inNetworkA.
Let us look at the security breach points in this scenario. Hosts inNetwork Bmay not have the privi¬

lege to access NetworkA. The firewall gateway shown inFigure 11.30 is used to screen traffic going in
and out of secure Network A. Even ifNetwork B has access permission to Network A, some intruder,
for example one who has access to the router in the path,may intercept the message. The contents of the
message, as well as source and destination identifications, can be monitored and manipulated, which
are security breaches.
Security breaches can occur in the Internet and intranet environment in numerous ways. Inmost cor¬

porate environments, security is limited to user identification and password. Even the password is not
changed often enough. This is the extent of authentication. Authorization is limited to the establishment
of accounts, i.e.,who can log into an application on a host. Besides normal activities of breach,we have
to protect against special situations, such as when a disgruntled employee could embed virus programs
in company programs and products.

11.5.2

11.5.3 Firewalls
The main purpose of a firewall is to protect a network from external attacks. It monitors and controls
traffic into and out of a secure network. It can be implemented in a router, or a gateway, or a special
host. A firewall is normally located at the gateway to a network, but it may also be implemented at host
access points.

There are numerous benefits in implementing a firewall to a network. It reduces the risk of access to
hosts from an external network by filtering insecure services. It can provide controlled access to the net¬
work in that only specified hosts or network segments could access some hosts. Since security protec¬
tion from external threats is centralized and transparent, it reduces the annoyance to internal users while
controlling the external users. A firewall could also be used to protect the privacy of a corporation. For

Client A

Server A

Secured
iNetwork A

Firewall
Gateway
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example, services such as the utility finger, which provides information about employees to outsiders,
can be prevented from accessing the network.
When the security policy of a company is implemented in a firewall, it is a concatenation of a higher-

level access service policy, where a total service is filtered out. For example, the dial-in service can be
totally denied at the service policy level, and the firewall can filter out selected services, such as the
utility finger,which is used to obtain information on personnel.
Firewallsuse packet filtering or application-level gateways as the two primary techniques of control¬

lingundesired traffic.

Packet Filters. Packet filtering is the ability to filter packets based on protocol-specific criteria. It is
done at the OSI data link, network, and transport layers. Packet filters are implemented in some com¬
mercial routers, called screening routers or packet-filtering routers. We will use the generic term of
packet-filtering routers here. Although routers do not look at the transport layers, some vendors have
implemented this additional feature to sell them as firewall routers. The filtering is done on the follow¬
ingparameters: source IPaddress, destination IPaddress, source TCP/UDPport, anddestination TCP/IP
port. The filtering is implemented in each port of the router and can be programmed independently.
Packet-filtering routers can either drop packets or redirect them to specific hosts for further screen¬

ing, as shown in Figure 11.31. Some of the packets never reach the local network as they are trashed.
For example, all packets from network segment a.b.c.O are programmed to be rejected, as well as File
Transfer Protocol (FTP) packets from d.e.f.0:21 (note that Port 21 is a standard FTP port). The SMTP
(email) and FTP packets are redirected to their respective gateways for further screening. It may be ob¬
served from the figure that the firewall is asymmetric. All incoming SMTP and FTP packets are parsed
to check whether they should be droppedor forwarded. However,outgoing SMTPandFTPpackets have
already been screened by the gateways and do not have to be checked by the packet-filtering router.
A packet-filtering firewall works well when the rules to be implemented are simple. However, the

more rules we introduce, the more difficult it is to implement. The rules have to be implemented in the
right order or they may produce adverse effects. Testing and debugging are also difficult inpacket filter¬
ing [Chapman, 1992],

Application-Level Gateway. An application-level gateway is used to overcome some of the prob¬
lems identified in packet filtering. Figure 11.32 shows the application gateway architecture. Firewalls
F1 and F2will only forward if data are to or from the application gateway. Thus, the secured LAN is a
gateway LAN.The application gateway behaves differently for each application, and filtering is handled
by the proxy services in the application gateway. For example, for FTP service, the file is stored first in
the application gateway and then forwarded. For TELNET service, the application gateway verifies the

Internet
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SMTP and FTP

Trash

SMTP Gateway

FTP Gateway Packet-Filtering
Router

Secured Network

Figure 11.31 Packet-Filtering Router
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Figure 11.32 Application-Level Gateway

authentication of the foreign host, the legitimacy to communicate with the local host, and then makes
the connection between the gateway and the local host. It keeps a logof all transactions.
Firewalls protect a secure site by checking addresses (such as IPaddress), transport parameters (such

as FTP, NNTP), and applications. However, how do we protect access from an external source based
on the user, who is using a false identification? Moreover, how do we protect against an intruder ma¬
nipulating the data while they are traversing the network between the source and the destination? These
concerns are addressed by secure communication.

Cryptography
For secure communication, we need to ensure integrity protection and authentication validation. In¬
tegrity protection makes sure that the information has not been tampered with as it traverses between
the source and the destination. Authentication validation validates the originator identification. In
other words, when Ian receives a message that identifies it coming from Rita, is it really Rita who
sent the message? These two important aspects address the four security threats—modification of in¬
formation, masquerade, message stream modification, and disclosure—mentioned at the beginning of
Section 11.5. Besides the actual message, control and protocol handshakes need to be secure.
There arc hardware solutions to authentication. However, it is not a complete solution, since the

information could be intercepted and tampered with as it traverses from the source to the destination,
including the user identification and password.
The technology that is best suited to achieving secure communication is software based. Its founda¬

tion lies in cryptography. Hashing or message digest, and digital signature, which we will address soon,
are built on top of it to achieve integrity protection and source authentication.

Cryptographic Communication. Cryptography means secret (crypto) writing (graphy). It deals
with techniques of transmitting information, for example a letter from a sender to a receiver without any
intermediary being able to decipher it. You may view this as the information (letter) being translated to
a special language that only the sender and receiver can interpret. Now, cryptography should also detect
if somebody was able to intercept the information. Again extending our analogy, if the letter written in
a secret language were to be mailed in a sealed (we mean really sealed) envelope, if somebody tampers
with it, the receiver would detect it.

The basic model of cryptographic communication is shown in Figure 11.33. The input message,
called plaintext, is encrypted by the encryption module using a secret (encryption) key. The encrypted
message is called ciphertext, which traverses through an unsecure communication channel, the Internet

11.5.4
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Figure 11.33 Basic Cryptographic Communication

for example. The ciphertext is unintelligible information. At the receiving end, the decryption module
deciphers the message with a decryption key to retrieve the plaintext.
The first known example of cryptography is the Caesar cipher. In this scheme, each letter is replaced

by another letter, which is three letters later in the alphabet (i.e., key of 3). Thus, the plaintext, network
management, will read as qhwzrun pdqdjhphqw in ciphertext. Of course, the receiver knew ahead of
time the secret key (3) for successfully decrypting the message back to the plaintext network manage¬
ment by moving each letter back three positions.

Secret Key Cryptography. The Caesar cipher was later enhanced by the makers of Ovaltine and
distributed as Captain Midnight Secret Decoder rings. Each letter is replaced by another letter n letters
later in the alphabet (i.e., key of n). Of course, the sender and the receiver have to agree ahead on the
secret key for successful communication. It is the same key that is used for encryption and decryption
and is called secret key cryptography. The encryption and decryption modules can be implemented in
either hardware or software.
It is not hard to decode the above ciphertext by an intruder. It would only take a maximum of 26

attempts to decipher since there are 26 letters in the alphabet. Another encryption scheme, monoal-
phabetie cipher, is to replace each letter uniquely with another letter that is randomly chosen. Now, the
maximum number of attempts for the intruder to decipher has been increased 26! (26! = 26 • 25 • 24 •

...I). However, it really does not take that many attempts as there are patterns in a language.
Obviously, the key is the key (no pun intended) to the security ofmessages. Another aspect of the key

is the convenience ofusing it.We will illustrate our scenario with IanandRita (Ian for initiator and Rita
for responder so that it is easy to remember) as users at the two ends of a "secure" communication link.
Tan andRita could share a key, their "secret key," for accomplishing secure communication. However, if
Tan wants to communicate with Ted (for third party), they both need to share a secret key. Soon, Ianhas
to remember one secret key for each person with whom he wants to communicate, which obviously is
impractical. It is hard enough to remember your own passwords, ifyou have several of them, andwhich
systems they go with.
Two standard algorithms implement secret key cryptography. They are Data Encryption Standard

(DES) and International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA) [Kaufman et al., 1995], They both deal
with 64-bit message blocks and create the same size ciphertext. DES uses a 56-bit key and IDEA uses
a 128-bit key. DES is designed for efficient hardware implementation and consequently has a poor
performance if implemented in software. In contrast to that, IDEA functions efficiently in software
implementation.
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Both DES and IDEA are based on the same principle of encryption. The bits in the plaintext block
are rearranged using a predetermined algorithm and the secret key several times. While decrypting, the
process is repeated in the reverse order for DES and is a bit more complicated for IDEA.
A message that is longer than the block length is divided into 64-bit message blocks. There are sev¬

eral algorithms to break the message. One of the more popular ones is the cipher block chaining (CBC)
method. We learned the use of it in USM in SNMPv3 in Section 7.7. There, the message was broken
using CBC and then encryptedusingDES. Performing such an operation on the message, even on iden¬
tical plaintext blocks, would result in dissimilar ciphertext blocks.

Public Key Cryptography. We observed that each user has to have a secret key for every user that
he/she/it (a program) wants to communicate with. Public key cryptography [Diffe and Hellman, 1976;
Kaufman et al., 1995] overcomes the difficulty of having too many keys for using cryptography. Secret
key cryptography is symmetric in that the same key is used for encryption and decryption, but public
key cryptography is asymmetric with a public key and a private key (not secret key, remember secret
key is symmetric and private key is not). InFigure 11.34, the public key of Tan is the key that Rita, Ted,
and everybody else (that Ianwants to communicate with) would know and use to encrypt messages to
Ian. The private key,which only Ian knows, is the key that Ianwould use to decrypt the messages.With
this scheme, there is secure communication between Ian and his communicators on a one-to-one basis.
Rita's message to Ian can be read only by Ian and not by anyone else who has his public key, since the
public key cannot be used to decrypt the message.

We can compare the use of asymmetric public and private keys in cryptography to a mailbox (or a
bank deposit box) with two openings. There is a mail slot to drop the mail and a collection door to take
out mail. Suppose it is a private mailbox in a club and has restricted access to members only. All mem¬
bers can open the mail slot with a public key given by the administration to drop their mail, possibly
containing comments on a sensitive issue of the club. Any member's mail cannot be accessed by other
members since the public key only lets the members open the mail slot to drop mail and not the collec¬
tion door. The administrator with a private key can open the collection door and access the mail of all
the members. Of course, this asymmetric example has more to do with access than cryptography. But,
you get the idea!

The Diffe-Hellman public key algorithm is the oldest public key algorithm. It is a hybrid of secret
and public key. The commonly used public key cryptography algorithm is RSA, named after its inven¬
tors, Rivest et al. [1978], It does both encryption and decryption as well as digital signatures. Both the
message length and the key length are variable. The commonly used key length is 512 bits. The block

Transmission
Channel

Plaintext Ciphertext PlaintextEncryption Decryption

Figure 11.34 Public-Key Cryptographic Communication
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size of the plaintext, which is variable, should be less than the key size. The ciphertext is always the
length of the key. RSA is less efficient than either of the secret key algorithms, DES or IDEA.Hence, in
practice, RSA is used to first encrypt the secret key. The message is then transmitted inone of the secret
key algorithms.

Message Digest. Any telecommunications engineer is familiar with the cyclic redundancy check
(CRC) detection of errors in digital transmission. This involves calculating a check sum based on the
data in the frame or packet at the sending end and transmitting it along with the data. The CRC, also
known as checksum, is computed at the receiving end and is matched against the received checksum to
ensure that the packet is not corrupted. An analogous principle is used in validating the integrity of the
message. In order to ensure that the message has not been tampered with between the sender and the
receiver, a cryptographic CRC is added with the message. This is derived using a cryptographic hash
algorithm, called message digest (MD). There are several versions, one of the most common being
MD5.We covered the use ofMD5 while discussing the authentication protocol in SNMPv3 in Chapter
7. We will look at the use of it in digital signature in the next subsection.

There are different implementations of MD5. In particular, the MD5 utility is used in FreeBSD
2.x (md5sum under LINUX). The utility takes as input a message of arbitrary length producing out¬
put consisting of a 128-bit message digest of the input. An example of MD5 utility use is shown in
Figure 11.35.
As we can see from the example, the message digest for the string that we entered was generated

based on the data received from standard input (from the screen). The FreeBSD version also has a test
mode that can be turned on by specifying "-x" as a parameter, as shown in Figure 11.36.
A second algorithm used to obtain a hash or message digest is the Secure Hash Standard (SHS).

This has been proposed by the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST). It is similar to
MD5, but can handle a maximum message length of 264 bits in contrast with MD5, which can handle

$ md5
The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog
AD
d8e8fca2dc0f896fd7cb4cb0031ba249

Figure 11.35 Example of an MD5 Message Digest

$ md5 -x
MD5 ("") = d41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf8427e
MD5 ("a") = 0cc175b9c0f1b6a831c399e269772661
MD5 ("abc") = 900150983cd24fb0d6963f7d28e17f72
MD5 ("message digest") = f96b697d7cb7938d525a2f31aaf161d0
MD5 ("abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz") = c3fcd3d76192e4007dfb496cca67e13b
MD5
("ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz012345 6789")
= d174ab98d277d9f5a5611c2c9f419d9f
MD5
("123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456
78901234567890") = 57edf4a22be3c955ac49da2e2107b67a

Figure 11.36 MD5 FreeBSD Version Test Mode Output
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an unlimited input length of 32-byte chunks. The SHS produces an output of 160-bit, whereas the MD5
output is 128-bit long.

Some significant features of the message digest are worth mentioning. First, there is a one-to-one
relationship between the input and the output messages. Thus, the input is uniquely mapped to an output
digest. It is interesting to observe that even a one-bit difference in a block of 512 bits could produce a
message digest that looks vastly different. Inaddition, the output messages are completely uncorrelated.
Thus, any pattern in the input will not be recognized at the output.
Another feature ofmessage digest is that the output digest is of constant length for a given algorithm

with chosen parameters, irrespective of the input message length. In this respect, it is very similar to
CRC in that CRC-32 is exactly 32 bits long.We saw inSNMPv3 that the authKey generatedby the MD5
algorithm is exactly 16-octet long.
Lastly, the generation of a message digest is a one-way function. Given a message, we can generate

a unique message digest. However, given a message digest, there is no way the original message could
be generated. Thus, if a password were transmitted from a client to a server, this would protect against
somebody eavesdropping and deciphering the password. This could also be used for storing the pass¬
word file in a host without any human being able to decipher it.

We know that the generation of a message digest is a one-way function. We also know that no two
messages could produce identical message digests. Could these two combinations ensure that the mes¬
sage is not tampered in transit by an unauthorizedperson? The answer is no. This is because ifthe inter¬
ceptor knows which algorithm is beingused, he or she could modify the message (assuming that he/she
decrypts the message), generate a new message digest, and send it along with the modifiedmessage. If
Ian sent the message to Rita, and Ted modified the message as per the above scenario while in transit,
Rita would not know the difference. Additional protection is needed to guard against such a threat,
which is achieved by attaching a digital signature to the message.

Digital Signature. In public key cryptography, or even in secret key cryptography, if Rita receives
a message claiming that it is from Ian, there is no guarantee as to who sent the message. For example,
somebody other than Ianwho knows Rita's public key could send a message identifyinghimself or her¬
self as Ian. Rita could not be absolutely sure who sent it. To overcome this problem, a digital signature
can be used. Signed public-key cryptographic communication is shown in Figure 11.37.

The digital signature works in the reverse direction from that of public key cryptography. Iancan cre¬
ate a digital signature using his private key (marked "S" in parentheses in Figure 11.37) and Rita could
validate itby reading it using Ian'spublic key. The digital signature depends on the message and the key.
Let us consider that Ian is sending a message by email to Rita. A digital signature, which is a message
digest, is generated using any hash algorithm with the combined inputs of the plaintext message and
the private key of Ian.The digital signature is concatenatedwith the plaintext message and is encrypted
using Rita's public key (marked "R" inparentheses).At the receiving end, the incomingciphertext mes¬
sage is decrypted by Rita using her private key. She then generates a message digest with the combined
input of the plaintext message and Ian's public key, and compares it with the digital signature received.
If they match, she concludes that the message has not been tampered with. Further, she is assured that
the message is from Ian, as she used Ian's public key to authenticate the source of the message.
Notice that only the originator can create the digital signature with his or her private key and others

can look at it with the originator's public key and validate it, but cannot create it.A real-world analogy
to digital signature is check writing. The bank can validate the signature as to its originality, but it is hard
to duplicate a signature (at least manually) of the person who signed the check.
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Figure 11.37 Signed Public-Key Cryptographic Communication

Digital signature is valuable in electronic commerce. Suppose Rita wants to place an order with
company ABC for buying their router product. She places the order over the Internet with her digital
signature attached to it. The digital signature using a public key protects both ABC and Rita regarding
the validity of the order andwho ordered it. It is even better than using secret key cryptography, since in
the latter case, Rita could change her mind and allege that company ABC generated the order using the
secret key that they have been using. Inpublic key cryptography, she could not do that.

11.5.5 Authentication and Authorization
Authentication is the verification of the user's identification, and authorization is the access privilege
to the information. On the Internet without security, the user's identification and password, which are
used for authentication, can easily be captured by an intruder snooping on the LAN or WAN. There are
several secure mechanisms for authentication, depending on complexity and sensitivity. Authorization to
use the services could be a simple read,write, read-write,or no-access for a particular service. The privi¬
lege ofusing the service could be for an indefinite period, or a finite period, or just for one-time use.
There are two main classes of systems, which are of interest to us in the implementation of an

authentication scheme. The first is the client-server environment in which there is a request-response
communication between the client and the server. The client initiates a request for service to the server.
The server responds with the results of the service performed. The communication is essentially two-
way communication. In this environment besides authentication (and of course, an integrity check),
authorization also needs to be addressed.
The second class of service is a one-way communication environment, such as email or e-commerce

transaction. The message transmitted by the source is received by the receiver after a considerable de¬
lay—sometimes days if an intermediate server holds up the transaction for a long time. In such a case
both the authentication and an integrity check need to be performed at the receiving end.

We will address client-server authentication systems in the next section and the one-way message
authentication and integrity protection system in Section 11.5.7.
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Client-Server Authentication Systems
We will consider four types of client-server environments and the implementation of authentication
function in each: host/user environment, a ticket-granting system, an authentication system, and authen¬
tication using cryptographic function.

Host/UserAuthentication. We have the traditional host and user validation for authentication, both
of which are not very secure. They are also not convenient to use. Host authentication involves certain
hosts to be validated by the server providing the service. The host names are administered by the server
administrator. The server recognizes the host by the host address. IfServer S is authorized to serve a cli¬
ent Host C, then anybody who has an account in C could access Server S. The server maintains the list
of users associatedwith Host C and allows access to the user. IfJohn Smith is one of the users in C, and
John wants to access the server from another Workstation W, the workstation W has to be authenticated
as a client of S. Ifnot, John is out of luck. Further, his name has to be added to the list of users inW to
access S. To make the environment flexible, every client with every possible user is added to the server
negating the secure access feature!
Let us consider user authentication,which is done by the user providing identificationand a password.

The main problemwith the password is that it is detected easily by eavesdropping, say using a network
probe.Toprotect against the threat ofeavesdropping, the security is enhancedby encrypting the password
before transmission. Commercial systems are available that generate a one-time password associated
with a password server that validates it when presented by the service-providing host. The user uses a
unique key each time to obtain the password, such as in the ticket-granting system (next section).

Ticket-Granting System.We will explain the ticket-granting system with the most popular example
of Kerberos,which was a system developed by MIT as part of their ProjectAthena. Figure 11.38 shows
the ticket-granting system with Kerberos. Kerberos consists of an authentication server and a ticket-
granting server. The user logs into a client workstation and sends a login request to the authentication
server. After verifying that the user is on the access control list, the authentication server gives an en¬
crypted ticket-granting ticket to the client. The client workstation requests a password from the user,
which it uses to decrypt the message from the authentication server. The client then interacts with the

Authentication
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Client
Workstation

Ticket-
Granting
Server

Application
Server/
Service

Kerberos

11.5.6

Figure 11.38 Ticket-Granting System
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ticket-granting server and obtains a service-granting ticket and a session key to use the application
server. The client workstation then requests service from the application server giving the service-grant¬
ing ticket and the session key. The application server, after validation of the ticket and the session key,
provides service to the user. Of course, this processing happens in the background. It is transparent to
the user, whose only interaction is with the client workstation requesting application service.

Authentication Server System. An authentication server system, shown in Figure 11.39, is some¬
what similar to the ticket-granting system except that there is no ticket granted. No login identification
andpasswordpair is sent out of the client workstation. The user authenticates to a central authentication
server, which has jurisdiction over a domain of servers. The central authentication server, after valida¬
tion of the user, acts as a proxy agent to the client and authenticates the user to the application server.
This is transparent to the user, and the client proceeds to communicate with the application server. This
is the architecture ofNovell LAN.

Authentication Using Cryptographic Functions. Cryptographic authentication uses crypto¬
graphic functions. The sender can encrypt an authentication request to the receiver, who decrypts the
message to validate the identification of the user. Algorithms and keys are used to encrypt and decrypt
messages, which we will address now.

Message Transfer Security
The one-way message transfer system is non-interactive. For example, ifRita receives an email from a
person who claims to be Ian, she needs to authenticate Ian as the originator of the message, as well as
to ensure that nobody has tampered with the message. This could also be the situation in the case where
Ian sends a sell order from his mobile station in his car. Ted could intercept the message and alter the
number of shares or the price.We will treat all these under the category of secure mail systems.

There are three secure mail systems—privacy-enhanced mail (PEM), pretty good privacy
(PGP), and X.400-based mail system [Kaufman et al., 1995], All three schemes are variations of
the signed public-key cryptographic communication discussed in Section 11.5.4 and shown in
Figure 11.37. We will describe PEM and PGP in this section. X-400 is a set of specifications for an
email system defined by the ITU Standards Committee and adopted by OSI. It is a framework rather
than implementation-ready specification. We will also review SNMPv3 secure communication that we
covered in Chapter 7 as it bears a close resemblance to the message transfer security.

11.5.7
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Privacy-Enhanced Mail (PEM). Privacy-enhanced mail (PEM) was developed by IETF, and
specifications are documented in RFC 1421-RFC 1424. It is intended to provide PEMusing end-to-end
cryptography between originator and recipient processes [RFC 1421], The PEM provides privacy
enhancement services (what else!), which are defined as (1) confidentiality, (2) authentication, (3)
message integrity assurance, and (4) non-repudiation of origin. The cryptographic key, called the data
encryption key (DEK), could be either a secret key or a public key based on the specific implementation
and is thus flexible. However, the originating and terminating ends must have common agreement
(obviously!).
Figure 1 1.40 shows three PEM processes defined by IETF: MIC-CLEAR, MIC-ONLY, and ENC¬

RYPTED based on message integrity and encryption scheme. Only the originating end is shown. Inall
three procedures, reverse procedures are used to extract the message and validate the originator IDand
message integrity. The differences between the three procedures are dependent on the extent of cryp¬
tography used and message encoding. The message integrity code (MIC) is generated as discussed in
Section 1 1 .5.4 on digital signature and included as part of email in all three procedures.
The specification provides two types of keys—a data-encrypting key (DEK) and an interexchange

key (IK). The DEK is a random number generated on a per message basis. The DEK is used to encrypt
the message text and also to generate anMIC,ifneeded. The IK,which is a long-range key agreed upon
between the sender and the receiver, is used to encrypt DEK for transmission within the message. The
IK is either a public or a secret key based on the type of cryptographic exchange used.
Ifan asymmetric public key is used to encrypt the message, then the sender cannot repudiate own¬

ership of the message. Legal evidence of message transactions is stored in the data, which are used in
applications such as e-commerce. Another common characteristic of these procedures is the first step in
converting the user-supplied plaintext to a canonical message text representation, defined as equivalent
to the inter-SMTP representation ofmessage text. The final output in each procedure is used as the text
portion of the email in the electronic mail system.
Figure 11.40(a) shows the MIC-CLEAR procedure and is the simplest of the three. The MIC gener¬

ated is concatenated with the SMTP text and is inserted as the text portion in the email.
In the MIC-ONLY procedure, shown in Figure 11.40(b), the SMTP text is encoded into a printable

character set. The printable character set consists of a limited set of characters that is assured to be pres¬
ent at all sites and thus make the intermediate sites transparent to the message. The MIC is concatenated
with the encoded message and is fed to the email system.
Figure 1 1.40(c) is the most sophisticated of the three procedures. The SMTP text is padded, ifneeded,

and encrypted. A public key is the best choice here, because it guarantees the originator ID. The enc¬
ryptedmessage, encryptedMIC,and the DEKare all encoded inprintable code to pass through the mail
system as ordinary text. They are concatenated and fed to the email system.
Pretty GoodPrivacy (PGP). Pretty good privacy (PGP) is a secure mail package developed by Phil
Zimmerman that is available in the public domain. Figure 1 1 .41 shows the various modules in the PGP
process at the originating end. The reverse process occurs at the receiving end and is not shown in the
figure. PGP is a package in the sense that it does not reinvent the wheel. It defines a clever procedure
that utilizes various available modules to perform the functions needed to transmit a secure message,
such as email.

The signature generation module uses MD5 to generate a hash code of the message and encrypts it
with the sender's private key using an RSA algorithm. Either IDEA or RSA is employed to generate
the encrypted message. IDEA is more efficient than RSA, but secret key maintenance is necessary in
contrast to RSA's use of a public key. The encryptedmessage is compressed using ZIP. The signature is
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concatenatedwith the encryptedmessage and converted to ASCII format using the Radix-64 conversion
module to make it compatible with the email system.
PGP is similar to ENCRYPTED PEMwith additional compression capability. The main difference

between PGP and PEM is how the public key is administered. InPGP, it is up to the owner. InPEM, it
is formally done by a certification authority (the Internet Policy Certification Authority (PCA) Regis¬
tration Authority). Inpractice, PGP is used more than PEM. Both PGP and PEM provide more than a
secure mail service. We can send any message or file.

SNMPv3Security.Wedealtwith secure transmission inSNMPv3 inChapter 7.AlthoughanNMS-man¬
agement agent behaves like a client-server system, the security features are similar to the message trans¬
fer cryptography.Wewill compare the processes studied inSection 7.7 to message transfer cryptography.
Figure 11.42 shows a conceptualized representation of Figure 7.13 for an outgoing message.
In an NMS, the user password and authoritative SNMP engine ID (network management agent ID)

are used to generate an authentication key by the USM. This is equivalent to the DEK in PEM or the
private key in PGP.
Either the authentication key or preferably a different encryption key is used to generate an encrypted

scopedPDUby the privacy module. This is similar (but not identical) to encryption of the message in
PEMand PGP.

The USMmodule prepares the whole message with the encryptedscopedPDUand other parameters.
The authentication key and the whole message are used as inputs to generate HMAC,which is equiva¬
lent to the signature inPEMand PGP. The authentication module combines the signature and the whole
message to output the authenticatedwhole message. Inan incomingmessage, the authentication module
is provided the whole message, authentication key, and the HMAC as input to validate the authentica¬
tion.

11.5.8 Network Protection from Virus Attacks
In the current Internet environment, we cannot leave the subject of security without mentioning the
undesiredandunexpectedvims attack on networksandhosts. It isusually a programthat, when executed,
causes harm by making copies and inserting them into other programs. It contaminates a network by
importing an infected program from outside sources, either online or via disks.
The impact of vims infection manifests itself in many ways. Among the serious ones are preventing

access to your hard disk by infecting the boot track, compromising your processor (an outside source
controlling your computer), flooding your network with extraneous traffic that prevents your hosts from
using it, etc.
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Figure 11.42 SNMP Secure Communication
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Generally, viruses are recognized bypatterns and virus checkers do just that. Apart from the common
sense of preventive measures, it is wise to have the latest virus checkers installed on all your hosts.
It should be scheduled to ran periodically. It also checks the inputs and outputs of the processor for
possible virus infection.

11.6 ACCOUNTING MANAGEMENT
Accounting management is probably the least developed function of network management application.
We have discussed the gathering of statistics using RMON probes in Chapter 8 and in Section 11.3.4.
Accounting management could also include the use of individual hosts, administrative segments, and
external traffic.
Accounting of individual hosts is useful for identifying some hidden costs. For example, the li¬

brary function inuniversities and large corporations consumes significant resources andmay need to be
accounted for functionally. This can be done by using the RMON statistics on hosts.
The cost of operations for an information management services department is based on the service

that it provides to the rest of the organization. For planning and budget purposes, this may need to be
broken into administrative group costs. The network needs to be configured so that all traffic generated
by a department can be gathered from monitoring segments dedicated to that department.
External traffic for an institution is handledby service providers. The tariff is negotiatedwith the ser¬

vice provider based on the volume of traffic and traffic patterns, such as peak traffic and average traffic.
Internal validation of the service provider's billing is a good management practice.

11.7 REPORT MANAGEMENT
We have elected to treat report management as a special category, although it is not assigned a special
functionality in the OSI classification. Reports for various application functions—configuration, fault,
performance, security, and accounting—could normally be addressed in those sections. The reasons for
us to deal with reports as a special category are the following. A well-run network operations center goes
unnoticed.Attention is paid normally only when there is a crisis or apparent poor service. It is important
to generate, analyze, and distribute various reports to the appropriate groups, even when the network is
running smoothly.

We can classify such reports into three categories: (1) planning and management reports, (2) system
reports, and (3) user reports.
Planning and management reports keep the upper management appraised as to the status of network

and system operations. It is also helpful for planning purposes. Budgeting needs to be done for capital
and operational expenses. Table 11.1 lists some of the planning and management reports under differ¬
ent categories. Since the information management services department's main product is service, it is
important to keep the management apprised of how the quality of service meets the SLA (more on Sec¬
tion 11.9). Reports on this category include network availability, systems availability, problem reports,
service response to problem reports, and customer satisfaction. Trends in traffic should address traffic
patterns andvolume of traffic in the internal network, as well as external traffic. Information technology
is constantly evolving and hence management should be kept apprised of upcoming technology and the
plan for migration to new technology. Finally, for budgeting purposes, the cost of operations by func¬
tion, use, and personnel needs to be presented.
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Table 11.1 Planning and Management Reports

CATEGORY REPORTS
Quality of service/service Network availability
level agreement

Traffic trends

Technology trends

Cost of operations

Systems availability
Problem reports
Service response
Customer satisfaction
Traffic patterns
Analysis of internal traffic volume
Analysis of external traffic volume
Current status
Technology migration projection
Function
Use
Personnel

Table 11.2 System Reports

CATEGORY REPORTS
Traffic

Failures

Performance

Traffic load—internal
Traffic load—external
Network failures
System failures
Network
Servers
Applications

The day-to-day functioning of engineering and operations requires operation-oriented reports. Traf¬
fic, failure, and performance are the important categories, as shown in Table 11.2.A pattern analysis of
these reports will be helpful in tuning the network for optimum results.

Users are partners in network services and should be kept informed as to how well any SLA is
beingmet. Some service objectives aremet byjoint efforts of the users and the informationmanagement
services department. Table 1 1 .3 shows some typical user reports. The SLA normally includes network
availability, system availability, traffic load, and performance. In addition, users may require special
reports. For example, the administration may want reports on payroll or personnel.

11.8 POLICY-BASED MANAGEMENT
We discussed network and system management tools in the last chapter. In this chapter, we covered
the application tools and technology geared toward network and system management. For these to be
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Table 11.3 User Reports

CATEGORY REPORTS
Service level agreement Network availability

System availability
Traffic load
Performance

User-specific reports User-defined reports

successfully deployed inan operational environment,we needto define apolicy andpreferablybuildthat
into the system, i.e., implement policy management. For example, network operations center personnel
may observe an alarm on the NMS, at which time they need to knowwhat action they should take. This
depends on what component failed, severity or criticality of the failure, when the failure happened, etc.
Inaddition, they need to know who should be informed and how, and that depends on when the failure
occurred andwhat SLAs have been contractedwith the user. We illustrated this with an example ofCBR
in Section 1 1 .4.3, where a policy restraint was used to increase the bandwidth as opposed to reducing
load in resolving a trouble ticket.
As we mentioned inSection 1 1.5.1 on security management, policy plays an equally important, ifnot

greater, role as the technical area. Without policy establishment and enforcement, security management
is not of much use.
Our focus here is not the administrative side of the subject, although it is important, but with the

technical aspects of policy implementation in network management. Figure 11.43 is policy manage¬
ment architecture proposedby [Lewis, 1996] for network management. It consists of a domain space of
objects, a rule space consisting of rules, a policy driver that controls action to be performed, and action
space that implements the actions and attributes of the network being controlled.
The objects in the domain space are events such as alarms in fault management, packet loss in per¬

formance, and authentication failure in security management. The objects have attributes. For example,
attributes of alarms are severity, type of device, location of device, etc. Attributes of packet loss can be

Network
Attributes

Domain Space

Rule Space

Policy Driver Action Space

Policy Space

Figure 11.43 Policy ManagementArchitecture
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the layer at which packets are lost, the percentage loss, etc. Rules in the rule space define the possible
actions that couldbe taken under various object conditions. It is the same as inRBR,with if-then,condi¬
tion-action. The policy driver is the control mechanism,which is similar to the inference engine. Thus,
the objects in the domain space and the set of rules in the rule space are combined for a policy decision
that is made by the policy driver. It is worth bringing the distinction between a rule and policy here.
In the operations center, a rule could be that all network failures should be reported to the engineering
group. A statement that this applies to the operations personnel at the network management desk makes
the rule a policy. Because the responsibility is assigned to specific individuals, failing to do so will be
blamed on the person on duty at that time. The action space executes the right-hand side of the rules by
changing the attributes of the network and/or executing an external action. In resolving the throughput
problemusing the CBR technique in Section 1 1.4.3,we discussed the options regarding the actions to be
taken. Whether network load should be controlled or more bandwidth be allocated is a policy decision.
This can be implemented as an RBR in the policy rule space. An example of external action could be to
page engineering for a severe network failure.

SERVICE LEVEL MANAGEMENT
Let us keep building a superstructure of telecommunications management to bring us up to date on the
technology. We addressed policy management in the last section that ensures the optimal and enterprise-
wide consistent use of the network and system management systems. However, the establishment of cor¬
porate policy does not stop at the best and consistent use of management tools. The network, systems,
and business applications that run on them are there to serve customers, and customer satisfaction is
essential for the success of the business [Adams andWilletts, 1996]. Hence,policy management should
be driven by service level management, which is the second to the top layer in the TMN model shown
inFigure 11.11.

We have illustrated implementing service level management in Chapter 10 on TMNwith operations
systems. An operations system, in general, does an exclusive or special-purpose function. With the
availability of element management and NMSs, it is time for the arrival of a generalized service level
management. Service level management is defined as the process of (1) identifying services and charac¬
teristics associated with them, (2) negotiating an SLA, (3) deploying agents to monitor and control the
performance of network, systems, and application components, and (4) producing service level reports
[Lewis, 1999]. Lewis compares the definition of service level management to quality of service (QoS)
management defined by the Object ModelingGroup (OMG).
The characteristics associated with services are service parameters, service levels, component

parameters, and component-to-service mappings. A service parameter is an index into the performance
of a service—for example, the availability of a business application for a customer. The business
application depends upon various underlying components—for example, network devices, systems, and
applications on the systems. Thus, there is a one-to-many mapping between the service parameter and
the underlying component parameters. The availability of the business application in the SLA can be
defined in terms of the availability of these underlying components. In this case, the availability service
parameter is a function of the availability component parameter.
An SLA is a contract between the service provider and the customer, specifying the services to be

provided and the quality of those services that the service provider promises to meet. The pricing for the
service depends on the QoS commitment.

11.9
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The objective of service level management is to ensure customer satisfaction by meeting or exceed¬
ing the commitments made in the SLA and to guide policy management. In addition, it provides input
to the business management system.

ÿ Summary
We have learned in this chapter how to apply all the knowledge we have gained in the book to practical
situations. We have dealt with the five categories of OSI application functions, namely configuration,
fault, performance, security, and accounting.

Configuration management involves, in addition to setting and resetting the parameters of network
components, provisioning of the network and inventory management. Operation systems perform the
latter functions. Network topology management is concerned with discovery and mapping of the network
for operations that can be used to monitor them from a centralized operations center.

Fault detection consists of fault detection and fault isolation. Similarly, performance degradation
involves detection and isolation. We dealt with these subjects in a simplistic manner in the early part
of the chapter and in a more complex manner in the latter part. We discussed the emerging topic of
correlation technology and the various correlation techniques that have been implemented in systems.
They correlate events or alarms, which arrive from multiple sources, and determine the root cause of the
problem. A knowledge base built upon heuristic experience, as well as algorithmic procedures, is used
in such systems, either for the selection of inputs or for reasoning.
While we addressed the issues of performance management, we discussed the performance metrics

and the important role of performance statistics in network management.
Security management played a small part inSNMPmanagement, but plays an extremely sensitive and

critical role in overall network management. We have dealt with this in detail in this chapter. We covered
the importance of policies and procedures. We looked at the various means of how information can be
accessed, tampered with, or destroyed. These are done by unauthorized and perverted personnel. We
also learned how to protect, if not completely at least partially, against such attacks. In this context, we
discussed various authentication and authorization procedures. There are sophisticated cryptographic
methods to transport information across unsecured channels to ensure secure communication. We
talked about secret and public keys in cryptography to accomplish this. We briefly addressed the issue
of how to protect our networks and systems against the growing menace of virus attacks.

From a business management viewpoint, we discussed the methods of using the statistical data
gathered from the network to generate accounting applications. Reports play an essential role in
the management of information services. We described the three classes of reports: planning and
management, system, and user. We gave examples of the types of reports that are useful in each
class.

Many of the network and service management decisions are policy based. We discussed how this
could be built into the system that would help personnel who are expected to implement those policies.
We brought this chapter to a conclusion discussing service level management. Service level

management helps satisfy customer needs. A service level agreement between the customer and the
service provider defines the needs of the customer and the commitments of the service provider.

C Exercises
1. You are asked to do a study of the use pattern of 24,000 workstations in an academic institution.

Make the following assumptions for your study:
You are pinging each station periodically. The message size in both directions is 128 bytes
long. The NMS you are using to do the study is on a 10-Mbps LAN, which functions with 30%
efficiency. What would be the frequency of your ping if you were not to exceed 5% overhead?
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2. List and contrast the tools available to discover network components.
3. The autodiscovery in some NMSs is done by the network management system starting with an

arp query to the local router.
(a) How would you determine the IP address of the local router?
(b) Determine the local router of your workstation.

4. You are responsible for designing the autodiscovery module of an NMS. Outline the procedure
and the software tools that you would use.

5. Redraw Figure 11.4 and Figure 11.5 for VLAN based on IP address.
6. You are the manager of a NOC. Set up a procedure that would help your operators track the

failure of a workstation that is on a virtual LAN.
7. What MIB object would you monitor for measuring the collision rate on an Ethernet LAN?
8. Ethernet performance degrades when the collision ratio reaches 30-40%. Explain how you

would use the 802.3 MIB [RFC 1398] to measure the collision ratio of an Ethernet LAN. We will
define the collision ratio of the LAN as (total number of collisions/number of packets offered to
the LAN) measured on the Ethernet interface.

9. Repeat Exercise 7 using an RMON MIB.
10. (a) Thetrapalarmthresholdsaresetat two levels—risingandfalling. Explainthe reasoningbehind

this.
(b) Define all the RMON parameters to be set for generating and resetting alarms when the

collision rate on an Ethernet LAN exceeds 120,000 collisions per second and falls below
100,000 collisions per second. Use eventlndex values of 1 and 2 for event generation for
the rising and falling thresholds.

11. Download the MRTG tool and measure the following performance statistics on a subnetwork:
(a) Current data rate—incoming and outgoing
(b) Trend over the past 12 months

12. Review RFC 2064 and write a one- or two-page (maximum) report on the NeTraMet flow
meter.

13. For Figure 11.8 network configuration, specify:
(a) RBR rules
(b) Inference engine actions to accomplish the following:

Display a red alarm for a failed component.
Display a yellow alarm for a component that is one layer higher (i.e., one component ahead
in its path).
Display blue alarms on the icons two or more layers higher.

14. Write a pseudocode for MBR to detect failure of the components shown in Figure 11.11.
15. Describe three scenarios that require event correlation and explain clearly why each one

needs it.
16. (a) Describe (or select one from Exercise 12) a scenario that clearly requires event

correlation.
(b) Discuss how each method discussed (with the exception of the finite state machine model)

would approach the task.
(c) Evaluate each method.

17. (a) Derive the minimum number of symptoms required to uniquely identify n problems using
codebook correlation.

(b) Draw a chart with the number of problems on the x-axis and the number of symptoms on the
y-axis.
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18. The causality graph for a network is shown in Figure 11.44.
(a) Derive a codebook matrix for the causality graph.
(b) Derive the correlation matrix, which is a minimal codebook.
(c) Derive the correlation matrix with a Hamming distance of 2.

Figure 11.44 Exercise 18

19. (a) Assume that in a monoalphabetic cipher encryption scheme, both alphabet and digits (0-9)
can be used interchangeably. Suppose an intruder tries to decipher it knowing the
algorithm, but not the key. How many attempts would it take on the average to decipher the
message?

(b) If you are given a powerful computer with a nanosecond instruction period to decipher the
message, could you do it in your lifetime? How confident are you with your answer?

20. State three important differences in the characteristics between authentication and encryption
algorithms.

21. (a) You own the public key of Ian.What functions of secure email can you perform with that?
(b) Is it safe for you to include your public key with your email address? Draw a comparison to

regular mail.
22. Using md5 utility under FreeBSD 2.x (or md5sum under LINUX), generate a message digest of

a file provided by your instructor.
23. Describe the procedure at the originating end when Ian wants to send a secure message using

PEM simultaneously to both Rita and Ted. He communicates with Rita using a secret key and
with Ted using a public key.

24. Repeat Exercise 23 using PGP.
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PART IV
BroadbandNetworkManagement

Part IV, and the book, ends by discussing broadband network management and future trends
in network management technology. The demarcation of telecommunications and computer
communications is becoming increasingly fuzzy in broadband communication. The treatment and
influence ofATM, MPLS, and SONET/SDH/DWDM on the WAN segment of broadband network
is covered inChapter 12.
Broadbandservice to homeuses the wiredmediumof cable,ADSL, and PON for access network

fromWAN to the customer premises. Management considerations of access networks arc discussed
in Chapter 13. Other alternatives to bring broadband to home are fixed and mobile wireless access
networks, which are addressed inChapter 14.
Chapter 15 isdevotedto HomeNetworking.There are numerousoptions available,which include

Ethernet LAN,Wireless LAN (WLAN), telephone cable, power line, and IEEE 1394 FireWire™,
as well as PANs. We cover the two most popular of these, namely Ethernet LANand IEEE 802.11-
basedWLAN and WiFi.

Chapter 16 discusses the evolution ofnetwork management technologies to the current and future
ones. With the rapid growth of the Internet and Web technology, the industry has migrated to Web-
based management. A Web interface to a traditional network management system, such as SNMP,
is the early implementationof this technology. We then address embeddedWeb-based management,
Desktop Management Interface (DMI), for managing PCs and servers, and Web-Based Enterprise
Management (WBEM) that has been developed by the Desktop Management Task Force (DMTF).
You will be introduced to two future management technologies, which are based on CORBA and
XML. There has been significant progress in developing new industrial standards in NMS, OSS,
and BSS systems recently, which are also addressed.
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BroadbandNetwork Management:WAN

OBJECTIVES

• Telecommunications overview • Operations, Administration, Maintenance, and

• Datacommunications overview Provisioning

• Evolutionofconvergednetworks • Networkmanagement architecture and

• Desktopprocessors andLANtechnology organization

• Client-Server architecture innetworking • Concept ofNetworkOperations Center
• Internetandintranet • Perspectivesofnetworkmanagement
• Networkcommunicationprotocols • Networkmanagement system

• OSIandInternetstandards • Look-aheadofnetworkmanagement
• Broadbandnetworks andservices technolog'

• Needfor networkmanagement andNMS

BROADBAND NETWORK AND SERVICES
As new technologies emerge, service providers offer new services to commercial and residential com¬
munities using those technologies. In turn, offering of new services by service providers is propelling
information technology to new heights. This is especially true in broadband technology. Let us first
define what broadband network and services are, which we briefly introduced in Section 2.7.

The broadband network and the narrowband Integrated Services DigitalNetwork (ISDN) are multi¬
media networks that provide integrated analog and digital services over the same network.Narrowband
ISDN is low-bandwidth network that can carry two 56 kilobaud rate channels. The broadband network
can transport very high data rate signals. The narrowband ISDN is also known as Basic ISDN.

There are three types of information technology services: voice, video, and data. In the traditional
terminology, voice and video services are transported over the telecommunication network. The infor¬
mation may be transported over telecommunication facilities in either an analog or a digital mode. The
telecommunication network can be topologically separated into a wide area network (WAN) and local
loops. The former serves transportation over longdistance between switching offices, and the latter cov¬
ers the "last mile" from the switching office to the customer premises.

12.1
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As we saw in Chapter 1, data services are transported over the computer network, which is made
up of LANs and WANs. The switches andmultiplexers in the telecommunication network are replaced
with bridges, routers, and gateways. The computer network uses the facilities of the telecommunication
network for transportation over WAN.
The broadbandnetwork has several interpretations. One of the chief characteristics of broadband ser¬

vice is the integration of voice, video, and data services over the same transportation medium; in other
words, it is multimedia transportation networking. Sometimes, the broadband network is confusedwith
high-speed data network, either dedicated or combined with real-time voice or video, especially in the
data traffic arena. However, we limit our definition of the broadband network to those that can handle
multimedia service of voice, video, and data. The broadbandnetwork is also called the Broadband Inte¬
grated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN).
The early form of the integrated services network is the Basic ISDN. Itconsists of two basic channels:

B-channels, 56-kilobaud rate each, combinedwith an 8-kilobaud signaling channel, D-channel. Togeth¬
er, they are referred to as 2B+D. As we stated earlier, it is also called narrowband ISDN. However, on¬
line video requires a much larger bandwidth. Besides, voice and video require low latency and latency
fluctuations, which are achieved byATM technology. These necessities have led to the early implemen¬
tation of broadband ISDN,more succinctly referred to as the broadbandnetwork.

The broadband network and service have contributed significantly to advances in three network seg¬
ments ofWAN, access network, and home/customer premises equipment (CPE) network. In the WAN
segment, protocols used in addition to IPare the asynchronous transfer mode (ATM), the Synchronous
OpticalNetwork (SONET)/the Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH),andMultiprotocol Label Switch¬
ing (MPLS). The ATM technology can be viewed as a hybrid of circuit- and packet-switched transmis¬
sion modes. As a switch, the ATM switch makes a physical connection of a virtual circuit. However,
the data are transmitted as cells (or packets) unlike in a circuit-switched connection. In Section 2.6 we
introducedATM using cell technology. The data rate of SONET/SDH WAN is an integral multiple of
basic OC-1 (Optical Carrier)-1/STS (Synchronous Transport Signal), which is 51.84 Mbps. MPLS, as
mentioned in Section 2.6, evolved as the broadband protocol and takes advantage of the high perfor¬
mance ofATM and the richness in features of IP and Ethernet.

Broadband access technology is implemented using one of five technologies. Hybrid fiber coax
(HFC) or cable modem technology is a two-way interactive multimedia communication system using
fiber andcoaxial cable facilities and cable modems. The second technology uses a digital subscriber line
(DSL). There are several variations of implementing this, generically referred to as xDSL. For example,
ADSL stands for Asymmetric DSL. We will learn about the various DSL technologies in Chapter 13.
The third and fourth technologies use wireless transmission from the switching office or the head end
to the customer premises. Transmission in the two cases is either terrestrial or via a satellite. The fifth
technology is the mobile wireless technology. Mobile wireless technology is deployed as either access
technology using GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications)/GPRS (General Packet Radio
Service) or CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access), or as a home/CPE network using WiFi (IEEE
802.3) protocol. We will discuss these access technologies inChapters 13-15.
Figure 2.30,which is duplicatedhere as Figure 12. 1 shows a broadbandnetwork. TheWAN isMPLS/

IP/ATM.TheWAN is linkedto the customer premises using either optical links,OC-n (Optical Carrier-
n)/STS (Synchronous Transport Signal), or a broadband link with emerging access technology (HFC,
xDSL, or wireless). The customer network consists of two classes, residential customers and corporate
customers with campus-like network. The residential customers are either residential homes or small
corporations that use broadband services, but do not require the high-speed access network to WAN.
Corporate customers need high-speed access and connect optical or synchronous (El/Tl) links.
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Figure 12.1 Broadband Service Networks

Radio, video (television), Internet Service Provider (ISP), and other service providers constitute the
service providers. Multiple services are multiplexed at the central office or the Multiple Service Opera¬
tor (MSO) head end and are piped to the customer premises via common facilities. The service providers
interface with WAN via gateways.
The management of a broadband network is more complex than that of either the conventional com¬

puter network, which is mostly based on IP, or the telecommunication network. It is based on MPLS
andATM WAN technology and broadband access technology. An ATM network is based on switches
with point-to-point connections (in contrast to one-to-many connections as in broadcast/multicast proto¬
cols). It is also a connection-oriented protocol and needs to be integrated in the connectionless Internet
environment. These provide challenges to the management of an ATM network. The ATM network is
slowly migrating to the MPLS network. However, it is still in extensive use and hence is included here
as a broadband WAN. The MPLS protocol can be used with either ATM or IP; and the management
requirements and the management information bases (MIBs) are still evolving. We will discuss ATM
technology in Section 12.2 andATM network management in Section 12.3.

12.2 ATM TECHNOLOGY
The ATM has helped bring about the merger of computer and telecommunication networks. There are
five important concepts comprising ATM technology [Keshav, 1997], They are (1) virtual path-virtual
circuit (VP-VC), (2) fixed packet size or cells, (3) small packet size, (4) statistical multiplexing, and (5)
integrated services. The implementation of these concepts in a network that is made upofATM switches
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achieves high-speed network that can transport all three services (voice, video, and data). The desired
quality of service is provided to individual streams (unlike the current Internet) at the same time. The
network is also easily scaleablc. The ATM Forum, an organization that specifies standards for ATM
implementation, has also provided a framework for network management, which we will address in
Section 12.3.
The subject ofATM is full of acronyms. Hence,we have includeda special acronym table, Table 12. 1

that contains those that we use here. There are many more acronyms associated with ATM.

Table 12.1 ATM Acronyms

AAL ATM Adaptation Layer
ABR Available Bit Rate
AMC Agent Management Entity
ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode
BICI Broadband Intercarrier Interface
BISDN Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network
BISSI Broadband Inter Switching System Interface
CBR Constant Bit Rate
DS3 Digital Signal 3
DXI Digital Exchange Interface
ELAN Emulated Local Area Network
ILMI Interim/Integrated Local Management Interface
IME Interface Management Entity
LATA Local Access and Transport Area
LCD Loss of Cell Delineation
LE LAN Emulation
LEARP LAN Emulation Address Resolution Protocol
LOF Loss of Frame
LOP Loss of Pointer
LOS Loss of Signal
QoS Quality of Service
SDH Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
UBR Unspecified Bit Rate
UNI User-Network Interface
VBR-rt Variable Bit Rate—real time
VBR-nrt Variable Bit Rate—non-real time
VC Virtual Channel
VCC Virtual Channel Connection
VCI Virtual Channel Identifier
VOL Virtual Channel Link
VP Virtual Path
VPC Virtual Path Connection
VPI Virtual Path Identifier
VPL Virtual Path Link
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12.2.1 Virtual Path-Virtual Circuit
We learned about the cell transmission mode in Chapter 2. As shown in Figure 2.28(c) and discussed
in Section 2.6.4, it combines the best of the circuit- and packet-switched modes of transmission. The
packets are all of the same size and are small in size. Each cell has the full bandwidthof the medium,and
the cells are statistically multiplexed. The packets all take the same path using the VP-VC concept. This
mode of transmission is called the asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) and is one of the fundamental
concepts ofATM technology. Let us now look at other aspects ofATM technology.

We discussed in Section 2.4.10 how the VP-VC concept is used in packet switches. Figures 2.27(a)
and (b) in Chapter 2 show the distinction between the datagram and the virtual circuit configuration.
InATM technology, the virtual circuit configuration is used. A virtual circuit that has been established
between two stations, A and Z, is shown in Figure 12.2. The routing tables in the ATM switches, A, B,
andD,associatedwith this virtual circuit are shown inFigure 12.2.The virtual circuit is first established
prior to sending the data. In our example, the virtual circuit is the combination of virtual circuit links
VCI-1, VCI-2, VCI-3, and VCI-4. Once the virtual circuit is established, all packets are transported in
the sequence inwhich they were transmitted by the source along the same path for a given session. Thus,
packets 1, 2, and 3 transmitted by Station A arrive at Station Z in the correct sequence traversing the
same links. Since the path is fixed for the entire session, the transmission rate is considerably increased
just as in circuit-switched TDM transmission (Table 12.2).

Although there is enhanced speedof transmission ofpackets, there is delay associatedwith pre-estab¬
lishing the links for the virtual circuit. This delay is reduced by pre-assigning links to a virtual circuit.
This is done by grouping a number of virtual circuits between two switches into a virtual path.A virtual

Pkt3 Pkt2 Pkt1

Station
A

Pkt3 Pkt2 Pkt1

Station
Z

Figure 12.2 Virtual Circuit Configuration

2

-VCI-1
1

3

Table 12.2 A-Z Virtual Circuit-Routing Tables

SWITCH INPUTVCI/PORT OUTPUT VCI/PORT
A VCI-1/Port-1 VCI-2/Port-2

VCI-2/Port-2 VCI-1/Port-1
B VCI-2/Port-1 VCI-3/Port-2

VCI-3/Port-2 VCI-2/Port-1
D VCI-3/Port-1 VCI-4/Port-2

VCI-4/Port-2 VCI-3/Port-1
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path identifier (VPI) comprises virtual circuit identifiers (VCls). Thus, establishing the route from Sta¬
tion A to Station Z in our example is to do a look-up of the VPI-VC1 tables. The price that we pay for
adopting this mechanism is that some VCIs may remain idle during non-busy traffic period, and thus
waste the bandwidth. However, this wasted bandwidth is a lot less than that for dedicated physical links
in a circuit-switched transmission mode.
The VP-VC can be established on a per session basis or on a permanent basis between a pair of end

stations that carry large volumes of traffic. In the former case, the circuit is established as and when
needed and torn down after the session is over. This is called the switched virtual circuit (SVC). When
the connection is established for long periods of time and not switched between sessions, a permanent
virtual circuit (PVC) is established.

12.2.2 ATM Packet Size
ATM packets are of fixed size, each 53 bytes long. A fixed-size packet was chosen so that fast and ef¬
ficient switches can be built. Many switches can operate inparallel if they all perform switching on the
same-size packets.
The ATM packet size of 53 bytes has a header of 5 bytes and a payload of 48 bytes. This size was

arrived at by optimizing between two factors. The packet size should be as small as possible to reduce
the delay in switching and packetization. However, it should be large enough to reduce the overhead of
the header relative to the payload.

Integrated Service
The main challenge in integrating the three services is to meet the different requirements of each. Voice
and video traffic require low tolerance on variations in delay and low end-to-end (roundtrip) delays
for good interactive communication. Once voice data are lost or delayed, real-time communication is
garbled and we cannot reproduce it. Thus, it has to be given the highest priority of service in transmis¬
sion. This is true with the voice portion of the information in video transmission. Further, the voice and
video have to be synchronized. Otherwise, itwill be likewatching a moviewith the conversation lagging
behind the mouth motion due to wrong threading of the film. Pure video without sound can have less
priority than audio.

Data traffic can have a much higher tolerance on latency. It is primarily a store and forward technol¬
ogy and the traffic itself is inherently bursty in nature. However, data speed is important for large data
transmission applications, although it has the lowest priority in transmission.
It is possible to set the priority inATM switches by assigning priority to the different services. This is

accomplished by guaranteeing a quality of service (QoS) for each accepted call setup. A traffic descrip¬
tor is specified by the user of the service; and the system ensures that the service requestedcould bemet
by the virtual circuit that is set up.

There are four main classes of traffic defined to implement quality of service. They are the constant
bit rate (CBR), the real-time variable bit rate (VBR-rt), the non-real-time variable bit rate (VBR-nrt),
and the available bit rate (ABR). Voice is assigned CBR. Streaming video such as real-time video on
the Internet is assigned VBR-rt. The VBR-nrt is applicable to transmission of still images. The IP data
traffic gets the lowest bandwidth priority with ABR.

There are two markets forATM switchesusingATM technology,public andprivate.A public network is
the network that is established by the service providers.A private network is primarily a campus network.
Network management clearly distinguishes between these two markets, as we shall see in Section 12.3.

12.2.3
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12.2.4 WAN/SONET
Although analog high-frequency multiplexing is still in vogue for WAN transportation in legacy sys¬
tems, digital transmission is the predominant mode of transportation. The basic voice band, (Ml kHz, is
converted to 64 Kbps digital signal universally. However,multiplexinghierarchy of the basic signal has
evolved differently inNorthAmerica, Europe,and Japan. For example, T1 transmission carrier shown in
Figure 2.28(a) has a data rate of 1.544 Mbps carrying 24 voice channels. Equivalent of this inEurope is
the El transmission at a data rate of 2.048 Mbps carrying 30 channels. Thus, whenever digital transmis¬
sion happens across the "pond" between Europe and North America, there is an expensive conversion
involved between the two types of systems.

The digital hierarchy has been brought into synchronization across the world using 155.52 Mbps as
the basic data rate in carrier technology using fiber optics. However, the names are different in Europe
and North America. In Europe, it is called SDH and in North America SONET. The units of SDH are
SynchronousTransport Signal (STS-n) where n is the hierarchical level. The optical carrier starts with the
unit of OC-1 (Optical carrier-level 1),which is 51.84 Mbps and thus the basic SONET is level OC-3.

12.2.5 ATM LAN Emulation
It was once considered possible that ATM would be at all desktop workstations. However, this has not
been the case and IPover Ethernet has become the most used LAN.
The services providedbyATM differ from conventional LAN inthree ways. First,ATM is connection

oriented. Second, ATM makes one-to-one connection between pairs of workstations in contrast to the
broadcast andmulticast mode in conventional LAN.Third, a LANMACaddress is dedicated to the phys¬
ical network interface card and is independent of network topology. The 20-byte ATM address is not.
In order to useATM in the current LAN environment, it has to fit into the current TCP/IP LANen¬

vironment. Because of the basic differences mentioned in the previous paragraph, although the ATM
Forum has developed ATM specifications for LAN emulation (LE or LANE) that emulate services of
the current LANnetwork across an ATM network, it has been discontinued. Hence, we will not discuss
this any further.

12.3 ATM NETWORK MANAGEMENT
Broadband network management consists of managing the WAN usingATM technology, as well as ac¬
cess networks from the central office to the home. We will discuss the former in this section. We will
discuss access technology management in the next chapter.
WAN facilities are provided by public service providers, who perform the following management

functions: operation, administration, maintenance, and provisioning (OAMP). Typically, a large enter¬
prise or corporation services its private network. However, they too use the public service providers'
facilities to transport information over a long distance. This is referred to as public network. ATM
networks are classified as private and public networks, as shown in Figure 12.3. The standards for the
management of each and the interactions between them have been addressed by theATM Forum,which
is an international organization accelerating cooperation on ATM technology. The user interface to the
private network is the private user-network interface (UNI), and the interface to the public network is
the Public UNI.
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ATM Network Reference Model
The ATM Forum has defined a management interface architecture, ATM network reference model, as
shown in Figure 12.4. Private networks arc managed by private network managers or private network
management systems (NMSs). Public network managers or public network management systems man¬
age the public networks. To distinguish between a human manager and the management system, we
will refer to the network manager in the context of a system as the NMS,unless explicitly stated. There
are five interfaces between systems and networks. M1 andM2 are, respectively, the interfaces between
privateNMSand either end user or private network. The end user can be a workstation, ATM switch, or
any ATM device. A privateATM network is an enterprise network.
A private NMS can access its own network-related information in a public network via an M3 inter¬

face to the public NMS. The public NMS, which manages the public network, responds to the private
NMSvia the M3 interface with the relevant information or takes the appropriate action requested.
M4 is the interface between a public NMS and a public network. M5 is the interface betweenNMSs

of two service providers. The ATM Forum has not yet specified this interface.

Integrated Local Management Interface
Beside the M-interfaces, Figure 12.4 also shows interfaces between an ATM end user or device and an
ATM network, as well as interfaces between ATM networks. These are distinct from the M-interfaces
between NMSs and networks or end users. While the M-interfaces provide a top-down management
view of network or device, the ATM Forum defines the ATM link-specific view of configuration and
fault parameters across a UNI. These are the UNI interfaces presented in Figures 12.3 and 12.4. The
specifications for these are contained in the integrated local management interface (ILM1), which we
will discuss further in Section 12.3.4.
The "I" in ILMIoriginally stood for "Interim," not "Integrated." See af.ilmi.0065.000. Its specifica¬

tions were supposed to have been replaced by IETF specifications. However, it turned out that some
were and others were not. Hence, "I" in ILMInow designates Integrated. The ILMIfits into the overall
model for an ATM device, as shown in Figure 12.5. The ATM management information is communi¬
cated across the UNIor the network-to-network interface (NNI). These interfaces are with ATM devices
(end-systems, switches, etc.) that belong to either a private or a public network. Any interface with the
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Figure 12.4 ATM Forum Management Interface ReferenceArchitecture

public ATM network is a public UNI or a public NNI. Any interface with a private ATM network is a
private UNI or a private NNI. The devices communicate across UNI and NNI via an ATM interface
management entity (IME) module in the entity. There are three versions of IME—user, network, and
system based on where it is used.
Figure 12.5 shows the various physical connections, virtual connections, and the ILMT communica¬

tion links between the devices and the networks. The ILMI communication occurs over both physical
and virtual links using SNMP or AAL5 protocols. We will discuss the MIB related to management in
the following sections.
Two public carrier networks interface with each other via a broadband intercarrier interface (BICI),

as shown in Figure 12.4. BICI is also known as network-to-network interface (NNI).

ATM Management Information Base
The MIB and the structure of management of information that are required for the management of the
ATM network are specified between two sets of documents defined by IETF and the ATM Forum. The
global view of the InternetMIB tree associatedwith the ATM is presented inFigure 12.6. The two major
branches are mib-2 and atmForum (under enterprises). The structure of management information is de¬
fined using the ASN.l syntax. The MIB associated with the ATM is primarily concernedwith the ATM
sublayer parameters. The parameters associated with higher layers are handled using the standard MIB
discussed earlier in Chapter 4. The documents that address the various groups arc listed inTable 12.3.
There are five nodes shown under mib-2 in Figure 12.6.We described system and interfaces groups

inChapter 4. the interfaces group has evolved to handle the sublayers, such as ATM; the details are de¬
scribed inRFC2863. The transmission group contains subgroups for eachmediumof transmission. The
ATM objects, as defined in the atmMIBObjects group under atmMIB,are specified in RFC 1695.
The atmForum group is subnode 353 under the enterprises node. The atmForum group contains

five subgroups, as shown in Figure 12.6: atmForumAdmin, atmForumUni, atmUniDxi, atmLanEmula-
tion and atmForumNetworkManagement. The ATM administrative (atmForumAdmin) and ATM UNI
(atmForumUni) groups are defined in the integrated local management interface (ILMI) specification,
af-ilmi-0065.000. The ATM DXI (atmUniDxi) group is the Data Exchange Interface and is discussed in
Section 12.3.9. It is the ATM interface between DTE and DCE and is described inaf-dxi-0014.000. The
MIB for M4 interface (atmForumNetworkManagement) is covered in af-nm-0095.001.

12.3.3
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Figure 12.5 Definitions and Context of ILMI

12.3.4 Role of SNMP and ILMI inATM Management
Although ILMIwas conceived as interim specifications, it has become permanent. The ATM network
management uses both SNMP MIB and ATM Forum MIB. Figures 12.7 and 12.8 (af-ilmi-0065.000
and Section 4 of UNI) conceptually present the role of the two network management protocols.
Figure 12.7 presents the Ml interface. An SNMP agent is shown embedded in an ATM device, and the
NMS communicates with it using SNMP protocol and IETF MIB modules. RFC 2863 specifies the
interface parameters and types, including the additional tables to manage the ATM sublayer. RFC 1695
specifies the ATM objects. The transport MIBmodule is dependent on the transmission medium.
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Figure 12.6 InternetATM MIB

Table 12.3 InternetATM MIB Groups and Documents

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION DOCUMENT
system mib-2 1 System RFC 1213
interfaces mib-2 2 Interfaces (modified ) RFC 1213
RFC 1573
ifMIB mib-2 31 Interface types RFC 1573
transmission mib-2 10 Transmission RFC 1213
ds1 transmission 18 DS1 carrier objects RFC 1406
ds3 transmission 30 DS3/E# interface objects RFC 1407
sonetMIB transmission 39 SONETMIB RFC 1595
atmMIB mib-2 37 ATM objects RFC 1695
atmForum enterprises 353 ATM Forum MIB/M3 specification af-nm-0019.000

M4 interface af-nm-0020.000
af-nm-0020.001

CMIP specification for M4 interface af-nm-0027.000
M4 network-view interface af-nm-0058.000
AAL management for the M4 NE View af-nm-0071.000
Circuit emulation service internet¬ af-nm-0072.000
working requirements, logical and
CMIP MIB
M4 network-view CMIP MIB Spec v1.0 af-nm-0073.000
M4 network-view requirements and af-nm-0774-000
logical MIB addendum
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Table 12.3 (continued)

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION DOCUMENT
atmForumAdmin
atmForumUni
atmUniDxi

atmForum 1 ATM administrative
atmForum 2 ATM user network interface
atmForum 3 Data exchange interface (DXI)

specification
Multiprotocol over ATM
Multiprotocol over ATM Version 1.0
MIB

af-ilmi-0065.000
af-ilmi-0065.000
af-dxi-0014.000

af-mpoa-0087.000
af-mpoa-0092.000

NMS

SNMP

M1

SNMP Agent

ATM Device

cr ÿ
RFC 1213
RFC 1573
RFC 1695

Figure 12.7 SNMPATM Management (M1 Interface)

Figure 12.8, which shows the M2 interface, comprises the network of two ATM devices. The NMS
manages the network with an interface to device A. The ILMI protocol is used for communication be¬
tween the agent management entity (AME) in device A and the AME in device B. A proxy agent that
resides indevice A does the translation between ILMIMIB and SNMPMIB.

M1 Interface: Management of ATM Network Element
The M1 interface, as mentioned earlier, is between an SNMP management system and an SNMP agent
in anATM device, as shown inFigure 12.7. Four entities, iflnNUcastPkts, ifOutNUcastPkts, ifOutQLen,
and ifSpecific have been deprecated. The interfaces (interfaces) and ifMIB (IF MIB) groups under the
mgmt node are shown in Figure 12.9. Four tables have been added to handle sublayers. They are shown
in Figure 12.9 under ifMIBObjects. Table 12.4 gives a brief description of the functions that each table
performs.
Figure 12.10 shows the three transmission modes that are used for the ATM. They are DS1 (1.544-

Mbps twisted-pair cable), DS3 (44.736-Mbps coaxial cable), and SONET (nxl55.52-Mbps optical
fiber). DS1 and DS3 are transmitted over T1 and T3 carriers, respectively. Only one of these MIBs

12.3.5
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Table 12.4 Interfaces Group Tables for Sublayers

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
ifXTable ifMIBObjects 1 Additional objects for the interface table
ifStackTable ifMIBObjects 2 Information on relationship between

sublayers
ifTestTable ifMIBObjects 3 Tests that NMS instructs the agent to

perform
ifRecvAddressTable ifMIBObjects 4 Information on type of packets/frames

accepted on an interface
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Figure 12.10 Transmission Groups for ATM

needs to be implemented in the agent based on which transmission medium is used. RFCs dealing with
transmission group MIB modules are listed inTable 12.3.
Figure 12.11 and Table 12.5 show the ATM MIB objects group. This group contains information

to manage the ATM sublayer entities: traffic descriptors, DS3 physical-layer convergence parameters
(PLCP), transmission convergence (TC) sublayer parameters, virtual path link/virtual channel link and
their associated cross-connect tables, and performance parameters for AAL5 (ATM adaptation layer).

M2 Interface: Management of a Private Network
The M2 interface for ATM management is shown inFigure 12.8. The management information onATM
links between devices is gathered from 1LMIMIB.The relative roles of each are shown in Figure 12.8.
DetailedUNIand NNI for both private and public interfaces, specified in af-ilmi-0065.000, are shown
inFigure 12.5 and were discussed in Section 12.3.2.
The ILMI specifications define the administrative and UNI groups of the ATM Forum MIB. The

administrative group defines a general-purpose registry for locatingATM network services such as the
ATM name answer server (ANS).Other subgroups under the administrative group have been deprecated
and handled by IETF specifications.
Figure 12.12 and Table 12.6 show the ATM UNIMIB object group. They define the management

objects associated with the ATM layer and the physical layer. The statistics group is deprecated. The
parameters associated with virtual path/virtual connections as well as the adjustable bandwidth rate
(ABR) and QoS are covered.

atmMIBObjects

aa!5VccTable (12)atmNoTrafficDescriptor (1)
atmVcCrossconnectTable (11)atmlnterfaceConfTable (2)_

atmlnterfaceDs3PlcpEntry (3) atVcCrossConnectlndexNext (10)
atmvpCrossConnectTable (9)atmlnterfaceTCTable (4)

atmVpCrossConnectlndexNext (8)atmTrafficDescrParamTable (5)

atmVplTable (6) atmVclTable (7)

12.3.6

Figure 12.11 ATM Managed Objects Group
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Table 12.5 ATM Managed Objects Group

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
atmNoTrafficDescriptor atmMIBObjects 1 ATM traffic descriptor type
atmlnterfaceConfTable atmMIBObjects 2 ATM local interface configuration

parameter table
atmlnterfaceDs3PlcpEntry atmMIBObjects 3 ATM interfaceDS3PLOPparameters

and state variables table
atmlnterfaceTCTable atmMIBObjects 4 ATM TC sublayer configuration and

state parameters table
atmTrafficDescrParamTable atmMIBObjects 5 ATM traffic descriptor type and

associated parameters
atmVplTable atmMIBObjects 6 Virtual path link table
atmVclTable atmMIBObjects 7 Virtual channel link table
atmVpCrossConnectNext atmMIBObjects 8 Index for virtual path cross-connect

table
atmVpCrossConnectTable atmMIBObjects 9 Virtual path cross-connect table
atmVcCrossConnectNext atmMIBObjects 10 Index for virtual channel cross-

connect table
atmVcCrossConnectTable atmMIBObjects 11 Virtual cross-connect table
aal5VccTable atmMIBObjects 12 AAL VCC performance parameters

table

atmfAddressRegistrationAdminGroup (11)
atmfPhysicalGroup (1) atmfVccAbrGroup (10)
atmfAtmLayerGroup (2) atmfVpcAbrGroup

atmfAtmStatsGroup (3) atmfSrvcRegistryGroup (8)
atmfVpcGroup (4) atmfNetPrefixGroup (7)

atmfVccGroup (5)

atmForum
{enterprises 353}

atmForumUNI

atmfAddressGroup (6)

Figure 12.12 ATM UNI MIB Object Group
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Table 12.6 ATM UNI MIB Object Group

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
atmfPhysicalGroup atmForumUni 1 Defines a table of physical-layer status and

parameter information
atmfAtmLayerGroup atmForumllni 2 Defines a table of ATM-layer status and

parameter information
atmfAtmStatsGroup atmForumUni 3 Deprecated
atmfVpcGroup atmForumUni 4 Defines a table of status and parameter

information on the virtual path connections
atmfVccGroup atmForumUni 5 Defines a table of status and parameter

information on the virtual channel connections
atmfAddressGroup atmForumUni 6 Defines the network-side IME table containing

the user-side ATM-layer addresses
atmfNetPrefixGroup atmForumUni 7 Defines a user-side IME table of network

prefixes
atmfSrvcRegistryGroup atmForumUni 8 Defines the network-side IME table containing

all services available to the user-side IME
atmfVpcAbrGroup atmForumUni 9 Defines a table of operational parameters

related to ABR virtual path connections
atmfVccAbrGroup atmForumUni 10 Defines a table of operational parameters

related to ABR virtual channel connections
AtmfAddressRegistrationAdminGroup atmForumUni 11

M3 Interface: Customer Network Management of a Public
Network

M3 is the management interface between the privateNMS and the public service provider NMS. It al¬
lows the customer to monitor and configure their portionof the public ATM network. The M3 interface
specifications are defined in the ATM Forum document af-nm-0019.000. Networks show the typical
configuration, how a customer would interact with the public service provider network via the carrier
management system. There are two classes ofM3 requirements in the figure—status and configuration
monitoring (Class I) and virtual configuration control (Class II).

Class Irequirements are those which a public network service provider offers to the customer. These
include the customer performingmonitoring andmanagement of configuration, fault, and performance
management of a specific customer's portion of a public ATM network. This service is offered only for
PVC configuration. Examples of this service are (a) retrieving performance and configuration informa¬
tion for a UNI link and (b) public service NMS reporting an alarm or trap message to the user NMS on
a UNI-link failure.

Class IIservice provides greater capability to the user. The user can request the service provider to
add, delete, or change virtual connections between a pair of customer's UNIs.An example of this would
be the customer wanting to establish a new virtual path or increase the number of virtual circuits in a
given virtual path.

12.3.7
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Figure 12.13 Customer Management of Private and Public Networks

A customer network management (CNM) agent residing in the private service provider's NMS pro¬
vides the M3 service. As mentioned, the service is limited to the portion of the public service provider's
network that the user's circuit traverses. Ifthe user's circuit traverses multiple service providers, a sepa¬
rate interface with each provider is needed. The CNM sends requests to the carrier management system
(see Figure 12.13),which acts as an agent to the CNM.The carrier management system then invokes the
request on the network elements (NE) or other NMS and returns the responses to CNM.

The requirements for M3 andM4 are specified as mandatory or required, conditionally required, and
optional. Class Irequirements are mandatory, and Class IIrequirements are optional.
Class IInterface Management Functions. Table 12.7 presents M3 Class Irequirements and the

MIB groups that are used to obtain the information. The request has SNMP "read-only" capability. The
public network service provider should give the CNMcustomer the ability to retrieve all the information
listed in Table 12.7.
Class IIInterface Management Functions. M3 Class II functionality is divided into three groups

so that the provider can implement one or more subgroups. They are (1) ATM-level subgroup, (2) VPC/
VCC-level subgroup, and (3) traffic subgroup.

The ATM-level subgroup should provide the CNM the ability to modify the ATM Level Information
Configuration Information.

The VPC/VCC-level subgroup provides the CNM the ability to modify:
1. Virtual path link configuration and status information.
2. Virtual channel link configuration and status information.
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Table 12.7 M3 Class I Interface Requirements and MIB

General UNI protocol stack information

ATM performance information on customer's UNI
Physical-layer performance and status information

ATM-level information configuration information
Physical-layer configuration information

ATM-layer virtual path link configuration and status
information
ATM-layer virtual channel link configuration and
status information
ATM-layer virtual path connection configuration
and status information

ATM-layer virtual channel connection configuration
and status information

ATM-layer traffic characterization (traffic
descriptors for customer's UNIs) information
Event notifications on ATM link going up or down

System group [RFC 1213],
interfaces group, including ifTable and ifStackTable
[RFC 1213, 2863],
SNMP group [RFC 1213]
ifTable [RFC 2863]
All tables except dsx3ConfigTable [RFC 1407],
all tables except dsxIConfigTable [RFC 1406],
all tables except the configuration tables and VT
tables of SONET MIB [RFC 1595],
atmlnterfaceDs3PlcpTable/atmlnterfaceTCTable of
ATM MIB [RFC 1695]
atmlnterfaceConfTable of ATM MIB [RFC 1695]
dsx3ConfigTable [RFC 1407]
dsxIConfigTable [RFC 1406]
all configuration tables except the sonetVtConfigTable
of SONET MIB [RFC 1595]
atmVplTable of ATM MIB [RFC 1695]

atmVclTable of ATM MIB [RFC 1695]

atmVpCrossConnectTable and
atmVpCrossConnectlndexNext of ATM MIB [RFC
1695]
atmVcCrossConnectTable and
atmVcCrossConnectlndexNext of ATM MIB [RFC
1695]
atmTrafficDescrParamTable of ATM MIB [RFC 1695]

warmStart, coldStart, linkUp, linkDown of SNMP
group [RFC 1695]

3. Virtual path connection configuration and status information.
4. Virtual channel connection configuration and status information.

The traffic subgroup shall provide the CNM the ability to modify:
1. Traffic descriptors and information objects for virtual channel connections.
2. Traffic descriptors and information objects for virtual path connections.

Table 12.8 presents the M3 Class IIrequirements and the MIB objects in the ATM MIB group.

M4 Interface: Public Network Management
The management of public ATM network is primarily the responsibility of network service provid¬
ers—carriers and Postal Telephone andTelegraph (PTT) companies. They have the challenge ofnot only
managing the public network, but also keepingupwith new technology. To help this process, ITU-Thas

12.3.8
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Table 12.8 M3 Class II Interface Requirements and MIB

ATM-level information configuration information
Virtual path link configuration and status
information
Virtual channel link configuration and status
information
Virtual path connection configuration and status
information

Virtual channel connection configuration and
status information

Traffic descriptors and information objects for
virtual path and channel connections

atmlnterfaceConfTable in ATM MIB [RFC 1695]
atmVplTable in ATM MIB [RFC 1695]

atmVclTable in ATM MIB [RFC 1695]

atmVpCrossConnectTable and
atmVpCrossConnectlndexNext of ATM MIB [RFC
1695]
atmVcCrossConnectTable and
atmVcCrossConnectlndexNext of ATM MIB [RFC
1695]
atmTrafficDescrParamTable in ATM MIB [RFC 1695]

defined M.3010, a five-layer model of operations, telecommunications management network (TMN),
which we discussed in detail in Chapter 10. The relationship ofATM to TMN is shown in Figure 12.14.
The top two layers, the business management layer and the service management layer, deal with the
business and service aspects of TMN and are not addressed by the ATM Forum.
The element layer (EL) contains NEs. The NEs specific to ATM technology are components, such

as ATMworkstation, ATM switches,ATM transport devices (cross-connect systems and concentrators),
etc. The element management layer (EML) manages NEs. The network management layer (NML) has
the responsibility to manage the network either directly or via the EML.

Business Management Layer

Element Management Layer

Service Management Layer

Network Management Layer

Element Layer

ATM Management

NML/EML Reference Point

EML/EL Reference Point

Figure 12.14 ATM Relationship to TMN-Layered Architecture
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Figure 12.15 Dual Views of the M4 Interface

Figure 12.15 shows the dual view of M4 interface (af-nm-0058.000). Both views are present in the
architecture across the M4 interface plane. It should be noted that this is a conceptual view, and the
physical connections can be the same for both views.
In the NE-level management architecture, shown in Figure 12.16, the NMS environment, consisting

of one or moreNMSs,directly interfaces with the ATMNEandmanages them. There is a single M4 in¬
terface betweenATMNEand the NMS environment. The figure shows links betweenNE,but the NMS
directly communicates with eachATM network element. Inan actual implementation, it is likely that the
NMS is interfacingwith another NMS,which is managing the NE,but can still present a network view
to the higher-level management system.

M4 Interface
(ATM NE View Only)

ATM
NE

ATM
NE

ATM
NE

ATM
NE

ATM
NE

NMS
Environment

Figure 12.16 NE-View Management Architecture
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Figure 12.17 Example of Network-View Management Physical Configuration

Figure 12.17 presents an example of network-view management physical configuration. It consists of
two ATM networks, one a single-supplier subnetwork and the other a multi-supplier subnetwork. Each
subnetwork has its own subNMSmanaging itsNE. Inthe single-supplier subnetwork shown on the right
side, the subNMS has only an ATMNEview. In the multi-supplier subnetwork environment shown on
the left side, the subNMS is presented only an ATMNEview, although it may actually be communicat¬
ing to lower-level NMSs of each supplier. This is similar to the manager-of-manager architecture we
discussed inChapter 4. This is explicitly shown in the figure. Both subNMSs inFigure 12.16 present an
ATM network view only to the NMS environment shown at the top. Thus, the top-level NMS sees only
the network view of the subnetworks and not the NEview.
The NMS environment can manage both NE and networks, as shown in the architectural view in

Figure 12.18.We can visualize such a hybrid situation in some remoteATM devices that do not need to
be under a group's NMS,but are managedby an enterprise NMS.

M4 Network Element-View Requirements and Logical MIB. ATM Forum M4 network-ele¬
ment-view specifications support PVCs. Based on the OSI application model, the specifications are
confined to configuration management, fault management, and performance management. Basic secu¬
rity features are also included to ensure the authorization and authentication of the user and the protec¬
tion andprivacy ofdata, while M3 interface responds to queries. TheATM security framework is similar
to the security framework discussed for management in Chapter 7. It is covered in af-sec-0096-000. The
network management considerations are presented inaf-nm-0103.000,which includes security require¬
ments and logical MIB.
The MIB specifications are specified in a logical format in af-nm-0020.000 and updated in af-nm-

0020.001. They couldbe implemented using either CMIP or SNMP protocols. The CMIP specifications
are presentedon af-nm-0027.000, af-nm-0058.000, af-nm-0071.000, af-nm-0072.000, af-nm-0073.000,
andaf-nm-0074.000. The SNMPspecifications are detailed inaf-nm-test-0080.000 andaf-nm-0095.001.
We will now summarize the protocol-independent specifications ofM4 interface and the logical MIB.
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Figure 12.18 Example of NE + Network-View Management

ConfigurationManagement Configurationmanagement provides the following list of functions to
manage NEs:

1. ATMNEconfiguration identification and change reporting, which involves:
(a) Operations performed over the craft interface
(b) Human intervention (removal/insertion of equipment modules)
(c) Customer control channels (e.g., ILMI)
(d) Network failures
(e) Protection switching events
(f) Sub-ATMNE component initialization
(g) Secondary effects of atomic operations performedby the management system

2. Configuration of UNIs, BICIs, and BISSIs.
3. Configuration of VPL/VCL termination points and cross-connections.
4. Configuration of VPC and VCC OAM segment end-points.
5. Event flow control—event forwarding discriminator function.

Fault Management. The following set of functions is specified to detect, isolate, and correct abnor¬
mal operation:

1. Notifying the NMS of a detected failure.
2. Logging failure reports.
3. Isolating faults via demand testing.

The specific functions are:
1. FailurereportingofthevariousalarmslistedinTablel2.9.Thegenerictroublesthatcausethealarm

are also listed in the table.
2. Operations, administration, and maintenance (OAM) cell loopback testing.
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Table 12.9 Generic Troubles in ATM NEs

ALARM CATEGORY GENERIC TROUBLE_
Communication alarms Alarm indication signal (AIS)

Loss of cell delineation (LCD)
Loss of frame (LOF)
Loss of pointer (LOP)
Loss of signal (LOS)
Payload type mismatch
Transmission error
Path trace mismatch
Remote defect indication (RDI)
Signal label mismatch

Equipment alarms Back-plane failure
Cell establishment error
Congestion
External interface device problem
Line card problem
Multiplexer problem
Power problem
Processor problem
Protection path failure
Receiver failure
Replaceable unit missing
Replaceable unit problem
Replaceable unit type mismatch
Timing problem
Transmitter failure
Trunk card problem

Processing error alarms Storage capacity problem
Memory mismatch
Corrupt data
Software environment problem
Software download failure
Version mismatch

Environmental alarms Cooling fan failure
Enclosure door open
Fuse failure
High temperature

General Vendor specific
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PerformanceManagement. The functions of performance monitoring for an ATM network are:
1. Performance monitoring.
2. Traffic management.
3. UPC (user parameter control)/NPC (network parameter control) disagreement monitoring.
4. Performance management control.
5. Network data collection.

To accomplish these general functions, the following specific functions are specified:
1. Physical-layer performance monitoring.
2. ATM cell-level protocol monitoring.
3. UPC/NPC disagreement monitoring.

Network-View Requirements and Logical MIB. The M4 network view for the management of
an ATM public network is concerned with NML information. It addresses the different perspectives
of the service providers, each of whom need both network management and service management
capabilities.
The ATM Forum document af-nm-0058.000 details the requirements for the ATM network

management across the M4network view interface. The associatedMIB is specified in logical form and
is not management protocol specific. The functional areas addressed in the specifications are:

1. Transport network configuration provisioning (including subnetwork provisioning and link
provisioning).

2. Transport network connection management (including set up/reservation/ modification for
subnetwork connection, link connection, trails, and segments).

3. Network fault management (including congestion monitoring and connection and segment
monitoring).

4. Network security management.
Managed entities have not been defined in the MIB for meeting all the above requirements.

Transport Network Provisioning/Layered Network Provisioning. The transport network
provisioning includes subnetwork provisioning of network nodes and links. Specifically:

1. Subnetworkprovisioning:additionandmonitoringinformationonaddition,deletions,andchanges
inNEs and their configuration.

2. Link provisioning: set up, modify, and release subnetwork links.

Subnetwork Connection Management. The M4 network-view managed entities support
subnetwork management of reservation and modification of subnetwork connections, link connections,
trails, and segments. Specifically, this involves:

1. Point-to-point subnetwork connection: VP-VC subnetwork connection between pair of end
points.

2. Multipoint subnetwork connection: Multipoint VP-VC connections between pair-wise end
points.

3. Link connection set-up: VP-VC connections between subnetworks.
4. Segment setup: Set up and support VP-VC segment termination end points.
5. Trail setup: Support and set up trails containing information on subnetwork connections and

links.
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When a part of the ATM trail spans multiple administrative domains, each NMS is responsible for its
domain setup and maintains its trails.

Connection Release. The connections release across the M4 interface involves the management of
resources to be made available after use. Specifically, the network management should support:

1. Release subnetwork connections and release resources of both point-to-point and multipoint
connections.

2. Release link connections between subnetworks.

Subnetwork State Management. The NMS needs to be aware of the operational status of the sub¬
networks with regard to the network being ready to perform its intended functions, including link con¬
nections, trail operational changes, and network components.

Transport Network Fault Management. The M4 interface management is required to report net¬
work-view alarms and provide testing capability to isolate the problem. Specifically, this includes:

I. Lognetwork alarms within a subnetwork to be retrievedby the NMS.
2. Autonomously notify failures, such as termination point failures.
3. Provide loopback-testing capability that supports OAM cell loopback along a subnetwork

connection or a segment of it.

Network Security Management. The security framework for ATM networks is described in the
ATM Forumdocument af-sec-0096.000. It addresses the security concerns from the perspectives of cus¬
tomers, public communities, and network operators. The main security objectives are (1) confidentiality
(confidentiality of stored and transferred information), (2) data integrity (protection of stored and trans¬
ferred information), (3) accountability (for all ATM network service invocations and for ATM network
management activities), and (4) availability (correct access to ATM facilities).

Seven generic threats are considered in the threat analysis of an ATM network. They are
(1) masquerade or spoofing (pretence by an entity to be a different entity), (2) eavesdropping (breach
of confidentiality by monitoring communication), (3) unauthorized access, (4) loss or corruption of
information, (5) repudiation (an entity involved in a communication exchange subsequently denies the
fact), (6) forgery, and (7) denial of service (failure to fulfill its functions by an entity or preventingothers
from fulfilling).

Table 12.10 maps the threats to the objectives. Not all threats affect all security objectives. For ex¬
ample, masquerade and unauthorized access threatens all security objectives, whereas eavesdropping
only affects confidentiality of information.
A set of functional security requirements is identified to deal with the generic threats, and security

services should be built to address these requirements. Table 12.11 maps the security requirements to
the services needed to fulfill them. You may refer to af-sec-0096.000 for specification of each of the
services. Security recovery and management of security do not have associated services but are part of
the requirements.

The security framework is specifically applied across the M4 interface. The network management
M4 security requirements and the logical MIB are documented in af-nm-0103.000. The MIB is defined
independent of protocol implementation and is used for the transfer of information acrossATM manage¬
ment interfaces. Both resources and services are defined in the MIB as managed entities in the ATM
network element.
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Table 12.10 Mapping of Threats and Objectives

THREAT CONFIDENTIALITY DATA ACCOUNTABILITY AVAILABILITY
_INTEGRITY_
Masquerade x x x x
Eavesdropping x - -

Unauthorized access x x x x
Loss or corruption of - x x -
information
Repudiation - - x -

Forgery x - x
Dena of service - - - x

Table 12.11 Mapping of Security Requirements and Services

FUNCTIONAL SECURITY
REQUIREMENTS_
Verification of identities
Peer entity authentication
Data origin authentication
Controlled access and authorization
Protection of confidentiality Stored data

Transferred data
Protection of data integrity Stored data

Transferred data
Strong accountability
Activity logging
Alarm reporting
Audit
Security recovery/Management of Security

SECURITY SERVICES

User authentication

Access control
Access control

Confidentiality
Access control

Integrity
Non-repudiation
Security alarm, audit trail, and recovery
Security alarm, audit trail, and recovery
Security alarm, audit trail, and recovery

ATM Digital Exchange Interface Management
The Digital Exchange Interface (DXI) is an interface between a Digital Terminal Equipment (DTE) and
a Digital Circuit Equipment (DCE) that connects to a public data network. In the ATM network, the
public data network is a network of ATM switches. Figure 12.19 shows a high-level view of the DXI
interface. Typically, a DTE will be a hub or the router and the DCE is a Digital Service Unit (DSU),
which interfaces to anATM switch. More details on this interface andmanagement of it can be found in
the ATM Forum document on Data Exchange Interface Specification, af-dxi-0014.000.

12.3.9
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Figure 12.20 ATM DXI Local Management Interface

Figure 12.20 shows the ATM DXI Local Management Interface (LMI). The ATM LMI defines the
protocol for exchange of information across the DXI interface, and supports DXI,AAL, and UNI-spe-
cific management information.The LMIprotocol supports the SNMPmanagement system and the ILMI
Management Entity (IME) running on anATM switch. The ATMDXILMIMIB (af-dxi-0014.000) sup¬
ports IETFATM MIB and the ATM Forum UNIMIB.

12.4 MPLS NETWORK TECHNOLOGY
Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) is a fast-emerging WAN technology that replaces pure IP and
ATM networks [RFC 2702], It combines the richness of IPand the performance ofATM networks.

12.4.1 MPLS Network
One of the important developments inWAN transport technologies is the evolution of the MPLS proto¬
col from IPandATM. An IP-basednetwork is feature rich because of its extensive implementation and
compatibility with Ethernet LAN. It routes packets intelligently.However, it is slow inperformance as it
has to open each packet at the layer 3 level to determine its next hop and its output port. The simultane¬
ous transport of real-time and non-real-time traffic is difficult.
In contrast to IP, the ATM protocol is a high-performance cell-based protocol switching cells at the

layer 2 level. It is capable of handling real-time and non-real-time traffic simultaneously and thus is
superior to the IP-based network. It has been deployed extensively in the WAN. However, its address
incompatibility with the popular Ethernet LAN,alongwith difficult end-to-end circuit provisioning,has
limited its usage at the customer premises network and hence related applications.
The MPLS protocol evolved to combine the richness of IPand the performance ofATM networks. It

is being deployed in convergent network for broadband services handling real-time and non-real-time
traffic simultaneously, thus achieving high quality of service transport. It can be deployed in the legacy
network of cither IP- or ATM-base. A simplified representation of an MPLS domain network with an in¬
gress MPLS router and an egress MPLS router is shown inFigure 12.21. This shows the MPLS header,
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Figure 12.21 Simplified MPLS Network

named label, added between layers 2 and 3 to the packet or cell delivered by the external network to the
ingress router and removed by the egress router before delivering to its external router. As we will soon
learn, the MPLS header at the output of the MPLS domain may not be the same as the one at the input
to the domain.
Ingeneral, the packet header contains information to choose the next hop,which comprises informa¬

tion to perform two functions. The first function partitions the entire set of possible packets into a set
of forward equivalent classes (FECs). The second function maps each FEC to a next hop. In so far as
the forwarding decision is concerned, different packets that arc mapped into the same FEC are indistin¬
guishable.
In conventional IP, forwarding is done based on the packets with the same FEC being sent to the

next hop on the same port. The FEC is determined by comparing the "longest match" for each packet's
destination address, called the address prefix. This is done for each packet at each router. This is shown
in Figure 12.22(a). The incoming Packets 1 and 3 generate the same FEC 1 and are transmitted over
Port 3. Packets 2 and 4 generate FEC 2 and exit out of Port 4.
InMPLS, the assignment of FEC to packets is done once at the ingress router.All packets that belong

to a particular FEC are assigned the same path or paths in the case of multipath routing, leaving the
node. This is shown in Figure 12.22(b).
InMPLS, the assignment of FEC to a particular packet is done just once at the ingress router and is

encoded in a short fixed value length in the label. Once a packet is assigned to an FEC,no further header
analysis is done by subsequent routers; all forwarding is driven by the labels. The label is sent along
with the packet. At subsequent hops the label is used as an index into a table, which specifies the next
hop and a new label. The old label is replacedwith the new label and the packet is forwarded to its next
hop, as shown in Figure 12.22.

The MPLS forwarding paradigm has a number of advantages over conventional network layer for¬
warding. For example,MPLS forwarding can be done by switches that are capable ofdoing label lookup
and replacement, but are either not capable of analyzing the network layer headers or are not capable
of analyzing the network layer headers at adequate speed. The reader is referred to RFC 3031 to learn
about the various benefits of MPLS that can be applied to broadband services.

Some MPLS routers analyze a packet's network layer header not merely to choose the packet's next
hop, but also to determine a packet's "precedence" or "class of service." They may then apply different
discard thresholds or scheduling disciplines to different packets.MPLSallows (but does not require) the
precedence or class of service to be fully or partially inferred from the label. In this case, one may say
that the label represents the combination of an FEC and a precedence or class of service.
MPLS differs from an IP network, where each packet is looked at by each router and is assigned an

FEC using the "longest match" for each packet's destination address. This obviously slows down the
network data flow process. As IPpackets are used by MPLS, the rich features of IP are preserved as the
egress MPLS router strips the label and outputs the original IPpacket.
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Figure 12.22 MPLS Packet Forwarding Based on the FEC Index Table

Let us now ask how does MPLS preserves the efficiency of anATM. InanATM, switching is done in
layer 2. End-to-endpath, "virtual path," containing "virtual circuit" is determined by the VPI-VCI. This
establishes a virtual circuit-switched path using "soft" switches. As mentioned earlier, the MPLS router
selects the next hop path using a table just as in the ATM switch and hence is efficient.
In the ATM network, a virtual circuit that has been established between two stations, A and Z, is

shown in Figure 12.2 The routing tables in the ATM switches,A, B, and D, associated with this virtual
circuit are shown in Table 12.2. The virtual circuit is first established prior to sending the data. In our
example, the virtual circuit is the combination of virtual circuit linksVCI-1, VCI-2, VCI-3, andVCI-4.
Once the virtual circuit is established, all packets are transported in the sequence in which they were
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transmitted by the source along the same path for a given session. Thus, Packets 1, 2, and 3 transmit¬
ted by StationA arrive at Station Z in the correct sequence traversing the same links. Since the path is
fixed for the entire session, the transmission rate is considerably increasedjust as in the circuit-switched
transmission mode.
InMPLS, packets with input labels are mapped to next hop with output labels. The header in layer 3

is ignored. Once a packet is assigned an FEC, no further analysis is done by subsequent routers. Figure
12.23 illustrates IP routing with Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) without traffic engineering (TE) and
tunnels, and Figure 12.24 illustrates the Interior Gateway Protocol network topology with TE and
tunnels implementation [Cisco, MPLS-TE], The respective routing tables for router R1 are shown in
Tables 12.12 and 12.13.
For simplicity, the IP addresses of the routers arc designated as i.i.i.i for each router Ri. Tabic 12.12,

representing Figure 12.23, shows the output interface (logical port) and next hop for packets emanating
from Rl to Ri.The last column in the table shows the metric of the number ofhops from Rl to the desti¬
nation router. The paths are chosen using IGP. For example, there arc two choices for the labcl-switchcd
path (LSP ) from Rl to R4, both ofwhich are shown in Table 12.12. The two paths are R1-R2-R3-R4
and RI-R6-R7-R4. They both have the same metric of 3 hops. The former is transmitted via logical
port II of Rl and the latter 12 of R2. As can be observed, the router knows only its neighbor router in
its routing table.

Address A1
Interface 11

Interface 12

Address A2

Figure 12.23 Topology without MPLS Tunnels

Table 12.12 R1 Routing Table without Tunnels

DEST OUTPUT
INTERFACE

NEXT HOP METRIC

2.2.2.2 11 2.2.2.2 1
3.3.3.3 11 2.2.2.2 2
4.4.4.4 11 2.2.2.2 3

12 6.6.6.6 3
5.5.5.5 11 2.2.2.2 4

12 6.6.6.6 4
6.6.6.6 12 6.6.6.6 1
7.7.7.7 12 6.6.6.6 2
8.8.8.8 11 2.2.2.2 4

12 6.6.6.6 4
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Table 12.13 R1 Routing Table
with Tunnels

PEST OINTF NEXT HOP METRIC
2.2.2.2 11 2.2.2.2 1
3.3.3.3 11 2.2.2.2 2
4.4.4.4 T1 4.4.4.4 3/1
5.5.5.5 T2 5.5.5.5 4/1
6.6.6.6 12 6.6.6.6 1
7.7.7.7 12 6.6.6.6 2
8.8.8.8 T1 4.4.4.4 4/2

Address A1
Interface 11

Interface 12

Address A2

Figure 12.24 MPLS Topology with Tunnels

LSPs for the same topology used in the MPLS protocol with MPLS-TE and tunnels are shown in
Figure 12.24, and the routing table in the label-switching router (LSR) R1 is presented in Table 12.13.
The LSRs R4 and R5 are directly reached from R1 through tunneling. The transit time delay is low and
the throughput is higher as the intermediate routers in the tunnel behave as pass through. The path from
R1 to R4 now exits out of the logical port T1 and has the next hop as R4. There are two metrics shown
for educational purpose. It is three ifno absolute value for the tunnel pathmetric. Ifan absolute value, in
our case chosen as 1,the value of the metric is 1.For the case of an LSP from R1 to R5, the correspond¬
ingmetrics are 4 and 1 .

MPLS Traffic Engineering
Traffic engineering (TE) is concerned with the performance optimization of operational networks. It
includes measurement, modeling, characterization, and control of Internet traffic to achieve specific
performance objectives. A major goal of Internet TE is to facilitate efficient and reliable network
operations, while simultaneously optimizing network resource utilization and traffic performance. The
aspects of TE that are of interest concerning MPLS are measurement and control.
The control capabilities offered by existing Internet interior gateway protocols are not adequate for

TE.A popular approach to circumvent the inadequacies of current IGPs is through the use of an overlay
model, such as IP over ATM or IP over frame relay. The overlay model extends the design space by

12.4.2
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enabling arbitrary virtual topologies to be provisioned atop the network's physical topology. The virtual
topology is constructed from virtual circuits that appear as physical links to the IGP-routing protocols.
The overlay model provides additional important services to support traffic and resource control,
including: (1) constraint-based routing at the VC level, (2) support for administratively configurable
explicit VC paths, (3) path compression, (4) call admission control functions, (5) traffic shaping and
traffic-policing functions, and (6) survivability of VCs. These capabilities enable the actualization of
a variety of TE policies. For example, virtual circuits can easily be rerouted to move traffic from over-
utilized resources onto relatively under-utilized ones.
For TE in large dense networks, it is desirable to equip MPFS with a level of functionality at least

commensurate with current overlay models. Fortunately, this can be done in a fairly straightforward
manner. MPFS is strategically significant for TE because it can potentially provide most of the func¬
tionality available from the overlay model in an integratedmanner, and at a lower cost than the currently
competing alternatives. Equally important, MPFS offers the possibility to automate aspects of the TE
function.
As defined earlier, a router capable of supporting MPFS is called a label-switching router (FSR) and

the end-to-end path of an MPFS circuit is called a label-switching path (ESP). The ESP starts at the
ingress router at the head end and terminates at the egress router at the terminating end. As discussed
above, the IGPhas been extended to engineer intra-arca and inter-area traffic [RFC 4105]. Figure 12.25
shows a representation of MPFS-TE implementation [Cisco], LSRs use IGP extensions to create and
maintain a TE link state database that is similar to the one used by the open shortest path first (OSPF)/
intermediate system to intermediate system (IS—IS). It contains TE network topology that is updated
by IGP flooding whenever a change occurs. Route is set up by Resource Reservation Protocol-Traffic
Engineering (RSVP-TE ), and link admission control establishes tunnels that have resources. TE control
establishes and maintains links, and the forwarding engine manages the data flow across the LSP.

Forwarding Engine

RSVP

TE Topology
Database TELink

Adm Ctl

Traffic
Engineering
Control

Path
Selection

IS-IS/OSPF

Routing Flooding

Figure 12.25 MPLS-TE System Block Diagram (Head-End Router)
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Figure 12.26 MPLS Shim Header

The control and data planes are separated inMPLS. This permits a variety of signaling protocols to
beused for the signal path. This offers flexibility for the implementationofVoIP using the legacy H.323
signaling protocol or Session Initiation Protocol (SIP).

12.4.3 MPLS Label
A label is a short, fixed length, locally significant identifier,which is used to identify an FEC. The label,
which is put on a particular packet, represents the forwarding equivalence class (FEC) to which that
packet is assigned. The MPLS label is a 4-octet or 32-bit long header and is shown in Figure 12.26. It
comprises 20-bit label, 3-bit experimental, 1-bit stack indicator, and 8-bit time-to-live (TTL) informa¬
tion in that sequence. The label is assigned by a downstream router, as we will see later. The experimen¬
tal bits arc used to describe the class of service such as QoS. The stack indicator bit is 0 ifit is the bottom
of the stack of labels or else it is 1.TTL defines the maximum number of hops.
The MPLS label (or stack of labels) is inserted or "shim"cd between layer 2 and layer 3, as shown in

Figure 12.27.Thus, for an IP-basedprotocol, the MPLS label is insertedbetween the 802.3 MACheader
and the network layer IP header. In the case of the ATM protocol, the MPLS shim without the TTL
replaces VPI and VCI fields.
Label switching is the process of extracting information from the label-routing look-up table and cre¬

ating an outbound label, port, and operations to be performed. The operations arc "push a new header,"
"pop a header off the stack," or "swap a header."
IfRu is the upstream LSR and Rd is the downstream inthe LSRs, they may agree that when Rutrans¬

mits a packet to Rd, Ruwill label the packet with label value Lifand only ifthe packet is a member of a
particular FEC F. That is, they can agree to a "binding" between label L and FEC F for packets moving
from Ru to Rd.As a result of such an agreement, Lbecomes Ru's "outgoing label" representing FEC F,
and L becomes Rd's "incoming label" representing FEC F. The upstream router packet is assigned the
label by the downstream router. Note that Ldoes not necessarily represent FEC F for any packets other
than those that are being sent from Ru to Rd. L is an arbitrary value whose binding to F is local to Ru
and Rd. Ruand Rdwith label L are called a label-binding pair.
The packets "being sent" from Ru to Rd do not imply either that the packet originated at Ru or

that its destination is Rd. They include packets that are "transit packets" at one or both of the LSRs.
Figure 12.28 shows two upstream LSRs, Rul and Ru2, communicating with the downstream LSR Rd.
Packet LI with FEC F and Packet L2 from Ru2 belonging to the same FEC F arrive at downstream LSR
Rd. Labels LI and L2 arc "outgoing labels" of Rul and Ru2, respectively. They are Rd's "incoming la¬
bels." Since they belong to the same FEC, they exit the same port ofRdwith the newly assigned Labels
L3 and L4 to the next hop from Rd. L3 is assigned by the LSR that is downstream from the Rd shown
in Figure 12.28.
Inconclusion, MPLS offers the best of IPandATM network and is well suited for multimedia broad¬

band network. It is currently being deployed by the broadband service providers at a rapid rate.
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Figure 12.29 LSP, LSRs, and Labels

LSP, LSR, LDP, and Label
Let us now try to put together an integrated picture of LSP, LSR, LDP (label distribution protocol), and
label inan MPLS network.An LSPcomprises the path from ingress to egress router of an MPLS circuit.
This is shown in Figure 12.29. It is made up of one or more entries in MPLS-switching tables in each
of the LSRs along the LSP path. Each LSR has one input label assigned by the upstream LSR and one
or more output labels based on whether a packet is unicast or multicast. An output label is interpreted
by the downstream LSR as an input label locally. An input label is used in an LSR to determine the
output label(s) and the output interface(s) based on LSP. Thus, the output label 23 tagged by LSR R2 is
interpreted by LSR R3 as the input label and is used to tag the output packet with output label 34 and
transmit it on output interface 3. The input to output relationship is derived from the cross-connect table
of the LSR.
LDP is used by the egress LSR to notify the LSP to all the LSRs that are affected along the LSP's

path. An LDP is a set of procedures by which one LSR informs another of the meaningof labels used to
forward traffic between and through them. [RFC 3036, 3037] LDPassociates an FEC [RFC 303 1] with
each label it distributes. Two LSRs that use LDPto exchange FEC-label binding information are known
as "LDPPeers," and we speak of there being an "LDP Session" between them.
An alternative to LDP,which is distributed architecture, is to use RSVP-TE that has a signaling ele¬

ment built in to distribute the LSP information.
Figure 12.29(a) presents the case of an LSP for the non-tunnel case of transmission from R1 to

R4 in Figure 12.23. Figure 12.29(b) shows the case for a tunneled path T1 from R1 to R4 shown in
Figure 12.24.

12.4.4
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12.5 MPLS OAM MANAGEMENT
Inan MPLS network, the data planes and control planes are different. A data plane that carries traffic is
used for MPLSOAM (operations, administration, andmaintenance). Inother words, OAMpackets fol¬
low the data path. Sections 12.5.2-12.5.6 enumerate the OAM requirements extracted from [Cavendish
eta!., 2004; Dini et al., 2004; ITUY1710;Nadeauet al, 2005; RFC 3429, 4377], The MPLS layer can
be visualized as the layer positioned between layers 2 and 3 and hence OAMofMPLS needs to address
both networks, namely ATM/MPLS and IP/MPLS. OAM inATM/MPLS network is briefly addressed
and comparedwith the IP/MPLSnetwork inSection 12.5.1;and the OAM INIP/MPLSnetwork is cov¬
ered in greater detail in Sections 12.5.2-12.5.4.

12.5.1 OAM inATM and MPLS Network
As we have seen, there is commonality betweenATM andMPLS in the lower layers. The LSP inMPLS
serves the functions ofVCC andVCP in the ATM. Flowever, there is a paradigm shift inmigrating from
ATM OAM to MPLS OAM as illustrated in Table 12.14 [Dini et al., 2004],

The ATM layer is constantly supervised using OAM cells. OAM functions of the ATM layer are
accomplished by OAM cell flows being performed for bothVC and VP connections. The fault manage¬
ment function is performed by continuity checking, verifying whether a VCC that has been idle for
a period of time is still functioning. This is done by sending continuity-check cells along that VCC.
Performance management is done by transmitting OAM cells at fixed intervals in both directions for
notifying other NEs of detected errors.
MPLS is usually uni-directional and has a tightly coupled relationship between data and control

planes. In contrast to ATM, the OAM packets are variable label stack and can be connectionless.

Fault Management of LSP
When an LSP fails to deliver a packet to the egress LSR, the failure can be due to several reasons and
cannot always be detected by the MPLS controlplane. LSP failures require the testing of specific packet
flows, besides failure of the network infrastructure, because in many instances packet flows may get
interrupted without network (link/node) failure. Figure 12.30 shows various kinds of plausible fault
scenarios. A andB are the intendedreceivers for A' andB', respectively. Fault (defect) scenarios are: (a)
Simple loss of connection, (b) Misconnection, (c) Swapped connection, (d) Mismerging, and (e) Loop/
unintended replication [Cavendish et al., 2004], In order to ensure that LSP failure is always detected,

Table 12.14 ATM OAM vs. MPLS OAM

12.5.2

ATM OAM_
Paradigm: Virtual circuits
Bi-directional
Established via ATM signaling and management
Fixed hierarchy VP-VC
Connection-oriented
Single route
No penultimate popping

MPLS OAM_
Paradigm: Label-switched paths
Usually uni-directional
Established closely tied to control planes
Variable label stack
Can be "Connectionless"
May use ECMP (equal-cost multipath)
Penultimate hop popping
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Figure 12.30 MPLS Fault Scenarios

it is important that the OAM packets used travel the same path as regular data packets as the data plane
always interacts with the control plane.

There are two distinct methods specified ineach of the standards, ITU-Tand IETF, for detecting LSP
fault detection and recovery. ITU-TRecommendationY 1711has standardized connectivity verification
(CV) function, whereas bi-directional forwarding detection (BFD) function is specified within IETF.

Connectivity Verification (ITU-T Y.1711). The basic idea of the CV function is to send test packets
(CV packets) periodically (one per second) from the ingress LSR to the egress LSR with the identity
of the ingress LSR and originating LSR The egress LSR analyzes the identification information of the
receivedCV packets to detect defects. Figure 12.31 shows the CV packet fonnat. It has two label stack
entries. The top label is the same as that inuser packets. The second label identifies the OAMpacket via
a reserved value of 14. The experimental bits, EXP, in the top label, and the OAM label are both set to
the highest priority value used across the entire network. The stack bit, S, of the OAM label is set to 1
because it is the bottom label. Moreover, to ensure that CV packets will not go beyond the egress LSR,
the MPLS network is treated as one-hop. The function type field indicates the OAM type: a code point
01His assigned for CV packets. The next two fields, LSR IDand LSPID,form the LSP trail termination
source identifier (TTSI). The TTSI is used to identify the ingress LSR (via the IP address of its output
port) and originating LSP (via the LSP ID). The BIP 16 (Byte InterleavedParity) field is used for error
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Figure 12.31 Connectivity Verification Packet

detection/correction. The ingress LSR sends CV packets with its TTSI value every second. The egress
LSR receives CV packets and analyzes their TTSI values to determine whether they are expected values
or not. Ifthe egress LSR receives an expected TTSI, it declares no defect. If it does not receive any CV
packet for more than 3 seconds, it declares a loss of connectivity defect (dLOCV), Figure 12.30(a). The
egress LSR waits before declaring dLOCV to avoid misdetection of dLOCV due to an OAM packet
loss. If there are two consecutive OAMpacket losses, the egress LSR may mistakenly declare dLOCV,
but this happens very rarely in normal operating conditions. In addition, as an egress LSR waits for
3 seconds, the expected delay variation, which is normally much less than a second, is acceptable. If
an egress LRS receives an unexpected TTSI, it declares a TTSI mismatch defect (dTTSI-mismatch),
Figure 12.30(b) and (c). If it receives both unexpected and expected TTSI values, it declares a TTSI
mismerge defect (dTTST-mismerge), Figure 12.30(d). If it receives more than five CV packets with ex¬
pectedTTSI values within 3 seconds, it declares excessive reception defect (dExcess), Figure 12.30(e).
Before we discuss BFD,we will address LSPping and LSP traceroute, which are used in BFD.

LSPPing. LSPping,which is described indetail in RFC 4379, is modeled after the Internet ping para¬
digm. The basic idea is to verify that packets that belong to a particular FEC actually end their LSP on
an LSR that is an egress for that FEC.This test is carried out by sending a packet (called an "MPLS echo
request") along the same data path as other packets belonging to this FEC.An MPLS echo request also
carries information about the FEC whose MPLS path is being verified. This echo request is forwarded
just like any other packet belonging to that FEC. In the "ping" mode, the packet should reach the end
of the path, at which point it is sent to the control plane of the egress LSR, which then verifies whether
it is indeed an egress for that FEC.
An MPLS echo request is a (possibly labeled) IPv4 or IPv6 UDP packet; the contents of the UDP

packet have the format shown in Table 12.15.
The Version Number is currently 1. The Global Flags field is a bit vector that includes a V flag

prescribing the FEC Stack Validation. The Message Type is either echo request (1) or echo reply (2).
The Reply Mode can take one of the following values: Do not reply (1), Reply via an IPv4/IPv6 UDP
packet (2), Reply via an IPv4/IPv6 UDPpacket with Router Alert (3), and Reply via application-level
control channel (4). Return Codes and Subcodes are set to zero and are filled in with response codes.
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Table 12.15 MPLS Echo Request Packet

Byte 1
Version Number

Byte 2 Byte 3
Global Flags

Byte 4

Message Type Reply Mode Return Code Return Subcode
Sender's Handle
Sequence Number

TimeStamp Sent (seconds)
TimeStamp Sent (microseconds)
TimeStamp Received (seconds)

TimeStamp Received (microseconds)
TLV

The Sender's Handle is filled in by the sender and is returned unchanged by the receiver in the echo
reply (if any). The Sequence Number is assigned by the sender of the MPLS echo request and can be
(for example) used to detect missed replies. The TimeStamp Sent is the time-of-day in seconds and mi¬
croseconds. TLVs (Type-Length-Value tuples) are of variable length and contain the information on the
FEC such as LDP IPv4 FEC.
An FEC connectivity is periodically pinged to ensure that it is active and alive. If the ping fails, one

can then initiate a traceroute to determine where the fault lies.

LSP Traceroute. An LSP traceroute is used for hop-by-hop fault localization as well as path tracing.
In the "traceroute" mode (fault isolation), the packet is sent to the control plane of each transit LSR,
which performs various checks that it is indeed a transit LSR for this path. This LSR also returns further
information that helps check the control plane against the data plane, i.e., that forwarding matches what
the routing protocols determined as the path. One can also periodically traceroute FECs to verify that
forwarding matches the control plane; however, this places a greater burden on transit LSRs and thus
should be used with caution.

Bi-directional Forwarding Failure Detection. LSP-Ping [RFC 4379] provides a mechanism for
verifying the MPLS control plane against the data plane. This is done by ensuring that the LSP is
mapped to the same FEC at the egress, as the ingress. However, BFD cannot be used for verifying the
MPLS control plane against the data plane. BFD can be used to detect a data plane failure in the for¬
warding path of an MPLS LSP.
In the event of an MPLS LSP failing to deliver data traffic, it may not always be possible to detect

the failure using the MPLS control plane. For instance, the control plane of the MPLS LSP may be
functional while the data plane may be misforwarding or dropping data. Hence, there is a need for a
mechanism to detect a data plane failure in the MPLS LSPpath [RFC 4377].
BFD is a low-overhead short-duration failure detection mechanism in the forwarding path between

two adjacent NEs. A verification packet can be used at any of the protocol layers, which makes BFD a
very versatile tool. BFD can provide failure detection on any kind of path andmedia, such as physical
links, virtual circuits, and an MPLS LSP between two pairs ofNEs.
To use BFD for fault detection on an MPLS LSP, a BFD session is established for that particular

MPLS LSP. BFD control packets are sent along the same data path as the LSP being verified and are
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processed by the BFD-processing module of the egress LSR. If the LSP is associated with multiple
FECs, a BFD session is established for each FEC. For instance, this may happen in the case of next-
hop label allocation. Hence, the operation is conceptually similar to the data plane fault detection pro¬
cedures of LSP-Ping.
IfMPLS fast-reroute is being used for the MPLS LSP, the use of BFD for fault detection can result

in false fault detections if the BFD fault detection interval is less than the MPLS fast-reroute switchover
time. When the MPLS fast-reroute is triggered because of a link or node failure, BFD control packets
will be dropped until traffic is switched on to the backup LSP. If the time taken to perform the switcho¬
ver exceeds the BFD fault detection interval, a fault will be declared even though the MPLS LSP is
being locally repaired. To avoid this, the BFD fault detection interval should be greater than the fast-
reroute switchover time. An implementation should provide configuration options to control the BFD
fault detection interval.
If there are multiple alternate paths from an ingress LSR to an egress LSR for an LDP IP FEC,

LSP-Ping traceroute can be used to determine each of these alternate paths. A BFD session needs to be
established for each alternate path that is discovered.
A combination of LSP-Ping and BFD can be used to provide faster data plane failure detection and/or

make it possible to provide such detection on a greater number of LSPs [Aggarwal et al., 2008]. Periodic
LSP-Pingecho request messages shouldbe sent by the ingress LSR to the egress LSR along the same data
path as the LSP. This is to periodically verify the control plane against the data plane by ensuring that the
LSP ismapped to the same FEC at the egress, as the ingress. The rate ofgeneration of these LSP-Pingecho
request messages should be significantly less than the rate of generation of the BFD control packets.

LSP Self-Test. As part of an LSP fault localization procedure for a defective LSP, a self-test can be
performed on the data path using self-test protocol. InFigure 12.32, a representation of the self-test is
done on LSR-STwith its upstreamLSR-Uand downstream LSR-D. LSR-ST issues anMPLS data veri¬
fication request to LSR-Uwith three hop limitation TTL = 3. LSR-U in turn sends a request to LSR-D
via LSR-ST with a TTL = 2 value. The MPLS packet sent by LSR-U is processed as any other labeled
packet by LSR-ST and forwarded over to LSR-D. UponTTL expiration, LSR-D sends a reply to LSR-
ST, completing the test. The request and reply messages are special LSP pingmessages, optimized for
fast processing. There are other fault management aspects such as link management, fault notification,
and others, and the reader is referred to [Cavendish et al., 2004],
LSP Fault Localization. Because of the similarity between ATM and MPLS on path definition,
some of the OAM concepts can be extended to MPLS. However because of the paradigm shift between
the two, there is significant difference between the two protocol-based circuits. Unlike ATM, which
defines both segment and end-to-end OAM functions, only end-to-end OAM functions are defined in

Reply

LSR-ST LSR-DLSR-U
Request
TTL=3

Request
TTL=1

"

Request
TTL=2

Figure 12.32 LSP Self-Test
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Figure 12.33 LSP Nesting and Fault Localization

ITU-TRecommendationY. 1711 [Y 1711] for MPLS. It may sometimes be necessary to localize a fault
to an LSP segment that is part of a longer LSP segment. In this case, the LSPs of the two segments are
nested.
Figure 12.33 shows an example with a circuit between customer networksA andB starting at ingress-

ing LSR R1 and ending at egressing LSR R2 with an LSP 1. The LSP 1 traverses a segment from R1
to R6. The figure also shows a subsegment R3 to R4 with LSP 2 that LSP 1 traverses through, which
may need to be managedmore closely as it may be a higher bandwidth segment with larger bandwidth
affecting a larger number of customers. In this situation, LSP 1 is nestedwith LSP 2. R3 adds or wraps
a label L2 on top of LI associated with LSP 1 and R4 removes or pops label L2. In this situation, both
LSP 1 and LSP 2 are managed or only LSP 2 is managed.
It is worth noting that nesting of LSPs may be considered as a factor in configuring circuits paying

careful attention to the management needs.
Since LSP specifies end-to-end path, any failure of transmission in the path needs to be localized for

OAM function. Inthe example shown in Figure 12.33, ifthe fault occurs in R3 to R4 segment, the NMS
managing that segment would raise the alarm. However, we need to inform the segments and nodes
preceding and following the failed entity of the failure. ITURecommendationY. 17 1 1 specifies forward
defect indication (FDI) andbackwarddefect indication (BDI) as defect information transfer functions in
the forward and backwarddirections, respectively. This could be used to suppress the display of alarms
of all NEs except the one that is the root cause of the failure.

Service Level Management
The service level management in an MPLS network involves fault and performance management. In
the event ofa failure inLSP, the managingNMS localizes the problembydoing root cause analysis of the
detected failures in links andnodes. Inorder to mitigate service to the customers, protection LSPs are con
figuredeitheronalocaloraglobalbasis.Forexample,afailureinthelinkbetweenLSRsR3andR4forservice
betweenCustomerNetworkA andCustomerNetwork B inFigure 12.33 can be restoredby the protection
path of LSP 1 on a global basis or the protection path of LSP 2 on a local basis. This is decided based
on the SLAs agreed between the service provider and the customers affected by the failure. Any failure
detected has to be intimated to the ingress LSR of the LSP, and LSP switching is done based on the
recovery policy implemented.
The SLA between the service provider and customers also covers the performance of the LSPs

intermsoflatency,jitter, andpacket loss,especially inreal-timeserviceprovisioning.The reader isreferred
to [Nadeau et al., 2005; RFC 3429] for details on the specifications of these, as well as on security and
account management.

12.5.3
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12.5.4 MPLS MIBs
A range of MIB modules has been developed to help model and manage the various aspects of MPLS
networks. These MIBmodules are defined in separate documents that focus on the specific areas of re¬
sponsibility of the modules that they describe [RFC 4221], The MPLS set of MIBs is complex and con¬
sists of tables and managed objects that are inter-related across various MIB modules [Morris, 2004],

The set of MPLS MIB modules mplsStdMIB and the TE Link MIB teLinkStdMIB [RFC 4220]
forms the two nodes under the transmission (mib-2 10) managed object node, as shown inFigure 12.34.
Tables 12.16 and 12.18, the MPLS Object Identifier (OID) MIB group and the TE Link MIB group, re¬
spectively, describe the entities in the MIB groups with their OIDs and briefdescription of the entities.
MPLS-TC-STD-MIB [RFC 3811] defines textual conventions that may be common to MPLS-related

MIBmodules. These conventions allow multipleMIBmodules to use the same syntax and format for a
concept that is shared between the MIB modules.
MPLS-LSR-STD-MIB [RFC 3813] is the heart of the management architecture for MPLS and de¬

scribes managed objects for modeling an MPLS LSR. It comprises the label-forwarding information
base (LFIB) of the LSR and provides a view of the LSPs that are being switched by the LSR in ques¬
tion. Incoming labels on MPLS-enabled interfaces are mapped to outgoing labels on MPLS-enabled
interfaces via a managed object called an MPLS cross-connect. MPLS cross-connect entries and their
properties are represented inMPLS-LSR-STD-MIB and are typically referencedby other MIBmodules
in order to refer to the underlyingMPLS LSP. For example, MPLS-TE-STD-MIB [RFC 3812] models
TE tunnels. These tunnels map to one or more underlyingMPLS LSPs. MPLS-TE-STD-MIB refers to
the underlying LSPs by pointing to cross-connect entries inMPLS-LSR-STD-MIB.

transmission
(mib-2 10)

mplsTCStdMIB(l) mplsFTNStdMIB(8)
mplsLsrStdMIB(2) mplsLdpGenericStdMIB(7)

mplsTeStdMIB(3) mplsLdpFrameRelayStdMIB(6)
mplsLdpStdMIB(4) mplsLdpAtmStdMIB(5)

mplsStdMIB
(166)

teLinkStdMIB
(200)

teLinkObjects(l)

teLinkNotifications(O) teLinkConformance(2)

Figure 12.34 MPLS MIB OID Tree
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Table 12.16 MPLS Object Identifier (OID) MIB Group

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
mplsStdMIB transmission (166) MPLS OID group
mplsTCStdMIB mplsStdMIB (1) Defines textual conventions
mplsLsrStdMIB mplsStdMIB (2) LSR managed objects (MO)
mplsTeStdMIB mplsStdMIB (3) Traffic engineered tunnel MO
mplsLdpStdMIB mplsStdMIB (4) Label distribution protocol (LDP) MO
mplsLdpAtmStdMIB mplsStdMIB (5) MO used with MPLS-LDP-STD-MIB for

MPLS/ATM as layer 2
mplsLdpFrameRelayStdMIB mplsStdMIB (6) MO used with MPLS-LDP-STD-MIB for

MPLS/frame relay as layer 2
mplsLdpGenericStdMIB mplsStdMIB (7) LDP per platform label space reserved

for other platforms
mplsFTNStdMIB mplsStdMIB (8) FTN MO (FEC-to-NHLFE (next hop

label forwarding entry)

MPLS-TE-STD-MIB describes managed objects that are used to model and manage MPLSTE tun¬
nels. This MIBmodule is basedon a table that represents TE tunnels that originate from, traverse via, or
terminate on the LSR inquestion. The MIBmodule provides configuration and statistics objects needed
for TE tunnels.
MPLS-LDP-STD-MIB [RFC 3815] describes managedobjects usedto model andmanage the MPLS

LDP, one of the MPLS protocols used to distribute labels and establish LSPs [RFC 3036], This MIB
module contains objects common to all LDP implementations. For an LDP implementation that pro¬
vides standard MIB support, this MIB module provides the core set of objects that are needed, along
with one or more of the other LDP MIB modules that are specific to MPLS implementation. It sup¬
ports the MPLS-LDP-ATM-STD-M1B module if LDPuses ATM as the Layer 2 medium, and supports
MPLS-LDP-FRAME-RELAY-STD-MIB if LDP uses frame relay as Layer 2.
The MPLS-LDP-GENERIC-STD-MIBmodule provides objects for managing the LDPper platform

label space and contains tables for configuringMPLS generic label ranges. Although the LDPspecifica¬
tion does not provide a way to configure label ranges for generic labels, the MIBmodule does provide
a way to reserve a range of generic labels.
MPLS-FTN-STD-MIB [RFC 3814] describes managed objects that are used to model and manage

the MPLS FEC-to-NHLFE (FTN) mappings that take place at an ingress label edge router (LER). An
ingress LER is responsible for classifyingdata andassigning them to a suitable LSPor tunnel. Once data
have been classified, it is handed off to an LSP or tunnel through the next hop label forwarding entry
(NHLFE). In the case of an IP-to-MPLS mapping, the FEC objects describe IP 6-tuples that represent
source and destination address ranges, source and destination port ranges, the IPv4 protocol field or
IPv6 next-header field, and the DiffServ code point (DSCP).

Interdependencies of MPLS MIBS
Figure 12.35 presents the relationship between the MPLS MIB modules described. The arrows in the
diagram show a "depends on" relationship.A relationship "MIBmoduleA depends on MIBmodule B"

12.5.5
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Figure 12.35 MPLS MIBs Dependencies

means that MIBmoduleA uses an object, object identifier, or textual convention defined inMIBmodule
B, or that MIBmodule A contains a pointer (index or RowPointer) to an object inMIBmodule B.
Itcan be observed that all theMIBmodules dependonMPLS-TC-STD-MIB.MPLS-LDP-STD-MIB,

MPLS-TE-STD-MIB, and MPLS-FTN-STD-MIB contain references to objects in MPLS-LSR-STD-
MIB. MPLS-LDP-GENERIC-STD-MIB, MPLS-LDP-ATM-STD-MIB, and MPLS-LDP-FRAME-
RELAY-STD-MIB contain references to objects in MPLS-LDP-STD-MIB. MPLS-FTN-STD-MIB
contains references to objects inMPLS-TE-STD-MIB.
There are external dependencies of the MPLSMIBs on the interfaces group of IF-MIB [RFC 2863],

We will address these in Section 12.5.7 after we first consider the composition of the MPLS MIBs.

MPLS MIB Group Composition
MPLS MIB groups comprise tables, scalars, and indices and managed objects to issue notifications.
Each table in a MIB group can be configured to perform specific functions. Some MIB modules have
arbitrary indices and for these, scalars are provided to supply the next available index to generate a
row. Scalars serve to specify the range of indices. The indexing is unusual in MPLS-LSR-STD-MIB,
and a specific textual convention, mplsIndexType,is defined in the LSRMIBmodule. We will describe
MPLS-LSR-STD-MIB here, and the reader is referred to RFC 4221 for details on other MIBs.

Table 12.17 shows the MIB tables with the OID and a briefdescription of functions. They specify the
managed objects to serve the configuration, fault, and performance functions of LSR.

Scalars apply to mplsInSegmentTable, mplsOatSegmentTable, mplsXCTable, and mplsLabelStack
Table. mplsMaxLabelStackDepth defines the maximumsize of an imposed label stack supported at each
LSR and overrides the specification in MPLS-LSR-STD-MIB. These scalars all use a second textual
convention, mplsIndexNextType, also defined within MPLS-LSR-STD-MIB. This textual convention
allows the "null string," (that is, a string of length one octet with value 0x00). The null string is used to
indicate that either write access is not supported or no more indexes are currently available.
mplsXCNotificationsEnable is used to enable and disable notifications from MPLS-LSR-STD-MIB.

There are two notificationsmplsXCUp reports when a cross-connect becomes active and mplsXCDown
reports when a cross-connect becomes inactive.

12.5.6

12.5.7 Use of Interface Stack in MPLS
The ijTable [RFC 2863] contains information on the managed resource's interfaces, and that each
sublayer below the internetwork layer of a network interface is considered an interface. The managed
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Table 12.17 MPLS LSR Tables

TABLE OID FUNCTIONS
Interface configuration mplslnterfaceTable Enables MPLS interface
In-segment mplslnSegmentTable Enables and monitors LSP

segments into LSR
Out-segment mplsoutSegmentTable Enables and monitors LSP

segments out of LSR
In-segment mapping mplslnSegmentMapTable Lookup table for discovery of an in-

segment in an in-segment table
Cross-connect mplsXCTable Associate in and out segment for an

LSP
Label stack mplsLabelStackTable Specifies multi-label stacks on LSP
In-segment performance mplslnSegmentPerfTable Measures performance of LSP
Out-segment performance mplsOutSegmentPerfTable Measures performance of LSP
Interface performance mplslnterfacePerftable Measures performance on a per-

interface basis.

objects from the interfaces group of IF-MIB are used to manage MPLS tunnels. MPLSMIB modules,
MPLS-TE-STD-MIB, andTE-LINK-STD-MIB utilize interface stacking within the interface group.
MPLS-TE-STD-MTB builds on the concept of managing MPLS tunnels as logical interfaces. Thus,

an MPLS tunnel managed as an interface is represented as an entry in the ifTable. The interrelation of
entries in the ifTable is defined by the interfaces stack group defined in RFC 2863. When using MPLS
tunnels as interfaces, the interface stack table appears, as shown in Figure 12.36. The "Underlying
layer" refers to the iflndex of any interface type for which MPLS Internet working has been defined.
Examples includeATM, frame relay, and Ethernet.
A detailed listing of the mapping between ifTable objects and their use for MPLS tunnels is given in

RFC 3812. A few key objects are listed here to provide an overview of the concepts as described inRFC
4221. Each MPLS tunnel is represented by an entry in the ifTable. Each tunnel is therefore assigned a
unique iflndex. The type of an interface represented by an entry in the ifTable is indicated by the ifType
object. The value that is allocated to identify an MPLS tunnel is 150. The ifOperStatus object reflects
the actual operational status of the MPLS tunnel and may be mapped from the mplsTnnnelOperStatus
object. It may be considered convenient and good management to set the ifName object to reflect the
name of the MPLS tunnel as contained in the mplsTunnelName object.
Figure 12.37 shows an example of an interface stack when using TE link interfaces. TE-LINK-

STD-MIB uses interface stacking to manage TE link interfaces as logical interfaces. In Figure 12.37,

MPLS tunnel interface ifType = mplsTunnel(150)

MPLS interface ifType = mpls(166)

Underlying Layer

Figure 12.36 Interface Stack Table for an MPLS Tunnel Interface
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MPLS Tunnel Interface
ifType = mpls(166)

iflndex = 1

TE Link (Bundled Link) Interface
ifType = mpls(166)

iflndex = 2

TE Link TE Link
ifType = teLink(200) ifType = teLink(200)

iflndex = 3 iflndex = 4

Component Link Component Link
ifType = opticalTransport(196) ifType = opticalTransport(196)

iflndex = 5 iflndex = 6

Figure 12.37 Interface Stack Table for a TE Link Physical Interface

"opticalTransport" isanunderlyingphysicaloptical transport interface.TE linkmanagementandbundling
can be seen in the levels of interface stacking. Two TE links are defined, each managing an optical
transport link. These two TE links are combined into a bundle (see the following section), which is
managed as a single TE link interface. This TE link interface supports MPLS and is presented as an
MPLS interface. Each TE link interface is represented by a separate entry in the ifTable, with a unique
iflndex. The type of an interface represented by an entry in the iJTable is indicated by the ifType object.
The value that is allocated to identify a TE Link is 200.

Traffic Engineering Link MIB Group
The TE link MIBgroup, TE-LINK-STD-M1B, presented inTable 12.18, describes managedobjects that
are used to model and manage TE links, including bundled links referred to in the previous section, in
an MPLS network [RFC 4220], The TE link feature is designed to aggregate one or more similar data
channels or TE links between a pair of LSRs.A TE link is a sub-interface capable of carryingTEMPLS
traffic. A bundled link is a sub-interface that bonds the traffic of a group of one or more TE links. Sup¬
port is provided for configuration of TE parameters associated with TE links. The MIB module is used
to monitor the priority-based component link and TE link bandwidth values.

MPLS Example
An LSP for data transmission set up between ingress MPLS router LER-1 and egress MPLS router
LER-3 is shown in Figure 12.38. LER-1 receives IP packets from outside of the MPLS network at the

Table 12.18 Traffic Engineering Link MIB Group

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
teLinkStdMIB transmission (200) MPLS traffic engineered links MO
teLinkNotifications teLinkStdMIB(O) Event notifications MO
teLinkObjects teLinkStdMIB(l) Traffic engineered link MO
teLinkConformance teLinkStdMIB(2) MPLS compliance MIB

12.5.8

12.5.9
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Figure 12.38 MPLS Example with the LSP Path

port with IPaddresses 1. 1.1.1 and pushes out MPLS packets out of the port (iflndex=2) with IPaddress
1.1.1.2 . The egress router LER-3 receives MPLS packets at the port with IP address 3.3.3.1 (iflndex =
1) and puts out IP packets to the external network at the port with IP address 3.3.3.2. The core router
LSR-C receives MPLS packets at the port (iflndex = 1)with IPaddress 2.2.2.1 and pushes MPLS pack¬
ets out of the port with TP address 2.2.2.2 (iflndex = 2). Each router, in general, can have an inSegment,
outSegment, and a cross-connect XCTable as MPLS tables. In our example, the ingress router LER-1
has only mplsXCTable andmpIsOutSegmentTable as the input is not an MPLS packet. The egress router
LER-2 has mplsXCTable andmplsInSegmentTable as the output is IPtraffic. LER-3 (owner of the label)
assigns a label of 13,which is carried as a single label on the IP/MPLS packet.

mplsInSegmentTable,mpIsOutSegmentTable and mplsXCTable in MPLS LSR MIB [RFC 3813] are
used to specify the input segment, output segment, and cross-connect in the three routers shown in
Tables 12.19-12.25.

Table 12.19 LER-1 MPLS Out-Segment Table for LSP

mplsoutSegmentlndex 1
mplsoutSegmentlnterface 2
mplsoutSegmentPushTopLabel 1
mplsoutSegmentTopLabel 13
mplsoutSegmenttopLabelPointer 0.0 (no external table pointer)
mplsoutSegmentNextHopAddrType 1 (IPv4)
mplsoutSegmentNextHopaddr 2.2.2.1
mplsoutSegmentXCIndex mplsXCTable.1
mplsoutSegmentOwner LER-2
mplsoutSegmentTrafficParam 0.0 (for best effort)

Table 12.20 LER-1 MPLS Cross-Connect Table

mplsXCIndex 1
mplsXCInSegmentlndex 0
mplsXCOutSegmentlndex 1
mplsXCLspId 123 (LSP Id forward path from LER-1 to LER-3)
mplsXCLabelStacklndex 0 (only one outgoing label)
mplsXCOwner LER-1

ip MPLS
2.2.2.1
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Table 12.21 MPLS LSR-C Core In-Segment Table

mplsoutSegmentlndex 1
mplsoutSegmentlnterface 2
mplsoutSegmentPushTopLabel True (1) for tunnel
mplsoutSegmentTopLabel 13
mplsoutSegmenttopLabelPointer 0.0 (no external table pointer)
mplsoutSegmentNextHopAddrType 1 (IPv4)
mplsoutSegmentNextHopaddr 3.3.3.1 (Tunnel/LSP destination)
mplsoutSegmentXCIndex mplsXCTable.1
mplsoutSegmentOwner LSR-C
mplsoutSegmentTrafficParam 0.0 (for best effort)

Table 12.22 MPLS LSR-C Core Out-Segment Table

mplsoutSegmentlndex 1
mplsoutSegmentlnterface 2
mplsoutSegmentPushTopLabel 1
mplsoutSegmentTopLabel 13
mplsoutSegmenttopLabelPointer 0.0 (no external table pointer)
mplsoutSegmentNextHopAddrType 1 (IPv4)
mplsoutSegmentNextHopaddr 3.3.3.1
mplsoutSegmentXCIndex mplsXCTable.1
mplsoutSegmentOwner LSR-C
mplsoutSegmentTrafficParam 0.0 (for best effort)

Table 12.23 MPLS LSR-C Core Cross-Connect Table

mplsXCIndex
mplsXCInSegmentlndex
mplsXCOutSegmentlndex
mplsXCLspId
mplsXCLabelStacklndex
mplsXCOwner

1
0
1
123 (LSP Id forward path from LER-1 to LER-3)
0 (only one outgoing label)
LSR-C

12.6 OPTICALAND MAN FEEDER NETWORKS
Optical transport plays and will continue to play an important role in the future direction of telecom¬
munications network. The transport scheme is used for WAN, as well as extension ofWAN to close-to-
customer premises in terms of feeder networks that can be considered as part of the broadband access
network. The last-mile network for metropolitan area is called the metropolitan area network (MAN).
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Table 12.24 MPLS LER-3 In-Segment Table

mplslnSegmentlndex 1
mplslnSegmentlnterface 1
mplslnSegmentLabel 0 (if no external LabelPointer)
mplslnSegmentLabelPointer 0.0
mplslnSegmentNPop 1
mplslnSegmentAddrFamily 1 (IPv4)
mplslnSegmentXCIndex 1 (given)
mplslnSegmentTrafficParam 0.0

Table 12.25 MPLS LER-3 Cross-Connect Table

mplsXCIndex 1
mplsXCInSegmentlndex 1
mplsXCOutSegmentlndex 0
mplsXCLspId 123 (LSP Id forward path from LER-1 to LER-3)
mplsXCLabelStacklndex 0 (only one outgoing label)
mplsXCOwner LER-3

Optical DWDM/SDH Network
The MAN can be defined as that segment of the network that connects the WAN to the broadband ac¬
cess network. There are wired and wireless MANs. While the latter is actually access network for the
metropolitan area, the former is concernedwith extending the WAN closer to the head end of the access
network. We will limit our discussion here to the wired MAN.
The wiredMANhas its origin in telephone network as a digital loop carrier where the voice circuits

are transported in digital format from the central office terminal (COT) to the remote terminal (RT).
This was done employing synchronous optical network (SONET) using synchronous digital hierarchy
(SDH). The transmission bandwidth is in multiples of 5 1.84 Mbps optical carrier Level l (OC-l). It is
typically from OC-3 (approximately 155 Mbps) to OC-l2 (approximately 600 Mbps). With broadband
deployment it has gone up to OC-48 (48 x 5 1.84Mbps). SONET is implemented as a ringnetwork. The
WAN is connected to COT andmultiple RTs form a ringwith COT, as shown inFigure 12.39.
Another legacy implementation of MAN is to aggregate metro traffic into T1/DS1 (1.55 Mbps) or

T3/DS3 (7 Tls) and transport it to WAN. The European equivalent of this is E1/E3. The modulation
scheme is time division multiplex (TDM).
Both the above schemes are voice based. The emerging technology for the broadband version of

MAN is packet and ring based, but with a dual ring using an efficient MAC protocol, resilient packet
ring (RPR) protocol. The ring itself is a dual ringwith traffic traversing in opposite directions. If there
is a break in one of the rings, such as a fiber cut, all the traffic is routed via one ringwith turn-arounds
at RTs that are adjacent to the fiber cut. This is shown in Figure 12.40.
Each mode in the ring acts as an add-drop multiplexer (ADM) to add and drop the local traffic, as

well as behaving as a pass through for through traffic. RPR is faster than SONET. It is resilient in that

12.6.1
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Figure 12.39 SONET-Based MAN
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Figure 12.40 Dual Ring with Failure Recovery

it can recover in less than 50 milliseconds, which is 5-10 times faster than SONET. The RPR protocol
assures bandwidth fairness and is more efficient for multicast/broadcast. Provisioning inRPR is consid¬
erably simpler than in SONET. RPR is IEEE standard 802.17.

RPR specifications are transparent to the physical layer underneath. Thus, the existing infrastructure
of SONET rings could be used.The commondeployment of the infrastructureuses SDH transport equip¬
ment (notice that the device and the technology are both referred to as SDH). The basic transmission rate
of SDH is OC-3, 155.52 Mbps (abbreviated to 155 Mbps). The basic SDH ring is referred to as STM-1
(Synchronous Transport Module Level 1). The higher data rate rings are STM-4 (OC-12) and STM-16
(OC-48),which operate at 622.08 Mbps and2,488.32 Mbps and are deployedusingeither SONET/SDH
transmission or the optical transmission component dense wavelength divisionmultiplexer. Higher data
rate signals of OC-48 utilize DWDMtechnology.
It is worth noting the distinction between SONET/SDH and WDM technologies. Both use optical

fiber as the medium. SONET/SDH takes synchronous and asynchronous signals and multiplexes them
to a single higher bit rate for transmission at a single wavelength over fiber. It involves conversion from
electrical to optical and back to electrical signal each lime source signals have to be added or dropped,
such as add-drop multiplexingof DS1/E1 sources. On the other hand,WDM is strictly a physical-layer
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system, and OC-n signals, as well as any SONET signal or ATM signal directly of ATM switches, can
be transported over WDM. It is protocol agnostic. The difference betweenWDM and DWDM is one of
density of signal over the fiber.
An optical fiber carrying signals at multiple wavelengths is called a multimode fiber.
Inbroadband implementation of RPR rings, the RTs house DSLaccess multiplexers (DSLAMs), and

the local traffic shown in Figure 12.40 are DSL access networks carrying multimedia information. The
architecture of a hierarchy of metro broadband network using RPR access rings and IP/MPLS metro
core network connecting to the Internet via a gateway is shown inFigure 12.41.

SDH Management
We will deal with SDHmanagement only briefly here, and the reader is referredto [Fatato, 1996; ITUG
Series; RFC 2558;Wikipedia2], Most of the SDH-specific management information has been described
by ITU in the ITUG.Series Recommendations: [ITU G.774, G.784, and G.831], It is based on char¬
acterization of SDH NEs in terms of functionality and functional partitioning. SONET and SDH have
dedicated data communication channels (DCCs) within the section and line overhead for management
traffic. Generally, section overhead (regenerator section in SDH) is used. According to ITU-T G.774,
there are three modes used for management: (i) IP-only stack, using PPP as a data link; (ii) OSI-only
stack, using LAP-D as a data link; and (iii) Dual (IP+OSI) stack using PPP or LAP-D with tunneling
functions to communicate between stacks. An interesting fact about modern SONET NEs is that to
handle all of the possiblemanagement channels and signals, most NEsactually contain a router for rout¬
ing the network commands and underlying (data) protocols.
ITUG.784 specifies equipment management functions (EMF) for fault management, performance

monitoring, and configuration management. Within an STM-N signal there are two DCC channels,

DSLAM

12.6.2
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DCCM and DCCR. DCCM is used to forward data over the multiplex sections (using the OSI-rout-
ing protocols), and DCCR is used to forward data to the regenerators. DCCM can be regarded as the
backbone, while DCCR and LAN are used to interconnect this backbone to equipment that cannot be
accessed through DCCM, e.g., regenerators and non-SDH equipment. DCCM and DCCR can be used
to carry two independent,possibly proprietary,management applications.AnNEcan choose to through-
connect DCCM on the physical level, or to terminate the DCCM and route the PDUs, while using the
DCCR for interconnection within a subnetwork. G.831 specifies the management capabilities of trans¬
port network based on the SDH.

Largenumbers of alarm and error messages are defined for SDHnetwork fault management. InSDH,
these are referred to as defects and anomalies, respectively, and are associated with network sections.
The complete failure of a circuit results ina loss of signal alarm (LOS ) inthe receivingnetwork element.
This alarm triggers a chain of subsequent messages in the form of alarm indication signals (AIS). The
transmitting side is informed of the failure by the return of an RDI alarm (remote defect indication).

Performance management of SDH equipment is quantified in ITUG.826 by numerous parameters.
Of these, there are four commonly usedparameters: errored second (ES), severely errorcd second (SES),
background block error (BBE), and unavailable second (UAS). ES is a 1-second time interval contain¬
ing one or more errored blocks. SES is a 1-second time interval inwhich more than 30% of the blocks
arc errored or which contains at least one severely disturbedperiod (SDP). EB (erroredblock) is a block
containing one or more errored bits. BBE is an errored block that is not an SES. UAS is defined as fol¬
lows: a circuit is considered to be unavailable from the first of at least 10 consecutive SESs. The circuit
is available from the first of at least 10 consecutive seconds which arc not SES.
Configuration management involves the management of a large number of parameters. Refer ITUG

Series of documents for details.

SONET Transport Hierarchy and ifTables
SDH networks are subdivided into various layers that are directly related to the network topology. SON¬
ET/SDH layers are shown in Figure 12.42. The equivalent topological representation is shown in Figure
12.43. The lowest layer is the physical transmission medium, which in our case is fiber. There are line
and section segments represented by layers. Eachof these three layers is representedby iJTypesonet (39)
managed object in the interfaces group.
A section is a single fiber run that can be terminated by a network element (line or path) or an optical

regenerator. The main function of the section layer is to properly format the SONET frames and to con¬
vert the electrical signals to optical signals. Section-terminating equipment (STE) can originate, access,
modify, or terminate the section header overhead. A standard STS-1 frame is nine rows by 90 bytes. The
first three bytes of each row comprise the section and line header overhead.
Line-terminatingequipment (LTE) originates or terminates one or more sections of a line signal. The

LTEdoes the synchronization andmultiplexingof information on SONET frames. Multiple lower-level
SONET signals can be mixed to form higher-level SONET signals. An ADM or digital cross-connect,
or MPPS, is an example of LTE.
Path-terminating equipment (PTE) interfaces non-SONET equipment to the SONET network. At

this layer, the payload is mapped and demapped into the SONET frame. For example, an STS PTE can
assemble 25 1.544 Mbps DS1 signals and insert path overhead to form an STS-1 signal. This layer is
concerned with end-to-end transport of data.

12.6.3
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The top layer in Figure 12.42 is the virtual container, VC-n, terminology used in ITU and virtual
tributary, VT-n, terminology used in North America and Japan. This contains the payload. This is
managed object ifType sonetVT (51) in the interfaces group.
The optical interface layers have a hierarchical relationship; each layer builds on the services pro¬

vided by the next lower layer. Each layer communicates with peer equipment in the same layer and pro¬
cesses information; and then passes it up or down to the next layer.As an example, consider two network
nodes that are to exchange DS1 signals, as shown in Figure 12.43.
At the source node, the PTE in the path layer maps 28 DS1signals andpath overhead to form an STS-1

synchronous payloadenvelope (SPE) and hands this to the line layer. The LTE in the line layer multiplex¬
es STS-1 SPE signals and adds line overhead. This combined signal is then passed to the section layer.

The section layer (STE) performs framing and scrambling and adds section overhead to form an STS-
n signal. Finally, the electrical STS signal is converted to an optical signal for the photonic layer and is
transmitted over the fiber to the distant node. Across the SONET network, the signal is regenerated in
optical regenerators (STE-level devices), passedthrough anADM (an LTE-level device), andeventually
terminated at a node (at the PTE level). At the distant node, the process is reversed from the photonic
layer to the path layer where the DS1 signals terminate.
The terminologies usedto describe error conditions on a SONET circuit as monitoredand managedby

a SONET system are described in [T1.23 1] or for SDH in ITUrecommendation [G.774; G.784; G.83 1].

WDM Optical Transport Network12.6.4
We introduced in Section 2.6 optical transport networks using WDM technology as the most flexible
and diverse mode of transportation. WDM technology can solve the enormous traffic growth problem
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evolving throughmultipletechnologies usingmultipleprotocols,as shown inFigure2.3 1.For the current
high-end transport, we can use IP,ATM, MPLS,or TDMwraped inSONET/SDH frame and transported
over the optical physical layer. In course of time, as the IP/MPLS technology advances to handling the
real-time and non-real-time QoS as the ATM does, then IP/MPLS can be transported directly over the
optical physical medium without the SONET/SDH intermediate layer.
The WDM network management comprises management ofNEs and the network configuration. The

NEs are similar to the ones shown in Figure 12.43, namely amplifiers or regenerators, add-drop multi¬
plexers (OADMs), and optical cross-connects (OXCs). Optical configuration relates to parameters such
as network discovery, connectivity, protection path, etc. The reader is referred to [Liu, 2002] for details
on IPover WDM.

In this chapter we have learned the WAN segment technologies of broadband network and its
management. We have specifically addressed ATM, MPLS, optical, and MAN feeder networks.
The ATM is based on cell transmission, which is a hybrid of circuit- and packet-mode transmissions.

VP-VCs are established and torn down in this mode. Priorities are assigned to ensure quality of service
for voice and video services, which have tight requirements on latency and delay. This has allowed the
integrated service to be extended from narrowband ISDN to broadband (B-ISDN) network.

ATM technology has brought the private- and public-switched network services closer together. In
fact, they overlap each other. Because of that, the network management functions overlap. Several user
interfaces have been specified by the international standards body, ISO, to manage broadband WAN.
The ATM Forum has developed ATM MIB that supplements the SNMP MIB developed by IETF.

ISO has identified five M-interfaces to manage the ATM network. M1 managesATM NE. M2 interface
is used to manage private the ATM network. M3 is the interface through which private enterprises can
access their domain of the public ATM network and, based on the privilege granted, Class I and Class II
can perform limited management of the public network.
The M4 interface defines the management interface of the ATM network for public service providers.

They can manage the network at the network element level using the network element view, or at
the network management level using the network view. These two views are part of the five-level
total management network (TMN) defined by ISO, which we addressed in detail in Chapter 10.
Fault, performance, and security management specifications are also addressed in the M4 interface
specifications. Circuit provisioning is covered as part of configuration management. M5 is between
NMSs of two service providers.
The MPLS network is evolved by using the good performance of the ATM and the rich features of

IP. The basic principles of label switching and the LSP routing using LSRs with and without tunnels
were covered. TE optimizes the performance of the MPLS network. MPLS label definition and how to
generate labels were addressed. Labels could be nested in creating LSPs.

MPLS network management was discussed from the OAM concept. Fault, connectivity verification,
MPLS ping and trace-route, and how they are used for BDF failure detection were described. Fault
management includes fault localization. Service level management of MPLS was briefly discussed.

MPLSOAM is implemented using the set of MPLSMIBsandTE MIBs. MPLSMIBsare interdependent
and their dependencies were illustrated. The MPLS layers are managed using the interfaces group stack
and cover data as well as physical layers. We illustrated how to build the basic tables for MPLS routers
and network.

Optical fiber medium is used to extend the WAN closer to customer premises. These are called MAN
feeder networks and use SONET or SDH ring network. As the name implies, SDH is a digital hierarchy
and we briefly covered management of SDH network. SONET/SDH/DWDM are also used as physical-
layer protocol for the optical transport of information over a long distance.
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1. Switched virtual circuit transmission overhead could be high to send a small amount of
information. Calculate the minimum time to transmit one ATM cell from Miami to San Francisco
on a basic SONET network (OC-3) for the following cases. Assume the distance as 4,500 km
and the propagation speed as 300 meters per microsecond.
(a) Datagram service
(b) Switched virtual circuit service
(c) Permanent virtual circuit service

2. Packet-switched transmission of voice affects real-time information due to packetization delay.
Packetization delay is defined as the delay caused due to the necessity to buffer all the bits of a
packet before it can be processed. Voice signal is normally digitized at 64 kbps rate. Calculate
the packetization delay for the packet of the following sizes (use only the information bits).
(a) One byte
(b) An Ethernet packet of 1,500 bytes of information
(c) An ATM cell

3. Although there are numerous benefits of cell transmission for multimedia service, there is penalty
in efficiency. Calculate the maximum efficiency (data bytes/(data bytes + overhead bytes) for
ATM transmission.

4. Calculate the efficiency of transmission to transmit:
(a) An Ethernet packet of 1,500 bytes (including the overhead with 6-byte addresses)
(b) An equivalent data using ATM cells

5. The communication between two ATM switches is broken in a private ATM network. You are
troubleshooting the problem from a network management station. What Mx interfaces would you
use?

6. In Exercise 5:
(a) What interfaces MIBwould you use from your NMS station to isolate the problem?What MIB
objects would you use?
(b) Can you perform the task using anATM MIB?What MIB object group would you use and why?

7. The ATM ILMI MIB covers both the physical and virtual configuration of ATM links. How would
you use the ILMI MIB to isolate a break in link between physical link failure and virtual link
failure?

8. A customer network management is used to look at the GoS classes associatedwith VCIs across
an ATM link interface. What three MIB groups and objects are used to collect the information?
Describe the relationship between them.

9. In Figure 12.13, identify the M-interfaces and SNMPand ILMI management systems/agents that
are involved to measure the GoS information if the observed interface of the link is:
(a) In Customer X Site 1
(b) In Customer X Site 3
(c) In public ATM network and is connected to Customer X Site 2

10. The network shown in Figure 12.44 is an MPLS network with all routers configured as Label-
Switching Routers (LSRs). The paths (LSPs) are determined using TE (Traffic Engineering). Fill
in the R2 routing table (a) for paths with no tunnels and (b) for paths with tunnels T1 and T2. The
address of each router is x.x.x.x where x is the router number, e.g., 1.1.1.1.

11. An LSP for data transmission is set up between two MPLS routers R1 and R4with IP addresses
1.1.1.1 and 4.4.4.4, respectively, via tunnel T1, as shown in Figure 12.45. The outSegment exits
out of R1 on T1 interface out of port 1 (if index =1) and terminates as inSegment on port 4 of R4.
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Figure 12.44 Exercise 12.10

R4 (owner of the label) assigns a label of 14,which is carried as a single label (topLabel) on the
IP/MPLS packet.
The ingress router R1contains the outSegmentand cross-connect components and the egress

router R2contains the inSegmentand cross-connect components. Use themplslnSegmentTable,
mplsOutSegmentTable, and mplsXCTable in MPLS LSR MIB [RFC 3813] to specify the output
segment and cross-connect in R1 and the input segment and cross-connect in R4 .

Interface= 1 Interface=4

Tunnel Tl-
R4

1.1.1.1 4.4.4.4
Figure 12.45 Exercise 11

12. Figure 12.38 that shows the example of an LSP is represented in Figure 12.46 with a tunnel
interface between LER-1 and LER-3. Generate the appropriate mplslnSegmentTable,
mplsOutSegmentTable, and mplsXCTable using RFC 3813 for the three routers.

LSR-Q
MPLS-ÿ

LER-1

2.2.2.1

LER-3

MPLS-
2.2.2.2 3.3.3.1

TE Tunnel-

3.3.3.2
-> IP

13.

14.

15.

16.

Figure 12.46 Exercise 12
How many entries in ifTable for SDH Medium/Section/Line Layer will one get for an SDH network
element containing two STM-16 ports, two STM-4 ports and eight STM-1 ports? Give the
appropriate values for the fields iflndex, ifDescr, ifType, and ifSpeedfor those entries.
How many entries in if Table for the SDH paths layer will one get for an STM-4 port in an SDH
network element? Give the appropriate values for the fields iflndex, ifDescr, ifType, and ifSpeed
for those entries.
How many possible entries in ifTable for the SDH VCs layer will one get for an STM-4 port in an
SDH network element? Give the appropriate values for the fields iflndex, ifDescr, ifType, ifSpeed,
and ifPhysAddress for those entries. For ifPhysAddress use the following syntax: j-k-l-m where
j, k, I, m represent the VC-4, VC-3, VC-2, VC 12 numbers, respectively.
Note: Use only the relevant numbers; for example, for a VC-3, I and m are not applicable.
Draw the SONET/SDH layers—physical medium layer, path layer, and virtual tributary layer as
in Figure 12.42 for STM-1 transmission over optical fiber. Assume that the path layer comprises
3 STS-1 links, each carrying exclusively E1, DS1, and DS3 signals. Mark the number of channels
in the VT layer.
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BroadbandNetworkManagement:Wired and
OpticalAccess Networks

OBJECTIVES

• (Wired) Broadbandaccess networks ÿ Uses conventional telephone local loop
ÿ Cable or HFC(hybridfiber cable) medium
network ÿ Broadbandvoice anddata services

* ADSL (asymmetricaldigitalsubscriber ÿ Adopts IETFandDSLforum standards
line) network ÿ VDSL2for performance improvement of

ÿ PON(passive optica! network) broadbandservice

• Cable access network • PON
ÿ Popular inNorthAmerican continent ÿ PONdeployment configurations
ÿ "Tripleplay"service can beprovided ÿ Ethernet-basedPON, EPON
ÿ DOCSIS (data-over-cable system interface ÿ EPONprotocolarchitecture
specifications) standards ÿ EPONmanagement

• ADSL ÿ EPONMIBs
ÿ Predominant throughout the rest ofthe
world

13.1 BROADBANDACCESS NETWORK
We learned the general concepts about broadband wide area network (WAN) and services in the previ¬
ous chapter. We will now address the basics of technologies andmanagement of access networks in this
chapter.
As shown in Figure 12.1 in the last chapter, three different types of customers have access to the

broadbandnetwork. The first type is a corporate or enterprise user who has a campus-wide network. The
second type is the service provider. The third type is a residential and small business customer, who has
multimedia requirements. However, they typically have neither a sophisticated LAN environment nor
large bandwidth requirements in both directions.
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In the first customer type, access to broadband WAN for corporate or enterprise customers is ac¬
complished by an optical fiber link from the WAN router or switch to a campus device, which could be
either a switch or a router.

The second type of user, a service provider, can be one of several choices: a cable operator, or a local
exchange carrier or telephone company, or a multiple system operator (MSO) who multiplexes several
services, such as telephony, video, and data services. The interface to the WAN in this case is via a gate¬
way. The physical link between the gateway and the WAN depends on the demographic configuration.

The third type of customer, namely residential and small business office, is the focus of broadband
access network and technology. We will address the wired access networks including passive optical
network (PON) in this chapter. We will cover wireless access networks in Chapter 14.

Access networks to customer premises from the backbone MPLS/ATM/IPWAN are shown in Figure
13.1. One of the access networks is the OC-n/STS-n links. We discussed the OC-n link in the last chap¬
ter and it is shown in Figure 13.1 for completeness. It generally has a router or a switch at either end of
the access network. It is primarily used for enterprise connection.
Four categories of access technologies are currently available cither in deployable or developmental

stage for connection to residential and small andmediumbusiness customers. Two access networks that
are extensively deployed now are networks based on HFC (Hybrid Fiber Coaxial)/cable modem (CM)
and digital subscriber line (DSL). The access network based on either of these two technologies could
support the use of voice, video, and data equipment. In the case of a cable access network, information
to the CM at the customer site is transmitted via a HFC network from the head end located at an MSO
facility. The access network based on DSL uses the existing twisted pair loop facility from the central
office to the customer premises. There are various DSL technologies, as we will soon learn, and based
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on which one is being deployed, that particular type of xDSL modem is used at the customer premises.
Corresponding equipment is used at the telephone central office.
Figure 13.1 also shows the third and fourth access networks, which are a wireless customer network

and a PON,which are inthe early stage of deployment and are trailing behindcable andADSL. Another
methodof getting broadband service to home is via a satellite communication network. This is primarily
one-way to the customer location and is not easily amenable for interactive broadband communication
due to large propagation delay. It is, however, weak in industrial and hard-to-reach rural applications.
An overview of broadband access technology is presented in Section 13.2. CM technology using

FIFC cable is covered in Section 13.3. Cable access network management is discussed in Section 13.4.
Section 13.5 describes Data-over-Cable System Interface Specifications (DOCSIS) standards. We pres¬
ent digital subscriber line technology in Section 13.6 andADSL in Section 13.7. Section 13.8 covers
ADSLmanagement. Section 13.9 describes the enhanced versions ofADSL-ADSL2 andADSL2+—as
well as VDSL. Sections 13.10 and 13.11 deal with PON technology and management.

BROADBANDACCESS TECHNOLOGY
Broadband access technology is still an emerging field. There are four modes of access using four dif¬
ferent technologies. As shown in Figure 13.2, they are cable, DSL,wireless, and PON communication.
Satellite communication technology is not presented in the figure as it is not deployedas access network
to home and SME.

Cable access network technology uses television transmission facilities and CMs and is the most
widely deployed access network in North America. Cable access network could be implemented as
either one-way with telephony-return or two-way. In the one-way telephony-return configuration, the
downstream signal to the customer traverses the cable medium. The return upstream signal from the
customer premises is carriedover the telephone facilities using a regular modem. Typically, data from a
residential customer are significantly less than that to the customer and hence this approach of two- or
one-way communication is acceptable. For example, the residential customer may make a request for a
movie or download programs from the Internet. Such requests require small bandwidth. The transmis¬
sion of a movie and digital video, or downloading of the program to the customer site, requires large
bandwidth. In a two-way mode of cable access network technology, both upstream and downstream are
handled by the HFC medium using CMs.
The DSLhas three different implementations and is generally referredto as xDSL, where x stands for

asymmetric (A), high-speed (H), or very high data rate (V). All are based on using existing local loop
telephone facilities.
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Wireless access technology uses wireless transmission for the downstream link to the customer site
and either wireless or telephony-return for the upstream link from the customer site. Wireless access
network can be implemented either as fixed wireless or mobile wireless. Various frequency spectra and
technologies are used inwireless transmission. This industry and market are just emerging and the man¬
agement of wireless access technology is the subject of Chapter 14.
PONtechnology is technically ready for commercial deployment, but has been delayed due to busi¬

ness considerations of cost and lack of need for large bandwidth to residential customers.

13.3 CABLE MODEM TECHNOLOGY
CM technology, also known as HFC technology, is based on existing cable television (cable TV or
CATV) technology. Originally, cable TV systems were built on coaxial cable facilities from the head end
of the MSO to the customer premises and used a tree structure. Ithas since beenupgraded inmost places
today to HFC,where the signal is brought to a fiber node via a pair of optical fibers and then distributed
via a coaxial cable to the customer premises. This is shown inFigure 13.3. At the head end, signals from
various sources, such as traditional satellite services, analog and digital services usingWAN, Internet
service provider (ISP) services using a private backbone network, and voice-over-IP service are multi¬
plexed and up-converted from an electrical (radio frequency (RF)) to an optical signal. Communication
is one way on the optical fiber. There is a pair of optical fibers from the head end to the fiber node, each
carrying one-way traffic in the opposite direction. The optical signal is down-converted to an RF at the
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fiber node and travels over the coaxial cable in a duplex mode. The signal that goes from headend to the
customer premises is called the downstream signal or the forward path signal, and the signal going from
the customer premises to the head end is called the upstream signal or the reverse path signal.
The broadband signal over the coaxial cable differs from the baseband signal over a pair ofwires, for

example, a telephone signal of up to 4 kHz. The baseband signal is transmitted over a short distance of
up to a few kilometers. The coaxial cable is a shared access medium and is designed to carry signals up
to tens of kilometers. The signal is amplified on the way in both directions, as shown in Figure 13.3. A
duplex mode of communication is achieved in the United States by transmitting the downstream signal
in a high-frequency band, 50-860 MHz, and the upstream signal in the low-frequency band of 5-42
MHz. The downstream signal includes an analog CATV spectrum.
At the customer premises there is a network interface unit (NIU), also referredto as network interface

device (NID), which is the demarcation point between the customer network and the service provider
network. The analog signal is split at the NIU. The TV signal is directed to the TV and the data to the
CM. The CM converts the digitally modulated analog carrier signal to an Ethernet output feeding a PC
or an IP telephone either directly or using a home distribution network, such as a LAN.Although most
cable service providers offer video and data services, there are several service providers now offering
"triple play" service of voice, video, and data in some regions of NorthAmerica.
The broadband cable access system with the CM can process data at a much faster rate than a con¬

ventional telephone modem or integrated services digital network (ISDN). A typical comparative data
transmission rate to transmit a single 500 kilobyte message is shown in Table 13.1.
There are several components to be managed in a cable access network. Let us first review the basics

ofHFC technology to understand the function of the various components to bemanaged. HFC technol¬
ogy is based on (1) HFC transmission medium and mode; (2) CM at customer premises; (3) cable mo¬
dem termination system (CMTS) at the head end; and (4) radio-frequency spread-spectrum technique to
carry multiple signals over HFC to handle multimedia services of telephony (voice), television (video),
and computer communication (data).

13.3.1 Cable Transmission Medium and Modes
The HFC plant consists ofmultiple pairs of optical fibers to the fiber nodes. Each fiber carries traffic to
a fiber node. The headend equipment converts telephony, digital data, digital video, and analog TV sig¬
nals to optical signals and transmits them to fiber nodes. Eachnode serves from several hundred to sev¬
eral thousand households. The fiber node is connected to households via a multipoint coaxial cable. As
signals arc attenuated and dispersed (with frequency), there are amplifiers inserted in the coaxial cables.
Since the coaxial cable supports traffic in both directions, incontrast to the fiber that supports one-way,
the amplifiers have to be two-way amplifiers, as shown in Figure 13.3.Amplifiers enable coaxial cable
systems to be extended to tens of miles. The last section of the HFC plant consists of the section from
the coax running along the street to the NIU in the house, referred to as "tap-to-TV" in CATV.

Table 13.1 Comparative Data Transmission
Speeds

Telephone modem 28.8 kbps 6-8 minutes
ISDN 64 kbps 1-1.5 minutes
Cable modem 10 Mbps Approximately 1 second
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Figure 13.4 Two-way Transmission in a Coaxial Cable

Figure 13.4 shows the architecture of several CMs communicating with each other on a coaxial
cable. Although the modems share a common coaxial cable to communicate in both directions, the
figure shows the downstream (forward) andupstream (reverse) paths separated to represent the concept
clearly. The downstream and upstream paths are separated in the frequency spectrum, downstream sig¬
nals 50-860 MFIz and upstream signals 5ÿ42 MHz.The downstream bandwidth of a channel is 6 MHz,
while the upstream bandwidth is variable basedon implementation. It ranges from 200 kHz to 3.2 MHz.
CMs receive the signal in the downstream signal band and transmit in the upstream signal band. Let us
trace the path of Cable Modem B sending a message to Cable Modem A. The message first goes past
Cable ModemA (because A cannot pick up the signal from the bottom path in the figure) to the head
end, where it is converted to the downstream band frequency and retransmitted. Cable ModemA then
sees the message addressed to it from B coming in the downstream (from the top in the figure) andpicks
it up from the medium. If the message is to be transmitted outside the cable access network, the head
end, acting as either a bridge or a router, redirects it appropriately.
Information is carried in the coaxial cable in a shared mode. The unique address and other security

features protect the privacy of information for each, as the information can be detected and decoded
only by the intended user.

13.3.2 Cable Modem
The CMmodulates and demodulates the digital signal from the customer's equipment to the RF signal
that is carried on the cable. A similar operation is done at the head end equipment. A single 6-MHz
channel in the downstream can support multiple data streams. Different modulation techniques support
different capabilities. There are three modes of modulation schemes. They are amplitude shift keying
(ASK), frequency shift keying (FSK), and phase shift keying (PSK). Variations and combinations of
these schemes are used inCM technology. Of these, the more common modulation techniques used are
quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). Inorder to appre¬
ciate how the different modulation schemes accomplish the desired objectives, we need to understand
the digital-to-analog encoding schemes, which we will now briefly review.
Figure 13.5 shows the basic concept. A digital signal, for example from a computer, is converted to

an analog signal by the modem, in our case a CM. The converted analog signal modulates an RF carrier.
The modulated signal occupies a band of frequencies around the carrier frequency, shown as the chan¬
nel bandwidth. For example, if the digital signal in Figure 13.5 varies at a rate of 1 Mbps, alternating
between 0 and 1, its baseband is 1MHz. It is frequency modulatedwith a carrier frequency of 100 MHz.
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Figure 13.5 Digital-to-Analog Encoding

The modulatedRF signal will have a carrier frequency of 100 MHz and a channel bandwidth of 1 MHz.
At the receiving end, the receiving modem converts the signal back to the original digital format.

We should clearly understand telecommunication transmission terminology used in managing and
evaluating modems. They are bit rate, baud rate, carrier frequency, and bandwidth. The bit rate is the
number of bits per second that traverses the medium. The baud rate is the signal units (symbols) per
second. The bit rate is baud rate times the number of bits per symbol. InFigure 13.5 the digital signal is
shown as binary 0 and 1, i.e., 2 levels (21). Hence, the number of bits per symbol is one. The bit rate and
the baud rate (symbol rate) are the same in this case.

The input signal could also be quantized into multiple levels, for example, into four levels (22). We
would then need two bits to represent each signal unit (00, 01, 10, and 11). In this situation, the bit rate
would be twice the baud rate. Information is carried as a digital RF signal by modulating the baseband
signal by the RF carrier. For example, in the ASK method, the carrier frequency is turned on and off for
each bit representing 1 and 0.
The channel bandwidth and data rate depend on the rate at which the signal unit changes and the type

ofmodulation. Thus, for the simple binary case shown in Figure 13.5, bit rate, baud rate, and bandwidth
(in Hz) are all the same. For the four-level scheme mentioned earlier, the bandwidth needed for ampli¬
tude and phase modulation schemes (which are the ones of interest for us here) can be visualized as the
frequency corresponding to the rate at which the signal unit changes, i.e., the baud rate of 106. The data
rate, as we noted, is twice the baud rate, i.e., 2 Mbps.
In the QPSK modulation, the four levels (00, 01,10, and 11) are representedby the four phase states

(0, 90, 270, and 180 degrees). Since PSK is relatively insensitive to external noise amplitude, it is pre¬
ferred over amplitude modulation (AM) for data transmission at low frequencies, where noise is more
predominant. Thus, QPSK is the preferredmethodofmodulation for the upstream signal shown in Fig¬
ure 13.4. A 6-MHz channel transmitting a signal with QPSK modulation would support a 6x106 baud
rate and 12 Mbps (22 levels or 2 bits, and hence 2 x 6 x 106 bps) bit rate capacity.
PSK is limited by the difficulty of detecting small phase shifts. It can be combined with AM to

increase the number of levels of a signal. This is called the QAM, quadrature indicating the ability
to clearly distinguish between levels, and not implying four levels. The number of possible levels is
the multiplication of the number of PSK and AM levels. Thus, we can create 16-QAM by combining
eight levels of PSK and two levels ofAM, or four levels each of PSK andAM. The downstream signal
is at a higher frequency band and carries a lot more information than the upstream signal. Since the
downstream uses more bandwidth and a spectrally more efficient modulation scheme could be used,
it has higher information capacity. QAM is the preferred method of modulation for the downstream
signal shown inFigure 13.4. The same 6-MHz signal channel using 16-QAM would require a 24 Mbps
(24 levels) channel capacity.
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A good and detailed treatment on analog-to-digital encoding can be found in [Forouzan, 2006], We
will present a conceptual view of the quantization levels of digital encoding using a two-dimensional
constellation diagram. Figure 13.6 shows the constellation diagram for QPSK encoding. The amplitude
is maintained constant and the phase is quantized at 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees corresponding to 00,
01, 10, and 1 1 levels indicated by si, s2, s3, and s4, respectively. The absolute values of the phase level
can be arbitrary, but they should all be separated inphase quadrature from their neighbors.
Figure 13.7 shows two representations for an 8-QAM encoding scheme. An 8-QAM encoding is ac¬

complished as (amplitude x phase) a combination of 4 x 2 or 2 x 4.
Observing Figure 13.4 and Figure 13.5 together, we notice that signals inupstream and downstream

are at different carrier frequencies and hence can be carried on the same medium. CMs transmit and
listen at their respective frequencies for duplex operation.
Table 13.2 shows maximum CM speeds [Wikipedia3;National Television System Committee], The

number in parentheses indicates usable data rate ineach cable. A 6-MFIz channel spacingwill allow ten

Figure 13.6 QPSK Constellation Diagram

(a) 4-ASK and 2-PSK

• •S4 s2

• •S3 S1

• •S5 S7

• •S6 S8

(b) 2-ASK and 4-PSK
Figure 13.7 8-QAM Constellation Diagram
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Table 13.2 Cable Modem Speeds

DOCSIS EURODOCSIS

Version
Downstream
Mbit/s

Upstream
Mbit/s

Downstream
Mbit/s

Upstream
Mbit/s

1.x 42.88 (38) 10.24 (9) Mbit/s 55.62 (50) 10.24 (9)
2.0 42.88 (38) 30.72 (27) 55.62 (50) 30.72 (27)
3.0
4 channel +171.52 (+152) +122.88 (+108) +222.48 (+200) +122.88 (+108)

3.0
8 channel +343.04 (+304) +122.88 (+108) +444.96 (+400) +122.88 (+108)

bonded 6-MHz channels as maximum spectrum allocation for DOCSIS 3.0 data. A 60-MHz spectrum
allocation could increasewith consumer needs and re-allocation of analogTV channels into compressed
digital space, leveraging the capability of DOCSIS 3.0 infrastructure to allow for l Gbit/s speeds in the
future.
HFC uses tree topology, and upstream and downstream transmissions are handled differently. As

discussed in Section 13.3.1, the downstream signal on each RF channel is transmitted in the broadcast
mode,just as TV broadcast. The upstream signal from each customer's equipment has to be coordinated
by the head end equipment.
While downstream traffic in a CM network is a one-to-many configuration, upstream traffic is the

opposite, i.e.,many-to-one. Multiple subscribers try to access the system simultaneously. Even though a
user may not see another subscriber's signal while accessing the medium, there may actually be another
subscriber sending information in another branch of the network and signals arriving at the head end
will then collide. Users are time-division-multiplexed for the upstream traffic at a different frequency
from the downstream traffic by a centralized controller. Such a scheme is called time division multiple
access (TDMA).
Interoperability between different vendor products is accomplished by standardizing CM system

specifications. There are several groups that have been working on standard specifications for broad¬
band service over cable network. Standards are being developed under the Multimedia Cable Net¬
work System (MCNS), the DigitalAudio/Video Interoperability Council (DAVIC), IETF, IEEE 802.14
Working Group, and the ATM Forum. The DOCSIS (Data-over-cable service interface specifications)
standard that is being developed under MCNS has been adopted as the industry standard. This means
we would be able to buy any vendor's CMs and use them for broadband service, just as we buy dial-up
modems for dial-up data transmission.
The CM, alongwith the head end, can handle two-way data traffic over the HFC link. Some CMs are

designed as one-way with the return path via telephone link, termed telco return.
The CM is connected to the subscriber PC on an Ethernet LAN interface. Based on the modem, the

LANinterface can be either for a single PC connection or to a LANwith multiple PCs.Many CMven¬
dors offer both these options.
Thanks to SNMP standards in network management, most CMs have an SNMP management agent

embedded in them, which makes it feasible to remotely manage the CMs. There are also outsourcing
companies that manage CM sites for small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and MSOs from remote
locations.
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Cable Modem Termination System
All CMs terminate on a server, called the CMTS at the head end. The hybrid optical fiber and coaxial
cable link (HFC) connect the CMs to the CMTS at the head end. The CMTS provides a number of
services to the access network. It is the gateway to the external network from the access network. It
multiplexes and demultiplexes the signals from the CMs to interface to the external network.
As we would expect with the topology of a broadband LAN, the upstream and downstream propa¬

gation frequencies are different. CMTS performs the frequency conversion. For example, when a CM
wants to communicate with another CM in the same access network, the signal goes upstream to the
CMTS at the head end. It is converted to the downstream carrier frequency by the CMTS and propa¬
gated downstream as a broadcast message. The receiving CM picks up the message by reading the
destination address in the message.
From the above two functions, we notice that CMTS does the function of either routing (to the ex¬

ternal network) or bridging (intra-access network). The CM system developed by some vendors builds
these functions within CMTS. The routing function could also be accomplished by an external router.
CMTS interfaces with operations support systems that serve the function of managing the access

network. It also supports security and the access controller system to handle the integrity and security of
the access network. We will discuss the architecture and components of CMTS in Section 13.3.5.

RF Spectrum for a Cable Modem
Some key components in broadband services to home arc the various aspects of (frequency) spectral
decomposition and consequent necessity for spectrum management. Let us first observe the asymmetric
configuration to achieve two-way communication. We further notice that the allocation of bandwidth in
the two directions is different based on the type of service. Although spectrum usage inHFC extends to
860 MHz, spectrumusage may extend beyond 860 MHz depending on the implementation. Figure 13.8
shows an example of a typical allocation of the CM RF spectrum for different services in the upstream
(reverse) and downstream (forward) directions [Ahmed and Vecchi, 1995; Davis, 1998], The upstream
or reverse signal is allocated the low end of the spectrum from 5ÿ2 MHz. The downstream or forward
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signal is allocated from 50-860 MHz. There is a guard band 42-50 MHz to separate the forward and
reverse spectral bands. There are currently variations in the allocation of these from vendor to vendor.
Downstream contains an analog video from 50-550 MHz and is compatible with current TV requi¬

rements. Digital data services providing data service to home are offered up to 30 Mbps data rate. It is
important to distinguish betweenbandwidth allocation and data rate. For example, 64-QAMcan produce
6 bits per symbol (26=64) and thus a 6-MHz bandwidth that is used for conventional cable channel can
produce 36 Mbps (6 bits/symbol x 6 MHz) of data. Digital data services, digital video, and telephony
services have bandwidth allocated in both the forward and reverse directions.
Downstreamchannel bandwidth is 6MHz,andupstreamchannel bandwidth isvariable basedon sym¬

bol rate. Toshiba CM,which is DOCSIS compliant, offers upstream channel bandwidths from 200 kHz
to 3.2 MHz using QPSK/16-QAMmodulation schemes.
CMs are designed to automatically tune themselves to upstream and downstream channel frequencies

on initial installation. They listen to downstream data channels from the headend and initiate communi¬
cation with them. The head end assigns a specific downstream and upstream channel for the CM.
Under noisy conditions, the CM could dynamically switch to different downstream and upstream

channels to improve quality of service. Such a feature is called the frequency-agile capability and the
CM the frequency-agile CM.

13.3.5 Data-Over-Cable ReferenceArchitecture
The top halfofFigure 13.9 shows the system reference architecture ofHFC data-over-cable services and
interfaces. It is a subset of the HFC network shown in Figure 13.3 portraying a link from the subscriber
workstation to the WAN connection. It is made up of head end, HFC link, CM, and subscriber PC. The
head end is connected to WAN. Multiple head ends could be connected via the WAN to a regional center
headend. Insuch a case, the local head endmay be referred to as the distribution hub. The HFC link con¬
sists of fiber links and a coaxial cable, connecting the head end to the CM at the subscriber location.
The bottom halfofFigure 13.9 presents an expanded view of the headend. Itcomprises cablemodem

termination system (CMTS), switch/router, combiner, transmitter, receiver, splitter and filter, servers,
operations support system/element manager, and security and access controller. The CMTS consists of
a modulator,mod, and a demodulator, demod, on the HFC link side, and a network terminator, network
term, to the switch/router connecting to theWANand to the Telephone RouterAccess Controller, TRAC.
The modulator is connected to the combiner,which multiplexes data and video signals and feeds them to
the transmitter. The RF signal is converted to an optical signal in the transmitter. The receiver converts
the optical signal down to the RF level and feeds it to the splitter, where the various channels are split.
The demodulator in the CMTS demodulates the analog signal back to digital data.
There are servers at the head end that handle applications and databases. The security function (to be

described soon) is managed by the security and access controller. The operations support system and
the element manager perform the functions of management at various management levels-elements,
network, and service.

There are six interfaces indicated in Figure 13.9. Data-over-Cable Service Interface Specifications
(DOCSIS) categorizes these into three. They are: (1) data interfaces; (2) operations support system
interfaces (OSSIs) and telephony-return interface; and (3) RF and security interfaces. We have listed
some of them in Table 13.3. Table 13.3 lists documents associated with the various versions of DOC¬
SIS, namely versions 1.0, 1.1, 2.0, and 3.0. We first focus on DOCSIS 1.0. DOCSIS documents can be
downloaded from http://www.cablelabs.com and are not listed in References.
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Figure 13.9 Data-Over-Cable System ReferenceArchitecture

There are two interfaces shown in Figure 13.9 in the data interfaces category. They are the CM
to the customer premises equipment (CPE) interface (1), and the CMTS-NSI interface (2), which is
the network side of the interface of CMTS to the switch/router. SP-CMCI-110-050408 addresses the
CM to customer premises equipment interface (CMCI) specification. CM-SP-L2VPN-I08-080522 and
SP-CMTS-NSI-IO1-960702 deal with the CMTS—network-side interface specification.
The second category of interfaces is the OSSIs (3), data-over-cable services operations support

systems interface (DOCS-OSSI), and the telephony-return interface (4), CM-to-Telco return inter¬
face (CMTRI). The element management system is considered an operations support system. Other
operations support systems could include administrative systems that manage service and business-
layer management, as well as test systems. CM-SP-OSSIvl.l-CO1-050907and CM-SP-OSSIv2.0-T09-
0508 12 are associated with DOCSIS 1 .1 and DOCSIS 2.0 specifications. CM-SP-M-OSSI-I07-071206
andCM-SP-OSSIv3.0-107-080522 address DOCSIS3.0 specifications. SP-CMTRI-101-970804details
CM telephony-return interface specifications. RF interface specifications are described in SP-RFIvl-
101-990311 and CM-SP-DRFI-I06-080215 DOCSIS documents.
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Table 13.3 HFC/Data-Over-Cable System Documentation

SP-CMCI-110-050408

SP-CMTRI-101-970804
CM-SP-L2VPN-I08-080522
SP-CMTS-NSI-101-960702
SP-RFIv1-101-990311
CM-SP-DRFI-106-080215
CM-SP-BPI+-I12-050812
CM-SP-OSSIv1.1-C01-050907
CM-SP-OSSIv2.0-109-050812
CM-SP-M-OSSI-107-071206
CM-SP-OSSIV3.0-I07-080522
RFC 4639
RFC 4547
RFC 4546
RFC 3083
RFC 4131
draft-ietf-ipcdn-qos-mib-07.txt
RFC 4323
draft-ietf-ipcdn-tri-mib-00.txt, July 30, 1998
RFC 4036

Cablemodemto customer premisesequipment interface
(CMCI) specification
CM telephony-return interface specification
CMTS—network-side interface specification

RF interface specification

Baseline privacy interface specification
OSS interface specifications

Cable device MIB
Event notification MIB
RF interface MIB
Baseline privacy MIB

Quality of service MIB

Telephony-return interface MIB for CMs and CMTS
CMTS for subscriber management

The third category of interfaces is the security system interface (5), Data-Over-Cable Security Sys¬
tem (DOCSS), and RF interfaces (6), RFT. There are three security requirements: security system, CM
removable security module, and data-over-cable baseline privacy interface (BPI) described in CM-SP-
BPI+-112-050812.Many security and privacy issues associatedwith sharedmedium become especially
important inCM systems. We have addressed some security and privacy issues inChapter 7. Privacy is¬
sues becomemore complex in that privacywithin customer premises also needs to be considered. This is
addressed by HomeCable discussed later inChapter 15.RF interfaces are between the CMand the HFC
network and between the CMTS and the HFC network in the upstream and downstream directions.
MTBs associated with CMsystems are described in the various RFCs listed in Table 13.3. RFC 4639

describes the cable deviceMIBmodule andRFC4547 addresses event notificationMIB.The QOSMIB
module is specified in RFC 4323. RFC 4036 provides a set of objects required for the management of
DOCSIS CMTS for subscriber management. The telephony-return interface MIB for CMs and CMTS
has stayed in the draft status and has not been standardized.
RFC 4546 specifies the MIB module that provides a set of objects required for the management of

DOCSIS-compliant CMandCMTS RF interfaces. The specification is derived inpart from the parame¬
ters and protocols described in [ITU-T_J.122]. This MIBmodule is structured as three groups: manage¬
ment information pertinent to both the CMand the CMTSdocsIfBaseObjects\ management information
pertinent to the CM only docsIfCmObjects; and management information pertinent to the CMTS only
docsIfCmtsObjects. Tables within each of these groups cover different functions, e.g., upstream queue
services, channel characteristics, media access controller (MAC) layer management, etc. Rows created
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automatically (e.g., by the device according to the hardware configuration) may, and generally will,
have a mixture of configuration and status objects within them. Rows that are meant to be createdby the
management station are generally restricted to configuration (read-create) objects.
RFC 3083 is DOCSIS 1.0 BPI MIB module and deals with management of BPI. It is derived from

the operational model described in the DOCSIS BPI Specification DOCSIS 1.0 and is an extension of
the RF interface MIB described in RFC 4546. RFC 4131 addresses managed objects for baseline pri¬
vacy interface plus (BPI+). It specifies a set of objects required for the management of the features of
DOCSIS 1 .1 and DOCSIS 2.0 CM and CMTS. The specification is derived from the operational model
described in the DOCSIS BPI+ specification for DOCSIS 1.1 and 2.0. The original BPI MIB structure
has mostly been preserved in the BPI+MIB.

13.4 CABLE ACCESS NETWORK MANAGEMENT
The cable access network system with CMs (as well as other access networks) is more complex to
manage than either computer network or telecommunication network. The management of computer
communication network is involvedwith data layers, the data link layer and above. Telecommunication
network management is involvedwith physical-layer management. Cable access network management
is involved with both. A part of the HFC link is fiber and the other part is coaxial cable. There is the
complexity of frequency spectrum management. Since cable access technology is under the administra¬
tion ofan MSO,which has to deal with other service providers inclose business relationship, the service
and business management shown in Figure 10.11 also needs to be addressed.
Figure 13.10 presents protocol-layer architecture of a cable access network system showing both

applications and network management components. The head end in the figure is shown connected to
a WAN via an MPLS link, and to the HFC via an HFC link. The head end shows both the applications
and the SNMP manager in the application layer. The network manager in the head end can also be
configured as RMON, if the network management system (NMS) at a regional center is configured as
managing multiple head ends. An SNMP agent resides in the CM that monitors both RF and Ethernet
interfaces. Communication between the headend and the CM is via the HFC link, containing both fiber
and coaxial cable. The interface between the CM and the subscriber PC is an Ethernet interface.

There arc two functional areas in the management of a broadband cable access network. They are
network maintenance and subscriber (customer) support. In the following sections, we shall focus only

Head End Cable Modem Subscriber PC
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HTTP, etc.
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TCP/UDP
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Link

Applications,
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Figure 13.10 Protocol-LayerArchitecture in a Cable Access Network System
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on network maintenance associated with the element management layer and the network management
layer. Customer billingaspects are addressed inDOCSIS 3.0 specifications. Cable access network man¬
agement involves physical-layer network management and data network management. At the physical
layer,management functions include error detection and correction of ingress noise interference, ampli¬
fier gains, signal levels at the CMs, and power supply voltages. Data network management functions
include traditional configuration, fault, performance, and security management of various components
and the network. These are managed using SNMPMlBs.

We can broadly divide cable network management into four components: CM management, CMTS
management, HFC link management, and RF spectrum management. We will discuss each of these
briefly in the next three subsections.

Cable Modem and CMTS Management
CMs and CMTS can be managed using SNMPmanagement. Different vendors implement the network
management function in different ways. Some vendors have CMs and CMTS agents built in them and
are managed from a centralized NMS directly. However, others have the network management agent
interface built in their head end CMTS, which acquires information on individual modems. An NMS
acquires data on CMs and CMTS from the CMTS agent.
Figure 13.11 shows the MIBs associated with CM and CMTS that are relevant to managing CM and

CMTS. The MIBs could be grouped into three categories. The first category is the generic set of IETF
MIBs,system {mib-2 1}, interfaces {mib-22} [RFC 1213],and ifMIB {mib-2 31} that describes interface
types [RFC 2863], The second category comprises MIBs for the interfaces of CM and CMTS, doc-
slfMib. The docsIfMib {mib-2.transmission 127} is a subnode under transmission and includes objects
for BPI. The docsTrCmMIB {mib-2 transmission 128} specifies the telephony-return (or telco-return)
interfaces for CM and CMTS. The third category deals with the set of objects for CM and CMTS. We
will now discuss the second and third categories.
Figure 13.12shows the Data-Over-Cable System (DOCS) InterfaceMIBthat supplements the standard

SNMP interface MIBs [RFC 1213, 1573], The original specifications covered only the CM and CMTS
objects, which are the subnodes 1, 2, and 3 under docsIfMIB. The updated version is covered in RFC
4546. The baseline privacy MIB, docsBpiMIB,has been added later as subnode 5 and contains the same

system (1) docsletfQosMIB (127)
interfaces (2) docsBpi2MIB (126)

docsDev (69)ifMIB (31)

mib-2
(internet.2.1)

transmission (10)

docsIfMib (127) docsTrCmMIB (128)

13.4.1

Figure 13.11 Cable Modem Management MIBs
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docslfMIBObjects docsQosMIB (6)
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Figure 13.12 DOCS Interface MIB

subgroup structure as nodes 1,2, and 3 under docsIJMIB [RFC 3083, 413 1] inTable 13.3. It deals with the
privacy issues under security considerations mentioned in Section 13.3.5. Notification subgroups in the
interfaceMIBsare currently placeholders. DOCSISquality of service MIB,docsQoSMIB,is node 6 under
docsIJMIB and describes control of QoS features for the CM and CMTS [RFC 4323] in Table 13.3.

The DOCS interface objects group, docslfMIBObjects, has three subgroups: base interface objects
group that specifies objects common to CM and CMTS; CM interface objects group, docslfCmOb¬
jects, which pertains to CM; and CMTS interface objects group, docslfCmtsObjects, which pertains to
CMTS.

The RF spectrum has a layered interface similar to that of ATM sublayers. However, the multiple
RF channels in the upstream and downstream also need to be specified in this case. Fortunately, speci¬
fications of RFC 2863 permit this extension. The layered structure of the RF interface is shown in
Figure 13.13. The figure shows an example of one downstream and two upstream channels interfacing
to an RF MAC channel on the top user interface, and to the RF physical layer on the service provider
interface on the bottom.
The baseline privacy objects group [RFC 3083], docsBpiMIBObjects, has eight subgroups, as shown

in Table 13.4. The subgroups define the baseline privacy requirements for privacy of CM and CMTS.
Specifications include definition of objects, authorization tables, encryption keys, andmulticast control
tables. Conformance specifications are defined in the docsBpiConformance group.
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Table 13.4 DOCS Baseline Privacy MIB

DESCRIPTIONENTITY OID
docsBpiCmObjects
docsBpiCmBaseTable
docsBpiCmTEKTable
docsBpiCmtsObjects
docsBpiCmtsBaseTable
docsBpiCmtsAuthTable
docsBpiCmtsTEKTable

docsBpiMIBObjects 1
docsBpiCmObjects 1
docsBpiCmObjects 2
docsBpiMIBObjects 2
docsBpiCmtsObjects 1
docsBpiCmtsObjects 2
docsBpiCmtsObjects 3

docsBpiMulticastcontrol docsBpiCmtsObjects 4

Baseline privacy
Baseline privacy
Baseline privacy
Baseline privacy
Baseline privacy
Baseline privacy
Baseline privacy
table
Baseline privacy

objects for CM
CM base and authorization table
traffic encryption key table
CMTS objects
CMTS base table
CMTS authorization table
CMTS traffic encryption key

CMTS multicast control group

DOCSISBPI+MIBmodule (BPI+MIB)provides a set of objects required for the management of the
BPI+ features of DOCSIS 1.1 and DOCSIS 2.0 CM and CMTS. The reader is referred to [RFC 4131]
for details on these.
The DOCS quality of service MIB is an extension to the QoS objects defined in docsIJMIBObjects

and docsDev. This has gone through several iterations as described in the ietf document series draft-
ietf-ipcdn-qos-mib-NN.txt. It has finally been released as RFC 4323. docsQosMIB shown as subnode 6
under docsIjMIB is now subnode 127, docsIetfQosMIB, under mib-2, as shown in Figure 13.11.There
are now 11 subgroups, which are tables, and are shown in Table 13.5. These tables are under docsQos-
MIBObjects, which is subnode 1 under docsIetfQosMIB. Table 13.5 presents the entities, OID, and a
brief description of each.
The IP packet classification table describes IP packet classification. Each packet that is either re¬

ceived or routed through may be compared to an ordered list of rules pertaining to the IP(andUDP/IP)
packet header. The Ethernet packet classification table serves a similar purpose at the data link layer.
A service class represents a level of service provided by CMTS to a Service Identifier (SID) or to

packet flow. SID and flow are associatedwith exactly one service class. The docsQosServiceCIassTable
describes the set ofDOCSISQoS service classes defined inthe manageddevice. The docsQosFlowTable
describes the flows in the device. The mapping of service classes to SIDs is contained in the docsQos-
SidToCIassTable. The mapping of flow to service class is described in the docsQosF/owToClassTable.
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Table 13.5 DOCS QoS MIB

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION
docsQosMIBObjects docsletfQoSMIB 1 DOCSIS 1.1 and 2.0 QoS MIB objects
docsletfQos docsletfQosMIBObjects 1 Packet classification configured on the
PktClassTable CM or CMTS
docsletfQos docsletfQosMIBObjects 2 Describes the set of DOCSIS 1.1 and
ParamSetTable 2.0 QOS parameters in a managed

device
docsletfQos docsletfQosMIBObjects 3 Describes the set of DOCSIS-QOS
ServiceFlowTable service flows in a managed device
docsletfQosService docsletfQosMIBObjects 4 Describes statistics associated with
FlowStatsTable the service flows in a managed device
docsletfQos docsletfQosMIBObjects 5 Describes statistics associated with
UpstreamStatsTable
docsletfQosDynamic docsletfQosMIBObjects 6 Describes statistics associated
ServiceStatsTable with the dynamic service flows in a

managed device
docsletfQosServiceFlowLogTable docsletfQosMIBObjects 7 Contains a log of the disconnected

service flows in a managed device
docsletfQosServiceClassTable docsletfQosMIBObjects 8 Contains a log of the disconnected

service classes in a managed device
docsletfQosServiceClassPolicyTable docsletfQosMIBObjects 9 Permits mapping a packet to a service

class name of an active service flow
so long as a classifier does not exist
at a higher priority

docsletfQos docsletfQosMIBObjects 10 Describes the set of payload header
PHSTable suppression entries
docsletfQosCmtsMac docsletfQosMIBObjects 11 Provides for referencing the service
ToSrvFlowTable flows associated with a CM

Figure 13.14 shows DOCS Cable Device MIB (mib-2 69). It provides a set of objects required for
the management ofMCNS-compliant CMand CMTS. It consists of three groups: docsDevMIBObjects,
docsDevNotification,and docsDevConformance.

Table 13.6 summarizes the seven groups under DOCS device MIB objects. The base group extends
the MIB-II system group to the CM and CMTS devices. There is a minimum level of access security
that is defined in the access table. Software upgrade can be temporarily loaded using SNMP command
defined inthe software group for test purposes. The server group describes server access and parameters
used for initial provisioning and bootstrapping. The event group specifies control and login of events
and traps. Trap/notification is to be defined in the notification group, which is currently just a place¬
holder. The filter group provides objects for both LLC and IPprotocol filters.

The conformance group, consisting of groups and compliance groups, addresses confonnance and
compliance objects.

HFC Link Management
It is extremely important that plant facilities are managed in the HFC system. As mentioned earlier,
functioning of CM depends on the signal level strength, which can be neither too high nor too low.

13.4.2
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Figure 13.14 DOCS Cable Device MIB

Table 13.6 DOCS Cable Device MIB

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION
docsDevMIBObjects
docsDevBase

docsDevMIB 1
docsDevMIBObjects 1

docsDevNmAccessTable docsDevMIBObjects 2

docsDevSoftware docsDevMIBObjects 3

docsDevServer

docsDevEvent
docsDevFilter

docsDevCpe

docsDevMIBObjects 4

docsDevMIBObjects 5
docsDevMIBObjects 6

docsDevMIBObjects 7

Objects of the CM and CMTS device
Extends MIB-II system group with objects
needed for cable device system management
Defines the minimum level of SNMP access
security
Provides information for network-downloadable
software upgrades
Provides information about the progress of the
interaction with various provisioning servers
Provides control and logging for event reporting
Configures filters at the link layer and the IP
layer for bridged data traffic
CPE IP management and anti-spoofing group
on CM

Signal strengths are determined by the gain of amplifiers on the HFC link and source strength at the
high end. Thus, controlling parameters of the HFC plant need to be continually monitored to ensure
reliability of the CM system. In legacy systems, this is done by implementing transponders that monitor
the amplifiers and distribution hubs and telemetry information to the head end. A proxy server is used
to convert this into SNMP objects. MIB development in this area is developed by the Society of Cable
Television Engineers (SCTE), and the reader is referred to references [SCTE 24-6, 7, and 8],

RF Spectrum Management
Spectrum management system (SMS) is a management system that deals with the management of RF
spectrum allocated to different digital services, both in the downstream and upstream. An example of
spectral allocation for the various services is represented inFigure 13.8.CMTS vendors provide graphi¬
cal tools to the allocation of a TV channel spectrum for a cable access network by the service provider.

13.4.3
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13.5 DOCSIS STANDARDS
DOCSIS standards have been evolving. Most of the treatment in this chapter has so far been based on
the basics ofCM technology, which is DOCSIS 1.0. Later standards are oriented toward interoperability
and technological improvements in performance and added services. A subset of documents associated
with various versions of DOCSIS standards is given in Table 13.3.

13.5.1 DOCSIS 1.0
DOCSIS 1.0,as wejust mentioned,focused onbasic technology. Eachvendor's CMwould communicate
only with its own CMTS, as communication between them was proprietary. Downstream transmission
was TDMbroadcast mode and upstreamwas hybridofrandomaccess, TDMA, and dedicatedbandwidth
allocation. There was primitive security and privacy provided by the BPI, and QoS features were also
limited. docsIfMib and docsTrCmMib shown in Figure 13.11 form the basis of all managed objects
associated with CM technology.

13.5.2 DOCSIS 1.1
There was significant improvement in features in DOCSIS 1.1 compared to DOCSIS 1.0. Eight levels
of QoS were defined to handle real-time and non-real-time video and data traffic. Several implementa¬
tion improvements were introduced that enhanced performance. IP multicast using Internet Gateway
Multicast Protocol (IGMP) was specified to handlemulticast transmission. SNMPv3 was added to make
management data secure. Service assurance was introduced to handle fault management.
Another major enhancement in DOCSIS 1.1 is the introductionof enhanced security as per BPI+.The

intent of the BPI+ specification is to describe the MAC-layer security services betweenCMTS andCM
communications.BPI+security goalsaretwofold: theyprovideCMuserswithdataprivacyacrossthecable
network,andtheyprovideMSOswithserviceprotection;i.e.,preventunauthorizedusersfromgainingaccess
to the network's RFMAC services. The protected RFMACdata communications services fall into three
categories: ( 1) best-effort,high-speed, IPdata services; (2)QoS (e.g., constant bit rate) data services; and
(3) IP multicast group services. The earlier BPI specification [ANSI/SCTE 22-2] had "weak" service
protection because the underlyingkeymanagement protocol did not authenticate CMs. BPI+strengthens
this service protection by adding digital certificate-based CM authentication to its key exchange
protocol.

13.5.3 DOCSIS 2.0
Two major enhancements in DOCSIS 2.0 are performance improvement and the introduction of IPv6.
DOCSIS 2.0 CM support IPv6 provisioning and management. The term 2.0+IPv6 CM is used to rep¬
resent such CMs. The use of IPv6 allows MSOs to conserve IPv4 addresses. This Technical Report
provides guidelines for CM only. DOCSIS 2.0+IPv6 CM is required to support SNMP over IPv6.

Performance improvement is accomplished by providingoptions to use either TDMA or synchronous
CDMA (S-CDMA) MAC protocol in upstream traffic. Note that there is no random access protocol in
this version. Downstream traffic is TDM. The management system should support these protocols.
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13.5.4 DOCSIS 3.0
DOCSIS 3.0 introduces a number of features that buildupon features introduced inprevious versions of
DOCSIS. They include key new features for OSSI based on requirements established with both the in¬
troduction of new DOCSIS 3.0 features and enhancements to management capabilities that are designed
to improve operational efficiencies for the MSO. Table 13.7 summarizes new requirements that support
new 3.0 features and enhancements to existing management features. The table shows management
features alongwith the traditional network management functional areas (fault, configuration, account¬
ing, performance, and security) for the network elements (NE),CM,CMTS, and the corresponding OSI
layer where those features operate.
It needs to be noted that pre-3.0 DOCSIS, network management models used IETF RFCs that were

defined to use only IPv4. After the introduction of IPv6, IETF IPv6-compliant MIBs are not back¬
ward compatible with IPv4-basedMIBs required by pre-3.0 DOCSIS. In contrast, provisioning system
backward compatibility is a key requirement for management. To accommodate these two conflicting
requirements (backward compatibility and IPv6 support using combined v4/v6 MIBs), DOCSIS 3.0
requires maintaining backward compatibility for provisioningbut not monitoring.

Special mention needs to be made for accounting management, which in general includes collection
of usage data and permits billing the customer based on the subscriber's use of network resources.
CMTS is the NE that is responsible for providing usage statistics to support billing. Subscriber account
management interface specification (SAMIS) is defined to enable prospective vendors of CM and
CMTS to address the operational requirements of subscriber account management in a uniform and
consistent manner.

13.6 DSLACCESS NETWORK
The main motivating factor to employ xDSL (x digital subscriber line) for access technology in multi¬
media services is the pre-existence of local loop facilities to most households. Information capacity of a
3,000 Hz analog voice channel of 30 dB signal-to-noise ratio based on Shannon limit is 30,000 bits per
second [Tanenbaum, 1996]. However, an unloaded twisted pair of copper wire from the central office
to a residence can carry a digital T1/DS1 signal at 1.544 Mbps up to 18,000 feet, and a STS-1 signal
at 51.840 Mbps up to 1,000 feet. Thus, Shannon's fundamental limitation of data rate that is prevalent
in an analog modem can be overcome by direct digital transmission. This is the basic concept behind
xDSL technology, which we will now review. You are referred to numerous books on the subject [e.g.,
Gorlaski, 2001] for an in-depth treatment.

Distance can be increased for analog telephony if we use loaded cables that compensate for loss and
dispersion. However, they cannot support the DSLas the loaded coils attenuate high frequencies. Many
modern communities have been cabled with fiber coming to the curb with the digital multiplexer at the
end of the fiber. The length limitation of the copper cable in this configuration is practically eliminated.
This is being taken advantage of in later releases of xDSL such as very high data rate DSL (VDSL).

Basic asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL) architecture consists of an unloadedpair(s) ofwires
connectedbetweena transceiver unit at the central office and a transceiver unit at the customer premises.
This transceiver multiplexes and demultiplexes voice and data and converts the signal to the format suit¬
able for transmission on theADSL link.Table 13.8 [BroadbandForum] shows various forms ofDSLand
their characteristics. ADSL 2 andADSL 2+ are enhancements to ADSL.
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Table 13.7 Management Features Requirements for DOCSIS 3.0

FEATURES MANAGEMENT
FUNCTIONALAREA

OSI LAYER NE DESCRIPTION

Multiple upstream
channels per port

Plant topology

Configuration PHY CMTS

Enhanced
diagnostics

Fault

PHY, MAC
(Data link)

PHY, MAC,
network

CMTS

CMTS

Enhanced Performance
performance data
collection

Enhanced signal
quality monitoring

Usage-based billing Accounting

Enhanced security Configuration, fault,
performance, security

PHY, MAC, CMTS
network

PHY CMTS

PHY, MAC, CMTS
network
MAC, network CM/CMTS

IPv6

Channel bonding

IP multicast

Configuration, fault,
performance

Configuration, fault,
performance

Configuration, fault,
performance

Network CM/CMTS

PHY, MAC CM/CMTS

MAC, network CM/CMTS

Provisioning physical
upstream ports that
support multiple upstream
receivers according to their
capabilities
Provisioning flexible
arrangements of US/DS
channels for channel-
bonding configuration to
reflect HFC plant topology
Detailed log of different
conditions associated with
the CM registration state
and operation that may
indicate plant problems
affecting service availability
IPDR streaming of large
statistical data sets such
as CMTS CM status
information with less
performance impact on the
CMTS resources
Gathers information on
narrowband ingress and
distortion affecting the
quality of the RF signals
Update SAMIS to 3.0
specification requirements
Updates to management
models to support DOCSIS
3.0 security features
Updates to management
models to support IPv6
provisioning, CM IP stack
management, CMTS and
CM IP filtering requirements
Update existing
management models and
include new events to
support DS and US channel
bonding
Update existing
management modes to
support new multicast
capabilities such as SSM,
IGMPv3, MLD v1, and v2
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Table 13.8 DSLTechnologies

NAME MEANING MAX DATA
RATE*

MODE CABLE APPLICATIONS

ADSL/ADSL2/ Asymmetric digital 7/12/24 Mbps Down Up 1-pair Most common
ADSL2+ subscriber line 0.8/1/1 Mbps type
SHDSL Symmetric high data rate 5.6 Mbps Duplex 2-pair Business

DSL Duplex connections
VDSL Very high data rate digital 55 Mbps Down 2-pair Triple play
1 km subscriber line 15 Mbps Up (no QoS)
VDSL2- Very high data rate digital 55 Mbps Down 2-pair Triple play
long reach subscriber line 30 Mbps Up
3 km
VDSL Very high data rate digital 100 Mbps Down 2-pair Triple play
short reach subscriber line Up
500 m
* Max data rate as per broadband forum

Symmetric high data rate digital subscriber line (SHDSL) operates at Tl or El data rate in a duplex
modewith two pairs ofwires [RFC 3276], The duplex mode is defined as two-way communicationwith
the same speed in both directions. Symmetric HDSL operates with two pairs, one for each direction.
SHDSL typically operates at rates from 256 Kb/s to 6 Mb/s upstream and downstream.
VDSL operates asymmetrically. As inADSL, the downstream signal has a larger bandwidth and is

at the high end of the spectrum, whereas the upstream is at the lower end of the spectrum with a lower
bandwidth for the signals. VDSL 2 has long- and short-range implementation, the former being asym¬
metrical and the latter being symmetrical.

13.7 ASYMMETRIC DIGITAL SUBSCRIBER LINE
Among all the xDSLs, the asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL) is the technology that is being
deployed now inmost of the world. A simplified access network usingADSL is shown in Figure 13.15
and consists of an ADSL transmission unit (ATU) and splitter at each end of the ADSL line. The ATU
acronym has also been expanded inprint as the ADSL transceiver unit as well as the ADSL terminating
unit, although ADSL TR-001 defines it as the ADSL transmission unit. The ATU at the central office
is ATU-C and the one at the customer residence is ATU-R. The ATU is also called the ADSL modem.
The data and video signal from the broadband network is converted to an analog signal by the ATU-C
and multiplexed and demultiplexed. The splitter at the central office combines the plain old telephone
service (POTS) voice signal and the broadband signal. The reverse process occurs at the splitter and
ATU-R at the customer premises (residence). There are modems available that embed the splitter and
thus eliminate a separate splitter at the customer site. This configuration is referred to as ADSL-Lite,
also known as GLite.
As mentioned above, upstream and downstream signals are placed asymmetrically in the frequency

spectrum, as shown in Figure 13.16. The POTS signal is always allocated the baseband of 4 kHz and
separated from the broadband signal by a guard band. There are two schemes for separating the up¬
stream and downstream frequency bands: frequency divisionmultiplexing (FDM) or echo cancellation.
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Figure 13.16 ADSL SpectrumAllocation

In FDM, after separating the upstream and downstream bands, each band is then divided into one or
more high-speed channels and one or more low-speed channels. In echo cancellation, upstream and
downstream bands overlap, but are separated by a technique known as echo cancellation. Using echo
cancellation, the low frequency end of the spectrum is made available for downstream, thus increasing
the overall downstream spectral band.
Within the upstream and downstream bands, individual channels are allocated a multiple of 4 kHz

band using either the standard discrete multitone (DMT) or carrierless amplitude phase (CAP) modu¬
lation. The former modulation scheme is more efficient, but more complex and costly. Both schemes
are currently in use. You may consult the reference for further details on spectrum allocation schemes
[Goralski, 2001],

Standards are addressed by various standards organizations for XDSL including the American Na¬
tional Standards Institute (ANSI). T1-413 is the ANSI standard for XDSL at the physical-layer protocol
level. In order to accelerate interoperability and implementation ofADSL, the industry had established
a consortium, the ADSL Forum, to address issues associatedwith end-to-end system operation,manage¬
ment, and security. This organization is now called the Broadband Forum.
Not all residential customers could enjoy the privilegeof gettingADSL service. Only those who have

direct copper connection from the central office could be served with ADSL. Telephone loop facilities
with loaded coils do not qualify for the service. Besides, many newer residential complexes have fiber
cable to the neighborhood (FTTN) and twisted pair from FTTN to the residence. For these residences,
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Figure 13.17 VDSL Access Network

telephone companies would offer VDSL service, as shown in Figure 13.17. This has the benefit of
providing greater bandwidth. The signal traverses the optical fiber medium from the central office to
the optical network unit (ONU) in the neighborhood carrying multiple channels. It is demultiplexed
at the ONU and fed through VDSL modems and twisted-pair cable to the residence. A bandwidth of
12.96-55.2Mbps could be achieved for downstream and up to 15 Mbps for the upstream using a single-
pair cable. There are other configurations proposed from ONU to home, which we do not plan to deal
with here.
Muchof the latest documentation onADSL is available on TRs publishedby the ADSL Forum,RFCs

released by IETF, and ITU-T standards. The approved documentation list of the ADSL Forum is avail¬
able in the public domain of the Broadband Forum'sWeb page, www.broadband-forum.org. Some TRs
that are relevant to the basics and management of DSL that we refer to are listed in Table 13.9. ITU-T
standards G.xx and RFCs relating to the MIBs are included in the Bibliography at the end of the book.

13.7.1 ADSL Access Network in Overall Network
BroadbandForum'sview [TR-OOl] of howADSL access network fits into the overall network for broad¬
band services is presented in Figure 13.18. It shows the components of the overall network comprising
private, public, and premises network and the role that ADSL access network plays in it.The networking
side of the service providers consists of service systems, different types of networks that are behind the
access node, the operation systems (OS) that perform the operations, administration, and maintenance
(OAM) of the networks and access nodes, and the ATU-Cs. The customer premises network comprises
ATU-R, premises distribution network (PDN), various service modules (SM), and terminal equipment
(TE). On the bottom ofFigure 13.18 are shown five transport modes that depict an evolutionary process
from a primitive synchronous transfer mode (STM) to an all ATM mode.

Table 13.9 ADSL Management Documents

TR-001 ADSL Forum System Reference Model May 1996
TR-005 ADSL Network Element Mgmt March 1998
TR-015 CAP Line Code-Specific MIB February 1999
TR-024 DMT Line Code-Specific MIB June 1999
TR-027 SNMP-based ADSL LINE MIB September 1999
TR-028 CMIP Specification for ADSL Network Element Mgmt May 1999
TR-066 ADSL Network Element Mgmt (Update to TR-005) March 2004
TR-090 Protocol-Independent Object Model for Managing Next

Generation ADSL Technologies
December 2004

TR-113 MCM-Specific Managed Objects in VDSL Network Element December 2005
TR-128 Addendum to TR-090 September 2006
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Figure 13.18 Overall Network and ADSL

The service systems are on a private network providing on-line services, Internet access, LAN ac¬
cess, interactive video, and video conference services. The private network interfaces with the public
network, which is broadband (such as SONET/SDH), narrowband (such as Tl/El), or packet network
(such as TP). The access node is the concentration point for broadband, narrowband data, and packet
data. It is either located in the central office or a remote location such as ONU. The access node could
includeATU-Cs, such as in a digital subscriber loop access multiplexer (DSLAM). The access network
commences at the access node and extends up to PDN in the customer premises.
The premises network starts from the network interface at the output of ATU-R. The PDN,which is

part of the home network, could be a choice of a LAN, twisted-pair cable of telephone network, con¬
sumer electronics bus (CEBus)which distributes signal over power lines, coaxial cable, optical fiber (in
future homes), or a combination of these. SM, such as set-top boxes and ISDN, perform the terminal
adaptation functions to the TE.

There are five transport modes presented in Figure 13.18. At the top is what the ADSL Forum termed
synchronous transfer mode (STM),which is the bit synchronous transmission mode.An example of this
is the bit pipe such as Tl/El, ISDN, or a simple modem. Inthis mode, the PDNoutputs strictly bits out
of the SM; and the access node delivers and receives bits to and from the narrowband network.
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The second transport scheme is the end-to-end packet mode such as IPpackets. Inthis mode, SM are
expected to deliver packets to the ADSL access network through PDN.This is probably one of the most
common usages of the Small Office HomeOffice (SOHO) network. Digital data terminals are intercon¬
nected via an Ethernet LANPDN, and packets are delivered to the ADSL access network via a router.
The reverse process occurs at the access node to the network interface.
The next two transport modes are hybridmodes. Output to the network from the access node is the

ATM. The SMat the premises network delivers either a bit synchronous output or a packet output. There
is a conversion involved in the access node. For example, the access node to the broadband network
could be an emulated LAN,wherein IP packets could be transferred as ATM cells to the network.
The fifth, and last, mode of transport scheme is the end-to-endATM, where SMput out cells instead

of packets. We would expect the home network in this case to be wired with optical fiber.

ADSL Architecture
look at the system architecture details of the ADSL access network presented in

Figure 13.15. The ADSL Forum's ADSL system reference model [TR-001] is shown in Figure 13.19.
We have already discussed some components in Section 13.7.1. Additional components are splitters
at the central office and customer premises, which separate low-frequency telephony from video and
digital data. Public-switched telephone network (PSTN) is the switch connected at the central office,
while telephones are off the splitter at the customer end. We notice the digital broadcast and network
management interfacingwith the access node. Digital broadcast is the typical broadcast video. Network
management could be treated as one of the operations system components. We will be going into more
details on the operations system interfaces and functions in Section 13.8.
Interesting aspects of the ADSL system reference model shown in Figure 13.19 are the interfaces

between components of the ADSL network and interfaces betweenADSL access network and external
networks. There are five basic interfaces: V, U,T, B, and POTS. Vc is the interface between the access
node and the network and is usually a physical interface. An interface could have multiple physical
connections (as shown in the figure), or multiple logical interfaces can be connected through a physi¬
cal interface. VA is the logical interface between ATU-C and the access node. Network management is
implemented through the Vc interface. All network monitoring of the central office and the home net¬
work component has to go through this interface.
There are several U interfaces shown in Figure 13.19. They are all off the splitters. In fact, these U

interfaces may disappear when ADSL-Lite is implemented, although it is highly unlikely for a long
time. POTS interfaces are also from the splitters as shown. The B interface is for auxiliary data input;
for example, a satellite feed directly into a SM such as a set-top box.

ADSL-Channeling Schemes
There are two perspectives in discussing transport channels in an ADSL access network. The first per¬
spective is the traditional transport bearer channels as they are defined in ISDN. For ADSL transport
frames, there are seven "AS" bearer channels defined for the downstream signal operating in a simplex
mode. The AS bearer channels are inmultiples (one, two, three, or four) ofT1 rate of 1 .536Mbps or El
rate of 2.048 Mbps. In addition to downstream AS channels, there could be three additional "LS" du¬
plex channels carrying the signal in both downstream and upstream directions. The LS bearer channels
are 160, 384, or 576 Kbps. The reader is referred to [Goralski, 2000] for a detailed discussion of these.
Incidentally, "AS" and "LS" are not specific acronyms.

13.7.2
Let us now

13.7.3
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Figure 13.19 ADSL System Reference Model

TE: Terminal Equipment
POTS: Plain Old Telephone Service
PSTN: Public-Switched Telephone Network

The second perspective in discussing the channels is how the signal is bufferedwhile traversing the
ADSL link. This is represented in Figure 13.20. Real-time signals, such as audio and real-time video,
use a fast buffering scheme and hence are referred to as thefast channel. Digital data that could tolerate
delay use slow buffers that are interleaved between the fast signals. The digital data channel is referred
to as the interleavedchannel. Thus, a physical interface would carry both the fast channel and the inter¬
leaved channel and needs to be addressed in the network management of interfaces. We will discuss the
interface types of the physical, fast, and interleaved channels more in Section 13.8.

ADSL-Encoding Schemes
ADSL management is dependent on the line-encoding scheme used, and hence we will briefly discuss
the two types here. There are two encoding schemes used inADSL line encoding. They are carrierless
amplitude and phase (CAP) modulation and discrete multitone (DMT) technology. Both are based on
the QAM scheme that we discussed in Section 13.2. Inboth cases, the basic approach is to separate the

13.7.4
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Figure 13.20 ADSL Channeling
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POTS band (0-4 kHz), as shown in Figure 13.16. It also shows two views, one that uses FDM to sepa¬
rate the upstream signal from the downstream signal by a guard band. In the second view, upstream and
downstream signals overlap, but are distinguished by the echo cancellation technique.
An echoing phenomenon occurs in the telephone system due to crosstalk between neighboring pairs

ofwires in a bundle. Two signals transmitted from the central office could couplewith each other, which
is termed near-endcrosstalk. Two signals traversing inopposite directions couldalso interferewith each
other, which is far-endcrosstalk. Bothof these are mitigatedusing the echo cancellation technique. The
same technique is used to separate the overlapping band between the upstream and downstream shown
in the echo cancellation view of Figure 13.16.
Although the ANSI has recommended the use of DMT for ADSL, there currently exist deployed

systems that use the CAP system. CAP, as you may recall, is carrierless. In other words, the signal is
quadrature amplitude modulatedat a specific carrier frequency; the carrier is suppressed at the transmit¬
ter, and then sent. The carrier is regenerated at the receiver to detect the signal bits. In CAP, the entire
local loop bandwidth (25-200 kHz for upstream or 200 kHz to 1.1 MHz for downstream) is used in the
encoding.
In DMT, the entire bandwidth of approximately 1.1 MHz is split into 256 subchannels, each of ap¬

proximately 4 kHz band. Subchannels 1-6 are used for voice signals and the rest for broadband signals.
There are 32 (7-38) upstream subchannels. The number of downstream subchannels is either 250 if
echo cancellation is used or 218 ifno echo cancellation is performed.

13.8 ADSL MANAGEMENT
The general framework for ADSL management is described in ADSL Forum TR-005 and updated in
TR-066. TR-027 presents SNMP-based ADSL Line MIB, and TR-028 contains CMIP specification for
ADSLNE management. TR-024 and TR-015 document DMT LineCode-Specific (LCS) MIB and CAP
LCSMIB,respectively. Management documentation is specific to ADSL and is a supplement to standard
management MIB.
Figure 13.21 shows the ADSL system reference model that is used in the ADSL management frame¬

work. It is similar to the one shown in Figure 13.19, but has additional components identifying the
switching and physical-layer functions explicitly. Management functions addressed in ADSL-specific
documents deal with physical-layer functions. The management of data layers is addressed by the con¬
ventional NMSs. Low- and high-pass filters are also explicitly shown in the figure.

ADSL Network Management Elements
ADSL network management deals with parameters, operations, and protocols associated with configu¬
ration, fault, and performance management. Security and accounting management arc not explicitly
dealt with, although these are important management functions and are addressed by other models (for
example, SNMP security management discussed in Chapters 7 and 11).
The management of the ADSL network involves the following five NEs: (1) management com¬

munications protocol across the network management subintcrfacc of the V interface; (2) management
communications protocol across the U interfaces between ATU-C andATU-R; (3) parameters and op¬
erations with the ATU-C; (4) parameters and operations within the ATU-R; and (5) ATU-R side of the T
interface.All management functions in the ADSL network are accomplished via the V interface. Thus,
the management of elements 2-5 is accomplished via the V interface and not the U interface.

13.8.1
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V-C: Logical interface between ATU-C and a digital network element such as one or more switching systems

Figure 13.21 ADSL Forum System Reference Model for Management

As discussed in Section 13.7.3, the management function at the physical layer involves three enti¬
ties: physical channel, fast channel, and interleaved channel. Fast and interleaved channels need to be
managed separately. These two use the physical transmission medium that also needs to be managed.
Besides the management of physical links and channel parameters, the parameters associated with the
type of line coding need to bemonitored. We will look at various parameters associatedwith configura¬
tion, fault, and performance management in the next section.

ADSL Configuration Management
Various parameters that need to be managed for configuration are listed in Table 13.10. The table lists
the component that the parameter is associatedwith, as well as whether it pertains to the physical line or
fast or interleaved channel. A briefdescription of each parameter is given in the last column.
It is to be noted that the link could be configured in one of five options: no separation of channels,

fast, interleaved, either, or both.
There are five levels of noise margin—from the highest defined by the maximum noise margin to

the lowest defined by the minimumnoisemargin. The transmitted power of the modem needs to be de¬
creased or increased, respectively, based on these thresholds. The transmission rate can be increased if
the noise margin goes above a threshold level, which is beneath the maximum noise margin threshold.
Similarly, the transmission rate should be decreased if the noise margin falls below a certain threshold,
which is higher than the minimumnoisemargin. Right at the middle of all these thresholds is the steady-
state operation. These levels are shown in Figure 13.22.

13.8.2
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Table 13.10 ADSL Configuration Management Parameters

PARAMETER COMPONENT LINE DESCRIPTION
ADSL line type ADSL Line N/A

ADSL line coding ADSL Line N/A
Target noise margin ATU-C/R Phy
Max. noise margin ATU-C/R Phy
Min. noise margin ATU-C/R Phy
Rate adaptation mode ATU-C/R Phy

Upshift noise margin ATU-C/R Phy
Min. time interval for upshift ATU-C/R Phy
rate adaptation
Downshift noise margin ATU-C/R Phy
Min. time interval for downshift ATU-C/R Phy
rate adaptation
Desired max. rate ATU-C/R F/l
Desired min. rate ATU-C/R F/l
Rate adaptation ratio ATU-C/R Phy

Max. interleave delay ATU-C/R F/l

Alarm thresholds ATU-C/R Phy

Rate-up threshold ATU-C/R F/l
Rate-down threshold ATU-C/R F/l
Vendor ID ATU-C/R Phy
Version No. ATU-C/R Phy
Serial No. ATU-C/R Phy

Five types: no channel, fast, interleaved, either,
or both
ADSL coding type
Noise margin under steady state (BER = <10 7)
Modem reduces power above this threshold
Modem increases power below this margin
Mode 1: Manual
Mode 2: Select at start-up
Mode 3: Dynamic
Threshold for modem increases data rate
Time interval to upshift

Threshold for modem decreases data rate
Time interval to downshift

Max rates for ATU-C/R
Min. rates for ATU-C/R
Distribution ratio between fast and interleaved
channels for available excess bit rate
Max. transmission delay allowed by
interleaving process
15-minute count threshold on loss of signal,
frame, power, and error seconds
Rate-up change alarm
Rate-down change alarm
Vendor ID assigned by T1E1.4
Vendor-specific version
Vendor-specific serial no.

-Maximum Noise Margin

-Upshift Noise Margin

-Target Noise Margin

-Downshift Noise Margin

-Minimum Noise Margin

Reduce Power

Increase Rate if Noise Margin > Upshift Noise Margin

Steady-State Operation

Steady-State Operation

Decrease Rate if Noise Margin < Downshift Noise Margin

Increase Power

Figure 13.22 Noise Margins
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Some modems support rate adaptation modes. There are three modes. Mode 1 is manual in which
the rate is changed manually. Inmode 2 the rate is automatically selected at start-up, but remains at that
level afterwards. The last mode is mode 3 where the rate is dynamic based on the noise margin.

ADSL Fault Management
Fault management parameters are shown in Table 13.11 and should be displayed by the NMS.After the
automatic indication of faults, ATU-C andATU-R self-tests as specified in T1.413 could be used to as¬
sist in the diagnostics.
The ADSL line status shows the current state of the line as to whether it is operational, or there is

a loss of any of the parameters on frame, signal, power, or link. It also indicates initialization errors.
Alarms are generated when the preset counter reading exceeds 15 minutes on loss of signal, frame,
power, link, and error seconds.

13.8.3

ADSL Performance Management
Table 13.12 shows the parameters associated with ADSL performance management. EachATU's per¬
formance in terms of line attenuation, noise margin, total output power, current and previous data rate,
along with the maximum attainable rate, channel data block length (on which CRC check is done),
and interleave delay can be monitored. In addition, statistics are gathered for a 15-minute interval and
a 1-day interval on the error-seconds statistics. Two counters are maintained by each ATU for each er¬
ror condition to measure these. Error statistics are maintained for loss of signal seconds, loss of frame
seconds, loss of power seconds, loss of link seconds, error seconds, transmit blocks, receive blocks,
corrected blocks, and uncorrectable blocks.

13.8.4

13.8.5 SNMP-based ADSL Line MIB
There are both SNMP- [RFCs 2662, 3440] and CMIP- [TR-016] based specifications that have been
developed for ADSL. We will discuss the updated SNMP-basedMIB [Table 13.9; RFC 2662; TR-015;
TR-024; TR-027] in this section. ADSL SNMPMIB is presented inFigure 13.23.
There are three nodes defined under adslLineMib {adslMIB I}. RFC [2662] specifies adsIMibOb-

jects {adslLineMib 1},which are shown in part inFigure 13.23.
Notice that there are complimentary objects for the link in terms of physical and channel objects.

For example, there are adslAtucPhysTable and corresponding adslAtucChanTable. The former specifies

Table 13.11 ADSL Fault Management Parameters

PARAMETER COMPONENT LINE DESCRIPTION
ADSL line status ADSL Line Phy Indicates operational and various types of

failures of the link
Alarms thresholds ATU-C/R Phy Generates alarms on failures or crossing

of thresholds
Unable to initialize ATU-R ATU-C/R Phy Initialization failure of ATU-R from ATU-C
Rate change ATU-C/R Phy Event generation when rate changes

when crossing of shift margins in both
upstream and downstream
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adslTraps (2) adslConformance (3)

adslLineTable (1)_\_/ // \
adslAtucPhysTable (2)

__
/ / /

_ adslAturPhysTable (3)

__
/ / / 1

_ adslAtucChanTable (4) / /
_ adslAturChanTable (5) / /

adslAtucPerfPataTable (6) /
adslAturPerfPataTable (7)

_ adslAtuclntervalTable (8)

adslLineAlarmConfProfileTable(15)

\ adslLineConfProfileTable(14)
\ adslAturChanlntervalTable (13)

adslAtucChanlntervalTable(12)
adslAturChanPerfDataTable (11)

adslAtucChanPerfPataTable (10)
adslAturlntervalTable (9)

transmission
mib-2 (10)

adslMIB
(94)

adslLineMib

adslPMTMib (1) adslCAPMib (2)

adslLCSMib (16)

adslMibObjects(l)

Figure 13.23 ADSL SNMP MIB

a table with each row containing the physical-layer parameters associated with the link on an interface.
The latter specifies a table in which each row contains parameters associated with a channel on that
interface. These interfaces are defined based on RFC 1213 for interfaces {mib-2 2{ and RFC 2863 for
ifMIB {mib-2 31}.
Figure 13.23 contains objects under adslMibObjects that pertain to configuration management pa¬

rameters defined inTable 13.10, fault management parameters defined inTable 13.11, and performance
management parameters in Table 13.12.
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PARAMETER

Table 13.12 ADSL Performance Management Parameters

COMPONENT LINE DESCRIPTION
Line attenuation ATU-C/R

Noise margin ATU-C/R

Total output power ATU-C/R
Max. attainable rate ATU-C/R
Current rate ATU-C/R
Previous rate ATU-C/R
Channel data block ATU-C/R
length
Interleave delay ATU-C/R
Statistics ATU-C/R

Phy Measured power loss in dB from transmitter to
receiver ATU

Phy Noise margin in dB of the ATU with respect to the
received signal

Phy Total output power from the modem
Phy Max. currently attainable data rate by the modem
F/l Current transmit rate to which the modem is adapted
F/l Rate of the modem before the last change
F/l Data block on which CRC check is done

F/l Transmit delay introduced by the interleaving process
Phy 15 minute/1 day failure statistics
F/l

MIB Integrationwith Interfaces Group in MIB-2
The ADSL LINEMIB specifies detailed attributes of a data interface. It is integratedwith IF-MIBwith
the following ifType(s) relative to ADSL in the following manner:

adslPhysIf ::= {transmission 94}
adsllnterlf ::= {transmission 124}
adslFastlf ::= {transmission 125}

Each MIB branch would have the appropriate tables for that interface type and would augment the
interfaces table with iflndex in ifEntry as the accessing index.

Table 13.13 presents the objects needed for ADSL, which are part of the mandatory ifGeneralGroup
[RFC 2863]. They are applicable to the line, not either end in particular. "NORMAL"means the variable
is used normally as specified in MIB-II. Designations "i," "j," and "k" indicate three arbitrary iflndex
values corresponding to the physical, interleaved, and fast entries for a single ADSL line.

The ifStackTable {ifMIB.ifMIBObjects 2}, which is the table containing information on the relation¬
ships between multiple sublayers of network interfaces, is used to associate the fast and interleaved
channels with the physical line. The top ofFigure 13.24 shows the logical representation of the channels.
Their relationship with each other and with the higher layer is shown in the bottom ofFigure 13.24.The
fast channel and the interleaved channel, which are at the same level, are stacked on top of the physical
layer. They interface above with a higher layer, for example ATM ifATM is over ADSL.

13.8.6

ADSL Operational and Configuration Profiles
Table 13.14 shows the configuration of the operational file for ifType for each modem in setting up the
fast and interleaved channels. An iflndex is associated with each channel.
In a typical configuration of an ADSL system, the access node shown in Figure 13.19 has hundreds

ofATU-Cs. It would be impractical to provision all the parameters for each ATU-C individually. There
are two MIB tables to address this issue—one for configuration profile and another for the performance

13.8.7
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Table 13.13 Use of Interfaces Table for ADSL

MIB VARIABLE PHYSICAL LINE INTERLEAVED FAST CHANNEL (K)
(1) CHANNEL (J)

ifDescr NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL
ifType (IANA) 94 124 125
ifSpeed ATU-C line Tx rate ATU-C channel Tx rate ATU-C channel Tx rate
ifPhyAddress NULL NULL NULL
ifAdminStatus NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL
ifOperStatus NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL
ifLastChange NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL
ifLinkUpDownTrapEnable NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL

(default: Enable) (default: Enable) (default: Enable)
ifConnectPresent True False False
ifHighSpeed NULL NULL NULL

Fast Channel: iflndex = j

Interleaved Channel: iflndex = k

Physical: iflndex = i

ATU-C ATU-R

Higher Layer IF
(e.g., ATM)

Higher Layer IF
(e.g., ATM)

Interleaved Channel IF
(ATU-C and ATU-R)

ifType = Interleaved (124)
iflndex = j

Fast Channel IF
(ATU-C and ATU-R)
ifType = Fast (125)

iflndex = k

Physical Line IF
(ATU-C and ATU-R)
ifType = ADSL (94)

iflndex = i

Figure 13.24 Relationship betweenADSL Entries

profile. One of the tables is adslLineConfProfileTable {adslMibObjects 14}, which contains informa¬
tion on the ADSL line configuration shown inTable 13.10. One or moreADSL lines may be configured
to share common profile information. Figure 13.25 shows the dynamic mode, MODE-I, configuration
profile scheme. Profile tables are created and indexed 1 to n. EachADSL line interface, with the given
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Table 13.14 ADSL Operational Profile for ifType File

LINE TYPE PHYSICAL FAST INTERLEAVED
CHANNEL CHANNEL

Number of channels (1) Yes Yes
Fast only (2) Yes Yes
Interleaved only (3) Yes Yes
Fast or interleaved (4) Yes Yes Yes
Fast and interleaved (5) Yes Yes Yes

ADSL-Line iflndex

1 i1

J1
k1

i2

j2

k2

ifTable profilelndex
Configuration
Profile Table

IX

jx
kx

Fast Channel Entry

Profile-2

Profile-1

Profile-n

Fast Channel Entry

Interleaved Channel

Interleaved Channel

Interleaved Channel

Fast Channel Entry

ADSL Line Entry

ADSL Line Entry

ADSL Line Entry

Figure 13.25 Use of Profiles in MODE-I (Dynamic)

value of iflndex, shown ranging from l to x shares the configuration profiles from l to n. The three
entries for the physical layer, the interleaved channel, and the fast channel for each ADSL line are repre¬
sented by "i," "j," and "k" as discussed in Section 13.8.6.Only the ADSL line entry contains the pointer
to the configuration profile table. The ifStackTable [RFC 2863] is used to link channel entries and the
corresponding physical layer to acquire the channel configuration parameters.

The second mode, denoted by MODE-II, specifies the static mode of setting up ADSL configura¬
tion profile. Each ADSL line interface has a static profile, as shown in Figure 13.26. The ADSL line
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ADSL-Line iflndex

i1
j1
k1

i2

J2
k2

jx
kx

Configuration
Profile Table

ifT,able profilelndex

Profile-i2

Profile-in

Profile-i1ADSL Line Entry

Fast Channel Entry

Interleaved Channel
ADSL Line Entry

Fast Channel Entry

Interleaved Channel

Interleaved Channel
ADSL Line Entry

Fast Channel Entry

Figure 13.26 Use of Profiles in MODE-II (Static)

interfaces l through x; each has its own configuration profile il through ix, indicated by profile indices
il through ix.
The alarm profile could also be structured in a manner similar to the configuration profile explained

above. That is how the ctdslLineAlcirmProfileTable {adslMibObjects 15} is designed.
LCS MlBs for the DMT and CAPADSL lines arc described in TR-024 and TR-015. They are nodes

under adsILCSMib {adslMibObjects 16}.The tables and other information follow a similar structure and
organization similar to that of the ADSL lineMTB shown inFigure 13.23 ADSL SNMPMIBas {adslMib
Objects 1-15}.
Figure 13.23 shows three nodes under adslLineMib. The first is the ADSL MIB objects that we have

discussed. The other two are traps and conformance groups. These are specified in RFC 2662. Besides
the generic traps, alarms are generated by the ATU-C andATU-R for loss of frame, loss of signal, loss of
power, errorcd seconds threshold, data rate change, loss of link duration threshold, andATU-C initializa¬
tion failure. These are specified inadslTraps MIB.

ADSL2, ADSL2+, AND VDSL2
ADSL2 [ADSL2; ITUG.992.3; ITUG. 992.4] adds new features and functionality to improve perfor¬
mance and interoperability. Specifically, improvements include higher data rate, longer reach, rate ad¬
aptation, diagnostics, and power-saving stand-by mode. The data rate increase is achieved by improving
modulation and coding efficiencies. A downstream data rate of 12 Mbps and an upstream data rate of 1
Mbps can be achieved. A longer reach is accomplished at the expense of lower data rate.
The telephone cable in the local loop contains multiple pairs of 25 or more unshielded twisted pairs.

Crosstalk between adjacent pairs degrades performance, as well as causes a drop in calls. InADSL2,

13.9
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modulation and framing layers are decoupled, which enables the transmission data rate to be changed
without affecting the framing layer. Thus, data rate is changeddynamically basedon the extent ofexternal
disturbing effects of crosstalk and other parameters such as radio, temperature, and water in the binder.
Power saving is accomplishedby the ADSLmodems operating at three levels—very low-power sleep

mode when there is no data transmission, medium-power mode when Internet traffic in the access net¬
work is normal; and high-power mode when traffic is heavy such as large file transfer.
ADSL2 provides the ability to split the bandwidth into different channels with different link char¬

acteristics for different applications. Thus, real-time voice application can be digitally transmitted as
channelized voice over DSL over some channels with low latency and more tolerant error rate, while
data can be transmitted over other channels with less stringent latency requirements but more stringent
error rate requirements.
ADSL2+ [ITUG.992.5] specifications double the downstream data rate to 2.2 Mbps by limiting the

reach to under 5,000 meters. As VDSL does not completely satisfy the needs of triple play service, the
Broadband Forum has created VDSL2+, which is a complex protocol and incorporates features and
characteristics ofADSL, ADSL2+, andVDSL [ITU993.2] protocols. The profile ofVDSL2 is extracted
partially from [ITU G.993.2] and is given in Table 13.15. The performance of VDSL2 deteriorates
quickly from a theoretical maximumof250 Mbit/s at "source" to 100Mbit/s at 5 kilometers (1,640 feet)
and 50 Mbit/s at 10 kilometers (3,280 feet), but degrades at a much slower rate from there. It equals the
performance ofADSL2+ at 1.6 kilometers (1mile).
Performance improvement in DSL has been accomplished by the use of multichannel transmission.

Inplain vanilla ADSL, we needed to deal with only a single channel, which supports fast, interleaved, or
both. The use ofmultiple channels enabled the assignment of specific latency and error characteristics
to each channel to handle real-time and non-real-time data transmission. One of the major impacts is in
the bearer channels. The new standards developed allow a flexible configuration of up to four generic
channels that can be independently configured with respect to latency. This is shown in Figure 13.27
[TR-O90],
The basic ADSL management framework was developed to meet the needs of the initial set ofADSL

technologies [G.992.1; G.992.2] and is shown inFigure 13.28. It is not adequate to meet the next gen¬
eration models using multichannels. Figure 13.29 shows the revised management model for the next
generation technologies. Bearer channel parameters are decoupled from ADSL line parameters into
independent profiles.

13.10 PASSIVE OPTICAL NETWORK
The third "wired" broadbandaccess network that we consider is the passive optical network (PON). It is
not reallywired but the copper is replacedwith fiber, although PONcan also be implementedon copper.
We will only consider an optical fiber medium here. Optical access networks use optical fiber transmis¬
sion from the central office to the customer premises. The transmission path couldhave active elements
such as regenerative repeaters or amplifiers, in which case it is not a PON. Passive elements such as a
beam splitter or a wavelength division multiplexer (WDM) could be present in a PON.
A generic representation of PON is shown in Figure 13.30. It is the segment between the optical line

termination (OLT) that is located in the central office (CO) and the ONU equipment that is located in
the customer premises (CPE) or home.
Figure 13.31 shows three different schemes of PON. Figure 13.31(a) shows the configurationwhere

fiber is run from an OLT to each ONU. In this case, ONUperforms a similar function to the NIUas in
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Table 13.15 VDSL2 Profiles

FREQUENCY PARAMETER PARAMETER VALUE FOR PROFILE
PLAN 8A 8B 8C 8D 12A 12B 17A 30A
All Maximum

aggregate
downstream
transmit power
(dBm)

+17.5 +20.5 +11.5 +14.5 +14.5 +14.5 +14.5 +14.5

All Maximum
aggregate
upstream
transmit power
(dBm)

+14.5 +14.5 +14.5 +14.5 +14.5 +14.5 +14.5 +14.5

All Subcarrier
spacing (kHz)

4.3125 4.3125 4.3125 4.3125 4.3125 4.3125 4.3125 8.625

All Minimum
bidirectional
net data rate
capability
(MBDC)

50
Mbit/s

50
Mbit/s

50
Mbit/s

50
Mbit/s

68
Mbit/s

68
Mbit/s

100
Mbit/s

200
Mbit/s

All Aggregate
interleaver and
de-interleaver
delay (octets)

65,536 65,536 65,536 65,536 65,536 65,536 98,304 1,31,072

All Maximum
interleaving
depth (Dmax)

2,048 2,048 2,048 2,048 2,048 2,048 3,072 4,096

All Parameter
(1/S)rmax
downstream

24 24 24 24 24 24 48 28

All Parameter
(1/S)max
upstream

12 12 12 12 24 24 24 28

the cable access network. In Figure 13.31(b), the ONU is a passive optical power splitter-combiner,
which distributes the signal to multiple homes. The link between OLT and the passive optical split¬
ter-combiner in this case uses Ethernet or ATM protocol. The latter is becoming obsolete. The Ethernet
PON is called EPON. The optical signal between ONU and OLT in Figure 13.31(a) and (b) in two di¬
rections could be carried on two different wavelengths or on a pair of fibers. Figure 13.31(c) shows the
configuration where individual homes arc served over different wavelengths. The WDM is the ONU
that multiplexes and demultiplexes signals from and to homes.

As we noted, different modes of transmission distribution are used in PON. APON is ATM-based,
EPON is Ethernet-based, and PON-GPON is a hybrid that uses EPONand APON systems. The EPON
network is also known as EFM (Ethernet in the First Mile).WDM PON is also termed as WPON. For
a comparison of the dilferent PONs and their implementation details, you are referred to [Effenberger
et al., 2007; Ramaswami, 2002].
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Figure 13.27 Bearer Multichannel Arrangement
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Figure 13.28 Basic ADSL Management Model
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EPON transmission is done using Ethernet packets. Downstream is TDM broadcast mode and up¬
stream is TDMA. The traditional Ethernet LAN was 802.3 protocol. EPON uses packets of variable
size. TDM andTDMAuse a fixed-window size and hence are not suitable. Hence, 802.3 EthernetMAC
protocol has been enhanced for EFM. We will deal with this when we discuss EPONMIB in the next
section. There are no MIBS specified for other PONs.

13.11 PON MANAGEMENT
RFC 4837 details the MAC changes needed and the MIBs associated with them. The EPONconfigura¬
tion in a point-to-point configuration shown in Figure 13.31(a) can be managed by traditional MIBs.
However, EPON shown in Figure 13.31(b) has point-to-multipoint and is more complex. [Suryapu-
tra and Squire, 2008] explains this gap in describing OAM for optical access network using an IEEE
802.3ah protocol.
Traditionally, enterprise Ethernet has been managed with IP/SNMP. However, as Ethernet migrates

to public networks, TP/SNMP presents several drawbacks. IP/SNMP is not available in EPON, as well
as, in general, in carrier class networks. This implies that certain management capabilities are required
within the Ethernet layer itself. Requiring the IPnetwork to run just to manage the network could be an
unacceptable overhead in terms of the complexity of the equipment and the operational carrier network.
We will first address the modification done to IEEE 802.3 for EPON, specified as IEEE 802.3ah, and
then address management architecture and MIBs to handle managed objects.

The EPON standard, as defined in 802.3ah, defines the physical media (Layer 1) and the media ac¬
cess (Layer 2) of the EPON interface. EPON is a variant of the gigabit Ethernet protocol for optical
access. Optical access topology is based on passive optical splitting topology. The link of a PON is
basedon a single, shared optical fiber with passive optical splitters dividing the single fiber into separate
subscribers.
The EPON protocol architecture, which is a modified version of the gigabit protocol architecture

shown inFigure 2.5, is presented in Figure 13.32.NewEPONlayers are added to Ethernet layerings, as
well as some layers have enhanced parameters for EPON. These are identified in the figure. Multipoint
control protocol (MPCP) is placed in the MAC control layer, providing the EPONcontrol protocol. The
emulation layer, located at the reconciliation sublayer, creates a virtual private path to each ONU. The
forward error correction (FEC) layer is located between the PCS and PMA layers, enhancing reach and
split performance of the optical link. The virtual links concept is also used to avoid a violation of the
IEEE 802.Idbridging rules for peer-to-peer traffic in the PON. Peer-to-peer traffic is traffic between
ONUs in the same PON. The OLT cannot preserve the EPON interface as a single interface, connected
to Ndevices, and allow traffic between these devices without violating bridging rules.

802.Id Bridge sublayer is introduced in the MAC layer for peer-to-peer communication between
OLT and ONU. OLT has Nvirtual ports that communicate with NONUs, which is established through
virtual tunneling. Virtual tunneling for an OLT with three ONUs is illustrated in the bottom half of
Figure 13.32.
For the management of EPON, IEEE 802.3ah EFM specification defines an optional OAM sublayer

just above the Ethernet MAC. This is shown in Figure 13.33. When OAM is present, two connected
OAMsublayers between the OLT andONUexchange OAMframes, which are distinguished from other
frames though a combination of the destination MAC address and the Ethernet type/length field. As the
OAMpackets share usable bandwidth as the payload, it is limited to, at most, 10 frames/second.
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Figure 13.32 EPON Protocol Architecture

Figure 13.34 shows an EPONMIB, which is node 155 under mib-2 [RFC 4837] and Table 13.16
shows the corresponding group. There are two subnodes under dot3EponMIB, dot3EponObjects (1),
and dot3EponConformance (2), which are not shown in the figure. There are four subnodes under
dot3EponObjects.
MPCP MIB objects, dot3MpcpObjects {dot3EponMIB (1)} are MIB objects related to 802.3ah

multipoint control protocol attributes. It comprises three tables—dot3MpcpControlTable that defines
the interface objects used for configuration and status indication, dot3MpcpStatTable that defines the
statistics of interface objects, and dot3MpcpControlTable that defines the operational mode of interface
objects.
OMP emulation MIB objects, dot3EmulationObjects {dot3EponMIB (2)} are MIB objects defining

point-to-point emulation attributes. It comprises dot30mpEmulationTable that defines interface objects
used for configuration and status indication; dot30mpEmulationStatTable that defines the statistics in¬
terface objects; and dot30mpEmulationType that defines the operational mode of the interface objects.
FEC MIB objects, dot3EponFecObjects {dot3EponMIB (3)} are MIB objects related to EPONFEC

attributes. It contains dot3EponFecTable that defines objects used for configuration and status indica¬
tion of FEC of the interfaces.
EPON-extended package MIB objects, dot3ExtPkgObjects {dot3EponMIB (4)] define MIB objects

used for configuration and status indication with extended capabilities of EPON interfaces. You may
refer to RFC 4837 for details on these.
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Table 13.16 EPON Group

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)
dot3EponMIB Mib-2 155 EPON MAC
dot3EponObjects dot3EponMIB 1 EPON MIB objects
dot3MpcpObjects dot3EponMIB 1 802.3ah MPCP attributes
dot3EmulationObjects dot3EponMIB 2 Point-to-point OMP

emulation attributes
dot3EponFecObjects dot3EponMIB 3 EPON FEC attributes
dot3ExtPkgObjects dot3EponMIB 4 Configuration and status

attributes of extended EPON

Relation of the EPON MIB and Ethernet-like Interfaces MIB. The EPON interface is an
Ethernet-like interface. This MIBmodule extends the objects of the interfaceMIB [RFC 2863] and the
Ethernet-like interfaces MIB [RFC 3635] for an EPON-type interface. Each managed EPON interface
and each managed virtual EPON interface would have corresponding entries in the mandatory tables of
the Ethernet-likeMIBmodule found inRFC 3635, and in the tables of the interfaceMIBmodule found
in RFC 2863. Therefore, for instance, the document defines dot3MpcpRemoteMACAddress only while
assuming that the local MAC address object is already defined in RFC 3635.
The interface MIB module [RFC 2863] defines the interface index (iflndex). The interface index, as

specified in RFC 2863, is used in this MIBmodule as an index to the EPONMIB tables. The iflndex is
used to denote the physical interface and the virtual link interfaces at the OLT. The OLT interface and
the virtual link interfaces are stacked using the ifStack table defined in RFC 2863, and the iflnvStack
defined inRFC 2864. The OLT interface is the lower layer of all other interfaces associatedwith virtual
links.
Let us consider a specific example of EPON objects of an ONU interface and an OLT interface. In¬

formation in the tables is per the logical link ID (LLTD). The rows in the EPONMIB tables referring to
the LLIDs are denoted with the corresponding iflndexQS of the virtual link interfaces.
For example, the values of the interface MIB objects are presented in Table 13.17 and Table 13.18

for an OLT with two registered ONUs. The table below presents the objects of the interface MIB of an
ONU in the working mode. ONU MAC Address is the MAC address of the ONU EPON interface.
The following values will be set in the ifStack related to this example: ifStackHigherLayer= 100 for the
ONUchannel and ifStackLowerLayer — 1 for the optical channel.
OLT MACAddress is theMACaddress of the OLT EPONinterface.Note that each virtual interface

does not have a different physical MAC address at the OLT, as the physical interface is the same. The
following values will be set in the ifStack table: ifStackHigherLayer = 265535, ifStackLowerLayer = 2
between the OLT physical interface and its broadcast virtual interface; ifStackHigherLayer = 200001,
ifStackLowerLayer =2 between the OLT physical interface and its virtual interface of the first ONU; if¬
StackHigherLayer -200002, ifStackLowerLayer =2 between the OLT physical interface and its virtual
interface of the second ONU.
RFC 4878 describes OAM functions on Ethernet-like interfaces,more specifically on EFM. Itdefines

the management objects necessary to integrate OAM functionality into the SNMP management frame¬
work. You are referred to the RFC for details on this.
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Table 13.17 ONU Interface MIB Example

INTERFACE MIB OPTICAL INTERFACE VALUE ONU INTERFACEVALUE
OBJECT
iflndex 1 100
ifDescr "Interface Description" "Interface Description"
ifType ethernetCsmacd (6) 1000base-Px ethernetCsmacd (6) 1000base-Px
ifMtu MTU size (1522) MTU size (1522)
ifSpeed 1000000000 1000000000
ifPhysAddress ONU_MAC_Address ONU_MAC_Address

Table 13.18 OLT Interface MIB Example

INTERFACE MIB OPTICAL ONU INTERFACE ONU INTERFACE ONU
OBJECT INTERFACE VALUE VALUE BROADCAST

VALUE INTERFACE
VALUE

iflndex 2 200001 200002 265535
ifDescr "Interface "Interface "Interface "Interface

Description" Description" Description" Description"
ifType ethernetCsmacd ethernetCsmacd (6) ethernetCsmacd (6) ethernetCsmacd

(6) 1000base-Px 1000base-Px 1000base-Px (6) 1000base-Px
ifMtu MTU size (1522) MTU size (1522) MTU size (1522) MTU size (1522)
ifSpeed 1000000000 1000000000 1000000000 1000000000
ifPhysAddress OLT_MAC_ OLT_MAC_Address OLT_MAC_Address OLT_MAC_

Address Address

We have learned the emerging technology of broadband access networks and the management of some
broadband access networks in this chapter.

Broadband access technology is primarily focused on bringing multimedia service to residence. We
have learned about the three emerging technologies: hybrid fiber coaxial cable (HFC)/cable modem
technology, digital subscriber line (DSL) technology, and wireless technology. Of the three, HFC and
ADSL are the ones that are in a more mature state of implementation. We have covered those in greater
depth both from technology and management aspects.

HFCcarries informationfrom the headend to the customer premisesvia optical fiber and coaxial cables.
There are cable modems at the customer sites and a cable modem termination system. Transmission
is two-way in most of the implementations, although there are still some one-way downstream and
telephony-return upstream systems in use. We learned the management of cable modems and facilities
using SNMP management developed by DOCSIS.
ADSL is the most widely implemented configuration of DSL in the United States. HDSL and VDSL

are also being introduced, which can handle greater bandwidth and capacity of information. We have
coveredADSL technology and the early stage of management of ADSL as specified by the ADSL Forum.
The discussion is extended to later DSL technologies.
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Two classes of broadband access network using fiber are presented. EPON that belongs to the
first class uses the traditional TDM downstream broadcast mode and the TDMA upstream mode of
transmission. The MIB developed by IETF is described. Power from the head end is split betweenvarious
subscribers' ONUs. The second class splits energy from the head end over multiple wavelengths.

C Exercises
1. A half-duplex channel is carrying a 2-Mbps signal. Calculate the baud rate and bandwidth in Hz

for the following modulated signals:
(a) ASK (binary)
(b) PSK (binary)
(c) QPSK
(d) 16-QAM

2. The downstream channel bandwidth for the cable modem is 6 MHz. Calculate the bit rate if the
signal is:
(a) QPSK
(b) 64-QAM
(c) Draw the constellation diagrams for both (a) and (b)

3. The upstreambandwidth fora cable modem is user settable for the following bandwidth.Calculate
the channel data rate that can be accommodated for each case if QPSK is the modulation
scheme used:
(a) 200 kHz
(b) 800 kHz
(c) 1.6 MHz
(d) 3.2 MHz

4. Repeat Exercise 3 for 16-QAM-modulation scheme.
5. Most cable modem manufacturers use QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation) for downstream

and QPSK (quadrature phase shift keying) for upstream traffic on HFC. Explain why this is
done.

6. Cable modems on the coaxial part of the topology of an HFC configuration shown in Figure 13.3
are a tree structure. Cable modems with Ethernet stations resemble an Ethernet LAN. Contrast
an HFC coaxial broadband LAN with a regular Ethernet LAN on:
(a) Topology
(b) Downstream protocol
(c) Upstream protocol

7. Configure a cable modem for the following four upstream and one downstream channels using
the ifTable and ifStackTable. Your answer should present two tables with only the relevant
objects in the ifTable (index, if Type, and if Speed) and in the ifStackTable (ifStackHigherLayer
and ifStackLowerLayer). Refer to Table 13.3 [RFC 4546 RF interface MIB] for additional
information.

MAC layer: 10 Mbps Index 1
Downstream: 10 Mbps Index 2
Upstream: 6 Mbps (video) Index 3

1.5 Mbps (data) Index 4
8.0 kbps (telephony) Index 5
8.0 kbps (telephony) Index 6
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The ifType for each subchannel is:
docsCableMacLayer 127
docsCableDownstream 128
docsCableUpstream 129

The upper layer above the MAC layer and the lower layer below the upstream and downstream
layers are designated as "0" in the ifStackTable.

8. The QoS table for the cable modem in Exercise 7 is configured with the following priorities:
video 4, data 1, and telephony 7. Fill in Table 13.19 for the upstream channels. The "*" in the
title stands for "docslfQosProf." Assume that the maximum bandwidth for all channels is 10
Mbps for both upbandwidth and downbandwidth, and the guaranteed bandwidth is the specified
bandwidth for each subchannel.

Table 13.19 Exercise 8

"index "Priority "MaxUpBandwidth "GuarUpBandwidth "MaxDownBandwidth

9. Telephone service providers are now offering ADSL service to home using the existing twisted¬
pair telephone wires. The signal can be carried up to a maximum of 1-MHz baseband with an S/
N (signal power/noise power in ratio) of 30 dB. S/N in decibels (dB) is defined as 10 log10 (signal
power/noise power). Using MPEG-2 compression techniques, (a) a non-sports video channel
can be broadcast at 3-Mbps data rate and (b) a sports video channel at 6 Mbps. Shannon's
limitation for information capacity for a channel is given by

Maximum bit rate (bits/sec) = B log2(1+S/N),
where S/N is in ratio (and not in dB) and B is the bandwidth. How many video channels can
simultaneously be transmitted over the line for the two cases?

10. Given a capacity of 1.104 MHz, what is the maximum number of DMT subchannels (at 4.3125
kHz) that can be transmitted over an ADSL channel in both directions?

11. Each subchannel in a DMT is line coded with QAM:
(a) What is the baud rate in each subchannel?
(b) The bit rate ineach channel can bedynamically varied basedon the noiseof the channel.The

range of operation is 2 bits/baud to 15 bits/baud. What is the range of n in n-QAM
modulation?

12. Estimatethe numberofvoice subchannels available for POTS in Figure 13.16, if DMT linecoding is
used.

13. A 50-Mbyte file is downloaded using FTP from a host attached to a cable modem to a station on
an ATU-R. Assume that full bandwidth for the channels is available and the ADSL is a relatively
noiseless channel.

14. Repeat Exercise 13 if the download is in the reverse direction.
15. Four tables are involved in the configuration of an ADSL line interface parameters: ifTable [RFC

1213], ifStackTable [RFC 1573], adslLineTable, and adslLineConfProfileTable [Table 13.9, TR-
027, SNMP-based ADSL line MIB]. Identify the relationship between them and the links (index
clause values) that relate them in MODE-I configuration.

16. Repeat Exercise 14 for MODE-II configuration profile.
17. What are the tables involved in the configuration of alarm profile for anADSL line? Refer to Table

13.9 [TR-027; RFC 2662],
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18. A logical view of an EPON is shown in Figure 13.35 with an OLT communicating with two
ONUs. The MAC iflndex and speed of each interface is indicated in the figure. Assume that the
associated data channel interfaces are corresponding three-digit numbers, e.g., MAC iflndex =
6, associated iflndexes are 6xx.
(a) Write the EPON MIB object table and values for the two ONUs as shown in Table 13.17.
(b) Write the EPON MIB object table and values for the OLT as shown in Table 13.18.
(c) Show all the ifStack objects associated with OLT and ONU network elements.

iflndex = 2_
Speed = 1 GHz

iflndex = 1 _
Speed = 10MHz

iflndex = 5
Speed = 1 GHz iflndex= 6

Speed = 1 GHz

iflndex=4 _
Speed = 1GHz

iflndex= 3 _
Speed = 100MHz

OLT

ONU 1

ONU 2

Splitter/
Combiner

Figure 13.35 Exercise 13.18

19. What EPON MIB object would you use to determine the number of ONUs associated with an
OLT?

20. One of the key parameter indicators (KPI) of performance is CRC errors. What is the EPON MIB
object that reflects this KPI?
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We studiedbasics of broadband (wired) access networks and their management in the
previous chapter.We will now look at the basics of broadbandwireless access (BWA)
networks andhowthey are managed inthis chapter.Wireless access network has a lot of
benefits over wired access networks. It is easier to install than cable, asymmetric digital
subscriber line (ADSL), and passive optical network (PON) networks. It ismore economical
as it requires only the installationof a base station (BS). It is easily scalable inthat more
subscribers canbe addedby installingmore BSs or more sectors ina BS. It is
demographically adaptable for both rural and urbancommunities.

However, the BWA network suffers from some major disadvantages of inadequate bandwidth
for broadband, data loss, short and shallow fading, and security threat considerations.
Sendee providers have investedlarge capital in implementingbasic wireless voice network
usingmultiple andproprietary technologies. However, they havebeen slow inmoving to
standard and interoperable technologies that couldmitigate these deficiencies. All these
drawbacks are further complicated by the lack of a commonmanagement system that can
remotely and centrally managemultiwireless technologies andmultivendor products.

The application of wireless technologies can be grouped into three categories. They are
personal area networks (PANs),wireless LANs (WLANs), and access networks—metropolitan
area network (MAN), GPS/general packet radio sendee (GPRS), and code divisionmultiple
access (CDMA)—and are representedinFigure 14.1.

The PANis a short-range mobile network that covers a range in the order of tens of feet. It is
primarily used for device applications with transmitters and receiversbeingmobile.

TheWLAN, a good example of which isWiFi, is usedprimarily inside buildings as customer
premises equipment (CPE) or home network. It has a reachof several hundreds of meters.

The third category is broadbandand narrowbandaccess networks that are deployed as both
fixed andmobile networks.Their reachis several kilometers and is deployed outside.
Examples of mobile cellular networks are global system for mobile communications (GSM),
GPRS, andCDMA [PahlavanandKrishnamurthy, 2002].

Fixedwireless networks, such as the MAN, are deployed as BWA networks incities with
antennas over the roof top of buildings.This can be deployed as a meshnetwork. Point-to-
multipoint BWAnetwork is deployed usingdifferent technologies and usingdifferent spectral
bands.They are deployed inbothmetropolitanand rural areas. The third category is the
subject of this chapter.



The ever-increasing demand of ubiquity causedby the transition from static to nomadic
society is drivingwireless technology ahead ingeneral and BWAnetwork technology in
particular.Wewill first look at the basic principles of propagationfor wireless transmission
inSection 14.1and understand the current limitations of wireless for broadband
transmission. Fixedwireless broadbandnetworks are addressed in Section 14.2, and the
mobilewireless network is covered inSection 14.3.We have included the very small aperture
terminal (VSAT) network in the treatment of broadband access network in Section 14.4
although it meets the requirements of broadbandeven less than terrestrial wireless systems.

WLAN

WLAN

MAN
GSM/GPRS
CDMA

WLAN

Figure 14.1Wireless Networks



14.1BASIC PRINCIPLES

Wireless propagation for access network, fixed wireless, also knownaswireless local loop
(WLL), andcellular mobilewireless are discussed in this section. There are several physical
mechanisms to consider indealingwithwireless propagation,whichwe do not havewith
propagation through wired networks.

For outdoor propagation, shown inFigure 14.2, the physicalmechanisms that we needto
consider are line-of-sight (LOS) path, reflection,and diffraction-fromground and other
stationary andmovingobjects-and scattering such as from foliage andbuildings.

Let us compare wiredmediawithwireless media.We can list the following three main
characteristics of wiredmedia that adversely affect broadbandpropagation. First is
attenuation,which isbasedon conductivity in copper, or reflectionand refraction losses in
fiber. The next characteristic is frequency and phase dispersion that are dependent on the
refractive index,which inturn is dependent on frequency. The third is time dispersion caused
by the speed of transmission, which is dependent on the dispersive refractive index.

Manifestations of the above adversely impacting characteristics of wiredmedia are also
present for wireless media.There is attenuation due to absorptionby the media, such as
water vapor or obstruction of the LOS between the source and the destination such as trees
andbuildings.There is also decreasing signal strength as we move away from the source
antenna since open-spacewave propagation is not guided but is divergent. Themajor cause
of frequency, phase, and time dispersion can all be attributed to the signal from the source
arriving as multiple signals at the receiver by the multipath.They arrive at the receiver at
different times, with changes infrequency andphase, causing interference of short and long
duration. If it is a rapid change, it resembles phase, frequency, and time dispersion. If it is
gradual and the signal strength degrades, it is called fading. Fadingcanbe slow or rapid
temporally or could be spatially fluctuating. Frequency shift is due to Doppler effect when the
source or the receiver moves fast with respect to each other.

Reflected

Diffracted

Mobile Unit

Figure 14.2Wireless Outdoor Propagation



14.1.1Free-Space Propagation

Let us first consider the signal strength, which varies with distance from the source infree
space. This is shown inFigure 14.3 for an isotropic antenna.

The power at distance dfrom the source is given by

where Pr = Receivedpower per unit area andPj= Total transmitted power.

Figure 14.4 shows configuration of non-isotropic propagationbetweenthe transmitter and
the receiver antennaof finite size.

For a given effective receiver antenna size,Ar, and receiver efficiency, //r, the total received
power,Pr,for an isotropic transmitter antenna is

P.= (PT 4.7cF) watts nr (14-1)

(14-2)

Transmitter
Receiver

Figure 14.3 IsotropicAntenna Propagation



Transmitter Receiver

Figure 14.4Non-Isotropic Propagation

Now includeantenna gain, Gjof transmitter for a finite antenna. Normalizingthe effective
antenna areaAjwith respect to wavelength, A

r* 4:1 agt= YT'h (14-3)

MultiplyingPjbyGjinEquation (14-2) for the non-isotropic case shown in Figure 14.4,we
get

Pr 4.td: '>* (14-4)

We canwrite an equation similar to Equation (14-3) for gain of receiver antenna, Gr.We can
then derive the following Equation (14-5) for free-space receivedpower [Schwartz, 2005;
Pahlavan and Krishnamurthy, 2002]. This would be valid for the satellite transmission
system shown in Figure 14.5

p«=(ib)p' (14-5)



DefineP0 = power received at the first meter (d = lm). Then

pR=pjd>=pog(d) (14-6)

where g(d) is the path-loss distance dependence factor.

Satellite

Figure 14.5Satellite Transmission

Indecibels

101og10PR=101og10P0-201og,0(rf) (14-7)

There is a 20-db loss inthe signal strength perdecade or 6 dB per octave.

• 8Propagation delav/meter = d/c = 1/ (3 x 10 ) = 3.3 nsec/meter



Example:

LetPj=lwatt

Frequency = 2.4 GHz; A = 108 / (0.8 xio9) = 1/8 = 0.125m

&Y= Gr= 2.0

and d= 1km

Pp =Receivedpower =P_G_Gp(/ 4.t)2 (1 d2)
=PT 4.0 (0.125 /( 4 x 3.14))2 (1JeF)

or

PR =4xlO-|(l/rf8) watts
=4 x 10"10watts

For d= 1m,

P. =4 x 10"4watts
= 0.4mW

14.1.2Two-Ray Propagation

The free-space propagationmodel derived in Section 14.1.1canbe applied to satellite
propagation. However, it does not apply to the terrestrial propagationmodel. Figure 14.6
shows a simple terrestrial propagationmodel.The signal travels from the transmitter to the
receiver along two paths.The first is a direct path and the other an indirect path caused by
ground reflection. If the height of the transmitter and receiver antennas is assumed to be lit
andhY, it can be shown [Schwartz, 2005] that



(14-8)

where dis the horizontal distance between the transmitter and the receiver.

Comparing Equations (14-5) and (14-8),we observe that the dependency of the received
signal power on distance has changed from 1/d2 to 1/d4. Expressingthis indecibels, Equation
(14-7) nowbecomes

10 log10 P?_ = 10 log p0-40 log (<0 (14-9)
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Now, the distance-dependent path-loss factor is 40 dB per decade or 12 dB per octave. Figure
14.7shows the two cases. Inthe realworld, distance dependency would transition between
the two cases as either the distance is increasedor the height of the antenna isvaried.

Example:

Coverage incellular network configuration

Pj=Transmittedpower from the BS = 1kW

Pr = Receiver sensitivity = -100 dBm

Pathloss at the first meter =40 dB

Path-loss distance dependency g(d) = 1/d4

PTindB = 10 log10 1,000/0.001= 60 dBm

PR indB = -100 dBm

Total pathloss allowed = 60 - (-100) dB = 160dB

P0=32dB

FromEquation (14-9)

10 log10PK = 10 log10P0-40 log (d)
40io log,, («/)„„= 160-40=120dB
d = i0"1/40s 103 = 1kmmax

Power at the receiver fluctuates due to fading phenomena,which we will soon address.We
can generalize the average power receivedby combining Equations (14-6) and (14-8)

P?=gid)PTGTGR (14-10)



For free-space wireless

gid) =kj* k=(l'4ny

For terrestrialwireless

g{d)=kt/d> k = (hhty-

14.1.3 Fading

Various factors contributing to fading phenomena inoutdoor wireless propagationwere
presented inFigure 14.2.All of them impact the instantaneous value of the received signal
that isvarying temporally and spatially. The magnitude of the receivedpower fluctuation is
caused primarily either by pathloss due to absorption and scattering, or due to multipath
fading caused by the interference of direct wave with reflected, diffracted, or scatteredwaves.

The fading phenomenonhas bothspatial and temporal dependencies.We can classify them
into large-scale fading and small-scale fading. The former occurs at a slow7 spatial rate
compared to thewavelength and is generally slow in temporal variation. The latter, namely
small-scale fading, occurs at spatial dimension comparable to thewavelength and generally
occurs at a more spatially rapid rate compared to large-scale fading. Inaddition to the above
two classifications, there is fading due to Doppler effect infast-moving mobile units.

Shadow Fading.Large-scale fading, which occurs at relatively longdistances compared to
wavelength, is also called shadow fading. It is caused due to reflection, scattering, diffraction,
meteorological change such as absorption, etc. The fading follows a log-normal (Gaussian)
distributionwith a standard deviation of 6-10 dB around average power, as shown inFigure
14.8.
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Cellular Configuration inaWireless System.Wireless propagationenvironment can
be classifiedbased on the range and range dependency of the BS.An area servedby a BS is
called a cell,and a total wireless system is designed usingmultiple cells, each cell being
servedby a BS.

Free-space propagation describedearlier, which is applicable to satellite wireless, couldcover
a very large area spanninghundreds of kilometers depending on the powder of the transmitter,
height and distance of the satellite, and the beamwidth of the antennae of the transmitter
and the receiver.

Terrestrialwireless propagation canbe broadly split intomacrocellular areas and
microcellular areas.

Macrocells cover an area of a few kilometers to tens of kilometers.These are typically cellular
telephony BSs operating at 900 MHz and 1,800-1,900MHzband. Small-scale fading inthe
macrocell is empirically found to follow* Raleighdistribution.

Microcells typically cover a range of up to a kilometer and operate in the frequency spectrum
of up to 11GHz; commercial deployments includeWiFi (2.4 GHz) andWiMax (2.1GHz). The



antennas are at lowheights on roof tops and lamp poles inthe urbanarea and hence the cell
pattern varies considerably. LOS could be a serious problem inconfiguration and is overcome
bymultiple BSs connected ina mesh configuration or implementingorthogonal frequency
divisionmultiplexing (OFDM), which is an enabling technology inbroadband
communications [Schwartz,2005].

Small-Scale Fading.As we stated earlier, small-scale fading is causedby multipath fading,
which is constructive or destructive interference of signals arriving at the receiver traversing
different paths andhence at different phases.Movingthe receiver by a distance comparable
to the wavelength, the signal strength couldvaiy significantly. For example, for the IEEE
802.11bWiFi signal, the data rate could go down from a strong several megabits per second
(max. data rate is 11Mbps) to less than 1Kbps for displacement inthe order of centimeters.
Even for awireless receiver in a stationaiy state, small-scale fading could occur as the
environment fluctuates.

Statistics of the variation of the signal due to small-scale fading depends on the cellular
structure of the BSs. Inthe macrocellular configuration, several multipath rays (5 or 6)
interferewith each other and fading distribution follows Raleigh statistics. Inmicrocellular
architecture, the direct ray is muchstronger than the indirect signal and statistics trend to be
Ricean distribution.

FadingMitigationTechniques.With all the technologies available, although fading could
not be completely eliminated, it couldbemitigatedsignificantly. One of the techniques used
is to spreaddigital signals out in time by interleaving them. This eliminates loss of adjacent
bits of information, i.e., bytes or words of information, andmakes it easier to reconstruct the
signal usingvarious error correction techniques. This reduces fast fading and possiblebursts
of noise. It is usedinthe second-, third-, and fourth- (2G,3G, and 4G) generation cellular
andWLAN systems.

Another technique is to use OFDMusingFourier analysis techniques [Forouzan, 2006;
Schwartz, 2005] described inAppendix D.This ensures that each peak or maximumof a
digital signal coincideswith the valleys or zeros of the rest of the digital signals in the
spectrum. This technique is usedinall wireless access systems.

A thirdmethodis to use the multiple inputmultiple output (MIMO) technique. This method
takes advantage ofmultipathfading. It uses multiple antennas to transmit and receive the
same signals and recover them using correlation techniques. Frequency,spatial, and
temporal diversity spread signal canbe reconstructedand fadingmitigated.

A fourth technique is to introduce equalization in receivers based 011a prioriknowledge of
the distortion of the signal.



14.2 FIXED BROADBANDWIRELESS ACCESS NETWORKS

A fixed BWAnetwork is used to reach subscribers bywireless medium for the last mile and is
shown inFigure 14.9. It is a point-to-multipoint network architecture. Broadband
information comprisingvoice, video, and data ismultiplexedat the BWAservice provider
headend and is carried overwiredWANor MANto the BS from where it is transmitted to
subscriber premises. Typical residence and Small Office Home Office (SOHO) subscribers are
representedinFigure 14.9.The signal at the subscriber premises is up- and down-converted
by transreceiver TR to the baseband signal. The network interface unit (NIU) serves the same
function as theNIUinthe cable modemsystem and is the demarcation point between the
access network and the subscriber distribution network.At CPE, the network comprises of
analogTV and digital network components. The NIUinterfaceswith either a subscriber
station (SS) or a wireless modem (WM),bothof which output Ethernet protocol to the CPE
distribution network. The former is usedwith the IEEE802.16 standard protocol access
network.The latter uses a wireless modem termination system (WMTS) at the headend. In
this case, the only difference betweenthe fixed wireless system and the cable modemsystem
is the transmissionmediumof the access network.

EachBS inFigure 14.9 serves several hundredsubscribers distributed over multiple sectors.
The BShas generally multiple antennas servingmultiple sectors. Three or four sectors are
common configurations. BSs are spaced depending on the spatial coverage and density of
subscribers, as well as the technology usedfor the access network.Wewill discuss the various
technologies inthe next several subsections.

14.2.1MMDS Network

Multipoint multichannel distribution service (MMDS) isbasedon point-to-multipoint
network architecture. Itoperates at 2.5-2.686 GHz and carries digital information in the 6-
MHz analogTV channel.Well-developed cable access network standards are modifiedand
defined as DOCSIS+ (Data-Over-Cable Sendee Interface Specifications).We canvisualize the
MMDSsystem as the cable modemsystemwith the HFCmedium replacedbywireless.
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AnMMDSbroadbandsystem shown inFigure 14.10 comprises a headend.which is the BS,
antennas at the headendand at the SS, transreceivers that convert the baseband signal to the
microwave signal, and the cable modem at the subscriber end that converts DOCSIS+
protocolto Ethernet protocol for a CPE distribution network.The range of a BS is about 25
kilometers,andhence BSs are separatedby about 50 kilometers. The broadbandsignal is
brought to the BSsviaWAN or MAN.The range canbe extendedbyhaving repeater stations,
which enables low-powered systems to be used at the SS.

Downstreampropagation is TDMbroadcast mode and upstream isTDMA transmission.
Downstreammodulation is QAMand upstream is QPSK. The system is ideal for rural areas.
When it is used in the metropolitanarea, the LOS is not always good andOFDMmodulation
is usedto mitigate the problem.

14.2.2 LMDS Network

Localmultipoint distribution sendee (LMDS) is a last-mile broadbandaccess network that
operates inthe Kbandspectrum, primarily in the 20-40 GHz band.There is 110uniformity in
the spectral allocation across theworld. FCC has allocated the 27.5-29.5 GHz band inthe US
to LMDS.The architecture of LMDS is the same as MMDS. Its range is shorter thanMMDS,
about 5 kilometers andhence BSs are separatedby about 10kilometers, as shown in Figure
14.11. One reason for the range limitation is due to the absorption of millimeter waves in the
LMDSspectrumbyprecipitation.

LMDS implementation involves a cluster of cellswith a BS in each cell. One of the BSs serves
as the coordinating station and acts as the gateway to external networks.As inall fixed BWA
networks, inter-cell communication isviaWAN or MAN. BS to SS communication isTDM
downstream and TDMA upstream. Inthis case, DOCSIS+ standards can be used alongwith
cable modemas the SS.
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However, inpoint-to-point uplink connectivity, other technologies like GPRS are also used.
Insuch cases, the SS and the protocol standardswill be different from that of DOCSIS+
standards.

14.2.3 Management of MMDS and LMDS Networks

LMDS (except in exceptional cases mentioned inthe previous section) andMMDShave
adapted the DOCSIS standards from the cable modemworld. As mentionedearlier, the
version of DOCSISmodified for wireless broadbandis knownas DOCSIS+.The management
of MMDS and LMDS inthese cases canbe picturedas the wireless medium replacingthe
HFCmedium, as shown inFigure 14.12.At the headend, CMTS is replacedwith a WMTS and
the CM is replacedwith aWM.

DOCSIS 1.1and later versions satisfymany requirements of MMDSand LMDS. Security is
one of the key considerations. Data-transport security is accomplishedunder MMDSby
encrypting traffic flows betweenthe broadbandWM andWMTS located in the BS of the
provider's network usingTriple DataEncryptionStandard (DES).



DOCSIS+ reduces theft-of-servi.ee vulnerabilities under MMDSby requiring that the WMTS
enforce encryption, andby employing an authenticatedclient/server key-management
protocol inwhich theWMTS controls distribution of keyingmaterial to broadbandWMs.

LMDSandMMDSWMs utilize DOCSIS+ key-management protocol to obtain authorization
and traffic encryptionmaterial from a WMTS, and to support periodic reauthorizationand
key refresh. Key-management protocol usesX.509 digital certificates, RSApublic key
encryption, and Triple DESencryption to secure key exchanges between theWMand the
WMTS.
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A secondmajor consideration inspecifying DOCSIS+ over DOCSIS is impairment due to
radio frequency (RF) impairments.We have discussedvarious fading phenomena inSection

14.1.3 The QoS ofwireless transmission is determinedby signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or
carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR).

For downstream performance, CNR ina cable downstream 6-MHz channel should not be less
than 35 dB,while the typical multipath (micro-reflections in the cable) should not be greater
than 1.5 111s. The upstreamperformance of SNR inthe cable shouldbe less than 25 dB and a
typical multipathof less than 1.5 111s. Contrastedwith this downstream and upstream
performance inwireless propagation, SNR is determinedmainly by the transmit level,
antenna gain, distance, link budget, interference noise, and the receiver-noise figure and is
wTorse than for cable. More robustness is neededboth in the downstream and upstream
physical andMAClayers for BWA over cable. DOCSIS+ addresses these by restricting the
specifications of DOCSIS [Wilsonand Shirali, 2008]. Some of these limitations are mitigated
by usingOFDM.

MMDS and LMDSwill inthe future migrate to 802.16 or WiMax standard, whichwewill
consider next.

14.2.4 IEEE 802.16 Network

IEEE 802.16 specifications standardize and achieve interoperability intheWLL system
[Eklund, 2002]. An IEEE802.16-based system is knownby several other terminologies-
Wireless MANandWiMax, which is a commercial name givenby the industrial consortium
WiMax Forum.

An IEEE 802.16-based fixedwireless system is shown in Figure 14.13. The original IEEE
802.16 standard covered 10-66GHz spectral band. IEEE802.16a extends the spectral range
coverage from 2 to 11GHz. It is generally deployed as point-to-multipoint architecture,
although specifications can be adopted to configure as mesharchitecture, as shown inFigure
14.14. Headend transmission is sectionalizedwith multiple antennas. Transceivers TS
convert the RFsignal to the baseband as receivers andvice versa as transmitters at bothends.
WMTS is at the BS and performs a similar function as CMTS inthe cable system. All SSs ina
cell terminate at the headend or the BS.The headend allocates bandwidth requestedby SS
to meet QoS.

The SS performs a similar function as the cable modembut ismore complex than the cable
modem. It is designed as a highly directional antenna to minimize the transmitter power.The
downstream transmission mode is the TDMbroadcast mode and the upstream is the TDMA.
Upstreamand downstream operate inthe frequency division duplex mode for bidirectional
transmission.



14.2.5WiMax Network

WiMax specifications are defined by IEEE802.i6d,which is a modificationof 802.16a and
802.16c. Someof the limitations due to LOS requirementsare mitigatedbyoperating ina
lower spectral range of 2-11Gbps. TheWiMax Forumhas allocatedseveral frequency bands
for 802.i6dproducts,both licensed (2.5-2.69 and 3.4-3.6 GHz) and unlicensedspectra
(5725-5-850 GHz).
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Multipathphenomenon is taken advantage of to partiallymitigate the LOS limitationand, in
addition, OFDM technology is used at the PHYlayer to improve performance.Channel
quality feedback from SS to BS is usedto dynamically vary the power and data rate to
improveQoS. By usingTDMA inthe MAC layer,andheadend allocating the desired
bandwidth to the SSs, the broadbandrequirement of prioritizationof real-time over non-
real-time traffic is accomplished.

Ina metropolitanarea,where antennas are positionedover the rooftops of buildings, the
network is configured as meshnetwork, as shown inFigure 14.14. Inthis case, obstruction of
signal betweenany two antennas is overcome. If a direct LOS path is not available, the system
will redirect traffic through intermediate nodes.

The IEEE802.i6e standard is an extension to the approved IEEE8o2.i6/i6astandard. The
purpose of 802.i6e is to add limitedmobility to the current standard, winch is designed for a
fixed operation.

14.2.6 Management of Fixed Wireless Access Network

We have addressed the management of MMDSand LMDS inSection 14.2.3.Wewill now
describe management of IEEE 802.16 and IEEE802.i6d,WiMax/Wireless MAN, inthis
section. The components to bemanaged are BS, SS, wireless link,andRFspectrum.

Figure 14.15 shows the management referencemodel of BWAnetworks [Chouet ciL, 2004;
Dudzinski and Bozier, 2004]. It consists of a network management system (NMS), managed
nodes BS and SSs, and a service flow- database. The service flow database contains service
flow and associated QoS information that have to be populatedinBS and SS when service is
provisioned, or a mobile SS roams into BS coverage. SSs can bemanageddirectly byNMS, or
indirectly through BS, acting as the SNMP proxy. Management informationbetweenSS and
BSwill be carried over secondmanagement connection ID (CID) for managedSS. If the
secondmanagement CID does not exist, SNMP messages will go through another interface in
the customer premises.The SNMP agent in the SS can bemanageddirectly or via an SNMP
proxy inthe BS.
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Figure 14.16 shows the MIBstructure of wmanlfMib for 802.16 and is node 184under
transmission (mib-2 10). It defines the interface table for awireless MANinterface.Table
14.1describes some key attributes of BS in the wmanlfMib. There are controllers associated
with the BS and sectors. The SNMP agent can be implementedinthe BS controller or sector
controller. There is one entry for each BS if the SNMP agent is implemented ina common BS
controller. There is only one entry for the BS sector if the SNMP agent is implementedinthe
sector controller. This is shown inTable 14.1.The usage table for the SS is shown inTable
14.2.

transmission
(mib-2 10)

wmanlfMib
(184)

wmanlfBsObjects

wmanlfSsObjects
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Figure 14.16WMAN IFMIB



Table 14.1Usage of ifTable Objects for the Base Station

IFTABLE IFINDEX IFTYPE(LANA) IFSPEED IFPHYS
ADDRESS

IFADMIN
STATUS

IFOPER
STATUS

BS Sector
1

An ifEntry
per BS
sector (1)

propBWAp2MP Null MACAddress
of BS Sector

Administration
Status

Operational
Status

BS Sector
2

An ifEntry
per BS
sector (2)

propBWAp2MP Null MACAddress
of BS Sector

Administration
Status

Operational
Status

BS Sector
3

An ifEntry
per BS
sector (3)

propBWAp2MP Null MACAddress
of BS Sector

Administration
Status

Operational
Status

Ethernet Null MAC Address
of BS Sector

Administration
Status

Operational
Status

Table 14.2Usage of ifTableObjects for the Subscriber Station

IFTABLE IFINDEX IFTYPE
(LANA)

IFSPEED IFPHYS
ADDRESS

IFADMIN
STATUS

IFOPER
STATUS

SS An ifEntry
for SS

propBWAp2MP Null MAC Address
of SS

Administration
Status

Operational
Status

Ethernet Null MAC Address Administration
Status

Operational
Status

wmanlfMibObjects under wmanljMib has three subnodes. wmcuiIfBsObjects (1) has the
tables associatedwith the BS; wmanlfSsObjects (2) has the tables associatedwith the SS; and
wmanlfCommonObjects (3) has the tables associatedwith the common objects.

BWAsupports various classes of servicewith various QoS for bearer services. It can be
configured for bandwidthnegotiation for connectionless service, andwith state information,
is maintainable for connection-oriented sendee. It supports ATM traffic categories: CBR.
VBR-rt, VBR-nrt, ABR. and Internet categories for integratedand differentiatedsendees.

14.3 MOBILEWIRELESS NETWORKS

Although thewired part of the topology for a cellular mobile network is similar to fixed
wireless systems, the topology and characteristics of a wireless segment are very different.
Even though today's wireless technology for cellular mobile systems is digital, it is essentially
an extension of the voice-based analogsystem. The 2G technology GSM is primarily usedfor
voice transmission and is essentially circuit switched. The 2.5G networks are GPRS and



enhanced data rates for GSMevolution (EDGE) are enhancements to GSM.Voice service
uses circuit switching and data sendee uses packet switching. The 2G networks are TDMA
basedand 2.5G networks are CDMAbased. Standardization andhence interoperability is
introduced in 3G networksby ITU-Tand is called the universalmobile telecommunication
system (UMTS).They are based 011CDMA protocol.An IP-basedmobile network is a 4G
network and is still in its embryonic stage.
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Figure 14.17Cellular Network

There are numerousways to structure cells incellular mobile networks. They are all based 011
the neighboring (adjacent) cells transmitting at different carrier frequencies. Figure 14.17
shows the architecture of a cellular network. Eachmobile node (MN) is associatedwith a
home networkwith a home agent (HA). It communicateswith foreign nodes (FNs), eachwith
its own foreign agent (FA), through the Internet (orWAN/ALAN). The MNinturn
communicateswith the FNusing itsmobile agent (MA).As the MNtransitions from one cell
to the next, it is acquired by the FA of the new cell. The FAgets authorization from the MN's
home node (HN) before informationcommunication starts.



The management of a 3G and 4Gnetwork ismore complicated than a fixedwireless network.
Some of the issues associatedwith a cellular mobile networkmanagement are listedbelow:

• Network architecture is a hierarchical LANarchitecture

• Mobile computing unit has bothhardware and software limitations

• There is bandwidth limitationinreachingthe mobile unit

• Mobility of the mobile unit has to bemonitored and tracked

• Locationof the mobileunit has to bemonitoredand tracked

• Resourcemanagement is complex

• Power in the mobile has to bemanaged

• Security and privacymanagement need to be assured

• BroadbandQoS needs to be achieved

We will now7 look at these issues from a management point of view7. Most of them are built-in
features whose network parameters need to bemonitored andmanaged. One of the
technological advances made to managemobile network is the mobile IP initiative,w7hich we
will discuss next.

14.3.1Mobile IP

Most mobile cell providers currently use proprietary protocol incommunicatingwith mobile
units. To makemobile network interoperable, IETFhas definedmobile IP [RFCs 2003-
2006]. The functioning of mobile IP is analogous to the functioning of call forwarding in
telephony. The home telephone with a hometelephone number forwards an incomingcall to
another telephone number that is entered in the home telephone. Inmobile network,
telephone numbers are replacedby IP addresses, and the mobile IP is not stationary. Notice
that this is different from a nomadic unit such as a portable PC. Ina nomadic unit, the local
unit is assigned a temporary IPaddress by the local controller such as awireless access point
or an Ethernet hub.

A mobile IPuses two addresses—a fixedhome address and a care-of-address that changes
with the point of attachment. There are three mobile IP functions performedby three mobile
functional entities. They are mobile node, foreign node,andhome node.MNis a host or
router that changes point of attachment from one network or subnet to another. It has an
embedded agent,MA,which does the discovery of an FA inthe FN,which is the second
entity. The FNis a router inthe mobile network that provides services to the MN.The FA,
after acquisition of the MA, registers the MN's locationwith the HA inthe HN. The HNis a
router 011a mobile network that is the home network of the MN. The HA inthe HNtunnels
packets to and from the HA to the FA care-of-address as the MNroams.



Discovery and registration functions are presented inFigure 14.18.The MNdiscovers the FA
and its care-of-address by the advertisement of the FA.The MNcan also discover by its own
solicitation. The MNregisters the FAwith the HA.
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Informationflow betweenthe HAand the FAoccurs through the tunneling process, as shown
inFigure 14.19.An external source attempts to reach anMNthrough the HA. The MA is
transparent to it. The PDUfrom the external source contains source address,mobile address,
andpavload. The HAprepends to the PDUhome address, foreign address, andprotocol
number of either 4 or 55, and transmits it to the FA.The number 4 indicates to the higher
level that the next header is an IPheader with full encapsulation; 55 indicatesminimal
encapsulation. The FA strips the prependedhome and foreign addresses and protocol
number and then transmits the PDUto the MN.

Table 14.3 presents mobile IPMIB groups. There are three groups: mobile node, foreign
agent, andhome agent. Eachgroup is organizedas a set of related objects. The relationship is
between objects within the same group or across different groups. Forexample,
mipSystemGroup spans across all three groups andmciAdvertisementGroup spans FA and
HAgroups. mnSystemGroup andfciSystemGroup comprise intra-group-relatedobjects.

Table 14.3Mobile IPMIBGroups

GROUPS MOBILE FOREIGN HOME
NODE AGENT AGENT

Agent
mipSystemGroup X X X
mipSecAssociationGroup X X X
mipSecViolationGroup X X X
mnSystemGroup X
mnDiscoveryGroup X
mnRegistrationGroup X
maAdvertisementGroup X X
faSystemGroup X
faAdvertisementGroup X
faRegistrationGroup X
haRegistrationGroup X
haRegNodeCountersGroup X
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Figure 14.20Mobile IPMIB

Amobile IPMIBmipMIB is shown inFigure 14.20. Itis node 44 undermib-2.The entities
comprisingmipMIBObjects (mipMIB1) and the subnodes under it are presented inTable
14.4.

14.3.2 Mobility Management

We have already learnedthe important role that mobile IPplays inmobile communication.
Mobilitymanagement consists of two components, locationmanagement andhandoff
management.

Locationmanagement is a two-stage process. First, it enables the network to discover the
current attachment point of the mobile user for data delivery. The MAperiodically notifies
the network of the MN's new access point.The second stage is data delivery. Here the
network is queried for the mobile user's locationprofile and the current position of the
mobilehost is found.



The second component ishandoff (or handover) management that enables the network to
maintain a user's connection as the mobile terminal continues to move and change its access
point to the network.This is a three-stage process of initiation, connection establishment,
anddata-flowmanagement. During the initiationstage, either the user (a network agent) or
changing network conditions identify the needfor handoff. Inthe connection-establishment
stage, the network must find new resources for the handoff connection andperformany
additional routingoperations. The final stage is data-flow control, where delivery of data
from the old connection path to the new connection path is maintained.



Table 14.4mipMIBObjects

ENTITY OID
-

DESCRIPTION

mipMIBObjects mipMIB 1 Objects under mipMIB

mipSystem mipMIBObjects 1 Mobile IP system-related
parameters

mipSecurity mipMIBObjects 2 Mobile IP security
parameters

mipSecurity

AssociationTable mipSecurity 1 Security association table

mipSecTotal

Violations mipSecurity 2 Total number of security
violations inthe entity

mipSecViolation

Table mipSecurity 3 Security violation
information

mipMN mipMIBObjects 3 Mobile node group

mnSystem
•/

mipMN1 Mobile node svstem
information

mnDiscovery mipMN2 Mobile node discovery
counter on solicitations,
advertisements, andmoves

11111Registration mipMN3 Mobile node registration
table

mipMA mipMIBObjects 4 Mobile agent group

maAdvertisement mipMA 1 Mobility7 agent
advertisement configuration
table present inboththe MN
and the FA

mipFA mipMIBObjects 5 FAgroup

faSystem mipFA 1 FAsystem information

faAdvertisement mipFA 2 FA advertisement
informationplusMA
advertisement group

faRegistration mipFA 3 FAvisitors list

mipHA mipMIBObjects 6 HA registrationgroup and
mobilitybindinglist



14.3.3 Resource and Power Management

Resourcemanagement deals with scheduling and call admission control (CAC), load
balancingbetween access networks,dynamic control of RF spectrum, and power
management.This impactsmanagement of bandwidth to providemultimediabroadband
service, as well as handoffbetween cells to achieve quality of service.

Inmobile cellular networks,when a mobile user moves from one cell to a different cell,
''handoff ' of the user needs to be accomplishedwithout dropping the session. CAC is the
process that controls whether an incomingcall canbe admittedor not.The resource control
mechanismhas to allocate the limitedbandwidth resources to users in an efficient way in
order to guarantee the users' QoS requirements. If the handoff target cell does not have
enoughbandwidthto support this call, the call will be forced to terminate. Handoff calls are
commonly given a higher priorityinaccessingbandwidth resources in order to provide a
seamless connection for users. Call dropping during a handoff ismitigatedby reserving
bandwidth specifically for that function ineach cell. For broadbandservice, handoff
management becomesmore complicated. The system needs to support, inaddition to
handoff in the same class of service, multiple classes of service where each class presents
different QoS requirements.

Handoffmay also needto be done inintra-cell roamingof anMN. If the signal falls below a
threshold level of a subscriber's SLA, transmission canbe dynamically switched to another
frequency that is stronger.

Power management involvesmultiple components. [Pahlavanand Kiishnamurthy, 2002]
discusses power control, power-savingmechanisms, energy efficiency, and radio resource
management. Power control dealswith mechanisms to dynamically control transmitter
power to reduce interference. Power-savingmechanisms andenergy-efficient designs extend
battery life. Radio resourcemanagement optimizes transmissionby selecting the best
spectral components.

Unfortunately, there are no standardMIBs defined for monitoring andmanagingthe above
resources. Proxy agents canbe developed and usedbyvendors to implement these
requirements.



14.3.4QoS Management
Third-generationmobile networks,3G andbeyond,are requiredto transmit voice, video, and
data under the specifications of universalmobile telecommunications system (UMTS)
developedby the Third Generation Partnership Project [3GPP]. The equivalent of 3GPP for
NorthAmerica is [3GPP2].The UMTS infrastructure is expected to cany various types of
application on the same mediumwhile meetingQoS objectives. The 3GPP has defined four
QoS classes (TS 23.107): conversational, streaming, interactive, andbackground.These are
shown inTable 14.5, alongwith the requireddelay, delay variation, andbit error rate (BER).
Conversationhas the most stringent requirements and background tasks such as email have
the least.

We havementioned in the previous two sections the dependency of QoS 011mobility and
resourcemanagement. The QoS discussedhere is applicable only between the BS and the
mobile stations. QoS on the core network is achieved usingwired network methodologies,
such as intserv (integrated services) or diffserv (differentiatedsendees).

Table 14.5UMTS QoS Specifications

QOS CLASS TRANSFER
DELAY

TRANSFER
DELAY
VARIATION

LOW
BER

GUARANTEED
BIT RATE

EXAMPLE

Conversation Stringent Stringent No Yes VoIP, video- and audio-
conferencing

Streaming Constrained Constrained No Yes Broadcast service, news, sport
Interactive Looser No Yes No Web browsing, interactive

chat, games
Background No No Yes No Email, SMS, TFP transactions

WTLS-- --TLS

Network
Operator
Control

Back-End
Server

RAS
Server

WAP
GatewayMobile Unit

Host Control

Figure 14.21Security Management in a Mobile System



14.3.5 Security Management

Security is a major issue inmobile wireless communication. Security requirements for mobile
wireless communication involve security in different parts of the network, bothwired and
wireless. Broadbandcommunicationsystem isbasedon digital communication technology
TDM, TDMA, andCDMA.Air interface security isbasedon the wireless application.

Wireless application protocol (WAP) andsecured socket shell (SSL) are the two approaches
that are commonly usedfor securedwireless communication. Although SSL is used
extensively in a wirednetwork,WAP is the common implementation inmobilewireless. It is
based on transport layer security (TLS) protocol. It does the normal security functions, wiiich
include authentication, authorization, privacy, and address integrity.

Figure 14.21showsWAP architecture [Howell].The MNis connected to theWAP gateway
through a network operator control and a remote access server. The security protocol usedis
wireless TLS (WTLS). The TLS protocol is used betweentheWAP gateway and remote server
that the mobile subscriber is trying to access. Most security failures happen inthe transition
betweenthe two. Robust security canbe achievedby careful design and implementation of
the WAP gateway using available security tools.

WTLS couldbe implementedfor the wireless leg of the link and SSL couldbe implemented
betweentheWAP gateway and the remote server. Inthis case, theWAP gateway module has
to performdecryption and encryption, as well as protocol conversion.

3GPP and 3GPP2 have plans to implement IPnetwork. Under that situation, open standard
SNMP\'3 discussed inChapter 7,which has built-insecurity, w7ould be usedfor mobile
network management.

14.4SATELLITE NETWORKS

14.4.1VSAT Network

Although satellite communication is currently not ideally suited for broadband
communication, it is emerging as one in a limitedmanner. For example, VSAT (Figure 14.22)
is a popular implementationof direct transmission to home (DTH) satellite access network.
Some reasons for the revival of DTHare easy implementation, small andhighly directional
antenna, andvideo compression technique. It is used as a back-up link for communicationby
industrial organizations, aswell as to set up communication to ruraland inaccessible areas
such as mountainous regions.
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Figure 14.22VSAT Broadband Links

Inthe USA,VSAT operates inthe Ku- andKa-bands. Inthe Ku-bandthe downlink is inthe
12-GHz range and the uplink is inthe 14-GHz range. Inthe Ka-band, the corresponding
ranges are 29.5-30 GHz and 19.7-20.2GHz. Spectral allocations vary from country to
country. Bothbands suffer from rainabsorption and it is worse in the Ka-band than inKu-
band.Although efforts to increase the speed inVSAT systems are inprogress, current
systems operate at uplink speeds of about 40-60 kbps and downlink speeds of 500 kbps.

The outdoor unit (ODU) consists of a power amplifier and an up-converter feeding into the
antenna and low-noiseblock down-converter receiving signals from the antenna. The signal
traverses at intermediate frequency over the coaxial cable betweenthe ODUand the indoor
unit (IDU).The IDUincludes the following components: modulator, demodulator, frequency
synthesizer, encoder, and decoder. The normal interface to the customer network is Ethernet.



Standards are emerging inDTH. Digital video broadcast (DVB) is used for downstream
broadcast. Upstreamprotocol is either DVB-RCS (DVB returnchannel system) or modified
DOCSIS, DOCSIS-S [Steffes, 2005].

VSAT uses geostationary earth orbit andhence appears stationary for the ground station. The
signal undergoes frequency conversion and amplification or regeneration inthe satellite. The
former is called a "bent-pipe" configuration and the latter regeneration configuration.
Besides rainattenuation,VSAT also suffers from an end-to-end round-trip delay time of 0.5
seconds; i.e., from one terminal to another and back.

14.4.2VSAT Network Management

The NMS is usually locatedat the hub andmonitors the hub and nodal site equipment.
Management data are acquired over satellite links sharingbandwidthwith the payload.

Objects to bemanaged are parameters associatedwith the antenna, transceivers, frequency
converters, andpower amplifiers. Since the total bandwidthavailable is inthe range of 40-
500 kbps,assuming a limit of 5% usage for management data, the bandwidth available in the
satellite links for management is in the order of a few kilobits per second. The usage of a
standard SNMP protocol frame is expensive, andhence efficient proprietary protocols are
implemented. Management features and parameters that are implementedare also limited
due to bandwidth constraint.

Summary

Inthis chapter, we addressed the basic principles of wireless communication that are
required to understandwireless access networks and their management. The key areas
covered are free-space propagation that is applicable to satellite andmobile communications
and two-ray propagationthat terrestrialwireless access networks are basedon.We also
discussed the fading phenomenonthat separates wireless access networks from those of
wired access networks.

We discussed the three major categories of fixedwireless broadbandaccess networks, namely
MMDS, LMDS, and IEEE802.16/WiMax. MMDShas beendeployed inrural areas and has
adoptedwired cable technology definedby DOCSIS standards. LMDS is also basedon
DOCSIS standards although other technologies such as GPRS are used.Network
management of DOCSIS-basedMMDS and LMDShas taken advantage of standards
developed for the management of cable access networks.



WiMax network is an outgrowth of IEEE 802.16, which is the generalized standard for fixed
wireless access networks.This technology is seriously considered for metropolitan access
network andwill competewith cable and DSL technologies. However,it has been slow in
getting deployed due to technical, as well as competitive reasons. MIBshavebeen specified
for this to implement remote networkmanagement.

We discussedmobile cellular wireless network primarily from the IPnetwork point of view,
althoughproprietary technologies are mostly usedfor predominantlyvoice-based network.
Mobile IP playsan important role in the implementation of broadbandmobilewireless
includingmanagement of it.This was addressed indetail.

VSAT was described as emerging DTHtechnology for broadband access network. It has
several advantages and disadvantages for use inbroadbandcommunication. Because of its
geographical distribution, remote network management system is a necessity. However, due
to bandwidth constraint, features of the system are usually limited.

Exercises

1. A satellite is transmitting 10watts and is positioned at 2 miles over the earth receiver.
Assume that the antenna gain of the transmitter and the receiver are each equal to 1.6
and the frequency of operation is at 4.8 GHz. Calculate the power and the latency
(propagation delay) of the received signal.

2. A terrestrialwireless point-to-point broadbandcommunication system is established at

2.4 GHz. The height of the transmitter and the receiver antenna is each 50 meters and
the separations 10kilometers. The receiver sensitivity is io~°wTatts. Calculate the power
needed at the transmitter using a two-ray propagation model. Assume the gain of the
antenna as 2 both at the transmitter and the receiver.

3. Latency is a problemfor interactivecommunication via sattelite. Calculate the orbital
altitude and round-trip delay time between two stations on the ground communicating
via a geostationary satellite. Assume the radius of the orbit is 42,164 kilometers and the
radius of the earth is 6,378 kilometers.

4. Fillthe ijTcible objects for a three-sector base station and one subscriber station for
each sector shown inTable 14.1andTable 14.2. The tables should represent reasonable
andvalid values as they appear inthe database of an NMS.Assume that sector 1is
completely functional, sector 2 is under failure condition, and sector 3 is under
maintenancemode.All subscriber stations are active.

5. Identify themanagedobjects and the MIBs that were usedto acquire the information in
Tables 14.1and 14.2.

6. 1. What MIB table would you use to measure the QoS of sendee flow in a fixedwireless
systembetween the base station and the subscriber station?



2. Define latency andjitter for service flow ina fixedwireless system

3. Write the specific managedobjects associatedwith latency andjitter

7. Indesigning a mobile network,what is the protocolyouwould use for:

1. Communication between the foreign agent and the mobile agents associated with
that cell?

2. Communication between the foreign agent and the home agent?

8. InFigure 14.19, assume the home network as a class Bnetwork and foreign nodes
belongingto a class C network. Fill in the data framewith the appropriate addresses
between eachpair of nodes.
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ÿ Applications andapplicationprotocols * WiFi (802. lla/b/g) wireless LAN

* Middleware betweenmultipleapplications ÿ 802.11standards andamendments
andtransports ÿ Hierarchicalnetworkusingaccesspoint

• Transport technologies ÿ Basic service set (BSS)
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ÿ Lower-layerprotocols ÿ WLANMlBs: ieee802dotUMBandCAP-
ÿ Ethernet-likeprotocols andmanagement WAP-BASE-M1B

InChapter 1 we introduced the network segment associatedwith homeand customer premises as one of
the three segments ofbroadbandnetwork.The customer premises equipment (CPE) network in an enter¬
prise environment is either an IEEE802.3-based Ethernet local area network (LAN) or an IEEE802.11-
based wireless LAN, also known as WiFi, or a hybridof both. Home network provides the opportunity
to utilize multiple technologies besides Ethernet LAN and WiFi. HomePNA is implemented using a

twisted-pair telephone cable medium,HomePlug takes advantage ofpower linewiring in the house, and
cable utilizes the television coaxial cable. FireWirc is also a wired medium and is based on IEEE 1394
protocol to transmit high-speed video digital data and Universal Serial Bus (USB) with its own hub for
transmitting digital data. Wireless home network technologies include IEEE 802.15.1 Bluetooth and
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ultra-wide band (UWB) personal area networks (PANs) for short distances. Residential gateway and the
home network,which is the CPE network for residences,will be the subject of this chapter.

15.1 HOME NETWORKING TECHNOLOGIES
Home networking technology, or more appropriately technologies, is still in its embryonic stage. We
will present here only a brief description of its various components. You are referred to Subramanian
[2005a, b] for a detailed presentation.
Figure 15.1 shows higher- and lower-layer protocols inan integrated architecture. The protocols used

could be classified into application-layer protocols and transport-layer protocols, with middleware that
acts as a gateway between the two. Applications have protocol specifications to handle functions, ser¬
vices, and messages. Transport protocols deal with transport functions belonging to transport, network,
MAC,and physical layers.We notice at the application layer that there are four protocols—OSGi, JINI,
UPnP, and HAVi. Open Service Gateway Initiative (OSGi) and JINI, which are both based on Java Vir¬
tual Machine (JVM) and use Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)/Internet Protocol (IP) for transport
and network layers. Universal PlugandPlay (UPnP) is based on HTTPand hence HTTP is under UPnP.
HomeAudio-Video Interoperability (HAVi) and UPnP show IEEE 1394 for the MAC and PHY layers.
HAVi is platform and language agnostic, although IEEE 1394 has been adopted as the lower layers.
OSGi and JINI use either 802.3 or modified 802.3 with HomePlug and HomePNA or physical layers.
XI0, InfraredDataAssociation (IrDA) data, and CEBus are also shown as they do interface with IP.
HAVi architecture is a set ofAPIs, services, and a wired transport protocol, IEEE 1394. It is intended

to interface with multivendor consumer electronic devices and computing devices. HAVi focuses on
home entertainment andAV devices.
JINI technology was developed by Sun Microsystems in 1998 for integrating IP-based devices in

a computer network, and is based on its Java technology. It is considered as a middleware technology
and comprises a set ofAPIs and network protocols. Its infrastructure enables all devices interoperable
irrespective of their operating system and interface constraints.

Application HAVi

OSGi
JINI

JVM

Transport/Network
HTTP

TCP/IP

MAC

PHY
IEEE 1394

802.3
802.11

Modified
802.3 X10

IrDA

CEBus
Ethernet
WiFi

HomePlug

HomePNA

Figure 15.1 Home Network Protocol Architecture
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UPnP is architecture for pervasive peer-to-peer network connectivity of smart home wired andwire¬
less devices. It is Microsoft's initiative for home networking and uses Web technologies for device
description and control. It also contains a set ofAPIs, but its strategy is different from that of JINI. JINI
APIs are a contract between vendors, and UPnP allows vendors to build the APIs.
OSGi is a residential gateway platform that supports the integration of different home networking

technologies and the delivery of different services from service providers. Based on Java technology,
different software components, called bundles, can be downloaded remotely to the gateway.

Just as most managed applications are managed as part of the Enterprise Management System us¬
ing Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) agents, residential applications could also have
SNMP-like agents built in them. As of now, home network applications are more in a research stage.
Application and middleware technologies are based on TCP/IP protocol for the transport and network
layers used for transport protocols.
The medium of transport for the home network could be either a wired or a wireless medium, or a

hybrid of the two. Wired medium could be any one of the following: copper wire such as power line,
twisted pair such as phone line,Cat 3 or Cat 5 Ethernet cable, coaxial cable such as the one used for TV
distribution, or optical fiber. Modern homes are being built wired with optical fiber. Wireless transmis¬
sion is the radio frequency (RF) with single or multiple antennas. Cabling could be hybrid transmission
with wired distribution in the home and wireless inside the rooms.
Figure 15.2 shows a comprehensive view of the home network. The access network is one of three

choices, namelyDSL,HFC,or wireless. Each feed terminates in the respective modem,whose output is
connected to a residential gateway. Although a personal computer functions as a residential gateway, in
the future this would be a dedicated intelligent device with built-in communication and application mod¬
ules. In Figure 15.2 the residential gateway has four types of distribution networks connected to it. The
USB network has low- and high-speed digital data devices connected to it. The very high-speed digital
triple play devices comprise IEEE 1394 network, also known as FireWire® brandedbyApple. The third
type of network is LAN, the predominant one being wired Ethernet network. Other less popular types
of LANs are HomePNA using telephone cable or HotnePlug using power line. They could be based on
the above-mentioned schemes of either. The fourth home distribution network shown in Figure 15.2 is
WiFi, wireless LANnetwork based on IEEE 802.1 1.We will next address wired andwireless technolo¬
gies based on various physical media.

WIRED HOME DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
Wired transport protocol for transport and network layers is TCP/IP. The lower-layer protocols address
physical and MAC layers and there are several choices.
X-10 protocol communicates between the transmitter and the receiver by sending RF bursts-1

millisecond bursts of 120 kHz—over power line wiring. CEBus Standard and Home Plug and Play
(HomePnP) devices are capable of communicatingwith each other over the power line without the need
for new wires.
The USB is an alternative to Ethernet as a computer peripheral interface. However, it is data-centric

as opposed to multimedia and limited to PC peripheral applications.
USB 1.0 1.5 Mbps Low speed Cable length = 3 m
USB 1.1 12 Mbps Full speed Cable length = 3 m
USB 2.0 400 Mbps High speed Cable length = 5 m

15.2
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Figure 15.2 Home Networks

IEEE 1394 is more suitable for home networking as it can be applied to audio and video in addition
to IP data transmission. It was originally developed as a high-performance serial bus by Apple, known
as FireWire. It can be transmitted over copper, as well as fiber, and has the potential of carrying up
to 3.2 Gbps.
Cable is prevalent inNorthAmerica and is extensively used to distribute analog video and data. Digi¬

tal telephone over cable is being introduced in selected sites by cable service providers. Packet cable
being developed by CableLabs will have the capability of delivering and distributing VoIP, video (also
digital), and data over cable to and inhome.
Home Phoneline Network Alliance (HomePNA) is a technology that can distribute broadband over

the phone line in the house. HomePhonelineNetworkingAlliance was formed in 1998. It is expected to
handle data rate up to 10 Mbps and is applicable to phone and low data-rate transmission.
HomePlug, also known as power line communication (PLC), distributes data over power line in the

house and is suitable for low data-rate transmission for applications such as electronic device control.
Itsprojected data rate is 10 Mbps.

Since IEEE 802.3 Ethernet is the most popular wired home network today, we will discuss only
that here. Most service offerings havingmodems-residential gateways, cable, andDSL—havemultiple
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Ethernet outputs. Many home routers have Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)/ Network
Address Translator (NAT) built in for handlingmultiple IPdevices. Itsprimary application is for IPdata
transmission with limited real-time application.

15.3 ETHERNET MANAGEMENT
We have extensively covered management of Ethernet LANs in earlier chapters. MIBs that address the
management of basic Ethernet objects are defined in RFC 12 13. Multiple links associated with a given
physical interface are handled by layering and use of ifStackTable [RFC 2863], although there are no
sublayers in the 802.3 Ethernet layer. RFC 3635 supplements the above for the advances made inEther¬
net-like interface technology. Some of the salient features are addressed here.

ifRcvAddressTable contains all IEEE 802.3 addresses, unicast, multicast, and broadcast, for which
this interfacewill receive packets and forward them up to a higher-layer entity for local consumption.
MIB [RFC 3635] applies to interfaces that have the ifType value ethernetCsmacd(6). It is required

that all Ethernet-like interfaces use an ifType of ethernetCsmacd(6) regardless of the speed that the in¬
terface is running or the link-layer encapsulation in use.

ifOctets and packet counts have been redefined. MTU can now accommodate larger than 1,500
bytes.An additional managed object ifHighSpeedhas been introducedto handle 10Gigabits per second
speed. For current interface types, this will be equal to 1,000,000 (1 million), 10,000,000 (10 million),
100,000,000 (100 million), or 1,000,000,000 (1 billion). ifHighSpeedrepresents the current operational
speed inmillions ofbits per second. For current Ethernet-like interfaces, this will be equal to 1, 10, 100,
or 1,000. If the interface has not yet been negotiated to an operational speed, the maximum speed sup¬
ported by the interface is a default value.
Inbroadband service, IPtelephony allows voice service to be transported over the same infrastructure

as data service. This has led to the emergence of Ethernet IP phones, which have similar functions and
characteristics as traditional phones. Powering the phone with the same cable used for signal transfer
is one of the functions that is now taken for granted. The MIB module defined in RFC 3635 supports
management objects required for the management of powered Ethernet devices and ports. In the defini¬
tion of managed objects [RFC 3621] "pse" stands for power sourcing equipment and "pd" stands for
powered device.

Figure 15.3 shows a Power EthernetMIB [RFC 3621], TheMIBobjects grouppethObjects is catego¬
rized into three MIB groups. ThepetbPsePortTable defines objects used for configuring and describing
the status of ports on a PSE device. Examples of PSE devices are Ethernet switches that support power
Ethernet and mid-span boxes.
ThepethMainPseObjects MIB group defines management objects for a managedmain power source

ina PSE device. The Ethernet switch is one example of a box that would support these objects.
ThepethNotificationControlTable includes objects that control transmission ofnotifications from the

agent to a management application.
Let us now look at wireless transport technologies for the home distribution of broadband service.

15.4 WIRELESS HOME DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS
Once again, the transport and network-layer protocol is the TCP/IP suite. There are three lower-layer
wireless groups: IrDA, WLAN/WiFi, and wireless PAN. The IrDA has developed specifications for
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infrared wireless communication. Application for this technology is short range—between Personal
DigitalAssistants (PDAs), between PC and hand-held PDA, remote control, etc.
Next to Ethernet LAN,the most popular home network isWLAN. IEEE 802.11a/b/g protocols are in

use and we will look at these in detail later in the next section.
There are several wireless PANs, each for a specific application. Bluetooth, specified in IEEE

802.15.1, is in the unlicensed spectrum of 2.4 GHz and is intended for short range. It is in the spectral
band as 802.1 lb/g, which could cause interference. There are IEEE working groups addressing this
issue. UWB has been inuse for a long time in the defense area and has recently become available com¬
mercially. Because of its low-power requirement along with high resistance to noise background, it has
high potential as PAN. There are numerous network applications for home devices that require a low
data rate, such as appliance control. IEEE 802.15.4 specifications address this area. We will not go into
more detail on PANs in our treatment of wireless networks.

15.5 IEEE 802.11/WiFi NETWORK
IEEE 802.11 WLAN standard covers the MAC sublayer and physical (PHY) layer of the open system
interconnection (OSI) network reference model, just like wired Ethernet that we discussed in Chapter
2. In the MAC layer, instead of using CSMA/CD, CSMA/CA (Carrier Sensing Multiple Access/Col¬
lision Avoidance) is used. CSMA, as we know, is based on the concept of "listening before talking."
But instead of implementing collision detection, which is hard to do in wireless architecture, collision
avoidance is used. In this method, the transmitting station waits for acknowledgement. Ifthe acknowl¬
edgement is not received, it transmits again after "listening before talking" and uses a similar back-off
technique as in Ethernet LANto avoid collision.
IEEE 802.11 is a set ofWLAN standards. [Ni et al., 2004] provides a good survey of IEEE 802.11

standards that define PHY and MAC layers. In 1997, IEEE specified three PHY media. They are In-
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fraRed (IR) baseband PHY, a frequency-hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) radio, and a direct sequence
spread spectrum (DSSS) radio. All these options support both the 1 and 2 Mbps PHY rate. In 1999,
IEEE defined two high-rate extensions: 802.11b in the 2.4-GHz band with data rates up to 11 Mbps,
based on DSSS technology, and 802.11a in the 5-GHz band with data rates up to 54 Mbps, based on
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) technology. 802.1lg extends 802.1 lb PHY layer
to support data rates up to 54 Mbps in the 2.4-GHz band.
The IEEE 802.11 MAC sublayer defines two medium access coordination functions, a basic dis¬

tributed coordination function (DCF) and an optional point coordination function (PCF). 802.11 can
operate both in contention-based DCF mode and contention-free PCF mode and supports two types of
transmissions, asynchronous and synchronous. Asynchronous transmission is provided by DCF,whose
implementation is mandatory in all 802.11 STAs (stations). Synchronous service is provided by PCF
that basically implements a polling-based access. Unlike DCF, implementation of PCF is not manda¬
tory. The reason is that the hardware implementation of PCF was thought to be too complex at that
time. Furthermore, PCF itself relies on the asynchronous service provided by DCF. As specified in the
standard, a group of STAs coordinated by DCF or PCF is formally called a basic service set (BSS). The
area covered by the BSS is known as the basic service area (BSA),which is similar to a cell in a cellular
mobile network. There are two different modes to configure an 802.11 wireless network, ad-hoc mode
and infrastructure mode. In the ad-hoc mode, mobile STAs can directly communicate with each other
to form an independent BSS (IBSS) without connectivity to any wired backbone. In the infrastructure
mode, the mobile STAs communicate with the wired backbone through the bridge of access point (AP).
Note that DCF can be used both in ad-hoc and infrastructure modes, while PCF is only used in the in¬
frastructure mode.
WiFi is based on IEEE 802.11 protocol.A subset of the standards is shown inTable 15.1.WiFi oper¬

ates in the 5 and 2.4 GHz public spectrum bands. As mentioned above, 802.1lb and 802.1lg use the
2.4-GHz ISM (instructional scientific and medical) band and 802.11a uses the 5-GHz band. Security
was originally weak in 802.1 1 and was later enhanced via the 802.1li amendment. 802.1 In is a new
multi-streamingmodulation technique. Other standards in the family (e, f, h,j) are service amendments
and extensions or corrections to previous specifications.

Table 15.1 IEEE 802.11 Standards and Amendments

802.11a 54-Mbps data rate at 5.15-5.35 MHz and 5.4-5.825 MHz
802.11b 11-Mbps data rate at 2.4 GHz
802.11e Addresses QoS issues
802.11f Addresses multivendor AP interoperability
802.11g Higher data rate extension to 54 Mbps in the 2.4 GHz
802.11h Dynamic frequency selection and transmit power control

for operation of 5-GHz products
802.11i Addresses enhanced security issues
802.11j Addresses channelization in Japan's 4.9-GHz band
802.11k Enables medium and network resources more efficiently
802.11v Wireless network management (in preparation)
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Figure 15.4 Residential WLAN

Figure 15.4 shows how a typical residence iswired on theWiFi network. Inwooden houses inWestern
continents, a single AP or residential gateway could serve the entire house. It is connected to the Internet
via an access network. In the Eastern hemisphere and in non-wooden buildings, the CPE distribution
network may comprise a hybrid network with wired Ethernet to individual floors or rooms andWLAN
as the last link.

We have studied the basics of wireless propagation and some management considerations when we
dealt with wireless broadbandaccess network inChapter 14.Although some implementations of a fixed
wireless network have usedWiFi protocol, it is inefficient because it is basedon random access protocol
CDMA/CA, whereas IEEE 802.16 uses deterministic protocol. We will consider in this chapter only
those additional aspects that are relevant to WLAN.

There are two modes of configuringWLAN networks, hierarchical and ad-hoc. Inthe latter, wireless
stations arc communicating on a peer-to-peer level. Every station can communicate with every other sta¬
tion. There is one beacon station that coordinates data flow. WiFi uses the hierarchical configuration, as
shown inFigure 15.5. All wireless stations communicate with each other andwith the external network
via the controlling device, AP. Figure 15.6 shows the enterprise configuration, which is also applicable
to SOHO. Ina typical configuration, as shown explicitly in Figures 15.5 and 15.6, the wireless air inter¬
face of the AP is IEEE 802. 11 and the wired interface is IEEE 802.3.

IEEE 802.11 NETWORK MANAGEMENT
There are several issues associatedwith the deployment and the management ofWLAN. These include
scalability, provisioning, real-time and non-real-timedata flow, accessibility range,power management,

15.6
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interference from other systems operating in the same spectrum such as Bluetooth, security management,
and QoS management. We addressed some of these when we discussed fixed andmobilewireless in the
last chapter. Here we will first specifically consider the security and QoS ofWLAN and then address
how to centrally manage a network ofWLANs.

15.6.1 Security Management
Security is a major issue inwireless LAN.Many breaches are more due to negligence on the part of the
user not setting up vendor-provided security in the AP. Service providers use proprietary schemes, what
is described as the "Walled Garden" approach. Future mobile cell-based system on 3GPP (Third Gen¬
eration Partnership Project)—3GPP2 in the USA—network will be based on open standard, SNMP.
Security for wireless LAN,WiFi, started with Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP), which is a scheme

trying to replicate the security in the wired network. Since it has a lot of holes, the WiFi consortium
developedWiFi ProtectedAccess (WPA) protocol. WPA was made more secure inWPA2, which used
IETF 802.11i security. WEP used static weak encryption keys based on RC4 algorithm of typically 40-
bit keys. WPA enhanced WEP by using the same RC4 encryption, but adding temporal key integrity
protocol (TKIP). WPA2 uses strong AES encryption based on Rijndael algorithm with 128-, 192-, or
256-bit key sizes. Two strong authentication protocols, namely, wireless robust authentication protocol
(WRAP) and counter with cipher block chaining message authentication code protocol (CCMP) are
added in 802.1li.
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Figure 15.7 EAP over Wireless LAN

802.llidata protocols provide confidentiality, data origin authenticity, and replay protection. These
protocols require a fresh key on every session. Key management delivers keys used as authorization
tokens after channel access is authorized. Key hierarchy comprises pairwise keys and group keys. These
are supported by extensible authentication protocol (EAP) over WLAN, as presented in Figure 15.7.
Authentication can be approved by either an EMPauthenticator or by an external authenticator such as
RemoteAuthentication Dial InUser Service (RADIUS).
EAP [RFC 3748, 5247] enables extensible authentication for network access in situations in

which the IP is not available. It was originally developed for use with point-to-point protocol with
pairwise key. It has subsequently also been applied to IEEE 802.lli. With the use of EAP key
derivation, the conversation typically takes place in three phases: discovery (Phase 0); authentication
(Phase 1) comprising EAP authentication (Phase la) and AAA key transport (optional Phase lb); and
secure association protocol (Phase 2) comprising unicast secure association (Phase 2a) and multicast
secure association (optional Phase 2b). Of these phases, phases 0, lb, and 2 are handled external to
EAP. Phases 0 and 2 are handled by the lower-layer protocol, and phase lb is typically handled by an
authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA) protocol.

Quality of Service Management
The basic specifications of IEEE802. 11 do not satisfy QoS (quality of service) requirements needed for
the use of WiFi for broadband service. As we know, broadband comprises real-time voice (voice over
IP), video streaming data with/without delay, and non-real-time data. The critical QoS parameters for
broadband service are data rate, latency or delay-bound, and jitter. Broadband QoS is severely limited
by IEEE 802.11. Both DCF (distributed coordination function) and PCF (point coordination function)
MAC sublayers do not meet the requirements of broadband service. Consequently, IEEE 802.1le was
developed.

802.1 le takes on the characteristics of both DCF and PCF resulting in the development of a hybrid
coordination function (HCF). HCF comprises enhanced DCF (EDCF) and HCF-controlled channel ac¬
cess (HCCA). You are referred to [Qiang et al., 2004] for a detailed treatment on this. We will summa¬
rize them briefly here.

The HCF introduces quantitative parameters to define and implement QoS in IEEE 802.1 le. Data
are classified into eight traffic streams (TS) or user priorities (UP) and arc further subclassifed into four
access categories (AC). Based on the type of service, each service type is assigned a unique combina¬
tion of UP and AC. This is shown in Table 15.2. These classifications attempt to match the Internet
WAN QoS classifications of intserv and diffserv. EDCF is contention-based channel access. It controls
channel access mechanisms. When a frame arrives at the MAC layer, it is tagged with a traffic priority
identifier (T1D) according to its QoS requirement, which can take values from 0 to 15. Frameswith TID
values from 0 to 7 are mapped into four AC queues using EDCF access rule. On the other hand, frames

rmr

15.6.2
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Table 15.2 IEEE 802.11e QoS Table

UP (USER PRIORITY) AC (ACCESS CATEGORY) SERVICE TYPE
2 0 Best Effort
1 0 Best Effort
0 0 Best Effort
3 1 Video Probe
4 2 Video
5 2 Video
6 3 Voice
7 3 Voice

with TID values from 8 to 15 arc mapped into eight TS queues using the HCF-controllcd channel ac¬
cess rule. The reason to separate TS queues from AC queues is to support strict parameterized QoS at
TS queues, while prioritized QoS is supported at AC queues. Another main feature of the HCF is the
concept of transmission opportunity (TXOP), which is the time interval permitted for a particular STA
(station or peer) to transmit packets. During the TXOP, there can be a series of frames transmitted by an
STA. TXOP is called either EDCF-TXOP, when it is obtained by winning a successful EDCF conten¬
tion or polled-TXOP,when it is obtained by receiving a QoS CF-poll frame from the QoS-enhancedAP
QAP. The maximumvalue of TXOP is called TXOPLimit, which is determined by the QAP.

Central Management of WLANs
The use of WLAN has been growing significantly and 802.11 specifications have been standardized.
Any vendor's AP can work with any other vendor'sWiFi card. However, this applies to only some base
set of functions. RFC 3990 defines the problem statement in the configuring and the provisioning of a
wireless AP. A survey was conducted and results indicated that terminologies, as well as functions, were
divergent and hence it was not easy to define a MTB that could be used to manage an 802.11 network
[RFC 4118],
Figure 15.8 and Table 15.3 show high-level presentations of IEEE 802.11 MIB [Kerry and O'Hara,

2002], An SMT MIB addresses the management of the station. MAC attributes MIB supports access
control, generation, as well as verification of frame check sequences (FCSs), and proper delivery of
valid data to upper layers. Resource-type attributes MIB addresses attributes related to resources and
physical attributes MIB deals with PHY operational information.
As a prelude to developing a MIB that makes all WLAN components, includingAPs, interoperable,

the broad set of AP functions has been divided into two categories: 802.11 functions, which include
those that are required by IEEE 802.11 standards, and Configuration and Provisioning of Wireless
Access Point (CAPWAP) functions, which include those that are not required by IEEE 802.11, but are
deemed essential for control, configuration, andmanagement of 802. 11WLANs on a centrally managed
basis. Another term that has caused considerable ambiguity is "access point," which usually reflected a
physical box that has antennas, but did not have a uniform set of externally consistent behavior across
multiple vendors. To remove this ambiguity, AP has been redefined as the set of 802.11 and CAPWAP
functions, while the physical box that terminates the 802. 1 1 PHY is called the wireless termination point
(WTP).

15.6.3
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Figure 15.8 IEEE 802.11dot MIB

Table 15.3 IEEE 802dot11 MIB

ENTITY OID DESCRIPTION
dot11smt ieee802dot11 1 Station management attributes: WEP

security, power, transmission
dot11mac ieee802dot11 2 MAC attributes
dot11res ieee802dot11 3 Resource-type attributes
dot11phy ieee802dot11 4 Physical attributes

IEEEstandards have awell-definedMIBfor wireless bindingtechnologies such as 802. 1 1 and 802.16.
However, current centralized wireless architectures of most vendors do not use IEEEMIB standards,
but use their own private MIBs. The IETF CAPWAP effort is to bring together IEEE and IETFWLAN
MIBs and make a wireless LANnetwork comprising multiple vendor products interoperable.
CAPWAP Protocol [RFC 4564, 5415, and 5416] defines a standard, interoperable protocol, which

enables an access controller (AC) to manage a collection of WTPs, as shown in Figure 15.9. The net¬
work management system communicates with the AC using the SNMP. The AC communicates with
WTP using the CAPWAPprotocol. InFigure 15.9 eachWTP coordinates the stations in its basic station
set (BSS).
In order to make IEEEMIB compatible with IETF CAPWAPMIB, a one-to-one mapping is needed

between the two [Yang and Perkins, 2007], This is accomplished using the abstract interface iflndex
in MIB II to a wireless interface, defined as Virtual Radio Interface, with a unique ID. The wireless
interface is shown as PHY radio in Figure 15.9 and is assigned a unique IDby the combination of the
serial number ofWTP and a radio ID for the wireless service in BSS. The left side of the figure shows
the one-to-one relationship between iflndex and the virtual radio interface. Thus, in Figure 15.9 for the
three WTP virtual interfaces 1, 2, and 3, there are three PHY Radio 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and also
corresponding iflndex 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Inother words, when AC has interfaces of iJTypeWTP
Virtual Radio Interface, it logically represents PHY radio interfaces on the side ofWTPs.

RFC CAPWAP-Base-MIB defines MIBmodules that can be used to manage CAPWAP implementa¬
tions. The CAPWAP-Base-MIB module provides information ofAC, WTPs, radio and station objects'
basic property, and their relationship. The basic idea of CAPWAP-Base-MIB is for the agent to run
on AC devices and is not required to be embedded in the WTP device. It follows the same idea as the
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Figure 15.9 Centralized Management of WLANs

CAPWAPprotocol, namely centralized control. As a generic mechanism, it is independent of any wire¬
less binding technologies and is defined by an independent MIB file, iflndex [RFC 2863] is used as the
common handler for corresponding interfaces in the CAPWAP-Base-MTB and specific wireless tech¬
nologies MIBmodules. The operator couldmanage and control centralized wireless architectures using
multiple MIB standards, while keeping them loosely coupled. Thus, an operator can centrally manage
andmonitor from AC, WTPs that use CAPWAP protocol parameters.
The CAPWAP-Base-MIBmodule supportsWTPVirtual Radio Interfacethat enables it to handlebun¬

dling of radio channels. According to CAPWAP specifications, WTP Virtual Radio channel in central¬
ized wireless architecture is defined as an ID identifying a specific PHY radio, which is a combination
of a WTP and radio (WTP ID+ radio ID). InCAPWAP-Base-MIB, this combination can be associated
with an iflndex,which is a virtual port.As an abstract interface, "WTPVirtual Radio Interface" could be
used by any wireless binding technology such as IEEE 802.11 and 802.16. The table of capwapRadio-
BindTablewill indicate the mapping relationship between "WTP id+ Radio id" and Iflndex.
Figure 15.10 and Table 15.4 present the CAPWAP-Base-MIB, which will be assigned a number by

IANA later under mib-2 [Shi el al., 2009], There are five groups under capwapBaseMIB.
capwapBaseAc group defines the access controller objects
capwapBaseWtps the wireless termination point objects
capwapBaseParameters the parameters associated with the base
capwapBasestats the statistics of the system
capwapBaseNotifyVarObjects the objects used only in notifications
There are eight tables—two under AC and six under WTPs presented in Table 15.4.

1. capwapBaseAcNameListTable is the AC name list table used to configure the AC name list.
2. capwapBaseMacAclTable is the ACL table used to configure stations' Access Control List

(ACL).
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Table 15.4 CAPWAP-Base-MIB

OID
capwapBaseMIB 1

ENTITY
capwapBaseObjects
capwapBaseAc
capwapBaseAc
NameListTable
capwapBaseMac
AclTable
capwapBaseWtps
capwapBaseWtp
StateTable
capwapBaseWtp
Table

capwapBasewireless
BindingTable

capwapBaseStationTable

capwapBaseWtp
EventsStatsTable
capwapBaseRadioStatsTable capwapBaseWtps 6

DESCRIPTION
CAPWAP MIB objects

capwapBaseObjects 1 Access controller objects group
capwapBaseAc 9

capwapBaseAc 10

capwapBaseObjects 2

capwapBaseWtps 1

capwapBaseWtps 2

capwapBaseWtps 3

capwapBaseWtps 4

capwapBaseWtps 5

Objects that display AC name list

Set of objects that configure station ACL

Wireless termination point objects group

Objects that display WTP CAPWAP FSM
state
Objects providing property and
configuration information of WTPs in
running state
Objects that display mapping relationship
between specific interface of "WTP Virtual
Radio Interface" ifType and PHY radio
Objects providing basic property
information on stations
Objects that display WTPs' reboot statistics

Objects that display statistics on radio's
behavior

capwapBaseParameters
capwapBaseStats
capwapBaseNotifyVarObjects

capwapBaseObjects 3 CAPWAP base parameters group
capwapBaseObjects 4 CAPWAP statistics group
capwapBaseObjects 5 Objects used only in notifications
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3. capwapBaseWtpStateTable isWTP's status table used to indicate each WTP's CAPWAP FSM
state.

4. capwapBaseWtpTable is WTP's table used to provide property and configuration information
in detail for WTPs in the running state.

5. ctf/?wtfp5ase./to<i/o.5/tt(i7b6/eisaradiobindtableusedtoindicatethemappingrelationshipbetween
the logical interface of "WTPVirtual Radio Interface" ifType and PHY radio.

6. capwapBaseStationTable is a station table used to provide stations' basic property info¬
rmation.

7. capwapBaseWtpRebootStatsTable'\saWTPreboot statistic tableusedtocollectWTPrebootcount,
link failure count, hardware failure count, and so on.

8. ca/?wap5ave/to(i/oS'taA7a6/eisaWTPradiostatistictableusedtocollectradioresetcount,channel
change count, hardware failure count, etc.

Summary
We presented an overview of various applications and transport technologies that are applicable to the
distribution of information in residential and SOHO networks in this chapter. In that context, we looked at
various application protocols, transport protocols, and the middleware that acts as the gateway between the
two. The treatment of application protocols and middleware is intentionally cursory in nature because they are
in the research stage and too early to be considered for central management. However, existing SNMP-like
technology could be used to manage them by embedding SNMP-like agents in them.

We reviewed transport infrastructure and protocols for wired and wireless home distribution networks.
After reviewing various wired networks, we focused on the most deployed Ethernet network. Management
of an IEEE 802.3-based Ethernet network has been dealt with extensively in the book in various chapters.
We extended it in this chapter to address very high-data rate at 10 Gbps and modification of the MIB to
accommodate that. In the context of IP telephony, IP networks can carry power over the Ethernet cable, and
we discussed management aspects of power over the Ethernet network.

Basic principles and some managed aspects of wireless networks were covered when we discussed
wireless access networks in the previous chapter. We reviewed in this chapter wireless LANs and PANs. Our
in-depth treatment of the basics and management is limited to wireless LAN. WiFi (802.11a/b/g) is based on
IEEE 802.11 WLAN. Deployment of WLAN is growing at a rapid rate in residence and in enterprise, as well
as in public places. The interoperable protocols of 802.11a/b/g have been standardized; and any wireless
client can operate with any vendor's access point. However, implementations of WLANs are not uniform
and consequently management aspects are not standardized. We addressed recent initiatives to standardize
managed objects and MIBs that are being developed to structure them. Efforts to make IEEE standards
compatible with IETF CAPWAP specifications and protocols were covered.

C Exercises
1. WLAN is created as an air interface 802.11 from 802.3 Ethernet interface. BSS comprises a set of

wireless stations controlled by a wireless termination point (WTP).You have set up your home network
using a wireless access point (AP), which is connected to the Ethernet output of ADSL coming into
your house.
(a) What are the two modes of MAC types that the WTP could be configured in?
(b) Assume that you have a WiFi AP; how is it configured?
(c) Write the SNMP query to use to validate your answer in (b).
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2. In Exercise 1, BSSs are configured in one of three different ways: (1) Autonomous, (2) Centralized,
and (3) Distributed mesh configuration [refer to RFC 4118]:
(a) Describe with high-level block diagrams the three configurations
(b) What is the module/modules used to configure WTPs in a network of WLANs?
(c) Show a remote NMS incorporating the configuration control module to manage each infrastructure

configuration remotely
3. For iflndex =10, WTP serial number = 01234567, and radio ID =1,

(a) Write the capwapRadioBindtable entities of the table with values
(b) What is the index you would use to retrieve the iflndex from the table?

4. Create a row in the capwapWIanTable for WLAN service interface in Exercise 3 using draft-ietf-
capwap-802dot11-mib-04 for

MACType = Split-MAC
WTPTunnelMode = dot3Tunnel
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Advanced Management Topics

In this chapter we look at new approaches that are emerging for effectively managingNext Generation
Networks (NGNs).We discuss the current status ofnetwork management technology and the limitations
of traditional management technologies (SNMPandOSI) in Section 16.1.We also describe some of the
initiatives that were set up to overcome these limitations and sec that the attempts were largely fruitless
or at most partially successful in addressing some of the operators' requirements.
In the meantime, the rapid growth of the Internet andWorld Wide Web resulted in Web technology

composedofWeb server andWeb browsers becoming almost universal inthe enterprise environment. In
Section 16.2 we look at early approaches to Web-based management. The use of Web-based manage¬
ment based on the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) started with merely having a Web-based user
interface at the client side to display management information. The back end of the management appli¬
cation can use any server-side technology to collect the management information, but the user interface
to view management information is Web based. This approach is adopted in most network manage¬
ment tools, including popular tools like multi router traffic grapher (MRTG), HP OpenView Network
Node Manager, CygNet, etc. The next step in Web-based management is to have a purely Web-based
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management system. We discuss the architecture of a purely Web-based management system, based on
having an embeddedWeb server on the network elements that serve management information to clients
(Network Management System (NMS) back-end software) using the HTTPprotocol, in addition to hav¬
ing a Web-based user interface. We also discuss DMTF, which is a Web-based standard for enterprise
management.

InSection 16.3 we discuss the emergence of CommonObject Request BrokerArchitecture (CORBA)
as a management technology, particularly in the telecommunications world. Network management in¬
creasingly came to be viewed as a distributed application; and CORBA, an object-oriented technology,
developed by the Object Management Group (OMG) was recognized as a technology suitable for devel¬
oping NMS applications. We describe the architecture of an application that uses CORBA for element
management. Many standards bodies worked on establishing a standard for CORBA-based manage¬
ment. A popular and widely adopted standard to date is the TM Forum's Multi-Technology Network
Management (MTNM) model that is a resource management model for multitechnology and multiven-
dor networks. It allows a service provider to manage various technologies from multiple vendors using
a single interface between the NMS and Element Management System (EMS). MTNM has defined
TMF 814, a standard that uses CORBA as the NML-EML interface, and that is now widely adopted by
industry.
XML and related technologies in the meantime made a big impact on software application develop¬

ment and brought about changes in the design of data networking products and the software systems

created to manage them. In Section 16.4 we explain why XML is suitable as a management technology
and the status of adoption of XML-based technologies for element management. Some vendor devices
have had support for XML-based management since 2000. There has also been extensive research in
this front—architectures for XML-based management have been proposed, the impact of using XML
on performance has been studied, and prototypes have been developed. We describe the architecture of
an XML-based management environment based on this work.
In Section 16.5 we compare the different management technologies based on standard parameters

such as information modeling, power ofmanagement operations supported, ease of use,maintainability
and extensibility, performance, etc.
In Section 16.6 we discuss the current trends and recent standards that have emerged. In keeping

with the shift from a network-centric view to a service-centric view of networks, management software
is viewed as a collection of applications or Operations Systems (OS) such as NMS, Service Activation
system, Root Cause Analysis, etc. In order to deliver the management services efficiently, a service
provider's environment has a multitude of applications that are in operation at any given time and
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the challenge is to integrate the systems so as to provide a unified view, while ensuring that system
boundaries are not crossed. A Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) where the interacting components
communicate by passingmessages over a "message bus" is thewell-known solution to this issue.A great

advantage of XML-based design is the promise of an SOA for management software and a modular
design with reusable, loosely coupled components that communicate over a bus. Multi Technology
Operations Systems Interface (MTOSI) is an XML-based specification developed by the TMF that
facilitates such development. It is an extension of the MTNM model for integration of management
software components via a Web services-based interface. We also describe OASIS, a major standards
body for standardizing the use of XML-based andWeb services-based system management.

16.1 INTRODUCTION
The evolution of management technologies has remained far behind the evolution of networking tech¬
nologies. The needs of operators who set up, maintain, operate, and administer networks have also
changed. Operators now perceive a need for powerful configuration management support for devices
and for an integrated platform for network, system, service, and applications. Moreover, given the
service/customer-centric view of the network being taken, there is a strong need for business process
automation. The consequence of these changes for existing management techniques has been a fun¬
damental rethinking of management principles and has brought to light the importance of developing
standardized management software for easy maintenance and extensibility.

Next Generation NM Requirements
Networks have undergone immense changes from what they were in the middle 1980s to what they are
now. Initially, networks delivered basic connectivity services. Devices were simple and had limited ca¬
pability. Simple Command Line Interface (CLI) served to configure devices. Today, individual network
equipments have enormous functional complexity. They are highly intelligent and programmable, thus
makingconfiguration a difficult affair.Networks createdwith such devices can provide an ever-increas¬
ing range of services, in response to customer demand. The NGNs look to convergence of multimedia
networks and services from all perspectives—voice/video/data, wired/wireless/fiber, etc.-with com¬
pressed service lifetimes. The aim is to provide unfettered access for users to networks and to compet¬
ing service providers for services of their subscribers' choice.

Table 16.1 captures the changing needs. (Source: ITU-TWorkshop on NGNjointly organized with
IETF,Geneva, 2005.)

16.1.1

Status of Current NMTechnology
We can assess the suitability ofmanagement technologies basedon several criteria. Many of these have
been described at length in Chapters 3 and 9. Here we briefly recapitulate and expand on some impor¬
tant factors that play a role in defining the power of a management protocol.
I. Information model: A management technology must allow the network resource to be mode¬

led. The management information model is a representation of the entity that needs to be

16.1.2
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Table 16.1 NGN Requirements

ORIGINAL NEW REQUIREMENTS
REQUIREMENT
End-to-end transparency Packet inspection, NAT
Peer-to-peer NATs/firewalls/servers
Connectionless MPLS
Best-effort Real-time demands, bandwidth demands
User back-off QoS guarantees
Network empowerment User empowerment
No flow state Flow state
Trust Hackers everywhere
Static addresses DHCP, mobility
Fairness QoS
Terminal-to-host Mass public residential services, multi-terminal,

multi QoS
Flat network Access and core domains
Simple protocol layering Protocol maze
Research/defence use Commercialization, competition, consumer

choice

managed. It describes the attributes and behavior of such an entity. As we have seen in earlier
chapters, TMN provides fully object-oriented comprehensive modeling, while at the other end
of the spectrum SimpleNetwork Management Protocol (SNMP) provides very basic modeling
capbility. It is important to remember that the expressive power and architectural purity of
complex modeling often comes at the cost of case of implementation.

2. Organization model: This defines the actors, their roles, and the principles of cooperation
between them in the process of realizing network management. The familiar manager-agent
paradigm is one example. In the manager-agent model, a cluster of managed objects (MOs) is
collectively administered by an agent that provides a unique entry point for accessing them,
another is the distributed object or the service interface model, inwhich every MOor interface
is accessed individually. Other organization models such as management by delegation,
policy-basedmanagement, mobile agents, etc. have been proposed by various researchers.

3. Communication model: This defines the communication framework used by the management
technology for the exchange of management information. It includes the following aspects:
a. DataCommunicationNetwork (DCN) for amanager to connect with the agent andwhether

the underlying transport protocol is connection oriented or connectionless
b. Operations supported for accessing management information
c. Support for remote configuration. This capability is dependent on the protocol since some

protocols impose a size limitation
4. Scalability and flexibility: This attribute determines the capability to scale and handle the

management requirement for large networks with a large number of elements. One factor that
could impact scalability is the bandwidth overhead imposed by the management technology.
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5. Extensibility: Networks are constantly changing—new networking protocols, physical media,
and hardware changes are realities that must be dealt with. The network management technol¬
ogy has to be extensible to accommodate these changes without significant changes in the des¬
ignand code of a network management application. The management technology must be such
that new systems can be inductedwith little change to the network management software.

6. Cost of development and maintenance of the management application: This is emerging as an
important factor in a scenario where networks undergo changes, expansions, and augmentation,
and the management software has to cope with this in a timely and cost-effective manner.

7. Performance: This is a critical and practical criterion to evaluate a management technology.
Parameters such as the bandwidth used, CPU utilization, response time, and memory utiliza¬
tion determine the efficiency of a technology.A protocolmay be very elegant with regard to all
the above criteria but if it does not meet performance criteria, it is not usable from a practical
perspective.

8. Maturity: The proven qualities and characteristics of a management technology in terms of the
above-mentioned factors play a significant part in choosing management protocols.

Limitations of SNMP Management
A major reason for the inadequacy of SNMP is the mismatch in the way the SNMP framework evolved
since its inception and the management needs of the community managing large Internet networks.
This was recognized over the years and in2002 an invitationalworkshop was heldbetween the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF), the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF), and the InternetArchitecture
Board (IAB) to bring to the table the management needs of operators. In the ensuing dialogue, several
shortcomings of SNMP were identified with respect to what operators really require from a manage¬
ment technology. The perceivedshortcomings of the existing framework, as well as the operators' needs,
were discussed and documented [RFC 3535], The objective was to convey the practical management
requirements to protocol developers in the IETF so that further development could focus on such re¬
quirements. Some of the shortcomings are:

• SNMP is simplistic in respect of data structures and protocol operations. This was an advantage
in the late 1980s on devices with limited resources but given the fact that current day devices are
intelligent and programmable, this constraint is no longer applicable

• The information model supports modeling of objects using scalar variables and tables of scalar
variables. What is referred to as objects actually refers to attributes of an object. There is no
support for inheritance and thus information re-use. This makes it difficult to model complex
objects. The number of protocol operations was intentionally kept at a minimum. The primitive
to retrieve bulk information (getBulk) is not very useful. The SNMP interface is too low-level for
end-to-end network management

• Configuration management requirements: Large-scale service providers have extensive back¬
bone networks and need to maintain configuration information in a logical centralized database.
Figure 16.1 shows a typical configuration management scenario

• The device should support bulk download of configuration files. At any point in time, the device
may contain a number of configuration files but the management application must be capable
of activating only one of them. There is a need to schedule configuration operations at specified
times. Rollback must be supported to recover from errors. It should also be possible to perform
coordinated activation of configurations on several devices at a time, i.e., upload configurations

16.1.3
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Figure 16.1 Typical Configuration Management Scenario

simultaneously. This is a complicated requirement as network connectivity could get lost while
in the midst of an operation, and the protocol should account for such contingencies

Apart from other issues, the choice ofUser DatagramProtocol (UDP) itself comes with its own limi¬
tations and SNMP is proving to be primarily a protocol for fault and performance monitoring, not very
suitable for configuration management requirements as detailed.

EvolutionaryApproaches to Overcome Limitations
As seen in Chapters 6 and 7, SNMPv2c and v3 resulted in improvements in SNMPvl in terms of the
bulk data transfer facility for tables in SNMPv2c and security in SNMPv3. However, from the perspec¬
tive of operators' requirements, there were still shortcomings. As a result of the developments described,
evolutionary efforts were made to overcome these limitations on three fronts—to improve the data defi¬
nition language, improve protocol operations, and enhance configuration management capability.
SMIng. The TRTF NMRG developed a new data definition language called SMIng (SMI-next genera¬
tion),which ismore powerful than SMI. Itallows arbitrarily nesteddata structures, facilitates reusability
of complex types, and provides an extensibility mechanism. InNovember 2000, the SMIng effort was
moved from IRTF to IETF and aWorking Group (WG), SMIngWG, was formed to take the proposal of
IRTF and develop a standards track based on it. In the first phase, the objectives for the data definition
language were generated and in the second phase, proposals for the language were requested. Of the
candidate proposals, two strong contenders remained, one ofwhich was SMIng. These proposals were
to be merged and result in a new version of SMI, SMIv3. During this process however, the WG could
not arrive at a consensus on some crucial issues and inApril 2003, the SMIngWG formally closeddown
without generating a standards track.

16.1.4
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SNMP ProtocolOperations Improvements. The main shortcoming in SNMP is the inefficiency
in bulk data retrieval. One issue is the overhead due to redundant OID fragments in SNMPPacket Data
Units (PDUs). Another problem is the limit on the maximum size of the SNMP PDU (484 bytes) as a
result of UDPbeing the underlying transport protocol. In February 200 1,the IETF Evolution of SNMP
(EOS) WG was formed to investigate mechanisms for improving the efficiency of bulk information
retrieval.

There were three approaches to achieve this: (1) compression of the OID, (2) suppression of redun¬
dant and repeated OID fragments, and (3) use of some other protocol such as FTP or HTTP for bulk
data transfers.

Several proposals to compress the OID differed in the computational overhead in achieving good
compression ratios. Of these, the OID delta compression technique [NMRG] showed promise since
it used a light-weight compression algorithm to achieve good compression ratios. Relatively speak¬
ing, compression-based approaches found favor compared to suppression, because they did not require
major changes in existing protocol operations. The suppression approach requires new protocol opera¬
tions, and the different approaches used differed in the data selection and filtering mechanisms used.
The retrieval of large sections of the MIB using other protocols such as FTPor HTTPdid not find favor
owing to security issues.

To work around the size limitation associated with UDP, it was proposed that a TCP transport map¬
ping could be defined for the SNMPprotocol. The NMRGdefined a mappingwhere a guaranteedmini¬
mum size of 8,192 bytes could be transported using SNMP over TCP. Finally, like the SMIngWG, the
EOSWG too ended up closing down without reaching consensus inApril 2003.

Configuration Management—COPS-PR and SPPI. The IETF Resource Allocation Protocol
(RAP) WG defined Common Open Policy Service—Policy Provisioning (COPS-PR) to address
shortcomings in SNMP specific to configuration management. The data definition language is Stru¬
cture of Policy Provisioning Information (SPPI) that is a variant of SMI and the transport is TCP.
However, COPS did not meet with market acceptance since it addressed itself to only configuration
management shortcomings and that too not completely. Moreover, the improvements offered by COPS
can be achieved using the SNMP framework itself. Adopting COPS would involve using yet another
management technology that however does not completely meet the operators' requirements. Thus,
other technologies came to be actively explored.

16.2 EARLYWEB-BASED DEVELOPMENT
In Chapter 9 we discussed the use of Web technology in system management and presented the exa¬
mple of Big Brother. In this case, information on the processes running on hosts was gathered by using
scripted programs (agents) and then sent to a server, which stored it on Web pages. The Web pages
were accessed via Web browsers. This method illustrates the use of the Web as a portal in conventional
system management. We also discussed the MRTG performance tool, which is used to gather traffic
statistics and is based on Web technology. Recall that data are gathered by SNMP counters, analyzed,
and then stored in Web pages. These Web pages, stored in Web servers, can be accessed locally and
remotely via Web browsers. This method illustrates the use of SNMP network management with a
Web-user interface.
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Web Interface andWeb Management
However,we can go beyondjust displaying the informationon aWeb browser. We can useWeb technol¬
ogy to both gather and display data. This is achieved by having an embeddedWeb server in the device.
The device supporting Web-based management needs to have an embedded Web server, HTML pages
with the required content, and management applications. Using this approach, a manager with a PC
and a browser can connect to the URL of the device Web server and retrieve HTML pages regarding
fault information, performance information, etc. and perform detailed configuration operations. Thus,
graphical displays ofmanagement information can be viewed. This approach suffers from several draw¬
backs. Map-based representations of the network topology, high-level management functions such as
trend analysis, cross-device correlation, notifications, etc. are not possible. Scalability becomes an issue
ifa management station has to connect individually to devices when thousands of them have to be con¬
figured. Thus, although this approach is an improvement over SNMP for configuration management, it
was realized that it cannot be a replacement for SNMP.

Since SNMP is a firmly entrenched technology and has advantages for fault and performance moni¬
toring, many network management applications combine SNMPmanagement with Web-based manage¬
ment to combine the advantages of both approaches. It is possible to have a centralized management
system with a graphical map-based view of the network topology and use the Web-based interface to
connect to the devices using HTTP for detailed configuration management-related operations. In this
approach, SNMP is used for fault and performance monitoring and HTTP is used for configuration.
Many NMS products use this approach when device support is available.

Web-Based Enterprise Management
The Desktop Management Interface (DMI) is an industry standard generated by the Desktop Manage¬
ment Task Force (DMTF). The task force was formed in 1992 to develop, support, and maintain man¬
agement standards for PC systems and products. InDMI, MOs with attributes are defined by ASN.l
syntax. Objects are grouped, and multiple instantiations are defined from tables, as in SNMP manage¬
ment. However, the tables do not have all the capabilities of SNMPv2. DMI-MOsmay be managed by
an SNMP manager, using the DMIMIB shown in Figure 16.2. It is a subnode under dmtf, which is in
the enterprises branch of the Internet MIB. The two MIBs, dmtfStdMifs and dmtJDynOids, are reserved
for future use by new standard MIBs and remote SNMP/DMT support. The DMIMIB defines MOs,
notification, and conformance groups.
In 1996 a consortium of five companies undertook to develop Web-Based Enterprise Management

(WBEM) standards, which are designed to integrate existing standards, such as SNMP,CMIP,DMI,and
HTTP. There are significant differences between SNMPand DMI. DMTF tried to make them coexist by
developing DMI to the SNMP mapping standard [DMI/SNMP], which did not prove to be successful.
DMTFwas then assigned in June 1998 a broaderWBEM task. The goal of the assignment was to unify
(not replace) andextend the existing instrumentation andmanagement standards by usingobject-orient¬
ed constructs and design. Then a common management application residing in a Web client could man¬
age network and system components having different management protocol agents via the Internet.

The DMTF has made significant progress in developingWBEM specifications by adopting the Com¬
mon Information Model (CIM), the information-modeling framework developed by Microsoft. The
CIM approach is to preserve and extend traditional management information sources, such as SNMP
and DMI. The result has been useful for both Internet and intranet services [Heilbronner and Wies,
1997; Honget al., 1997],We will use the name Internet in our description.

16.2.1

16.2.2
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Figure 16.2 Desktop Interface MIB

CIM is an approach to the management of enterprise systems, software, users, and networks. It uses
basic object-oriented structures and concepts. A management model is developed that provides a frame¬
work for describing the managed environment. A fundamental taxonomy of objects is defined with
respect to both classification and association—and with respect to a basic set of classes—that estab¬
lishes a common framework.
WBEM consists of five components: Web client, Common Information Model Object Manager

(CIMOM), CIM schema, specific management protocol providers, and MOs with protocol-specific
agents. WBEM architecture is shown in Figure 16.3.

The Web client is a Web browser with management applications. The browser uses HTML for pre¬
senting management data. The applications could invoke a request to any protocol-specific agent in the
MO,as well as process any data coming from any agent. However, the request is issuedagainst an object
in the CIM schema and is sent to the CIMOM via the HTTP. The management application in the Web
client also processes notifications received from CIMOM against objects in the CIM schema. There
could be several instances of a Web client on the Internet representing several management systems
with manager applications.

The CIM object manager forms the heart of WBEM architecture. It mediates all messages among
the Web client, MOs, and CIM schema. The messages to and from CIMOMuse HTTP as the transport
protocol. CIMOM could be implemented as different schemes and in different languages. For example,
Microsoft's implementation is Windows Management Instrumentation TM (WMI), which is based on
accessing the CIM schema with the DistributedComponent Object Model.
CIMOM processes messages from Web clients, as well as those originated by MOs. When CIMOM

receives messages fromWeb clients, it uses the information from CIM schema to determine which pro¬
tocol system the MObelongs to and switches the message to that protocol provider. It also translates the
CIM schema format of the MO to that of the protocol-specific object identification. Thus, an SNMP-
specific application may send a get request to a MO, such as a hub, or process a trap received from it.
Alternatively, a DMI-specific application may send a set request to a DMIobject, such as the hard disk
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Figure 16.3 WBEM Architecture

on a desktop, or process a disk full notification received from it. These messages pass through CIMOM
and the object ID is translated and routed to the appropriate destination.
The protocol providers are between CIMOM and the protocol-specific managed networks. For

example, the SNMP provider is between the CIMOM and the SNMP MOs network, and the DMI pro¬
vider is between the CIMOMand the DMI-MOsnetwork. The message between a protocolprovider and
CIMOM uses HTTP, whereas the message between a protocol provider and a management agent in the
MO uses the specific management protocol. Thus, the SNMPprovider "speaks" HTTPtoward CIMOM
and SNMP toward the MO.You can visualize the protocol provider as a proxy server. The native case is
the one associatedwith the domain containingCIM-MOs accessed using HTTPprotocol. No intermedi¬
ate protocol provider is needed in this case, which is the ultimateWBEM environment.

Eachmanaged domain contains protocol-specific agents and the components that are beingmanaged
by that protocol management system. WBEM architecture uses CIM for MO modeling, XML/WS for
management information encoding, and HTTP for transport [Thompson, 1998].
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Figure 16.4 Simplified WBEM CIM Core Model

CIM consists of three modules: a core model, common models, and extension models. The core
model is the high-level framework and is applicable to all management domains. Common models are
applicable to protocol-specific domains and include information on systems, applications, devices, use¬
rs, and networks. Extension models represent technology-specific extensions of the common models,
such as the UNIX or Microsoft Windows operating systems.
A simplified WBEM CIM core model is shown in Figure 16.4 [CIM], The names are presented as

"strings" per model definition. The solid lines indicate the hierarchy or inheritance of the classes; the
dashed lines indicate various associations, such as component, system component, realization, and dep¬
endency.
In the core model, the Managed System Element is at the top level. The Physical and Logical Ele¬

ments are subclasses of the Managed System Element. A Physical Element is something that occupies
physical space and can be touched and felt. Logical Elements are "realized" by installing Physical
Elements. Let us illustrate this distinction with an example of a link between two nodes. The Physical
Element is the physical medium (e.g., copper wire or optical fiber), and the Logical Element, the circuit
identification, is a path connecting the nodes (IP addresses) at the two ends of the link.
Logical Device, System, Service, and Service Access Point are all subclasses of the Logical Element.

A Physical Element can have multiple Logical Elements. For example, a physical interface card in a
computer can be loadedwith either a network interface software or modem software. Inthe former case,
it is a network interface card Logical Element, and in the latter case it is a modem Logical Element.

System is an aggregate of an enumerable set ofManaged System Elements, as shown by the associa¬
tion, SystemComponent. Service is a functionality of a logical device, such as print or file service. The
Service Access Point represents the management, measurement, and configuration of a Service. For
example, using a Service Access Point, a file service can be turned on or off. Dependency relationships
exist among the various components shown.
Managed system elements may be viewed as groups of components. We have grouped them into

three classifications following the model of [Heilbronner andWeiss, 1997;Honget al., 1997], They are
network components, resource components, and application components.
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Web-Based Interface ManagementArchitecture
Among the earliest research in using Web-based techniques is Web-Based Interface Management Arc¬
hitecture (W1MA) proposed by Martin-Flatin [1999; Martin-Flatin et al., 1999], WIMA defines a gen¬
eralized, sophisticated approach to overcome the shortcomings of SNMP, while retaining its strengths.
It proposes keeping existing MIBs and the organization model. A push-basedmanagement approach is
advocated for repetitive tasks such as fault and performance polling. Rather than the SNMP over the
UDP communication model, WIMA proposes HTTP over TCP as the communication model. Manage¬
ment information can be encoded in several ways (BER, serialized Java object, XML, etc.) Thus, it is
a more generalized architecture, which also supports XML for representation of management informa¬
tion. Flatin demonstrated that XML is especially convenient for distributed and integratedmanagement,
for dealing with multiple informationmodels, and for supporting high-level semantics. A unique aspect
of WIMA architecture is the support of push-based data transfer from the agent to the manager using
HTTP. HTTP is a strictly request-response protocol and the agent at the device cannot send a response
without having received a request beforehand. This was overcome inWIMA by an ingenious use of the
multipart type ofMultipurpose InternetMail Extensions (MIME) in the context of pushingmanagement
infonnation.
The agent sends a single infinite response, with separators embedded in the payload of the HTTP

message by using the multipart type ofMIMEvia the embedded HTTP server. It sends one MIME part
at each push interval and the MIME separator is interpreted as an end-of-time interval marker. The arc¬
hitecture of a typical agent is shown in Figure 16.5.
Inorder to implement a WIMA-based architecture, the agent at the network equipment has to have a

Web server, a repository to hold the push definitions and schedules, a push scheduler, and a dispatcher.
A HTTP server is commonly found in network equipment. The other components have to be explicitly
implemented.

16.2.3
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Figure 16.5 WIMAAgent Architecture
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WIMA has several advantages. The separation of management information model from the com¬
munication model provides the flexibility to support a number of management information models.
The push-based approach results in reduced bandwidth consumption by the management application.
Moreover, the payload can be compressed. The removal of the UDPsize constraint means that multiple
OIDs can be sent per push cycle.
However, the additional software to be implemented in the network equipment is a costly require¬

ment. Moreover,with this architecture, if there is a network outage, it is the manager's responsibility to
detect it and re-establish a connection with the network equipment.

16.3 CORBA-BASED NM TECHNOLOGY
We will now discuss CORBA-based network management, which is based on a distributed network
management architecture.

Limitations of TMN-Based Management
In the telecom world, OSI-SM (OSl-Service Management)/TMN (discussed in Chapter 10) was the
first management technology to be used in telecom environments. It was found to be comprehensive,
but too complex and expensive to be widely adopted and deployed. It was recognized that although the
protocol-basedapproach offeredwas useful to managenetworks, there was a proliferationofapplication-
layer standards and application intercommunication needs to be addressed. Several approaches such as
mobile agents, design of active networks, etc. were researched.A significant development was the Open
Distributed Processing (ODP) framework for the development of distributed systems. The concepts in
distributed systems and distributed computing soon led to the realization that network resources that
need to be managedare components of a distributed system that need to communicate with the manager
application. Thus, over the second half of the 1990s, a lot of research went into investigating how
distributed technologies could be used to build management systems.

16.3.1

Emergence of CORBA-Based Management
The OMGCORBAoffers a framework for buildingfully object-orienteddistributedapplications and can
be considered as a practical realizationof the concepts and philosophy ofODP. The potential ofCORBA
as a management interface was recognized and efforts were soon underway to develop CORBA-based
management systems. The heart of the system is the Object Request Broker (ORB) that provides a com¬
munication bus for objects to interact over the network. CORBA has the advantage that it can be used
as a management technology and can also act as an integrating technology for existing management
approaches (buildingCORBA gateways for existing SNMP/CMIP components).

CORBA as a Management Technology. Considering network management as a distributed
application, CORBA satisfies all the criteria to qualify as a management technology.
I. CORBA supports a fully object-oriented approach for information modeling, where network

resources are objects that are defined by and accessed through their interface.
2. MOs can be addressed and discovered by a management application using the Naming Service

offered by CORBA. The NamingService provides the ability to binda name to an object refer¬
ence, and to later resolve the name to determine the object reference.

16.3.2
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3. It supports a client-server-based organization model,with the management application behav¬
ing as the client and invoking services from the MOs in the network. A programmatic interface
is supported between the manager and the managed elements. Interfaces are specified in the
Interface Definition Language (IDL). Methods with any argument and result parameters are
possible, providing full flexibility.

4. CORBA supports a Notification Service, an extension of the Event Service, with powerful fil¬
tering capability. Both the push and the pull models are supported for event forwarding. This
makes event- driven management possible.

Approaches to CORBA as Management Technology. Over the years since the mid-1990s,
several approaches have been taken to incorporate CORBA as a management technology [Pavlouet al.,
1998; 2004], While some of these were developed as research prototypes to validate the use ofCORBA,
standards bodies were constituted to standardize CORBA-based systems. Joint Inter-Domain Manage¬
ment (JIDM) WG set up by NMF/X-Open (now TMF/Open Group—JIDM) was one of the most sig¬
nificant efforts in this direction. One aspect of the JIDM approach is that it attempted to stay close to the
TMN approach and attempted re-use of OSI-SM infrastructures. JIDM envisaged the scenarios shown
in Figure 16.6 [JIDM],
When using a CORBA-based manager, one option, as pictured in Figure 16.6, is to follow a mig¬

ratory approach to accommodate existing networks and devices that export traditional management
interfaces. This is done by includinga generic gateway between the different management technologies.
An implementation of the gateway requires the translation of object models from GDMO/ASN.l to
CORBA IDL, a conversion of CMIP protocol data units (PDU) to CORBA, and the reverse conversion
of CORBA responses and notifications to CMIP PDUs. In fact, in an attempt to define a standard for
network equipment, the JIDM worked on a complete GDMO/ASN.l to IDLmapping with rules for a
compiler that can generate the IDLs from a GDMO specification.
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We now look at the architectures of a typical CORBA-based agent as envisaged by JIDM and a
CORBA-based manager.

CORBAAgent
A CORBA management agent has a CORBA server and IDL interfaces for each GDMO. In the JIDM
scheme, MOs are not structures in a MIB and are all visible at the same level. This implies that each
individual NE should have its ORB that handles requests from the management application. The IDL
interface of eachMOdefines the attributes of the MOand the operations supported; and these interfaces
are registered in the Interface Repository of the ORB.
However, this approach has problems. The individualMOsdo not warrant beingconsidered as COR¬

BA servers—the granularity mismatch in this mapping could result in an inordinately large number of
servers and has the potential to pose a scalability problem. ORBs may not be able to handle such large
numbers of servers. Lack of support in CORBA for bulk information retrieval is another problem, as a
remote method call per attribute accessed is resource intensive. Modelingdynamic entities such as con¬
nections as objects is also an expensive approach.
Various researchers proposed other methods to overcome this. One of them is a departure from the

approach to provide a syntactic emulation of TMN and design a native CORBA-based interface in the
network element that leverages the advantages offered by CORBA. Commonly accessed elements are
grouped together so that they can be accessed in a single remote method call. Connections are modeled
as a "list" to which new connections can be added, existing ones removed, etc. This approach reduces
the number of objects to be handled by the ORB.

16.3.3

CORBA-Based Manager
The design of a CORBA-basedmanager can realizemany of the advantages distributed systems offer. It
ensures scalability of the management application by supporting distributed deployment of the compo¬
nents. Figure 16.7 captures the architecture of a typical CORBA-basedmanager.
Figure 16.8 is an example of the typical components in a CORBA-basednetwork management envi¬

ronment. The CORBA-based manager application has to use OMG-defined interfaces to interact with
the CORBA-based agent.

Management Services ManagementApplications

16.3.4

ORB

FM: Fault Management
CM: Config. Management
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PMCMFMNotif.
handling Logging ...Persis¬

tence

CORBA
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Figure 16.7 CORBA-Based ManagerArchitecture
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Current Status of CORBA as a Management Technology. Despite the original vision that
CORBA would prevail as the technology of choice for distributed network management and the support
provided by several vendors, it was challenged by several others such as Java and more significantly
Web services that show promise of an all-encompassing distributed management technology. CORBA
has turned out to be more popular in the Service and Business Management layers. The need at these
layers is more akin to process automation. The requirements for network and system management are
different. Large amounts of data have to be retrieved from the devices at frequent intervals; and the tech¬
nology has to support bulk information retrieval, as well as selective information retrieval. Information
has to be real time—especially fault-related information. CORBA does not meet these requirements—
especially bulk information retrieval. Moreover, complex devices may have huge numbers ofMOs and
scalability is a potential issue with the large number of dynamic connections and separate objects with
their interfaces. Moreover, HTTPhas turned out to be muchmore popular than CORBA's Internet Inter-
ORB Protocol (HOP) as the communication protocol.
In an interesting development, TMF in its continued quest for standardization developed a standard

EML-NML interface for transport networks under the MTNMproject. MTNMdefines the information
exchange betweenNMS and EMS enabling management of SONET/SDH, DWDM, DSL,Asyn/PDH,
Ethernet, andATM transport networks. The MTNMsuite version 3 covers the following items: MTNM
Interface Model (TMF 814) as CORBA IDLs, MTNM Information Model (TMF 608) in UML, and
MTNMBusiness Agreement (TMF 513), the latter two being the requirements and use cases.

The TMF 814 standard is increasingly being adopted by equipment vendors as the standard North
Bound Interface (NBI) to be supported by EMSs. This standard offers the promise of an integrated "um¬
brella" NMS that can manage multivendor, multitechnology networks from a central system, as shown
in Figure 16.9. The scalability issues raised as a result ofmanaging a large number of complex network
elements arc addressed by having the NMS communicate with EMS for management. The standard
itself is comprehensive and supports autodiscovery, detailed element modeling, fault detection and di¬
agnosis, performance management, configuration management, and provisioning.

The standard recommends that a number of key objects in the network be exposed via this interface.
These objects are modeledbasedon the layeredconcepts and layer decomposition laidout in ITUG.805.
An object model that is based on these concepts is assumed to be used by the EMS.A number of object
managers that have services to obtain data about the objects in the network arc defined; and the objects
modeled by the MTNMstandard can be accessed by the NMSusing the appropriate Object Manager.
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In this CORBA-based architecture, the EMS plays the server role, and the NMS acts as the client.
The TMF 814-bascd interface allows the NMS to use the APIs specified in the CORBA IDLs to access
management information. The CORBA services that are used along with this specification are Naming
Service, Notification Service, and Telecoms Log Service. The Naming Service allows the NMS to ad¬
dress the managed element via the EMS.The Notification Service allows notifications sent by the EMS
to be received by the NMS and thereby avoid the overhead of polling. Data retrieval features include
multiobjcct get operations for each type ofMO.To reduce the overheadofexcessive number ofcalls, the
standard provides the facility to retrieve the names of all objects of a particular type. MTNM supports
two ways for bulk data transfer—the iterator interface and ftp. Iterators arc used to allow the NMS to
deal more easily with retrievals that may return a very large amount of data. They provide a mechanism
to retrieve data batch by batch—the ideal size ofa batch is specified by theNMS. ftp is used for transfer¬
ring performance data points from a file.
The MTNM approach is very attractive since the advantages of CORBA-based management can

be realized, while eliminating many of the disadvantages of CORBA-based management faced when
CORBA is used at the NE level.

16.4 XML-BASED NM TECHNOLOGY
The extensible Markup Language (XML) is a meta-markup language standardized by the World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C) for document exchange in the Web. It is widely used for a variety of applica¬
tions including enterprise application integration. It is ideally suited to meet the challenge of application
integration since it has strong data formatting and interpretation features. Since it is platform indepen¬
dent, it can be used with almost any programming language (Java, C++, Python, Perl, Ruby, etc.), as
long as support tools such as parsers are available.
As we learned in Chapter 9, in a network management application it is important to have a clearly

defined management information model, protocols for data exchange, database connectivity, etc. In the
approaches we have seen so far, we have seen different base technologies beingusedquite successfully
for these purposes. For example, in the worlds of SNMP and CMIP, protocol definitions are based on
ASN.l, databases are often accessible through well-defined ODBC or JDBC APIs, remote procedure
calls and remote object access can be defined and realized through CORBA technologies, etc. XML pro¬
vides a toolkit approach and existing XML-based specifications and their already existing implementa¬
tions are applicable as building blocks to a wide range of network management aspects as well.
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Use of XML and Associated Technologies for NM
1. XML can be used to represent management information: XML is a markup language and is ide¬

ally suited to represent arbitrarily complex hierarchical information in a human comprehensible
format. Management information modeling of complex network elements can be done effec¬
tively. Large chunks of data, as well as atomic information, can be retrieved and the parsing of
tagged XML information is much less error prone than extracting such information as ASCII
text.

2. XML schema or Document Type Definitions (DTDs) for representing the structure of manage¬
ment information: Just as SNMP uses SMI to formally specify the management information
model, XML schema, a purely XML-based standard, can be used to specify the valid grammar
for XML documents containing management information. This is especially usefi.il inverifying
the integrity of configuration data.

3. Management information transport: TCP and HTTP, which are supported by most network
elements, can be used to convey management information to and from the management sta¬
tion. URL can be used to address the network element.

4. DOM (Document Object Model) and SAX (Simple API for XML): Retrieved XML data can
be parsed by the tried and tested APIs provided by the DOM and SAX parsers. Management
applications can use these APIs for processing the data.

5. XSL (Extensible Style Sheet Language) and XPath (XML Path Language): XSL consists of
three components:
• XSLT (XSL Transformations), a language for transforming XML documents, used for

rearranging, adding and deleting tags and attributes in an XML document
• XPath, a language for identifying parts of an XML document
• XSL FormattingObjects, a vocabulary for formatting XML documents. XSL is a powerful

style sheet and XPath expressions allow efficient queries to an XML document to
retrieve data. The two can be used for efficient presentation of management data and
recast management data in different lights. XSLTs allow the definition of rules for
transforming XML documents to and from other formats such as other XML documents,
HTML Web pages, plain text files, Excel sheets, or PDF documents. Together with the
filtering capability provided by XPath, these are very powerful tools to process XML-
based management information and display them graphically in a GUI. For example, a
map-based representationofnetwork elements, drill downcapability, statistical processing
and display, display of correlated fault information, etc. are naturally supported

6. Configuration management: XML is particularly useful for configuration management and
supports a rich set of XML-based configuration options. It can thus be used in provisioning
applications, centralized network databases, configuration patch files, and configuration
archival.

7. SOAP and WSDL: Higher-level management operations can be defined using Web Services
Definition Language (WSDL) and implemented by sending Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP) messages.

8. Figure 16.10 [Strauss and Klie, 2003] depicts the interrelation between the XML and the as¬
sociated technologies and tools just discussed.

Thus, XML and associated technologies for which well-tested implementations are available provide
the framework needed to builda distributed application like anNMS.Apart from the advantages offered

16.4.1
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as a management technology, XML can have a very beneficial effect on the development of network
management software, where many of the management operations can be modeled in an XML docu¬
ment.The focus can gradually move from writing codes for management applications to authoringXML
documents that represent management operations. Figure 16.11 shows generalized management archi¬
tecture for usingXML inmanagement using the XML toolkit in line with the previous discussion.

XML-Based Management Approaches
Figure 16.12 depicts three possible architectures for XML-based management. The architectures are
similar to those we saw for CORBA-basedmanagement.
Figure 16.12(a) depicts a purely XML-based approach to network management. Here the NMS is

fully XML based and the device also supports an XML interface for manager-agent communication.
In the long run, a fully XML-based architecture that affects all entities in a managed network promises
the greatest benefits. However, there is a very large installedbase of network elements that supports the
older protocols.Also, from comparative performance studies conducted by various researchers, SNMP,
CMIP, etc. are at a distinct advantage from the efficiency and timeliness points of view. Thus, in the
short and medium term, the most pressing needs for the advantages of XML arise on the managers'

16.4.2
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side, where operators could take advantage of XML-based processing of their management informa¬
tion. This situation calls for the integration of managed nodes based on SNMP technology on one side
and management systems based on XML technology on the other. The gateway-based architecture in
Figure 16.12(b) depicts this approach. The manager application has an XML-based interface to commu¬
nicate with network elements and is developed leveraging the advantages of XML-based tools. There is
a gateway element between the NMSand device that translates between the XML on the managers' side
and SNMP on the network element side. Figure 16.12(c) depicts a very attractive approach to XML-
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basedmanagement similar to the approach taken byMTNM. The approach taken byMTNM is that the
system facing the network has the flexibility to use any protocol to communicate with the network ele¬
ment. This has the advantage that existing network elements neednot undergo sweeping changes to acc¬
ommodate a totally new technology. Also, lower-level protocols that are more efficient and timely and
have a smaller footprint can be used. However, the management application (EMS or NMS) that com¬
municates with the network element directly has to implement a North Bound Interface (NBI), which
can communicate with the NMS.This NBImust be XML based. The messages exchanged between the
NMLand EML are more semantically rich and can correspond to several operations at the lower level.
This enables the implementation of SOA and XML messages that can be exchanged between the EMS
and the NMS.

Current Status of XML-Based Management
A lot of work has been done in exploring the potential of XML as a management technology. This
includes industry initiatives, research initiatives and standards bodies, and industry consortia that are
working in this direction.

Vendor Initiatives. Several equipment vendors have added XML support to their devices over a per¬
iod of time. Leading players such as Juniper Networks, Cisco, 2Wire, etc. already have support for
XML-based communication. Juniper Networks was one of the first to support XML for management
operations. Support for XML-based management has been incorporated in the network element, as
shown in Figure 16.12; and XML-based RPCs can be exchanged between the management application
and the network element. An XML RPC consists of a request and the corresponding response, transmit¬
ted during a connection-oriented session using any transport protocol. Configuration information can
be downloaded, modified, and reloaded. 2Wire has providedXML-based support for provisioning their
DSLdevices usingXML over SSL. This has been submitted to the DSLForum. Several models ofCisco
devices provide an XML-based interface for configuration management. There is support for XML-
based export of inventory information.

Research Initiatives. Research groups have investigated howXML can be used for network element
management and some have implemented prototypes as proof of concept. They focus on describing
the structure of management information as XML documents. In some of the cases this structure is like
providing anXML representationof existing SNMPMIBs,and includingenhanced operations over this.
Inthis section we describe the proposed approaches of some of the prominent groups and some design
decisions that come into the picture [Ju et al., 2002; Menten, 2004; Strauss, 2004; Yoon et al., 2003],

16.4.3

XML-Based Manager
Figure 16.13 shows a schematic representation of the generalized architecture for an XML-based man¬
agement system. The functional components necessary in an XML-based manager application are des¬
cribed below.
Data collection component: The design of this component is driven by the fact that the communica¬

tion model used is XML over HTTR It is possible to use any connection-oriented protocol, but since
many such devices already host a Web server and support direct HTTP/HTML-basednetwork manage¬
ment, much of the required infrastructure for Web-based management would already be present. For

16.4.4
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polling-based retrieval of management data, the NMS application has an HTTP client and periodically
sends an HTTPrequest to the device agent for management information. The receivedresponse is cither
processedor stored in the database. For receivingnotifications from the device, a Web server is included
in the NMS application and a Web client in the device. The Web server is used to receive XML/HTTP
notifications from the network element or device/gateway/EMS and to facilitate Web-GUI-based views
ofmanagement information to operators.
Management information modeling is based on XML; and device characteristics have to be rep¬

resented as an XML document. Device modeling can either follow the existing SNMP MIB for the
device (MIB-Module/Group/Table/TableEntry/RowIndex) or be redesigned and made more expressive
and powerful. For example, in the case of architecture shown inFigure 16.12(c),where the XML-based
NMS is a manager-of-managers, it would be appropriate to define a suitable XML schema to model the
device from a higher-level perspective. Such a perspective would result in a "network-based" view of
the network rather than the usual device-centric view.
The structure of the management data in the XML documents can be described using either Docu¬

ment Type Definition (DTD) or XML schema. Both approaches are appropriate for most documents, but
XML schema are more commonly used.
The XML documents in a management application would be of two types—one pertaining to con¬

figuring the manager application and the other having device modeling/configuration information. In
case the XML management is built on top of SNMP management for example, the device modeling
part of the document would be a translation of the device MIB to XML. Several research groups have
developed such translators.
Addressing network devices: When the NMSwants to obtain specific information from a particular

device, the device is identifiedby its IPaddress, the transport protocol is TCP, and the application-layer
protocol can be anything: telnet, ssh, HTTP, etc. The most commonly usedprotocol is HTTP. The XML
message received from the network can be analyzed by the manager application using one of several
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options. XML-based technologies also provide several mechanisms for the retrieval ofMO informa¬
tion. XPath or XQuery expressions can be used to access specific parts of the XML message. XPath
describes a set of elements within an XML document and assumes that the XML document has been
parsed into a tree of nodes. XPath allows the specification of a path through the document's element
hierarchy, as well as a mechanism for selecting elements from that hierarchy. This is a suitable ap¬
proach since an XPath expression is the standardway to identify a part of an XML document. SNMP
and CMIP OIDs have a nice correspondence with XPath expressions, as shown in Figure 16.14.
Management operations are also represented inanXML document and one question that arises here

iswhich transactions must be represented as attributes andwhich ones should be XML elements. There
are certain rules of thumb that are usedwhenmaking such a decision. Ingeneral, entities that are object¬
like will be represented as elements, i.e., cases where there will be multiple instances. Data that have a
unique value will be represented as attributes. The design must be such that the XML document is easy
to read, XML schema for validation is simple, and it is easily searched by an XPath expression.
Management functional applications: This includes applications to achieve the FCAPS functional¬

ity. It includes some support applications such as fdtering, correlation, logging, etc. Since management
information is represented in XML, these must also use some parser such as DOM or SAX. There will
also be a repository of XSL templates to render dynamic displays of management information.

XML-Based Agent
The basic component of the XML-based agent is an embeddedWeb server, some XML processing-rel¬
ated components (XML parser, XPath handler), and the HTTP Client Engine, apart from the standard
embedded application that the agent needs to access the current value of data requested and deliver
notifications.

Since the components residing on the device are embedded applications and are subject to more
resource constraints than the components in the manager application, it is common to write custom

16.4.5
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Figure 16.15 XML-Based Agent Architecture

compact XML parsers rather than use DOM or even SAX. For example, in Juniper devices, a custom
parser is used to parse data. Figure 16.15 shows the architecture of a typical agent.
A typical request-response transaction between the manager and the agent involves the following

operations:
HTTPGET request for the management parameter is sent for data retrieval. An HTTPGET request

has a parameter describing the detailed request. The manager identifies the MO as XPath or XQuery
expression. HTTPPOST is used for configuration operations with the configuration parameters in the
body of the POST request.
Validation of the operation using an XML parser and schema is done. Two common readily available

parsers are DOMand SAX. DOMparser constructs a tree representation of the entire XML document
and is thus memory and processor intensive. SAX parser is an event-driven streaming parser and ismore
lightweight, but is still resource hungry.

The request is sent to the agent/gateway as an HTTP request via the HTTP client component of the
manager application. The agent evaluates the XPath expression and retrieves the latest value of the req¬
uestedMO.

The response is sent back to the NMS as an XML message, and the data are stored in the NMS dat¬
abase.
A notification or trap is sent via the HTTP client component of the device and is received by the

HTTPserver in the NMS. It is processedby the concernedmanagement functional application (notifica¬
tion handler in Figure 16.13).

XML-Based Web Services for Management
Web services are the next logical step inwhich XML-based management is moving since it gives add¬
itional structure to XML-based management and defines a machine-independent way for the manage¬
ment application and agent to exchange messages. The Web services standard, developed by the World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C), is defined in [W3C] and the following is a brief introduction to Web
services.

16.4.6
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Web services are an XML-based framework for building distributed applications based on open pro¬
tocols. The basic Web services platform is XML +HTTPand the Web services platform elements are:

• SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)
• WSDL (Web Services Description Language)
• UDDI(Universal Description, Discovery and Integration)
SOAP is a simple XML-based communication protocol for accessing Web services and is designed

for use over the Internet.WSDL is an XML-based language for describing Web services and is a W3C
standard. WSDL is also used to locateWeb services. This document exposes the operations, which par¬
ameters to pass to an operation, via which protocols an operation can be accessed, and on which loca¬
tion (i.e., the IP address or domain name) the Web service resides. UDDI is a directory service where
organizations can register to search for Web services. It is a directory for storing information of Web
service interfaces described byWSDL.

Several researchers [Pras et aL, 2004] have done work on using Web services-based element man¬
agement. The Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) is a
standards organization for defining Web services, and several standards such as Management Using
Web Services (MUWS), Management ofWeb Services (MOWS), etc. have emerged. Web services pre¬
dominantly add-ress systems management.

16.5 COMPARISON OF MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGIES
Inthis section we compare the management technologies discussed so far basedon the criteria described
in Section 16.1.2. There arc two factors in making a comparison—the first is with respect to the suit¬
ability of the protocols and the other is with respect to the practical usability in terms of performance.
It is clear that CORBA and XML are extremely suitable with respect to the parameters mentioned in
Sections 16.3 and 16.4.

We now discuss the performance of SNMP, CORBA, and XML in terms of bandwidth, CPU usage,
and latency. In literature, the results of the comparison of various protocols have been reported. At a
high level, the experimental approach to make the comparison and the conclusions is similar and sum¬
marized here. (The details of the experiments and conclusions are outside the scope of this chapter.
Interested readers are referred to Drevers [2004] and Pras et al. [2004] for more information.)

Experimental setup: An SMP table is selected and experiments are conducted to compare the perfor¬
mance at different data retrieval granularities as shown in Figure 16.16. This will demonstrate the ef¬
fectiveness of the protocols considered in accessing and returning the data of different sizes and having
different structures.
A single instance of an OlD, the most atomic entity that can be obtained using SNMP Get is repre¬

sented inA. Figure B represents a column of the table. For example, if the table is ifTable, it represents
the value of a single parameter, say iflnOctets, for all interfaces in the device. A full row pictured in C
represents the values of all parameters for one interface, while Figure D shows retrieval of the entire
table.
Findings: Excessive bandwidth consumption is a concern with XML-based solutions. It turns

out that for management bandwidth consumption, SNMP consumes the least bandwidth, especially
when a single attribute is retrieved. CORBA comes next, while Web services-based management
consumes the maximum bandwidth. When multiple MOs are retrieved per request, the difference
narrows a little. For such bulk retrievals, SNMP and CORBA are almost at par in terms of bandwidth
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Figure 16.16 Granularities for Performance Comparison

consumption with CORBA performing almost as well, if not marginally better than SNMP, while the
bandwidth consumed by Web services can be around eight times as much as CORBA. The bandwidth
can be reducedby using compression techniques, but this has an impact on response times. SNMPhas
the best response times when it comes to retrieval of a single attribute. CORBA shows comparable
performance, sometimes even better performance for retrieval of multiple attributes. The response
time for Web services-based management is the highest. Table 16.2 is a summary of the comparison
of the various protocols.

16.6 RECENT NM-RELATED STANDARDS
FromTable 16.2, it is clear that XML as an element management protocol may not be feasible from the
point of view of performance. The growing trend now is to use a SOA to build a network management
application so that the components in the management ecosystem can communicate with each other. In
this section we discuss some of the emerging standards in this area. Some of the prominent standards
are MTOSI for management software at service provider premises and OASIS in the areas of systems
management.
It is an acknowledged fact that to ensure smooth operations and ensure fast service delivery, service

providers need multiple applications that cater to varying requirements. The eTOM map, covered in
Chapter 10, specifies the processes, the end-to-end automation ofwhich, results in efficient service del¬
ivery. Thus, the individual applications need to be developed using a software architecture that enables
seamless integration; and a SOA holds the promise of meeting this requirement. In this section we dis¬
cuss MTOSIandOASIS, both ofwhich are standards that enable integration of distributed applications
using SOA.
MTOSI, a TMF [TMF] initiative, is a standard that provides an integration framework for different

applications that result in the automation of some of the key processes in a service provider's environ¬
ment. These processes, referred to as operations support (OS) functions, are the management functional
areas of anNMS (FCAPS), specialized functions such as Root CauseAnalysis, Service ImpactAnalysis,
SLA monitoring, etc. The objective ofMTOSI is to extendMTNMusing XML/Web services interface
to integrate the different OS components using SOA and NGOSS (New Generation OSS) design prin¬
ciples. The initial focus of MTOSI was to develop an OS-to-OS interface that covers the NMS/EMS
interface as a special case. This is shown in Figure 16.17 as a component of MTOSI architecture. It is
being extended to cater to the more generalized requirement.
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Table 16.2 Comparison of Management Protocols

OSI /CMISE SNMP CORBA XML
Information model ASN.1/GDMO SMI/MIBs are CORBA IDLs specify XML or WSDL

specifies a fully basic, simple, a fully object- documents—
object-oriented, but not object oriented model, powerful, very
powerful, oriented, less less powerful than expressive,
comprehensive but powerful ASN1/GDMO flexible
very complicated
model

Organization model Manager-agent Manager-agent Client-server model Message-based
paradigm using paradigm using with programmatic architecture with
CMISE as the SNMP as the interface between XML SOAP-
protocol protocol the server and the based messages

client between the
server and the
client

Communication CMISE over OSI SNMP over UDP CORBA RPC over Usually HTTP
model protocol stack TCP, NOP over TCP
Service location N/A N/A Inter-ORB-reference Universal

(IOR) Resource
Identifier (URI)

Naming, directory N/A N/A Naming service, UDDI
interface repository

Management Very comprehensive, Basic, very few Powerful, No native
operations powerful, support operations, notifications with support for

for notifications with notifications filtering, somewhat notifications,
filtering and scoping (traps) supported less comprehensive need was

than OSI recognized and
support has been
provided

Support for Average Not satisfactory Good Very powerful
configuration support
management
Scalability, flexibility Scalable Scalable. Useful Can pose Can pose

for retrieval of scalability issues scalability issues
small quantities at the element at the element
of data from management level management
large number level
of elements
rather than bulk
data from fewer
numbers

Maturity Mature and time Mature and time Mature. Has been in Relatively new
tested tested use since mid-1990s although vendors

have been
providing support
since around
2000
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Table 16.2 (continued)

OSI /CMISE SNMP CORBA XML
Performance

Security

Satisfactory and
very efficient for fine¬
grained operations

CMIP built-in
security

Performs well
especially for
retrieval of atomic
data. Very efficient
for fine-grained
operations

SNMPv3

Satisfactory. Not
very efficient for fine¬
grained operations.
More efficient when
multiple objects
are retrieved with a
single method call
CORBA security
service

Poses problems
for bandwidth
usage, response
times, and CPU
usage at the NE

HTTP/SSL, XML
signature

MTOSI MTOSI CCV
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Figure 16.17 MTOSIArchitecture

OASIS is a consortium that drives the development, convergence, and adoption of open standards
for the global information society. Standards have been defined and adopted in a number of areas
including management. The Web Services DistributedManagement (WSDM) [WSD] committee def¬
ined the architecture and technology to manage distributed resources usingWeb services and the stan¬
dard is particularly applicable to systems management. The two applicable standards are Management
UsingWeb Services (MUWS) and Management of Web Services (MOWS).
MUWS addresses the use of Web services as the foundation of a systems management framework.

This includes the use ofWeb services for the interaction between the managed resources and manage¬
ment applications. WSDM also addresses the requirement of managingWeb resources like any other
resource via the MOWS standard. Figure 16.18 depicts the typical management framework architec¬
ture. MUWS is a wire-level specification of how to describe the manageability of a resource using
WSDL documents. It provides a mechanism to discover manageable resources and their manageability
capabilities. WSDM facilitates Manager to Managed Resource interaction using Web services rather
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Figure 16.18 Management Framework Architecture

than using some specific management protocol. However, MUWS has not created a new management
model—it is able to work with existing standards such as DMTF and SNMP and constitutes a unifying
layer on top of existing information models. It specifies how to define XML schema for representing
the management information model and how to access the model usingWeb services.
MOWS defines a model to manage Web services. This includes management-specific attributes to

expose properties such as lifecycle state and performance of the Web services. Management operations
to monitor/control a Web service itself are specified.
In conclusion, the trend emerging in management application design recognizes that a holistic man¬

agement system—both from the networks perspective and from the systems perspective—is to be
viewed as a distributed system consisting of several loosely coupled applications interactingwith man¬
aged resources andwith each other. These applications typically have an interface to communicate with
the managed resources and one to communicate with other applications in the ecosystem. The interface
used to communicate with the network tends to be low-level, efficient, and fast and usually managed
resource specific. An event-driven bus architecture for conveying exception conditions, supporting one-
to-many and many-to-many event dissemination, is required rather than a request-response model. A
Web services-based management approach, which allows loosely coupled management applications
built around Web services, meets the needs. MTOSI, with its Web services-based interface, plays an
important role in the telecom IT environment SOA implementation, while WSDM plays a similar role
in systems management.

Summary
In this chapter we reviewed traditional approaches to data communication and telecommunication
network management. We saw that the evolution of management technologies did not quite keep
pace with the rapid evolution in network technologies and services and consequent operator needs.
We identified some shortcomings of SNMP and CMISE/CMIP and discussed approaches taken by the
research community to overcome these.
We thendiscussedtheemergenceofWeb-based managementandCORBAasalternativemanagement

technologies. We saw that CORBA became popular and was widely adopted in the telecommunication
network management environment. The MTNM standard TMF 814, which is CORBA based, is widely
adopted as the standard NML-EML interface in transport networks. Web-based management initially
just meant having an HTML client, but quickly became very popular, with most devices having a Web
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server. We saw that WBEMwas an early standard and one that prevails to date for System or Enterprise
Management. We then discussed the potential of XML as a management technology and described
approaches for its use for element management both by vendors and by the research community.

We summarized the pros and cons of the various approaches and finally described the current
trends and recent standards. Management systems are to be viewed as distributed systems consisting
of several loosely coupled applications interacting with managed resources and with each other. We
concluded that in view of the multitude of applications that are needed to keep a service provider's
operations running smoothly, seamless integration of these applications to provide a unified view is
very important. A Web services-based SOAwith the various components communicating over a bus via
XML messages is the trend emerging both in telecom and enterprise management. The TMF standard
MTOSI in the telecom environment and the OASIS standard WSDM in the enterprise management
environment reflect this trend.

1. What are the disadvantages of SNMP as a configuration management protocol?
2. There are two management stations—one SNMP based and the other CORBA based. The

SNMP-basedmanagerdoes poll-based fault managementof a device by sending SNMP requests
every 2 minutes. The CORBA-based NMS fault management is fully push based and the NMS
receives a notification when there is a fault. The size of the SNMP request and response PDUs
is 150 bytes; and the size of a CORBA notification is about 400 bytes. During 1 hour there are
20 alarms. Calculate the bandwidth used in both cases.

3. Consider a CORBA-based modeling of the interface table that uses two approaches—a single
method that returns all the interfaces similar to a SNMPGetBulk and separate methods for each
interface similar to SNMPGet (a one-one mapping from SMI to IDLs).
(a) Which of the approaches is more suitable?
(b) Explain why it is more suitable

4. In a Management system at a Service Provider, it is required to query a device for SysUptime,
tcpActiveOpens, tcpPassiveOpens, and tcpAttempts. A designer Anil wants to use SNMP for this
while Binawants to use CORBA (1 method call for SysUptime, 1for the remaining 3 parameters).
Which of their approaches uses less bandwidth? Why?

This NMS also has to retrieve the ipRouteTable, which has about 10,000 rows.Anil suggests
SNMPv2 GetBulk command, while Bina prefers CORBA (1 method to fetch the table). Whose
approach results in less bandwidth being used? Why?

5. Suppose a router has 80 interfaces and performance data are to be collected from the interface
table. Calculate the average bandwidth used to retrieve 80 rows using SNMPGet, SNMPGetBulk,
with and without compression. Also calculate the bandwidth used if Web services are used, with
and without compression. Use the following data to calculate bandwidth usage:
(a) Average size of SNMPGet (request + response) PDU is around 40 bytes and when objects

are retrieved using SNMPBulkGet, the average size per object is 20 bytes. Assume that
compression with SNMP results in 25% decrease in bandwidth consumption.

(b) ForWeb services, every message hasa headerof size 500 bytesand in the SOAPmessage,
each row in the interface table occupies around 1,000 bytes. Compression results in 75%
bandwidth reduction when 80 rows are retrieved.
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OSINetwork and System Management

InChapter 3 we introducedOSI management, which uses the Common Management Information Pro¬
tocol (CMIP). Then we discussed its application to the Telecommunications Management Network
(TMN) inChapter 10.We will cover the basic principles ofOSI network and system management here.
We will describe the management of network resources, including both network elements and the net¬
work that connects them. In conjunction with TMN, OSI also addresses management layers above the
network—namely, service and business management. You may need to review the basic foundations of
OSI in Chapter 3 to follow the material in this appendix.
Incontrast to the SNMP management standard, which was intentionally kept simple in concept and

implementation, the OSI management standard was developed to be broad and flexible and is based on
object-oriented technology. Hence, it turned out to be complex, difficult to understand, and expensive
to implement, which is why it has been sparsely deployed. However, the recent availability of object-
oriented technology tools and hardware resources, combinedwith the need for telecommunication man¬
agement usingTMN, have eliminated its implementation impediments.

We will present the complex subject ofOSImanagement by using a simple, easy-to-follow approach.
We will compare OSI management to SNMP management wherever appropriate, which will also help
you better understand the former.

A.1 OSI MANAGEMENT STANDARDS
Two standards bodies, the International Standards Organization (ISO) and the International Telecom¬
munications Union (ITU), jointly worked on developing standards for network management. Thus, in
Table A.l listing of the various standards documents, two numbers are associated with each entry—an
ISO designation and an ITUdesignation (X-series).
Only a partial list is given in Table A.l; for a more complete list see [Raman, 1998]. The X.700 se¬

ries covers the general management framework and a systems management overview. The X.710 series
covers the communication protocol and service. The Structure of Management Information (SMI) is
specified in the X.720 series. An extensive series of documents ranging from X.730 to X.75 1 addresses
numerous application functions.
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Table A.1 OSI Systems Management Standards Guide

ISO ITU TOPIC
7498-4

10040
9595
9596-1
9596-2
10165-1
10165-2
10165-4
10165-5
10165-6

10165-7
10165-9

X.700

X.701
X.710

X.711
X.720
X.721
X.722
X.723
X.724

X.725
X.727

OSI Basic Reference
Framework

Model Part 4: Management

10164-1 X.730-
10164-17 X.751

Systems Management Overview
Common Management Information Service Definition

Common Management Information Protocol
SMI: Management Information Model
SMI: Definition of Management Information
SMI: Guidelines for the Definition of Managed Objects
SMI: Generic Management Information
SMI: Requirements and Guidelines for ICS Proforma
associated with Management Information
SMI: General Relationship Model
SMI: System Management Protocol Machine Managed
Objects
Systems Management (specifications for various functions
and attributes)

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The OSI management system concept is similar to that of SNMP management. After introducing the
general concept in Chapter 3, we discussed SNMPmanagement inChapter 4. FigureA.l shows the OSI
management model, defined in ISO 10040/X.70I. The managing system consists of an entity playing
the manager role and applications that perform the various functions. The managed system comprises
the agent role function and managed objects. The managing system performs various operations, such
as get and set, which we covered in discussing SNMPmanagement, on a managed system and receives
responses.Notification is similar to the trap in SNMP, but it has a broader role inOSI management. The
role of the agent is to perform the operations on managed objects and receive notifications from them.
This function is similar to SNMP agent operations on network elements. The communication protocol
between the managing system and the managed system is the CMIP, similar to SNMP in SNMP man¬
agement.
OSI management differs from SNMPmanagement in the way the managed object is defined. InOSI

the managed object is object oriented, in contrast to the scalar representation of the managed object in
SNMP. We observed the difference between the two perspectives in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.9). A man¬
aged object representation in OSI is shown in Figure A.2. As OSI is object oriented, the resources are
represented as managed object classes. The internal characteristics of a managed object are hidden
from the external view, and are specified as attributes at the object boundary. The inner behavior of
the managed object caused by external operations is reflected as changes in attributes and is sent out
as notifications. The operations sent out by the management system as requests requiring responses are
part of operations and generate responses by the managed system.

A.2
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The OSI management system architecture is shown in FigureA.3. It consists of seven messages rep¬
resenting seven services, called Common Management Information Service Elements (CMISEs).
The communication protocol used by CMISE is the Common Management Information Protocol
(CMIP).
All but one, M-EVENT-REPORT, are generated by the manager and are represented as solid lines

in the OSImanager application layer. They are shown as dashed lines in the OSI agent application layer.
The M-EVENT-REPORT is shown as a solid line in the agent layer and as a dashed line in the manager
layer.All messages are represented by double arrows inboth the manager and the agent layers because
messages may elicit or require either response(s) or confirmation. Notice that this approach is different
from that of SNMPmanagement, in which all messages are unidirectional.

Messages are generated by application processes and are transferred to the presentation layer via an
application entity sublayer in the application layer (more about this later). The other upper layers of the
OSI ReferenceModel consist of presentation and session layers as described in ITURecommendations
X.2 16 and X.226 for the former and X.2 15 and X.225 for the latter.
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The lower layers of the modelmay be either connection orientedor connectionless.Numerous choices
in the set of lower-layer protocols are available. Figure A.3 shows an example of a set based on X.25
[ITURecommendation X.25 Protocol, October 1996], Various profiles can be implemented, including
the Internet profile [Raman, 1998],
The M-GET service comprises request and response messages. They are equivalent to get-request

and get-response messages in SNMP. The get-next-request could also be included in that the OSI get
service is for a management object class and thus includes SNMPmultiple scalar managed objects. The
M-GET requires a confirmation (response) from the agent. The M-SET service enables setting up at¬
tribute values in the managedobject andmay or maynot require confirmation. TheM-ACTIONservice
is used to perform operations in the managed object, and confirmation is optional. An M-GET Request
message may be canceled by using the M-CANCEL-GET message, which requires confirmation from
the agent. The M-EVENT-REPORT is akin to the trap message in SNMP, but it has a much broader
effect than the few generic alarms in SNMP.
The M-CREATE and M-DELETE services are used to create and delete object classes, for which

there is no equivalent in SNMP. A close analogy in SNMP for these services is creation and deletion of
conceptual rows for tabular objects. Both these OSI messages require confirmation from the agent.
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A.3 ORGANIZATION MODEL
We explained the OSI organization model in Chapter 3. It comprises the manager system, the agent
system, and managed objects. A system can perform the dual role of a manager and an agent, switch¬
ing from one role to the other dynamically. This approach is significantly different from that of SNMP
management, in which the two functions can coexist but are distinct processes.
Inthe OSImanagement specifications, managedobjects are assigned to groups calleddomains. Such

grouping can be done either on an organizational basis or on an administrative basis. When an orga¬
nizational domain is formed, it consists of a set of managed objects based on functional criteria, such
as fault and performance management. The organizational domain may also recognize organizational
considerations such as common policies and procedures.
Administrative authority is the basis for an administrative grouping. It determines the creation of and

interaction between domains. An administrative grouping may comprise organizational domains.

A.4 INFORMATION MODEL
The OSI information model is based on the abstraction of information on the managed object as seen
across the boundary of the managed object by a manager system. (See Figures 3.9(b) and A.2 on the
perspective of a managed object.) The schema representing the managed object is used by the manager
system and the management agent system to communicate with each other as in SNMP management.
Again, the OSI management information model is object oriented and in that regard differs from the
SNMP management information model, which is scalar based. The information model deals with the
SMI, managed objects and object classes, and management information trees.

Structure of Management Information
The definition of managed objects, syntax based on ASN. I,and the naming convention in the OSI SMI
are similar in many ways to the SNMP SMI that we covered in Section 4.7.2. However, because ofOSI
SMI's object-oriented approach, they differ in content from those in the SNMP SMI.
The concept of managed objects in OSI SMI refers to a group of objects having similar properties,

defined as a managedobject class. We can loosely compare this type of grouping to grouping of man¬
aged objects in the SNMP model. However, a managed object class is more than a group of SNMP-
managed objects. It is a collection of objects whose attributes and behavior are similar, and it supports
a common set of operations and notifications.
A managed object class can be created from other managedobject classes, called packages, as shown

in Figure A.4. It comprises one mandatory package and multiple conditional packages. A managed
class in this structure has the properties associatedwith the mandatory package andmay include proper-
tics of conditional packages. For example, a transport class object class would include an OSI transport
class 4, applicable to both connection-oriented and connectionless cases, but would include a transport
class 0 or 2, only if it is connection oriented. We will address the method of defining the properties of
an object class and a package in Section A.4.2.

Managed object classes are obtained by using an inheritance tree, as we will show in Section A.4.3.
There arc three types of trees in OSI management. Besides the inheritance tree, there is a naming tree
and a registration tree, which we will discuss inSectionA.4.4. Wewill cover the template for specifying
managed objects in Section A.4.5.

A.4.1
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Managed Object Class

Conditional Package
-Attributes
-Behavior
-Operations
-Notifications

Mandatory Package
-Attributes
-Behavior
-Operations
-Notifications

Conditional Package
-Attributes
-Behavior
-Operations
-Notifications

FigureA.4 Structure of a Managed Object Class

Managed Object Class and Instance
A managed object class is a group of managed objects with common attributes and behavior, can
be subjected to similar operations, and emit a set of similar notifications, as previously shown in
Figure A. I. The properties of a managed object are defined by a template specifying these characteris¬
tics. A managed object is an instance of a managed object class with defined values in the template. For
example, a hub can be defined as a managedobject class, with each hubhavingdifferent attribute values
(e.g.,manufacturer, serial number, number ofports, etc.) as an instance of the hub-managedobject class.
As shown in FigureA.5, the hub is a managed object class having common attributes and two specific
hubs as two instances of it. Each instance has different values for hub ID,vendor name,model number,
and serial number. They are 10-Mbps Ethernet hubs (ifType=6) with 12 ports.

hub id = "Hub"
vendor name = "XYZ"
model number = "xyz"
serial number = "123"

number of interfaces = 12
type of interfaces = 6

speed of interfaces = 10000000

Hub2 Instance

hub id = "HubT
vendor name = "ABC"
model number = "abc"
serial number = "123"

number of interfaces = 12
type of interfaces = 6

speed of interfaces = 10000000

Hub1 Instance

Hub Managed Object Class

hub id
vendor name
model number
serial number

number of interfaces
type of interfaces
speed of interfaces

FigureA.5 Example of a Managed Object Class and Instances

A.4.2
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Let us now look at the properties (or characteristics) associated with the managed object, which we
coveredbriefly in Chapter 3. The properties of a managed object and object class are interdependent, as
we will demonstrate shortly.
Attributes andAttribute Group.Attributes of a managed object include the data types and values

associated with it.As discussed in Chapter 3, the basic data types could be either simple or constructed.
Unlike SNMP, OSI permits the use of a wider range ofASN. 1 data types. For example, multiple values
can be associated with attributes by using a SET OF construct.
The value associated with an attribute could be either single- or multiple-valued and is specified

according to the syntax rule. The syntax is specified in the ASN.l language described in Chapter 3.
Attributes have access rules (e.g., read, write, and read-write), which are accomplished with

operations. Attributes can also be created, deleted, or changed with operations.
Attributes can be grouped to form an attribute group. Because each attribute value may have

different syntax requirements, the attribute group does not follow the syntactical rule.
Behavior. Behavior describes the internal actions of a managed object. It is the glue that holds

the properties of a managed object together. Behavior definitions can be specified with attributes and
operations and can include notifications.A change in the value of an attribute can generate notification.
For example, in an environment with multiple managers performing different functions, such as
configuration and performance on a managed system, a change in the configuration made by operations
in a configuration management system may affect performance. Hence, the performance management
system needs to be sent notifications. Another example is a package, in which two attributes may be
related in a constrained manner. In such a situation, an operation on one attribute would cause the
behavior to affect the other attribute. We can picture the scenario where the set command is used to
administratively turn offan interface,which wouldbehaviorally affect the get commandthat is gathering
data on that interface.
Operations. Operations perform actions on attributes and are also called attribute-oriented

operations. The attribute-oriented operations are get, set, replace, add, and remove. We will describe
the commands and service entities associated with them when we consider the CMIP service element in
Section A.5. The get operation is a read function. The set operation is used to set a value of attributes.
The replace operation replaces an attribute in a package with any appropriate value or with a default
value. The addand remove operations performan addition or removal of a member to or from a set (e.g.,
addition of a member to a group).
Three object-oriented operations are used to perform an operation on an object—action, create,

or delete. The action operation executes a valid process on the object. Typically, when more than just
setting or replacing an attribute value is involved, the action operation is used. It could be as complex
as running a process that invokes the behavior, changes the attributes of a managed class, and invokes
multiple responses and notifications. SNMP management has no equivalent functions.
Notifications. Notifications are similar to traps in SNMP management. They are events generated

by the management agent without a command from the management system. However, it is broader in
scope than the trap and is generated either by an external or by an internal stimulant. As mentionedunder
object-oriented operations, notifications may be generated as a side effect. Alarms are also generated
and transmitted by managed objects via notifications. Data generated by notifications may also be
logged for later utilization and not sent out.
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A.4.3 Inheritance
We defined a managed object class as a group of managed objects with common properties. Another
way of lookingat it is that a managed object is an instantiation of a managed object class, as previously
shown in FigureA.5.

We can add attributes to a managed object class and derive a new class, called a subclass, which
is similar to deriving a data subtype from a data type. The subclass is derived from a superclass and
inherits the properties of the superclass. All the attributes of a superclass are maintained by a subclass,
and more are added to restrict the class of object instances in the subclass.
The three categories of inheritance—single inheritance,multiple inheritance (polymorphic), and

alloniorphic—are shown in Figure A.6, which represents a network containing routers and hubs. At
the top of the managed objects is the ultimate superclass, top. Hub is superclass of the switched and
(regular) hubs. The 10-Mbps regular (non-switched) hub-managed object subclass is derived by single
inheritance from the hub superclass. Likewise, the switched 10-Mbps and 100-Mbps hub subclasses are
derived by single inheritance from the switched hub superclass. A switched multirate hub that has both
100-Mbps and 10-Mbps port speeds has polymorphic inheritance from its superclasses at the 100-Mbps
and 10-Mbps switched hubs. The 10-Mbps uni-LANhub is the class ofhubs that can be configuredonly
as a single LAN. In other words, it behaves as a regular hub and hence is allomorphic with the 10-Mbps
regular hub-managed object class.

A.4.4 Management Information Trees
Getting lost in OSI terminology and definitions of the various hierarchical structures—literally losing
the forest for the trees—is all too easy. So far we have talked about the development of managedobject

Top

r s r \

Routers Hub
k k

Switched
Hub

Switched
100 Mbps
Hub

Switched
10 Mbps
Hub

c >
Hub

V >

( >
10 Mbps
Hub

V y

Switched 10 Mbps
Multirate Multi-LAN
Hub Hubv 7

FigureA.6 Example of Inheritance
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classes,which is done by using the inheritance tree. The object instances have to beuniquely identified,
which is done by using the naming tree. Once a managed object class has been developed and instances
have been given names, they have to be registered with a central authority, which is done by using the
registration tree, so that they can be universally used.
The Inheritance Tree. The inheritance tree defines the relationship between subclasses and super¬

classes. Because the properties of a subclass are derived from a superclass, a subclass may be considered
a subset or specialization of the superclass. We have discussed three categories of inheritance. Single
inheritance derives its properties from a single superclass. Multiple inheritance of a subclass derives
its properties from more than one superclass. Care must be taken in developing multiple inheritances
so that no conflict exists between the properties of the superclasses being used to derive the subclass.
The third category is a special case, called allomorphism, in which a subclass derived from multiple
superclasses takes on the properties of one of the superclasses. It may be considered as a pointer to a
superclass.
The NamingTree. The naming tree is used in the naming of a managed object, which is a specific

instance of a managed object class, to give it a unique identification. This procedure is very similar to
the OBJECT IDENTIFIER and DESCRIPTOR, usingMIB, in SNMPmanagement.
Names are uniquely specified in terms of a superior or context object. Objects named in terms of

another object are called subordinate objects and are contained in a superior object. Because a subor¬
dinate object is contained in a superior object, the naming tree is also called a containment tree.
An example of contained managed objects is shown in FigureA.7. The top level of the naming tree

is the root. Here, system is the superior object and log, alarmRecord, and eventforwardingDiscrimina-
tor are objects subordinate to it. Both log and alarmRecordare subordinated objects under the context
name system.
A managed object is identified by a name in the naming tree by either its absolute position in the

naming tree with a global name, such as OSI or with respect to the context object either with a relative
distinguished name or a local distinguished name. Table A.2 illustrates the naming convention for
the example shown in Figure A.7. The local context name system is used here for illustration. Figure
A.7 and Table A.2 present the name attribute of the managed object and the value of the type of that

Legend

root

system
systemld = "BCD'

alarmRecord
recordId = "5"

logld = "SMK'

contained managed object

containing managed object

eventForwardingDiscriminator
discriminatorld = "a"

FigureA.7 Example of Contained Managed Objects (X.720)
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Table A.2 Relative Distinguished Names Example

RELATIVE LOCAL DISTINGUISHED
DISTINGUISHED NAME NAME
systemld = "BDC" {}
logld = "SMK" {logld = "SMK"}
recordId = "5" {logld = "SMK", recordld = "5"}

attribute. Thus, the local distinguished name for alarmRecord is the sequence of attributes startingwith
the context name system and is { logld="SMK", recordId="5"}, and the relative distinguished name is
recordId="5". The implication is that the relative distinguished name reflects the system context name.
Notice that the local distinguished name is a sequence of names and hence is bounded by braces, { }.
A subordinate object under a superior object in a naming tree does not imply that the managed object

represented by the subordinate object is contained in the superior object class. The inheritance relation¬
ship between superclass and subclass is distinct from the name-binding relationship in the naming tree.
RegistrationTree. The registration tree isused for officially registering the managed object classes

(from the inheritance tree), names of the managed objects (used in the naming tree), attribute defini¬
tions, attribute groups, action types, notifications, and packages. The OSI management tree shown in
Figure 3.8 has been extended to partially include the registration tree, as shown inFigureA.8. The man¬
aged classes, attributes, actions, notifications, and packages developed in the X.700/ISO 10165 series
fall under the arc (node) smi, structure ofmanagement information. It is under the management standard
ms node. The node smase (system management application service entity) and cmip are the other two
nodes under ms.

ISO

org ms

dod
smase cmip smi

internet

iso-ccitt

FigureA.8 OSI Registration Tree
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Guidelines for Definition of Managed Object Templates
The technique used to specify managed objects inOSI management uses templates and is referred to as
Guidelines for DefinitionofManagedObjects (GDMO).GDMO can beviewed as a set of forms with
a list of properties that can be filled with values. See the OSI 10165-4/ITUX.722 standard and Raman
[1998] for a detailed discussion of GDMO.
An example of a managed object class using a template for a managed class extracted from X.722 is

shown in FigureA.9. The mnemonic name of the managed object class is lamp. The MANAGED OB¬
JECT CLASS is the keyword that defines the managed object class.
The DERIVEDCLASS identifies the source document and the relationship to either a superclass or

subclass. In the example, lamp is derived from top. It may not always be present, but at least the alter¬
natemanaged object class in the hierarchy should contain it. Thus, to trace the hierarchy of the managed
object class, youmay have to trace through a sequence of templates. This procedure is similar to naming
of children down the generations in some parts of the world, as in Tamil Nadu, India,where the author
was born. The last name of the child (Subramanian in the case of the author) is the given name and the
first name is the father's given name. Thus, to trace a name you have to trace through each generation
of the family hierarchy.
The construct CHARACTERIZED BY identifies the mandatory packages and properties. In this

example, the lampPackage is the mandatory package, and the properties associated with it are part of
its template definition.
The CONDITIONAL PACKAGES define the optional packages included in the managed object

class. The intensityPackage is a conditional package and is present only if the defined condition on re-
sourceSupportsIntensity is satisfied.

The REGISTERED AS construct defines the official registered name of the managed object class.
Here, lamp is defined in the registration tree under gdmoPlusExamplesModule.

A.4.5

COMMUNICATION MODEL
We presented the high-level representation of the OSI communication architecture in Section A.2 and
FigureA.3. The manager and agent application processes use sevenmessages to communicatewith each
other. The application process interfaces with the application entity sublayer that is above the presenta¬
tion layer. The communication protocol used for intcrsystem communication is the Common Manage¬
ment Information Protocol (CMIP). The communication model deals with the application entity layer
and the intersystemmessage protocol.

A.5

(\amp MANAGED OBJECT CLASS
DERIVED FROM "ITU-T Rec. X.721 (1992) | ISO/IEC 1Q165-2 : top;
CHARACTERIZED BY lampPackage
CONDITIONAL PACKAGES intensityPackage PRESENT IF

(resourceSupportslntensity(self ()->lampld);
REGISTEREDAS

{gdmoPlusExamplesModule.lampObjectldentifier managedObjectClass (3), lamp(O)}

FigureA.9 Example of the OSI Managed Object Class Template
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System Management Application Entity
A management application, the System Management Application Process (SMAP) communicates with
another management application by invoking System Management Application Entity (SMAE), as
shown inFigureA. 10. The SMAE comprises several service entity modules. The System Management
Application Service Entitymodule (SMASE) services the five management applications: configuration,
fault, performance, security, and accounting.
The CMISE handles the communications function for SMASE, using the CMIP. The Association

Control Service Element (ACSE) sets up and coordinates the activities of setting up and releasing an

ACSE

SMASE

CMISE

ROSE

Presentation Layer

SMAP

CMIP PDUs

SMAE

CMIP PDU-

MA PDU-

SMAP: Systems Management Application Process
SMAE: Systems Management Application Entity
SMASE: Systems Management Application Service Element
CMISE: Common Management Information Service Entity
CMIP: Common Management Information Protocol
ROSE: Remote Operations Service Element
ACSE: Association Control Service Element

A.5.1

Figure A.10 OSI Network Communications Model
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association with the application. Once the association has been set up, the data move from the CM1SE
to the remote system via the Remote Operation Service Element (ROSE). ROSE issues requests to a
remote system and receives responses inan asynchronous mode. Inother words, a request may be issued
and followed by other requests and the responses correlatedwith the corresponding requests.
FigureA. 11 shows the interoperability of two applications intwo remote systems for the OSInetwork

communication model shown in Figure A. 10. Communication between SMASE entities exchange
management application protocol data units (MA PDU). CM1P PDUs are exchanged between CMISE
entities.
Common Management Information Service Elements. We introduced the seven services (or

messages) offered by CMISE inSectionA.2. The CMISEmodel consists of two submodels. Inthe first,
the manager sends a command to an agent andmay expect one or more responses from the agent, which
is called operations. The second submodel is concerned with an unsolicited message from an agent,
which may expect confirmation from the manager, and is called notifications.

ÿMA PDU

ROSE ACSE

SMASE

ROSEACSE

SMASE

Presentation Layer Presentation Layer

SMAP SMAP

SMAE SMAE

Legend: See Figure A.10 Physical Medium

FigureA.11 OSI Interoperability Communication Model
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The commands M-GET, M-SET, M-ACTION, M-CREATE, M-DELETE, and M-CANCEL-GET
are operations. The event M-EVENT-REPORT belongs to notifications. The Min all the operation and
notification command names stands for management. The get, create, delete, and cancel-get operations
expect confirmations or responses, called confirmedservices.A responsemay bemultiple. For example,
the GET command associated with a multiple management object class (called scope) could invoke
multiple responses.

The operations set and action, as well as the notifications event-report, may or may not require
responsesor acknowledgements.They canbeeither confirmedor unconfirmedservices. The requirement
for confirmation depends on the type of operations or notifications, and the data format should specify
it.The CM1SE services andCMIPoperation values are listed inTable A.3, alongwith a briefdescription
of each service.
Common Management Information Protocol, The CMIP is the communication interface with the

CMISE. It generates a PDU for a message. The PDU format generated by CMIP is a modification of
the generic ROSE PDU format, and is shown in FigureA.12. The invoke ID field is the PDU identifier
and is used in correlating the response. The operation value is determined by the appropriate operation/
notification from Table A.3. For example, the get operation will have an operation value of 3. The next
two fields in the CMIP PDU are the managed object class and the managed object instance. The term
base object is used in connection with retrieval of multiple objects associated with the scope clause
in which multiple objects could be retrieved using the get command by specifying a base object. The
information field is a group of fields describing operation-specific data.

A.6 APPLICATION FUNCTIONS MANAGEMENT
OSI management had paid specific attention to the development of management applications (func¬
tional model), which motivated development of the rest of the OSI management models. Application
functions management can be compartmentalized, as shown in Figure A.13, as management applica¬
tion functional areas, system management functions (SMFs), and CMTSEs, which we discussed in

Table A.3 CMISE Services and CMIP Operation Values

SERVICE OPERATION VALUE
CONFIRMED/UNCONFIRMED

DESCRIPTION

M-EVENT-REPORT 0/1 Send notifications to another open system
Multiple responses 2 Not a CMISE service, but used with scope
M-GET 3 Retrieve attributes and values from managed

objects
M-SET 4/5 Set or modify attributes
M-ACTION 6/7 Initiate action in a managed object
M-CREATE 8 Request an open system to create a

managed object
M-DELETE 9 Request an open system to delete managed

objects
M-CANCEL-GET 10 Command to cancel a previously sent M-GET

service
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Figure A.13 Functions Management Model

Section A.5. Management application functions invoke SMFs, which in turn utilize the common man¬
agement information services to execute applications.
The five system application functional areas are configuration, fault, performance, security, and

accounting. They are represented as clouds in Figure A. 13 because the functional areas overlap. For
example, packet loss in a network could be classified under both fault and performance management.
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They may even use common management functions. Hence, OSI specifications for SMFs are for
primitive service functions.

The SMFs are abstract specifications, more like requirements of the functions needed to implement
the applications. They are shown under SMFs inFigureA.13. The purpose of most of the functions can
be inferred from the title. The object management function, state management function, and attributes
for representing relationships are concerned with the configuration of managed objects. The manage¬
ment knowledge function exchanges information between systems.

The event report management function, log control function, alarm reporting function, test manage¬
ment function, and confidence and diagnostic test categories are oriented toward fault administration
and notifications. The summarization function could be used for fault management, as in trouble ticket
administration, or for performance management, as with statistics. This function preprocesses and com¬
presses the data prior to transmission.

The SMFs related to security management applications are the security alarm reporting function,
security audit trail function, and objects and attributes for access control. The account metering function
and workload monitoring function are oriented toward accounting management. The scheduling func¬
tion is a general SMF used to schedule operations.

The third compartment in FigureA. 13 identifies the common management service elements invoked
by the SMFs to perform the tasks. They are the seven CMISE services: M-EVENT-REPORT,M-GET,
M-SET,M-ACTION,M-CREATE,M-DELETE, and M-CANCEL-GET.

In this appendix we presented an overview of OSI management. We discussed the complexity and flexibility
of object-oriented OSI management and compared it, where appropriate, to the simpler scalar-oriented
SNMP/lnternet management. OSI management is based on the Common Management Information Protocol/
Common Management Information Service Elements (CMIP/CMISE). We identified the service elements of a
common management information service and explained how they are used.

Our discussion of the information model dealt with managed object classes and instances. They are derived
by using the inheritance tree in the OSI management information model. The naming tree is used to name
managed objects, and the registration tree registers the names of managed object classes.

The OSI communication model dealt with the CMISE and CMIP. We looked at the lower- and upper-
layer profiles used in OSI management and the role of the Association Control Service Element (ACSE) in
establishing and releasing application associations across systems. The Remote Operations Service Element
(ROSE) performs the exchange of data after the ACSE has established the associations.

The five management application functional areas of configuration, fault, performance, security, and
accounting utilize the system management functions, which in turn invoke the common management
information services to execute tasks.
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Project Suggestions

B.1 PROJECT STRUCTURE AND EVALUATION
We are presenting a suggestion list for projects to accompany the course. Most of these projects have
been undertaken by students in the past 3 years, who have found them interesting. Each project is ex¬
pected to take 20 to 30 hours of student time. The projects can be done as individual or group projects.
If the project is done as a group, there should be a clear distinction of each student's contribution for
grading purposes. The group comprises typically 2-4 students. Istrongly recommend a presentation of
the project to the class by each individual or group at the end of the course. The presentation is limited
to 10-15 minutes. Laboratory or software projects are presented to the instructor outside of the presen¬
tation.
A possible way of structuring the project is to allow students to pick a project from the list or come

upwith their own suggestion. The students are expected to select a project and their partners in the first
few weeks of the course. An outline of the projects with deliverables is expected during the middle of
the quarter/semester. The final report is due a week before the end of the quarter/semester.

The grading criteria for the project are creativity, content, report (organization and completeness),
and presentation.

B.2 PROJECTS
1. SNMP is a poll-based network management system:

There arc open-source SNMPstacks available on the Internet.Choose oneof themanddevelop a
polling engine for an NMS.The student should do a performance evaluation of the engine.

2. Laboratory setup of a managed LANwith low-endNMS (e.g., OpenNMS):
Students load PCs with the operating system with TCP/IP stack. They set up multiple LANs
using a hub. An NMS is loaded on a PC,which then manages the LANs. Several management
applications are practiced.

3. Laboratory setup of a managed virtual LANwith low-endNMS:
MultipleLANsarc set upasVLANs anda networkmanagement system is set up to manage them.
This project can also be done as a special report expanding the role ofVLANs.

4. SetupanenterpriseNMSbydownloadingseveraloftheopen-sourceNMSs availableon the Inter¬
net. Perform fault and performance management. This usually requires the student to have had
some prior experiencewith a UNIX system. This can be combinedwith another group settingup
the LANs.
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5. Configuring system management—BigBrother/Spong:
Big Brother or Spong can be downloaded and configured to manage systems in local
networks. Interestingmodifications can be done to the original systems in this project.

6. Web-based management:
This popular project is done by several groups, each one implementing a different version of
Web-based management. This project can be a software development project or a theoretical
one in depth.
A Web interface can be added to an existing SNMP management system. A Web-interface
module to an HP OpenView Network Node Manager is available and has been tried in this
project. Other variations are possibilities in this approach. The whole project can be done from
scratch starting with an SNMP tool.
For advanced computer science classes, try experimenting with XML schema and CORBA-
basedNM.

7. Traffic measurement usingMRTG:
MRTG freeware can be downloaded and set up on a host to measure the traffic at an interface
of a network component.

8. HFCmanagement:
This area of network management affords numerous opportunities for hands-on-project
if facilities exist. Fault localization is a challenge in this project. A study—both analytical
and laboratory, including QoS management for broadband—is an opportunity here.

9. ADSL management:
A wealth ofADSL projects can be undertaken both as a laboratory project, as well as theoretical
study project. Inaddition, it can be extended to other DSL technologies.

10. Set up a management system for a WiFi network.
11. Use of Tcl/Tk for network management:

The scripting tool in general is an area of study for a project in network management. Speci¬
fically, Tcl/Tk [Zeltserman and Puoplo, 1998] is very useful as a management tool.

12. Event correlation:
We have dealt with several technologies for event correlation. The implementation of any one
would be an interesting project.

13. RMON:
A simple RMONtool, for example tcpdump,can be implemented to do statistical measurement
and analysis of the type of traffic.

14. Software simulation:
Many of the above projects could be simulated using common tools and could be an
exciting way to accomplish a laboratory project when the facilities are lacking. Research
network simulation tools that are available as freeware to use in this project.

15. Develop an SNMP trap simulator for SNMP versions and acquire them using one of the NMS
projects or a commercially available NMS.
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Laboratory Tutorial

This tutorial gives a hands-on experience to the students learning basic networking tools and SNMP-
based tools.

C.1 NETWORK BASIC TOOLS LAB
Read about functions and the use of the following basic network tool commands. You can invoke man
commandname to obtain the manual page of a command in a UNIX system.

1. ping
2. traceroute
3. nslookup
4. host
5. dig

Use these commands in the Lab to do the following practice exercises. You may create your own ad¬
ditional exercises and be prepared to discuss them in class.

1. Choose any IPaddress in your subnet or outside and find the name of the host.
2. Pingat least two public institutions'addresses inside and outside India.Analyse your results and

note the significant points.

Execute traceroute to the following IP addresses and analyze:
www.gatech.edu
nsl .bangla.net

C.2 SNMP TOOLS LAB
This lab is designed to learn the SNMP-testing tools. Many tools are available on public domain.

• The SNMP test tool is an interactive tool to obtain values of several managed objects, one at a
time.

• Get, Get-next, and Set are the SNMP commands that we learned under SNMP architecture/mes¬
sages. Execution of these will return an SNMP Response message. Pay particular attention to
index and instance in this exercise.

• SNMPWalk uses snmpgetnext to trace the entire MIB.A network status command is used to test
the status of network connections of a host.
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Exercise the following test tools:
• snmptest
• snmpget
• snmpgetnext
• snmpset
• snmptrap
• snmpwalk
• snmpnetstat

C.3 SNMPAPPLICATIONS
Apply the SNMP tools you have learned to the following applications.
Application 1: Choose any three hosts and determine which of the hosts has been running the lon¬

gest.
Application 2: Use SNMP system MIB and find all the information about the hosts that you used in

Application 1.
Application 3: Acquire the routing table of a router using IPMIB and find out the approximate size

of the table.
Application 4: Your instructor has set the snmpd.conf table in a host with different community users

accessing different profiles of information from the database.
Inspect the configuration file (/etc/snmpd.conf) for the SNMP daemon running on the host. Attempt

an snmpwalk using each of the community names it defines. Compare the amount of information avail¬
able with each.
Application 5: Your instructor will give you MIB views for different groups of users. Modify the

snmpd.conf table to implement those views.
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Spread Spectrum Technology: OFDM

Orthogonal Frequency DivisionMultiplexing (OFDM) is a modulation scheme that comprisesmulticar-
rier,multisymbol, andmultirate techniques using spread spectrum technology. It is converged technolo¬
gies of spread spectrum, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), and multiple input multiple output (MIMO)
antennae.

Broadbandservices require transmission ofmodulationofbroadbandsignal at ahighdigital data rate. Due
to frequency selective fading, the digital pulses in the time domain are spread out, interferingwith neighbor¬
ingdigits and thus causing inter-symbol interference (ISI).This is shown in FigureD.I.
The basic principle of operation ofOFDM is to divide the broadband-modulated carrier into narrow¬

band segments. All the narrowband segments are transmitted inparallel over subcarrier channels. Since
the fading is flat over a narrow band, there is less distortion of the signal and hence, less ISI. Insteadof
modulating a single carrier at the rate of R symbols per second (sps), each of theNsubcarriers separated
by about R/N Hz arc modulated and each symbol is transmitted at R/N sps. This is shown in Figure
D.2. Figure D.2(a) shows the single carrier modulation, and Figure D.2(b) shows the multicarrier for
the same digital signal. Figure D.3 shows the system representation ofmulticarrier multisymbolOFDM
at the transmitting end. The multicarrier system could be further improved by making each subcarrier
orthogonal to others.

Transmitted
Signal

Received
SignalAmpl.

ISI

Figure D.1 Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI)
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Appendix I) • Spread Spectrum Technology: OFDM • 651

FOURIER TRANSFORMATION
Any periodic signal x(t), which repeats itselfwith a period T, can be decomposed into an infinite number
of frequency components with fundamental frequency

and its harmonics
f0 = 1ITo and wo = 2jlf0 = 2jllTo

fn = n/T0 = rf0 where n= 1,-2, ... and
(o = hoj{] = nl7if0

-2T

xn(t)

-T/Z T/Z
N-Tn-N

(b) Sine function

*- t

(a) Pulse train

Amplitude

—fc—->\ -

-T T 2T

(c) Orthogonal subcarrier channels separated by 1/T

Figure D.4 OFDM
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The decomposed representation in the frequency spectrum is defined as the Fourier series. The Fou¬
rier series can be written as:

X(t) -aJ2+ax cos a)xt +a2 cos 2ty,H-----F b{ sin d)xt+ b2 sin 2CDxt+ —
where a and b are coefficients of harmonic terms.n n
Figure D.4 (a) shows a pulse trainxjj) of amplitude A, pulse width T, and periodicity of T{). This can be

shown usingFourier analysis [Forouzan, 2006]:
oo

m=T.cÿ]am)dt
n=oo

where
C =(AT/T0) sin (jtnT/T0) / (jinT/T0) = (AT/TJ sine (nT/T()

We define a sine function, where
Sine (nT/T0)= sirur (nT/T0)/ji(nT/T0)

The value of the sine function sin (jix)/(jzx) equals 1 atx =0 and equals 0 atx = 1,2,3,..,which are integral
multiples of T. The sine function is shown inFigure D.4 (b). The Fourier spectrum ofx (t) is often used as a
measure of the signal bandwidth1/Tin Flertz for a pulse train with pulse width T.

We can observe from Figure D.4(b) that if the subcarrier frequencies are separated by the periodicity
f= 1/72, they will all be orthogonal to each other. This is the basic concept ofOFDM. The multicarrier trans¬
mission, classified as OFDM,mitigates TSF
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Trademarks
ITEM (REGISTERED) TRADEMARK OF
AdvanceStack Hewlett-Packard Company
BigBrother BigBrother Software
CiscoWorks Cisco Systems, Inc
CRITTER Cabletron Systems
CygNet NMSWorks Software Pvt. Ltd.
FireWire Apple Computer
HP 9000 Hewlett-PackardCompany
HPAdvanceStack Assistant Hewlett-Packard Company
InCharge System Management ARTS
Internet Explorer Microsoft Corporation
Java Sun Microsystems, Inc.
Microsoft Windows Microsoft Corporation
NerveCenter Seagate Software
NetMetrix Hewlett-PackardCompany
NetView IBMCorporation
Network NodeManager Hewlett-Packard Company
OpenView Hewlett-PackardCompany
RealWorld Interface Computer Associates, Inc.
RSA RSAData Security, Inc.
Sniffer Network Associates
Spectrum Cabletron Systems
Sun Sparc Sun Microsystems, Inc.
TME 10 /NetView Tivoli Systems, Inc.
Unicenter/TNG Computer Associates, Inc.
UNIX AT&T Bell Laboratories
Windows Management Instrumentation Microsoft Corporation
Windows Microsoft Corporation
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Acronyms

3GPP Third Generation Partnership Project
3GPP2 Third Generation Partnership Project inUS
AAA Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting
ACSE Application Control Service Element
ADSL Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line
ANSI American National Standards Institute
ASK Amplitude Shift Keying
ASN.I Abstract Syntax Notation One
ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode
ATU ADSL Transmission Unit
ATU-C ATU at the Central Office/Network End
ATU-R ATU at the Remote/Customer Premises End
BWA BroadbandWireless Access
BER Basic EncodingRules
BER Bit Error Rate
BERT Bit Error Rate Tester
BISDN Broadband ISDN
CAP Carrierless Amplitude Phase modulation
CAPWAP Configuration and ProvisioningofWireless Access Point
CBC Cipher Block Chaining
CBR Case-BasedReasoning
CCITT International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee
CEBus Consumer Electronic Bus
CIM Common InformationModel
CIMOM CIMObject Manager
CLI Command Line Interface
CLTS Connectionless Transport Service
CMIP Common Management Information Protocol
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CMIS Common Management Information Service
CMTSE Common Management Information Service Element
CMTS Cable Modem Terminating System
COM Component Object Model
COPS Common Open Policy Service
CORBA Common Object Request Broker Architecture
COTS Connection-Oriented Transport Service
CPE Customer Premises Equipment
CSMA/CA Carrier Sensing MultipleAccess with CollisionAvoidance
CSMA/CD Carrier SensingMultipleAccess with Collision Detection
DBMS Database Management System
DCE Data Circuit-Terminating Equipment
DCE DistributedComputing Environment
DCF Distributed Communication Function inTMN
DCF DistributedCoordination Function in 802.11
DCN Data Communications Network
DCOM Distributed Component Object Model
DDD Direct Distance Dialing
DES Data Encryption Standard
DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
DLL Data Link Layer
DMI Desktop Management Interface
DMTF Desktop Management Task Force
DOCS Data-Over-Cable System
DOCSIS Data-Over-Cable System Interface Specifications
DOM Document Object Model
DTE Data Terminating Equipment
DSL Digital Subscriber Line
DSLAM Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer
DWDM DenseWavelength DivisionMultiplexer
EAP ExtensibleAuthentication Protocol
EGP External Gateway Protocol
EIA Electrical IndustriesAssociation
ELAN Emulated LocalArea Network
EMS Element Management System, Enterprise Management System
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EPON Ethernet PON
eTOM Enhanced Telecom Operations Map
FCAPS Fault, Configuration,Accounting, Performance, and Security
FDDI Fiber Distributed Data Interface
FEC Forward Error Correction
FSK Frequency Shift Keying
FTAM File Transfer and Access Management
FTP File Transfer Protocol
FTTN Fiber to the Neighborhood
GDMO Guidelines for Definition of ManagedObjects
GMPLS GeneralizedMPLS
GUT Graphical User Interface
HAVi HomeAudio-Video Interoperability
HCF HybridControl Function
HDSL High Data Rate Digital Subscriber Line
HFC HybridFiber Coaxial cable
HMAC HashedMessage Access Code
HTML Hypertext Markup Language
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol
IAB InternetAdvisory Board
TANA Internet Assigned NumbersAuthority
ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol
IDEA International Data EncryptionAlgorithm
IDL InterfaceDefinition Language
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
IGP Internal Gateway Protocol
HOP Internet Inter-Orb Protocol
ILMI Integrated Local Management Interface
IP Internet Protocol
IPC Inter-Processor Communication
IrDA InfraredDataAssociation
IRTF Internet Research Task Force
ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network
ISO International Organization for Standardization
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ITU International Telecommunications Union
ITU-T ITU—Telecommunications Sector
JDBC Java Database Connectivity
JDMK Java Dynamic Management Kit
JIDM Joint Inter-DomainManagement
JMAPI Java Management Application Interface
JVM Java Virtual Machine
JMX Java Management Extensions
LAN Local Area Network
LANE LocalArea Network Emulation
LLC Logical Link Control
LMDS LocalMultipoint Distribution Service
MAC MediumAccess Control
MAN MetropolitanArea Network
MBR Model-BasedReasoning
MCNS Multimedia Cable Network System
MD Message Digest
MF Mediation Function inTMN
MIB Management Information Base
MIME Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions
MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output
MIT Management InformationTree
MMDS Multichannel Multipoint Distribution Service
MOM Manager of Managers
MOTIS Message Oriented Text Interchange Standard
MPLS Multiprotocol Label Switching
MRTG Multi Router Traffic Grapher
MSO Multiple Systems Operator
MSSP Multiservice Switching Platform
MTNM MultitechnologyNetwork Management
MTOSI Multitechnology Operations System Interface
MUWS Management UsingWeb Service
NAT Network Address Translator
NGN Next GenerationNetwork
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NGOSS New Generation OSS
NID Network Interface Device
NIU Network InterfaceUnit
NMF Network Management Forum
NMS Network Management System
NOC Network Operations Center
OAM Operation,Administration, and Maintenance
OAMP Operation, Administration, Maintenance, and Provisioning
OASIS Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Services
OC Optical Carrier
ODBC Open Database Connectivity
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
OLT Optical Line Termination
ONU Optical Network Unit
OS Operations System
OS Operating System
OSF Operation System Function inTMN
OSF Open Systems Foundation
OSGi Open Service Gateway Initiative
OSI Open System Interface
OSPF Open Shortest Path First
OSS Operations Support System
PAN Personal Area Network
PBX Private Branch eXchange
PCI Protocol Control Information
PCF Point Coordination Function
PDU Packet Data Unit
PEM Privacy EnhancedMail
PGP Pretty Good Privacy
PING Packet Internet Groper
PON Passive Optical Network
PPP Point-to-Point Protocol
QAF Q-Adapter Function inTMN
QoS Quality of Service
RADIUS RemoteAuthentication Dial InUser Service
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RBR Rule-Based Reasoning
RF Radio Frequency
RFC Request for Comments
RIP Routing InformationProtocol
RMI Remote Method Invocation
RMON Remote Monitoring
ROSE Remote Operation Service Element
RPC Remote Procedure Call
RSA Rivest, Shamir, andAdleman (Cryptographic Algorithm)
SDH Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
SDU Service Data Unit
SGMP Simple Gateway MonitoringProtocol
SHS Secure Hash Standard
SLA Service Level Agreement
SMAE System Management Application Entity
SAX Simple API for XML
SMAP System Management Application Process
SMASE System Management Application Service Entity
SMF System Management Function
SMI Structure of Management Information
SMTP Simple Mail Transport Protocol
SNCIP Subnetwork-Independent Convergence Protocol
SNDAP Subnetwork-Dependent Access Protocol
SNDCP Subnetwork-Dependent Convergence Protocol
SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol
SOA Service Oriented Architecture
SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol
SONET Synchronous Optical NETwork
SPF Shortest Path First
STS Synchronous Transport Signal
TCP Transmission Control Protocol
TDM Time Division Multiplexing
TDMA Time DivisionMultiple Access
TE Traffic Engineering
TMF TeleManagement Forum
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TMN Telecommunications Management Network
TR Token Ring
UDDI Universal Description, Discovery, and IntegrationofWeb Services
UDP User Datagram Protocol
UI User Interface
UNI User Network Interface
UPnP Universal Plug and Play
USB Universal Serial Bus
URL Universal Resource Locator
USM User-Based Security Model
UWB Ultra-Wide Band
VACM View-Based Access Control Model
VDSL Very HighData Rate Digital Subscriber Line
VLAN Virtual Local Area Network
VI Virtual Terminal
W3C World Wide Web Consortium
WAN Wide Area Network
WBEM Web-Based Enterprise Management
WBM Web-Based Management
WCS Wireless Communication Service
WEP Wired Equivalency Protocol
WPA WiFi ProtectedAccess
WiFi Trade name for Wireless LAN
WIMA Web-Based IntegratedManagement Architecture
WiMax Worldwide Interoperability for MicrowaveAccess
WLAN Wireless LAN
WSDL Web Services Definition Language
WSF Workstation Function inTMN
WMI Windows Management Interface
XML Extensible Markup Language
XPath XML Filter
XSL XML Style Sheet
XSLT XML Transformer to Other Documents
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Index
10Gigabit Ethernet 63
1000BASE-LX 59
1000BASE-SX 59
1000BASE-T 59
100Base-T 58
100Base-T4 58
10Base2 58
10Base5 58
lOBase-F 58
lOBase-T 58,62

A
alHostGroup

RMON2 302
alMatrixGroup

RMON2 302
ABR See Available Bit Rate
Abstract service interface 260
Abstract Syntax Notation (number)

One 26, 109
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Access 15 1
Access control 257, 279
Access control subsystem 259
Access modes 187
Access Point 53, 67, 82, 589, 590,
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Access policy 187, 280
Accounting management 41,125,
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Add-Drop Multiplexers 85
Address Map Group

RMON2 299
Address Resolution Protocol 75
Address Translation Group 170
addressMapGroup

RMON2 302
ADM See Add-Drop Multiplexers
Administrative model 185
ADSL See Asymmetric DSL

ADSL Transmission Unit 529
ATU-C 529
ATU-R 529

ADSL2 543
ADSL2plus 543
Agent Management Entity 462
Agent process 140
AGENT-CAPABILITIES 211,215
Aggregate object 218-221
Aggregate object type 151, 152
Alarm 349
Alarm Correlator 349,351,355
Alarm Finite State Machine 352
Alarm FSMTransition Table 355
Alarm Group

RMON1 295
Alarm indications 349, 35 1
Alarm registration 351
AME See Agent Management Entity
Amplitude Shift Keying 512
Analog transmission mode 82
AP See Access Point
Application entities 185
Application layers 18
Application layer 25
Application Layer Host Group

RMON2 299
Application Layer Matrix Group

RMON2 299
Application level gateway 429
Application management 46
Application responsiveness 410
arp tool 75,312-313
ARP SeeAddress Resolution Pro¬
tocol

ASK See Amplitude Shift Keying
ASN.l data type 110
ASN.l macros 123
ASN.l symbols 113
ASN.l SeeAbstract Syntax Notation
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Asymmetric DSL 31,529,532

Access network 531
Alarm profile 543
Configuration profile 540
Fast channel 534
Interleavedchannel 534
Line code specific MIB 53 1
Line encoding 534
Management 534
Network management 535
Performance profile 540
Physical layer 542
System architecture 534
System reference model 534,
535

Asynchronous Transfer Mode 29,
79, 85, 87, 453-477

ATM Forum 394, 457
ATM network reference model 458
ATM See Asynchronous Transfer
Mode

atmHost group
ATM 304

atmMatrix group
ATM 305

atmStats group
ATM 303

Attribute group 635
Attributes 635
ATU SeeADSL Transmission Unit
Augmented table 220
AUGMENTS clause 220
Authentication 435
Authentication key 277
Authentication module 271
Authentication protocols 269, 277

HMAC-MD5-96 269, 277
HMAC-SHA-96 269, 277

Authentication scheme 186
Authentication server 437
Authoritative SNMP Engine 271
Authorization 435
Auxiliary object 227
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